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PREFACE 
This document contains papers from a specialists' meeting entitled "Piloting Vertical Flight 
Aircraft: A Conference on Flying Qualities and Human Factors". The conference was co- 
sponsored by the American Helicopter Society - San Francisco Bay Chapter, and the NASA 
Ames Research Center. It was held January 20-22, 1993 at the Sheraton Hotel Fisherman's 
Wharf, San Francisco, California. 
Vertical flight aircraft, including helicopters and a variety of Vertical Takeoff and Landing (WOL) 
concepts, place unique requirements on human perception, control, and performance for the 
conduct of their design missions. The intent of this conference was to examine, for these 
vehicles, advances in: (7) design of flight control systems for A DS-33C standards; (2) 
assessment of human factors influences of cockpit displays and operational procedures; (3) 
development of VTOL design and operational criteria; and (4) development of theoretical 
methods or models for predicting pilot-vehicle performance and mission suitability Recognizing 
that human capabilities and limitations form an integral aspect of the operations for these 
classes of vehicles, a secondary goal of the conference was to provide an initial venue for 
enhanced interaction between human factors and handling qualities specialists. 
The conference was divided into five sessions: 
Applying and Enhancing Criteria - papers focusing specifically on developing design or 
assessment criteria for these aircraft 
Assessing New Technologies - papers that examine the impact of advanced technologies on 
the operation of these aircraft 
Modeling and Analysis Techniques - papers that present models or designs based on 
models of human-vehicle performance 
Understanding Visual Cues - papers, primarily from a human performance standpoint, 
defining display requirements for these aircraft 
Aircraft Applications and Development - papers that discuss piloting aspects of specific 
vehicles 
Special appreciation is due to the Session Chairpersons, who also doubled as session 
organizers: Mr. John Clark, Major Johnnie Ham, Dr. Gareth Padfield, Ms. Sandy Hart, and Mr. 
Jim Howlett; their efforts in organizing the program and directing discussion of the papers were 
excellent. Likewise, particular appreciation is extended to Mr. Chris Blanken, the conference 
General Chairman, for his tireless efforts and superb organization on behalf of the conference, 
as well as to Administrative Chairman Mr. Robert Stroub and Financial Chairman Mr. Matthew 
Whalley, and to the Technical Information Division for preparing and publishing the proceedings 
of the meeting. 
Dr. J. Victor Lebacqz 
Conference Technical Chairperson 
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Applying and Enhancing Criteria 

- 
ADS-33C Related Handling Qualities Research 
Performed Using the NRC Bell 205 Airborne 
Simulator 
J.Murray Morgan 
Stewart W .Baillie 
Flight Research Laboratory 
Institute for Aerospace Research 
National Research Council 
Canada 
ABSTRACT INTRODUCTION 
Over 10 years ago a project was initiated by the US 
Army AVSCOM to update the military helicopter 
flying qualities specification ' MIL-850 1-A. While 
not yet complete, the project reached a major mile- 
stone in 1989 with the publication of an Airworthi- 
ness Design Standard, ADS-33C. The 8501 update 
project initially set out to identify critical gaps in the 
requisite data base and then proceeded to fill them 
using a variety of directed research studies. The 
magnitude of the task required that it become an 
international effort: appropriate research studies 
were conducted in Germany, the UK and Canada as 
well as in the USA. Canadian participation was 
supported by the Department of National Defence 
@ND) through the Chief of Research and Develop- 
ment. 
Both ground based and in-flight simulation were 
used to study the defined areas and the Canadian 
Bell 205-A1 variable stability helicopter was used 
extensively as one of the primary research tools 
available for this effort. This paper reviews the 
involvement of the Flight Research Laboratory of 
the National Research Council of Canada in the 
update project, it describes the various experiments 
conducted on the Airborne Simulator, it notes sig- 
nificant results obtained and describes ongoing re- 
search associated with the project. 
Presented at Piloting Vertical Flight Aircraft: A Confercncc on 
Flying Qualities and Human Facton,San Francisco, California, 
January 1993 
For over 20 years, the Flight Research Laboratory 
(FRL) of the NRC has operated a Bell 205-A1 
helicopter as a full authority fly-by-wire research 
aircraft. This aircraft has been used as a fundamental 
research tool for flight mechanics research at the 
laboratory, simulating a wide range of vehicle types 
(including fixed wing and lighter than air aircraft) 
but specialising in advanced rotorcraft topics. This 
long interest and the resulting expertise in the area 
of helicopter flight mechanics led to a natural sym- 
biosis between the FRL and the US Army 
AVSCOM when it was required to update the US 
Military helicopter handling qualities specification, 
MIL-8501-A. The 8501 update program was an- 
nounced by Key [I] in 1982 and while it has 
followed the general outline presented at that time, 
it has been affected by various changes in military 
emphasis and funding in the intervening years. A 
milestone in the process, but by no means the final 
one, was the publication of ADS-33C in 1989. 
In cooperation with the US Army AVSCOM and 
NASA(Ames) the FRL, under the auspices of TTCP 
and with support and funding from DND, has been 
involved in the 8501 update process from the first. 
Not only have piloted experiments using the Bell 
205 developed a considerable rotorcraft handling 
qualities data base, they have also served a signifi- 
cant role in 'ground truthing' the results obtained 
from experiments performed in the NASA(Ames) 
Vertical Motion Simulator (VMS). In addition to the 
independent experiments flown at the FRL, pilots 
from the laboratory participated as subjects in vari- 
ous VMS experiments, thus ensuring a measure of 
continuity and direct comparison between the two 
faciIities. 'Ihis was felt to be such an important 
factor that, to the extent possible, US military and 
NASA pilots who had participated in the VMS 
experiments were also invited to fly in the FRL 
studies. 
While the activity spawned by the 8501 update 
project provided new direction, purpose and thrust 
to the FRL research program on rotorcraft handling 
qualities, it was not the beginning of such studies at 
this laboratory. Prior to the start of the 8501 update 
project, the most recent area of research had con- 
centrated on the use of integrated side-stick control- 
lers of various types and in various configurations 
(References [2] to [4]). Reference [4] also reports 
some initial work on yaw axis response types. 
It is important to note the contribution made to this 
work by Systems Technology Inc (STI). This com- 
pany, as the prime contractor to AVSCOM for 8501 
update activities was responsible for the initial VMS 
experiments, the philosophical approach to the 
structure of the ADS-33C objective criteria and the 
introduction of the concept of a Useable Cue Envi- 
ronment (UCE), a metric used to describe, numeri- 
cally and objectively, flight in Degraded Visual 
Environments. The ST1 principal investigator, 
Mr.R.H.Hoh took a full and active part in the design 
and execution of the initial bandwidth experiments 
at the FRL and cooperated frequently in most of the 
remaining studies. 
This paper will provide a thorough review of those 
portions of the ADS-33C 
data base generated using the FRL Airborne Simu- 
lator. It will highlight the relationships between 
in-flight research and research conducted using 
ground based facilities. The specific studies to be 
discussed include: 
q Control system bandwidth and sensitivity 
avertical axis dynamics and installed thrust re- 
quirements 
QControl system disturbance rejection require- 
ments 
q The effects of stick dynamics 
a Useable Cue Environment (UCE) studies and 
flight in a Degraded Visual Environment 
DThe development of Part 4 flight test manoeu- 
vres fbr use in a normal visual environment 
Ongoing experiments concerning Part 4 manoeu- 
vres in DVE and the potential of limited authority 
attitude SCAS in DVE will also be discussed. 
The prime purpose of this paper is to provide a single 
reference point for the considerable Canadian con- 
tribution to the ADS-33C data base. 
THE NRC AIRBORNE SIMULATOR 
The Airborne Simulator operated by the FRL (Fig- 
ure 1) is an extensively modified Be11 205-A1 single 
engine teetering rotor helicopter. It was acquired by 
the laboratory in 1969 and had been converted to 
the research configuration by early 1972. The modi- 
fications to enable this machine to operate in a 
fly-by-wire mode were extensive, the most signifi- 
cant being: - 
Figure 1: The IAR Airborne Simulator 
DThe normal 205 actuators were replaced by full 
authority dual mode (electrical or mechanically 
signalled) HR Textron HYDOMAT units. 
These actuators have approximately a 10 Hz 
bandwidth to small signals and a maximum rate 
of 100% per second under ground static condi- 
tions. 
aThe main rotor stabiliser bar was removed to 
improve dynamic response. 
aThe swash-plate to horizontal stabiliser linkage 
was removed and the stabiliser provided with 
its own electrically signalled actuator. The sta- 
bilker effectiveness was increased by sealing 
the fuselagelstabiliser gap with a faired-in plane 
surface. 
The pilot in command station was moved to the 
left side of the cockpit and the right station 
provided with a force feed-back control loading 
system with which to signal the flight comput- 
ers. This system was provided with its own 
hydraulic system independent of the primary 
aircraft controls. 
n A nose boom was added to carry airflow direc- 
tion vanes and a swivelling static pressure sen- 
sor. 
Fly-by-Wire System. The fly-by-wire (FBW) sys- 
tem in this aircraft is controlled by a hybrid digi- 
tallanalogue general purpose computing system. 
This has been updated over the years to reflect 
changing computing technologies: it has changed in 
nature from a primarily analogue system to one in 
which all control functions are performed digitally, 
the analogue section being relegated to one or two 
display filtering or general purpose signaI scaling 
functions. 
The computer system reads a comprehensive suite 
of aircraft state sensors, the evaluation pilots control 
inputs (both primary inceptors and ancillary controls 
as required) and directly controls actuator com- 
mands and cockpit displays. Since very few con- 
straints are placed on the control system logic and 
architecture, the project engineer has complete free- 
dom in the design of feed-forward and feedback 
loops to attain the vehicle dynamics desired for a 
particular program 
Safety of Flight Issues. The Bell 205 FBW system 
is both single string and experimental and therefore 
does not have adequate reliability to be permitted 
full time control of the aircraft. For safety of flight 
reasons, the aircraft operation revolves around a 
safety pilot. The safety pilot always remains in 
contact with all flight controls, even when an evalu- 
ator is in control of the vehicle. In the event of a 
system malfunction, the safety pilot has several 
methods available to him of disengaging the FBW 
system and reasserting full control of the aircraft. 
To assist the safety pilot there is a hardware moni- 
toring system which will trip the FBW system in the 
event of power supply or hydraulic pressure failures 
and software monitoring of sensor consistency is 
also employed. The inherent 150 to 180 ms lags in 
the Bell 205 teetering rotor response coupled with 
over twenty years of experience in the aircraft make 
this approach to safety satisfactory for operations 
throughout the flight envelope and into the NOE 
environment. The experience of the laboratory in 
this aircraft indicates that there is greater danger 
from an evaluation pilot attempting to fly a poor 
model close to the ground than from any hardware 
or software errors that have ever been seen. 
Performance and Limitations. The simulation 
flight performance envelope of an in-flight simula- 
tor is obviously subject to the performance lirnita- 
tions of the host aircraft, but the quality of the FBW 
system will determine the proportion of the overall 
flight envelope which is available to the experi- 
menter. The FRL Bell 205 is routinely flown in the 
FBW mode throughout the entire envelope. Within 
the normal regime, the performance of the flight 
control systems depends primarily on available con- 
trol power and inherent lags. By using fairly simple 
techniques to produce a compound feed-back signal 
comprising the aircraft's response at low frequency 
and that of a lag free model at high frequency, the 
effects of the natural aircraft lags can be nullified 
(See Figure 2), leaving the ultimate limitations on 
the dynamics available for a given experiment to 
those of control power versus the excitation of 
undesirable structural modes. The limited control 
power of a teetering rotor system plus the potential 
excitation of a fuselageltransmission oscillation (the 
Bell 205 mast rocking mode) limit the achievable 
, - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
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control bandwidths of the Airborne simulator to 
about 3.5 radlsec laterally and 2.4 radlsec in pitch. 
Yaw bandwidths of just over 2.5 radlsec are also 
achievable. 
A more complete, though somewhat dated in detail, 
description of the Airborne Simulator may be found 
at Reference [q. 
RELATIONSHIE3 BETWEEN 
IN-FLIGHT AND GROUND BASED 
SIMULATION 
By its very nature, in-flight simulation is a difficult, 
costly and (compared to ground based simulation) 
of limited scope. The principle limitations to in- 
flight simulation arise from the nature of the task 
itself. 
Without installing additional force and moment gen- 
erators, the implementation of simulator models is 
restricted to those degrees of freedom over which 
the host aircraft offers direct control. The experi- 
menter has to accept the aircraft's natural responses 
in the remaining freedoms. In the case of the FRL 
Airborne Simulator, it is impossible to modify the 
linear X and Y characteristics of the raw 205. 
Secondly, since the evaluation is conducted in the 
real atmosphere, it is necessary to accept whatever 
disturbances exist at the time of flight. To an extent 
this problem can be overcome by choosing to fly 
only in very calm conditions and applying a known 
disturbing signal. While this is done for specific 
experiments which demand either no disturbances 
ing of control system design, measurement, adjust- 
ment and re-measurement. 
The experimenter using ground based machines, on 
the other hand, has complete control over his model 
systems and the computed environment. However, 
he faces severe limitations on pilot cuing due to 
imperfect visual and motion systems, computer 
throughput times and other artifacts of the full 
simulation process. These deficiencies are very pro- 
nounced in the case of the helicopter simulations. It 
is generally accepted that helicopter pilots use very 
fine visual cues when operating at low speed near 
the surface, but whether these cues are primarily 
textural or kinematic is not well understood, nor are 
the mechanisms the brain uses to interpret them. To 
date it has not been possible to produce adequate 
visual cues for high precision tasks on any computer 
generated imaging system that this author has seen. 
It is worth also considering another factor, the 
psychology of the pilot. In ground based simulation 
the pilot knows, albeit subconsciously, that he is 
ultimateIy not at risk whereas in the air that is not 
true: this may well have an effect on both the level 
of aggressiveness he is prepared to use in flying the 
tasks and the quality of control system he is prepared 
to accept. 
By and large, experience has shown that handling 
qualities trends taken from ground based simulation 
are valid, but that the absolute values of the ratings 
achieved are somerimes not. Results from ground 
based simulation ofien tend to be conservative and 
this point will be emphasised later. 
o ra  well understood disturbance pattern, it is far too 
restrictive a procedure for common use. The avail- The remarks above suggest a natural complemen- 
able research time would be very seriously depleted. tary relationship between data from ground based 
and in-flight research. Although large matrix ex- 
The final major limitation to in-flight simulation is 
the uncertainty which always exists regarding the 
nature of the plant under control and the current state 
of the host vehicle. What this means in practice is 
that, although quite precise design methods may be 
used to develop gain matrices for candidate control 
systems, the final outcome has to be identified by 
analysis of the vehicles's responses to a known 
exciting function. This is often an iterative process 
during the development stage of any study, consist- 
periments-can be conducted with relative ease in a 
ground based simulator, the results need to be 
- - ---- - 
examined closely for their validity due to lack of 
fidelity in the pilot's environment. In contrast, the 
smaller matrix experiments which lend themselves 
to in-flight testing have the advantage that the visual 
and motion cues are full scale and coherent, yet 
suffer from a range of uncertainties in implementa- 
tion which are not a factor in ground based studies. 
It also follows that the in-flight simulator has a 
significant role in fundamental handling qualities 
research both in its own right and in the important 
task of anchoring data from ground based experi- 
ments into the actual flight regime. It is in this role 
that the FRL Airborne Simulator was first employed 
in support of the ADS-33C data base generation. 
BANDWIDTH AND RESPONSE TYPE 
EXPERIMENT 
This was the first formal experiment designed to 
generate a data base for ADS-33C performed on the 
Airborne Simulator; it was also the largest single 
study carried out'in this program. 
4), which have appeared in several publications, 
show that in flight, not only were the spreads of pilot 
ratings less than in VMS, indicating greater pilot 
confidence in their ability to evaluate the systems, 
but that the bandwidth requirements to obtain Level 
1 handling qualities were lower by up to 3 radJsec. 
This is most noticeable in the plot relating to the 
evaluation of attitude response types. The implica- 
tions of the significantly lower bandwidth require- 
ments are very far reaching. Bandwidth costs 
money, weight, structural stiffness and control sys- 
tem complexity. 
HOR 
A 1984 experiment conducted in VMS (Reference 
[6]) used bandwidth and response type as major 
variables, and it was desired to validate these studies 
in actual flight. A total of 14 control systems were 
programmed into the Airborne Simulator, repre- 
senting Rate, Rate CommandJAttitude Hold and 
Attitude Command response types. The responses 
with respect to attitude were tailored to provide 
bandwidths over the ranges 0.85 to 2.7 radlsec in 
pitch and 1.0 to 3.1 radfsec in roll. It has been 
argued that these bandwidths are inadequate to 
represent modern rotor systems, however during the 
development of ADS-33C criteria the critical mini- 
mum bandwidths for the vast majority of tasks were 
determined to be within these ranges. The control 
system architecture was identical to that used in 
VMS and a similar set of tasks was used. 
VMS Sirnuletion 
I 
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Figure 3: FlighdGround Comparison, Attitude 
Command . 
HOR 
Since this study followed recent FRL work in the to 
area of integrated side-stick control, the opportunity - 
was taken to fly the experiment using both conven- - L B M ~ ~ ~  VMS Smulet~on 
tional controllers (cyclic and collective levers with FRL In-flggnc SIUOY 
yaw pedals) and a four function integrated side- - - - - - - - - - - - ----- 
stick. The experiment was initially reported in Ref- 6 -  
erence [7], while the same data with a rather deeper s - 
analysis is to be found at Reference [a]. 
----- 
This experiment served as the foundation for the 
small amplitude manoeuvre bandwidth criteria to be 
found in ADS-33C and served in measure to define I ,  2 3 4 6 
the response type requirements in the same docu- Alt~lude Benow~aln (RaO/sec] 
ment, at least for operations in normal visual con- 
ditions. It also emphasised the relationship between 
ground based and in-flight simulation regarding the Figure 4: FlighdGround Cornprison, RnB 
need to relate data from ground based experiments 
to those conducted in actual flight. Figures (3 and 
VERTICAL AXIS REQUIREMENTS 
Two experiments in the 8501 update project concen- 
trated on vertical axis requirements. The initial 
study concentrated on variations in heave damping 
and collective sensitivity (Reference 191) while the 
second also considered the effects of thrust to weight 
ratio and the effects of enginelgovernor dynamics 
(Reference [lo]). A more detailed analysis of data 
from these experiments can be found in Reference 
[I l l .  
Again; following work already performed in VMS, 
these experiments were concerned with a topic 
already examined on the ground. The aircraft was 
configured with nominal pitch, roll and yaw control 
and airframe dynamics while the effective heave 
damping (Zw), maximum thrust to weight ratio 
(TIW) and engine/governor/rotor dynamics pa- 
rameters were varied. 
Handling qualities ratings (HQR) of models which 
varied in Zw and T/W showed that, in the airborne 
experiment, pilots were once again more tolerant of 
values which tended to degrade handling qualities 
than they were in VMS, however, the trends were 
the same. Figure (3, taken from Reference (10) 
demonstrates this point. 
HQR From G ~ o u M  BBaeO Sirrwletion 
HOR 0 HOA From In-Flight Slmlelion 
- 0.8, . 
also evaluated on the Airborne Simulator. The sen- 
sitivity of HQR to torque monitoring workload 
became quite clear in this experiment. Analysis of 
the engine/governor/rotor models using the same i 
criteria as those used by previous experimenters 
showed a significant discrepancy in predicted versus 
actual HQRs. Our own attempts to quantify a han- 
dling qualities boundary based on parameters re- 
lated to the engine governorlrotor system dynamics 
was able to describe our observed trends in handling 
qualities ratings but overall the criterion was less 
than satisfactory. The authors of ADS-33C were 
able to coalesce handling qualities data from a 
variety of sources to develop an equivalent systems 
approach to defining the a more "satisfying" torque 
dynamics boundary. Each set of data, from VMS, 
the NASA CH-47 and the FRL 205 highlighted 
different areas of concern regarding the dynamics 
of torque in rotorcraft operations and ail were 
reflected in the final specification. 
FLIGHT IN DEGRADED VISUAL 
ENVIRONMENTS 
It has long been recognised, if informally, that the 
helicopter pilot, unlike his fixed wing counterpart, 
has to operate for prolonged periods in visual cqn- 
ditions that are neither of The two traditional desig- 
nations VMC or IMC. Whether it be night, fog, 
precipitation, dust, sand or snow, his problems are 
compounded in several ways, particularly in NOE 
flight. The task of stabilising today's helicopters 
when visual references are poor is known to be both 
difficult and dangerous. Every year the flight safety 
publications contain several reports of loss of con- 
trol or inadvertent ground strike accidents caused by 
prolonged or inadvertent operations in such condi- 
tions. It has become important to the military phi- 
losophy that NOE operations should be possible 
under almost all conditions and within an acceptable 
risk envelope. 
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Figure 5: Suggested T/W v Zw Boundaries Ground protracted operations h a degraded visual environ- 
and Flight ment is a practical reality, it was necessary to 
examine the requirements for such flight. Following 
early work by Hoh [14], which resulted in the 
Led by the work of Corliss[l2] and Hindson[l3], ~0sMation of a system to quantify the level of visual 
typical engine/govermr/totordynamic models were cuing that the pilot had at his disposal from all 
sources, termed a useable cue environment rating 
(UCE), experiments were performed in the Air- 
borne Simulator to continue the research and further 
refine the concept. Since the primary concept of the 
UCE work was that the pilot stabilises the rotorcraft 
based on the full set of cues available to him, it was 
predicated that a degradation in the UCE was similar 
to a reduction in gains in or the order of a closed 
loop stabilisation system. To maintain overall sys- 
tem stability as the cue environment degrades, the 
obvious step is to augment the stability of the plant 
which the pilot is required to stabilise, in this case 
the uncommanded rotorcraft. 
With this concept in mind a variety of configurations 
were developed for the Bell 205 ranging from the 
raw vehicle to a highly augmented vehicle possess- 
ing Translational Rate CommandPosition Hold 
with Yaw Rate Command and Height Hold control 
systems (TRCPHMH). Night Vision Goggles, 
used in conjunction with day training filters and 
focus adjustments, were used to degrade the visual 
environment in which the pilot had to operate as 
were goggles with liquid crystal foggable lenses. 
The handling qualities evaluations of a variety of 
low level tasks (Summarised in Figures 6 and 7) 
confirmed the tradeoff between uncommanded ve- 
hicle stabilisation and UCE. While rate response 
models were able to provide Level 1 handling 
qualities in good visual conditions (UCE= I), only 
highly augmented configurations such as ACAH or 
TRCIPHMH were able to produce the same results 
in degraded visual environments (UCE 2 or 3). A 
description of this study may be found at Reference 
r15l. 
Unlike previous examples mentioned in this paper, 
ground based simulation followed rather than led 
in-flight experimentation in this area. The associated 
VMS experiment (Reference [16]) corroborated the 
basic findings of the FRL study and was able to 
confirm some conclusions drawn from, but not fully 
justified by, the in-flight work. ADS-33C incorpo- 
rates the UCE - augmentation tradeoff as the cor- 
nerstone for the entire handling qualities 
specification. 
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CONTROL SYSTEM DISTURBANCE 
REJECTION QUALITIES 
Figure 6:  HQR v Augmentation, Stationary Tasks The previously determined bandwidth and phase 
delay handling qualities boundaries were confirmed 
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In 1989 it became apparent that further in-flight data 
9 
8 - lated after our previous experiments. There was a .  
7 - particular concern that the values of T,, permitted for 
6 - 
both Level 1 and level 2 boundaries were too high. 
Therefore, a second control bandwidth experiment 
6 - was performed using the Airborne Simulator (Ref- 
4 - erences [17] and [18]). This differed from the first 
studies in that the elements of pilot selectable "op- 
tirnum" sensitivity and the disturbance rejection i characteristics of the control systems were consid- 
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were required to confirm the bandwidth and, more 
importantly, the phase delay (rp) boundaries postu- 
by the evaluation data gathered during this study and 
so this area will not be discussed further. On the 
other hand, the novel feature of considering distur- 
bance rejection capability as a rotorcraft handling 
qualities determinant shouId receive further atten- 
tion. 
It is clear that a closed loop control system with 
specific bandwidth and phase delay characteristics 
can be produced by numerous combinations of 
forward path shaping and state error feedback, but 
that only the state error feedback loops will augment 
the vehicles disturbance rejection capability. The 
tradeoff between forward path manipulation and 
feedback can make a considerable difference to the 
control system design, especially when failure tol- 
erance is considered, therefore the definition of a 
minimum level of disturbance rejection (conversely, 
a maximum response to defined disturbances) is 
desirable. 
The handling qualities evaluations of disturbance 
rejection capability were conducted using a matrix 
of 24 control systems using different levels of feed 
forward and feedback to accomplish specific band- 
width and phase delay design constraints. To ensure 
that all systems were subjected to the same distur- 
bance environment, the evaluations were performed 
in calm ambient conditions, the disturbances being 
provided by the superimposition of a time series of 
actuator commands on the control system control 
path. 
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Figure 8: Model Responses to Disturbing Signal 
The disturbance signal used had been developed by 
recording the motions of the unaugmented Bell 205 
in a steady hover in very heavy turbulence - the lee 
side of a large obstruction in a strong wind. The 
aircraft response traces were processed through an 
inverse mathematical model of the Bell 205 to yield 
actuator commands which would produce similar 
motions. When empirically scaled and fdtered, the 
data trace produced a 'turbulence model' considered 
to be the most realistic ever flown at the NRC.The 
responses of the subject models as well as the raw 
205 to this disturbing signal is shown at Figure 8. 
The result of this preliminary study was an envelope 
of attitude perturbations against frequency (Figure 
9) which, for an otherwise Level 1 aircraft, seemed 
to cause degradation of its handling qualities to the 
Level 2 area. It is felt that further work in this area 
could be fruitful. A detailed documentation of this 
study can be found at Reference [19]. 
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Figure 9: Suggested Disturbance Rejection Boundary 
STICK DYNAMICS STUDIES 
The ADS-33C bandwidth criteria section states that 
bandwidth should be measured from the transfer 
function relating the force applied to a given control 
to the aircraft attitude, but there have been sugges- 
tions that this is not necessarily correct for large 
displacement controls. In particular, research in the 
fixed wing world (Reference [20]) has suggested 
that a pilot can compensate more readily for control 
response lags due to the dynamics of a particular 
controller than he can for those due to forward path 
signal manipulation. This particular result might be 
expected since the pilot can form a neuro-muscular 
closed loop control system around the parameters of 
stick force and position, thus reducing their overall 
effect while the pilot has no feedback parameter 
available regarding forward path computational lags 
except for the final aircraft response. 
The experiment performed at FRL on this subject 
revolved around the evaluation of helicopter han- 
dling qualities when the aircraft was controlled 
through a cyclic controller which had a variety of 
dynamic characteristics. The cyclic dynamics evalu- 
ated could be grouped into two types, one in which 
frequency domain characteristics were varied by the 
choice of physical model parameters, and one hav- 
ing different physical characteristics while main- 
taining constant natural frequencies and 
damping.Unfortunately, the evaluations of the latter 
group were less than satisfactory due to deficiencies 
in the Airborne Simulator control loading system. 
Results from this study confirmed that pilots are 
very tolerant of low bandwidth displacement con- 
trollers; the results also permitted boundaries for 
controller design to be postulated based on natural 
frequency and damping (Figure 9). The evaluation 
data gathered during this experiment also suggests 
that the control bandwidth criteria in ADS-33C 
should be measured from stick displacement rather 
than applied force, especidly if the cyclic stick is of 
rather low natural frequency. A full description of 
the experiment can be found at Reference 1211. 
Numerous other studies on rotorcraft handling 
Natural Frequency 
Figure 10: Suggest Cyclic Stick Dynamics Boundary 
qualities variations due to control feel system dy- 
namics have taken place in the last few years and a 
good survey of recent work can be found in Refer- 
ence [22]. 
It is clear that the subject of how a pilot interacts 
with his vehicles control feel system dynamics has 
yet to be fully understood. With this in mind, work 
is currently in progress at FRL to replace the 
analogue control loading system in the Bell 205 with 
a more consistently repeatable digitally based sys- 
tem. When this system becomes operational, further 
studies in this area will be undertaken. 
ADS-33C MANOEUVRES FOR PART 4 
Although it was intended that the use of ADS-33C 
should rely heavily on the objective open loop 
criteria to be found in Part 3 of the document, 
specific flight test manoeuvres were written into 
Part 4 to supplement the objective criteria. These 
manoeuvres were designed to reveal handling quali- 
ties deficiencies that might be otherwise missed but 
were intended to be used for piloted checks of a 
candidate aircraft in a 'quick look' form of evalu- 
ation. When exercises were undertaken to evaluate 
the use of ADS-33C by flying existing aircraft 
against the criteria, the manoeuvres assumed a 
greater importance than was the original intention 
with evaluators wishing to apply them as aircraft 
acceptance criteria in their own right. This use of 
the manoeuvres required a further project at the 
FRL, to define the manoeuvres in a sufficiently 
rigorous way so that they could be used to evaluate 
handling qualities almost in lieu of the Part 3 crite- 
ria. 
There were several significant constraints imposed 
on the manoeuvre designs by the US Army authori- 
ties, particularly: 
flight test costs should be kept as low as possible 
which implies very little special equipment 
could be required; 
performance limits should be such that achieve- 
ment of them, or otherwise, should be readily 
obvious to the pilot or an external observer and; 
othe manoeuvres should be applicable to any 
type of helicopter without significant changes. 
While these constraints may seem trivial, in many that the pilot had to fly in a very aggressive manner. 
ways they are not: the last constraint in particular If, however, the test vehicle were not a Bell 205 but, 
legislates against using, for example, marked say an Apache, these limits would not represent the 
ground courses with target speed gates for the same proportion of the aircraft's capability as they 
acceleration/stop manoeuvre as has been the stand- do with the Bell 205. The task would become too 
ard practice at FRL for many years. easy because of the performance margins the pilot 
had available to him. To make the task aircraft 
To insure that the intent of the Part 3 criteria would independent clearly requires a different approach to 
be met by the piloted evaluation of Part 4 manoeu- the manoeuvre. The fmal definition of this example 
vres only (that is, the manoeuvres should enable a task became, somewhat abbreviated: 
pilot to distinguish between Levels 1,2 and 3 sys- 
tems as defined in Part 3), the process of designing Starting porn a stabilised hover, rapidly increase 
the manoeuvres had to include the evaluation of power to approximately maximum and maintain 
control systems which would pass and fail the altitude constant with pitch attitude. Hold collective 
criteria of Part 3. For this purpose, three control constant during acceleration to an airspeed of 50 
system models were incorporated in the Airborne knots. Upon reaching the target airspeed, initiate a 
Simulator. One of these was on the putative Level deceleration by aggressively reducing power and 
ltLevel2 boundary, one well into the Level 2 region holding altitude constant with pitch anitude. Ihe 
and the third just inside the Level 3 boundary. The peakpitch attitude should occurjust before reaching 
evaluation pilots were asked to produce handling thefinal stabilised hover. 
qualities ratings for each vehicle/manoeuvre combi- 
nation and manoeuvres were varied to obtain a good W i r e d  P e g Z m m ~  
correlation between pilot ratings and the system 
design handling qualities predictions. The necessity Complete the manoeuvre over the reference point at 
of producing models which would offer a range of the end of the course. 7he longitudinal tolerance is 
handling qualities and the ability to record pilot plus zero, minus a distance equal to one half the 
performance numerically were the factors that leg- overall length of the helicopter (positive forward) 
islated the use of the Airborne Simulator for this 
exercise, rather than an aircraft with greater per- Maintain altitude below 50 feet. 
formance capabilities. 
Maintain lateral track within f l0feet. 
The most difficult types of manoeuvre to design 
were those for which the aim was to determine Maintain heading within * I 0  degrees. 
handling qualities, but in which aircraft perform- 
ance was a significant factor. An excellent example Achieve at least 95% of either maximum continuous 
of this is the accelerate/stop manoeuvre. Tradition- power or the maximum transient limit, whichever is 
ally the task has been defined at FRL by setting out greater, within 1.5 seconds j?om initiation of the 
a ground course marked by a start point, a 'gate' manoeuvre. If95% power results in pitch attitudes 
and an end zone and defining the task thus: that are deemed to be objectionable, use the maxi- 
mum nose down pitch am'hide that is felt to be 
Establish a 10 foot hover at the start point, acceler- acceptable. ?his pitch am'tude will be considered as 
ate to achieve 40 kt groundspeed at the gate and a limit of the operationalJight envelope. 
return to the hover inside the end zone markers. 
Desired perfannance shall be f 10 feet laterally, f I0 ?he power should be decreased toJirll down collec- 
feet vertically, f 10 degrees in heading and 2 knots tive within 3 seconds to initiate the deceleration. 
at the gate. Adequate.. . . . Signljicant increases in power are not allowed until 
just before the stabilised hover. 
For the evaluation of the Bell 205 models this 
defined manoeuvre was quite acceptable and the 
combination of speed and distance targets ensured 
The pitch m'tude during the deceleration should be 
at least 30 degrees nose-up above the hover altitude, 
and should occur shortly before hover. 
The rotor RPM shull remain within the limits of the 
Operational Flight Envelope without undue pilot 
compensation. 
The greatly increased complexity in the second 
definition serves to produce a script which is easily 
interpreted by the pilot and gives him, or his ob- 
server, clear guidance as to whether the desired 
performance limits have been met. It meets the 
constraints on the manoeuvres mentioned initially, 
requiring no specific flight test instrumentation and 
being aircraft type independent. However, such a 
complex description of what is essentially a very 
simple piloting task raises questions as to the under- 
standability of the definition and whether it would 
be interpreted by the pilot in such a way as to meet 
the intentions of the guide. This was checked by 
asking pilots who had not been party to the devel- 
opment process to fly the tasks, using only the draft 
definitions as a brief. This final stage in task devel- 
opment resulted in only minor changes in wording 
or emphasis. 
This kind of re-working of task descriptions was 
necessary for most of the manoeuvres in ADS-33C 
Part 4 requiring large changes in attitude and power 
since these are the areas where individual aircraft 
capabilities are the most predominant. 
The manoeuvre redefinition exercise was com- 
pleted at FRL in two sessions in 1991, with the 
participation of US Army pilots from AQTD and 
was reported in Reference [23]. 
ONGOING RELATED STUDIES 
The cooperative studies in support of ADS-33C at 
the FRL are continuing. Currently the laboratory is 
in the preparatory stage of a study on the potential 
benefits of modifying the typical rate feedback SAS 
found in current helicopters (eg, Bell 412,Black- 
hawk) to provide a limited authority attitude com- 
mand mode to assist the pilot during operations in 
degraded visual environments. Again, this is a study 
which will complement a VMS experiment by re- 
peating the evaluations of selected configurations in 
the cue rich environment of actual flight. The soft- 
ware development stage of this project is currently 
nearing completion and it is anticipated that piloted 
evaluations will commence early in February 1993. 
In the longer term, the NRC is in the process of 
purchasing a replacement airframe to carry on the 
process of in-flight simuiation. The decision to make 
this major capital investment was driven primarily 
by our acknowledgement that the agility of a teeter- 
ing rotor helicopter will always be limited to levels 
far below those obtainable in most current helicop- 
ters and that it will be necessary to address that 
factor if the laboratory is to maintain the ability to 
conduct world class research in the area of helicop- 
ter flight dynamics. 
The new aircraft, a Bell 412, is expected to be 
received at the laboratory in the late spring of 1993 
and will be designated the Advanced Systems Re- 
search Aircraft (ASRA). It is anticipated that some 
18 months will be required to convert the aircraft to 
a fly-by-wire capability, a process that will be 
primarily conducted in-house with the use of outside 
contractor assistance where necessary. The ASRA 
will be the fourth generation FBW helicopter at the 
FRL and will continue a nearly thirty year tradition 
of in-flight simulation activity with a machine capa- 
ble of carrying out manoeuvres more appropriate to 
helicopters of the next decade. 
CONCLUSIONS 
The National Research Council's Airborne Simula- 
tor has played a large role in developing the data 
base against which the frequency domain criteria 
and the flight test manoeuvres incorporated in ADS- 
33C have been written. It has, as a part of this 
project, again highlighted the complementary nature 
of ground based and in-flight simulation, indicating 
that there would be quite severe cost and technologi- 
cal risk in specifying or designing radically new 
helicopters using data acquired purely from either 
source, ground-based simulation or in-flight simu- 
lation. As shown in this report, there have been 
occasions during the production of ADS-33C when 
data from several sources was necessary to formu- 
late a given criterion. 
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The philosophy and structure of the proposed U.S. 
Military Specification for Handling Qualities 
Requirements for Military Rotorcraft, MIL-H-8501B, 
are presented with emphasis on shipboard terminal 
operations. The impact of current and future naval 
operational requirements on the selection of 
appropriate combinations of basic vehicle dynamics 
and usable cue environment are identified. An 
example "walk through" of MILH-8501B is 
conducted from task identification to determination 
of stability and control requirements. For selected 
basic vehicle dynamics, criteria as a function of 
input/response magnitude are presented. 
Additionally, rotorcraft design development 
implications are discussed. 
NOMENCLATURE 
OFE - Operational Flight Envelope. The boundaries 
within which the rotorcraft must be capable of 
operating in order to accomplish the mission. 
SFE - Service Flight Envelope. Boundaries defined 
by aircraft limits as distinguished from mission 
requirements. 
MTE - Mission-Task-Element. An element of a 
mission that can be treated as a handling qualities 
task. 
H/LS - Hover/Low Speed. Ground speeds from 0 to 
45 knots. 
F/F - Forward Flight. Ground speeds 45 knots and 
above. 
Presented at Piloting Vertical Flight Aircraft: A 
Conference on Flying Qualities and Human Factors, 
San Francisco, California, 1993. 
PRECEDING PAGE BLAl4K NOT FILMED 
UCE - Usable Cue Environment. The cue 
environment defined by the mission visual 
environment including both Outside world Visual 
Conditions (OVC) and the available displays and 
vision aids. 
VMC - Visual Meteorological Conditions. 
IMC - Instrument Meteorological Conditions. 
Meteorological conditions which require operation of 
the rotorcraft solely with reference to flight 
instruments. Occurs when rotorcraft is clear of all 
obstacles. 
IFR - Instrument Flight Rules. Standard procedures 
which generally apply in IMC. 
Near Earth Operations - Operations sufficiently close 
to the ground or futed objects on the ground, or near 
water and in the vicinity of ships, etc., that near-field 
navigation is primarily accomplished with reference 
to outside objects. 
Response-Type - The basic shape of the response in 
terms of dynamic parameters. 
1.0 INTRODUCTION 
The proposed U.S. Military Specification for 
Handling Qualities Requirements for Military 
Rotorcraft, MIL-H-8501B (reference I), represents a 
radical new approach to the specification of air 
vehicle flying qualities. For the first time, flying 
qualities criteria are explicitly specified as a function 
of both flight task and usable cue environments. As a 
direct consequence, MIL-H-8501B has strong mission 
oriented design implications. Further, this flying 
qualities specification will have particular impact in 
the design of not only the airframe, rotor system and 
flight control system, but also the displays and vision have utilized many new requirements which are 
aids. primarily mission performance oriented. 
Shipboard recovery is one of the more dficult flight 
tasks required of a pilot and his aircraft. This flight 
task even in the best environmental conditions is 
demanding. Mission requirements, however, force 
poor weather operations where launch and recovery 
in poor visual conditions and high sea states are 
routine. Under these conditions, the aircraft's flying 
qualities are a function of not only the vehicle's 
stability and control characteristics, but also the 
visual cues available to the pilot. 
This paper presents the philosophy, structure and 
criteria of MIL-H-8501B with emphasis on shipboard 
terminal operations. The impact of current and 
future naval operational requirements on the 
selection of appropriate combinations of basic vehicle 
dynamics and usable cue environment are identified. 
An example "walk through" of MIL-H-8501B is 
conducted from task identification to determination 
of stability and control requirements. For selected 
basic vehicle dynamics, criteria as a function of 
input/response magnitude are presented. 
Additionally, rotorcraft design implications are 
discussed. 
2.0 MIL-H-8501B BACKGROUND 
It has long been recognized that the current U.S 
military specification of General Requirements for 
Helicopter Flying and Ground Handling Qualities, 
MILH-850% (reference 2), is inadequate for 
application to modern rotorcraft. Several handling 
qualities specialists (references 3 through 6) have 
identified the inadequacies. Specific areas of concern 
lie with MIL-H-8501A's inability to specify 
technically sufficient requirements for performance 
of demanding tasks in severe environments, 
employment of high control augmentation systems, 
and the use of advanced displays and vision aids. 
Due to the combination of current day mission 
requirements and current rotorcraft design 
methodologies, MIL-H-8501A simply can no longer 
ensure satisfactory flying qualities. 
The development of several recent rotorcraft weapon 
systems, including the U.S. Navy Light Airborne 
Multipurpose System (LAMPS) Mk I11 SH-60B, have 
required the use of flying qualities type specifications 
(reference 7). These type specifications, while 
incorporating several MIL-H-8501A requirements, 
Beginning in 1982 the U.S. Army initiated a three 
phased effort to develop mission oriented handling 
qualities requirements for military rotorcraft. The 
objectives of the phase I effort were: the development 
of a new specification structure, the incorporation of 
existing criteria and data, the definition of critical 
gaps in the data base, and the formulation of a draft 
specification and background information and users 
guide (BIUG). Two major and distinctly different 
approaches evolved and were documented in 
references 8.9 and 10. 
The objectives of phase TI were to fill in the critical 
data and criteria gaps and generally refine the 
specification. Continuing in 1984 with phase 11, 
utilizing the approach of references 9 and 10, the U.S. 
Army shifted the development of the specification 
from general requirements to LHX oriented 
requirements. Once this effort was complete, they 
again sought, with the aid of the Navy and industry, to 
develop a generic specification. This was 
accomplished by generalizing the LH specification 
and BIUG for application to all types of modern 
rotorcraft. In this phase investigations were 
performed to generate data to fill the numerous data 
gaps. Through the Iast part of phase 11, several 
government and industry reviews of the specification 
and BIUG (reference 11) were conducted in order to 
refine the criteria. 
While currently in phase 111, tri-service (Army, Navy, 
Air Force) review, adoption of the new specification 
is expected soon. 
Through demonstration of MIL-H-8501B 
applicability to aircraft/ship operations, this paper 
represents part of the continuing effort by the U.S. 
Navy to assist in maturing the proposed spec5cation. 
3.0 MIL-H-8501B PHILOSOPHY 
MIL-H-8501B incorporates several fundamental 
concepts in it's philosophy. The first of these 
concepts is the use of the Cooper-Harper Handling 
Qualities Rating (HQR) Scale (reference 12) and the 
associated handling qualities levels, defined in Figure 
1, as a metric to quantify the acceptability of a 
vehicles flying qualities. 
Many MIL-H-8501B criterion boundaries are based 
on both simulation and flight test HQR data. Thc 
primary use of the scale is to correlate pilot ratings 
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from handling qualities experiments and compliance within the SFE. Further, the specification allows for 
tests conducted in simulation or flight with degradation of flying qualities due to failures. One of 
parameters used in the specification. The the two methods describing the allowable 
requirements specify that the minimum handling degradations is given in Table 1. 
qualities must be Level 1 within the OFE and Level 2 
Table 1 Levels For Rotorcraft Fai lure States acceleration and deceleration, sidestep, bob up and 
down. 
Table 2 Dynamic Interface P i l o t  Rating Scale 
Defining r e l a t i v e  degrees of p i t o t  e f for t  required 
for  conducting heircopter Launches and recoveries 
during shipboard operations. 
The U.S. Navy uses two other scales to determine the 
general acceptability of a helicopter - the Dynamic 
Interface Pilot Rating Scale (Table 2) (references U 
and 14), which is specifically used in the shipboard 
launch and recovery environment, and the 
Deficiencies Scale (Table 3) (reference 15). Neither 
scale, however, specifically addresses the acceptability 
of the vehicle's handling qualities. The former 
quantifies relative degrees of pilot effort required for 
conducting helicopter launches and recoveries during 
shipboard operations. The latter, quantifies the 
severity of aircraft deficiencies with regard to their 
impact on the vehicles ability to perform it's intended 
mission. 
The second fundamental concept of MIL-H-8501B is 
the specification of a minimum required response 
type as a function of the Mission Task Element 
(MTE) and Usable Cue Environment (UCE). The 
intent of this concept is to establish a methodology 
which allows the specification to relate required 
vehicle dynamics to mission requirements and the 
operational visual environment. Implicit in this 
concept is a "trade-off* relationship between response 
type, displays and vision aids, and task diff~culty. 
Essentially, as task difficulty increases, stability and 
control augmentation should be increased. As visual 
conditions degrade, stability and control 
augmentation or visual augmentation should be 
increased. 
The complete procedure for determining the UCE is 
given in Section 3.2.2.1 of reference 1. In summary, 
the UCE is determined by taking an existing 
rotorcraft with a rate command response type and 
exhibiting Level 1 flying qualities in clear day 
negligible turbulence conditions, installing all the 
displays and vision aids proposed for use in the 
production rotorcraft, and flying test maneuvers in 
the actual operational environment. Three pilots 
perform this evaluation, quantifying the useable cues 
using the rating scale shown in Figures 2a and 2b. 
The test maneuvers consist of a basic set of MTE's 
including: hover, vertical landing, pirouette, 
Both the minimum required control system types and 
the specific trade-off relationships with displays and 
vision aids for hover and low speed near earth 
operations are defied in Table l(3.2) of reference 1. 
Similarly, Table 2(3.2) of reference 1 define these 
requirements/relationships for forward flight. 
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The third concept is the use of a combination of 
specific quantitative requirements, the "Section 3" 
criteria, and separate but equally important fight test 
requirements, the "Section 4" criteria, to completely 
determine the vehicle's handling qualities. The 
Section 3 criteria are a combination of frequeocy and 
time domain requirements to quantitatively define 
the required vehicle dynamics. The flight test 
requirements are included as an independent 
assessment of the overall vehicle handling qualities. 
The flight test requirements compliment the 
quantitative reqZuements and are intended to "smoke 
out" handling qualities deficiencies which may be 
undetermined by the Section 3 criteria. Section 4 is 
less comprehensive then Section 3 and is not 
intended as a substitute for Section 3. 
P i l o t  
E f f o r t  
SLight 
Moderate 
naximun 
Unsat 
Description 
No problems; minimal p i l o t  e f f o r t  
required. 
Consistently safe Launch and 
recovery operations under these 
conditions. These points define 
the f l e e t  l i m i t s  recwnnended by 
NAVAIRTESTCEN. 
Landings and takeoffs successfulty 
conducted through m a x i m  e f f o r t  of 
experienced tes t  p i l o t s  under 
controlled conditions. These 
evolutions could not be consistentLy 
repeated b f l e e t  p i l o t s  under 
operat ionar conditions. LOSS of 
a i r c r a f t  or ship system i s  l i k e l y  to  
ra ise  p i l o t  e f f o r t  beyond 
capab i l i t i es  of average f l e e t  p i l o t .  
P i l o t  e f f o r t  and/or c o n t r o l l a b i l i t y  
reach c r i t i c a l  levels, and repeated 
safe Landings and takeoffs by 
experienced test  p i l o t s  are not 
probable, even under controlled test 
conditions. 
Table 3 Definition of Deficiencies 
Part I indicates a deficiency, the 
correction of which is necessary because 
it adversely affects: 
a. Airworthiness of the aircraft. 
b. The ability of the aircraft to 
accomplish its primary or secondary 
mission. 
c. The effectiveness of the crew as an 
essential subsystem. 
d. The safety of the crew or the 
integrity of an essential subsystem. In 
this regard, a real likelihood of injury or 
damage must exist. Remote possibilities 
or unlikely sequences of events shall not 
be used as a basis for safety items. 
Part I1 indicates a deficiency of lesser 
-
severity than a Part I which does not 
substantially reduce the ability of the 
aircraft to accomplish its primary or 
secondary mission, but the correction of 
which will result in si@icant 
improvement in the effectiveness, 
maintainability, or safety of the aircraft. 
Part III indicates a deficiency that 
appears too impractical or costly to 
correct in this model but which should be 
avoided in future designs. Included are 
violations of specifications for use by the 
contract negotiator in final settlement of 
the contract. 
The U.S. Navy currently uses developmental and 
operational testing (DT and OT respectively) for 
evaluation of a new or modified weapon system 
(reference 15). Bearing no relationship to the flight 
test requirements of MILH-8501B Section 4, these 
tests arc performed to evaluate the airworthiness of 
the aircraft and the ability of the aircraft to 
accomplish it's primary or secondary mission. DT 
and OT, by design, evaluate the aircraft as a weapon 
system, and as such, involve a myriad of 
considerations. Handling qualities evaluations are 
typically conducted during and after full scale 
engineering development. Often faulty or non- 
optimum design characteristics are already part of 
the completed system and are difficult and/or 
expensive to fut 
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Figure 2 UCE Determination 
Section 4.0 criteria of the proposed specification and 
the DT and OT evaluations seek to achieve related 
but distinctly different results. Therefore, there 
remains a necessity for both. 
4.0 MIL-H-8501B STRUCTURE 
The general structure of the proposed specification is 
illustrated in Figure 3. The Scope, Compliance, and 
Definitions blocks correspond to Sections 1 and 2, 
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Figure 3 Specification Structure. 
and the quantitative and flight test blocks to Sections 
3 and 4, respectively. 
5.0 MILH-8501B METHODOLOGY 
The process by which the user and designer appfy the 
specification is illustrated by Figure 4. Essentially, 
the user must first define the mission and mission 
environments. This includes definition of the mission 
task elements, degraded visual environments, 
requirements for divided attention, maximum winds 
in which the aircraft is expected to operate, and any 
other mission oriented requirements. From this the 
designer c&i determitie - -- the flight envelopes, usable 
cue environments, and required response types. 
Using the Section 3 criteria-the designer can then 
determine the required dynamic characteristics for a 
given level of handling qualities. Trade-offs between 
visual and control augmentation can be made using 
the guidance provided in Section 3. These design 
trade-offs would be motivated by both the user's and 
manufacturer's design philosophies. With the 
application of MIL-H-8501B, handling qualities 
requirements will directly effect many areas of the 
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Figure 4 Schematic for Handling Qualities Specification and Assessment. 
design, including the airframe, rotor system, control 
system, cockpit layout, and avionics, and, therefore 
must be considered early in the design process. Due 
to the timing of this process, handling qualities take 
on a renewed importance. 
6.0 NAVAL OPERATIONS 
6.1 Mission and Vehicles 
The U.S. Navy's overall mission is to control the seas 
in wartime and project military power ashore. The 
tasks required to accomplish this mission include, 
among others, the acquisition and distribution of 
intelligence, surface ship and submarine attack, 
amphibious assault and deployment, and defense of 
related assets ashore in friendly or enemy territory. 
In support of these tasks, rotary wing aircraft operate 
from a wide variety of U.S. Navy ships ranging from 
the large deck carriers (CV) to smaller deck carriers 
for amphibious assault operations (LHA, LHD, 
LPH), to much smaller aviation capable ships such as 
destroyers (DD) and frigates (FFG). The associated 
missions include airborne mine countermeasures 
(AMCM), antisubmarine warfare (ASW), antiship 
surveillance and targeting (ASST), vertical on board 
delivery (VOD), naval gunfire support (NVG), 
amphibious assault, amphibious reconnaissance, and 
search and rescue (SAR). 
The U.S. Navy currently operates several different 
multi-role rotorcraft. Among these are the SH- 
3D/H Sea King for shore and ship based ASW, 
logistical support and SAR, the SH-2F Sea Sprite 
W S  Mark I for ASW and ASST, the SH-60B 
Seahawk LAMPS Mark I11 for ASW and ASST, and 
the RH-53D Sea Stallion for ship or shore based 
AMCM. Vertical replenishment (VERTREP), 
medical evacuation (MEDEVAC) and passenger 
transfer operations are common alternate roles. 
Other rotorcraft include the AH-1W Cobra, UH-1N 
Iroquois, CH-46 Sea Night and CH-53E Sea Stallion. 
Currently all naval rotorcraft are equipped with 
standard electro-mechanical instruments, e.g. clocks, 
radar and barometric altimeters, airspeed, vertical 
velocity, attitude, hover and torque indicators. There 
is extremely limited precision guidance 
instrumentation and no operational head-up or 
helmet-mounted displays. 
6.2 I m ~ a c t  of Environmental Conditions 
Even though it is desirable to have an all-weather 
capability, flight operations are often limited by 
environmental conditions. Reference 16, the Naval 
Air Training and Operating Procedures 
Standardization (NATOPS) General Flight 
Operating Instructions and the vehicle specific 
NATOPS manuals provide guidelines on, among 
other issues, the operational limitations related to 
environmental conditions. Further, these guidelines 
are often taiiored by the organi7ational commanders 
of shore based operational commands, e.g. reference 
17 and 18. For many shipboard operations, the 
vehicle NATOPS and the specific ship's standard 
operating procedures (SOP) provide the operational 
pilots with the necessary information on the 
environmental conditions within which they can 
operate. 
The factors influencing helicopter flight operations 
include weather (sea state, winds, visibility and 
ceiling) at takeoff and forecasted for time of arrival, 
the pilot's rating, and the vehicle's rating (with regard 
to ability and qufl~cation to operate in degraded 
visibility). Helicopter operations are not normally 
conducted with a ceiling below 500 feet and visibility 
less than 1 mile (reference 19). Moreover, 
recommended weather minimums for launching 
helicopters on SAR operations are 300 foot ceiling 
with 1 mile visibility. 
Shipboard launch and recovery envelopes are limited 
by visibiity, ship pitch and roll, physical obstructions, 
and ship airwake. All combine to make shipboard 
terminal operations hazardous. The compatibility of 
specific rotorcraft and ship combinations are 
determined by static interface tests to examine space 
and servicing Gut% i i d  dynamic interface tests to 
determine operational flight envelope parameters. 
During thc dynamic interface tests, aircraft 
performance and flying qualities are evaluated in the 
actual ship environment to establish the actual 
takeoff and limitations. Test results are 
published for operational use as launch/recovery 
envelopes expressed in terms of relative wind 
direction and magnitude for specified levels of ship 
motion (references 20, 21, 22). An example is 
illustrated in Figure 5. 
Spot 1 Only 
Entire Envelope: 
Day Launch / Recovery 
Shaded Area: 
Night Launch / Recovery 
Caution: Rotor downwash during landing flare may 
cause flight deck safety nets to bounce upright 
momentarily, reducing tail clearance, and possibly 
causing damage to aircraft or nets. 
Figure 5 Sample DI Launch and Recovery 
Envelope. 
During night operations, the U.S Marine Corps 
makes it common practice to launch and recover 
from ships using night vision goggles (NVGs). The 
Marines base their use of NVGs on ambient light 
conditions as measured by the L i t  Level Calender 
(reference 23). The minimum light level at which the 
Marines no longer use NVGs is approximately 0.0022 
LUX. Although the use of NVGs by the Marines 
indicates the acceptability of NVGs as a vision aid for 
shipboard operations, the U.S Navy does not 
normally conduct night VFR shipboard terminal 
operations with NVGs. 
A recent investigation of shipboard operations in 
degraded visual environments was conducted during 
the dynamic interface testing of the SH-60B LAMPS 
Mk 111 aboard the USS Cushing @D 985) (reference 
24). This investigation examined the feasibility of 
conducting reduced illumination helicopter night 
launch and recovery operations in conditions 
simulating wartime or emergency lighting situations. 
These tests were conducted under night VFR 
conditions, with a variety of degraded shipboard 
visual landing aids (VLA), and without the use of 
night vision devices. The evaluation further included 
emergency condition (EMCON) procedures, in 
which shipboard emissions, such as radio 
transmissions and guidance signals are secured. 
The test results indicated that pilot workload and task 
difficulty are a clear inverse function of outside world 
visual cues and degree of aid provided by the ship. 
The results have strong implications with regard to 
on-board helicopter capabilities required for safe 
operation in emergency conditions. SpeciT~cally, 
there is an apparent need for improved displays and 
vision aids, as well as self contained terminal 
guidance systems. 
Improved rotorcraft capabilities are necessary to 
satisfy future naval operational requirements. As an 
example, a recent U.S. Navy rotorcraft acquisition, 
the HH-60H, is representative of the future naval 
operation philosophy of establishing and exploiting a 
night/all-weather capability. The H H a H ,  which 
can draw it's lineage from the SH-60F, was designed 
to perform the mission of combat search and rescue 
(CSAR) and special warfare support. The Navy 
plans to have the H H a H ' s  carry out CSAR in 
littoral missions operating off of small deck ships. 
Inherent in this mission is night/poor weather 
operational capability (reference 25). To insure 
adequate CSAR capability, the HH-60H is fitted with 
a host of mission enhancing avionics. The cockpit 
instrument panel includes a 10-inch multifunctional 
display for display of flight and navigation 
information. In addition, the HH-60H is fully night 
vision goggle compatible. The incorporation of 
NVGs demonstrates the recognition of the impact 
that visual augmentation has on operational 
capabilities. Using NVGs, HH-60H units are cleared 
to fly below the minimum light levels set for most 
other military units. This allows the unit to 
accomplish strike-rescue missions in two ways: 
immediate rescue in prevailing conditions or rescue 
within twenty-four hours under the cover of darkness. 
The later relies on a "stealthy" approach rather than 
the use of brute firepower to suppress enemy fire. 
Another example of a recent acquisition which 
demonstrates the impact of future naval operational 
requirements on the design development of 
rotorcraft, is that of the upgrade from the Royal 
Navy's primary ASW helicopter, the Lynx Mk 3, to 
what is to be called the Lynx Mk 8. Operated from 
the flight decks of most Royal Navy frigates and 
destroyers, the Lynx Mk 3 HAS (helicopter 
antisubmarine), equipped with Sea Skua ASM and 
antisubmarine torpedoes, extends the effective range 
of its parent ship's sensors and weapons while 
operating as an integral part of the parent ship's 
tactical system. The Lynx Mk 8 is simply an 
enhanced version of the Lynx Mk 3 (reference 26). 
The Lynx Mk 8 employs an upgraded Central 
Tactical System (CTS) which aids navigation and the 
Sea Owl Passive Identification Device (PID) for day, 
night, poor weather surveillance and automatic target 
cueing and tracking. These systems reduce pilot 
workload and enhance mission performance. 
It is important, however, to recognize here that 
unlike the outfitting of the HH-60H with a NVG 
capability, the n S  and Sea Owl, although reducing 
pilot workload and improving mission performance, 
are not UCE related. The visual cue rating (VCR) 
scale (Figure 2a) used in determining the UCE 
measures the cues for stabilization and control, not 
navigation or mission related divided attention tasks. 
6.4 Shipboard Terminal Operations ISTOPS) 
Procedures 
Although U.S. Navy rotorcraft may have different 
primary and secondary missions, there remains one 
element of these missions, two flight phases, that are 
rudimentary to all U.S Navy aircraft operations - 
shipboard launch and recovery. 
Shipboard procedures for launch are described as 
fdows (references 19, 27, 28 and 29). The pilot lifts 
the aircraft to a stable hover, performs checks on alI 
performance indicators, and depending on ship size 
maneuvers the aircraft to the aft portion of the flight 
deck while maintaining gear mounts over the deck 
and again stabilizes a trimmed hover. If necessary, a 
pedal turn is executed to place the aircraft 
approximately 45 degrees off of the ships heading in 
the direction of the relative wind. The pilot then 
transitions the aircraft to forward flight by increasing 
collective to selected takeoff power establishing a 
positive vertical climb. The departure is complete 
when the prebriefed altitude and airspeed are 
attained. For IMC or night operations the helicopter 
typically does not deviate from the departure course 
until minimum altitude of approximately 300 feet is 
reached. 
Approach conditions generally fall into three 
categories, day VMC, night VMC, and IMC. 
Further, there are three types of shipboard 
approaches. First, a visual glide path approach which 
utilizes the stabilized glide slope indicator (SGSI) on 
board the ship, second the standard instrument 
approach to minimums, and, finally, an emergency 
approach when the helicopter does not have 
adequate fuel to safely divert to an alternate airfield 
or aviation ship and the weather is below standard 
minimums. The visual and standard instrument 
approach are discussed below. 
The visual approach glide path is used for both day 
and night VMC approaches as well as the visual final 
approach phase of the standard instrument approach 
in IMC. Beginning in cruise flight with an airspeed of 
approximately 80 knots, the pilot typically flies to 
intercept a 3 degree glide path from 1 to 12  nautical 
miles out at altitudes of 350 to 400 feet. Note this 
pattern (Figure 6) may, and is often, shortened 
during day/night VMC commensurate with pilot 
proficiency. In a general a descending, decelerating, 
constant glide slope angle approach is employed. 
The pilot routinely cross checks the visual cues from 
SGSI with the radar altimeter to ensure glide path 
control (altitude vs. range) is accurate. Rates of 
descent typically do not exceed approximately 500 
ft/min throughout the approach. 
During the day visual approach phase, the lineup is 
maintained using the lineup lines on the ships deck as 
weII as visual cues from the ships structure. At night 
the approach line is maintained using a lighted 
lineup, vertical dropline lights and any other visual 
cues from the ships lighting (references 22). The 
final approach to amphibious class ships (Figure 7) is 
made at a 45 degree angle to the ship centerline 
toward designated the landing spot on the deck. 
Approaches to small deck ships are flown from either 
directly astern (Figure 8), or at an angle, typically 30 
degrees, to the landing deck on the aft end of the ship 
(Figure 9). 
Figure 6 Typical VMC Approach path. 
During the last portion of the flight phase, the pilot 
brings the aircraft to a stationkeeping position, 
depending on aircraft flying qualities and size, either 
just off the deck edge or over the deck for larger 
aircraft, waits for a lull in ship motion, transitions 
over the deck if necessary, and lands the aircraft. 
Throughout the process, the pilots are assisted by a 
landing signalman (LSO/LSE) who plays and 
advisory role, except in a wave off condition where 
the pilot must follow his direction. 
The basic instrument approach is only utilized in a 
night/IFR environment. This approach is 
commenced from a position 2 miles astern on a 
heading within 30 degrees of the ships basic recovery 
course (BRC) at 200 feet above ground level (AGL) 
and 80 Knots airspeed. Upon crossing the 2 mile 
mark, a decent is made to 100 ft AGL, and altitude 
hold is then engaged. The approach is continued 
until visual contact is made or until a range of 1/2 
mile from the ship is reached, whichever occurs first. 
Once visual contact is established, course and altitude 
are adjusted to arrive 15 ft above the flight deck. 
Airspeed is adjusted as required to establish a 
comfortable closure rate not to exceed 15 knots. The 
last segment of the basic instrument approach is 
accomplished as that of the VMC day/night 
approach. 
Figure 7 Amphibious (LHA) Landing Deck. 
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Figure 8 Small Deck Ship (DDG) Landing Area, 
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Figure 9 Small Deck Ship (DD) Landing Area, 30 
Degree Approach Path. 
In high sea states, the U.S. Navy SH-60B can be 
assisted in shipboard landing by a haul down system 
referred to as RAST (Recovery, Assist, Secure and 
Traverse). This recovery assist system is installed in 
the landing decks of certain guided missile frigates, 
guided missile cruisers, and destroyer class ships 
(reference 30). 
During launch, approach and landing the pilot is not 
performing any additional tasks. There are no 
divided attention operations. 
7.0 MIL-H-8501B AND STOPS 
7.1 MTE / UCE / Response Twe Relationship 
Examining only the portion of STOPS in hover/low 
speed conditions, the number of specification 
requirements can be further reduced, as illustrated by 
Figures 10 and 11. 
For shipboard terminal operations, several mission 
task elements (MTEs) can be identified. They 
include hovering, shipboard stationkeeping, takeoff 
and transition, and landing. D e f ~ g  the applicable 
hfE/UCE/response type relationship, Tables l(3.2) 
and 2(3.2) of reference 1 can be reduced to Tables 4 
and 5. 
To achieve Level 1 handling qualities during these 
MTEs, MILH-8501B requires at least a rate 
response type in pitch, roll and yaw for UCE = 1. For 
UCE= 2, required control augmentation increases to 
attitude command/attitude hold in pitch and roll, 
rate command/diiection hold in yaw, and rate 
command/altitude hold in the vertical axis. For 
UCE=3, translational rate command and position 
hold are also required. In forward flight with 
degraded visual conditions, MIIrH-8501B requires 
rate command/attitude h h o l d z p ~ t c h  and roll and 
turn coordination in heading. Furthermore, in 
forward fight no specific response type for the 
vertical axis is specitied. The requirements for 
required response types are minimums and can be 
upgraded if desired. If the mission and mission 
environment dictates the use of more than one 
response type, then the requirement on switching 
between response types, Section 3.8, also applies. 
interesting to note that the aircraft which does not 
possess the minimum required response type for 
shipboard operations, in visual cue conditions 
resulting in UCEs> 1, is the AH-1W - a U.S Marine 
Corps aircraft. As discussed earlier, the Marines 
routinely operate in the shipboard environment with 
NVG's, effectively improving the UCE at night. 
7 2  ,Sample Qualitative Reauirements - Section 3 
Criteria 
Based on current and future operational 
environments, procedures and rotorcraft 
characteristics, a majority of the MIL-H-8501B 
section 3 hover/low speed criteria will apply to 
shipboard terminal operations. To convey the nature 
of these criteria, samples are presented below. 
Section 3.3.2.1. Hover and Low Speed, Small 
Amplitude Pitch and Attitude Changes, Short Term t 
Response to Control Inputs (Bandwidth). 
The pitch response to longitudinal cockpit 
control force or position inputs shall meet 
the limits specified in Figure 12. 
The small amplitude, short term response to 
control inputs, criteria is defined in terms of 
bandwidth and phase delay. These 
frequency domain parameters describe the 
system's short term transient response 
characteristics. 
Section 33.3. Hover and Low Speed Moderate 
Amplitude Pitch Attitude Changes (Attitude 
Quickness). 
The ratio of peak pitch rate to change in 
pitch attitude shall exceed the limits 
speaied in Figure l3. The required attitude 
changes shall be made as rapidly as possible 
from one steady attitude to another without 
signif~cant reversals in the sign of the cockpit 
control input relative to the trim position. 
The initial attitudes, and attitude changes 
required for compliance with this 
requirement, shall be representative of those 
encountered while performing the required 
MTES. 
As can be seen from Table 6, many of the U.S Navy The parameters that make up the moderate 
s 
helicopters discussed earlier in Section 6.1, satisfy the amplitude criteria are the ratio of the peak 
requirements of MILH-8501B for STOPS MTEs rate to peak attitude and the minimum 
conducted in UCEs 1 through 3. Moreover, it is change in attitude during the change from 
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Figure 10 Specification Structure - Quantitative 
Requirements - Shipboard Terminal Operations. 
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Figure 11 Specification Structure - Flight Test 
Requirements Relating to Shipboard Terminal 
Operations. 
Table 4 Required Response-Type f o r  Hover and Low Speed - Near Earth 
V e r t i c a l  takeof f  and 
Trans i t i on  t o  near 
1. A requirement f o r  RCHH may be delet*  i f  the Ver t i ca l  Translat ional Rate Visual Cue Rating i s  2 or  
be t te r ,  and d iv ided  a f ten t ion  o r a t i o n  i s  not required. I f  RCHH i s  not s p e c ~ f ~ e d ,  an Al t i tude-Rate 
Response Type IS r e q u ~ r e d  (See Eragraph  3.2.9, reference 1). 
2. Turn Coordination (TC) i s  aluays required as an avai lab le Response-Type f o r  the stalom UTE i n  the Lou 
Speed f l i g h t  range as def ined by Paragraph 2.6.2. However, TC i s  not  required a t  airspeeds [ess than 15 
knots. 
3. For UCE = l ,  a spec i f i ed  Res nse-Type may be replaced w i th  a higher rank o f  s t a b i l i z a t i o n ,  prov id ing , 
tha t  the moderate and Large ~ rnpRtude  A t t i t u d e  Change requirements are sa t i s f ied .  
4. For UCE=2 o r  3,  a spec i f i ed  Response-Type may be replaced u i t h  a higher rank o f  s t a b i l i z a t i o n .  
5. The rank-ordering o f  combinations o f  Reswnse-TYD~ from Least t o  most S t a b i l i z a t i o n  i s  def ined as: 
Rate => Rate o r  Rate Cornnand A t t i t u d e  Hold (RCAH) Response-Type (Paragraph 3.2.5 and 3.2.6, reference 1).  
TC => Turn Coordinat ion (Paragraph 3.2.10.1, reference 1) 
ACAH => A t t i t u d e  Comnand A t t i t u d e  Hold Response-Type (Paragraph 3.2.6 and 3.2.7, reference 1). 
RCHH => Ver t ica l -Rate Comnand w i th  A l t i t u d e  (Height) Hold Response-Type (Paragraph 3.2.9.1, reference 1 ) .  
RCOH => Rate-Comnend u i t h  Heading (Di rect ion)  Hold Response-Type (Paragraph 3.2.5 and 3.2.6,  reference 1).  
PH => Pos i t i on  Hold Response-Tw (Paragraph 3.3.11, reference 1) 
TRC => Transtat i  onel -Rate-Comnand Response-Type (Paragraph 3.2.8, reference 1) 
Table 5 Required Response-Types in  Forward F l i g h t  
Table 6 Response Type o f  Current Fleet Hel icopters 
* A l t i t u d e  Hold P i l o t  Selectable 
Note: In a l l  cases, A t t i tude  Comnand au thor i t y  i s  l i m i t e d  t o  10-15% of 
contro l  movement due t o  series actuat ion t im i t s .  
SH-2G/F 
SH-605 
Table 7 MIL-H-85018 R u i r m n t s  f o r  Large Amplitude A t t i t u d e  Changes 
w i th  regard toyaneuvering Associated wi th  Shipboard Operat~ons 
ACAH 
ACAH 
WERATE 
MANEUVERING 
Rapid 
T rans i t i on  
t o  Hover 
stope 
Landing 
Shipboard 
Landing 
ACAH 
ACAH 
213 
RCDH 
RCDH 
2 50 
RCHH* 
RCHH* 
TRC U/Doppler 
Hover Coupler 
Ground Speed Comnand/Hol 
222 26 2 21 +9.5 
- 30 
2 20 260 213 230 
one steady attitude to another. This 
requirement is a measure of the agility, or 
attitude quickness, of the system. Use of the 
peak rate/peak attitude ratio is based, in 
part, on the concept that for an ideal system, 
this ratio can be analytically related to the 
system bandwidth. Using this relationship, 
the lower end of the moderate amplitude 
requirement is anchored at the equivalent 
small amplitude requirements. Similarly, the 
upper boundary is anchored at the 
equivalent value of the large amplitude 
requirements. 
Section 3.3.4. Hover and Low Speed, Large 
Amplitude Pitch Attitude Changes (Control Power). 
The minimum achievable angular rate shall 
be no less than the values specified in Table 
7, The specified rate must be achieved in 
each axis while limiting excursions in the 
other axis with the appropriate control 
inputs. 
The large amplitude criteria is defined in 
terms of the maximum achievable rates or 
attitudes. As such, this criteria is a measure 
of the vehicle's control power. 
Section 33.10.1 Height Response Characteristics. 
The vertical rate response shall have a 
qualitative fust-order appearance for at least 
5 seconds following a step collective input. 
The limits on the parameters defined by the 
following equivalent first-order vertical rate 
to collective transfer function are given in 
Table 8. 
Table 8 Maximm Values for  Height 
Response t o  Col lect ive Controller 
LEVEL 
( sec ) (sec 
0.30 
2 1. The coefficients of determination, r shall 
be greater than 0.97 and less than 1.03 for 
compliance wilh this requirement. 
The height response criteria is defined in 
terms of rise time and delay. Not unlike the 
bandwidth parameter in the frequency 
domain, rise time is a measure, in the time 
domain, of how rapidly the systems 
responds. Time delay simply measures how 
long the heave response lags the collective 
Section 3.3.10.3 Vertical Axis Control Power. 
While maintaining a spot hover with the 
wind from the most critical direction at a 
velocity of up to 35 knots, and with the most 
critical loading and altitude, it shall be 
possible to produce the vertical rates 
specified in Table 9, 1.5 seconds after 
initiation of a rapid displacement of the 
vertical axis controller from trim. Applicable 
engine and transmission limits shall not be 
exceeded. 
Table 9 Ver t ica l  Axis Control Power 
An example evaluation of selected specification 
requirements utilizing the predicted and actual 
handling qualities of a naval rotorcraft may be found 
in reference 31. 
LEVEL 
I 
I I 
I 1 1  
8.0 GENERAL DESIGN IMPLICATTONS AND 
OPERATIONAL CAPABILITY 
Achievable Vert ical  
Rate i n  1.5 Seconds 
m/s (ft /min) 
0.81 (160) 
0.28 ( 5 5 )  
0.20 (40) 
Application of MIL-H-8501B has vast design 
implications. These implications are driven by the 
MILH-8501B philosophy that the rotorcraft should 
be viewed as a whole system and not a collection of 
-?Req s G = k e  individual isolated systems. As such, MIL-H-8501B 
T 1% = + % is designed to ensure the pilot is provided with a total 
system yielding superior flying qualities and allowing 
=he system are to be him to effectively and safely perform his mission. In 
obtained using the time domain fitting this regard, MIL-H-8501B criteria will influence the 
method defied in Figure B(3.3) of reference design of every major aircraft component from the 
Phase 
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b) A L L  Other MTEs - UCE q l  and 
Fully Attended Operations 
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C )  A!\-Other MTEs - UCE>l and/or 
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' Figure 12 Requirements for Small Amplitude Pitch 
Attitude Changes, Hover and Low Speed, 
STOP MTEs, and fully attended operations. 
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Peek Att i tude Change 
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b) A l l  Other MTEs 
V Time 
C )  De f in i t ion  of Moderate Anplitude Cr i te r ion  
Paremeters 
Figure I3 Requirements for Moderate Amplitude 
Pitch Attitude Changes, Hover and Low 
Speed, STOP MTEs, and Fully Attended 
Operations. 
airframe and rotor to flight controls, displays, and Pilot School, and W.  Doug lsleib USMC HMX-I, 
vision aids. for sharing their knowledge and expertise. 
The explicit relationship between the vehicle's 
dynamics, UCE and resultant flying qualities as 
defined in MILH-8501B, will force the designer to 
consider the displays and vision aids on an equal 
footing with the flight control system. For example, 
the reliability or redundancy of all flight control and 
avionics system components, that impact the vehicles 
dynamics as well as the UCE, must be considered. 
These components include, but are not limited to: 
gyros, flight control computers, mission computers, 
display processors, sensors, actuators, and display 
units. Furthermore, the dynamic response criteria 
will directly impact actuator, hub, blade, airframe, 
and fight control law design. 
Both the philosophy of and the criteria specified in 
MIL-H-8501B are mission oriented. The philosophy 
is founded on a systems approach and involves a 
partitioning of criteria according to the fundamental 
characteristics necessary to satisfactorily perform the 
defined mission task elements. The dynamic 
response criteria have been derived from 
experimentation utilizing mission related evaluation 
tasks. As a result, compliance with MLH-8501B 
should insure flying qualities will not detract from an 
adequate operational capability. Likewise, non- 
compliance will most likely result in increased pilot 
workload and/or a reduction in operational 
capability. 
9.0 CONCLUDING REMARKS 
A complete understanding of the philosophy, 
structure, methodology, and application of the 
proposed U.S. military specilkation for Handling 
Qualities Requirements for Military Rotorcraft, 
MILH-8501B (reference I), is a requisite for the 
proper specification of flying qualities design 
requirements. Proper selection of the flying qualities 
design requirements is critical to proper helicopter 
design and, in turn satisfactory operation. 
' Satisfactory operation of all new helicopters, 
tiltrotors and V/STOLS, in the shipboard 
environment as well as all other mission 
environments, is aitical to the U.S Navy. 
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DESIGN CRITERIA FOR INTEGRATED FLIGHTIPROPULSION CONTROL 
SYSTEMS FOR STOVL FIGHTER AIRCRAFT 
James A. Franklin 
Group Leader 
V/STOL and High Speed Flight Dynamics 
NASA Ames Research Center 
Moffctt Field, California 
ABSTRACT 
As part of NASA's program to develop tcchnology 
for short takeoff and vertical landing (STOVL) fighter 
aircraft, control system designs have bcen devclopcd 
for a conceptual STOVL aircraft. This aircraft is 
representative of the class of mixed-flow remote-lift 
concepts that was identified, as the prcfcrrcd dcsign 
approach by the US/UK STOVL Joint Asscssmcnt and 
Ranking Team. The control system designs have bccn 
evaluated throughout the powcrcd-lift flight cnvclopc on 
Ames Research Center's Vertical Motion Simulator. 
Items assessed in the control system evaluation werc: 
maximum control power uscd in transition and vcrtical 
flight, control system dynamic response associated with 
thrust transfer for attitude control, thrust margin in the 
presence of ground effcct and hot gas ingcstion, and 
dynamic thrust response for the engine core. Effects of 
wind, turbulence, and ship airwake disturbances are 
incorporated in the evaluation. Results providc thc basis 
for a reassessment of existing flying qualities dcsign 
criteria applied to STOVL aircraft. 
NOMENCLATURE 
AC attitude command 
FG gross thrust, Ib 
g acceleration due to gravity, ft/scc2 
h landing gcar whccl hcight abovc ground, ft 
Presented at Piloting Vertical Flight Aircraft: A 
Conference on Flying Qualities and Human Factors, 
San Francisco, California, 20-23 January, 1993. 
HCI . 
HUD 
IGE 
IMC 
LIDS 
OGE 
PI0 
SC AS 
T 
VC 
W 
WOD 
AL 
A U r  
tAW' 
8 
(3 
hot gas ingestion 
head-up display 
in-ground effect 
instrument meteorological conditions 
lift improvement devices 
out-of-ground cffcct 
pilot-induced oscillation 
stabilization and command augmentation 
system 
propulsion system vertical thrust, Ib 
vclociiy command 
gross weight, Ib 
wind ovcr deck 
l i f t  incrcment rcfcrcnccd to out-of-ground 
effcct conditions, Ib 
normalized jct-induced aerodynamic ground 
cffcct 
normalized lift increment due to ground effect 
and hot gas ingcstion 
tcmpcrature ralio as a function of whccl 
hcight 
standard dcvialion 
INTRODUCTION 
NASA has been involved in a collaborative program 
with other government agencies in the United States and 
with the Ministry of Defence o f  the United Kingdom to 
develop technology for supersonic short takeoff and 
vertical landing (STOVL) aircraft. As a result of this 
effort, a wide variety of airframe and propulsion system 
concepts have been assessed through analytical studies, 
and critical technical issues have been identified for 
investigation (Ref. 1). The preferred design approach 
identified by the USIUK STOVL Joint Assessment and 
Ranking Team for the airframe and propulsion system is 
known as mixed-flow remote-lift, an example of which is 
illustrated in Figure 1. This configuration features mixed 
fan and core flows that can be directed forward or aft to 
generate the lift and thrust forces and to provide (partially 
or exclusively) control moments. The propulsion system 
wi l l  have forward thrust-producing device(s) that may 
deflect as well as modulate that thrust component, a 
variable area cruise nozzle that may provide thrust 
deflection for pitch and yaw control, and rear l i f t  
nozzle(s) that provide a thrust component for pitch 
control and which may also deflect about the vertical. 
Combined with these propulsion components are the 
aerodynamic surfaces that function during both wing- 
borne and jet-borne flight. These may include leading 
and trailing edge flaps on the wings, canards, ailerons, 
stabilators and rudders for l ift and moment control. 
Integration of these flight and propulsion controls 
has been identified as one of the critical technologies to 
be developed for these aircraft. A program has been con- 
ducted to define control concepts that combine the 
various aerodynamic and propulsion control effectors 
with control laws designed to achieve fully satisfactory 
(Level 1) flying qualities throughout the powered-lift 
flight envelope. Furthermore, criteria for the control 
authority and dynamic response of the individual 
effectors have been explored. The control system designs 
have been evaluated throughout the powered-lift flight 
envelope on Ames Research Center's Vertical Motion 
Simulator. Included in the control system evaluation 
were assessments of maximum control power used in 
transition and vertical flight, control system dynamic 
response associated with thrust transfer rates for attitude 
control, thrust margin in the presence of ground effect 
and hot gas ingestion, and dynamic thrust response for 
the engine core. Effects of wind and turbulence and 
airwake disturbances from a ship are incorporated in the 
assessment. The purpose of this paper is to review these 
assessments as a basis for possible revisions or exten- 
sions o f  flying qualities design criteria for this class of 
aircraft. 
This paper includes a description of the aircraft, the 
simulation facility and the experiments which were 
conducted. A summary of the results of these experi- 
ments follows, including suggestions for revision or 
modification of existing criteria. 
MIXED-F'LO W REMOTE-LIFT AIRCRAFT 
The design criteria presented in this paper are based 
on simulation experiments involving a mixed-flow 
remote-lift STOVL aircraft concept (Fig. 1). This concept 
is specifically referred to as mixed flow vectored thrust 
(MFVT) and is described in further detail in Reference 2. 
The aircraft is a single-place, single-engine fighter/attack 
aircraft with supersonic dash capability. I t  features a 
blended wing-body configuration with a canted 
empennage that provides longitudinal and directional 
control. The wing is characterized by a leading edge 
sweep of 50" and aspect ratio o f  2.12. The propulsion 
system concept uses a turbofan engine where the mixed 
fan and core streams are either ducted forward to the lift 
nozzles or aft to a thrust deflecting cruise nozzle. A 
ventral nozzle diverts some of the mixed flow to provide 
pitching moment to counter that of the l ift nozzles. Lift 
nozzle thrust can be deflected up to 220" about a nominal 
rearward cant angle o f  8". The cruise nozzle can be 
deflected laterally or vertically d o 0 .  In  conventional 
flight, the mixed flow is directed aft through the cruise 
nozzle, whereas in hover i t  is diverted from the cruise 
nozzle to the forward lift nozzles, with a small portion 
reserved for the ventral nozzle. During transition from 
hover to conventional flight, the flow is smoothly 
transferred from the lift to the cruise nozzle to provide 
acceleration. 
The basic flight control system uses a variety o f  
control effectors: ailerons, a fully deflecting empennage, 
reaction control system nozzles located in the tail, 
differential thrust transfer between the lift nozzles and 
ventral nozzle, longitudinal deflection of l i f t  nozzle 
thrust, and vertical and lateral deflection of cruise nozzle 
thrust. Pitch control is achieved by a combination o f  
symmetric empennage deflection, reaction controls, 
thrust transfer between the lift and ventral nozzles, and 
vertical deflection of the cruise nozzle. Roll control is 
produced by the ailerons and by lateral thrust transfer 
(differential l i ft nozzle thrust). Yaw control is derived 
from the combination o f  differential empennage 
deflection, reaction control, and lateral cruise nozzle 
deflection. Longitudinal acceleration is achieved through 
thrust transfer between the lift and cruise nozzles and by 
dcflcction of lift nozzle thrust. 
To achieve the desired level of flying qualities 
during low-speed flight, stabilization and command 
augmentation modes were provided in  the flight control 
system as noted in Table 1. During transition, either 
attitude or flightpath SCAS mode was available. Both 
modes offer rate-commandJattitude hold for pitch and roll 
control and dutch roll damping and turn coordination for 
the yaw axis. When only the attitude SCAS is selected, 
the pilot must control thrust magnitude and deflection. 
When flightpath SCAS is engaged, the pilot commands 
flightpath angle and flightpath acceleration directly; the 
control system coordinates thrust magnitude and 
deflection to achieve the desired response. Either the 
attitude or velocity SCAS may be selected in  hover. Both 
modes provide pitch and roll attitude command/attitude 
hold and yaw rate command. With attitude SCAS, the 
pilot controls longitudinal and lateral translation through 
changes in pitch attitude and bank angle. Thrust is used 
for height control. For the velocity SCAS, longitudinal, 
lateral, and vertical velocities are commanded directly. A 
thorough description of the control system is included 
in Reference 2. 
A head-up display presented the primary flight 
information for these experiments. The display format 
was a flightpath centered, pursuit presentation in tran- 
sition. In hover, the display switched to a format that 
superimposed vertical and horizontal command and 
situation information in a pursuit tracking presentation. 
A complete description of the display is included i n  
Reference 3. 
SIMULATION EXPERIMENT 
Simulation Facility 
The experiments on which these criteria are based 
were conducted on the Vertical Motion Simulator (Fig. 2) 
at NASA Ames Research Center. This simulator provides 
six degree-of-freedom motion, with large excursions in 
the vertical and longitudinal axes, and acceleration 
bandwidths in  all axes that encompass the bandwidths of 
motion that are expected to be of primary importance to 
the pilot in vertical flight tasks. A three-window, com- 
puter generated image system presented the exfcrnaf view 
to the pilot, which consisted of either an airfield scene 
or a shipboard scene consisting of a Spruance-class 
destroyer. An overhead optical combining glass projected 
the HUD for the pilot. Control inceptors consisted of a 
center stick, rudder pedals, and a left-hand quadrant that 
contained throttle and thrust vector deflection handlcs. 
Evaluation Tasks and Procedure 
The pilot's tasks for evaluation during the simulation 
were those considered the most demanding for precision 
control of the aircraft--curved decelerating approaches 
to hover followed by a vertical landing. For evaluation 
purposes, the decelerating approach was initiated under 
instrument meteorological conditions (IMC) in level 
flight at 1100 ft and 200 knots in the landing configura- 
tion. Capture of a 3" glide slope ensued, followed by 
initiation of a 0.1 g deceleration, a turn to align with the 
final approach course, and acquisition of a stable hover 
over the hover point. Vertical landings were accom- 
plished either on a 100 by 200 ft landing zone marked on 
the airfield's main runway or on a 40 by 70 ft pad on the 
ship's aft deck. Six pilots with V/STOL and powered-lift 
aircraft experience participated in the program. 
Experiment Configurations 
Experiment variables for the decelerating approach 
and vertical landing included the control system config- 
uration, control system dynamics, thrustlweight ratio, 
jet-induced ground effect and hot-gas ingestion, and 
environmental conditions (wind, turbulence, and sea 
condition). Both the attitude SCAS and attitude-plus- 
flightpath SCAS were investigated for the decelerating 
approach; attitude SCAS and attitude-plus-velocity 
SCAS were evaluated for the vertical landing. System 
dynamics variations included control system authority, 
thrust transfer rates, engine core thrust response band- 
width and acceleration rate. Nine ground effect and 
ingestion profiles representative of a broad range of 
STOVL aircraft characteristics of lift and temperature 
profile as a function of height (four of which were 
representative of the YAV-8B Harrier with LIDS on 
and off) were included for both airfield and shipboard 
landings. Wind conditions for the approach and airfield 
landing were calm, 15 knots, and 34 knots, with 
crosswind components of 30" and 20°, respectively, for 
the latter two wind conditions. Turbulence of 0, 3, and 
6 ftlsec rms accompanied the respective wind cases. 
Conditions for shipboard recovery included sea states of 
0, 3, and 4 with wind over deck of 15, 27, and 46 knots . 
from 30" to port. 
CONTROL POWER 
Existing design specifications and guidance for 
pitch, roll, and yaw control power for fixed-wing 
V/STOL aircraft are contained in References 4 and 5. 
Additional information from STOL aircraft experience 
that would apply to the V/STOL transition is provided in 
Reference 6. Flight and simulation data on which these 
publications are based date back to the late 1960s. Given 
the present capability for achieving highly augmented 
stability and control characteristics and the necessity for 
operating in IMC, it is worthwhile to reassess the validity 
of the control power requirements derived from the 
earlier data. The results which follow relate to control 
power for maneuvering and for suppressing disturbances 
and have control required for trim removed. These results 
are presented to reflect the influence of flight phase, 
including effects of control augmentation and magnitude 
of atmospheric disturbance. The breakdown related to 
flight phase is important not only because of the differ- 
ence in the pilot's tasks, but because of the demands 
placed on different control effectors (aerodynamic 
surfaces and propulsion system components) that, in turn, 
place different demands on the aircraft's design. Control 
power usage is presented in terms of individual maxi- 
mum values (plus or minus about the mean value) for 
each run and an aggregate value of two standard 
deviations for the ensemble at that condition. For a 
Gaussian distribution of frequency of occurrence of 
control use, expected maximum values would be three to 
four times the standard deviation. Two standard deviat- 
ions represents a level of control use that is exceeded 
4.6% of the time over the ensemble of data runs. Aircraft 
response specifications of References 4 and 6 were 
translated to measures of control power for direct 
comparison with the current results. These criteria were 
converted from attitude change in 1 sec using an attitude 
control bandwidth of 2 radlsec for an attitude command 
response that is critically damped, or using a first-order 
response with a time constant appropriate to the axis 
being controlled. 
Maximum demands for pitch control during hover 
and vertical landing are pertinent to sizing requirements 
for the aircraft's reaction control system or for thrust 
transfer between components of the propulsion system. 
Demands for roll control generally size the amount of 
thrust transfer required between the l i f t  nozzles. Yaw 
demands contribute to sizing of the rcaction control 
system. During transition, the requirements on control 
sizing would incorporate both the propulsion systcm and 
the aerodynamic effectors. 
Pitch Control I 
Effect of Flight Phase. A collection of results of 
pitch control usage for both attitude command and 
attitude-plus-flightpath command SCAS over a range of 
wind and turbulence for the tasks of transition, airfield 
vertical landing, and shipboard landing is presented in 
Figure 3. For the transition (Fig. 3a), results in calm air, 
which are indicative of maneuvering demands, show 
that, for attitude command SCAS, pitch control power 
maximums fall within the range considered to be 
satisfactory in Reference 5 for STOL operations (which 
can be related to the transition phase of this simulation). 
Two standard deviation levels are well below the 
Reference 5 maximum. Peak values generally equate 
to 3-40 levels. The influence of turbulence on the 
additional control required for disturbance suppression is 
apparent. For rms turbulence of 6 ftlsec (Turb6), a few 
instances of control usage exceed the maximum 
recommended level of Reference 5. Thus, to cater for 
maneuvering and the effects of turbulence, a control 
power of 0.2-0.25 rad/sec2 would provide for at least 
99% of all demands encountered. 
Results for the attitude-plus-flightpath SCAS are 
comparable to those for the attitude SCAS, reflecting the 
fact that the pilot's pitch control task is similar for the 
two systems during transition. The pilot uses pitch 
attitude changes for flightpath control during the early 
stages of the approach, where a frontside control 
technique is appropriate, as well as to regulate against 
disturbances arising from wind and turbulence. 
Pitch control during the vertical landing with the 
attitude SCAS (Fig. 3b) shows levels of peak control 
usage that are less than the requirements of References 4 
and 5. The maximum control required was 0.27 rad/sec2 
(3-40 values of 0.14-0.18 rad/sec2). Turbulence 
disturbances did not impose additional demands on 
control authority. Consequently, control authority of 
0.14-0.27 rad/sec2 would accommodate most of the 
demands for the attitude SCAS. By comparison, the 3" 
attitude change in 1 sec required by Reference 4 converts 
to a peak pitch control power of 0.29 rad/sec2 for a 
2 rad/sec attitude command bandwidth. 
With the velocity command SCAS, even less pitch 
control is required, reflecting the difference in the pitch 
control task between the two SCAS configurations. With 
attitude SCAS alone, control of longitudinal position and 
velocity in hover is accomplished through modulation of 
pitch attitude. When the velocity command system is 
engaged, control of the longitudinal axis is achieved 
through deflection of the thrust vector with attitude fixed. 
In this case, the vertical landing can require a control 
authority of 0.17 rad/sec2, independent of winds and 
turbulence. 
Results for hover and vertical landing aboard ship 
with attitude command alone (Fig. 3c) are comparable to 
the criteria of Reference 5 and Level 1 handling values 
in Reference 4 (although neither criterion applies to 
shipboard operation, but rather to hover out-of-ground 
effect). Peak control usage is 0.38 rad/sec2 or less, with 
3-40 levels being 0.12-0.16 rad/sec2. For the altitude- 
plus-velocity command system, peak control use is 
approximately two-thirds of that for attitude command 
alone, reflecting, as in the airfield vertical landing, the 
different task required for the pitch axis. For neither 
system does wind over deck seem to influence the 
amount of control required for the landing. Thus, for 
shipboard operations, the control power requirement of 
References 4 and 5 appear appropriate with attitude 
SCAS alone, and a requirement for 0.2 rad/sec2 should 
suffice for the attitude-plus-velocity command SCAS. 
Summary of Pitch Control Requirements. A 
summary of the required pitch control authority deter- 
mined from these STOVL aircraft simulation results, 
compared to (1) the Level 1 criteria of References 4, 5, 
and 6, (2) available control power for some relevant 
V/STOL fighter aircraft designs (Refs. 7-9), and 
(3) earlier fixed-base simulation results for the E-7A 
STOVL concept (Ref. lo), is presented i n  Table 2. For 
the transition phase, the pertinent criteria are those of 
References 5 and 6; no control power data are available 
for the individual aircraft. For the vertical landing, 
References 4 and 5 apply; the total available control 
power has been tabulated for the Harrier and VAK-191. 
In the transition phase, the highest value of the 
criteria of Reference 5 does not quite accommodate the 
peak control use in turbulence noted for this experiment 
(MFVT STOVL). Maximum control experienced during 
the E-7A STOVL simulation was considerably greater, 
both for maneuvering and control in turbulence, and is 
more in  line with the requirement of Reference 6. For the 
vertical landing, both References 4 and 5 appear to be too 
demanding. The current results indicate that less control 
power is used, especially with a velocity command 
system that employs thrust deflection for longitudinal 
control. No criteria are available for shipboard opera- 
tions. Values shown for the Harrier and VAK-191 
aircraft represent total control authority available for trim 
and maneuvering; actual control used by these aircraft is 
not available. By comparison, the total control available 
- for the MFVT STOVL aircraft is 0.42 rad/sec2 in hovcr, 
with 0.08 rad/sec2 of that being used on the average for 
- trim in winds up to 34 knots. Thus, the pitch control for 
this aircraft was adequate to handle the measured trim 
and maneuver demands in hover and vertical landing for 
the attitude SCAS and considerably more than adequate 
for control with the velocity command SCAS. 
Roll Control 
Effect of Flight Phase. Roll control use for the 
different flight phases, SCAS modes, and turbulence is 
shown in Figure 4. Maximum roll control use for 
maneuvering in calm air during transition (Fig. 4a) 
substantially exceeds that called for in Reference 5, with 
peaks of 0.4-0.9 rad/sec2. However, the 3-40 levels of 
0.3-0.4 rad/sec2 are more in line with the criteria. For 
control in  the heaviest turbulence, demands for as much 
as 1.2 rad/sec2 occur, although the range is more 
typically 0.6-0.9 rad/sec2, which is consistent with 
3-40 values. As a further comparison, the Level 1 
requirement of Reference 6 for maneuver control during 
STOL operations provides for 30" of bank angle change 
in  2.4 sec, which is satisfied by a control authority of 
0.55 rad/sec2 for a roll damping time constant of 0.5 sec. 
The latter requirement represents a more specific 
criterion for operation during transition, particularly 
where that phase consists of precision path tracking in 
forward flight during instrument flight conditions in  
adverse weather. Based on the results of this STOVL 
aircraft simulation, a roll control authority of 
0.9-1.2 rad/sec2 would be necessary to satisfy 
demands for maneuvering and control in turbulence. 
Control use for the vertical landing, shown in 
Figure 4b, is consistently less than the Reference 4 
requirement, and falls within the range suggested in 
Reference 5. Peak maneuvering demands for attitude 
command SCAS range from 0.1 to 0.3 rad/sec2, and are 
comparable to 3-40 values. The heaviest turbulence 
increases these levels modestly to 0.2-0.4 rad/sec2. For 
the attitude-plus-velocity SCAS, which provides lateral 
velocity command through bank angle control, calm air 
maneuvering conlrol use is somewhat less than for 
attitude SCAS alone; however, in turbulence the 
demands for the two systems are similar. 
Rcsults for shipboard recovery are generally i n  
agreement with the criteria of References 4 and 5, except 
for high wind over deck conditions (Fig. 4c). In light 
winds, the peaks vary from 0.2 to 0.4 rad/sec2. In the 
heaviest winds, maximum control of 0.9-1.1 rad/sec2 
was observed for the attitude command SCAS; for the 
lateral velocity command SCAS, maximums ranged from 
1.3 up to 2.0 rad/sec2. Based on pilot comments from the 
subject simulation experiments, operation aboard ship 
would be precluded at higher sea stales because of the 
limit on capability to recover to a more actively moving 
deck. If shipboard operations at these extreme conditions 
are anticipated, roll control authority in excess of that 
given in References 4 and 5 must be provided. Further, 
lateral velocity command capability will demand more 
control authority than that used for attitude command 
alone. The latter two conclusions are contingent both 
on the validity of the ship airwake model used in this 
experiment (Ref. 11) and on the aircraft's sensitivity to 
airwake disturbances and should be qualified 
accordingly. 
Summary of Roll Control Requirements. Table 3 
presents a summary of the required roll control authority 
determined from these simulation results, compared to 
the h v e l  1 criteria of References 4,5, and 6, to available 
control power for the V/STOL fighters, and to the E-7A 
STOVL concept. For the transition phase, the pertinent 
criteria again are those of References 5 and 6. In  the 
hover and vertical landing, References 4 and 5 are the 
applicable documents. 
During transition, References 5 and 6 accommodate 
the level of roll control required for maneuvering i n  calm 
air, but call for an insufficient level of control to handle 
the current STOVL configuration i n  turbulence up to the 
level shown. Considering experience of the Harrier 
design evolution, the dominant requirement for roll 
control during transition may well be associated with 
countering sideslip excursions. The AV-8B has sufficient 
lateral control to trim with sideslip angles of 15" or more 
during transition. The current MFVT configuration can 
achieve lateral trim with sideslip of 10" or greater over 
the low speed flight envelope. Criteria of References 4 
and 5 are about right for the vertical landing. No criteria 
are available for shipboard operations. Total control 
authority available for trim and maneuvering is shown 
for the Harrier and VAK-191. Total control available for 
the current STOVL aircraft in  its basic configuration i n  
hover is 1.1 rad/sec2, which was adequate for disturbance 
suppression and more than adequate for control of the 
vertical landing. However, it was necessary to augment 
the baseline roll control system with reaction control to 
provide sufficient control power to handle the highest 
wind over deck for recovery to the ship. In the latter case, 
the total control power was 2.15 rad!sec2. Control used 
for maneuvering in calm air and control needed in  
turbulence for the E-7A were less than those required for 
the MFVT STOVL and more in line with the criteria of 
References 5 and 6. It should be noted that for the MFVT 
STOVL design every 0.1 rad/sec2 of additional roll 
control power would require an additional +I70 Ib of 
differential thrust at the lift nozzles in the hover 
condition, or 2.4 Ib/sec of reaction control blccd at the 
tail mounted reaction control nozzles. If  wing tip rcaction 
controls were employed for roll control, this increment of 
control power would demand 0.7 Ib/sec of bleed flow. 
The bleed flow values are based on an assumption of 
90 Ib of reaction control thrust per pounds per second of 
bleed flow rate (Ref. 12), and on minimal nozzle flow 
losses or adverse jet interference. If the latter two 
influences are not optimized, bleed flow requirements 
would increase. 
Yaw Control 
Effect of Flight Phase. Yaw control use shown in 
Figure 5 is considerably less than the criteria of Refer- 
ences 4 and 5 for any flight phase. For the transition 
(Fig. Sa), peak demands in calm air range from 0.02 to 
0.04 rad/sec2. In the heaviest turbulence, maximum 
control usage of 0.04-0.14 rad/sec2 was observed, with 
most confined to the range of 0.05-0.07 rad/sec2, within 
the 3-40 band. In contrast, the recommended range is 
0.15-0.25 rad/sec2 from Reference 5. As a further 
example, the requirement of Reference 6 for a 15" head- 
ing change in  2.2 sec translates into a maximum yaw 
control power of 0.22 rad/sec2 for a yaw damping time 
constant of 1 sec. The disparity between these two 
criteria for yaw control and the recent simulation 
experience is likely attributable to good yaw stability 
augmentation employed and the lower sensitivity to 
disturbances for the recent STOVL fighter concepts 
compared to the collection of aircraft on which the earlier 
criteria were based. 
Maximum yaw control for the vertical landing 
(Fig. 5b) is comparable to that for the transition. 
Maximum maneuverin control in calm air varies from 
0.015 to 0.065 rad/secf; control in turbulence increases 
somewhat with an occasional peak excursion as large as 
0.1 rad/sec2. The maximum range in turbulence cone- 
sponds to 3-40 values. The Reference 4 requirement for 
a heading change of 6" in I sec converts to a maximum 
control power of 0.28 rad/sec2 for a yaw time constant of 
1 sec. For the shipboard landing (Fig. Sc), maximum 
control use is similar to that for the runway landing, with 
peaks to 0.1 nd/sec2 for the highest wind over deck. 
Summary of Yaw Control Requirements. Yaw 
control summaries of authority determined from these 
STOVL aircraft simulation results, compared to the 
Level 1 criteria of References 4, 5, and 6, to available 
control power for other V/STOL fighter designs, and to 
thc E-7A, are provided in Table 4. For the transition 
phase, the pertinentcriteria once more are those of Refer- 
ences 5 and 6. For the vertical landing, References 4 
and 5 are the pertinent criteria. 
For the transition and vertical landing, the criteria of 
References 4, 5, and 6 all exceed the current experience 
for yaw control use to a significant degree. Based on the 
current experience, yaw control power for maneuvering 
and turbulence suppression could be considerably 
reduced. As before, shipboard operations are not covered 
by the existing criteria. Total control authority for the 
Harrier and VAK-191 are somewhat in excess of that for 
the current STOVL design (0.28 rad/sec2). Control used 
by the E-7A in the fixed-base simulation experiment is 
comparable to that for the MFVT STOVL tested on the 
VMS. For this STOVL aircraft design, every 0.1 rad/sec2 
reduction in yaw control power would reduce the 
reaction control bleed at the tail mounted reaction control 
nozzles by 4.8 Iblsec. 
THRUST TRANSFER RATES 
Ability to achieve adequate rates of thrust transfer 
between propulsion system components for pitch and roll 
control is an important aspect of control system dynamic 
response. Maximum thrust transfer rates observed for the 
different tasks in the simulation program are documented 
in this section. Results are presented both as maximum 
rate of change of thrust and, more generally, as the rate of 
change of pitch and roll angular acceleration. Implica- 
tions for thrust control bandwidth are also noted. 
Pitch Control 
Effect of Flight Phase. Thrust transfer rates 
for pitch control are documented in Figure 6. During 
the transition (Fig. 6a), maneuvering control in  
calm air produces peak rates ranging from 0.2 to 
1.3 kilopounds (klb)/sec for the attitude command 
SCAS. Maximum rates of 1.5-3.3 klblsec are reached 
under the highest wind and turbulence condition. This 
maximum range exceeds that for 3-40 values. Results 
are independent of SCAS mode. Runway vertical 
landings appear to be more demanding on maneuver 
control rates than the previous flight phase, but with no 
influence of SCAS mode (Fig. 6b). Peak rates ranging 
from 1 to 2.6 klblsec are observed in the data. Turbulence 
has no influence on the rate of control use. The most 
significant control rates appear for the shipboard landings 
(Fig. 6c). Maximum rates of 3-4 klblsec with attitude 
command and 3-6 klblsec with longitudinal velocity 
command SCAS occur at the highest wind over deck. 
this aircraft configuration, where 4 klblsec is equivalent 
to 1 rad/sec3. In turn, the maximum rate of change of 
control power can be used to define the relationship 
between peak control usage and the effective bandwidth 
of control that can be achieved without encountering the 
control rate limit. For example, a maximum thrust 
transfer rate of 2 klblsec (corresponding to a rate of 
change of angular acceleration of 0.5 rad/sec3) and a 
peak control usage of 0.05 rad/sec2 (representative of la 
level of control use for closed-loop regulation) would 
imply a rate limit free control bandwidth of 10 radtsec. 
Conversely, for the same thrust transfer rate and a 
representative control bandwidth of 5 radlsec, rate limit 
free operation could be sustained up to a control authority 
of 0.1 rad/sec2. 
Roll Control 
Effect of Flight Phase. In Figure 7, the rates of 
thrust transfer employed for roll control are indicated for 
the different flight phases. Throughout the transition 
(Fig. 7a), typical maximum rates for maneuver control 
ranged from 1 to 2 klblsec with the exception of two 
cases which demanded 4.5-6.5 klb/sec. In the heaviest 
turbulence, rates of 3 4  klblsec occur frequently, with 
occasional peaks from 5 to 8 klblsec. For roll control, 
a thrust transfer rate of 10 klblsec is equivalent to 
3 rad/sec3. 
Maneuver control rates for the runway vertical 
landing (Fig. 7b) generally ranged from 2 to 4 klblsec. 
Turbulence did not affect control rates up to the 
magnitude of disturbances evaluated. For shipboard 
landings (Fig. 7c), peak rates of 7-8 klblsec are observed 
for the attitude SCAS with significant wind over deck 
and represent a substantial increase over other phases of 
operation. With the attitude-plus-velocity SCAS, wind 
over deck has a strong influence on thrust transfer rates, 
with peaks of 10 klb/sec (3 rad/sec3) reached on occasion 
for the highest wind over deck. In lighter winds, transfer 
rates are comparable for the two SCAS modes. 
As an example for roll control, a maximum thrust 
transfer rate of 5 klblsec (corresponding to a rate of 
change of angular acceleration of 1.5 rad/sec3) and a 
peak control usage of 0.2 rad/sec2 would imply a rate 
limit free control bandwidth of 7.5 radtsec. For the same 
thrust transfer rate and a bandwidth of 5 radlsec, a peak 
control authority of 0.3 rad/sec2 could be achieved 
without reaching the control rate limit. 
To generalize these results, thrust transfer ratcs can 
be expressed in time rate of change of control power for 
THRUST CONTROL the ratio 15:43 to bring i t  into conformity with the 
definition of mean ground effect used herein. 
Influence of Ground Effect and Ingestion 
Vertical axis control power in vertical flight is 
associated with the margin of thrust in excess of that 
required to equilibrate the aircraft's weight. The require- 
ments for thrust margin during vertical landing are 
influenced by the disturbances imposed by jet-induced 
aerodynamic forces in proximity to the ground and 
degradation in engine thrust that results from temperature 
rise at the engine inlet due to the recirculation of hot gas 
exhaust from the propulsion system. Experiments have 
been conducted on the VMS to evaluate in general the 
influence of ground effect and hot gas ingestion on ttuust 
margin necessary to control height and sink rate during 
airfield vertical landings (Ref. 2). In turn, these results 
were validated with specific simulation assessments of 
vertical landings with the YAV-8B Harrier, an aircraft 
whose vertical landing characteristics are well known and 
have been related to the simulation experieEe,Results 
- -- 
from these simulations are presented in  Figure 8. The 
boundaries shown define acceptable and unacceptable 
regions for combinations of mean ground effect and 
ingestion and thrustlweight ratio. One boundary was 
extracted from the generalized evaluations reported i n  
Reference 2. Data from the YAV-8B ground effect 
evaluation are also presented with an appropriate fairing 
to illustrate the trend. The YAV-8B data correspond to 
configurations with and without lift improvement devices 
(LIDS) and for two levels of hot gas ingestion, and span 
the range of mean ground effect covered in the previous 
generalized investigations. Thrustlweight ratio is 
determined out-of-ground effect. Mean ground effect 
and ingestion are defined here by the relationship 
where (AUT) '  incorporates jct induccd acrodynamic 
ground effcct as wcll as thrust variations with inlct 
tcmpcrature and is dcfincd as 
The altitude range over which the mean ground cffcct 
and ingestion are bascd is 43 ft and rcprcscnts thc rangc 
over which ground effcct exists for the Harrier. For thc 
earlier generalized ground cffcct simulation, thc intcgral 
defining mean ground cffcct was bascd on an altitudc 
range of 15 ft, whcrc ground cffcct did not vary abovc 
that altitude. The mean ground cffcct that dcfincd thc 
boundary for that cxpcriment (Rcf. 2) was adjustcd by 
The shape of the boundaries is established by height 
control out-of-ground effect for positive ground effect, 
on abort capability at decision height for neutral to 
moderately negative ground effect and ingestion, and on 
control of sink rate and hover position to touchdown for 
larger negative ground effect. Results from simulation 
evaluation of the YAV-8B Harrier are somewhat less 
conservative than the boundary derived from the evalu- 
ation of generalized ground effect and are consistent with 
Harrier flight experience as described in the aircraft's 
operations manuals (Refs. 13 and 14). The boundary 
correlates over much of its range with an analytical 
prediction of the trend of thrustfweight with mean ground 
effect required to arrest a nominal sink rate of 4 ftlsec 
prior to touchdown with an application of maximum 
thrust at an altitude of 21 ft. This analytical relationship 
is expressed as 
and can bc uscd in synthesis of new STOVL designs to 
dctcrmine the required thrust margin for anticipated 
lcvcls of mcan ground effcct and ingestion. Finally, 
bascd on the rcsults of Reference 2, it was noted that the 
cmploymcnt of a vertical velocity command control did 
not shift the boundary shown in Figure 8, which was 
obtaincd for attitude SCAS alone. However, as noted in 
Rcfcrence 2, vertical velocity command does reduce the 
chance for abuse of sink rate control during the descent 
to landing and, hence, improves the control margin for 
vcrtical landing. 
Influence of Engine Dynamics 
Effccts of thrust response dynamics on the pilot's 
asscssmcnt of control of the vertical landing are shown in 
Figurc 9. Thcsc data come from Rcfcrcncc 2 and apply 
to manual control of thrust with only attitude SCAS 
available. I t  is apparent that bandwidth of thrust response 
of the cnginc core of 4-5 radlsec is sufficient to achieve 
satisfactory ratings for height and sink rate control. For 
bandwidths bclow 3 rad/scc, the control task dcteriorates 
rapidly. Both thc transition and hover point acquisition 
tasks wcrc lcss sensitive to variations in thrust control 
bandwidth than was the vertical landing (Ref. 2). Vertical 
vclocity command in addition to attitudc SCAS insulates 
thc pilot from the dynamics of the propulsion system 
rcsponsc and rcsults in toleration of slower engine 
response (providing the overall airframe response is not 
altered) than for attitude SCAS alone. 
To a point, the vertical landing is insensitive to 
maximum rate of change of core thrust, which is 
associated with engine acceleration limits imposed by 
maximum allowable tern-peratures in the core. Thrust 
rates varying from 25% of maximum thrustlsec down 
to nearly IO%/sec were tolerable for height control. 
However, at about 10%/sec, thrust rate limiting and loss 
of control were encountered on occasion for such slow 
acceleration characteristics. These acceleration rate limits 
can be related to surge margin in design of the propulsion 
system control. Deceleration rate limits are important to 
the ability to rapidly reduce thrust at touchdown, as well 
as to the dynamic control of vertical velocity in the 
hover. Vertical velocity command does not seem to alter 
these results. 
CONCLUSIONS 
A program has been conducted to define and 
experimentally evaluate control system concepts for 
STOVL fighter aircraft in powered-lift flight. The control 
system designs have been evaluated in Ames Research 
Center's Vertical Motion Simulator. Items assessed in the 
program were maximum control power, control system 
dynamic response associated with thrust transfer for 
attitude control, thrust margin in the presence of ground 
effect and hot gas ingestion, and dynamic thrust response 
for the engine core. Results provide the basis for a 
reassessment of existing flying qualities design criteria 
for this class of aircraft. 
This experience shows that pitch control power used 
in  transition is in general accord with existing criteria, 
whereas that used for vertical landing is somewhat lower. 
When a translational velocity command system using 
deflected thrust for longitudinal force control is 
employed, pitch control use is considerably less than 
the criteria suggest. No criteria, except that for hover, 
exist for shipboard recovery. 
In the roll axis, control power recommended by 
current design criteria is insufficient to cover demands 
for transition. Agreement is good with criteria for vertical 
landing. Again, no criteria are available for shipboard 
operations. For these operations, lateral velocity 
command through bank angle control typically uscd 
greater control power than did an attitude command 
system alone. 
For the transition and vertical landing, the existing 
criteria all exceed the current experience for yaw control 
use. As before, shipboard operations are not covered by 
the existing criteria. 
Thrust transfer rates for pitch and roll control were 
observed to be greatest for shipboard operations, with the 
decelerating transition placing the next greatest demand. 
Control mode did not have a strong influence on these 
results. 
Thrust margins for vertical landing in the presence of 
ground effect and hot gas ingestion were defined based 
on results from simulation of the YAV-8B Harrier. The 
shape of the boundaries is established by height control 
out-of-ground effect for positive ground effect, on abort 
capability at decision height for neutral to moderately 
negative ground effect and ingestion, and on control of 
sink rate and hover position to touchdown for larger 
negative ground effect. The boundary correlates with an 
analytical prediction of the trend of thrustlweight with 
mean ground effect required to arrest a nominal sink rate 
with an application of maximum thrust at decision height. 
The employment of a vertical velocity command control 
does not alter the thrust margin requirement. 
Bandwidth of thrust response of the engine core of 
4-5 radlsec is sufficient to achieve satisfactory ratings 
for height and sink rate control. For bandwidths below 
3 radtsec, the control task deteriorates rapidly. Vertical 
velocity command systems can tolerate somewhat slower 
engine response (providing the overall airframe response 
is not altered) than can be accepted by the pilot for 
manual control of thrust. To a point, the vertical landing 
is insensitive to maximum rate of change of core thrust; 
however, loss of control appears at the lowest thrust 
transfer rates. Vertical velocity command does not seem 
to alter these results. 
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Tablc 1. Flight Control Modcs 
. 
Transit ion Hover 
- 
Control axis Attitude SCAS Fliatpath SCAS Attitude SCAS Velocity SCAS 
Pitchfro11 Rate command-attitude Rate cornmand-attitude Attitude command- Attitude command- 
hold hold attitude hold attitude hold 
Yaw Turn coordination Turn coordination Yaw rate command Yaw rate command 
Vertical Thrust magnitude Flightpath command Thrust magnitude Velocity command 
Longitudinal Thrust dcflcction Accclcration command- Thrust deflection Velocity command 
vclocity hold 
Lateral Velocity command 
Table 2. Comparison of Pitch Control Power Criteria with STOVL Aircraft Designs 
Flight MIL-F AGARD NASA AV-8B AV-8A VAK-191 Recent STOVL Concepts 
phase 83300 R-577 TN 5594 MFVT E-7A (Ref. 10) 
Ref. 4 Ref. 5 Ref. 6 Ref. 7 Ref. 8 Ref. 9 Maneuver Turb6 Maneuver Turb6 
Transition 0.05- 0.5 
0.2 
Vertical 0.29 0.1-0.3 0.53 0.8 1.0 0.16-0.27 0.16-0.27 
landing (AC) 
-0.83 -0.75 0.17 0.17 (VC) 
Shipboard 
landing 
WOD 15 WOD 46 WOD 15 WOD 34 
0.31 0.37 0.3 0.4 
0.22 0.22 (VC) 
- 
Notes: (1) All values expressed in terms of control power in rad/sec2. 
(2) Reference 7 and 9 requirements converted from attitude response based on a time constant of 0.5 sec for 
rate command systems or a natural frequency of 2 radlsec for a critically damped attitude command 
system. 
(3) Control power for actual aircraft represent total available in hover; transition values not available. 
(4) Control power for MFVT and E-7A represent maximum used. 
Table 3. Comparison of Roll Control Power Criteria with STOVL Aircraft Designs 
. 
Flight MIL-F AGARD NASA AV-8B AV-8A VAK-191 Recent STOVL Concepts 
phase 83300 R-577 TN 5594 M E W  E-7A (Ref. 10) 
Ref. 4 Ref. 5 Ref. 6 Ref. 7 Ref. 8 Ref. 9 Maneuver Turb6 Maneuver Turb6 
Transition 0.1-0.6 0.55 0.3-0.4 0.9-1.2 0.25 0.6 
Vertical 0.38 0.2-0.4 2.2 1.73 1.4 0.1-0.3 0.2-0.4 
landing 
WOD 15 WOD 46 WOD 15 WOD 34 
Shipboard 2.2 1.73 0.2-0.4 0.9-1.1 0.55 1.8 
landing (AC) 
1.3-2.0 
("C> 
Notes: (1) All valucs cxprcsscd in tcrms of control power in  rad/sec2. 
(2) Rcfcrcncc 7 and 9 rcquircmcnts convcrtcd from attitude response based on a time constant of 0.5 scc for 
rate command systcms or a natural frequency of 2 rad/sec for a critically dampcd uttitudc command 
system. . 
(3) Control power for actual aircraft rcpresent total available in  hover; transition values not available. 
(4) Control power for MFVT and E-7A rcprcscnt maximum used. 
Table 4. Comparison of Yaw Control Power Criteria with STOVL Aircraft Designs 
Flight MIL-F AGARD NASA AV-8B AV-8A VAK-191 Recent STOVL Concepts 
phase 83300 R-577 TN 5594 MFVT E-7A (Ref. 10) 
Ref. 4 Ref. 5 Ref. 6 Ref. 7 Ref. 8 Ref. 9 Maneuver Turb6 Maneuver Turb6 
Transition 0.15- 0.22 
0.25 
Vertical 0.28 0.1-0.5 0.43 0.46 0.4 0.15- 0.1 
landing 0.065 
WOD 15 WOD46 WOD 15 WOD34 
Shipboard 
landing 
Notes: (1) All values expressed in terms of control power in rad/sec2. 
. . 
(2) Reference 7 and 9 requirements converted from attitude response based on a time constant of 1 sec for 
rate command systems. 
(3) Control power for actual aircraft represent total available in hover; transition values not available. 
(4) ControI power for MFVT and E-7A represent maximum used. 
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ABSTRACT 
The FAA is responsible for making the 
determination that a helicopter is safe for IFR 
operations in the National Airspace System (NAS). 
This involves objective and subjective evaluations of 
cockpit displays, flying qualities, procedures and 
human factors as they affect performance and workload. 
After all of the objective evaluations are completed, 
and all Federal Regulations have been met, FAA pilots 
make the final subjective judgement as to suitability 
for use by civil pilots in the NAS. The paper uses the 
flying qualities and pilot workload characteristics of a 
small helicopter to help examine the FAA pilot's 
involvement in this process. The result highlights the 
strengths of the process and its importance to the 
approval of new aircraft and equipments for civil IFR 
helicopter applications. The paper also identifies 
opportunities for improvement. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The engineering and operational criteria 
contained within the Federal Aviation Regulations 
(FARs) have evolved as the result of operational 
experience and flight research. Yet these regulations 
alone can not absolutely guarantee the suitability of an 
aircraft, principally because the quantitative criteria do 
not address the integrated aircraft system. So as the 
final check, FAA pilots are assigned to fly the aircraft 
and make a determination as to the suitability of the 
total system. 
More than any other measures, suitability is 
determined by gauging the performance which is 
achieved in return for the spectrum of workload 
tequired to achieve this performance. In short, the 
workload that the pilot is required to accept must never 
exceed the capability of the minimum qualified pilot. 
In addition, the perfonwnce should never fall below an 
acceptable level during periods when the pilot is 
required to operate at the maximum tolerable workload 
The role of the FAA pilot during flight 
evaluations is similar to the role of the military T&E 
pilot. That is, while a civil helicopter may meet all of 
the FARs (References 1 and 2) for 1FR flight (or meet 
Military specifications in the case of a military 
aircraft), the FAA pilot may find that the aggregate of 
performance and workload is not good enough to 
recommend the aircraft for approval. As a result, an 
unsatisfactory evaluation often includes a finding that 
the workload is too high. 
It is also possible for both civil and military 
helicopters to fail to meet the demonstration 
requirements of the relevant specifications (FARs) yet 
still be found suitable for normal operations. This 
highlights the uncertainty of the preliminary design 
specification process. The manufacturer needs design 
guidance (criteria) but the Government can only 
provide its best estimate of what is required. It can 
only provide best estimate because: (1) technology 
and changing missions often change faster than the 
criteria can be updated, and (2) it is extremely difficult 
to predict the performance of the resultant system. 
Finally, while the intent of the criteria or 
regulations is rarely in error, it is often difficult to 
demonstrate compliance of new automatic flight 
control systems (AFCS), workload relief equipment, 
and displays to existing objective criteria. In some 
cases, there are no objective criteria In the case of 
helicopter approvals for civil use, Advisory Circulars 
27-1 and 29-2 (References 3 and 4) recognize this 
situation and provide the applicant with the 
opportunity to use a variety of means to demonstrate 
compliance. Never-the-less, it is the FAA pilot team 
that determines the suitability of the aircraft for 
operations in the NAS. This is as it should be. 
This paper focuses on the aggregate of workload 
and pilot-aircraft performance. It presents a joint 
perspective to examine the process which is used by 
the FAA to insure that only safe aircraft are approved 
for operations in the National Airspace System (NAS). 
It explores the alternative approaches available to 
applicants and strives to increase the rotorcraft 
community's understanding of how the FAA defines 
adequacy, and how adequacy can be predicted by the 
applicant with confidence. 
RELIABILITY 
Before considering the impact of displays, 
flying qualities, control characteristics, and various 
workload relief equipment, one must appreciate the 
need for reliability of function. If the quality (or 
correctness) of a function is not sufficiently reliable, 
the FAA pilot will often evaluate the aircraft as 
though the function is never available. 
Suffice it to say that if the helicopter 
incorporates a workload relief feature which is not 
extremely reliable (or does not include redundant 
elements), the FAA pilots will treat the feature as a 
"nice to have". Such "nice to have" features will not 
normally figure prominently in the determination of 
suitability for IFR operations in the National Airspace 
System (NAS). 
The same constraints apply to displays. If the 
attitude display and its power supply are not adequately 
reliable, a standby display is required to insure the 
availability of an attitude display under the most 
adverse failure mode condition. In such a case, the 
standby attitude indicator will often be evaluated as the 
primary attitude reference during evaluation of cockpit 
management workload and flying qualities. 
FAILURE MODES 
The failure modes of components of the total 
system are also extremely important. The transient 
condition associated with the introduction of a failure 
must not introduce an "upset" condition which will 
require unusual pilot skill to avoid a dangerous 
situation during the period subsequent to the failure. 
The multi-layered systems available in the more 
expensive aircraft generally exhibit fail-operate or fail- 
passive characteristics (sometimes accompanied by a 
modest but very acceptable degradation in capability). 
Smaller, less expensive aircraft are typically less able 
to afford the same degree of redundancy and the 
transient introduced by a flight control or related sub- 
system failure can be very significant to the suitability 
of the aircraft in the eyes of the FAA evaluation pilot, 
THE MINIMUM QUALIFIED PILOT 
Unless otherwise stipulated by the applicant, 
FAA pilots must evaluate the suitability of a 
helicopter for IFR operations based upon their personal 
perception of the capabilities of the least qualified pilot 
that can legally be expected to fly the aircraft. This 
recognizes the fact that FAA approves pilots with as 
little as 150 hours of first pilot time in helicopters and 
airplanes. That is, the "worst case crew" could involve 
one or two pilots with these minimal qualifications. 
This suggests that every helicopter approved for 
instrument flight must be suitable for operation by a 
pilot with immature piloting skills and an under 
developed appreciation for the potential hazards of 
instrument flight in the NAS. 
PILOT TECHNIQUE AND PROCEDURES 
'Ihe FAA recognizes that tandem helicopters and 
single rotor helicopters do not fly alike, nor will a 
3000 pound and a 30,000 pound helicopter fly alike. 
The FAA's evaluation pilots recognize that these 
configuration and size differences dictate unique 
operating procedures and techniques. The addition of 
series and parallel automatic flight control systems can 
also dictate configuration unique procedures and 
piloting techniques. These equipment and related 
techniques may make the direct comparison of an 
aircraft to the objective requirements of the FARs 
difficult if not irrelevant. The installation of a sidearm 
control stick is a case in point. 
Regardless of the configuration, the evaluation 
pilots understand the intent of all of these requirements 
and they understand that they have a responsibility to 
evaluate existing flight control characteristics against 
the intent of the requirements, as explained in 
Advisory Circulars 27-1 and 29-2A. As noted earlier, 
this means that some issues are resolved during the 
inflight determination of the overall suitability. 
While the FAA pilot has  a responsibility to 
understand the techniques developed by the applicant, 
the evaluation pilot(s) may not find all of the 
procedures acceptable. Some may be found to be too 
difficult and require special training or a periodic 
demonstration of proficiency, or both to obtain 
approval for operations in the NAS. The applicant has 
the option either to accept such fmdings or to alter the 
aircraft in ways which improve the aircraft and 
eliminate the need for special skilIs. 
EVALUATION ENVIRONMENT 
Implied in any FAA evaluation of a helicopter 
for IFR operations is the need to evaluate the aircraft 
in an adverse environment. An extensive evaluation in 
a variety of adverse environments is most likely to be 
conducted if: (1) the margin of suitability is perceived 
to be small, or (2) innovative control techniques or 
equipments are incorporated which introduce uncer- 
tainties because of the lack of precedent or the lack of 
hands on experience on the part of the FAA pilot(s). 
In the case of an IFR application, the FAA pilot is 
likely to include an evaluation flight in a building 
cumulus cloud formation and, or a night flight profile 
in frontal weather. If this is not a practical choice, 
other evaluation tasks are executed to build an 
understanding of the aircraft which is sufficient to 
accurately predict its suitability in bad weather. The 
duration of flights in adverse weather is also important 
to the determination of suitability. The evaluation 
pilot must deal with the workload for an appropriate 
pe.riod to be able to answer the question: does a pilot at 
the controls need either a co-pilot or a highly reliable 
workload relief system to make it through the flight? 
ONE PILOTS VS. TWO PILOT 
The applicant must request approval of an 
aircraft with a crew of one or a crew of two. 
SINGLE PILOT FLYING QUALITIES 
A helicopter is said to exhibit single pilot 
flying qualities, when one pilot is able to fly the 
aircraft for a period of time equal to the endurance of 
the aircraft without being relieved by a second pilot 
Implicit in this definition, is the concomitant ability 
of the pilot to accomplish essential non-piloting, 
cockpit management duties such as communication, 
navigation and typical emergencies. 
AUTO PILOT VS. CO-PILOT 
If an auto pilot is employed, the pilot is free to 
perform the co-pilot's duties. This is an acceptable 
alternative if the auto pilot never fails, but what if it 
does fail? If the auto pilot fails, the flying qualities 
and the non-flying workload must be managed by one 
pilot .... on a bad night. 
DUAL PILOT FLYING QUALITIES 
A helicopter is said to exhibit dual pilot flying 
qualities, when the pilot in command is unable to fly 
the entire flight (for a period equal to the endurance of 
the aircraft) without being relieved from time to time 
by a second pilot. The pilot who is not at the controls 
normally handles the cockpit duties attendant to the 
flight. This includes tasks which the pilot at the 
controls does not desire to perform or can not perform. 
WORKLOAD 
Workload during instrument flight is the result 
of one or a combination of the following: (1) task 
complexity including the cockpit management tasks 
and the control required to accomplish the maneuvers 
which in turn produce the desired flight trajectory, (2) 
residual flight path errors and the time dependent 
growth of these errors due to the control and flying 
qualities characteristics of the aircraft (including the 
AFCS), (3) the volume and quality of the flight 
instrumentation situational awareness displays. The 
display equipment either facilitates the control of the 
aircraft (and aids the pilot in efforts to eliminate 
errors), or the displays are inadequate; degrading 
situational awareness and, or frustrating the pilot's 
efforts to aim, suppress gust responses, and accom- 
plish a variety of compensatory conuol inputs, and (4) 
the pilot's experience and familiarity with similar 
equipment, vehicle responses, and environmental con- 
ditions, as well as proficiency in any given situation. 
EXCESSIVE WORKLOAD 
When a single pilot can fly the aircraft for the 
duration of the flight without relief, but can not 
accomplish all of the cockpit management duties in a 
timely fashion, the aircraft is exhibiting an excessive 
workload characteristic. When an excessive workload 
situation exists, the flying qualities can be improved 
to make more time available to accomplish cockpit 
management duties, or the cockpit management work- 
load can be decreased, or a combination of ameliorating 
changes can be incorporated. For example: (1) A crew 
of two can be substituted for the desired single pilot 
crew, or (2) An extremely reliable flying workload 
relief system (auto pilot) can be incorporated, or (3) 
The flying qualities of a helicopter can be augmented 
through electro-mechanical or electrehydraulic means, 
or (4) The display system can be improved, or (5) 
Workload intensive equipment can be eliminated or 
replaced, or (6) The flight envelope of the aircraft can 
be tailored to include only that portion of the flight 
envelope which is suitable for the desired flight 
operations. 
FLYING QUALITIES BOUNDARIES 
Figure I provides a characterization of a hypo- 
thetical helicopter which has been evaluated for IFR 
flight using the Cooper Harper pilot rating scale. Such 
scales are not utilized by FAA pilots during the 
evaluation-approval-reporting process, but since all 
FAA pilots use the Cooper-Harper scale during 
research evaluations, it seems appropriate to use this 
scale here. Assume, for the sake of this discussion, 
that the pilot ratings in Figure 1 were developed as the 
result of conducting precision sfandard rate turn during 
level, climbing and descending flight. In addition, 
precision approaches were conducted at a number of 
airspeeds on each of the three glide slopes. Precision 
performance criteria was also established and observed 
in the normal way provided for in the associated 
literature (Reference 5). 
This figure reflects the fact that there is a band 
of airspeed within which a helicopter will fly best 
(each helicopter has its own set of boundaries). It also 
illustrates the gradual degradation in flying qualities 
which occurs if the aircraft slows down, or if power is 
added and the aircraft climbs. Also note that the 
typical single rotor helicopter becomes easier to fly as 
the aircraft descends. But at some speed, an acceleration 
will also cause a degradation in flying qualities. 
SIDE SUP r 0 KT Maximum Steady Stab Rate Of Climb Envdop. 
Figure 1: A Generalization of the Flying Qualities Of A Small Modern 
Unaugmented Helicopter Evaluated During Level Flight, Climbs, Descents and 
Precision Approaches Under Night IMC-IFR Conditions 
It is important to realize that the pilot 
comments associated with a given pilot rating change 
as the flight conditions change from slow-level to 
slowclimb to fast-climb to fast-level to fast-descent to 
slow-descent. That is, while the rating of "5" may be 
assigned to many different flight conditions, the pilot's 
comments which explain the rating "5" may differ 
substantially throughout the envelope. 
THE BASIC FLIGHT ENVELOPE 
The flight evaluations conducted by the FAA 
are accomplished within the bounds of a proposed IFR 
envelope. The boundaries of this envelope coincide 
with, or fall within the boundaries of, the previously 
approved VFR envelope. The VFR envelope is 
determined by the performance capability of the aircraft 
and the limitations established due to structural 
considerations (component fatigue lives), stability and 
controllability (see boundaries in Figure 1). 
climbing, level and descending transitions into an IMC 
airmass during day and night operations. The 
minimum airspeed approved for instrument flight is 
referred to as VMN. This is an extremely important 
airspeed limit for it typically precludes helicopter 
unique IFR flight, constraining helicopter IFR 
operations to "airplane like" flight. 
Typically, VMM is equal to or less than Vy, 
the speed for best rate of climb. Alternately, an 
applicant can establish a best climb speed for 
instrument flight Vn in which case V ~ M  is equal 
to or less then V x .  
In principle, VMM defines the speed above 
which the pilot will not encounter any troublesome 
non-linearity, dynamic instability, or strong adverse 
collective control coupling. These are characteristics 
that can cause the aircraft to become difficult or even 
- 
All of today's civil IFR operations assume that unsafe to fly during IMC. For this reason, inadvertent 
pilots will utilize Visual Meteorological Conditions flight substantially below Vm can be expected to 
(VMC) to accelerate to some minimum airspeed which require the pilot to concentrate on the retention of 
is approved for Instrument Meteorological Condition attitude control and flight path management to the 
(IMC), before entering IMC. That is, the low speed exclusion of other tasks. 
end of the IFR approved flight envelope must support 
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Figure 2: Typical Flying Qualities Envelopes Of A Small To Medium Size Helicopter 
The applicant may also chose a speed for Vm 
which is based on considerations other than the flying 
qualities of the aircraft. For example, the low limit of 
an airspeed transducer in the AFCS may define V m  
In general, Vm can be established at a speed which 
is as high or as low as the applicant desires, as long as 
the aircraft exhibits adequate flying qualities, is capable 
of adequate climb performance, and has a practical 
operating speed envelope. 
BASIC CONFIGURATION 
FOR EVALUATION 
As mentioned earlier, the approval of an IFR 
envelope is based on the characteristics exhibited by 
the aircraft while it is being operated at the most 
adverse combinations of c.g.. gross weight, etc., for 
which an approval is sought by the applicant. These 
adverse configurations will include the disengagement 
of all workload relief systems which have not met the 
requirements of the FAA for reliability. In some cases, 
a failure mode is acceptable if the pilot can be 
reasonably expected to observe the limits of a smaller 
envelope after a failure occurs. 
TAILORING THE ENVELOPE 
Typically there is an airspeed below which any 
given helicopter can no longer be easily flown under 
IMC, on airways. The actual airspeed defining the 
lower limit of the suitable flight envelope typically 
varies as a function of climb rate. For example, the 
boundary between the PRs of 5 and PRs of 6 in Figure 
1 could define the minimum safe airspeed for IMC 
operations. Note that such an approach would produce 
a limit which varies as the function of rate of climb. 
Since a variable minimum limit speed would be 
relatively difficult to observe, the FAA has adapted the 
practice of selecting a single airspeed for all allowable 
climb rates (see Figure 2). 
Typically a minimum airspeed for IFF! 
operations ( VMINI ) is proposed by the applicant and 
the flying qualities are investigated at the limit climb 
capability of the aircraft, or the maximum rate of 
climb proposed by the applicant (the FARs stipulate a 
minimum climb of 1000 ftfmin, or a climb at 
maximum continuous power, whichever is less, while 
aimed at Vn). The shape and location of the boundary 
between PRs of 5 and PRs of 6, as depicted in Figure 
1, provides the reader with an insight into the 
alternative combinations of minimum airspeed 
(VMINI) and the maximum allowable rate of climb for 
instrument flight which the applicant can choose from. 
In most past cases, the applicant has had an 
opportunity to increase VMM to obtain approval of a 
higher maximum allowable climb rate. Alternately, 
the applicant might agree to decrease the maximum 
allowable climb rate to gain approval of a lower 
VMm. In the latter case, the resultant limit climb 
rate must provide a practical capability on airways. 
In a similar way, the IFR operational envelope 
of a civil helicopter is often reduced to insure the 
availability of good flying qualities by limiting the 
maximum gross weight or minimum gross weight, 
and/or by limiting the range of the center of gravity 
(c.g.). Sometimes the envelope is limited in 
autorotative flight, and sometimes it is limited after a 
failure. For example, in Figure 2, the maximum 
forward speed has been limited after an AFCS failure 
(the speed is limited to protect the crew against a 
second failure). These are now limitations to the scope 
of the FAA evaluation and the envelope available for 
operational use. Any time an envelope is reduced in 
this way, it is said to have been tailored. The FAA 
now investigates the objective or the subjective 
requirements of the FARs within the envelope defined 
by these new boundaries. 
STEEP APPROACHES AND VMINL 
The authors realize that there is current interest 
in the potential of reducing VMIm to facilitate low 
speed, steep approaches into metropolitan vertiports. 
Such approaches will require the applicant to propose a 
relatively low VMINI in combination with an 
indication of airspeed which is reliable at (and below) 
VMm, and the minimum airspeed for a Category A 
approach -- to insure the ability to execute a one 
engine inoperative (OEI) balked landing. (Note: The 
definition of VMINI will need to be revised to 
accommodate instrument approach and balked landings 
under instrument conditions.) 
FLIGHT DISPLAYS, FLYING 
QUALITIES, WORKLOAD 
A search of past explanations of the 
relationships between displays, controls, task, 
performance and workload produced the AGARD 
Advisory Report No. 51 on "Displays for Approach 
and Landing of V/STOL Aircraft" (Reference 6). 
Figures 3 through 5 have been adapted from this 
reference to help us examine the complex but long 
recognized rehionships which are an integral part of 
the FAA's evaluation-approval process. These figures 
illustrate the interdependence between display 
capability, aircraft handling qualities, automated flight 
control systems and well designed or automated 
cockpit management functions. 
The adapted AGARD graphic presented in 
Figure 3, tells us that itpis possible to trade-off display 
sophistication (capability) with control sophistication 
(capability) in a way which produces about the same 
performance for the same crew effort (pilot rating). 
This common capability is depicted as a single curved 
line in Figure 3. Each line is referred to here as a 
continuum of capability. To improve the pilots 
evaluation or pilot rating of an aircraft, the display- 
. . 
control comblnauorls must improve. In Figure 3, this 
incremental improvement is illustrated by the 
inclusion of three lines representing three individual 
continua of capability. 
Two continuum lines have been drawn in 
Figure 4 to consider the issue of workload. Lines (a) 
and (b) both represent acceptable performance and 
workload during the execution of an identical task. 
Observe that the pilot ratings are the same for the two 
lines but the distribution of the workload is different. 
h 
Each line represents a continuum of 
display, stability and handling qualities 
characteristics which yield the same 
performance and require the same 
workload. 
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Figure 3: Tradeoff Between Display And AFCS Sophistication 
For An Instrument Approach 
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(a) This configuration results in a relatively low 
piloting workload and a relatively high cockpit 
management workload. 
- INCREASlNQ CONTROL SOPHlSTlCATKm -> 
AUTOMATIC ALTITUDE AND SPEED CCf4TRCi 
CWPLED GUIDANCE ANO WLTIPtEX 
Figure 4: Enhanced Display And Control Sophistication Required 
For An Instrument Approach 
The pilot's task to fly the aircraft is the least difficult 
when the display-control combinations of (a) are 
selected. When any of the combinations of displays 
and controls represented by continuum (b) are selected, 
the pilot effort to fly the aircraft is the greatest The 
fact that the same pilot rating is assigned to both 
ofthese lines is explained by the fact that the pilot- 
aircraft performance (combined flight path management 
and cockpit management performance) is more or less 
equal and the total workload is more or less equal. 
Restated, while the total performance and workload are 
approximately the same for the two cases, the ratio of 
piloting workload to cockpit management workload are 
reversed. Once a satisfactory continuum of capability 
has been identified, the applicant is free to trade-off 
displays to find the most affordable and reliable 
combination of equipment. 
MINIMUM EQUIPMENTS AND 
FLYING QUALITIES 
An understanding of the workload relationships 
is very important when trying to understand the FAA's 
approval methodology. First, as a design guide, 
minimum display and flying qualities guidance is 
provided in the FARs and related Advisory Circulars. 
This guidance has been characterized by the VFR and 
the IFR limits included in Figure 5. That is, a 
minimum set of flight instruments (and related 
equipment) are stipulated by horizontal lines, and a 
minimum set of stability and handling qualities 
characteristics (vertical lines) are provided for the 
control side of the equation. 
For the sake of discussion, assume the IFR 
limits in Figure 5 define the minimum stability, 
handling qualities and display requirements which will 
support approval of a helicopter for non-precision 
approaches with a crew of two. The limits also include 
consideration of the workload which can be accepted by 
two pilots. If the crew is reduced to a single pilot, it 
follows that workload must be reduced by 
incorporating either improved cockpit displays or an 
improved flight control system (or both). 
For example, an improvement in the flight 
control system and/or AFCS should reduce the flight 
path control workload and yield a more desirable 
aircraft. The resultant operating point, "b" in Figure 5 
represents a significant W i n g  qualities improvement 
over "a". Such a change should make the aircraft 
easier to fly and improve pilot-aircraft performance as 
well as reduce workload. Similarly, an improvement 
in the display configuration is illustrated in Figure 5 
as operating point (c). This should also help reduce 
the workload as well as help a pilot achieve the 
objective performance. 
When the combined effect of the display and 
AFCS improvements are considered, a new operating 
point (d) is defined. If both point (b) and point (c) 
produced an adequate single pilot IFR capability, then 
theoretically a failure of either addition would be 
acceptable. This inferred redundancy once again briefly 
illustrates the potential connectivity between displays 
and controls. 
PROVISIONS FOR FAILURES 
The FAA process also insures that no failure of 
the displays or controls will result in an operating 
condition where the workload is inappropriate for 
continued IFR operations, or the pilot-aircraft perfor- 
mance is unsatisfactory. For example, this need for 
redundancy typically requires a second attitude indicator 
New operating point achieved after 
the dsplay suite has been enhanced. 
/ I Rrultant Opntlng Point, 1 normal o~mtlons 
- - - 
New operating point which results after 
a second stability augmentation featwe 
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for potential of stability or control 
augmentation - - failure. - 1 
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Figure 5: An Incremental Increase In Display Capability (or Redundancy) And 
Stability And Handling Qualities (or Redundancy) 
to be installed in "single pilot" instrument panels. The 
addition of the redundant attitude indicator insures that 
the capability of the aircraft will not fall below that 
defined by o p t i n g  point (a) in Figure 5. 
Redundancy is also required to accommodate 
AFCS failures which degrade the stability or handling 
qualities of the aircraft. Sometimes, the addition of 
redundant AFCS channels allows the design to be 
altered in a way which simultaneously improves the 
flight characteristics of the aircraft (see path (a) to (b) 
in Figure 5) and provides the needed redundancy. 
DISPLAYS COULD BECOME MORE 
IMPORTANT 
Some argue that the (IFR enabling) credit 
assigned to displays and control system features of IFR 
helicopter systems tends to favor the use of AFCS. It 
can be argued that the development of display rich 
cockpits would be facilitated if the FAA allocated more 
credit to advanced electronic sensor-display systems 
with rotorcraft unique features. Such cockpits should 
decrease the need for multi-layers of stability and 
flight control augmentation. This might be especially 
true during a steep approach to a high pre-landing 
hover under IMC. Other less revolutionary yet equally 
important additions, such as display of ground speed 
and omnidirectional low airspeed may substantially 
enable steep approaches to hovering flight. A powerful 
indication of yaw rate could also simplify pilot control 
of heading during slow speed flight without heading 
hold (subsequent to an AFCS failure). 
A careful review of lessons learned during basic 
rotomaft display research may be sufficient to justify 
greater specificity in the allocation of credit to existing 
conventional displays such as large turn and slip 
indicators, and large attitude indicators, with less credit 
allocated to very small attitude indicators, and turn and 
slip indicators that have been integrated into attitude 
indicators (ADI). For example, the work reported in 
Reference 7 found the large turn and slip display was 
the preferred display for IFR helicopter operqtions on 
airways, while the small integrated turn and slip 
dispalys were judged inferior. 
In addition, a review of past flight director 
projects suggests that fight directors are substantially 
under valued, especially in the small helicopter 
application. This data has been overcome by the 
widely held belief that flight directors can be expected 
to improve performance, but typically at the cost of an 
increase in workload. As a point in fact, there is little 
rotorcraft data which suggest that a mature flight 
director design increases workload when the 
performance objective is held constant. 
Counter to conventional wisdom, Reference 8 
presents data which seems to establish the fact that a 
good flight director will lower workload and improve 
performance when: (1) the flight director is instidled 
in a helicopter with poor inherent flying qualities and, 
(2) no AFCS is operating. That is, the inclusion of a 
proper flight director should cause the operating point 
to move from (a) to (c) in Figure 5. 
It is the opinion of the authors that early flight 
director successes which involved the use of simple 
contact analog displays were pursued on the military 
side but abandon (by the civil community) in favor of 
the electronic =productions of the current elecuo- 
mechanical displays. In short, the perceived risk 
associated with customer acceptance and FAA 
acceptance of advanced electronic display formats has 
retardedadvancesinrhisarea 
Similarly, most commercially available flight 
directors do not incorporate flight director laws which 
command the pilot to use the collective to maintain 
glideslope. The longitudinal control is used instead. 
This of course is not an acceptable solution for opera- 
tions on the back side of the power required curve. The 
most important fact here is that this mechanization 
reflects a lack of concern for display techniques which 
could allow the pilot to enter the control loop in a way 
which might lead to the effective exploitation of the 
slow speed portion of the helicopter flight envelope. In 
summary, few seem to appreciate the display priority 
which should be allocated to the collective during 
operations on the back side of the power required 
curve, especially during steep approaches. 
A future cockpit might incarporate an extremely 
powerful vertical situation display, with flight director 
capabilities which could enable the pilot to quickly and 
precisely trim the aircraft. The ability to trim precisely 
and quickly should do two things. It should signifi- 
cantly speed up the trimming process and delay the 
unattended departure from trim. This would allow a 
single pilot to spend more time with other flying and 
cockpit management tasks. This capability might 
prove to be most important as a safety enhancement 
feature subsequent to a stability augmentation failure 
or the failure of a work load relief system. Other 
improvements might include: airspeed displays, 
heading reference displays, and power management 
displays as suggested by Reference 9. 
RISK AND AFFORDABILITY 
The more affordable an IFR system is, the 
greater the applicant's monetary risk during the 
approval cycle. A precedent setting expansion of the 
operational utility of a helicopter model, such as the 
first configuration offered for Category I11 B 
instrument approaches also has an associated high risk 
relative to the cost to obtain approval of an aircraft of 
interest to a very small initial customer base. The risk 
at both ends of the sophistication spectrum involves 
concern for the calendar time to achieve approval and 
the cost of the effort (including the improvements 
which may be inferred by the FAA). The larger the 
anticipated investment and the greater the uncertainty 
associated with approval, the greater must be the 
potential return on investment. The fact that demand 
for IFR helicopters appears to be low seems to 
exacerbate the potential applicants worst fears. 
The key to progress seems to reside in the 
development of an improved vertical flight infras- 
tructure, and an aggressive effort to integrate more 
small helicopters into the IFR portion of the NAS. 
This effort should probably focus on the large 
potential fleet of helicopters in the 3000 to 5000 
pound class. 
Such an effort would require a number of 
demonstration programs to evaluate the alternative 
display-AFCS-tkkpit workload design improvements. 
The resultant alternative configurations must be both 
clearly safe and affordable. It seems logical that the 
FAA approval process should be used as the format for 
these demonstrations. Finally, none of the resultant 
data should be proprietary. 
SPECIAL OPPORTUNITIES 
The following areas are identified as providing 
important enhanced capability to the rotorcraft 
community and the public it serves: 
Partitioned-Independent Systems 
Stability and control augmentation, autopilot 
and other workload relief systems should be designed 
so that the probability of total loss of a single system 
is unlikely and the loss of a partial system is not 
disabling. Failures could cause the pilot to rerreat to 
the best portion of the flight envelope for the 
remainder of the flight. 
Velocity Sensors and Displays 
Doppler, airspeed and other speed measurement- 
display systems (not now in civil helicopters) will be 
required to allow approval of approaches to extremely 
low airspeeds or hovers during steep instrument 
approaches. A new family of logic can be developed 
which responds to the need to observe VMmI and 
single engine minimum airspeed constraints (Cat A 
operations) while conducting steep approaches to a 
hover. Such a logic would be expected to address the 
practical atrributes of currently available airspeed and 
ground speed sensor-display equipment in context with 
the air crew's need for the data under normal and failure 
mode operations. 
Special Flight Director Functions 
On the complex system end, flight director 
computers are required which incorporate relatively 
brilliant laws which in turn are able to provide steep 
approach guidance and hover or vertical descentiassent 
guidance. This might even respond to the need for 
flight directed Cat A takeoffs, rejected takeoffs, 
landings, and rejected landings. 
On the low end, a new application of flight 
director logic could be used to direct the pilot to put 
the pitch attitude in the right place and the flight 
controls in the right place to steady the aircraft on trim 
in the shortest possible time. providing the pilot with 
more time to spend on navigation, communications, 
etc. In addition, there seems to be an opportunity for 
an improved display of commanded collective position. 
Attitude Indicators 
Attitude indicators come in a variety of sizes. 
Some are electro-mechanical, some are electronic. But 
what is their relative value? What is the benefit 
obtained with the largest practical display and the 
smallest emergency (two inch) display? The potential 
(or relative) advantage of the large display needs better 
definition. 
Enhanced Vision Systems 
There is clearly a need for affordable f&t step 
applications of vision enhancing sensor-display 
systems, The need exists a l l  across the spectrum of 
aircraft size and capability. The potential is virtually 
unexploited in the civil helicopter community. 
Helicopter Unique Displays 
The slow and vertical modes of the helicopter 
are its principal attributes. Displays which facilitate 
pilot in the loop activity during slow and steep 
helicopter operations could make the helicopter more 
affordable and help the industry realize its potential. 
The current flight director, miniture turn needle, 
typical engine torque indicators, horizontal situation 
display (HSI) and pitot static airspeed indicator are five 
excellent examples of instruments which are not well 
suited to the helicopter during slow speed helicopter 
unique flight. 
OBSERVATIONS 
The FAA pilot has the authority and 
responsibility to evaluate and approve the aggregate 
suitability of combinations of controls, displays and 
workload relief equipment to facilitate and expedite the 
expanded application of large numbers of IFR 
helicopters in the NAS. 
Innovation is required to demonstrate: (1) 
Partitioning between the axes of an AFCS to provide a 
form of graceful degradation which can be applied to 
low cost stability augmentation and workload relief 
equipment suitable for IFR operations of small 
helicopters. (2) The relative value of robust displays 
and concepts for granting credit in the FAA IFR 
approval process. Such displays will help pilots 
compensate for some of the weaker flying qualities of 
some small helicopters. (3) The advantages and 
limitations of vision systems for credit during 
approaches to metropolitan vertiports. 
In addition, there is a continuing need to better 
articulate the way modem helicopters fly and are flown 
in the civil environment. This is required to support a 
broader understanding of the issues and opportunities 
for improvement, so as to facilitate the development of 
and garner FAA approval of, affordable equipment sets 
with accommodating flight envelopes. 
SUGGESTIONS 
Research and development should be encouraged 
to develop background data which will enable 
expeditious approval and encourage the intelligent 
applications of technology to develop affordable IFR 
equipment for a wide range of single and multi-engine 
helicopters. 
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ABSTRACT 
Three years of using the U.S. Army's rotorcraft 
handling qualities specification, Aeronautical Design 
Standard - 33, has shown it to be surprisingly robust. It 
appears to provide an excellent basis for design and for as- 
sessment, however, as the subtleties become more well 
understood, several areas needing refinement became ap- 
parent Three responses to these needs have been docu- 
ment in this paper: (a) The yaw-axis attitude quickness 
for hover target acquisition and tracking can be relaxed 
slightly. (b) Understanding and application of criteria for 
degraded visual environments needed elaboration. This and 
some guidelines for testing to obtain visual cue ratings 
have been documented. (c) The flight test maneuvers were 
an innovation that turned out to be very valuable. Their 
extensive use has made it necessary to tighten definitions 
and testing guidance. This was accomplished for a good 
visual environment and is underway for degraded visual 
environments. 
INTRODUCTION 
Aeronautical Design Standard - 33 (ADS-33C) 
(Ref. 1) was adopted in August 1989. Since that time, it 
has been used in several programs which cover the spec- 
trum of possibIe applications. These include a full flight 
test evaluation of a current Army helicopter (Apache). full 
design application and simulator assessment of the 
Resented at Piloting Vertical F l igk  Aircrafl: A Conference 
on Flying Qualities and Human Factors. San Francisco, 
California. January 1993. 
competing designs for LHX, which later evolved into 
Comanche, analytical evaluations using high fidelity math 
models for the Black Hawk and Sea Hawk, and flight tests 
of several aircraft including the OH-58D and the BO-105. 
Such application early in its lifetime is a specification 
writer's dream. We can already see the influence modem 
handling qualities concepts are having on new design and 
assessment methods and we also get feedback on criteria 
which need more work, or topics which need more guid- 
ance to enable users to understand and apply the method- 
ologies. This paper describes some of the results of ef- 
forts to resolve questions on three topics that have arisen 
during the last three years. 
The fust topic covered is attitude quickness. The 
evolution of this new requirement is outlined. Several 
experiments were performed to enhance the database, and a 
proposed revision to a yaw-axis boundary in hover has 
been developed 
The second topic treated is related to Degraded 
Visual Environment (DVE). To handle the Army's need 
to fight at night, as well as, or perhaps even more than 
during the day, a new concept was introduced into ADS- 
33C which relates the required helicopter flying qualities 
to degradations in the visual cuing. A definition of DVE 
is provided and the methodology of obtaining Visual Cue 
Ratings (VCR's) and relating these to required Response- 
Types through the concept of Usable Cue Environment 
(UCE) is described. Particular guidance is presented for 
pilot briefing notes and questionnaires to help in obtain- 
ing consistent VCR's. 
Since degraded visual cuing is usually encoun- 
tered on ground-based simulators even when trying to 
simulate day, the basic concept of UCE has been extrapo- 
lated to calibrate simulators; the methodology, called 
SIMulated Day UCE (SIMDUCE), is described. 
The last topic described is refinement of the 
flight test maneuvers. These were introduced into the 
handling qualities specification to provide guidelines for 
an overall assessment of the design. They have turned out 
to be a major item used by the test and assessment com- 
munity, and also as a primary goal for the designer. In 
applying these tests, it was realized that they needed to be 
defmed more precisely for repeatability, and also the stan- 
dards needed to be well-justified In addition, guidance was 
clearly needed on how elaborate the test maneuver cuing 
and test performance documentation had to be. The 
progress made for both the day and the DVE maneuvers is 
described. 
ATTITUDE QUICKNESS 
The ADS-33C is a mission-oriented specifica- 
tion, based upon mission task elements (MTE's) and the 
cuing available to the pilot. Minimum requirements are 
established for control Response-Types and their character- 
istics. These requirements are categorized into terms of 
small, moderate, and large amplitude changes. The mod- 
erate amplitude requirements include the attitude quickness 
criteria, where attitude quickness is defined as the ratio of 
peak angular rate to the change in angular attitude. ADS- 
33C establishes minimum Levels of attitude quickness for 
pitch, roll, and yaw depending upon the speed range and 
MTE (see Fig. 1). 
Criteria Development 
Most of the background and the initial support- 
ing data for the attitude quickness requirement came from a 
helicopter roll control study (Ref. 2). The basis for the 
requirement was extracted from "maneuver performance" 
diagrams that were constructed from a number of discrete 
lateral maneuvering tasks. For a maneuver that requires 
discrete control inputs, the ratio of peak angular rate to 
change in attitude for the entire maneuver describes a "task 
signature" related to the pilot's ---. -demands on the vehicle. 
For small attitude changes, the value of attitude quickness 
is dominated by the bandwidth criteria. For large attitude 
changes, the attitude quickness is dominated by the large 
amplitude requirements. The attitude quickness require- 
ments effectively connect the frequency-domain bandwidth 
limits at small amplitudes wih the time-domain peak 
angular rate limits at large amplitudes. 
Since Reference 2 was specifically a roll control 
study, there was no information for setting the pitch lim- 
its, and therefore, some assumptions were made for the 
pitch requirements. The extrapolation to the pitch axis 
was fairly well justified given the well-substantiated small 
and large amplitude pitch requirements and the attitude 
quickness formulation technique based upon the roll axis. 
Initially the yaw-axis attitude quickness bound- 
aries were based upon the same procedure as pitch. 
Recently, an in-depth piloted simulation study was per- 
formed by the Aeroflightdynamics Directorate (AFDD) at 
Ames Research Center to provide an improved basis for 
the yaw-axis boundaries. The simulation, performed on 
the NASA-Ames Vertical Motion Simulator (VMS), ex- 
amined the yaw attitude quickness in hover while perfonn- 
ing a target acquisition task and a 180 degree turn task. 
Configuration bandwidth and attitude quickness were var- 
ied via the yaw damping derivative and the tail rotor col- 
lective pitch actuator rate limit. 
The results from the target acquisition in hover 
task suggest that the current ADS-33C yaw-axis attitude 
quickness hndar ies  might be relaxed without sacrificing 
Level 1 handling qualities (see Fig. 2). The results from 
the 180 degree turn in hover task indicate that relaxation 
of the attitude quickness requirement indicated by the tar- 
get acquisition in hover task would not adversely impact 
the pilot's ability to perform large, aggressive heading 
changes. These refined yaw attitude quickness boundaries 
will be included the new version of ADS-33C. 
Cornpilance Testing 
The attitude quickness requirement states that the 
attitude changes must be made as rapidly as possible from 
one steady attitude to another without significant reversals 
in the sign of the cockpit control input relative to the trim 
position. The initial attitudes and the attitude changes re- 
quired for compliance shall be representative of those en- 
countered while performing the required mission task ele- 
ments. It should be noted that the attitude changes should 
be made "open-loop," i.e., without a specific target atti- 
tude and as rapidly as possible. 
The recommended control input for a Rate corn- 
mand Response-Type is to utilize spike (or very short 
duration pulse-like) inputs of varying magnitude to 
produce the necessary range of attitude changes. For the 
larger attitude changes it is acceptable to initiate the 
changes from a non-level equilibrium, e.g., a large roll 
attitude change may be initiated from a positive or a 
negative bank angle. 
The recommended control input for an Attitude 
command Response-Type is to initially overdrive the 
commanded attitude followed by an essentially steady 
value of the stick consistent with the commanded attitude. 
The purpose of this control strategy is not to provide lead 
equalization, but simply to overcome the inherent stabil- 
ity of the attitude command response. On the other hand 
misleading results can be obtained if significant control 
reversals from the trim position are allowed. This tech- 
nique is not representative of rotorcraft alone dynamics and 
is more a measure of the pilot skill in timing the inputs. 
In fact, using significant control reversals to quicken the 
response and arrive at a steady auitude change is like hav- 
ing the pilot closing the angular rate and attitude loops 
just like a Stability Control Augmentation System 
(SCAS), and of course, paying the penalty in terms of 
workload. The purpose of this requirement is to specify 
the rotorcraft dynamics without pilot equalization, and 
hence, significant control reversals are not allowed during 
I compliance demonstration. In general, controI reversals 
are not considered significant if the control reversals are 
significantly less than the initial input 
DEGRADED VISUAL ENVIRONMENT 
(DVE) 
Helicopters are inherently unstable. The flight 
control system can change this, but current-generation air- 
craft typically only enhance rate damping so the pilot is 
still left with the task of constant manipulation of the 
controls to maintain attitude. It must be realized that this 
is primarily a visual task. Unlike riding a bicycle. it is 
not possible to balance the helicopter soleIy using 
vestibular cues. This means that the pilot needs good vi- 
sual cues, not only for guidance, that is, to see where he 
is going and avoid obstacles, but also for control and 
stabilization. It has been found that the stabilization 
needs can be reduced or almost eliminated if the 
appropriate stability is build into the helicopter. Such a 
flight control system is, of course, more elaborate and 
expensive than a simple rate damping system, and hence 
the handling qualities specification had to devise a scheme 
for informing the designer when he had to change to the 
more elaborate system. The process involves defining the 
Degraded Visual Environment (DVE), obtaining a Visual 
Cue Rating (VCR). and hence, defining the Usable Cue 
Environment (UCE), and this in turn is related to the 
flight control system Response-Type. Some of the 
questions that have arisen in applying this methodology 
will be addressed in this section. 
DVE is an environment in which the pilot of a 
Level 1 Rate response helicopter cannot get adequate vi- 
sual cues to perform maneuvers aggressively and pre- 
cisely. This can occur because there are reduced or few 
cues for him to see, such as over desert, snoy, or water, 
or because he cannot see the features that are there because 
of a lack of illumination, such as at night, or because of 
obscuration, such as in smoke, dust, fog, or restricted 
cockpit field of view. Vision aids such as night vision 
goggles (light intensification) or infrared devices such as 
the helmet mounted FLIR help compensate for some of 
these deficiencies, but can introduce deficiencies of their 
own such as reduced resolution, remotely located eye 
point, slow tracking dynamics, and vibration of the scene 
image. 
Visual Cue Rating (VCR) 
The VCR scale was developed as a basis for 
quantifying the UCE. It is a subjective pilot rating scale 
intended to quantify the usability of the visual cue envi- 
ronment for stabilization and control during low-speed and 
hover operations near the ground. The basis for this scale 
is discussed in detail in Reference 3. It has been in use for 
over six years, and experience has shown that certain pro- 
cedures must be followed to achieve repeatable and valid 
pilot ratings. These procedures are still being developed 
and refined as the scale is used for new applications. This 
evolution is similar to the Cooper-Harper subjective pilot 
rating scale (Ref. 4). Early use of that scale resulted in 
significant pilot rating scatter because the importance of 
certain procedures were not understood. When the estab- 
lished procedures are carefully adhered to (see Ref. 5) this 
subjective rating scale is reliable and repeatable. This ex- 
perience emphasizes the importance of identifying and 
implementing proper procedures in the use of subjective 
pilot rating scales. 
The cues required for aggressive and precise low- 
speed and hover operations are not well understood by pi- 
lots or engineers. Therefore, it is not possible to assess 
them directly. The VCR scale is an attempt to circum- 
vent this gap in the knowledge base by making an as- 
sessment of the cuing environment in terms of the pilot's 
ability to accomplish aggressive and precise maneuvers 
with an aircraft that would be Level 1 in a good visual 
environment (GVE). The scale is shown in Figure 3. 
Factors to be considered to ensure that the test aircraft is 
Level 1 are discussed under SIMDUCE in this paper. 
The descriptions in Figure 3 have been slightly 
modified from those shown in the current version of ADS- 
33C to eliminate any reference to the word "cues." This 
is based on experience that has shown that pilots are 
tempted to evaluate their perception of the cues rather than 
their ability to achieve the noted aggressiveness and preci- 
sion. That experience has shown that pilot perceptions of 
visual cues are usually excessively optimistic. For exam- 
ple, essentially all pilots feel that hovering will be no 
problem when sitting in the cockpit of a modem ground- 
based simulator and visual system before it is put into op- 
erate. They are surprised to find that a simple hover task 
requires extreme concentration, or may not even be possi- 
ble without considerable practice. Experiments have re- 
sulted in evidence that pilots rely heavily on fine-grained 
texture to hover and maneuver in low-speed flight (Ref. 
3). Such "micro-texture" is not available in most digital 
image generators, and in cockpit vision aids in marginal 
conditions (e.g., night vision goggles on a moonless 
night). 
To get a measure of the UCE, ADS-33C speci- 
fies that the following Flight Test Maneuvers be 
performed, and VCR's be assigned: Hover (4.4.1), 
Vertical Landing (4.4.3), Pirouette (4.4.4). Acceleration 
and -!eration (4.5. l), Sidestep (4.5.2), and Bob-up and 
Bob-down (4.5.3). The VCR's are to be assigned while 
attempting to achieve desirable performance in the DVE 
where the DVE is to be specified by the procuring 
activity. The following guidelines have been established 
for assigning the VCR's and should be a part of any pilot 
briefing where such ratings are to be given. 
Pilot Brleflng Notes 
Assign the ratings based only on the ability to be 
precise and aggressive. 
Use the precision hover and vertical landing tasks 
as primary measures of precision. 
Aggressiveness should be considered in the con- 
text of mission performance and may not require large air- 
craft attitudes. Consider the ability to stabilize quickly at 
the end of the pirouette, sidestep, and accelera- 
tion/deceleration maneuvers as a good measure of aggres- 
siveness. Any tendency to "back out of the loop" to avoid 
undesirable oscillations shoulcT6e considered as in inabil- 
ity to be aggressive. 
Do not hy to make a distinction between the air- 
craft dynamics and the visual cuing environment that is 
being evaluated. 
Try to meet the desired performance standards for 
most of the maneuver. Small deviations from the desired 
performance limits should not be a primary factor in the 
evaluation. However, an inability to aggressively correct 
back to the desired region without exciting undesirable air- 
craft excursions or oscillations should be cause to consider 
the fair-to-poor region of the scales. 
If the evaluation is being made on a ground-based 
simulator, do not try to extrapolate to the "real world"; 
rate what you see. 
It is a good idea to assign Cooper-Harper han- 
dling qualities ratings (HQR's) during the UCE testing. 
There should not be a significant discrepancy between the 
VCR's and the HQR's. For example, if the VCR's are be- 
tween good and fair (1 to 3) it would be expected that the 
HQR's would be no worse than five. If the VCR's are in 
the fair-to-poor range (3 to 5) .  HQR's of five or worse 
would be expected. 
The UCE testing should be accomplished in an 
environment where the cues for desired and adequate per- 
formance are reasonable and consistent with purpose of 
performing the task. For example, testing the precision 
hover task in a large field, with minimal cues for posi- 
tion, bears no relationship to the task that established the 
requirement in the first place. Such requirements are 
driven by mission-related tasks, such as hovering in 
confined areas where the cues representing obstructions are 
not subtle. This aspect is mated in more detail in the 
section discussing the flight test maneuvers. The purpose 
of the UCE testing is to establish the ability to be precise 
and aggressive with respect to realistically sized and 
located objects. 
The inability to achieve good VCR's can usually 
be traced to a lack of visible details, and should not be re- 
lated to the inability to see obstructions soon enough, 
such as when driving a car too fast in fog. Such issues 
cannot be resolved with improved handling qualities and 
should be evaluated separately. 
A separate set of VCR's should be assigned for 
each task. It is recommended that the pilot practice the 
task at least twice before conducting the evaluation run. 
The VCR's may be averaged across pilots, but may not be 
averaged across tasks. 
One final point, it has been observed that there 
are a very select group of pilots who can hover and 
precisely maneuver with poor visual cues when most pi- 
lots cannot. Ideally, they should be aware of their unusual 
capabilities and give ratings accordingly. 
SIMULATED DAY UCE (SIMDUCE) 
During the evolution of the design process and 
evaluation of new rotorcraft designed for compliance with 
ADS-33C, ground-based simulation will likely occur. 
Visual systems with computer generated imagery (CGI) 
and their associated presentation device@) are typical for 
ground-based flight simulators. Initially, these visual 
systems lacked field of view, resolution, and detail, and 
their dynamic response was sometimes less than 
optimum. For example, the poor resolution in an early 
visual system is illustrated in Figure 4 from Reference 6. 
Although the quality of visual cues has improved as the 
technology has advanced, simulated day scenes still do not 
compare with the real-world day scene. This observation 
is illustrated by the fact that good Rate command 
Response-Types continue to receive Level 2 handling 
qualities on ground-based simulators whereas, in-flight 
they typically receive solid Level 1 ratings. 
To quantify the quality of the simulated day 
visual cues for handling qualities work, a technique of 
using the VCR-UCE concept has been applied. We call 
this SIMulated Day UCE (SIMDUCE). With a Level 1 
Rate response model, if the cues are as good as they would 
be during the daytime, SIMDUCE = 1. If the SIMDUCE 
= 2 or 3, it is roughly equivalent to having Level 2 or 
Level 3 handling qualities. The procedure for determining 
the SIMDUCE follows the same approach as the UCE 
evaluation with the exception that the day maneuvers and 
performance standards are used for the evaluation instead of 
the DVE maneuvers and standards. So to obtain an 
overall assessment of the simulator, the following Flight 
Test Maneuvers of ADS-33C should be flown: Hover 
(4.1.1). Vertical Landing (4.1.3), Pirouette (4.1.4). Rapid 
Acceleration and Deceleration (4.2.1). Rapid Sidestep 
(4.2.2), and Rapid Bob-up and Bob-down (4.2.3). While 
performing these maneuvers, VCR's are collected from 
which a SIMDUCE is determined. The VCR collection 
and consolidation procedures for SIMDUCE are the same 
as for the UCE determination. 
Level 1 Rate  Response  Helicopter 
In performing the UCE determination, the ADS- 
33C states that the test rotorcraft must meet the require- 
ments for a Rate Response-Type and must have a Level 1 
mean pilot rating by at least three pilots operating with- 
out any vision aids in good visual conditions (UCE=l) 
and negligible turbulence. This concept was established 
with the idea of performing this test in-flight and not nec- 
essarily on a ground-based simulator. The potential hitch 
in the process when using a ground-based simulator is the 
establishment and documentation of the Level 1 aircraft. 
Implementing a Rate Response-Type is not difficult, but 
even if all the ADS-33C requirements are met there are ad- 
ditional parameters which can result in poor handling qual- 
ities such as control sensitivity and inceptor force-dis- 
placement characteristics. The ADS-33C guidance for 
conventional controls force-displacement characteristics are 
quite comprehensive, and if met, the handling qualities are 
IikeIy to be good if tests are conducted to optimize the 
sensitivity. Unfortunately, the same cannot be said of 
multi-axis side sticks where many unspecified 
characteristics could cause a degradation. This another 
topic which needs elaborating in ADS-33C. 
FLIGHT TEST MANEUVERS 
Motivation for Fiight Test  Maneuvers 
A selection of maneuvers is specified to provide 
an overall assessment of the rotorcraft's ability to perform 
certain critical tasks. It is recognized that although quite 
comprehensive, the state of knowledge is such that the 
quantitative criteria in Section 3 are not sufficient to 
guarantee that the handling qualities will be Level 1. 
Some important characteristics, such as control sensitivity 
are not specified, and a poor choice could easily result in 
poor handling qualities. The requirements have been 
formulated with the philosophy that each one is necessary, 
and not meeting any one will be sufficient to result in a 
degradation in the handling qualities. Hence, it was 
decided that some overall "proof of the pudding" should be 
applied to ensure that the combination of characteristics 
result in good handling qualities for some tasks important 
to that aircraft's role. 
The flight test maneuvers are not comprehensive 
in terms of tasks or flight conditions. However, they do 
include critical task elements which could be encountered 
in many applicable missions. They include single-axis 
and multi-axis tasks for each direction, and for different 
levels of aggression. In addition, sets of maneuvers are 
provided for Day and for DVE. 
Experience In Application 
Significant experience has now been gathered on 
the application of the maneuvers in ADS-33C. The two 
primary examples are the LHX assessments performed on 
each of the competing teams' simulators during the 
Demonstration Validation (Dem Val) program, and the 
flight test evaluation of the AH-64 Apache. References 7 
and 8 describe these efforts in some detail, so only a few 
of the topics which influenced the evolution of the criteria 
will be mentioned here. 
LHX Dem Val - As part of ADS-33C, the flight test 
maneuvers were included in the contract so they became 
benchmarks which had to be met. As such, they became 
design drivers, but for nearly ail of the maneuvers the only 
way they could be assessed was subjectively in piloted 
simulation. This put considerable pressure on simulation 
fidelitylvalidity assessment. It also showed-up any arnbi- 
guities or vagueness in the criteria. Some of the reactions 
were as follows: Systematic application required specify- 
ing adequate standards, not just desired. The precision 
with which some of the maneuvers were defined allowed 
the pilots to adopt different levels of aggressiveness, thus 
resulting in different pilot ratings. With insufficient cu- 
ing, the pilots did not know if they had met the perfor- 
mance standards. Such a lack of cues was clearly unrealis- 
tic since the need for precision would usually mean that 
there were constraints nearby which would be providing 
the cues. The defined performance standards had a big ef- 
fect on pilot rating, so the chosen standards must be 
meaningful. Accuracy of performance standards suggested 
that the eventual flight test program would involve some 
very expensive test equipment to demonstrate compliance. 
Apache flight tests - Flight testing reinforced most 
of the overall impressions developed on the simulators 
during LHX Dem Val. However, the simulation related 
issues went away, and new issues related to flight testing 
became apparent. For example: Some of the aggressive 
maneuvers (Fig. 5) .  especially in DVE, were quite 
thrilling and resulted in much philosophical debate. 
Though perhaps not universally accepted yet, it is the 
authors' opinion that if these stylized maneuvers are 
representative of maneuvers which will be performed by 
the Army in operational use, then the flight test 
community must be willing to test them. certainly, if 
they are too dangerous for a skilled test pilot to perform in 
a tightly conmlled environment, it is unreasonable to 
expect the user to fly such maneuvers in an unfamiliar, 
unfriendly environment in the fog of war. 
The need for simple solutions to cuing and com- 
pliance issues was re-emphasized. Some solutions were 
developed which served to achieve the desired intent, but 
clearly more work was required. 
Overall, these results showed that the flight test 
maneuvers were important. Not only were they well ac- 
cepted by the test community, but they were given even 
more influence than initially intended. In view of this, it 
was decided to make an effort to refme the maneuvers and 
resolve the questions that had been raised. 
Objectives of Refinement 
The objectives of the maneuver refinement effort 
were focused in the following four areas: 
Maneuver Definition - To refine and standardize the 
definition of the maneuvers so that the written descrip- 
tions can be easily understood, and will be repeatable by 
different pilots in different organizations. 
Performance Standards - To ensure that the level of 
precision and aggressiveness for Level 1 (desired perfor- 
mance) was appropriate, and to generate a valid set of 
standards for Level 2 (adequate performance). 
Cuing Requirements - To define test courses and 
suitable cuing. The important characteristics here were 
that there should be sufficient cuing, but that it should be 
kept simple and therefore cheap and easy to reproduce. 
Also, to allow considerable flexibility for the flight test 
organization to make modifications as needed to 
accommodate their own particular capabilities or limita- 
tions. 
Compliance Methods and Documentation - An 
additional constraint on the cuing was that it must be use- 
ful for showing compliance. In particular, to provide 
guidance on the type and scope of insuumentation to be 
used so that it was clear to the flight test organization that 
they did not need multi-million dollar laser tracking or 
GPS systems. 
New Maneuvers- Good Vlsual Environment 
This section describes the maneuver refinement 
effort approach, lists the new maneuvers, and describes 
one of them in detail. 
Approach - Flight tests were performed by the Flight 
Research Laboratory of the Institute for Aerospace 
Research, National Research Council of Canada, using 
their variable-stability Bell 205 airborne simulator (Fig. 
6). In addition, help and expertise was provided by engi- 
neers and test pilots from the U.S. Army's Airworthiness 
Qualification Test Directorate (AQTD). Each of these 
pilots and engineers had experience in the LHX or Apache 
tests so their inputs were extremely valuable. 
The approach was to discuss the aim of each task 
and the possible approach for meeting i t  The tasks were 
then flown and pilot comments and performance data re- 
viewed. If necessary the tasks were revised and re-flown. 
Finally two pilots who had not been part of the task de- 
velopment were asked to perform the maneuvers working 
only from the written description. 
The tasks were performed using three configura- 
tions: one which just met the Level 1 quantitative 
requirements of ADS-33C, one well within the Level 2 
region, and one just inside the Level 3 boundary. The 
pilots gave Cooper-Harper HQR's and these were expected 
to correspond with the configuration "Levels" inferred 
from the quantitative standards. Further details are 
described in Reference 9. 
Since the Bell 205 is limited in maneuverability, 
it was necessary to develop the aggressive and high speed 
maneuvers in a different aircraft. Such tests were per- 
formed using similar techniques, only without any 
changes to the basic flying qualities, by AQTD on a UH- 
60, and a T-34. The T-34, a fixed wing training aircraft 
was particularly useful for evolving the air-to-air maneu- 
vers. 
New Maneuvers - Table 1 summarizes the major revi- 
sions made to the maneuvers. In addition to refinements 
to the existing maneuvers, several new maneuvers were 
added. These primarily addressed aggressive maneuvering 
tasks, both in hover and forward flight. 
The Precision Hover task illustrates many of the 
factors treated. The Appendix shows the current and 
revised versions of the maneuver, and Figure A-1 in the 
Appendix is a sketch of the suggested cuing devices in the 
test course. 
In the original maneuver definition, it was found 
that although the task of achieving the desired hover point 
was quite likely to cause higher pilot workload than the 
actual hover, i t  was not part of the task that was 
evaluated. To rectify this, the maneuver was modified lo 
start some distance from the desired hover point and a 45- 
degree crabbing translation made to the hover point. 
To force some uniformity in the task aggressive- 
ness, the time to reach hover, and the nature of the decel- 
eration are defined. 
Other details changed were: The maneuver is to 
be performed in calm (c 5 knots) and moderate (20 to 35 
knots) winds; To change the hover target from a circle to 
a square since this would be easier to cue the pilot and for 
observers to check; The use of any available hover assists 
was allowed if they were available and consistent with op- 
erational use; Adequate standards were generated with 
looser tolerances and less aggressive time requirements; 
The simple cuing props, illustrated in Figure A-1 of the 
Appendix, gave sufficient guidance for the pilot to be able 
to tell if the required standards were being achieved. The 
same cues could be used by outside observers and onboard 
video recording to document the performance for compli- 
ance demonstration purposes. 
New Maneuvers- Degraded Visual Envlron- 
ment (DVE) 
The day maneuvers have now been reviewed and 
revised several times and are now considered to provide ex- 
cellent benchmarks. The maneuvers for Degraded Visual 
Environment (DVE) are less refined, but two efforts are 
underway to refine them. 
The fist  effort involves a simulation performed 
by AFDD on the NASA Ames Vertical Motion Simulator 
(VMS). The CGI representation of the proposed cuing for 
DVE was set up with a UCE=2. The various tasks were 
flown with a Level 1 and Level 2 Attitude Command 
Attitude Hold (ACAH) Response-Types, and also with a 
Level 1 Rate command. The pilot performance and pilot 
commentary was obtained in much the same way as done 
at the National Research Council of Canada for day. The 
results are still being analyzed, but Figures 7-10 shows 
some preliminary data for the Hover task. 
As would be expected, the Level 1 rate 
configuration shows frequent excursions into the adequate 
region (Fig. 7) and the Cooper-Harper HQR was Level 2. 
With a Level 1 ACAH response (Fig. 8), the pi- 
lots were essentially within desired standards and the rating 
was 2.8, clearly Level 1. Figure 9 shows all of the runs 
for pilot 6 whereas, the other figures only show the last 
three runs for each pilot. It is interesting to note that the 
pilot took several runs to achieve the desired performance. 
It appears as though he first increased the aggressiveness 
to achieve the desired time and then worked on 
maintaining his longitudinal precision. 
Figure 10 shows what happens with a Level 2 
ACAH response. Aggressiveness is only adequate, longi- 
tudinal precision frequently is worse than desired, and h e  
spread for lateral error increases noticeably though it is 
generally in the desired range. 
Overall it would appear that the standards chosen 
for this task are compatible with the Level achieved. The 
reduction in aggressiveness for night operations does not 
seem unwarranted; the precision standards were the same 
as day in the horizontal plane, but loosened very slightly 
for altitude 2 ft became & 3 for desired and & 4 ft be- 
came & 5 ft for adequate.) 
The second effort at refinement is a joint 
ArmyNASA project to actually fly the tasks in a real 
DVE, that is, at night. An Army AH-IG Cobra heli- 
copter (Fig. 11) equipped with the Apache Integrated 
Helmet and Display Sight System (IHADSS) is operated 
at the NASA Ames Research Center in various joint 
ArmyNASA research tasks. This is not a variable-stabil- 
ity helicopter so it will not be possible to assess the 
Level 1 standards in the DVE. The Cobra is a Rate Re- 
sponse-Type with essentially Level 1 ratings for day; it 
would be expected to be Level 2 in a UCE=2. The aircraft 
will be used to evaluate the other aspects of trying to per- 
form these evaluations at night. Topics of concern are the 
details of cuing when using night vision goggles or 
FLIR, how to calibrate the degraded visual environment, 
and how to perform the necessary compliance assessment 
and documentation. These efforts are currently underway 
and the flight test program is expected to be performed by 
about March 1993. 
CONCLUSIONS 
Three years of using the U.S. Army's rotorcraft 
handling qualities specification, Aeronautical Design 
Standard - 33 (ADS-33C) has shown it to be surprisingly 
robust. It appears to provide an excellent basis for design 
and for assessment, however, as the subtleties become 
more we11 understood, several areas needing refinement be- 
came apparent. Three responses to these needs have been 
documented in this paper: 
(a) the yaw-axis attitude quickness for hover target 
acquisition and tracking can be relaxed slightly. 
(b) understanding and application of criteria for degraded 
visual environments needed elaboration. This and some 
guidelines for testing to obtain visual cue ratings have 
been document. 
(c) the flight test maneuvers were an innovation which 
turned out to be very valuable. Their extensive use has 
made it necessary to tighten definitions and testing guid- 
ance. This has been done for good visual environment and 
is underway for degraded visual environments. 
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Table 1. Overview of Major Revisions to ADS-33C Section 4 Flight Test Maneuvers 
MAJOR REVISIONS 
4.1 Recision Tasks 
1. Hover Hovering Turn - changed to a precision maneuver 
2. Hovering Turn tighter position stds and 
3. Vertical Landing longer time to complete 
4. Pirouette Vertical Ldg. - renamed Recision Landing 
5. Slope Landing - decreased position tolerance and 
vertical displacement 
- increased tirne to complete 
4.2 Aggressive Tasks 
1. Rapid Acceleration and Deceleration Accel/Decel - relaxed pos'n and altitude tolerance 
2. ~ a i i d  Sidestep 
3. Rapid Bob-up and Bob-down 
4. Pull-up/Push-ova 
5. Rapid Slalom 
6. ~&nsient Turn 
7. Roll Reversal at Reduced and 
Elevated Load Factor 
Bob-up/dn - increase req'd height change 
and tirne to complete 
Pull-up/Push-over - increase req'd "g's" to OFE 
ADDED New Maneuvers: Vertical Remask 
Deceleration to Dash 
Aggressive Turn to Target (old HT) 
High and Low Yo-Yo 
4.3 Decelerating Approach to Hover 
4.4 Precision Tasks in DVE 
1. Hover 
2. Hovering Turn 
3. Vertical Landing 
4. Pirouette 
- - 
4.5 Moderately Aggressive Task in the DVE 
1. Acceleration and Deceleration 
2. Sidestep 
3. Bob-up and Bob-down 
4. Slalom 
Accel/Decel - relaxed pos'n and altitude tolerance 
Bob-upldn - increase req'd height change 
and time to wmplete 
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Figure 4. Resolution Results from the VMS 
Singer-Link DIG 1 (from Ref. 6). 
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Pitch, roll, and yaw attitudes, and lateral-longitudinal and vertical translational rate shall be evaluated 
for effectiveness for stabilization and control according to the following definitions: 
GOOD: Can make aggressive and precise corrections with confidence and precision is good. 
FAIR: Can make limited corrections with confidence and precision is only fair. 
POOR: Only small and gentle corrections are possible and consistent precision is not attainable. 
Figure 3. Modified Visual Cue Rating (VCR) Scale to be Used When Making UCE Determinations. 
Figure 5. AH-64 Apache Performing ADS-33C Rapid Slalom. 
Wgure 6, IAR Variable-Stability Bell 205 Airborne Simulator 
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Figure 1 1. Army/NASA AH-IG Cobra Equipped with Apache IHADSS 
APPENDIX 
4.1 PRECISION TASKS (DAY) 
ADS-33C TASK DEFINITION 
4.1.1 Hover. Maintain a precision hover for at least 30 sec in winds of at least 20 knots from the most critical di- 
rection. If a critical direction has not been defined, the hover shall be accomplished with the wind blowing directly from 
the rear of the rotorcraft. The hover altitude shall be equal to or less than 6.lm (20 ft). 
Desired Performance 
- Maintain horizontal position of the pilot's station within 0.91m (3 ft) of a reference point on the ground. 
- Maintain altitude within + 0.61m {Zft). 
- Mainfainheading within + 5 degrees. 
-- There shall be no objectionable oscilIations in any axis. In particular, oscillations which interfere with pre- 
cision control, or with operation of controls or switches, would be deemed objectionable. 
NEW PRECISION TASK DEFINITION 
Objectives i 
Check ability to transition from translating flight to a stabilized hover with precision and a reasonable amount I 
of aggressiveness. 
Check ability to maintain precise position, heading. and altitude in the presence of a moderate wind from the 
most critical direction. 1 
I 
1 
Description of Maneuver . 
Initiate the maneuver at a ground speed of between 6 and 10 knots, at an altitude less than 6. lm (20 ft). The de- 
sired hover point shall be oriented approximately 45 degrees relative to the heading of the aircraft. The ground track 
should be such that the aircraft will arrive over the target hover point (see illustration in "description of test course"). 
The maneuver is to be accomplished in calm and moderate winds from the most critical direction. If a critical direction 
has not been defined, the hover shall be accomplished with the wind blowing directly from the rear of the rotorcraft. This * 
maneuver is to be performed with any available hover or position hold functions turned on. 
E 
Description of Test Course 
Thesuggested test course for this maneuver is shown in Figure A-1. Note that the hover altitude depends on the I 
height of the reference symbol, and the distance between that symbol, the hover-board, and the helicopter. These dirnen- 
sions may be adjusted to achieve a desired hover altitude. 
' 
- 
Desired Performance 
-- The transition to hover should be accomplished in one smooth maneuver. It is not acceptable to accomplish most 
of the deceleration well before the hover point and then to creep up to the final position. The time from the initia- 
tion of deceleration to a stabilized hover must not exceed 3 seconds. 
-- Transition to the stabilized hover should be such that once the rotorcraft is within the hover box (see Fig. A-1), it 
should remain within that volume for at least 30 seconds. 
-- Maintain the longitudinal and lateral position within + 0.91m (& 3 ft) of a point on the ground and altitude within 
2 0.61m & 2 ft). Keeping the hover reference symbol within the desired box on the hover board (Fig. A-1) will 
insure desired lateral and vertical performance. 
-- Maintain heading within & 5 degrees. 
-- There shall be no objectionable oscillations in any axis either during the stabilized hover, or the transition to 
hover. 
Adequate Performance 
-- The transition to the stabilized hover should be accomplished in one smooth maneuver. It is not acceptable to ac- 
complish most of the deceleration well before the hover point and then to "creep up to" the final position. The 
time from the initiation of deceleration to a stabilized hover must not exceed 8 seconds. 
-- Transition to the stabilized hover should be such that once the rotorcraft is within the hover box (see Fig. A-1). it 
should remain within that volume for at least 30 seconds. 
-- Maintain longitudinal and lateral position within & 1.83 m & 6 ft); see test course description. 
-- Maintain altitude within & 1.22 m (& 4 ft). 
-- Maintain heading within * 10 degrees. 
4.4 PRECISION TASKS IN THE DEGRADED VISUAL ENVIRONMENT 
The following precision maneuvers shall be flown in the Degraded Visual Environment (DVE) specified in 
Paragraph 3.1.1, and using the displays and vision aids which will be available to the pilot The wind conditions may be 
calm, but it would be desirable to demonstrate the maneuvers in stronger winds. 
ADS-33C TASK DEFlNlTlON (DVE) 
4.4.1 Hover. Maintain a steady hover at an altitude of not more than 6.1 m (20 ft) above the ground. 
Desired Performance 
-- Maintain horizontal position of the pilot station within 0.9 m (3 ft) of a reference point on the ground. 
-- Maintain altitude within M.91 m (3 ft). 
-- Maintain heading with +5 degrees. 
-- There shall be no objectionable oscillation in attitude or position. 
NEW TASK DEFINITION 
Objectives 
Check ability to uansition from translating flight to a stabilized hover with precision and a reasonable amount 
of aggressiveness in the DVE. 
Check ability to maintain precise position, heading, and altitude in the DVE. 
Description of Maneuver 
Initiate the maneuver at a ground speed of between 6 and 10 knots with the desired hover point oriented approxi- 
mately 45 degrees relative to the heading of the aircraft. The ground track should be such that the aircraft will arrive over 
the target hover point (see illustration in "description of test course"). 
Description of Test Course 
The suggested test course for this maneuver is shown in Figure A-1. Note that the hover altitude depends on the 
height of the reference symbol, and the distance between that symbol, the hover-board, and the helicopter. These dimen- 
sions may be adjusted to achieve a desired hover altitude. The hover board will have to be modified from Figure 4.1 to 
reflect the increased altitude tolerances allowed for the DVE. 
Desired Performance 
-- The aansition to hover should be accomplished in one smooth maneuver. It is not acceptable to accomplish most 
of the deceleration well before the hover point and then to creep up to the final position. The time from the initia- 
tion of deceleration to a stabilized hover must not exceed 10 seconds. 
-- Transition to the stabilized hover should be such that once the rotorcraft is within the mmed hover box (see Fig. 
A-1). it should remain within that volume for at least 30 seconds. 
-- Maintain the longitu&naI and Iateral position within + 0.9 m & 3 ft) of a point on the ground and altitude within 
& 0.91 rn & 3 ft). Keeping the hover reference symbol within the desired box on the modified hover board (Fig. 
A-1) will insure desired lateral and vertical performance. 
-- Maintain heading with + 5 degrees. 
-- There shall be no objectionable oscillations in any axis either during the stabilized hover, or the transition to 
hover. 
Adequate Performance 
-- The uansition to the stabilized hover should be accomplished in one smooth maneuver. It is not acceptable to ac- 
complish most of the deceleration well before the hover point and then to "creep up to" the final position. The 
time from the initiation of deceleration to a stabilized hover must not exceed 20 seconds. 
-- Transition to the s~ilized6oUeishould-besuch f i t  once the rotorcraft is within the modified hover box, it 
should remain within that volume for at least 30 seconds. 
-- Maintain longitudinal and lateral position within + 1.83 m 6 ft); see test course description. 
-- Maintain altitude within & 1.53 m & 5 ft). 
-- Maintain heading within 2 10 degrees. 
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ABSTRACT INTRODUCTION 
Several years of cooperative research conducted 
under the U.S./German Memorandum of Understanding 
(MOU) in helicopter flight control has recently resulted in 
a successful handling qualities study. The focus of this 
cooperative research has been the effects on handling quali- 
ties due to time delays in combination with a high band- 
width vehicle. The jointly performed study included the 
use of U.S. ground-based simulation and German in-flight 
simulation facilities. The NASA-Ames Vertical Motion 
Simulator (VMS) was used to develop a high bandwidth 
slalom tracking task which took into consideration the 
constraints of the facilities. The VMS was also used to 
define a range of the test parameters and to perform initial 
handling qualities evaluations. The flight tests were con- 
ducted using DLR's variable-stability B 0  105 S3 
Advanced Technology Testing Helicopter System 
(AlTHeS). Configurations included a rate command and 
an attitude command response system with added time de- 
lays up to 160 milliseconds over the baseline and band- 
width values between 1.5 and 4.5 rad/sec. Sixty-six 
evaluations were performed in about 25 hours of flight 
time during ten days of testing. The results indicate a 
need to more tightly constrain the allowable roll axis 
phase delay for the Level 1 and Level 2 requirements in 
the U.S. Army's specification for helicopter handling 
quaIities, ADS-33C. 
An updated military rotorcraft handling qualities 
specification has been published and adopted by the U.S. 
Army Aviation and Troop Command as Aeronautical 
Design Standard (ADS-33) (Ref. 1). Although the ADS- 
33 is a U.S. specification at present, the ADS-33 is of in- 
ternational interest and some international studies have 
coritributed to the data bases for the definition of the re- 
quirements. The overall philosophy follows that of the 
fixed-wing aircraft specification, MIL-F-8785C, although 
specific requirements have been generated to cover heli- 
copter characteristics and modem military helicopter mis- 
sions. The ADS-33 is a mission-oriented specification, 
based upon the mission task elements and the cueing 
available to the pilot. Minimum requirements are estab- 
lished for control response types and their characteristics. 
These requirements are categorized into terms of small, 
moderate, and large amplitude attitude changes and are de- 
fined for comparison with the rotorcraft characteristics. 
This provides a quantitative assessment of the Level of ro- 
torcraft handling qualities. These Levels are related to the 
Cooper-Harper handling qualities rating scale (Ref. 2), 
Figure 1. The small amplitude response requirements in- 
clude both short-term and mid-term responses where the 
short-term response refers to the rotorcra€t characteristics 
in pilot tasks such as closed-loop. compensatory tracking 
and the mid-term response criteria are intended to ensure 
good flying qualities when less precise maneuvering is re- 
Resented at the 18th European Rotorcraft Forum, Avignon. q w  
France, September 1992, and at Piloling Vertical Flight The requirements for the short-term response are 
Aircrafr: A Conference on Flying Qualities and Human specified in terms of a frequency based criterion called 
~ac tor s ,  San ~rancisco, ~al i fornk January 1993. bandwidth. The frequency response data required to mea- 
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sure the bandwidth parameters are defined in Figure 2. 
The bandwidth, wgW, is measured from a frequency 
response (Bode) plot of the rotorcraft angular attitude 
response to the cockpit controller input and must include 
all the elements in the flight conuol system. Generally, a 
good system will have a high bandwidth and a poor 
system will have a low bandwidth. The bandwidth 
criterion is an application of the crossover model concept 
(Ref. 3). It is based on the premise that the maximum 
crossover frequency that a pure gain pilot can achieve, 
without threatening the stability, is a valid figure-of-merit 
of the controlled element. Physically, low values of 
bandwidth indicate a need for pilot lead equalization to 
achieve the required mission performance. Excessive 
demands for pilot lead equalization have been shown to 
result in degraded handling qualities ratings. The efforts to 
develop bandwidth as a generalized criterion for highly 
augmented aircraft have shown that the pilots were also 
sensitive to the shape of the phase curve at frequencies 
beyond the neutral stability frequency, W I B 0 .  This is 
addressed by the phase delay parameter, .rp, as defined in 
Figure 2. Large values of phase delay can arise from 
many sources, among which are the high order rotor 
response, conuol actuator dynamics, filters, and 
computationai time delays. An aimaft with a large phase 
delay may be prone to pilot induced oscillations (PIO). 
As previously stated, ADS-33 is a mission-ori- 
ented handling qualities specification and hence, the con- 
trol response requirements are a function of the degree of 
divided attention, the visual environment, and the agres- 
siveness demanded in the mission task element (MTE). 
The forward flight (> 45 knots) bandwidth criteria for the 
roll axis are shown in the Figure 3. Three sets of limits 
are specified: the more stingent limits apply to the air 
combat MTEs and the more relaxed boundaries cover all 
other MTEs. For divided attention operations (specifically 
IMC flight), the more relaxed bandwidth values are 
combined with the more stringent phase delay 
requirements. 
The air combat boundaries are mainly based on a 
ground-based simulation study. The boundaries for all 
other MTEs were primarily established from flight tests 
with helicopters having relatively low inherent roll and 
pitch damping which result in low bandwidth. Also, the 
evaluation tasks appear to have been low-precision and 
moderate or large amplitude tasks. Some recent, but lim- 
ited data, has indicated that some refinement in these 
boundaries may be necessary in the region of high band- 
width and high phase delay. Helicopters having a large 
flapping hinge offset and full authority digital conwl sys- 
tems have this potential. 
Under the U.S./German Memorandum of 
Understanding (MOU) for cooperative research in heli- 
copter flight control, the U.S. Army Aviation and Troop 
Command's Aeroflightdynamics Directorate and the 
German's DLR Institute for Right Mechanics have been 
performing research in handling qualities. The most re- 
cent task has been to study the effects on handling quali- 
ties due to time delays in combination with a high band- 
width response vehicle. Specifically, the effect of time &- 
lay in roll axis tasks in forward flight (around 60 knots) 
has been investigated. The technical approach has been to 
use the U.S. ground-based simulator to defme the piloting 
task and to explore the scope of the variation of system 
configurations and then use the German helicopter in- 
flight simulator ATTHeS for the evaluation flight tests 
while covering a more finely meshed set of configura- 
tions. 
This paper will discuss the existing data base, the 
approach used to develop a task specifically adapted for the 
in-flight simulation, the complementary use of the 
NASA-Ames ground-based Vertical Motion Simulator 
(VMS) and the DLR Advanced Technology Testing 
Helicopter System (AlTHeS) in-flight simulator. and the 
handling qualities results. 
DISCUSSION OF EXISTING DATA 
The ADS-33 forward flight roll axis bandwidth 
criteria in Figure 3 are divided into three sets of limits 
covering the effects of task bandwidth and pilot attention. 
The requirements are applied for rate command and attitude 
command response types. Figure 4 illustrates the infl u- 
ences of response parameters. For a first order rate com- 
mand and a second order attitude command response type, 
the bandwidth and phase delay values are mapped by vary- 
ing the damping or frequency and time delay parameters. 
The discussion of the existing data will focus on the air 
combat limits, the limits for all other MTE's - VMC and 
fully attended operations, some miscellaneous helicopter 
data, and related fixed wing requirements. 
Air Combat Requirements 
As previously stated, the roll-axis air combat 
bandwidth limits were established from a ground-based 
simulation study of yaw axis requirements for air combat 
(Ref. 4). More recently, the roll-axis air combat limits 
were specifically investigated in a piloted simulation of 
pitch and roll requirements for air combat (Ref. 5). This 
simulation verified the 3.5 rad/sec Level 1 boundary but 
suggested the Level 2 boundary should be raised to 1 
rad/sec. In all these aforementioned investigations the 
effect of time delay variation was not included. Hence the 
data from these studies is only pertinent in establishing 
where the portion of the boundaries intersect the abscissa 
The shape of the boundaries above the vertical portion, 
i.e.. the c w e d  portion for phase delays above 0.15 sec, 
has been established from data applicable to the hover and 
low speed requirements. In fact, the shape of the roll-axis 
air combat boundaries are identical to the hover and low 
speed pitch and roll target acquisition and tracking 
boundaries. The supporting data for the curvature in these 
boundaries comes from two experiments: an in-flight 
pitch tracking study (Ref. 6); and a ground-based pitch 
tracking study (Ref. 7). Based on these two studies, 
supporting data for curving thq boundaries over for high 
phase &lays and bandwidths is somewhat questionable. 
All Other MTE's - VMC and  Fully Attended 
O p e r a t i o n s  
The forward flight A11 Other MTE bandwidth 
limits were established from two flight test experiments 
(Refs. 8,9). In these experiments the primary variable 
was roll damping. The effects of time delay were not in- 
cluded and hence the data from these studies is also only 
pertinent in establishing where the vertical portion of the 
boundaries intersect the abscissa. The curved portion of 
the boundaries for the forward flight All Other MTE's are 
identical to those in the hover and low speed requirements. 
The hover and low speed roll-axis bandwidth supporting 
data comes from an in-flight experiment (Ref. 10) using 
the Canadian Institute for Aerospace Research variable- 
stability Bell 205 helicopter. This experiment included 
rate command and attitude command control response 
types. A variety of hover and low speed tasks were per- 
formed but the boundaries were drawn based on the han- 
dling qualities ratings from a sidestep task. The criteria 
boundaries are primarily based on data which does not 
cover the are. of high bandwidth and high phase delay con- 
figurations. In addition, there may be some questions 
concerning the applicability of the evaluation task related 
to small amplitude precision tracking. 
Mlscellaneous Helicopter Data 
Singular data points achieved in previous tests by 
the U.S. Army (Ref. 11) and DLR (Ref. 12) are marked in 
Figure 5. Recognizing the discrepancies between the pilot 
ratings for these data points and the criteria boundaries, a 
discussion was started about the need to extend the data 
base and to verify the Level boundaries. Additional tests 
were performed with a BO 105 fly-by-wire helicopter us- 
ing an open loop technique to vary the bandwidth and 
phase delay. The achieved data points (Fig. 6) underline 
the request to extend the data base. 
Related Fixed Wing Requirements 
In the fixed-wing standard (Ref. 13), a bandwidth 
criterion is only defined for the pitch axis. Although the 
requirements for the pitch axis are not directly comparable 
with the roll-axis requirements, the fixed-wing criteria 
show a fundamental difference in the slopes of the bound- 
aries. The requirements specify a limitation of the phase 
delay for high bandwith and an upper bandwidth limit 
whereas, the helicopter requirements allow a higher phase 
delay with higher bandwidth values without any upper 
limit for the bandwidth. An interesting aspect can be 
shown by superimposing the fixed wing requirements for 
equivalent roll-axis time delays to the phase delay and 
bandwidth parameters by using a first-order rate and a sec- 
ond-order attitude command system with pure time delay. 
The requirements for the equivalent time delays in this 
rough approximation correlate with a limitation on the 
phase delay (Fig. 7). 
The above discussion highlights the need to ver- 
ify and to extend the existing data and, if necessary, to re- 
fine the rotorcraft bandwidth boundaries. 
GROUND BASED AND AIRBORNE 
SIMULATOR 
This section will describe the ground-based and 
in-flight simulation facilities that were used for the pre- 
tests and the formal evaluations. 
Ground-Based Flight Simulator 
The piloted ground-based simulation was con- 
ducted on the NASA Ames 6-degree-of-freedom Vertical 
Motion Simulator (VMS). Figure 8 illustrates the VMS 
and lists the operational limits of the motion system. 
The cockpit had a single pilot seat mounted in the center 
of the cab and four image presentation "windows" to pro- 
vide outside imagery. The visual imagery was generated 
using a Singer Link DIG 1 Computer Image Generator 
(CIG). The CIG data base was carefully tailored to con- 
tain adequate macro-texture (i.e., large objects and lines on 
the ground) for the determination of the rotorcraft position 
and heading with a reasonable precision. A seat shaker 
provided vibration cueing to the pilot, with frequency and 
amplitude programmed as functions of airspeed, collective 
position, and lateral acceleration. Aural cueing was pro- 
vided to the pilot by a WaveTech sound generator and cab- 
mounted speakers. Ampeed and rotor thrust were used to 
model aural fluctuations. Standard helicopter instruments 
and controllers were installed in the cockpit. 
Mathematical models of the following items 
were programmed in the simulation host computer (1) 
filters for the cockpit controller commands, (2) trim capa- 
bility, (3) stability command and augmentation system 
(SCAS), (4) dynamics of the helicopter, and (5) ground ef- 
fects. The SCAS was a stability-derivative model with 
known dynamics and no coupling (Ref. 14). and the char- 
acter of its response was easily manipulated by changing 
the stability derivatives. A buffer between the pilot's con- 
trols and the SCAS enabled setting the desired amounts of 
pure time delay. The baseline stick-to-visual delay was 
70 msec. 
Airborne Flight Simulator ATTHeS 
The DLR Institute for Flight Mechanics has de- 
veloped a helicopter in-flight simulator. The Advanced 
Technology Testing Helicopter System (ATTHeS) is 
based on a BO 105 helicopter (Fig. 9). The testbed is 
equipped with a full authority nonredundant fly-by-wire 
(FBW) control system for the main rotor and fly-by-light 
(FBL) system for the tail rotor. The testbed requires a 
two-person crew consisting of a simulation pilot and a 
safety pilot. The safety pilot is equipped with the standard 
mechanical link to the rotor controls whereas, the simula- 
tion pilot's controIlers are linked electricalIy/optically to 
the rotor conuols. The FBWL actuator inputs, which are 
commanded by the simulation pilot and/or the control sys- 
tem, are mechanically fed back to the safety pilot's con- 
trollers. With this mechanization, the safety pilot is 
enabled to monitor the rotor control inputs. The testbed 
can be flown in three modes: (1) the FBWL disengaged 
mode, where the safety pilot has the exclusive control, (2) 
the 1:l mode, where the simulation pilot has the full 
authority to fly the baseline helicopter, and (3) the 
simulation mode, where the simulation pilot is flying a 
simulated helicopter command model with full authority. 
In the 1: 1 and the simulation modes the flight envelope of 
the testbed is restricted to not lower than 50 ft above the 
ground in hover and 100 ft in forward flight. 
For in-flight simulation purposes, the most 
promising method of a control system design is to force 
the host helicopter to respond on the pilot's inputs as an 
explicitly calculated command model. The A'ITHeS ex- 
plicit model following control system (MFCS) design 
provides the airborne simulator with the demanded level of 
simulation flexibility. A detailed description of the 
ATTHeS in-flight simulation system is given in 
References 15.16. The capability of the A'ITHeS simula- 
tor is described by a high quality of simulation fidelity up 
to a frequency of about 10 radlsec in the roll axis. The 
level of decoupling which can be achieved with a decou- 
pled command model is significantly lower than 10 per- 
'cent of the on-axis response. For these tests, a control 
computer cycle time of 40 msec was realized. A generated 
subcycle one-fifth of the frame time allowed refreshing of 
the FBW/L actuator inputs in a lower time frame than the 
main cycle which was 16 msec for this bandwidth study. 
The equivalent time delay for the overall system due to 
high order rotor effects, actuators dynamics, computational 
time and pilot input shaping was 100 to 110 msec in the 
roll axis and 150 to 160 msec in the pitch axis related to 
first-order rate command responses. 
DEVELOPMENT OF SLALOM 
TRACKING TASK 
The objective of this study was to investigate the 
effects of time delay on the small amplitude (c 10 deg) 
roll attitude response to control inputs, i.e., the bandwidth 
criteria. This criteria is applicable to continuous precision 
tracking with aircraft attitude. A key to the success of 
this study was to develop an appropriate small amplitude 
precision tracking task that could be implemented both on 
the ground-based and on the in-flight simulator while con- 
sidering the constraints of each. For the ground-based 
simulator, someof these constraints include a reduced field 
of view and visual resolution whereas, for the flight tests 
these include 100 feet minimum altitude. In adition, it 
was desired to keep the compfexity of the task cueing to a 
reasonable level to minimize the building of exotic and 
expensive task cues. Based on previous slalom testing 
experience (Refs. 8-18}, a modified slalom task with pre- 
cise tracking phases through a set of gates was proposed 
(Fig. 10). This course layout included transition and pre- 
cision mcking phases. The transition phases were in- 
tended to be a lower frequency disturbance with the main 
emphasis of the task being the higher frequency tracking 
phases just prior to and through the gates. The relative 
spacing between successive gates was established through 
the use of an inverse modelling technique (Ref. 19) that 
considered the aircraft response, speed, bank angle, and the 
time to travel between the gates. The width of a gate 
(desired performance) was three meters. In pre-tests on the 
VMS and with an operational BO 105 helicopter, the ade- 
quacy of the task was evaluated. It should be noted that 
due to the relative poor visual resolution in the VMS 
(approximately 0.35 cycles per milliradians (Ref. 20)). the 
task had to be flown at 50 feet instead of 100 feet. 
Figure 11 shows a typical time history based 
upon flying through the VMS course. Also shown is a 
frequency domain plot of the lateral control input. From 
these one can see the lower frequency large amplitude in- 
puts used in the transition between the gates and the 
higher frequency small amplitude control inputs that occur 
during the final acquisition and tracking through the gates. 
The flight test data show a very similar tendency with low 
frequency inputs between the gates and an additional peak 
in the power or amplitude spectrum, which is 1 Hz and 
higher, for the acquisition and tracking phases. 
CONDUCTION OF TESTS 
For the pilot evaluatios, a first-order rate com- 
mand (RC) and a second-order attitude command (AC) re- 
sponse system was defined for both the roll and pitch 
axes. Table 1 shows the form of these command re- 
sponses. A rate of climb response and a sideslip com- 
mand were implemented for the vertical and the directional 
axes respectively. The response to the pilot's inputs were 
decoupled except for the terms formulating the turn coor- 
dination and the pseudo altitude hold. A feedforward to the 
collective was implemented as a function of the roll atti- 
tude. For the RC response, the primary experimental 
variables were the roll damping, Lp, and the time delay, .r. 
For the AC response, the primary variables were the naru- 
ral frequency, a,, and the time delay, r. The relative 
damping was held constant at 0.7. The pitch axis parame- 
ters were varied in harmony with the roll axis parameters. 
A variation and selection of the optimal control sensitiv- 
ity (Lg) values were defined in the VMS simulations. 
This selection process covered a range of natural frequen- 
cies and dampings for the attitude and rate command re- 
sponse types. Initial in-flight evaluations confirmed these 
sensitivities. 
To gain an initial impression of the task and the 
sensitivity to the experimental variables, piloted simula- 
tion tests were conducted on the VMS. The studied con- 
figurations together with pilot ratings are shown in Figure 
12. The configurations are summarized in Table 2. The 
VMS results demonstrate the consistency between the RC 
and AC ratings and support the premise that the bandwidth 
criteria is independent of the response type. These results 
also supported the selection of the flight test configuration 
matrices which are shown in Table 3. 
The flight tests were conducted at the German 
Forces Flight Test Center (WTD 61) in Manching. 
Twenty-eight flight hours were performed within 10 days. 
Four test pilots, one each from DLR, U.S. Army, WTD 
61, and DRA-Bedford were involved in the tests. All pi- 
lots were experienced test pilots. The U.S. Army pilot 
also performed the VMS evaluations. 
The following signals were measured in the 
flight tests: (1) position of the helicopter in relation to 
the ground track course, (2) pilot control inputs, (3) angu- 
lar attitudes and rates, (4) adcelerations, (5) airspeed, and 
(6) MFCS internal signals like command to the actuators. 
Because of the limited space in the test helicopter, the 
tests had to be observed from the ground station. On two 
quicklook terminals selected onboard signals were dis- 
played. Additionally, the helicopter position data was dis- 
played online in relation to the tracking gates. The indi- 
vidually achieved task performance in the tests were com- 
puted using the helicopter track in relation to an idealized 
ground track. With this performance parameter, the effects 
of training and task performance could be checked. When 
the test pilot had obtained a nearly constant task perfor- 
mance in the training phase for a given test configuration, 
two evaluation runs were performed. This test technique 
was used to ensure the pilot ratings and comments were 
based on a pilot that was well trained for the task and the 
contiguntion. For each configuration. the pilot had to fill 
out a questionnaire and had to summarize his evaluation in 
a Cooper Harper handling qualities rating. The questions 
were related to task performance, pilot workload, and sys- 
tem response characteristics. At least two test pilots flew 
each configuration but when the difference in the two rat- 
ings was higher than one rating point an evaluation with a 
third pilot was conducted. This technique allowed the 
coverage of a high number of configurations. 
In Figure 13, a comparison of measured ground 
mks for a Level 1 and a Level 2 rated rate command sys- 
tem is shown. The track of the Level 2 configuration 
shows that problems occured in the acquisition and track- 
ing phases where the tracking performance was especially 
degraded through the second and the fourth gate. This 
change in the task performance correlates with the Cooper 
Harper rating scale and underlines the consistency of the 
ratings. In the Cooper Harper rating scale, a rating from 1 
to 4 implies that a desired task performance can be 
achieved with increasing pilot compensation and ratings of 
5 and 6 imply only adequate task performance can be 
achieved. A similar effect can also be seen in Figure 14 
which shows time histories of selected attitute command 
system configurations to compare the rating consistency. 
In the measured pilot input and roll attitude signals of the 
Level 2 rated configuration, a slight tendency of pilot in- 
duced oscillation can be recognized. This Level 2 configu- 
ration had a natural frequency of 1.7 rad/sec and an addi- 
tional time delay of 120 msec. 
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
To examine the bandwidth and phase delay values 
for the test configurations, a verification analysis was per- 
formed using the measured flight test data. Figure 15 
demonstrates the high level of accuracy achieved in se- 
lected configurations with ATTHeS. For both rate com- 
mand and attitude command responses the overall 
A'ITHeS response tends to have an only slightly increased 
bandwidth-value of about 0.1 rad/sec compared with the 
values calculated with the commanded modk~s. The phase 
derays are approximated accurately within a spread of 
about 0.Olsec which is within the accuracy of the phase 
delay assessment method. Summing up the verification 
results, it can be stated that ATTHeS met the commanded 
response configurations very we11 and that the flight test 
data are credible for an evaluation of the bandwidth re- 
quirements. 
Figure 16 shows all the flight test Cooper-Harper 
handling qualities ratings for both response systems. rate 
and attitude command. A clear consistency of the required 
bandwidth and phase delay parameters for rate and attitude 
commZidTystems is demonstrated. i s c o n s i s t e n c y  in 
the rate and attitude command ratings not only demon- 
strate the premise that the bandwidth criteria is indepen- 
dent of the response type but that the&k waEi~$@iiate 
for investigating this criteria. Due to the technique to 
give the pilots sufficient flight time to familiarize them- 
selves with the task and the configuration, the spread in 
the ratings for most configurations is not higher than one 
rating point which underlines the validity for the generated 
d m  
In Figure 17 the averaged ratings of the flight 
tests and the VMS tests are presented together with rec- 
ommended Level boundaries. There are several obvious 
observations. F i t  and foremost, the shape of these rec- 
ommended Level boundaries is dramatically different than 
those in the current ADS-33 requirements (see Fig. 3). In 
particular, these results suggest that there needs to be 
some upper limits on the phase delay parameter. These 
results also seem to agree, in concept, with the fixed-wing 
requirements. Specifically, considering only the flight 
test data for mid bandwidth configurations a limitation on 
the phase delay (lower than 0.1 sec for Level 1 and about 
0.17 sec for Level 2) seems warranted. As the bandwidth 
increases, the flight data suggests even less amounts of 
phase delay are acceptable. Typical pilots' comments 
include: "I feel that time delay is more an effect" and "Low 
predictability due to time delay and rapid initial response." 
These comments are reflected in the degraded pilot ratings. 
The VMS data 'does not show this sensitivity in the phase 
delay as the bandwidth is increased and allows higher 
phase delays for the Level 2 mid bandwidth region. In the 
comparison of VMS and flight test data it should be taken 
into consideration that the VMS tests were performed with 
only a reduced number of configurations and one test pilot 
with the objective of evaluating the sensitivity of 
parameter variations for the definition of the flight test 
rnamices. 
Another observation from Figure 17 is that the 
vertical portions of the boundaries from the VMS and the 
flight data do not coincide which each other nor with those 
from the ADS-33C presented in Figure 3. For Level 1, 
the VMS data recommend at least a bandwidth value of 
about 3 radsec and the flight test data a value of 2.5 
rad/sec. The ADS-33 Level 1 requirement is at least 3.5 
rad/sec for air combat and 2.0 rad/sec for AI1 Other MTE's 
- VMC and fully attended operations. For Level 2, the 
VMS data recommend at least a bandwidth of 2 radjsec and 
the flight test data a value of 1.5 rad/sec. ADS-33 Level 2 
requires as least 2.0 radsec for air combat and 0.5 rad/sec 
for All Other ME'S. It is speculated that the primary rea- 
son for these differences is related to the task bandwidth. 
It is very difficult to obtain a repeatable yet simple repre- 
sentative air target tracking task. This led to the devel- 
opment of the slalom ground tracking task used for this 
study. Based upon the pilots' comments, this task, in 
terms of task bandwidth, is probably somewhere between 
the air tracking and the All Other MTEs, as defined in the 
ADS-33. The aforementioned bandwidth differences be- 
tween the flight data and the VMS data are also at- 
tributable to slight differences in the task bandwidth mani- 
fested through differences in cueing. The VMS task was 
performed from a height of 50 feet whereas, the flight task 
had to be performed at 100 feet. After the flight tests, the 
two attitude command configurations with a bandwidth of 
2.48 and 3.08 radlsec and no added time delay were re- 
evaluated on the VMS at three different altitudes (25,50, 
75 ft) to get more insight on the impact of altitude on 
task cueing using a computer generated visual system. 
The test data demonstrate that the altitude was an influenc- 
ing factor. The pilot ratings were significantly degraded 
with increasing altitude and the best consistency in the rat- 
ings with the flight test ratings was achieved in the 25 
foot cases. These data and the variation in the vertical 
portion of the bandwidth boundaries points out the sensi- 
tivity to task differences and the fact that further work is 
needed which should address a systematical evaluation of 
the dependency between task bandwidth and Level bound- 
aries and a refinement of the task categorization. 
An analysis of control activity was performed to 
gain additional insight into the effects of changes in the 
aircraft bandwidth on the pilot's control strategy relative to 
performing the slalom tracking task. If the aircraft band- 
width is sufficiently higher than the task demands, then 
the pilot can act as a pure gain (i.e., not apply lead com- 
pensation) to satisfactorily perform the task. As the air- 
craft bandwidth decreases, to maintain desired task perfor- 
mance the pilot must increase his compensation. This in- 
creased compensation, which equates to an increase in 
workload, can cause a degradation in handling qualities. If 
the aircraft bandwidth is further decreased, then even larger 
amounts of pilot comsenpation are not sufficient to 
achieve desired task performance standards. These rela- 
tions are also considered in the Cooper Harper rating scale. 
For a rating up to 4, the pilot can achieve desired task per- 
formance levels with increasing pilot compensation. 
Ratings of 5 and 6 mean that only adequate performance 
can be achieved. The pilot's lateral cyclic input power 
versus frequency (input auto-spectrum) was used to quan- 
tify the pilot's control activity and the effect of aircraft and 
task bandwidth. 
The "pilot cut-off frequency," a,,, was defined 
as a measure of the pilot's control activity bandwidth. 
The approach to determining the pilot cut-off frequency 
was to generate a ratio of root mean square (RMS) values 
expressed as ~ , J G , , , ~ ~ ,  where a, is the RMS value at 
the cut-off frequency. The value determined for this ratio 
was 0.707. 
where; o,, = pilot cut-off frequency 
Gs6 = auto spectrum of the lateral cyclic 
control, Slat 
= total RMS of Slat 
a,, = (0.707) atotal 
When the aircraft's bandwidth exceeds the task 
bandwidth, this pilot cut-off frequency, w,,, approaches 
the pilot crossover frequency, a,, and gives a good ap- 
proximation of the task bandwidth. The pilot cut-off fre- 
quency is just the frequency at which 70.7% of the control 
input is accounted for, which is also the classic -3dB 
bandwidth for servomechanisms. An analysis program, 
CIFER (Ref. 21), developed at AFDD was used to analyze 
the VMS data. A similar analysis program, DIVA (Ref. 
22), was used to analyze the flight data at DM. 
Figure 18 shows the cut-off frequency versus the 
aircraft control response bandwidth from the VMS simula- 
tion. For the high aircraft bandwidth cases, the pilot's 
cut-off frequency levels off to around 1.5 radlsec which is 
representative of the task bandwidth. It's clear that for 
these high aircraft bandwidths the pilot is not using all of 
the aircraft capability. As the aircraft bandwidth drops be- 
low about 3.0 radlsec, the pilot's cut-off frequency starts 
to increase as the pilot trys to maintain task performance. 
Interestingly, the Level 1-2 boundary for the VMS task 
was about 3.0 rad/sec. Finally, as the bandwidth drops be- 
low about 2.2 rad/sec the pilot can no longer or will not 
increase his cut-off frequencey to attain even adequate task 
performance (Level 3 ratings). In other words, there was 
insufficient margin between excess aircraft control band- 
width and the task demand. Reference 23 implies a posi- 
tive margin must exist for desired or adequate task perfor- 
mance to be acheived. 
Figure 19 shows the pilot cut-off frequency ver- 
sus the aircraft control response bandwidth from the flight 
test results for the same pilot who flew the VMS cases. 
Shown are the rate and attitude command cases with no 
additional time delay and with additional delays of 40, 80, 
120, 160 msec. In general, the flight test results show a 
vend similar to the VMS results, i.e., as the aircraft 
bandwidth decreases the pilot cut-off frequency increases. 
Based upon this data, the high aircraft bandwidth configu- 
rations indicate that the flight test task bandwidth may be 
around 2.1 rad/sec. It should be pointed out the apparent 
scatter in the pilot's handling quality rating data on this 
plot has been manifested by the effects of large phase de- 
lay. In some Level 2 attitude command configurations, 
the pilot used relatively low cut-off frequencies to avoid 
the pilot induced oscillations (PIO's) that can occur with 
attitude command response types with time delay. The re- 
sults of an analysis of the pilot control activity suggest 
that the slalom uacking task bandwidth was somewhere 
around two radians per second, maybe a little lower for the 
VMS and a little higher for the flight tests. Hence with 
the large'excess aircraft bandwidth over the task band- 
width, as provided by the capability of AlTHeS, a very 
thorough and valid investigation could be conducted into 
the effects of bandwidth and time delay on helicopter roll- 
axis handling qualities. 
CONCLUSIONS 
A helicopter handling qualities study has been 
conducted to investigate the effect due to time delay. This 
roll-axis investigation was conducted as a collaborative ef- 
fort between the U.S. Army's Aeroflightdynamics 
Directorate (ATCOM) and the German Institute for Flight 
Mechanics of DLR. A U.S. ground-based flight simulator 
was used to deveIop and reEne a slalom ground tracking 
task and to perfoe preliminary handling quality evalua- 
tions. The German in-flight simulator, A?THeS, a vari- 
able stability BO 105 helicopter was used to conduct the 
flight tests while covering a more complete set of con- 
figuration dynamics. In the flight tests rate and attitude 
command control response configuktions were evaluated 
which included bandwidths between 1.5 and 4.5 rad/sec and 
additional time delays up to 160 msec. The results of this 
cooperative research indicate: 
1) the individual benefits of both ground-based 
and in-flight simulation can be used in a complementary 
and time efficient manner, 
2) the developed slalom ground tracking task 
provided a relatively high gain compensatory tracking task 
that was sensitive to changes in the bandwidth and phase 
delay parameters, 
3) for the task evaluated, the consistency in the 
ratings between rate and attitude command response sys- 
tems verify the independence of the bandwidth parameters 
to control response type, 
4) for the task evaluated, the shape of the Level 
boundaries for the bandwidth criteria in the U.S. Army's 
helicopter specification for handling qualities (ADS-33C) 
needs to be refined by placing upper limits on the phase 
&lay parameter, 0.1 sec for Level 1 and about 0.17 sec for 
the Level 2 boundary, and 
5) the variation in the vertical portion of the 
bandwidth Level boundaries between the ground-based 
simulation, the in-flight simulation, and the ADS-33 re- 
quirements points out the sensitivity to task bandwidth 
and the need for further research. 
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Table 1. Form of command responses 
Table 2. VMS commanded m11-axis configurations 
Conimand Sensitivity Ack%d Damping - Bandwidth Phase 
Response Delay 
(rad/sec2 / inch) (msec) (rad/=) (=) 
Rate 4 SCC‘~ 
1 .O 0 4.0 2.7 1 0.047 
1 .O 100 4.0 1.91 0.1 19 
1.5 0 8.0 3.88 0.054 
1.5 100 8.0 2.68 0.115 
1.5 200 8 .O 1.95 0.176 
Attitude W+ ri~-Vsec 
0.4 0 1.5 2.48 0.056 
0.4 100 1.5 2.07 0.132 
0.7 0 2.0 3.08 0.052 
0.7 100 2.0 2.55 0.126 
0.7 200 2.0 2.20 0.211 
0.7 300 2.0 2.03 0.274 
1.8 0 4.0 5.29 0.046 
1.8 100 4.0 4.1 1 0.133 
1.8 200 4.0 3.53 0.2 12 
1.8 300 4.0 3.05 0.286 
Table 3. AlTHeS commanded roll-axis configurations 
Command Sensitivity Ad&d Damping - Bandwidth Phase 
Response Delay Frequency Delay 
(md/sec2 / inch) (msec) ( r a d / ~ )  (sec) 
Rate b, Sex-' 
0.085 0 2.0 1.45 0.081 
0.093 0 3 .O 1.93 0.081 
0.093 40 3 .O 1.74 0.109 
0.100 0 4.0 2.34 0.080 
0.100 40 4.0 2.06 0.107 
0.100 80 4.0 1.85 0.134 
0.115 0 6.0 2.97 0.078 
0.115 40 6.0 2.55 0.105 
0.115 80 6.0 2.25 0.131 
0.130 0 8.0 3.44 0.077 
0.130 40 8.0 2.9 1 0.103 
0.130 80 8.0 2.52 0.127 
0.130 120 8.0 2.23 0.151 
0.145 0 10.0 3.82 0.076 
0.145 40 10.0 3.18 0.101 
0.145 80 10.0 2.73 0.125 
Attitude a+ rad/sec 
0.060 0 1.7 2.49 0.083 
0.060 40 1.7 2.34 0.1 14 
0.060 80 1.7 2.20 0.145 
0.060 120 1.7 2.1 1 0.175 
0.060 160 1.7 2.02 0.206 
0.100 0 2.3 3.17 0.084 (c = 0.7) 0.100 40 2.3 2.95 0.114 
0.100 80 2.3 2.77 0.145 
0.180 0 3.0 3.89 0.084 
0.180 40 3.0 3.58 0.115 
0.180 80 3.0 3.34 0.145 
0.180 120 3.0 3.14 0.176 
0.180 160 3.0 2.97 0.207 
0.300 0 4.0 4.80 0.084 
0.300 40 4.0 4.38 0.115 
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Figure 1. M i t i o n  of handling qualities Levels (from Ref. 1). 
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Figure 7. Fixed-wing equivalent time delay requirements mapped onto the rotorcraft bandwidth requirements 
(assumes: firstarder Rate command response and second-order Attitude command response). 
Flgure 9. DLR in-flight simulator A?THeS. 
Egure 8. NASA Arnes Research Center Vertical 
Motion Simulator (VMS). 
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Figure 10. Slalom tracking course (times shown for 60 knots). 
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Longitudinal Thrust Required for Air-to-Air Acquisition and Tracking 
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U.S. Army Aeroflightdynamics Directorate 
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ABSTRACT 
A piloted simulation study was performed by the 
U.S. Army Aeroflightdynamics Directorate to develop 
insight into the maneuverability requirements for 
aggressive helicopter maneuvering tasks such as air-to-air 
combat. Both a conventional helicopter and a helicopter 
with auxiliary thrust were examined. The aircraft 
parameters of interest were the normal and longitudinal 
load factor envelopes. Of particular interest were the 
mission performance and handling qualities tradeoffs with 
the parameters of interest. Two air-to-air acquisition and 
tracking tasks and a return-to-cover task were performed 
to assess mission performance. Results indicate that 
without auxiliary thrust, the ownship normal load factor 
capability needs to match that of the adversary in order to 
provide satisfactory handling qualities. Auxiliary thrust 
provides significant handling qualities advantages and can 
be substituted to some extent for normal load factor 
capability. Auxiliary thrust levels as low as 0.2 
thrustiweight can provide significant handling qualities 
advantages. 
NOTATION 
roll damping coefficient, l/sec 
pitch damping coefficient, l/sec 
longitudinal load factor, g 
normal load factor, g 
longitudinal airspeed, ft/sec 
total airspeed ftlsec 
inertial position, ft 
inertial position, ft 
vertical position, ft (+down) 
climb angle, lad 
roll attitude, rad 
heading, rad 
INTRODUCTION 
The primary objective of this simulation 
experiment was to develop insight into the 
maneuverability requirements for aggressive helicopter 
maneuvering tasks such as air-to-air combat. 
Maneuverability and agility (MA) has been a topic of 
research for many years in both the fixed and rotary wing 
communities (Refs. 1-18). It is generally agreed that 
maneuverability is some measure of the maximum 
achievable time-rate-of-change of the velocity vector and 
that agility is the measure of the maximum achievable 
time-rate-of-change of the acceleration vector. It is also 
agreed that good MA is a key requirement for success in 
highly dynamic missions such as air-to-air combat. 
Unfortunately, that's where the agreement stops. A 
precise definition of MA and a quantification of the 
amount required have never been agreed upon. 
Regrettably, this author believes it unlikely that there will 
be agreement at any time in the near future. 
To change the magnitude and direction of the 
velocity vector one has to apply a force. Obviously, then, 
the major contributor to good maneuverability is the 
ability to generate normal, longitudinal, and lateral load 
factor. In a conventional helicopter, acceleration is 
generated by changing the magnitude and direction of the 
main rotor thrust. In a compound helicopter, acceleration 
is generated by using a combination of the magnitude 
and/or the direction of the main rotor thrust and the 
magnitude of the auxiliary thrust. Maneuverability was 
examined in the context of these facts during this 
experiment. Namely, the effects that variations in the 
load factor envelope have on handling qualities and 
mission performance for some representative "aggressive" 
mks were investigated. By taking this approach, it was 
expected that a set of data would be generated from which 
information regarding the relationship between 
Resented at Piloting Vertical Flight Aircrafr: A Conference on maneuverability, mission performance, and handling 
Flying Qualities und Hwnan Factors, San Francisco, California, qualities could be obtained. 
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DESIGN AND CONDUCT OF THE 
EXPERIMENT 
Table 1. Vertical Motion Simulator motion limits. 
To accomplish the stated objectives, a five week 
piloted simulation investigation was conducted on the 
NASA Ames Research Center (ARC) Vertical Motion 
Simulator (VMS) (Refs. 19, 20). This section contains a 
detailed description of the experiment, including the 
experimental facility, ownship and adversary aircraft, 
experimental variables, evaluation tasks, evaluation pilots, 
and collection of experimental data. 
Facility Description 
The investigation was conducted using the six- 
degree-of-freedom VMS with the NCAB cockpit (Fig. 1). 
The VMS is unique among flight simulators in its large 
range of motion (Table 1). This large motion capability 
provides cues to the pilot that are critical to the study of 
handling qualities. 
Displ. Rate Accel. 
(ft) (W=) (Wsec2) 
Long. k4 +4 +lo 
Lal. k20 k8 k16 
Vert. k30 +16 k24 
(deg) (deglsec) (deg/sec2) 
Pitch f 18 f40 +I15 
Roll f 18 k40 k115 
Yaw +24 k46 f 115 
filtered by second-order washout filters characterized by a 
gain and a washout frequency. The motion system 
parameters used for this experiment were tuned to 
minimize the phase error between the accelerations 
generated by the model and those generated by the motion 
base while at the same time providing the largest possible 
motion envelope within the software limits. 
The NCAB was configured as a single pilot The primary inputs to the motion base are the 
translational and rotational accelerations calculated by the cockpit with a three window computer generated imagery 
math model for the pilot position. These signals are (CGI) display. The field of view is shown in Figure 2. The CGI database used for this exmriment contained an 
Figure 1 .  NASA Ames Research Center Vertical Motion 
Simulator. 
8-kilometer-by-16-kilometer gaming area consisting of 
mountains, rivers, and roadways. There was a ground 
pattern but no ground texturing. 
Conventional helicopter controllers were used. 
A summary of the force characteristics of the controllers 
is contained in Table 2. Stick force per g was provided by 
scaling the cyclic pitch stick gradient with load factor: 
pitch gradient (Ibhn.) = 2.0 Nz - 0.5. 
Azimuth (deg) 
Figure 2. NCABfield of view. 
Table 2 .  Controller characteristics. 
The instrument pane1 included a horizontal 
Pitch Roll Yaw Heave situation indicator (HSI), an airspeed indicator, a 
Range (in.) fi. 15 f 6.10 k3.40 0 - 10.0 baromeuic altimeter, a vertical speed indicator, a turn and 
Deadzone (in.) M.15 kO.10 1 5  0 slip indicator, a torque meter, and a load factor meter. 
Breakout (Ib) 1.5 1 .O 4.0 0 Also included was a moving map display which showed 
Gradient (Ibrin.) 1 .Sa 1 .O 2.5 0 the relative position, altitude, and heading of the ownship 
Damp. (lb/ii./sec) 0.8 0.5 1 .O 0 and adversary. 
Friction (lb) 1 .O 1 .O 2.0 3.0 
Figure 4 shows the heads-up display (HUD) 
a at 1.0g 
symbology. Included on the HUD were a torque meter, a 
Four inceptors for the control of the auxiliary 
thruster were examined during the early stages of the 
simulation (Fig. 3). The four were: 1) a thumbwheel on 
the cyclic grip that contained a center detent but no spring 
gradien~ 2) a thumb joystick on top of the cyclic grip; 3) a 
twist grip on the collective that contained only friction; 
and 4) a beep switch on the collective head. The 
thumbwheel and the collective twist grip were used as 
either direct X-force-command or uay-command. The 
collective beep switch and the cyclic thumb joystick were 
used as either X -force-rate-command or ubdy-rate- 
command. This gave eight auxiliary thruster control 
possibilities. 
radar altitude tape, a horizon bar, a heading tape, a 
sideslip bail, and digital readouts of torque, load factor, 
airspeed, radar altitude, and range to target. In the center 
of the display was a vector indicating the horizontal 
direction and range to the adversary, relative to the 
ownship nose. On the bottom of the display was an 
adversary position display that showed the azimuth and 
elevation of the adversary relative to the ownship nose. A 
floating pipper was used to track the target during the air- 
to-air task. The azimuth and elevation offset of the pipper 
from the boresight was computed in order to provide the 
proper lead angle required for a hypothetical iixed- 
forward-f~ng gun. Specifically, when the pipper was 
Thumb 
Thun 
Figure 3. Location of auxiliary thrust control inceptors. (a)  collective grip; (6) cyclic grip 
/ Heading T a p  (dq) 
Climb Rate (Wmin) 
Heading and range to target 
Azimuth and elevation of target 
relative to ownship boresight 
Figure 4. HeaaIs-up display symbology 
overlaid on the target, the boresight of the aircraft was 
pointing at the predicted target location one bullet time- 
of-flight into the future. 
Rotor, engine, and transmission noises were 
simulated using a Wavetek Helicopter Sound Simulation 
System. Warning tones and weapon noises were 
simulated using a Mirage sound system generator. 
A seat shaker simulated aircraft vibration. The 
vibration math model was based on the vibration model 
developed for a high-fidelity UH-60A Blackhawk 
simulation (Ref. 21). The amplitude and frequency of 
vibration were calculated as funcuons of rotor speed, 
collective stick position, load factor, and airspeed. 
The stick-to-visual throughput time delay was 
74.5 milliseconds. No visual time delay compensation 
was used because the stick-to-visual time delay already 
closely matched the stick-to-motion time delay in the 
pitch and roll axes. 
AUTOMAN 
The air-to-air adversary used during this 
experiment was the AUTOmated MANeuvering 
(AUTOMAN) opponent developed by Grumman 
Corporation under contract to the U.S. Army 
Aeroflightdynamics Directorate (Refs. 22, 23). In the 
past, air-to-air simulation experiments have relied on 
either a second pilot flying the adversary aircraft, or 
simple pre-programmed flight paths for the adversary 
aircraft. Both of these approaches can have drawbacks. 
Using a piloted target can lead to undesirable variations in 
the aggressiveness of the engagements, because the target 
pilot cannot aIways empIoy consistent maneuvering logic. 
In addition, a piloted target requires the use of one of the 
CGI channels, thus degrading the visual presentation to 
the ownship pilot. Preprogrammed flight paths can lead 
to skewed results because the pilot is able to memorize the 
flight path of the target and anticipate its movement. The 
AUTOMAN program was therefore developed to alleviate 
these problems. 
The AUTOMAN computer program generates 
automated maneuvering decisions for helicopters during 
air-to-air combat at low altitude in hilly terrain. 
Maneuvers are selected by employing simple game theory 
(Ref. 24). Capabilities of AUTOMAN include a guidance 
Iaw for target acquisition when a firing opportunity arises; 
fire-control sequence logic; low-flying capabilities; line- 
of-sight computations for the cockpit field-of-view; air-to- 
air collision avoidance maneuvers; decisions on and 
adjustable levels of simulated pilot experience. 
1- Steady ftlpht 
@ Max longltudlnsl acceleration 
Q Max longitudinal deceleration 
0 Max load factor pullup 
@ Max load factor pushover 
0 Max load factor turn, left 
0 Max load factor turn, right 
Figure 5. AUTOMAN elemental maneuvers 
To determine the best maneuver choice, the 
consequences of performing various maneuvers are 
evaluated. It is assumed that each aircraft selects one of 
the seven elemental maneuvers shown in Figure 5. While 
the maneuvers shown are maximum-performance turns, 
climbs, etc., there are fust-order lags, typical of the actual 
responses of the aircraft, between the command and 
control variables; consequently, the maneuvers are 
achieved gradually. Since maneuver choices are updated 
frequently, moderate maneuvers can occur as the average 
of a sequence of short-duration, maximum-performance 
maneuvers. 
The helicopter math model used by AUTOMAN 
is a simple point mass model which performs coordinated 
turns. The equations of motion are as follows: 
x = vcos ycos I// 
y=Vcos ysin ty 
z=-Vsin y 
v = g(N,  -sin y )  
gN, sin 4 
+= vcosy 
Table 3.  AUTOMAN time constants and angular rate 
constraints 
N ,  time constant 1.0 sec 
N ,  time consrant 0.2 S K  
4 time consrant 2375 
maximum 6 57.3 deglsec 
maximum y 120 deglsec 
maximum Ij/ 40 deglsec 
The control variables are the mll rate 4 and the 
longitudinal and normal load factqrs, N ,  and N, ,  and 
the corresponding commands are 4,. N,, and N, . A 
first order lag is assumed between the commanded values 
and the response. A summary of the time constants and 
angular rate constraints used in AUTOMAN for this 
experiment is given in Table 3. Figure 6 shows the 
AUTOMAN load factor, longitudinal acceleration, and 
turn rate capabilities. 
Ownship Math Model 
A stability derivative helicopter math model 
termed the Enhanced Stability Derivative Model (ESD) 
was used as the ownship. The ESD model is a derivative 
Airspeed (knots) Airspeed (knots) 
Airspeed (knots) 
Figure 6. Performance capabilities of AUTOMAN lfrom 
Reference 22). (a) maximum and minimum normal load 
factor; (b) maximum and minimum longitudinal load 
factor; (c) mm7mum [urn rate. 
of the TMAN model developed for the Helicopter Air 
Combat (HAC) simulation experiments (Refs. 25-27). 
Earlier versions of the ESD model have been used for 
other handling qualities experiments (Refs. 2839). The 
ESD model is a simple, non-linear, generic helicopter 
math model intended for use as a handling qualities 
research tool. The response dynamics are easily modified 
thus allowing a wide range of handling qualities to be 
studied. It includes the effect of load factor on the pitch 
and rolI rate damping derivatives, the effect of forward 
speed on the force derivatives, a collective trim curve, and 
a ground effect model. The attitude response is rate-type 
in pitch, roll, and yaw with automatic turn coordination 
above fifty knots. The total aerodynamic forces and 
moments required for the six-degree-of-freedom 
equations of motion are generated as the summation of 
reference and first-order terms of a Taylor series 
expansion about a reference trajectory. The model does 
not include control or response coupling. 
Auxiliary Thruster - An auxiliary thruster 
with a selectable force or ubody command system was 
added for this experiment Table 4 shows a summary of 
the various control-inceptor/control-response types. The 
math model assumed axial flow through a 10 ft diameter 
propeller and included the effects of both power and staIl 
limitations. Figure 7 shows a pitch trim sweep for a 
configuration with a 3.5 g normal load factor capability 
and auxiliary thrust/weight ratios of 0.1, 0.2, and 0.33. 
The solid lines indicate the maximum nose-up and nose- 
down attitudes that the configuration can trim at in level 
flight. The dashed line indicates the him pitch attitude for 
the same configuration with no auxiliary thruster. 
Experimental Variables 
Normal and longitudinal load factor envelope 
were varied during this experiment. Maximum 
Table 4. Auxiliary thruster control system gains. 
Inceptor Response Type 
cyclic joystick force rate 
cyclic joystick ~ w Y  fate 
cyclic thumbwheel force 
cyclic thumbwheel MY 
collective beep switch force rate 
collective beep switch u w y  rate 
cokt ive twist grip force 
collective twist grip 
Aux TIW = 0.33 
O 0
0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 
Almpebd (kt) 
Figure 7. Pitch trim sweep of configuration with 
auxiliary thruster 
continuous normal load factor capability was varied from 
1.5 to 5.0 g (at 80 kt). Maximum longitudinal load factor 
capability was varied only for the thrust augmented cases 
and was varied frorn 0.1 to 1.0 auxiliary thrust,/weight 
ratio. The transient load factor limit was set equal to 1.33 
times the maximum continuous load factor capability at 
80 kt. Table 5 shows the configurations matrix. 
Tasks 
Three tasks were flown during the experiment - 
the abeam air-to-air task, the mountain air-to-air task, and 
the return-to-cover task. The intent was to obtain 
handling qualities and mission performance data with 
respect to variations in the load factor envelope and 
auxiliary thrust level. 
Air-to-air tasks - Both of the air-to-air tasks 
were taken frorn the RATAC experiment (Ref. 29). The 
objective of both tasks was the same; to track the 
AUTOMAN for as long as possible using the ownship 
pipper on the HUD. The position of the pipper on the 
HUD was driven by a set of equations such that the proper 
lead angle for a fixed-forward-firing gun was displayed. 
As mentioned earlier, when the pilot overlaid the pipper 
on the target, the nose of the ownship was pointed at the 
estimated location of the target one bullet-time-of-flight 
into the future. In addition, the pilot was required to 
Table 5. Configuration test matrix 
Auxiliary thrust/weight 
0 0.1 0.2 0 . 3 3 ~  0.6 1 .O 
AMM2R AM 
AMR AM 
AMMzR A AM 
AMR AM 
AMR AM AM AMR AMR AR 
AMMz M M AM 
AMR AM AM 
5.0 1 AMR AM 
A - Abeam air-to-air task 
M - Mountain air-to-air task 
Mz - Marntain air-teair task, low capability adversary 
R - Return-to-cover tark 
a Maximum continuous capability at SO knots. 
T h i s  level of thrustlweight represents h e  average value of several compwnd helicopters surveyed. 
maintain less than 0.2 g lateral acceleration, two ball maneuvering speed, 80 knots, while the target was 
widths, while tracking. Pilots were encouraged to initialized at 140 knots. The initial target heading was 
maintain airspeed above forty-five knots. Each run was randomly set to either the left or right before each run. A 
limited to 25 seconds. typical run of the mountain task is shown in Figure 11. 
The initial conditions for the abeam air-to-air 
task are shown in Figure 8. The target was positioned 
2000 feet in front of, and 100 feet below the ownship with 
a heading 135 degrees away to the left or right. The 
ownship was initialized at its maximum maneuvering 
speed, 80 knots, while the target was initialized at 120 
knots. Line-of-sight existed for both aircraft over hilly 
terrain. The initial target heading was randomly set to 
either the left or right before each run to inuoduce some 
variability to the task. A typical run of the abeam task is 
shown in Figure 9. 
The initial conditions for the mountain air-to-air 
task are shown in Figure 10. This task began with a 
mountain preventing line of sight between the two 
aircraft. The ownship was initialized at its maximum 
Task performance standards were based on the 
longest continuous tracking period measured during the 
run. Tracking time accumulated whenever the 
AUTOMAN cg was within 30 feet of a vector defined by 
the ownship pipper, azimuth and elevation < tan- 
'(30/range), and the ownship lateral acceleration was less 
than 0.2 g. Performance for the longest tracking period 
was categorized as unsatisfactory ( < 2.0 seconds), 
adequate ( >= 2.0, < 4.0 seconds), or desired ( >= 4.0 
seconds). These levels ensured a baseline level of 
aggression among the pilots. Task performance was 
indicated to the pilot via audio tones in the headser i.e., a 
low, continuous tone meant that he was within the 
tracking constraints, a high continuous tone meant that he 
had met the constraints for 2.0 seconds, and a high, 
intermittent tone meant that he had met the constraints for 
Figure 8. Abeam air-to-air task initial conditions. 
120 knots 
50 ft agl 
150 ft. agl 
Figure 9. Typical run of the abeam air-to-air task 
- 
4.0 seconds. Pilots were encouraged not to assign CHR's 
based solely on their performance relative to these 
standards, but to assess the overall handling qualities of 
the vehicle. 
To prevent the pilots from employing the stand- 
off techniques characteristic of missile engagements, the 
uacking cone was configured to only allow tracking 
within a thirty foot radius circle at the target range. This 
made distant engagements more difficult than close ones, 
resuIting in more dynamic close-in maneuvering. 
The run length was limited to twenty-five 
seconds because that was the point at which the 
engagements typically degraded into a "furball." Under 
those conditions, the generation of useful handling 
qualities data was difficult. 
During the experiment, similar tactics for the air- 
to-air task emerged for all of the pilots. Task initial . 
conditions created the opportunity for the ownship pilot to ' 
immediately begin tracking by using an aggressive lateral 
input. As the engagement progressed, tracking ' 
opportunities became clustered at ranges of less than 1000 1 
i feet. Given the dimensions and orientation of the tracking 1 
cone, a close-in, tail chase position provided the greatest 
performance potential, making it the tactical objective. A i tail chase position also offered an advantage in x 
maintaining situational awareness. Pilots found that it E 
was essential to keep the target in sight, to maintain 
airspeed, and to establish a slight altitude advantage if - 
they expected to perform well and to remain oriented. 
During the experiment, the AUTOMAN usually i 
tried to overcome the initial tactical disadvantage by 
performing a maximum performance turn towards the i 
ownship culminating in a head-on engagement Once the I 
AUTOMAN had closed in on the ownship, it would 
continue to perform turns and roll reversaIs in an attempt i 
to achieve a gun solution. Occasionally. the AUTOMAN I 
140 knots 
150R t 
! 
i- 
80 knots 
loon 
Figure 10. Mountain air-to-air task initial conditions 
-+ 
Adversary 
140 knots 
150 ft agl 
$ 
Ownship 
80 knots 
100 ft. agl 
Figure 11.  Typical run of the mountain air-to-air task 
would turn away from the ownship in what appeared to be 
an attempt to disengage. Engagements usually concluded 
with the ownship having either improved or lost the 
advantage enjoyed at the outset. On rare occasions, the 
AUTOMAN had enough time to reverse its tactical 
disadvantage and place the ownship on the defensive. 
Return-to-cover task - Figure 12 shows the 
return-to-cover task. The objective of the task was to 
return to the cover of the treeline as quickly as possible. 
The task was initialized with the ownship flying 80 kt at 
100 ft above ground level (AGL). After the ownship 
passed over the treeline and the tank, the pilot was 
signaled to initiate a maneuver and return to the cover of 
the treeline as soon as possible. 
Pilots 
One U.S. ArmyIAmes test pilot, two 
NASNAmes test pilots and one U.S. ArmyfAQTD test 
pilot participated in the experiment. All four pilots have 
had extensive handling qualities evaluation experience in 
Figure 12. Return-to-cover task initial conditions. 
a wide range of fixed and rotary wing aircraft. 
Data Collection 
Four types of data were collected during this 
experiment. Real time variables of interest such as 
position. attitude, and rates were digitally recorded. 
Performance measures such as time-on-target were 
recorded and printed out at the end of each run. 
Qualitative pilot opinion was gathered for each 
configuration in the form of commentary and a Cooper- 
Harper rating (CHR) (Ref. 3 1). 
To minimize the effects of training, each pilot 
was given several hours to practice the tasks. During this 
time, task performance was communicated to the pilot at 
the end of each run. Data were not collected until both 
the pilot and the investigator were convinced that the pilot 
had achieved the necessary skill level. 
Collection of data proceeded as follows. The 
helicopter was initialized in the test configuration and 
task. The pilot was not informed of which configuration 
he was flying. The pilot was allowed to practice the task 
until he was satisfied that his performance would not 
improve substantially with additional practice. At that 
point, the data collection equipment was turned on and the 
pilot proceeded to perform the task. After a minimum of 
three representative runs were completed, the pilot gave 
commentary and assigned a CHR. 
RESULTS 
This section contains the qualitative and 
quantitative data gathered during the experiment. The 
results from variations in load factor capability and 
auxiliary thrust level are presented in the form of task 
performance, CHRs, and pilot commentary. The data 
shown are a summary of the data gathered for all four 
pilots who participated unless otherwise noted. 
The level of confidence in the data was 
measured. The range within which the true mean will 
occur with a ninety percent probability has been 
calculated using the t-test (Ref. 32). This confidence 
interval is indicated using error bars on the task 
performance plots and CHR summary plots. More simply 
stated, the true mean of the entire pilot population has a 
ninety percent chance of occurring within the error bars 
shown. This type of deviation calculation is useful in that 
it reflects both the spread and quantity of data collected. 
Load Factor 
Figure 13 shows a summary of the CHR data 
plotted versus load factor capability for the air-to-air task 
versus the 3.5 g adversary. Figure 14 shows a summary 
of the task performance data plotted versus load factor 
capability. The error bars indicate the ninety percent 
confidence interval for the data. The CHR data have been 
averaged together for the two air-to-air tasks because of 
the great similarity in tactics, control strategy, and 
workload. The perfrorrnance data have been separated 
because the different initial conditions for the two tasks 
led to slightly different time-on-target results. The 
performance data for the abeam task do not include the 
first ten seconds of each run because the pilots found the 
uacking task to be relatively easy during this portion of 
the task and did not feel it was relevant to their evaluation 
of the configuration. 
The CHR summary data indicate that a minimum 
load factor capability of 2 g is required for Level 2 
handling qualities Z d a  load factor capability of 3.5 g is 
required for Level 1 handling qualities. The performance 
data support the CHR data. There is a general 
improvement in performance out to 3.5 g and then a 
tapering off. 
The pilot commentary strongly indicates that the 
Level 3 configurations lacked adequate maneuvering 
capability. For a 1.5 g configuration, pilot A states, 
Unsatlrfactory 
2t Satisfactory I I I I 1 
1 2 3 4 5 
Max load factor capability (g) 
Figure 13. Cooper-Harper pilot ratings versus load 
factor capability. 
"I think there was an inability to meet adequate 
performance standards. It was almost an inability to 
remain in flight. The primary reason was that you just 
didn't have anything to maneuver with. There was just no 
performance to gain ow of the helicopter." 
For a 1.75 g configuration, pilot A states, 
"You just can't turn. You find yourself sinking down to 
the ground into rhe trees or into the hillside. It seemed 
like when you did get on the target you could stabilize 
pretty well, but it didn't stay on the target very long and it 
was dflcult to track the target with the pipper. ... I would 
give rhis major deficiencies in that you can't achieve 
adequate performance, and there may even be a question 
of considerable pilot compensation to retain control." 
Pilot comments for the Level 2 configurations 
indicate some improvement in the overall handling 
qualities but still not enough maneuverability to perform 
the task satisfactorily. Pilot C states that with the 2.0 g 
configuration, 
"I think that it is shown that given this set of tactics and 
rhis level of capability on the aggressors part, that you 
can, in fact, get some reasonable [racking time on the guy 
But you can't expect to have immediate grarification. /f 
you have to keep flying the aircraft and keep working it 
- Continuous 
Max load factor capability (g) Max load factor capability (g) 
Figure 14. Task performance versus loadfactor capability. (a) mountain task; (b) abeam task. 
into a position, you can not just pull the aircraft into "I found the oscillations to be something that is actually 
position and expect to be able to ride there. The load kind of interesting. I don't know why it is that I should be 
factor does not allow that. ... You really do have to look at walking the target as badly - but it happened over and 
the load factor and the airspeed, make sure that you have over again. I'm not sure i f  that is from trying too hard, or 
the power all the way in, and be very careful wilh the if there is some artifact of having a lot of power on the 
controls. You keep telling yourself, 'don't pull any rotor system. Something makes it a little bit more goosey 
harder,' and see what happens." than I would expect from past experience." 
The commentary for the Level 1 configurations 
indicate satisfaction with the maneuver capability. For a 
3.5 g configuration Pilot E states, 
"I would say that we definitely got desired performance 
for the most part. ... It was a pretty aggressive run, I 
didn't feel like I was limited in the aircraft in any way." 
It is interesting to note the degradation in CHRs 
which occurred when the load factor capability was 
increased to 5.0 g. The pilot commentary indicated that 
the pitch and roll axes became more "ratchety" and 
"oscillatory." Pilot A stated, 
"It seemed like it was a little bit more difficult to stabilize 
on the target wilh the high g load. It had a tendency to 
oscillate back and forth off the target and out of the cone. 
... I'd say that there is a slightly objectionable control 
oscillation and slightly objectionable number of control 
reversals." 
Pilot E stated, 
What the pilots were probably experiencing was 
a result of the way the pitch and roll damping derivatives 
were scheduled with load factor. Figure 15 shows a plot 
of pitch and roll damping versus load factor as was 
implemented in the math model for this experiment. It 
can be seen that at 5.0 g the damping derivatives were 
approximately -12.0 and -14.0 lfsec in pitch and roll 
respectively. At this level, the pitch and roll response of 
the math model may have excired CGI and motion system 
dynamics that could be characterized as objectionably 
abrupt or ratchety as was seen during the RATAC 
experiment (Ref. 29). 
Figure 16 shows a histogram of load factor usage 
for each of the eight different load factor configurations 
examined. The data shown are a summary of all runs 
flown of both air-to-air tasks by all of the pilots. It can be 
seen that for the configurations which had less than 3.0 g 
capability, the pilots were using all of the continuous load 
factor capability available and encountering the transient 
limit a significant amount of the time. For the 
configurations at or above 3.0 g capability the pilots were 
0  
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Figure 15. Variation of pitch and roll damping with load 
factor. 
not encountering the transient limit at all. For the 4.0 and 
5.0 g cases the pilots were rarely making use of the 
continuous capabilities of the configuration, if at all. 
These data support the previous commentary which 
indicated the pilots dissatisfaction with the maneuver 
capability of the Level 2 and Level 3 configurations. 
It is important to note that all of the data 
presented so far are from air-to-air engagements against 
an adversary which had a continuous load factor 
capability of 3.5 g (Fig. 6). It is reasonabIe to expect that 
an adversary with a different maneuvering capability 
would change the maneuverability required of the 
ownship to successfully engage him air-to-air combat. 
Figure 17 shows CHR and performance data that was 
gathered for the same air-to-air tasks but against a low- 
capability adversary (only 2.0 g continuous load factor 
capability). Only two pilots participated in this portion of 
the experiment and only the 1.5, 2.0, and 3.5 g 
configurations were evaluated. 
As one would expect, the 2.0 g adversary did not 
demand as much maneuvering capability from the 
ownship. The C m s  indicate that the pilots required a 
Ioad factor capability only comparable to that of the 
adversary in order to successfully engage him. The 
performance data supports the CHR results. Pilot B states 
that for the 2.0 g ownship configuration, 
"It was fairly easy to meet desired performance standards 
both in getting on to his tail and staying on his tail. ... You 
didn't have to perform the task too aggressively, because 
t k  target aircraft wasn't very aggressive. ... Minimal pilot 
compensation required for desired performance." 
Figure 18 shows a plot of the mean time that was 
required during the return-to-cover task versus the Ioad 
0 2 4 6  0 2 4 6  0 2 4 6  0 2 4 6  
Normal load factor (g) 
Figure 16. b a d  factor histogram for the mountain [ask. (a) 1.5 g config.; (6) 1.75 g config.; (c) 2.0 g config.; (d) 2 5 g 
config.; (e)  3.0 g confg.; (n 3.5 g config.; fg)  4.0 g config.; fh) 5.0 g config. 
1 2 3 4 5 
Max load factor capability (g) 
Figure 17. Results from abeam air-to-air engagements against low capability (2.0 g) adversary. (a) Cooper-Harper pilot 
ratings; (b)  task performance. 
factor configuration. The error bars indicate the ninety trend neatly parallels that of the optimum time to turn 180 
percent confidence interval. The dashed line on the plot degrees with only a small time offset associated with 
shows the ideal time to turn 180 degrees in a steady turn rolling in to and out of the maneuver. This information 
versus load factor. No CHR data or pilot comments were might be useful to the designer or specification writer who 
gathered for this task has some estimate of the acceptable length of time an 
aircraft could be safely exposed. 
The trend of decreased time to regain cover with 
increased load factor capability is clearly shown. The Auxiliary Thrust 
This section contains a discussion of the results 
from the auxiliary thruster. 
\ 
\ Initially, the eight different auxiliary thruster 
inceptor/control response types were examined to 
determine the best candidate for the remainder of the 
experiment. The mean CHRs from the abeam air-to-air 
task for each of the eight different combinations are 
\ 
\ 
shown in Table 6. The pilots expressed a preference for 
. 
Ideal tlms 70. . 
turn 180 deg. .-- - 
-- 
-. 
I I I 1 1 I 
0 1 2 3 4 5 
Max load factor capablllty (g) 
Table 6. Mean CHRs for auxiliary thrust inceptors. 
Figure 18. Time to return to cover versus rnm~rnum load Maximum Nz capability = 3.0. auxiliary Ih~sIfweight = 0.33 
factor capability. 
the cyclic joystick with the ubody-rate command system. 
It is interesting to note though that one pilot favored the 
collective beep switch because of its location on the left 
side. He said he felt that the auxiliary thruster was a 
"power-type" control and should therefore be grouped 
with the collective. The cyclic joystick with the uwy-rate 
command system was used to generate the rest of the data 
presented in this section. 
Figure 19 shows the CHRs and task performance 
results for the air-to-air tasks with and without the 
auxiliary thruster. Figure 19a shows the mean CHRs from 
both the air-to-air task and the abeam task. Figure 19b 
shows the task performance results for the mountain task 
only. The data shown for the auxiliary thruster were for a 
thruster which had a maximum thrust/weight capability of 
0.33. The results shown for no auxiliary thruster are the 
same as those shown in Figures 13 and 14a. 
The results indicate a significant improvement in 
both handling qualities and task performance when the 
auxiliary thruster was added. In general, there was 1.0 to 
1.5 CHR improvement with the auxiliary thruster. The 
CHRs also indicate that the pilots were satisfied with an 
approximately 3.0 g configuration with the auxiliary 
thruster as compared to a 3.5 to 4.0 g configuration 
without the auxiliary thruster. 
The pilot commentary indicates that the 
improved speed control that the auxiliary thruster afforded 
was a major factor in the improved CHRs. Pilot B stated, 
"You could use [the auxiliary thruster] quite easily to 
slow yourself down, increase your turn rate or to speed 
yourself up to get into a better position without having to 
sort of lower the collective and bring the nose up so that 
your tracking has gone to worms." 
Pilot A commented, 
"Dun'ng the initial part of this run, it looks like since the 
target k so far away from you that you can go ahead and 
use positive x-force to increase your speed quickly to get 
it up to a desired velocity for rate of closure. Once the 
adversary started turning, you could increase your rate of 
turn in an attempt to track him by using the negative X- 
force." 
Figure 20 shows a summary of the mean CHRs 
given for all of the auxiliary thrust configurations. The 
data shown represent the average of both air-to-air tasks. 
The data have been shaded to indicate the CHR Level: 
Level 3 ratings are black, Level 2 rating are gray, and 
Level 1 ratings are unshaded. 
The data indicate that some load factor capability 
can be traded for auxiliary thrust capability without 
significantly degrading handling qualities. It can be seen 
that a 3.0 g configuration with an auxiliary thrust/weight 
/NO auxiliary t h r u s h  
Max load factor capability (a) 
Figure 19. Air-to-air task results with and without auriliary thrust. (a) mean CHRs for both tasks; (b) task petformance for 
the mountain air-to-air task. 
thrustlweight levels as low as 0.2 are seen to possess 
significant handling qualities advantages over those 
without 
The data in Figure 20 indicate that the 
configurations with auxiliary thrust/weight levels of 0.6 
and 1.0 did not have significant handling qualities 
advantages over those with 0.33 thrusweight levels. 
This can be seen even more clearly in Figure 21 which 
shows a histogram of auxiliary thrust usage. The data in 
Figures 21a, b, and c show the pilots using ail of the 
auxiliary thrust available as compared to Figures 21d and 
e where they do not. 
Figure 22 shows a plot of the mean times that 
were required during the return-to-cover task versus the 
auxiliary thrusvweight configuration. The error bars 
indicate the ninety percent confidence interval. No CHR 
data or pilot comments were gathered for this task. 
Figure 20. Mean CHRs versus load factor capability The data in Figure 22 can be compared to the 
versus auxiliary thrust capability. data shown in Figure 18. The effect on time-to-turn of 
auxiliary thrust is not nearly as significant as the effect of 
of 0.33 achieved better CHRs than a 4.0 g configuration load factor. 
without auxiliary thrust. Configurations with auxiliary 
-1.0 -0.5 0 0.5 1.0 
Auxlllay thrust/wdght (nd) 
Figure 21. Auxiliary thrust histogram. (a) 0.1 thrustlweight config.; (b) 0.2 thrustlweighr config.; (c)  0.33 thrustlweight 
config.: (d) 0.6 thrustlweight config.; (e) 1.0 thrustlweight conjig. 
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
Auxiliary thrustlwelght ratlo 
Figure 22. Time to return to cover versus auxilia~y thrust 
capability (3.0 g maximum loadfactor capability). 
CONCLUDING REMARKS 
The U.S. Army Aeroflightdynamics Directorate 
performed a piloted simulation study on the NASA Ames 
Research Center's Vertical Motion Simulator to develop 
insight into the maneuverability requirements for 
aggressive helicopter maneuvering tasks such as air-to-air 
combat. Both a conventional helicopter and a helicopter 
with auxiliary thrust were examined. The aircraft 
parameters of interest were the normal and longitudinal 
load factor envelopes. Of particular interest were the 
effects of these load factor envelopes on mission 
performance and handling qualities. Two air-to-air 
acquisition and tracking tasks and a return-to-cover task 
were performed to assess these effects. 
In general, CHRs, task performance, and pilot 
commentary indicated that without auxiliary thrust, the 
ownship normal load factor capability needed only to 
match that of the adversary in order to provide 
satisfactory handling qualities. This meant that against a 
3.5 g adversary, the ownship needed 3.5 g normal load 
factor capability for Level 1 handling qualities and against 
a 2.0 g adversary, the ownship needed 2.0 g normal load 
factor capability. 
At high levels of normal load factor capability 
(5.0 g) the CHR data and pilot commentary indicated 
some problem with pitch axis oscillations in tracking. 
This was probably due to the higher levels of pitch and 
roll damping generated by the math model at higher load 
factors. 
The data gathered for the return-tocover task 
show a clear improvement in task performance with 
increased load factor capability. 
Of the auxiliary thruster/conuol systems 
examined, a uwy-rate command/uMr-hold system with a 
cyclic joystick inceptor was found to provide the best 
handling qualities. This system was successfully 
demonstrated to provide significant handling qualities 
advantages over configurations without auxiliary thrust 
Auxiliary thrust levels as low as 0.2 
thrust/weight were shown to have significant handling 
qualities and mission performance advantages over those 
configurations without auxiliary thrust. Some normal 
load factor capability could be traded for auxiliary thrust 
capability without sacrificing satisfactory handling 
qualities. Increasing auxiliary thrust levels to 0.6 
thrust/weight and higher did not yield further 
improvement 
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ABSTRACT 
Eurocopter Deutschland (ECD) started 
simulation trials to investigate the particular problems 
d Side Arm Controllers (SAO applied to helicopters. 
Two simulation trials have been pexfomed. In 
the first trial the hading charactahtics of a "passive" 
SAC and the basic quiremeats for the appbtion of 
an "active" SAC were evaluated in pilot-in-the-loop 
simulations, performing the tasks in a realistic scenario 
representing typical phases of a transpat mission. The 
second simulation trial investigated the gemral control 
characteristics of the "active" in comparison to the 
"passive" control principle. 
A desaiption d the SACS developed by ECD 
and the principle of the "passive" and "active" control 
concept is given. as well as specific ratings f a  the 
investigated dynamic and ergonomic parameters 
af]Fedng SAC characteristics. The experimental 
arrangements. as well as the trials procedm d both 
simulation phases, are desaibed and the results 
achieved are discussed emphasizing the advantages d 
the "auive" as opposed to the "passive" SAC concept. 
This also includes the presentation of sane critical 
aspects still to be improved and proposals to solve 
them. 
Presented at Piloting Vertical Flight Aircraft: 
A Conference on Flying Qualities and Human 
Factors. San Francisco, California. 1993 
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INTRODUCTION 
With the increase of requirements in both civil 
and military operations, conventional control 
technologies using mechanical linkages and automatic 
flight amfro1 systems with limited authority cannot 
~ l i eve  the pilot £ram higher mentaI and manual control 
activity. To alleviate pilot workload. today's high 
perfamence 6xed wing a h a f t  as well as some 
tnmsport aircraft use Active Control Technology 
(ACT) employing Fly-By-Wm. Fly-By-Light and full 
authority AFCS. 
These technologies also enable the 
employment of advanced primary controllers which 
present the aircraft designer with a great deal of 
M o m  to produce an ergonomically more attractive 
cockpit. D i f f m  types and configurations of Side Ann 
Controller (SAC) have been investigated in several 
programs 11. 2. 71. W~th the SAC employed in 
production aimaft new problems have been 
enamatered as in particular Pilot Induced Oscillations 
(PIO), roll rat& biodynamic interactions, cammd 
priority within tbe codcpit. etc. 
Within the definition phase of a fume FBW 
medium transport helicopter, Eurocopter Deutschland 
(ECD) perfamed a number of experiments to 
investigate the partidm problems of SAC applied to 
helicopters. To this en& a z-axis "active" cyctic and 1- 
axis "active" w k t i v e  SAC had to be developed. 
Active inceptms (ICs) were choosen for the study 
because they gave the pa tes t  flexibility of 
investigating different f o m  gradients. But more 
impatant, was the aspect to asses the application of 
"active" SAG. Another main interest lay in the &sign 
of SAC devices. which should be able to be integrated 
into existing helicopters to perfom Mght-simulation 
tests. As this aim excluded the design a€ an electre 
hydraulic position servo system, tbe pasiticm servo 
s y s m  was reabed by direct current linear motors. 
Since the application of "active" SAC is an 
advanced concept. extensive simulator evaluations are 
necessary to optimise their ergonomics and dynamic 
chmaxistics together with the Flight Control 
Systems. To reach this g o 4  the simulation trials have 
been divided into thcee phases.& fh t  phase consisted 
of pilot-in-the loop ground simulation trials where the 
SACs have been used as "passive" devices to 
concentrate on esgonomic aspects when assessing the 
handliBg characteristics of the SACs in a lealistic 
scenario. The seed phase represents off-line- 
simulations to investigate tbe general characteristics of 
"active" in comparison to "passive" conmllers and to 
evaluate the dynamic characteristics of the "active" 
SACs with respect to the recummendations made in the 
first phase. In the third phase the "tlctive" SAG will be 
tested in flight hials with a wide range of flight tasks 
h transport mission elements up to aggressive 
MTES. 
The l e ~ ( ~ t  gives an overv;ew of the 
expebental arrangements. tbe trials promhms and 
the d t s  of the simulation trials &Phase I and IL 
PASSrVE AND ACTWE INCEPTORS 
Zn tbe last 15 years several investigations at a 
number of research institutes have been undertaken 
dealing with the design of "active" controllers [3,4.5. 
61. Since the definition of "active" controllers 
sometimes vary between the different publications. it 
seems appropriate to s m s  the distinction between the 
"passive" and the "active" control principle (Fig. 1.2). 
Flg. 1: Control Loop with "pnslw" Sld8 Ann Controlkr 
In the "passive" SAC the pilot feels spring 
fasces acurrding to the applied stick deflection which is 
the control input to the Flight Control Computer (FCC). 
These f m  are lealised either by a spring and damper 
package or by a servo cantrolled position system. In the 
first case the pilot's c€mtroiler farces axe usually fixed 
but a servo controlled position system can be used to 
vary the &- stiiTnss. damping. breakout forces, 
zero position easily to a pxede!ined force deflection 
cunttol Iaw. In the second case the pilot "feels" a 
simulated control force via the-sensor package and the 
position via the servo mechanism. A drawback of this 
"passive" cantrol concept. as opposed to conventional 
controh.is thatthepEtiooses the contactwith the 
control surfaces d the aircraft. This means that the piiot 
looses tactile information and Can Z y S  peripheral 
cues (visual and vestibular) to inform him about his 
tlct11a.l flight s t a ~  and tbe available cclnaol power. 
Disashrus even& could be the consequence if the pilot 
h a d v m y  tries to exceed the flight envelope. 
In cuntrast to the "active" control concept. the 
pl i ed  stick face is the control input to the FCC and 
the respondiag conmi response (attitude a rate) of the 
aircraft is fed back as the command input to the position 
servo system. In this approach, the pilot receives tactile 
infomation of the actual Bight state of his aircraft on 
his SAC and with this he r6tain.s indications of his 
actual &#t states as well as his control limitations. 
The servo controlled SAC ("passive" and 
"active") of both pilot and copilot gives each crew 
member a tactical and optical feedback of d~ command 
input of the other one. In cmtrast to the "passive" 
concept. with the "active" ccmcept there is no more 
need to nominate a pilot command priority since the 
commanded grip forces of the two controllers can be 
summed to obtain one control s~gnal. Fully transpmt 
transfer d c-d control can be made between the 
crew and the stick positions s*alkd. This 
impatant aspect could be dernmstrated in phase L 
INCEPTOR PRINCIPLE AND CEARAClT3STICS 
As the repcrrt aims to stress the general 
. . 
of an "aaive" SAC. only the cyclic 
controller will be cansidered 
A schematic of the realised cyclic SAC b 
psented in Fig. 3. It consists d two axis providing a 
defiection of-18 deg, +12deg in the pitch artis and 4- 
14 deg in the roll axis. The SAC has a face  sensoP at 
the pilot's hand grip togetber with a servo-aauator used 
to positicm the stick and provide artificial force feel. 
Since the actuatioa of the SAC is of swmdary 
irnpmance. it does not have to be included in the Bight 
safety critical path and need hence only be simplex. On 
the other hand, the force sensing is the primary 
command input to the FCC and must be quadrupkx 
redundant. In the event af a failure. both pilot and 
copilot can fly the helicopter without requiring a 
priority switch. The question of inceptor failure 
characteristics was one of the objectives d the 
simulation trials phase I. 
PilCh Apl RoUAw 
Rg. 3: Schernatlc of the cyclic Side A n  Controller 
The integration cd the inceptors in the flight 
control system with the FCC is shown in the functional 
block diagram (Fig. 4). The pilot's grip force is 
measured by an LVDT which is demodulated and sent 
to the FCC within which scaling. signal conditioning 
and filtering occws. Parallel to the grip force. the 
pimiry "handssaw flight state. the pilot is provided 
with a "beep" trim button on the top of the grip. The 
"beep" rate is also dependent on the pilots grip force so 
that if the pilot simultaneously puts a force on the grip 
and "beeps", the stick will move at a faster speed. An 
lTR switch is provided to synchronise and zero stick 
forces if desired. The iinai output signal of the inceptor 
position block is used to actuate the stick servo and 
provide the force feel. 
Since the motion of the stick is designed to 
give the pilot tactile feedback of the helicopter 
response. the actuation bandwidth specification is 
&pendent on the closed loop bandwidth of the 
helicoptez and flight control system. Analyses of the 
closed loop bandwidth for the defined helicopter 
indicated a bandwidth requimrmt for the actuator of at 
bast 1 Hz f a  both longitudinal and lateral since the 
cliffexexes in the cmner frequency for the axes was 
mar& 
SIMULATION TRIALS PHASE I 
For pilot-in-the loop simulation aids both 
ECD and the Military Aircraft Divisions of DASA 
share a wmmcm simulation facility located in the 
Military h a f t  Division. The main features of the 
simulation facility at the time of the simulation trials 
Phase I shows Fig. 5. Fig.6: 
Denelcar HEP (Hererogenous Element 
prooessor) Simulation Computer with parallel 
processor lachitecture (A). (The HEP 
simulation colnputer has meanwhile been 
replaced by a more powerful HARIUS 
Nighthawk computer. together with a new 
interface computer) 
GE Compu-Scene N computer image 
g-or (B) 
fixed base with provisions for buffeting and g- 
seat 
6 channel dome projectionsystem (0 
Interface camputer between cockpit and 
sixnulatian computer (D) 
Hydraulic buffeting platfcxm with 
Oulpll to 
Control System 
I ........... 1.q.. 
Fig. 4: Passive Inceptor Slrnulation Set-up 
Fig. 5: ECD Helicopter Slrnulation Facility 
A 
Fig. 6: Compu-Scene IV Dome Pmiectlon System 
exchangeable cockpits 
large field of view (+I-70 deg horizontal, +70/- 
30 deg vertical) 
ERGONOMIC ASPECTS 
The right hand inceptor was installed 
horizontally with a slight (15.) tilt inward which was 
f w d  to be a more ergonomic position than a purely 
vertical grip (Fig. 7. 8). Provision was made to adjust 
the position of the inceptor relative to the seat. The left 
hand inceptor was installed sloping downward with 
adjustment provision in the vertical and horizontal 
directions (Fig. 9). An overview uf the choosen 
inceptor/seat geomeay is given in Fig. 10. 
.A total number of 15 pilots. plus several other 
persons. were requested for evaluation of the flight 
controls and seat ergonomics. As published in [GI 
measurements as per Fig. 11 were made, which covered 
a sigdcant  range of pemti les .  The flight experience 
of the pilots ranged from several hundred hours 1 private 
pilot) to nearly 10000 hours (test pilot) with different 
combinations of IFR and VFR time (civil/military) and 
varying levels of simulator experience and aptitude. 
Kg. 7: Cockpit View of the Cyclic Controller (side view) Fig. 8: Cockpit View of the Cyclic Controller (front view) 
Fig. 9: Cockpit View of the Cyclic and Collective Controller Fig. 10: InceptorISeat Geometry, dimensions in [mm] 
Rg. 11 : AGARD-AG-PO5 Standard Definitions 
FLIGHT ME-CS MODEL 
The helicopter fIight characteristics are 
simulated by a non-linear simukion program 
calculating ail external forces and moments of the 
individual components (e-g. main rotor. tail rotor, 
fuselage, empenage) based on non-linear aerodynamic 
d c i e n t s  fnnn windtunnel data. The sum of these 
f m  and moments including external iduences like 
wind and g r a d  effects yield tbe hekopter motion 
which is presented to the pilot on cockpit instruments 
and in the cor~purii5 generated image. 
FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM CONCEPT 
Analysis of the d&ed helicopter dynamic 
charactesistics showed a classic poorfy damped 
phygoid mode and a better damped roll mode as well as 
a poorly damped "Dutch RoU" mode. For the 
simdatioli trials. a simple stabilisation system was 
realised with a quasi attitude hold 
SIMULATION TASKS 
To get as many results as possible concerniag 
the influence af ergonomics and appropriate SAC 
characteristics under most realistic ccmditions. it was 
decided to perform the tasks in a realistic scenario 
r e p m t i n g  typical phases of a tactical transport 
missim~ The task elements were arranged so that they 
cover the full range of control input types between 
smal4slow @;Rcruise) and largeifast W - N O E ) .  
The pilots were xcquested to asses their pedonnance 
and workload for each task element with special 
emphasis on the SAC characteristics. 
The basis for assessment was the Cooper 
Harper Rating (CHR) scale. Though not easy to 
differentiate. the pilots were requested to give s p e d c  
ratings for the parameters like force levels, and 
gradients in al l  axes. controk travel and sensitivity, trim 
speeds. aim release function as well as the position of 
seat and confrois. 
PASSIVE SAC CONFIGURATION VARIrUlON 
Experiments were performed prior to the trials. 
to initially determine the range of force displacement 
characteristics. These showed that at least 3 gradients 
were requid. an initial steep gradient to provide a 
smooth breakout characteristic followed by a shallow 
gradient and M y  a steeper gradient (Fig. 12, 13). 
Fig. 12: Longitudinal Cyclic lnceptor Force /Deflection Charact. 
Fig. 13: Lateral Cyclic Inceptor Force /Deflection Charact. 
Various combinations were prepared for the 
simulation trials consisting af: 
(a) Basic data set Cyclic large displacement 
controller with force gradients 
(b) Increased cyclic force gradients 
(c) Reduced cyclic force gradients 
(d) No cyclic gradients 
(e) Controller actuation failure 
(0 5% reduction in inceptor motion 
RESULTS 
Selected Seat And Control Positiod 
To satisfy all test subjects which covered a 
wide range of percenules a seat range of 8 cm in height 
variation and 18 cm in forlaft position were required. 
All pilots. however were able to accept the nominal 
SAC positions without adjustment. 
SAC Ergonomics 
The shape. positicn and inclinatian of the SAC 
in cambination with the axmrests were commented very 
favourably. The stick travels were found adequate. 
b was. however. a preference by some pilots f a  
reduced forward conwller travel. F i t l y  to prevent the 
pilot from having to stretch his arm to an uncomfortable 
position and secondly to m h h k  the "sliding action" 
required between the forearm and seat armrest. 
There was a good ten- for lower f m  
deflection gradients and in particular for asymmetric 
leftlright gradients to compensate for asymmetric arm 
muscular characteristics. 
SAC functions 
The dynamic SAC characteristics were 
commented by al l  pilots as being acceptable in the 
lateral axis but as too L'heavy" in longitudinal. The 
pilots needed too much effort for fast umtrol inputs as 
in NOE manoemvres. During high gain manoeuvres. the 
pilot had tb be careful not to L'block" the SAC by rigidly 
hold the grip as this tended to lead to small oscillations. 
This limitations could be removed later by increasing 
bandwidth and decreasing the simulator cmputer 
delays. 
Spot checks amtimed that in the event a€ a 
blockage of the SAC aauators flight could be 
continued. including a safe landing, using beep trim 
which umtinues to operate but without stick position 
changes and pun2 force controL 
RESULTING IMPROVEMEPiTS FOR PIIASE I1 
Based on the pilot's assessments the following 
improvements were introduced. 
increase of bandwidth to 4 Hz at 25% control 
amplitudes 
lower force gradients to the right 
SIMULATION TRIALS PHASE I1 
As the results from the simulation phase I 
showed mainly the control handling under ergonomic 
aspects. the prime objective in this phase was to 
investigate the improvements achievable when 
employing the "active" control characteristics to the 
SAC. 
The simuiatim phase II was divided into 2 
steps: 
In the k t  step. only engineer-in-the loop 
simulations were performed. since evaluation of the 
general characteristics of the "passive"r'active" control 
characmktics at this stage did not need any pilot 
involvement. 
In the second step. still to be performed. the 
dynamic characteristics of the cyclic controller will be 
aptimised and fixed through pilot-in-the loop 
simulations in preparation for the later fiight trials 
SMULHON TEST CONFIG'URAlTONS 
S k  the first step had not been the objective 
to evaluate an optimal dynamic characteristic for the 
"active" SAC. a test facility with a simplified control 
task was set up to investigate the cmtrol handling of the 
two control concepts in parallel. 
The tests were performed in a realistic cockpit 
mock-up in which the ergonomic aspects like ingress/ 
egress, armrestlseat/SAC configuration could be taken 
into account. 
BEUCOPIER MODEL AND SAC DYNAMICS 
System dynamics represented a stabilised. 
&coupled helicopter with pitch and roll dynamics and 
a selectable RCAFI or ACAH response type. This was 
realised by a simple lag lilter ( A 0  or a lag plus 
additional integral filter (RCAH). For the first approach 
the time constants for the control modes were. up to for 
AC: T, = 2s. T+= Is. and for RC: Tq = Is. Tp = 05s. 
which covers a wide range d light to medium weight 
class helicopters. 
The values for the force deflection 
characteristics for the investigation of the "passive" 
charactexistics were taken as they were recommended 
frcrm phase I. 
To evaluate the control handling. a target 
tracking task in one control axis f a .  both pitch and roll. 
was established consisting of a randomly moving taroOet 
t i d e ,  which the operator was required to maintain 
within the cem of a computer generated image of a 
simplified ADL The simplified AD1 gave the subject 
additional information about its actual flight attitude 
during the task The simulation test arrangement is 
shown in Fig. 14. subject was given unlimited time until he felt familiar 
A number of 5 test person. all engineers, 4 of with the task, as well as one test Two runs we= 
them with flight experience cn different simulators. recorded where each nm lasted 60s. To determine the 
volunteered for the experiment. The trial consisted of a tracking pedormance of each subject the xms value for 
of 4 different -binhm for the tram task in he m'addng error he pitch axis e9= (e-target - 
each axis and per subject with two nms morded and 0-hei) was calculated (in the pitch axis as well as in 
analysed Before the test runs were recurded each the roll axis). 
Fig. 14: Simulation Tcs( Arrangement for Simulation Trials Phase I1 
TEST RESULTS 
The rms tracking error y for the different task in the pitch and roll axis occumd because of diEerent 
d g u r i o a s  are presented in Fig. 15. 16. The geometric definitions of the pitch and roll attitude far 
different values fu the rms value d the ancLing emrr the simplified ADL 
Fig. 15: RMS Tracking Error in the Pltch Axis Fig. 16: RMS Tracking Error in the Rolf Axis 
Passive Mode: 
As was expected. in the passive mode, the AC 
control strategy in both axes showed a lower trading 
error as opposed to the RC control strategy. According 
to the defined control task the pilot is farced to per fm 
precise m t r o l  inputs to minimize the deviation from 
the target positim. W1th the AC the pilot directly 
m o l s  the attitude so he is able to perform attitude 
chauges more W s e .  W~th a RC the pilot ccntrok the 
rate. This provides him a quicker helicopter response 
but aIso fo~ces him to integrate the rate to estimate 
when to counter control to stop the rate. In high 
aggression manoeuvres with a demand for large but not 
precise control inputs this control strategy gives him a 
quick aircraft response. However, in precision 
manoeuvres, like the target tracking task. this d t s  in 
higher umtrol activity to achieve a particular attitude 
and higher deviations fiam the track. 
Active Mode: 
F i  15. 16 show that the rms value for ee 
and e4 for both the RCAH and ACAH control strategy 
could be reduced with "active" feedback of the rate 
(RCAH) and attitude for ( A 0  respectively. 
In the "active" mode with the RC umtrol 
strategy, where the actual rate is fed back to the 
controller, the m t r o l  behaviour for cammanding a rate 
was totally diffmt. At the mament the pilot applies a 
face  to the hand grip he txmmnds a pamcular rate 
which mwes the stick in the direction of the applied 
force. This means that to hold a cmstant grip f m  the 
pilot has to push the stick farwards with the same speed 
as the stick is mtrolled by the sew0 motor. Otherwise 
the force decreases which cansequences in a lower 
commanded rate. If the grip f o m  is allowed to IT&III to 
zero the stick stops at a new displaced position and the 
helicopter at a new attitude. This characteristic can be 
interpreted as a form of Follow-Up Trim. At the 
beghing. the subjects criticised the umtrd behavim 
of the stick as being too sluggish since the rate feedback 
did not allow the pilot to perform high fresuent control 
inputs. But, after a short time when he became more 
familiar with this control characteristic he realised that 
he needed much less control activity to track the taxget 
and found it much more cumfortable in camparisan to 
the RC with "passive" characteristic. The improvement 
tracking error m e m m e n t s  f a  the "active" 
configuration confirmed this subjective comment. The 
advantages of the "active" characteristic were 
especially noted in the roll axis where the subjects were 
given a more d i f b l t  task with higher control effort as 
opposed to the pitch axis. 
The comparison of the rms value Q for the AC 
control strategy shows once again a further decrease of 
the tracking error when the "active" mode was 
employed. This can be attributed to the additional 
attitude infamation the pilot w i v e s  from the SAC 
where the position is proportional to the actual attitude 
of the aircraft and correlated to the visual attitude 
infomatian on his d c i a l  hoeizontal display. 
Together, the subject gains a  marka able lead in his 
control activities reducing both amplitude and 
frequency of the control inputs. Furthennore, it is 
noticeably that in both axes the majority of the subjects 
achieved nearly identical rms tracking error values for 
the AC with Lbe "active" feedback. Since all subjects 
had the same inductim phase it would appear that it 
was more easy to adapt to the "active" controller than 
the "passive". 
CONCLUSIONS 
The SAC concept tested received mostly very 
positive comments on the ergonomics. A 
cross-section of pilots were able to use the 
inceptor without necessitating adjustment 
relative to the seat. The pilot should be made as 
comfortable as possible; small points like 
including the grip inwards give a more natural 
sitting pusition. 
A 3-gradient force deflection cunte was found 
adequate for the inceptor in the "passive" 
mode; asymmetric faraddeflection gradients 
are desirable to compensate for the different 
bio-mechanical farce characteristics of the 
arm. 
The control ranges of the SAC tested were 
acceptable. represented the upper limit; where 
possible a smaller longitudinal range wodd be 
desirable to prevent inter-axis coupling in large 
manoeuvres. 
In both AC and RC canaol modes the "active" 
control concept could sigdicantly reduce the 
tracking error for all subjects. 
The "active" control concept provided the 
subjects tactile idonnation of their actual 
fight state helping them to coordinate with the 
visual attitude information. This was found to 
make the tracking task easier to learn and to 
increase subject performance. 
A servo bandwidth of 4Hz as tested was found 
to be adequate for both "passive" and "active" 
activation modes. 
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ABSTRACT 
We report on recent experience gained when 
a multivariable helicopter flight control law 
was tested on the Large Motion Simulator 
(LMS) at DRA Bedford. This was part of a 
study into the application of multivariable 
control theory to the design of full-authority 
flight control systems for high-performance 
helicopters. In this paper, we present some 
of the results that were obtained during the 
piloted simulation trial and from subsequent 
off-line simulation and analysis. The per- 
formance provided by the control law led to 
level 1 handling quality ratings for almost 
all of the mission task elements assessed, 
both during the real-time and off-line 
analysis. 
The continuing drive to extend the opera- 
tional capabilities of combat helicopters is 
demanding advanced flight control systems 
with handling qualities tailored appropri- 
ately for the mission task. By reducing pilot 
workload and allowing full use of the whole 
performance envelope, there is significant 
potential for improved mission effectiveness 
and survivability, particularly when re- 
quired to manoeuvre at low level in bad 
weather and/or at night. 
Leicester University has for the past three 
2 Flight Systems Department 
Defence Research Agency 
Bedford MK41 6AE U.K. 
years been working on a research contract 
funded by the Defence Research Agency 
(DRA) Bedford, the primary aim of which 
has been to investigate the role of advanced 
multivariable frequency domain control 
theory to the design of helicopter flight 
control laws. The rnultivariable frequency 
domain approach is seen as essential if sat- 
isfactory decoupled performance is to be 
maintained in the presence of uncertain high 
frequency dynamics and disturbances. Here 
we report on the piloted simulation and 
off-line assessment of a controller designed 
by the first two authors under the terms of 
that agreement. The main purpose of the 
agreement was to enable an in-depth com- 
puter simulation study, backed up by periods 
of piloted simulation, that would help to 
assess further the role that advanced control 
theory might play in improving the handling 
qualities of future military helicopters. Our 
latest work follows on from earlier collab- 
oration dating back to the mid 1980's be- 
tween DRA Bedford and the second author 
[1,2,3], perhaps the most notable 
achievement of which was the piloted heli- 
copter simulation of a multivariable control 
system designed using H-infinity optimal 
control theory [3]. 
The main achievement of the last three years 
work has been the significant improvements 
that have been obtained in relation to earlier 
results [3,4], particularly during the last methods have been proposed over the last 
twelve months, in terms of wide-envelope three decades which can to varying degrees 
decoupled performance, robust stability and accommodate robustness constraints. Here, a 
compliance with ADS-33C [S]. This paper method based on H-infinity optimization was 
focuses on some of these latest results. used 
Descrlptlon of the mathematical The starting point for our designs was a set 
model of five eighth-order linear differential 
The mathematical model of the Lynx used for 
this study was the DRA Bedford Rationalised 
Helicopter Model (RHM) [6] which was used 
for both analysis and piloted simulation. The 
RHM models the separate aerodynamic force 
and moment contributions of the main rotor, 
tail rotor, fuselage, fin and horizontal sta- 
bilizer with the main rotor model consisting 
of rigid constant chord blades hinged with 
stiffness in flap at the centre of rotation. A 
constant lift slope and uniform induced flow 
are assumed and unsteady aerodynamic ef- 
fects are ignored. A third order engine model 
defines torque and rotor speed degrees of 
freedom. Correlation with flight data is, in 
general, satisfactory and qualitative-pilot 
comment has been favourable. Research is 
continuing to further improve the modelling 
fidelity of the rotor dynamics. 
The same model was used for real-time pi- 
loted simulation and off-line handling qual- 
ities assessment. 
equations modelling the small-perturbation 
rigid body motion of the aircraft about five 
trimmed conditions of straight-and-level 
flight in the range 0 to 80 knots. The con- 
troller designs were first evaluated on the 
eighth-order models used in the design, then 
on twenty-one state linear models, and fi- 
nally using the full nonlinear model. The 
robust design methodology used in the con- 
troller design did turn out to provide ex- 
cell$nt robustness with respect to non- 
linearities and time delays simulated al- 
though not explicitly included in the linear 
design process. 
OBJECTIVES AND DESIGN METHOD 
The main design objectives were: 
Robust stabilization of the alrcraft with 
respect to changes in flight condition, and 
model uncertainty and non-linearity. 
High levels of decoupling between primary 
controlled variables. 
Robustness * Compliance with the ADS-33C Level 1 
The equations governing the motion of the 
helicopter are complex and impossible to 
formulate with absolute precision. 
Consequently any mathematical model used 
for control synthesis will inevitably be in- 
accurate to some degree. Robustness means in 
essence the insensitivity of a feedback sys- 
tem to model error, parameter variations 
and non-linearities. Robust control theory 
provides methods of designing controllers 
that are insensitive to the errors and ap- 
proximations present in the models that are 
available to the designer. Numerous design 
criteria. 
Deslgn method 
The method that was used to synthesize the 
control law was based on the H-infinity open 
loop methods that have been widely docu- 
mented recently (71. It is not intended to 
discuss the design techniques in detail here, 
but it is worth noting that the procedure 
adopted led to a two degree-of-freedom 
muitivariable controller that robustly 
stabilized the aircraft over a wide range of 
flight conditions, whilst simultaneously 
forcing the closed loop system to approxi- outputs listed above and the body-axis pitch 
mate the behaviour of a specified transfer and roll rate signals. The other inputs to the 
function model. It has also been found that the controller consisted of the 4 pilot inceptor 
ADS-33C bandwidth requirements impact inputs. 
directly on the cross-over frequency of the 
loop shape weighting functions used in the 
design process. The overall control law was 
actually comprised of five controllers, de- 
signed at a range of flight conditions between 
0 and 80 knots, each one having a Kalman 
filter-like structure. As the dynamics of the 
open-loop aircraft vary with speed, so too 
did the controllers obtained at each operating 
point. Therefore, these. controllers could be 
scheduled with forward speed if required, to 
give wide-envelope performance. 
Response type 
The basic aim of the design was to synthesize 
a full-authority controller that robustly 
stabilized the aircraft and provided a de- 
coupled Attitude-Command/Attitude Hold 
(ACAH) response type that closely approx- 
imated the behaviour of a simple trans- 
fer-function model. 
The outputs to be directly controlled were: 
Heave velocity 
Pitch attitude 
Roll attitude 
Heading rate 
With a full authority control law such as that 
proposed here, the eontroller has total 
control over the blade angles, and is inter- 
posed between the pilot and the actuation 
system. The pilot flies the aircraft by is- 
suing appropriate demands to the controller. 
These demands, together with the sensor 
feedback signals, are fed to the flight control 
computer which generates appropriate blade 
angle demands. Other than that we make no 
assumptions about the implementatlonal 
details. 
The controller was designed to operate on six 
feedback measurements: the four controlled 
The control law output consisted of four 
blade-angle demands: 
Main rotor collective 
Longitudinal cyclic 
Lateral cyclic 
Tail rotor collective 
These demands were passed directly to the 
actuator model. 
Controller scheduling 
The controller was designed to run in either 
of two modes: (i) fixed gain, (ii) interpo- 
lated. In fixed gain mode, the closest con- 
troller for the given flight condition would 
be switched in and provide control. This 
controller would remain operative until the 
mode was de-selected. If the interpolated 
mode was engaged, the controllers would be 
interpolated smoothly as a function of air- 
speed to compensate for variation in dynam- 
ics. To implement for real would require an 
accurate measurement (or estimate) of 
forward airspeed. 
Outer-loop modes 
To enhance the handling qualities provided by 
the basic ACAH response of the inner loop H- 
Infinity controller, three outer loop modes 
were also implemented: 
Turn coordination: this was provided by 
augmenting the heading rate demand as a 
function of bank angle at moderate/high 
speed. This enabled a coordinated turn to be 
effected as a single axis task 
Automatic trimming: this was achieved 
using a trim-map to offset the linear Inner 
loop controller with the appropriate trim 
attitude. 
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Figure 2 - Roll axis step response 
Hover acquisition/hold: this mode enabled 
the pilot to acquire and hold hover automat- 
ically. Longitudinal and lateral velocity state 
estimates were needed to achieve this. 
During the piloted trials, the first two modes 
were used continuously, but insufficient 
time was available to evaluate the hover 
acquisition utility. 
Step response analysis 
The response of the closed loop system 
(comprising controller and full nonlinear 
model) to step input demands on pitch and 
roll channels are shown in Figures 1 and 2. 
These show, respectively, an acceleration 
from hover and the commencement of a co- 
ordinated turn at 60 knots. In both cases 
there is seen to be minimal cross-coupling. 
HANDLING QUALITIES ANALYSES 
Reference [S] details the latest requirements 
specification for combat helicopters which is 
intended to ensure that mission effectiveness 
will not be compromised by deficient han- 
dling qualities. The requirements are stated 
in terms of three limiting "levels" of ac- 
ceptability of one or more given parameters. 
The levels indicate performance attributes 
that equate with pilot ratings on the 
Cooper-Harper scale. A MATLAB Handling 
Qualities Toolbox [a] was used as a sup- 
plement to existing computer aided control 
system design packages in order to integrate 
handling qualities assessment into the com- 
plete design and analysis cycle. The dynamics 
of the closed loop vehicle were assessed 
against the dynamic response requirements 
specified in sections 3.3 and 3.4 of 15) using 
the off-line slmulation model. A selection of 
the results are reproduced here. 
Short term response 
The bandwidth (obw) and phase delay ('rp) 
parameters were calculated using frequency 
sweep inputs on pitch, roll and yaw axes to 
determine the frequency responses of the 
closed loop system. The values obtained at 0 
and 50 knots are given below. 
Table I - Bandwidth and phase delay 
J h o v e r )  
Table I I  - Bandwidth and phase delay 
(50 knots) 
These values are plotted for pitch and yaw 
axes in Figures 3 and 4, with the level 1, 2, 
and 3 boundaries superimposed. The high 
roll-axis bandwidth parameters fell outside 
the plotting range. 
Pitch 
Roll 
Yaw 
Mid-term response 
To satisfy level 1 handling qualities criteria, 
a damping factor of at least 0.35 is required 
in pitch and roll axes. The following values 
were calculated by analysing the transient 
responses to pulse attitude demands in pitch 
and roll channels. 
o b w  
4.93 
6.53 
2.35 
' r ~  
0.1223 
0.1220 
0.0936 
Level 
1 
1 
2 
- 
BANDWIDTH radls  
Figure 3 - Pi tch  a x i s  short-term response 
Figure 4 - Yaw a x i s  short-term response 
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Table Ill - D a m p l y  Factor 
These values comfortably satisfy level one 
requirements. 
Moderate amplitude response 
Using step inputs of varying sizes, compli- 
ance with the moderate amplitude criteria 
was assessed. Again, level 1 requirements 
were easily satisfied on pitch and roll axes. 
Figure 5 displays this information for both 
channels. The figure shows the agility 
parameter (q,/A0 versus A0 and pmaxlA$ 
versus A$) for a range of pitch and roll 
attitude changes at hover and 50 knots, with 
the boundaries which demarcate levels 1, 2 
and 3 superimposed. 
Inter-axis coupl ing 
The ADS-33C level 1 requirement is that 
pitch-to-roll and roll-to-pitch coupling be 
less than 25%. The hover interaction levels 
are given in Tables IV and V. 
Table IV - Pitch t o  ro l l  coupl ing 
Table V - Rol l  t o  p i t ch  coupl ing 
PILOTED SIMULATION ON THE DRA 
BEDFORD LARGE MOTION SIMULATOR 
The simulation model was written in 
FORTRAN and run on an Encore Concept-32 
computer with an integration step of 20 mS. 
A Lynx-like single seat cockpit was used, 
mounted on the AFS large motion system 
which provides k 30 degrees of pitch, roll 
and yaw, k 4 metres of sway and * 5 metres 
of heave motion. Also, the pilot's seat was 
dynamically driven to give vibration and 
sustained normal acceleration cues. The 
visual display was generated by a Link-Miles 
IMAGE IV CGI system and gave approximately 
48 degrees field of view (FOV) in pitch and 
120 degrees FOV in azimuth with full day- 
light texturing. A three axis side-stick was 
used to control pitch, roll and yaw together 
with a conventional collective for heave. 
Handling qualities were assessed for three 
hoverllow speed mission task elements 
(sidestep, quick-hop, bob-up) and three 
moderatelhigh speed tasks (lateral jinking, 
hurdles, yaw pointing) using CGI databases 
developed by DRA [9] for the Euro-ACT pro- 
gramme [lo]. The pitch and roll tasks were 
originally developed in flight trials and to 
maintain correspondingly representative 
control strategy, task aggression and task 
performance, the simulation visual databases 
are enhanced with additional artificial cues. 
( a )  Sidestep task 
L I 
(c) Hurdles / Bob-up task 
(b) Quick-hop task 
(dl Late ra l  jinking task 
Figure 6 
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Two DRA test pilots took part in the trial, 
both with significant experience of Lynx and 
the AFS. For each task in turn, the pilot per- 
formed two or three familiarisation runs 
before performing a definitive evaluation 
run, at the end of which the simulation was 
paused so that comments and handling qual- 
ities ratings could be recorded. 
Sidestep task description 
With reference to Figure 6a, the objective 
was to translate sideways through 150' from 
a hover at a height of 30' above ground level 
in front of one diamond and square sighting 
arrangement, to acquire and maintain a 
stable hover in front of the next sighting 
system. Maintaining any two of the diamond 
points within the square satisfied the desired 
k10' lateral position and height tolerances. 
Task aggression was determined via initial 
bank angle, with lo', 20" and 30' corre- 
sponding to low, moderate and high levels of 
aggression. Figure 7 shows a time history of 
one particular sidestep manoeuvre. 
Quick-hop task description 
The quick-hop task (Figure 6b) is the 
corresponding longitudinal task to the 
sidestep, requiring a re-position from hover 
over a distance of 500'. Again, similar levels 
of initial pitch attitude were used to de- 
termine the task aggression. The task was 
flown down a walled alley to give suitable 
height and lateral position cues and the 
terminal position tolerance was increased to 
230' to allow for the reduced FOV over the 
nose. 
Bob-up task description 
subjectively by the pilot based on magnitude 
of collective displacement. 
Lateral j inking task descript ion 
The lateral jinking task concerned a series of 
'S' turns through slalom gates followed by a 
corresponding line tracking phase (Figure 
6d). The task had to be flown whilst main- 
taining a speed of 60 knots and a height of 
25' AGL. Once more, bank angle was used to 
determine task aggression with 15, 30 and 
45 denoting low, moderate and high levels of 
aggression. Figure 8 shows the time history 
of one particular manoeuvre. 
Hurdles task description 
Using the same V-notch hurdles as seen for 
the bob-up task, a collective-only flight 
path re-positioning task was flown at 60, 75 
and 90 knots to represent increasing task 
aggression. From an initial height aligned 
with the bottom of the V-notch, the pilot had 
to pass through each hurdle at the height 
denoted by the bottom of the black tips and 
then regain the original speed and height as 
quickly as possible. 
Yaw pointing task description 
Whilst translating down the runway centre 
line at 60 knots, the pilot was required to 
yaw to acquire and track one of a number of 
offset posts. Task aggression was determined 
by the magnitude of the initial offset. 
Table VI is a compilation of one of the pilot's 
questionnaires. 
The bob-up task was performed in front of 
one of the V-notch hurdles (Figure 6c). 
From a hover aligned with the bottom of the 
V-notch, the pilot had to acquire and main- 
tain a new height denoted by the bottom of the 
black tips. Task aggression was determined 
Table VI - PIlot comment 
Sidestep task at hover 
Figure 7 - Sidestep t a s k  da ta  
secs 
Figure 8 - L a t e r a l  j i n k i n g  t a s k  d a t a  
CONCLUSIONS 
Results have been presented for the piloted 
simulation and handling qualities analysis of 
a multivariable control law design for a 
typical combat helicopter. Through this 
study we have been able to demonstrate: 
Assimilation of handling qualities re- 
quirement specifications into control law 
design parameters. 
Robust stabilization of the aircraft with 
respect to changes in flight condition, model 
uncertainty and non-linearity. 
High bandwidth attitude command response 
with almost total decoupling between pri- 
mary controlled outputs. 
Level 1 Cooper-Harper pilot ratings for a 
number of aggressively performed mission 
task elements. 
Compliance with many ADS-33C Level 1 
requirements. 
The controller has been subjected to signif- 
icant and challenging tests that have shown 
that multivariable synthesis techniques offer 
considerable potential in the rotorcraft field. 
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Abstract 
Filing Qualities standards are formally set to ensurc safe 
llight and thereforc retlcct minimum, rather than optimum. 
rcquircmcnts. Agility is a (lying quality but relates to 
operations at high, if  not maximum, pcrformancc. While 
thc qualit!. mctrics and test procedures 1i)r tIj,ing, as col-crcd 
1'or cxarnplc in  ADS33C, may pro! idc an adcqualc 
structure lo encompass agilit), the] do not currently 
:tddrcss flight at high performance. This is also truc in  thc 
I.ixcd-\\in€ world and a current concern i n  both 
cornmunltlcs is the absence of sustantiated agilit). critcria 
and possiblc conflicts bctu'ecn flying qualitics and high 
pcrl.ormancc. AGARD is sponsoring a working group 
(WG19) titled 'Operational Agility' that dcals \cith thcsc 
and a rangc of rclated issues. This papcr is condcnscd I.rorn 
contr~butions by the thrcc authors to WG19, rclating to 
I l j  ing qualitics. Novcl perspcctivcs on thc subject arc 
prcscntcd including the agility factor, that quantifics 
pcrformancc margins in flying qualities tcrrns; a nctc 
paramclcr, bascd on manoeuvre accclcralion is intnduccd as 
a potcntial candidate for defining uppcr limits to Ilying 
qualitics. Finally, a probabalistic analysis of pilot 
handling qualitics ratings is prcscntcd that suggcsts a 
po\vcrfui relationship betwecn inherent airframc I'lying 
qualitics and operational agility. 
4trcss 01- rcal co~i~bul. Beyond the minimum qualit! Ic\cls 
thcrc remains the question of the u l u e  of gotd tl!.inf 
qualitrcs to thc overall mission cffcctivcncss. For 
c~amplc, hon- much more effecti\.e is an aircr~t't hat has, 
say, Jouble the minimum required (Le\.el 1 )  roll control 
poticr'? bforc gcncrally, how much more mission cSfccti\-c 
is a LC\ cl I than a Level ?- aircraft \\hen the pilot is 
\trcsscd'? Thc ansncrs to  these questions cannot be hund 
i n  Il! ing qualitlcs criteria. At higher performance le\.cls, 
\.cq. littlc data are a\.ailable on helicopter [lying qualities 
and. consequently, there are no defined upper limits on 
handling paramctcrs. Regular and safe (carcl'ree) usc 01' 
high Ic\cls oI' transient performance has come to bc 
i;\non!.mous i\ ~ t h  thc attribute agility. The rclationsh~p 
bctv ccn Ilying qualitics and agility is important because i t  
potential I > -  quantifics the 1.21 ue of flying qualities to 
cll'ccti\ cncss. This is thc subject of the paper. 
Thc ~ssucs that this paper addresses then, concern the flying 
qualitics thal are important for agility, in both an cnabling 
and limiting conkxt, and how far csisting flying qualitics 
rcquircmcnts go, or can be extended to cmbracc agility 
itsclf. Thc ansxccrs arc de\tloped within a framework of 
dctcrministic flying qualities criteria coupled \\.ith thc 
probabilistic analysis of success and failure. The definition 
01' flying qualitics bj Ctwper & Harpcr (Rcf 1 )  pro\,ides a 
con~.cnicnt starting point, 
Introduction 
'tirose qi~alities or characteristics o f  an aircraft 
tfiat govern tile ease and precision witit wiriclt n G ( x d  ll>ing qualitics are conferred to cnsurc that safe llight pilot is able to perform the tasks required in 
I.; gumntccd throughout the Operational Flight Envclopc sripport of an aircraft role'. (OFE). Gtwxlness, or quality, In flying can bc mcasurcd on 
a scalc \panning three Levels (Ref 1 ) .  Aircraft arc 
n~)rmally rcquircd to bc Level I throughout thc OFE (Rcl' 
2 ) ;  Lcvcl 3 is acccptiiblc in failed and cmcrgcncy situations 
but I>c\cl 3 is considcrcd unacccptablc. Lcccl I quality 
\~gniI-ic\ that a minimum rcquircd standard has bccn mct or 
cvcccdcd in dcsign and can bc c~pcctcd to bc achicvcd 
regularly In operational use, mcasurcd i n  terms 01. task 
pcrlormancc and pilot workltud. Compliance llight tcsting 
In\ol\cs k ) t h  clinical opcn Itx)p mcasurcmcnls and closcd 
I(n)p rnrssion task clcmcnts (MTE). Thc cmphasis on 
minimum rcquircmcnts is important and is madc to cnsurc 
that manul'acturcrs arc not unduly constrained when 
conducting their design tradc studics. 
The pil(>t subjcctivc rating scale and associated flying 
yiialitics LCVCIS introduced by Cwper & Harpcr (Fig 1) 
M r l l  bc USCJ in this papcr in the familiar context of quality 
d~sccrnmcnt and will be dcvclopcd to make the link with 
~ I ~ I I I I !  and mission cll'cctivcncss. 
Fl ! i ng 'Qual i ty'  can bc further intcrprcttcd as the synergy 
bctttccn thc internal attributes of the air \.chick and 
thc external environment in which i t  operates (Fig 2 ) .  
Thc intcrnals consist typically of thc air vchiclc (airframc, 
powcrplant and Slight control system) response 
charactcrislics LO pilot inputs (handling qualitics) and 
dislurbanccs (ride qualitics) and thc kcv clcmcnts at the 
piloti\ chiclc intcrlicc cg ctwkpil controls and displays. T\co ~ssucs arise out of this quality scalc and asscssmcnt. Thc kc) factors in  thc cxtcrnal cnvironrncnt which First, thc mini mum requircmcnts rcllcct and cxcrcisc only in1 lucncc thc llying qualities rcquircmcnls are; 
modcratc lcvcls of. the dynamic OFE, ralhcr than high or 
- 
c\trcrnc Ic\ cls. Sccond, thc asscssmcnts arc usually madc 
I )  thc m~ssion, including individual mission task i n  'clcan' conditions, uncluttcrcd by sccondar) tasks or thc clcmcnls (MTE) and thc rcquircct Icvcls ol' task urgcncy and 
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OF POOR QUALITY 
di\ idcd attention dictated b\ the circumstances governing 
indi\.idual \ituations, eg threat level. 
i i )  the e~ternai environment, including the usable cue 
cn\.ironmcnt (GCE) and Ici.cl of atmospheric disturbncc. 
Flying qualities, as seen by the pilot who is ultimately the 
judge of quaiit!., therefore change as the esternal world 
ohangcs, for e\;amplc, with weather conditions and flight 
~ a t h  constraints and other task demands. Mission oriented 
flying qualities requiremcnts, like those for fixed-wing 
aircraft, MIL STD 1797 (Ref 3), and, more particularly, 
hclicopters, ADS33C (Rcf 3, try to set quality standards 
by addressing the synergy of these internal attributes and 
external Factors. ADS33C defines the response types 
required to achieve Level I and 3 handling qualities for a 
nide r.arict). of different mission task elements, in different 
usable cue cn\.ironments for normal and failed states, with 
fu l l  and di\ idcd pilot attention. At a deeper level, the 
responsc characteristics are broken down in terms of 
amplitudc and frequency range, from the small amplitude, 
higher I'requency requirements set by criteria like equivalent 
low order system responsc or bandwidth. to the large 
amplitudc manoeuvre requiremcnts set by control power. 
With thcsc Jc~clopmcnts now mature, one would expect 
that any 'special' Ilying characteristics, like agility, could 
bc cmbraccd b ~ ,  the llying qualitics requirements, or at least 
that the Ilqing qualities criteria should be an appropriate 
format lor quantifying agility. 
Thc Flight Mechanics Panel of AGARD (Adviary Group 
for Aeronautical Research and Development) is currently 
sponsoring a working group (WG19) undcr the title 
'Operational Agility', taskcd with reporting the status of  
requircmcnts and design capabilities for operational agility 
li)r acroplancs and rolorcraft. The authors of this paper are 
members o f  WG I9 and thc work reported herc is developed 
[rom the~r coninbution to this group; the association and 
dcbatc t i  ith f i  .;cd wing cnglnccrs and pilots ha. provided 
much fruitful discussion and comparison with the rotary 
rving world and somc of this is embodied in the paper. 
While spccd and mantxuvrc cnvclopes and associated limits 
/.or acroplancs and rotorcral't arc quitc diffcrcnt, oftcn 
paraclox~call! so, they share the essence o i  agility and 
opcra~~onal c .l'ccti\.cncss. Agility rcquircmcnls for the two 
vehicle t!pes have traditionally stemmed from two quitc 
JiHcrcnt dri\ crs; closc combat of air-superiority fightcrs in 
the opcn skies contrasting with stcalth of anti-armour 
hclicoptcrs i n  the nap-of-thc-carth. Whilc both still feature 
largc in thc ttvo norlds, i t  is now rccogniscd that agility is 
relcvcnt t o  a widcr rangc of rolcs including aircraft 
recovering to ships, transport refuelling, support 
hclicoptcrs dcli\,cr~ng loads into rcstrictcd arcas and, more 
rcccntly, hclicoptcr air-tc~air combat. 
AGARD WG 19 is considering operational agility in thc 
broadcr contc\t of thc total weapon systcm, cncompilssing 
sensors, mission systcms, pilot, airframelcngine, Slight 
ct~ntrol systcm and \vcapon; thc conccpt is that thc total 
systcm can onl} bc as agilc as thc SIOWCS~ clcmcnt and that 
all clcmcnts need to \vork concurrcnlly to bc cl'l'cctivc. 
AGARD rcport on this activity in 1993. This paper 
focusses on the \-ehicle and the p~lot  centred agilit!- 
requirements of the airframe, engine and flight control 
system elements. The nest Section discusses the nature of 
operational agility, outlining some of' the WG19 
background and motivation and setting the scene for the 
following Section which addresses the relationship between 
flying qualities and agility. The principal innovations o f  
this paper are contained here where the agility factor is 
introduced and related to quantitative handling criteria; the 
subjective quality scale (Cooper Harper) for pilot-perceived 
handling qualities is inlerprettted in a probabilistic fashion 
to indicate the likelihood of mission success or failure n,ith 
a given level of flying qualities. Techniques for ~ncluding 
Ilying qualities attributes in combat models are also 
discussed. 
The Nature of Operational Agility 
Operational agility is a primary attribute for cffecti~eness. 
Within the broader context of the total weapn system, the 
Mission Task naturally extends to include the actions of 
the different cooperating (and non-cooperating) sub- 
systems, cach having its own associated time delay (Ref 4). 
We can imagine the sequencc of actions for an air-to-air 
cngagcment - threat detection, engagement, combat and 
disengagement; the pilot initiates the action and stays in 
command throughout, but a key to operational agility is to 
automate the integration of the subsystems - the sensors. 
mission systems, airframelenginelcontrol system and 
weapon, to maximisc the concurrency in  the process. 
Concurrency is one ofT the keys to Operational Agility. 
Another key relates to minimising the time delays of the 
subsystems to reach full operational capability and hence 
effectiveness in the W E .  Extensions to the MTE concept 
are requircd that encompass the functions and operations of 
the subsystems, providing an approach to assessing systcm 
opcrational agility. WG19 is addressing this issue. 
Minimising time delays is crucial for the airframe, but 
flying qualities can suffer if thc accelerations are too high 
or time constants tot) short, leading to j e r b  motion. 
Latcr in this paper wc examine how well misting flying 
qualitics rcquircmcnts addrcss agility; to set the sccne for 
this, we first consider a gcncraliscd definition of agility; 
"the ability to adapt and respond rapidly and 
precisely with safety and witla poise, to 
tnaxirnise lnission effectivetress ' 
Agility rcquircmenls for hclicoptcrs Sdls into fi)ur arcas - 
stcalthy llying to avoid dctcction, threat avoidancc oncc 
detected, the primary mission engagement (eg threat 
cngagcmcnt ) and rccovcry and launch from conHncd area: 
MTEs can be dcfincd within cach catcgov. The key 
attributes of airframe agility, as contai ncd in thc abovc 
definition arc, 
i )  rapid - cmphasising spccd o f  rcsponsc, including any 
transicnt or s tcdy state phascs in  the manocuvrc changc; 
the pilot is conccrncd to complete thc mancxuvrc changc in 
thc shortest possible time; what is possible will be 
boundcd by a number of dffcrcnt aspects. 
i i )  precise - accuracy is the driver here, nl th  the 
motivation that the greater task precision eg pointing, 
flight path achievable, the greater the chance of a successful 
outcome. 
iii) safety - this reflects the need to reduce pilot~ng 
tvorkload, making the flying easy and to free the pilot from 
unnecessary concerns relating to safety of flight, eg 
respecting flight envelope limits. 
it') poise - this relates to the ability of the pilot to 
establish new steady state conditions quickly and to be free 
to attend to the nest task; i t  relates to precision in the last 
moments of the manoeuvre change but is also a key driver 
for ride qualities that enhance steadyness in the presence of 
disturbances. 
v)  adapt - the special emphasis here relates to the 
requirements on the pilot and aircraft systems to be 
continuously updating awareness of the operational 
situation; the possibility of rapid changes in the external 
factors discussed a h v e  (eg threats, UCE, wind shear/vortex 
wakes) or the internals, through failed or &aged systems, 
make i t  important that agility is considered, not just in 
relation to set piece manoeuvres and classical engagements, 
but also for initial conditions of low energy andlor high 
vulnerability or uncertainty. 
Flying qualities requirements address somc of the agility 
attributes implicitly, through the use of the handling 
qualities ratings (HQR), that relate the pilot workload to 
task performance achieved, and explicitly through criteria 
on response performance, eg control power, bandwidth, 
stability etc. The relationship has been fairly tenuous 
however, and the rotorcraft community can learn from 
fixed-wing experience in thls context. 
Flying Qualities - the Relationship with 
Agi l i ty  
Fixed- Wing Perspectives 
The original concern spnng from the notion that flying 
qualities specifications, as guardians of transient response, 
should embrace agility, since i t  ttx, resides by definition in  
the transient domain. Initial thoughts on this theme 
appcarcd in Refs 5 and 6. Rcfcrencc 5 indicated the 
i n  teractions between agility, operational capabili ty and 
Ilying qualities and listcd somc or' thc Ilying qualities 
requirements that, because of their treatment or' the 
transient response, clcruly crossed into the realm of agility. 
At that time, i t  was hypothesized that simply increaing 
the available agility, in terms of accelcrations, rates etc. 
would lead to diminishing operational returns, since an 
over-responsive vehicle would not be controllable. That 
point was considcrcd wnnh making because some combat 
analyscs were being pcrtbrmed using computer tools that 
approximated the transient response only in a gross 
fashion. These modcls rcsultcd i n  aircraft which had 
unquestionably high agilit> but did not account [or the 
interaction of the ~ehic le~vi th  the pilot and, in fact. due t o  
the approximations made in the intercsts of computational 
tractability, did not obey thc latvs of motinn in  their 
transient responses. In Ref 6 ,  the Control Anticipation 
Parameter, CAP from the USAF Flying Qualities 
requirements (Ref 3), was quoted as an example of a 
criterion defining over-responsiveness, since an upper limit 
is specified for it. Artificially high pitch agility could, 
according to CAP, correspond to excessive pitch 
acceleration relative to the normal load factor capability of 
the aircraft. Performance constraints are also suggested by . 
the tentative upper limits set on pitch bandtvidth in 1 
Reference 3, although iL is suspected that this is a i 
reflection of the adverse acceleration effects associated tvith j 
high bandwidthicontrol power combinations. j 
1 
About that time, Riley et al at McAlR began a series of i 
experiments on fighter agility. In Ref 7 it  was emphasised 
that the definition of the categories in the Cooper-Harper f 
pilot rating scale precluded the idea of an operationally 1 
useful vehicle with a rating worse than Level 2,  using the f 
US Military Specifications and Standard for flying 
- 
qualities. In Level 3, the operational effcctivencss oC thc I 
vehicle is compromised, so increasing performance tvould = -
d d  little as the pilot could not use i t  safely. In Refs 7, 8 ' - 
and 9, Riley and Dnjeske describe a fixed-base simulation - 
in which the maximum available roll rate and roll mtxie 
- 
time constant were independently varied and the pilot's time I 
to bank 90 degrees and stop was measured. Care was taken 
- 
in the experiment to allow sufficient time for learning and 
to generate large numbers (10 to 15) of captures for 
analysis. The start of the maneuver was when the stick 
deflection began, and the end was defined as when the roll 
rate was arrested to less than 5 degreesfsecond, or 5% of the 
maximum rate used, whichever was greater. Theretixe a 
realistic element of precision was introduced into the . 
protocol. The results from that experiment, in which the 
aircraft bankcd from -45 degrees to +45 degrees, are shotvn 
in Figure 3. The lower curved surface summarizes 
calculated time responses for a step lateral input and shows . 
the expected steady increase in agility, ie a decrease in the 
time to bank with increasing roll rate. The upper surface 
in the plot summarizes the bank - to - bank and stop data 
obtained i n  the piloted cases. The references to ' 
controllability on that surface are Irom the pilot ratings and 
comments that were collected. The time to complete the 
maneuver actually increases for thc higher available roll 
rates because the pilot could not adequately control the 
maneuvcr. The data therefore show that flying qualit~es 
consideratio~s do limit agility. Though the data arc from 
fixed-base simulation, we can spcculatc that in - night 
results might show still more dramatic results. In Ref 9 
the authors suggest that the clfccts of motion would in fact 
change the shape of Figure 3 to Itmk like Figure 4. 
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Fig 3 Agility in a Roll Manoeuvre (Ref 7) 
In MIL STD 1797, upper limits on lateral flying qualities 
are almost exclusively set by tolerable levels of 
acceleration at the pilot station, in the form of lateral g per 
control power; the Level 1 boundary at about 2g for a 
typical i i  phter seems extraordinarily high. but Reference 3 
does state that "in order to achieve the needed roll 
performance it may be necessary to accept some 
uncomfortable lateral accelerationsn. There is considerable 
discussion on lateral control sensitivity in Reference 3, but 
as with hclicopters, the criteria are strongly dependent on 
controller type and only guidance is given. Clearly there 
will always be upper limits to sensitivity but i t  seems a 
desirable goal to design the piloUvehicle interface so that 
agili ty is not inhibited by this parameter. 
The Agility Factor 
One of thc most common causes of dispersion in pilot 
HQRs slems from poor or imprecise definition of the 
performance requiremenls in a mission lask element. 
leading to variations in interpretation and hence perception 
of achicved task performance and associated workload. In 
operational situations this translates into the variability and 
uncertainty of lask drivers, commonly expressed in terms 
of precision but the temporal demands are equally 
important. The effects of task time constraints on 
pcrceivcd handling have been well documented (Refs 10, 
1 1 ,  12). and represent one of the key external factors that 
impact pilot workload. Flight results gathered on Puma 
and Lynx test aircraft at DRA (Refs 12, 13) showed that a 
critical parnmcter was the ratio of the task performance 
achicvcd to the maximum available from the aircraft; this 
ratio gives an indirect measure of the spare capacity or 
pcrformancc margin and was consequently named the 
agility factor. The notion developed that if a pilot could 
Fig 4 Effects of Motion on Agility 
use the full performance safel)., while achicving desired 
task precision requirements, then the aircraft could be 
described as agile. I f  not, then no mattcr hon. much 
performance margin was built into the helicopter, I t  could 
not be described as agile. The Bedford agility trials were 
conducted with Lynx and Puma operating at light ~veights 
to simulate the higher levels of performance margin 
expected in future types (eg up to 10-30% hover thrust 
rnargin). A convenient method of computing the agility 
factor was developed as the ratio of ideal task time to actual 
task time. The task was deemed to commence at the first 
pilot control input and complete when thc aircrdt motion 
decayed to within prescribed limits (eg position within a 
prescribed cube, rates c 5 degls) for re-positioning tasks or 
the accuracyltime requirements met I'or tracking or pursuit 
mks. The ideal task time is calculatcd by assuming lhat 
the maximum acceleration is achieved instantiineously, in 
much the same way that aircraft mtxfcls work in combat 
games. So, for example, in a sidcstcp rc-positioning 
manoeuvre the ideal task timc is dcrivcd with the 
assumption that the maximum trenslafional acceleration 
(hence aircraft roll angle) is achicvcd instantaneously and 
sustained for half the manoeuvre, when i t  is  reversed and 
sustained until the velocity is again zero. 
The idcill &k time is then simply givcn by 
where S is thc sidestep lcngth and a,,, is thc maximum 
translational acceleration. With a 1557 hover thrust 
margin, thc corresponding ms~imum bank angle is about 
30deg. with a, equal to 0.58g. For a 10Oft sidestep, Ti 
HQR 
6 
5 
L 
3 
HQR 
6 
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4 
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then equals 4.6 seconds. Factors that Incrcasc the ; l i h ~ ~ l  ccj 
task tlme beyond the ideal include, 
i )  delays in achieving the maximum acceleration (eg due t o  
low roll attitude bandwidthlcontrol power) 
i i )  pilot reluctance to use the mas perforrnancc (cg no 
carefree handling capability, fear of hining ground) 
iii) inability to sustain the maxlmum acceIeratlon due to 
dng  effxts and sideways velocity limits 
iv) pilot errors of judgement leading to termlnal rc- 
positioning problems (eg caused by p r  task cucs, strong 
cross coupling) 
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Fig 5 Variation of HQR with Af showing the 
Cliff-Edge of Handling Deficiencies 
To esubllsh the k~nds  of agllltj lactors that could bc 
achleved ~n fllght test, prlots wcrc rcquircd to 11) the L>n\ 
and Puma wlth vwous levcls of aggrcsslon, Jcl~ncd b thc 
maxlrnum att~tudc angles uscd and ratc ol control 
appllwtlon. For the low specd rc-posltrontng S~dc\tcp and 
~ u l c k h o ~  m&, dab were gathered at roll and prtch angle\ 
of 10.20 and 30 degs cnrrcspondrng t o  low. mtdcmic and 
h~gh levcls of aggrcsslon rcspcctrvclj. F I ~  5 ~llu\iratc\ thc 
vanatron of HQRs wrth agrllty factor 
The htghcr agility factors achiei-cd with Lynx arc  
principally attributed to the hingeless rotor system and 
K;lstcr cngi nelg~\~ernor  response. Even so, masimurn 
\ dlues of only 0.6 to 0.7 uere recorded compared n ~ t h  0.5 
to 0.6 for the Puma For both aircraft, the highest agility 
factors uere achieved at marginal Level 213 handling; ~n 
these conditions, the pilot is either working with little or 
no spare capacity or not able to achieve the flight path 
precision requirements. According to Fig 5, the situation 
rapidly deteriorates from Level 1 to Level 3 as the pilot 
attempts to-exploit the full performance, emphasising the 
'cliff edgc' nature of the effects of handling deficiences. The 
Lyns and Puma are typical of current operational types 
w~th  low authority stability and control augmentation; 
whilc they may be adequate for their current roles. flying 
qualities deficiencies emerge when simulating the higher 
performance required in future combat helicopters. 
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Fig 6 Variation of HQR with Af for Different 
Notional Configurations 
Thc diSfcrcnt possibilities are illustrated in Fig 6. All three 
c.onfigurations are assumed to have the same performance 
margin and hence ideal task time. Configuration A can 
achicvc thc hqk performance requirements at high agility 
lactors but clnly at the expense of maximum pilot effort 
( p w r  IcvcI 2 HQR); the aircraft cannot be described as 
i~gilc. Configuration B cannot achieve the task 
pcrl-orrnancc when the pilot increases his aggression and 
1-cvcl 3 ratings are returned; in addition, the attempts to 
Improve task performance by increasing aggression have 
lcd to a Jccrcase in agility factor, hence a waste of 
pcrfbrmancc. This situation can arise when an aircraft is 
PI0 pronc, is difficult to re-trim or when control or 
airl-ramc IimiLq are easily exceeded in the transient response. 
Configuration B is certrunly not agile and the proverb 
'more hastc, less speed' sums the situation up. With 
c.onfigura[ion C, the pilot is able to exploit the full 
pcrformancc at low workload; h e  has spare capacity for 
siiuation awarene.ss and being prepared for the unexpected. 
Configuration C can ,be described as trull agile. T h e  
inclusion of such attributes as safeness and poise i r - i t h ~ n  
the concept of agility emphasises its nature as a flying 
quality and suggests a correspondance ivi th the qualtt) 
~ k v e ~ s .  These conceptual findings are significant because 
the flying qualities boundaries, that separate different 
quality levels, now become boundaries of available agility. 
Although good flying qualities are sometimes thought to 
be merely "nice to have", with this interpretation they can 
actually delinea~e a vehicle's agility. This lends a much 
greater urgency to defining where those boundaries should 
be. Put simply, if high performance is dangerous to usc, 
then most pilots will avoid using it. 
Conferring operational agility on f u  lure he1 icoptcrs, 
emulating configuration C above, requires significant 
improvements in handling, but research into criteria at htgh 
performance levels and innovations in active control are 
needed to lead the way. There are two remaining links t o  
be connected to assist in this process. First, between the 
agility factor and the operational agility or mission 
effectiveness and second between the agility factor and the 
flying qualities metrics themselves. If  these links can be 
coherently established, then the way is open for combat 
analysts to incorporate prescribed flying qualities into their 
pseudephysical models through a performance scaling 
effect using the agility factor. These links will now bc 
developed. 
Quality - Objective Measurement 
Figure 7 provides a framework for discussing the influcncc 
of an aircnft's clinical flying qualities on agility. 
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Fig 7 Response Characteristics on the 
Frequency-Amplitude Plane 
The concept is that an aircraft's responsc chanctcristics can 
be described in terms d frequency and amplitude. Thc thrcc 
lines refer to the minimum rnanocuvre requircmcn~s, thr 
normal OFE requirements and some notional uppcr 
boundary reflecting a maximum capability. Rcsponsc 
critcnu are required for the different a r e s  on thts plane - 
from high frequencylsmall amplitude characterised by 
bandis ~ d t h  to low frequencyilarge amplitude motions 
characterised by control power. The region between is 
catered for by an ADS33 innovation, the Quickness 
parameter (Ref 2). and is particularly germane to agility. 
For a @\.en manoeuvre amplitude change (eg bank angle, 
speed change), the pilot can exercise more of the aircdt 's  
inherent agility by increasing the speed of the manoeuvre 
changc, and hence the frequency content of his control 
input and the manoeuvre quickness. Likewise, the pilot 
can increase the manoeuvre size for a given level of attack 
or aggression. Increasing the manoeuvre quickness will 
theoretically lead to an increase in agility factor. But the 
masimurn manoeuvre quickness is a strong function of 
band\\ idth and control power. In ADS33C the quickness 
panmeter is only defined for attitude response ($, 8, y ~ )  and 
is given by the ratio of peak attitude rate (ppk. qpk, rpk) to 
attitude change, 
Figure 8 shows derived quickness panmeters for a sidestep 
MTE gathered on the DRA Lynx (Ref 13) and 
configuration T509 flown on the DRA Advanced Flight 
Simulator (AFS) (Ref 14). 
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Fig 8 Roll Attitude Quickness from Sidestep 
Test Data in Flight (Lynx) and Ground-Based 
Simulation (AFS) 
A qu~ckncss is calculated for CI cr) ratc peak In thc att~lude 
time hlstor~es. The Lynx l ~ n e  on Fig 8 represents the 
upper boundary of all data gathered for-a  range of 
aggressiveness and sidestep sizes. The data includes the 
cases plotted in Figure 5 showing that at the highest 
agility factors/quickness, poor Le\,el 2 ratings \Irere 
awarded. The AFS data corresponds to a 150fl sidestep 
flown at the three levels of aggression shotvn; although 
the roll bandwidth of the AFS configuration T509 was less 
than the Lynx ( - 3 ndfs compared with - Sradis for the 
Lynx), the control power was similar ( - 100degIs) and 
similar levels of quickness were achleved by the pilots 
across the full amplitude range. Also shown on ~ i g u r e  8 
are the Level 113 boundaries for traclilng and other MTEs 
from ADS33C. There are several points worth making 
about this data that impact on agility. 
1) the shape of the quickness boundaries rellect the shape 
of the response capability limits on Fig 7. The quickness 
has generic value and forms the link betifreen the bandnridth 
and control power but is not, in general, uniquely 
determined by them. 
2 )  the result of increased aggressiveness is lo increase the 
achieved quickness across the amplitude range. 
3) the cluster of quickness at small amplitude correspond 
with the pilot applying closed loop control in the terminal 
re-positioning phase and attitude corrections during the 
accelldecel phases. 
4) at low amplitude, the quickness corrcsponds to the open 
loop bandwidth except when a pure time delay is present 
(as with the AFS configuration) when thc bandwidth is 
lower than the quickness. 
5) the lower ADS33C quickness boundaries at high 
amplitude correspond to the lower minimum control power 
requirements (50degs) of Ref 2. 
From considerations of control power, quickness and 
bandwidth alone, Lynx and T509 are LeveI 1 aircraft. In 
practice, at the higher aggressiveness when the highest 
quickness is recorded, both are Level 2. Some of this 
degradation can be accounted l'or by simulated visual cue 
deficienies with T509 and severe cross couplings wilh the 
unaugmenled Lynx. The data in Figurc 8 is a useful 
benchmark for the kind of quickness rcquircd to achieve 
high agility factors in low specd MTEs, but i t  d ~ s  not 
provide strong evidence for an upper boundary on quickness 
(or bandwidth and control power). The AFS rate response 
configuration T509 was implemented in the DRA's 
Conccptual Simulation Model (Ref 15) as a simple low 
order equivalent system of the form; 
\\here p ts thc bod! ~ \ t s  roll ratc I 1.24 k )  and 11:' 15  thc 
pilot's lateral c!.clic stick d~splac.cmcnt(~ I I ( 1 1 ,  is the 
fundamental I'irst-order break irequenc! or roll ilarnp~np 
(radls) and o, 1s a psuedo-actualor break trequency {racils). 
K is the steady state pain or control pea er {rudis. unit 11 ,) 
and t is a pure time dela).. 
Fizure 9 illustrates the eflects oi the various parameicrs in 
[he CSM on the maximum achie~ ablc quickness. In  
particular the actualor band\\,~dth as a po\r.crl~ul c l ' l ~ ~ t  on 
quickness in the lo\\ lo modcratc anlplitudc range. 
Masimising the actuation brtnd\i~dth and minimising 
delays in the achievement oT maxlmurn acceleration 1s In 
accordance lvith maximising [he apil~t? Ihctor. 
Fig 9 Effect of CSM Parameters on Roll 
Quickness 
The sensitivity o f  agility factor with (he parameters 01' the 
CSM is relatively casy to establish. I f  \t.c consider the 
same bank and stop MTE discussed in the riled-wing 
contesl carlier, some usel'ul insight can be gnincd. A pulse 
type conlrol inpul will be assumed, although in  pruc.tice 
pilots crrould adopt a morc cc~mpicx strcltcg~ lo incrcasc the 
agility factor. To illustrate thc priman cfl'cct n.c cnnsidcr 
the case \\here the 'sccondar),' tlme delays arc set to /.cro (ie 
r = 0, cua = m ). For a ridl angic changc 01. A+, thc ideal 
time is then givcn by assuming the time to achic\.e 
maximum rate is zero. 
whcrc A[ is  thc control pi~lsc Jilt-ation. 
Thc tlmc to rcducc thc bunt, anglc t o  n t thin 5? 01 thc pcak 
\laluc achie\ cd is gis cn by. 
OW!G!,iiu'Wt PAGE IS 
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The agility factor is then given by, 
Fig 10 Variation of Af with Normalised 
Bandwidth 
Figure 10 illustrates the variation of Ay with w,At. The 
bandwidth w, is the maximum achievable value of 
quickness for this simple case and hence the function 
shows the sensitivity of A f  with both bandwidth and 
quickness. The normalised bandwidth is a useful panmeter 
as it represents the ratio of aircraft to control input 
bandwidth, albeit rather crudely. For short, sharp control 
inputs, typical in tracking corrections. high aircraft 
bandwidths are required to achieve reasonable agility 
factors. For example, at the ADS33C minimum required 
value of 3.5 radls and with 1 second pulses, the pilot can 
expect to achieve agility factors of 0.5 using simple 
control strategies in the bank and stop manoeuvre. To 
achieve the same agility factor with a half second pulse 
would require double the bandwidth. This is entirely 
consistent with the argument that the ADS33C boundaries 
are set for low to moderate levels of aggression. If values 
of agility factor up to 0.75 are to be achieved, Fig 10 
suggests that bandwidths up to 8 radlsec will be required; 
whether this is worth the 30% reduction in lask time can 
only be judged in an overall operational context. 
This simple example has many questionable assumptions 
but the underlying point, that increasing key flying 
qualities parameters above the ADS33C boundaries has a 
first order effect on task performance, still holds. But i t  
provides no clues to possible upper performance boundaries 
set by flying qualities considerations. As stared earlier, 
ADS33C does not address upper limits directly. Also, 
prilctically all the upper boundaries in Mil Stan 1797 arc 
related to the acceleration capability of the aircraft. As  
noted earlier, there are tentative upper limits on pitch 
attitude bandwidth, but i t  is suspected that these are 
actually a reflection of the high control sensitivity required 
to mainmn the minimum level of control power required, 
rather than the high values of bandwidth per se. Control 
sensitivity itself (rad/s?,.inch) is a fundamental flying 
qualities parameter and is closely related to the pilot's 
controller type; while some data esists for helicopter cen [re 
and side sticks, more research is required to establish the 
optimum characteristics including shaping functions. Mil 
Stan 1797 provides a comprehesive coverage of this topic 
for fixed-wing aircraft, rather more as guidance than firm 
requirements. 
Another fruitful avenue appears to lie in the extension of 
the quickness parameter to the acceleration phase of an 
W E .  The fixed wing CAP already suggests this as the 
ratio of pitch acceleration to achieved normal 'g' 
(effectively, pitch rate). The DRA CSM used in the AFS 
trials offers a good example to explore and develop the 
concept of rate quickness. Setting the pure delay term in 
the CSM to zero for this study, the magnitude and time 
constant of ttie peak roll acceleration, for a step control 
input, can be written in the form; 
The rate quickness can then be written in the form, 
and this is plotted in normalised form in Figure 11. 
During the AFS handling qualities trial described in Ref 
14, the lag bandwidth oa was set at 30 rad/s to satisfy the 
pilot's criticism of jerky motion. This gave a y of 0.5 at 
the highest bandwidth flown (T509). Corresponding values 
of rate quickness and time lo peak acceleration were 0.5 and 
0.7, both relative to the damping w,. Intuitively there 
will be upper and lower flying qualities bounds on both of 
these parameters. Hard and fast may be as unacceptable a. 
soft and slow, both leading to low agility factors; the 
opposite extremes may be equally acceptable when referred 
to the maximum quickness. This suggests closed 
boundaries delineating the quality levels on the Figure I1 
format. More systematic research is required to test and 
develop this hypothesis further. 
Fig 11 Variation of Rate Quickness with 
Acceleration Time Constant 
Quality - Subjective Measurement 
Flying quality is ultimately determined by pilot subjective 
opinion. The 'measurement scale' and understanding for 
this continue to stimulate vigorous debate but the Cooper- 
Harper handling qualities rating (HQR or CHR) provides 
the most widely accepted standard. The operational benefit 
of good flying qualities has never really been properly 
quantified using the CHR approach, however. The benefits 
to safety have been addressed in References 16 and 17, 
using the Cooper-Harper pilot rating scale as  a metric (Fig 
1). These references consider the pilot as a vital system 
component who can fail (be stressed to failure) in an 
operational context. The authors point out that if a normal 
distribution of ratings is assumed, then the probability of 
control loss, PI,,, can be calculated for various mean 
-. .
ratings and dispersions (Fig 12). Pioc is the probability of 
obtaining a rating greaterlworse than 9.5, which in turn is 
simply proportional to the area under the distribution to the 
right of the 9.5 rating. Thus the probability of flight, 
and hence mission failure, due to flying qualities can be 
estimated. For the case studied in Ref 16 and depicted In 
Fig 12, operating a Level 1 aircraft can be seen to reduce 
the probability of a cmsh by an order of magnitude relative 
to a Level 1 aircraft. This result immediately raises the 
question - what is the probability of mission success or 
failure and can the same comparisons be made between 
aircraft with different mean llyng qualities? 
Figure 13 shows a notional distribution of ratings. with 
the regions of desired, adequate and inadequate performance 
clearly identified. The desired and adequate levels can be 
considered as reflecting varying degrees of mission ([ask 
element) success while the i dequa te  level corresponds to 
mission (task element) failure. Effectively the mission is 
composed of a number of contiguous MTEs, each having a 
virtual HQR assigned on the basis of perlbrmancc and 
ivorkload that the situation demands and allows 
respecti~.ely. If a particular MTE was assigned a Level 3 
rating, then the pilot would either have to tr). again or give 
up on  the particular MTE. Loss of control has obvious 
rami fications on mission success. The probability of 
obtaining a rating in one of the regions is proportional to 
the area under the distribution in that region. Note that, as 
discussed in Refs 16 an 17, we include ratings greater than 
10 and less than 1 in the analysis. The rationale is that 
there are especially good and bad aircraft or situations. 
whose qualities correspond to ratings like 13 or minus 1. 
However, the scale enforces recording them as 10 or 1. 
Note too, that the scatter produces, even with a good mean 
rating, a large probability of merely adequate performance 
and even n finite probability of total loss of control and 
crash. We have said in the Introduction to this paper that 
flying qualities are determined by the synergy between 
internal attributes and external influences. I t  follows then 
that sources of scatter originate both internally and 
externally. Intemals include divided attention, stress and 
fatigue, pilot skill and experience. Externals include 
atmospheric disturbances, changing operational 
requirements and timelines, threats etc. The flying 
qualities community has done much to minimise scatter by 
careful attention to experimental protocol (Ref 18) but. in 
operational environments, the effective pilot rating scatter 
is omnipresent . 
Fig 14 shows the probability of obtaining ratings in the 
various regions when the standard deviation of the ratings 
is unity. This curve. which we have labelled as 
preliminary, has some interesting characteristics. First, the 
intersections of the lines fall close to, or exactly at, the 
ratings 4.5, 6.5 and 9.5, as expected. Also it turns out that 
for a mean rating of 7, the probability of achieving 
inadequate performance is, of course, high, and we can also 
see that the probability of achieving desired performance is 
about the same as that for loss of control - about one in a 
hundred. Improving that rating to 2, lowers the probability 
. - 
of loss to lo-'' (for our purposes zero) and ensures that 
performance is mostly at desired levels. Degrading the 
mean rating from 2 to 5 will increase the chances of 
mission failure by three orders of magnitude. 
We describe these results as preliminary because we assume 
that there is a rational continuum between desired 
pctiormancc, adequate performance and control loss. For 
crample, desired and adequate performance may be 
represented by discrete touchdown zoneslvelocities on the 
back of a ship and low of control might be represented by, 
say, the c d g  of the ship or hanger door. On a smaller ship 
(or bigger helicopter), the desired and adequate zones may 
be the same size, which puts the deck-edge closer to the 
dequate boundary, or represent a similar fraction of the 
deck size, hence tightening up the whole continuum. This 
raises some fundamental questions about the underlying 
linearity of the scale. 
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Fig 14 Relationship Between Mean CHR (HQR) and Probability of Mission Success, Failure or 
Crash - Preliminary Results 
Wlth the scnTo-mcxtel ol piloting bchak lour, tor cxynplc, 
~ncluded ~n the trade studies conducted wlth such models. 
n c  can always define a des~red Ievel of flight path task Second, the implied perfect flylng qualities ma): give a 
performance so demanding that, whatclcr the a~rcraft false irnpress~on of the importance or the value of mission 
attitude bandw~dth, p~lot Induced osc~llat~ons w111 result. performance enhancemenls. The key steps to embodytng 
the key flying qualities effects are suggested as follows; Though these questions rcmarn, pllol riling and mlsslon 
\ucccss or fsarlurc arc powcrlully related through the 
prclimlnarq data In  F I ~  14. Flylng qual~tics alone can 1) through objective des~gn and assessment establish the 
ifctcrrnlnc whether opewt~onal agllrty IS flaw Icss or whether level of flying quality and hence the effecbve mean HQR 
control IS lost. 
2) describe the mrsslon in terms a senes of contiguous 
Flying Qualities Effects in Combat Models MTEs. selectable in the same way that set manoeuvres are 
in combat' models 
The rcsulL~ h~ghl~ghtcd In thls paper suggcst ways b) 
it h~ch the cffects of fly~ng qualltlcs can bc rncorporatcd 3) establish a MTE hazard weighting on the basis of 
~n lo  unmanncd combat mlss~on q~mulat~ons Such mtxlels threat, divided attention and other lnternalievternal factors, 
arc regularly used to establ~sh the effcct~\cncss of different that will define the effective HQR lor the MTE. Thls will 
bycapon system attributes or tactics, but thc human element vary as the mission develops. 
1% usually absent for obvrousrcasons. Thc alrcnft arc 
therefore assumed to have perfect flylng qual~t~es and thc 4) establish a time scaling for each MTE, on the h51s of 
models are often configured to Ignorc thc translent the rnax~mum ach~evabie agility factor 
rcywnscs, effect~vely asstgnlng an ag~ l~ ty  hctor of unlty to 
tach mancxuvrc changc or MTE. The Impact of these 5) overlay the ttme scaling on the mlsslon profile; there 
~s~umpt lons  IS twofold, I~rst, that thcrc 1s no way that will be an option for each MTE to fly at reduced agrlity 
I l k  ~ n g  qual~ t~cs  or thclr cnabllng tcchnologlcs can be factor w~ th  level 1 HQR or to fly at the h~gher agll~ty 
factor at a p r c r  HQR. 
Improvements or dcgndations in flying qualities can then 
explorcd through variations in the achie~.able agility factors 
and mean HQR for the aircraft and can be linked directly to 
the enabling control technologies. There arc, of course, 
some fundamental questions associated with this approach. 
How can we assign the mean rating and the standard 
deviation? How do we classify the hazards resulting from 
the various degrading influences? How are the maximum 
agility factors derived? These and others will need to be 
addressed if this approach is to be taken funher; the benefits 
are potentially high however, both in terms of clarifying 
the value of active control to effectiveness and, conversely, 
establishing the cost of flying qualities limitations to 
operational agility. 
Conclusions and Recommendations 
Operational agility is a key attribute of any weapon system 
and its subsystems from sensors, through the airframe 
elements, to the primary mission clement, eg weapon. 
The total system can only be as agile as its slowest 
element and maximising the concurrency within the 
subsystems is a key method for enhancing agility. 
AGARD Working Group 19 is currently examining this 
topic and will report in 1993; the present paper is 
assembled from material reviewed and developed within this 
activity. The focus of the paper is the airframe and its 
primary enabling attribute - its flying qualities. The 
adequacy of existing flying qualities criteria for providing 
agility is addressed along with the benefits to agility of 
good flying qualities and the penalties of poor flying 
qualities. The following principal conclusions can be 
drawn. 
1) Existing flying qualities criteria provide a uscful 
framework for describing and quantifying agility; howcver, 
the quality boundaries are only minimum standards and do 
not reflect or quantify the desirable characteristics at high 
pcrformancc Icvcls. Indccd, then: are no boundaries dclincd 
that set upper limits on usable pcrformancc. 
2) The agility factor providcs a measurc o f  usablc 
pcrformancc and can be uscd to quantify thc cffccts of 
flying qualitics on agility; agility factors up to 0.7 can be 
achieved with current aircraft types operated with high 
pcrformancc margins, but handling dcficicncics typically 
Icad to HQRs in thc poor levcl ?,/level 3 rcgion. 
Moreover, the degradation from Lcvcl 1 to 3 is rapid. High 
agility factors achievable with Level 1 flying qualities 
should be a goal for future operational types. 
4) I t  is argued thar even a Lei-cl I aircrd-f nil1 dcgradc to 
level 9 and 3 in unfavounble situations. In this contest, a 
probabalistic analysis can be used to highlight thc benel'its 
o f  improved flying qualities on operational agilit! and 
mission effectiveness. Operating a Level 2 aircraft is 
shown to increase the chances of mission failure by thrcc 
orders of magnitude, compared with a Level I aircraft. The 
results are preliminary and dependent on a number of 
underlying assumptions, but indicate a powerful 
relationship. Experimental results are nceded to 
substantiate the results; these could include leaning runs 
and trials with varying degrees of external influences. 
5) Considering the mission as a series of contiguous 
mission task elements enables the agility factor and 
probability of succcsslfailure to be overlaycd on non- 
piloted combat mission simulations. This should allow 
flying qualities to be included in such exercises and flight 
control technologies to be integrated into mission 
effectiveness trade studies. 
6) The key to ensuring that future projects are not 
susceptable to performancc shortcomings from flying 
quality deficicncics would appear to be in the del elopment 
of a unified specification for flying qualities and 
performance, with a clcar mission orientation in the stylc 
of ADS33C. 
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A Four-Axis Hand Controller for Helicopter Flight Control 
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ABSTRACT INTRODUCTION 
A proof-of-concept hand controller for 
controlling lateral and longitudinal 
cyclic pitch, collective pitch and tail 
rotor thrust was developed. The purpose 
of the work was t o  address problems of 
operator fatigue, poor proprioceptive 
feedback and cross-coupling of axes 
associated with many four-axis 
controller designs. The present design 
is an attempt t o  reduce cross-coupling 
t o  a level that can be controlled with 
breakout force, rather than t o  eliminate 
it entirely. The cascaded design placed 
lateral and longitudinal cyclic in their 
normal configuration. Tail rotor thrust 
was placed atop the cyclic controller. A 
left/right twisting motion with the 
wrist made the control input. The axis 
of rotation was canted outboard 
(clockwise) t o  minimize cross-coupling 
with the cyclic pitch axis. The 
collective control was a twist grip, like 
a motorcycle throttle. Measurement of 
the amount of cross-coupling involved 
in pure, single-axis inputs showed 
cross-coupling under 10% of full 
deflection for all axes. This small 
amount of cross-coupling could be 
further reduced with better damping and 
force gradient control. Fatigue was not 
found t o  be a problem, and 
proprioceptive feedback was adequate 
for all flight tasks executed. 
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A major factor in the design of 
conventional helicopter controls was the 
need t o  provide the pilot sufficient 
mechanical advantage t o  overcome 
aerodynamic and mechanical forces that 
resist the movement of control surfaces. 
The conventional control design uses 
long, large displacement levers as 
control manipulanda. Cyclic pitch and 
roll control are on a lever between the 
pilot's legs. Collective pitch control is 
on a lever on the pilot's left side, along 
with a twist grip throttle. Anti-torque 
control is on pedals. 
New technology has provided an impetus 
to  change the conventional control 
arrangement. Increased pilot tasking 
associated with new mission equipment 
requires greater use of the pilot's hands 
for tasks other than flight control. The 
development of new flight control 
technologies has allowed redesign of the 
flight controls t o  support this need. For 
example an automatic throttle can 
eliminate or greatly reduce the need for 
the pilot to  make inputs through the 
mechanical throttle twist grip. 
The development of servo-actuated 
control surfaces has permitted 
significant change in the pilot-control 
interface. In fly-by-wire systems the 
pilot's control input consists of a change 
in line voltage which is interpreted by a 
logic circuit or computer in order t o  
drive a control surface servo. Fly-by- 
wire systems offer a number of 
advantages over mechanical systems. 
These advantages include more 
sophisticated input schedules (e.g., 
variable gain, automatic coordination) 
and reduction in the size and travel of 
the control manipulanda, themselves. 
The improvements that come from fly- 
by-wire allow a number of changes in 
the control manipulanda in the cockpit. 
Fly-by-wire control systems can 
support compact, small displacement 
controllers. They also permit the 
combining of control axes on a single 
manipulandum. Three- and four-axis 
controller configurations have been 
implemented with varying degrees of 
success. Common designs have been 
cascaded, that is, the multiple axes have 
been placed one atop the other (see 
Figure 1 ). In the most usual designs 
cyclic pitch and roll have been placed at 
the bottom of the controller in a 
configuration analogous to  the 
conventional cyclic controller. Yaw, or 
anti-torque, control has been placed on a 
rotational axis of the grip. In four-axis 
designs collective input has been made 
through a translational movement of the 
grip. 
ANTI -TORQUE 
m- 
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Figure 1.  Cascaded Multi-axis 
Con troller 
Multi-axis controllers have had a 
number of problems with interface to 
the pilot. The quality of feedback on the 
size and direction of inputs has been 
poor. A related problem has been 
fatigue associated with sustained use. 
Also cross-coupling between axes has 
led to inadvertent control inputs 
(Prouty, 1992). 
The usual approach to addressing these 
problems has been to  attempt to 
minimize them by adjusting breakout 
force and force/input schedules. This 
approach has had limited success. The 
RAH-66 Comanche program has 
proposed 4-axis controller (Harvey, 
1992), but this approach is now 
questionable. 
Another approach t o  minimizing the 
negative characteristics of multi-axis 
controllers has been to alter the flight 
control laws to  reduce the need for the 
pilot to  make cross-coupled or fatiguing 
inputs. This approach has also been used 
to some extent on helicopters with 
conventional or hybrid control systems. 
Examples are the AH-64 Apache, 
command trim switch, and the OH-58 
Kiowa, intermixing bell crank. The 
command trim switch allows the pilot to 
"center" the cyclic and pedals a t  the 
current position a t  the time of switch 
depression. This reduces pilot fatigue 
by eliminating the need for the pilot hold 
inputs. The intermixing bell crank is a 
mechanical system that trims cyclic 
pitch to compensate for the pitch up 
moment induced by increasing collective 
pitch, again reducing pilot fatigue. 
Fly-by-wire allows even greater 
adjustment of the flight control laws 
because the flight control computer can 
interpret a single pilot input to 
command coordinated movement of 
several control surfaces. For example 
the Advanced Digital Optical Control 
System (ADOCS, Lands and Gtusrnan, 
1986) interprets a "cyclic roll" input 
to mean either commanded side slip rate 
or commanded coordinated turn rate, 
depending upon airspeed. This approach 
does not directly address the controller 
design problem, but it could reduce 
their effects by reducing the need to  
make or sustain certain inputs. In 
practice this approach has experienced 
difficulty in defining control laws that 
are comfortable and intuitive to pilots 
and that support the full aircraft 
performance envelop. 
THE TEST CONTROLLER 
The problems of fatigue, poor precision 
and cross-coupling associated with 
cascaded multi-axis arise because the 
geometry of the controller is 
incompatible with that of the wrist. 
This incompatibility can cause cross- 
coupling within the wrist during multi- 
axis movements. The twisting anti- 
torque input is particularly prone to  
cross-coupling. Also certain input 
motions can place an excessive load, on 
muscle groups that are easily fatigued. 
The lifting collective input is 
particularly fatiguing. 
The design objective for the test 
controller was to minimize the negative 
characteristics of a cascaded, multi-axis 
controller design by orienting the axes 
in a way more compatible with the 
geometry of the wrist. Two aspects of 
the design supported this goal. The first 
aspect was a change in the orientation of 
the grip to place the hand in a more 
relaxed and natural position. The second 
aspect was to  allow the hand to be 
positioned on the grip in a way that 
would facilitate isolated inputs. 
A design drawing for the controller is 
shown in Figure 2. The cyclic pitch and 
roll were placed in the usual 
configuration on a universal joint at the 
base. Anti-torque ("pedals") is on a 
pivot atop the cyclic control. Two 
adjustments were provided at this point 
to allow for optimum ergonomic 
configuration. A rotational adjustment 
(not shown) allowed the grip to pivot in 
the plane of cyclic roll. This adjustment 
changed the position of the hand and 
wrist from horizontal to 45 deg. from 
horizontal. The second adjustment let 
the grip translate relative to the anti- 
torque pivot. This adjustment positioned 
hand over the roll/pitch pivot. The 
thrust (collective pitch) control was a 
motorcycle-type twist grip. Twisting 
the grip forward increased thrust. 
There was no separate throttle control. 
The actual device was both simple and 
inexpensive. Centering was 
accomplished by means of opposite 
acting coil springs. Force gradient could 
be adjusted by replacing the springs. No 
damping was provided. A friction lock 
on the thrust control could be adjusted 
so that an input could be held or the 
control would return to the null 
position. The thrust control adjusted 
both forward and aft from the null, so 
that inputs could be either commanded 
thrust (forward only) or deltas from 
the current value (fore and aft). 
CONTROLLER EVALUATION 
Two evaluations were performed. One 
evaluation consisted of making full 
deflection inputs on one axis and 
measuring the cross-coupled output on 
the other axes. The second evaluation 
consisted of installing the controller in a 
limited fidelity flight simulator and 
evaluating it subjectively. 
The controller was installed in a limited 
fidelity flight simulator at McDonnell 
Douglas Helicopter Company for both 
evaluations. For evaluation of cross- 
coupling the virtual prototyping 
computer system for generating flight 
instrumentation was programmed to  
simulate a four-channel oscillograph. 
The display in the cockpit was masked to  
prevent the subject's seeing his input. 
After data collection began, the subject 
made a full deflection input on one 
control axis. This input consisted of a 
movement from the null position to one 
stop back to the other stop and finally to 
the null position. Output of all four axes 
was recorded. 
Typical controller output is shown in 
Figures A 1 through A8. Two recordings 
are shown for each control axis. One 
shows an example of a small cross- 
coupled controller response, and one The simulator used for the subjective 
shows a relatively large cross-coupled evaluation was a limited fidelity device 
response. In the worst cases cross- having a two channel Sogitec computer 
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Figure 2. Test Controller 
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coupling is about 10% of full deflection generated out-the-window visual scene 
output. Typically i t  is under 5%, and in and a 9 inch CRT panel instrument the best cases i t  is around 1 % or less. display. In addition to the test The worst cross-coupling appears in controller, i t  contained conventional 
cyclic pitch response to thrust inputs. controls from an SH-53. Two aircraft 
Interestingly, cross-coupling between 
roll and pitch axes is of about the same 
size as other cross-couplings. Roll and 
pitch are not problem axes in this type 
of controller configuration. The 
observed cross-coupling was very 
likely a result of the limited engineering 
design of the proof-of-concept device. 
Centering, control of breakout force and 
force displacement schedule were 
imprecise and the was no control of 
damping. Improvements in these areas 
should greatly reduce cross-coupling. 
models were used. The AH-64 model had 
stability augmentation as in the Apache. 
The MO-500 model had no stability 
augmentation. Both models had an 
autothrottle. 
Simulation engineers, familiar with 
both the AH-64 and MD-500 simulated 
flight characteristics, performed a 
variety of flight tasks using both the 
conventional and test controls. These 
tasks included high speed flight, low 
speed flight, hover and hovering flight 
and "pedal" turns. Based on the 
subjective opinions of the 
engineer/pilots the test controller was 
found to  be comparable to the 
conventional controls in all modes of 
flight. 
The most demanding task for the test 
controller was high speed flight with the 
MD-500 aircraft model. This model had 
no stability augmentation, coordination 
or command trim. Therefore the pilot 
had to  make and hold anti-torque and 
anti-pitch inputs. The pilots were able 
to make the inputs as accurately with 
the test controller as with the 
conventional controls, but they found 
them more fatiguing due to the higher 
force gradients and lack of trim control 
in the proof-of-concept device. 
CONCLUSIONS 
The proof-of-concept, cascaded, four- 
axis controller showed cross-coupling 
between control axes that was small 
enough to  be potentially applicable for 
helicopter applications. 
While cross-coupling was intrinsic to  
the cascaded design, the quality of design 
and fabrication contributed significantly 
to the amount of cross-coupling. 
Improvements in breakout, force 
gradient and damping could greatly 
reduce cross-coupling. 
The device was found to be accurate and 
easy to  use in simulation. Control of the 
simulated helicopter was subjectively 
comparable to conventional controls. 
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Abstract 
The motivation for research into helicopter agility stems 
from the realisation that marked improvements relative to 
current operational types are possible, yet there is a dearth 
of useful criteria for flying qualities at high performance 
levels. Several rescarch laboratories are currently investing 
resources in developing second generation airborne 
rotorcraft simulators. The UK's focus has been the 
exploitation of agility through active control technology 
(ACT); this paper reviews the results of studies conducted 
to date. The conflict between safety and performance in  
flight research is highlighted and the various forms of 
safety net to protect against s ystcm failures are described. 
The role of the safety pilot, and the use of actuator and 
flight envelope limiting are discussed. It is argued that the 
deep complextity of a research ACT system can only be 
lamed through a requirement specification assembled using 
design principles and cast in an operational simulation 
form. Work along these lines conducted at DRA is 
described, including the use of the Jackson System 
Development method and associated Ada simulation. 
Introduction 
The central issue when setting requirements for in-llight 
simulation involves the trade-off between performance and 
safety. The integrity of the experiment, from the very 
concept being tested through to its implementation in 
software and hardware, determines the achievable flight 
performance Icvcl. The grcatcr the uncertainty i n  thc 
behaviour of the simulated aircraft, lhcn the greater thc risk 
o f  misbehaviour; likewise, the lower the reliability of the 
experimental system, then the greater the risk of failure and 
consequent misbehaviour. It follows that the higher the 
inherent performancc of the aircraft and its experimental 
system, the higher is thc risk that misbchaviour will lead 
to an accident. Operational constraints and regulations 
usually dictate that this dilemma is resolvcd in favour of 
safety, hence compromising performance, or making it 
very expensive lo achieve. Thcsc ideas arc not ncw of 
course, and havc fcaturcd largc in the aircnft systems ficld 
for many years; the disciplines of mtdern dcsign, tcst and 
implementation methods now cnsurc a clcgree of co>nfidcncc 
in solutions to well defined problems. The compounding 
dilcmma is that research into new and improved flying 
quali tics contains the problem definition itsclf, and defining 
thc flying qualities boundaries requires galhcring data with 
Lcvcl 3 and 3 configurations. 
PKeEblNG PAGE BLANK NOT FtLMED 
The development of full authority, flight critical, active 
control technology (Arn)  for helicopters has been 
proceeding apace for more than ten years nith nine 
experimental aircraft in the form ol research and technology 
demonstrators having flown in the western ~vorld. In the 
search for the quantum change in helicopter flying quality, 
a variety of solutions to the performance/safety tradeoff 
have been employed, including constrained e~perimenhl 
flight envelopes, multiple redundant hardware and limited 
performance actuation systems. All csperimental systems 
have employed a Safety Pllot whose cockpit controls are 
back-driven, providing the primary cue on the behaviour of 
the system; experience has shown that the Safety Pilot is 
the most critical safety element. Along m7i th ground-based 
simulators, these first generation variable-stability, active 
control helicopters have becn used extensively to explore 
novel control methods and to build the database from which 
the ADS33C flying qualities criteria have been developed 
and substimtiated. 
Several Nations are now looking forward and planning the 
development of second gcnention ACT helicopters with a 
range of new research objectives in mind, centred on the 
need for greater levels of automation; 
i) to extend operations in degraded visual cue environments, 
ii) through the provision of carefree handling, cnabling safe 
exploitation of the full operational tlight cnvclope (OFE), 
i i i )  through the intcgration of flight with fire control. 
cngine control and mission systems to provide greater 
concurrency and hence operational elTectiveness. 
Rcscarch into these aspects of hclicoptcr ACT nccds lo 
dclivcr solutions that will incrc~se pcrformancc and safcty 
in harmony. Ironically, as noted above, when exploring a 
new idea i n  flight, performance and safety attributes can 
conllict, and there is a potential problem that development 
of ACT and its operational benefit!! will be hindercd by this 
dilemma. Recognition that a ccrtain level of risk is 
inevitable is thc firs& s[cp towards resolving this problcm; 
establishing well formulated operating procedures that 
contain the risks during the cnploration of new concepts is 
the second. Adopting an approach to specification and 
dcsign, that tames the complexity of the integration of the 
llight control system with the vehicle, i ts  subsystems and 
the pilot, i s  the important third step in  this process and 
wi l l  feature as one of the k e  themes o f  this paper. 
The paper revictis the UK DRA (formerly RAE) 
progmmme to del'ine the requirements tor and to build a 
high pcrformancc i l ight research system, dcsignaled ACT 
Lq'n\; Taking thc pcrfc~nnanceisafctq' tradeoff as a starting 
point, a number of topics are addressed. 
1 ) The performance rcquiremcnts and the driving 
research objectives nil! be outlined: the emphasis from the 
outset has been to achlc\-e high agility at low pilot 
work l td .  
2) The safety ccmstraints and how they reflect on 
s).stem architecture and airframe health \rill be addressed. 
The role o f  the satety pilot wi l l  be described and issues 
surrounding intcrvcntion times following hilures wi l l  be 
addressed, drawing on results from an explordtory ground- 
b u d  simulation conducted at DRA. Experience with other 
experimental ACT helicopters are discussed and (non- 
attributed) examples ol' the kind of failures that safety 
pilots have had to cope with in  the past nill be 
highlighted. 
3) A \'ilal key to confidence that an experimental 
flight control system nill perform as rcquired lies i n  thc 
Jevelopment of the functional requirements as an integral 
part o f  the system design. This has been achieved in the 
ACT Lynx project by the incremental development o f  an 
Ada simulation ol' the triplex redundant systcm using the 
Jackson System Development (JSD) mcthodology. Thc 
approach focusscs attention on the intcrfucc o f  the 
experimental system with the outside world, eg operations 
at the pilot vehicle interface (PVI), the actuation system, 
sensor system etc. The behaviour ol' the system is 
considered from a ~0n~~ruct iona1Icle~ign, rather than a 
hierarchicalidescrptivc, viewpoint. This distinction is 
crucial at an early stage to capture all the nuances o f  the 
intcnded behwiour. I n  addition, many of the human ILlctors 
issues at the pilotivehicle interface can be examined in 
Jetail through simulation. This approach is described. 
3) The methodology for control law design and 
assessment i s  clcscribed. An  important conccrn is thc 
validation o f  the behaviour o f  the implemented control law; 
carly in  i ts l i fe  i t  wil l  bc immature and m d e  up of several, 
limited flight-envelope. un-integrated functions. The 
dcvclopmcnt toivards continuous, ful l  flight cnvclope, 
agility enhancing control I'unctions ~nvolvcs a gradual 
expansion o C  thc cnvclope and actuator authority, using 
ground bascd simulation to pave the way t > r  the tlight 
tests. The philosophy wi l l  be clcscribed. including thc rolc 
o f  the curtain limiter. a device for moderiling the control 
inputs to the cxpcrimcntal actuators. 
The UK programme is currently at a hiatus cluc t o  funding 
limivatiims, but sufficient ground has bccn covcred lo 
provide some clear rncssllgcs li)r others striving for similar 
goals. The UK continues to collaborate with the key 
playcrs in thc rcscarch ficld - US ArmyiNASA. NRC and 
DLR - and this p p c r  prcscnts the opportunity to stimulate 
discusslon. 1~1 th  the n.ider manufacturing dnd research 
community. on some oP the trde-ol'fs in this importclnt 
iua. 
Harmonising Safety and Performance 
Research Objectives 
A companion paper at this Conference (Ref 1 )  has 
highlighted situations tvhcre current operational helicoprcrs 
lack agilit). such that ivhen operated at high pertormancc 
Icvcls, tlying qualit~es detcrloratc and lead to high piloting 
workload. Figure 1 reHects this through the variat~on ~n 
pilot handling qualities ratings (HQR) n i th  Agility Factor 
- the ratio of ideal task time to actual task time in  a 
mission task element (MTE). As the pilot increases I 
perl'ormance, the degradation from let-el 1 to pcmr lc\.el 
7/levcl 3 ratings is rapid, making the use o f  h ~ g h  
performance potentially quite dangerous. - 
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Fig I Pilot Handling Qualities Ratings vs 
.Agility Factor for Lynx 
Thc rcsults shown i n  Figure I \vcrc gathered on thc 
research Lynx at DRA Bedford, Ilotvn at much lighter 
weights than in normal operational Scn.icc, to simulate the 
hiphcr pertbrmance margins expected of future types; the 
rcsul~s arc considered to bc typical of all current Senicc 
aircraft and indioatc a clear gtul I'or rcscarch into improt ed 
flying qualities. A primary objective of ACT Lynx was 
therefore aimed at demonstrating the achievement of Level 
112 flying qualities at high agility Factors as shown in Fig 
I. This and other key research objectives we summarised 
in qucstion limn as l'ollo\vs; 
I )  Can le\.el 1 flying qual~t~es be achieved at high agility Table 1 ,ACT Lynx Performance Characteristics 
factors? Research to answer this question would produce a 
database from ~vhtch carefree handling (unctions could be 
defined and potential upper t1!,1ng qualities boundaries 
identified. 
1) Can multi-asis sidesticks be used effectively in such 
circumstances and 15 hat level o f  automatton is required to 
Jiil i tate their use'? This research would address the 
ergonomic aspects of sidesticks and define the optimum 
kel characteristics and scnsitiiities; i t  would also address 
the use of such controllers with reversionary, less \veil 
augmented, mcxies. 
3) Can high performance be achie\.ed in the presence of 
strong disturbances'? Disturbance rejection and ride-control 
functions can be designed to operate eflectively at 
considerably higher bandwidths than handling-control 
- functions md  this research would define those control 
- 
- functions and associated sensor requirements. 
4) What are the critical control augmenbtionJdisplay tnde- 
oufs in degraded visual conditions? Research would address 
the integration aspects of displays and response types for 
diflerent usable cue environments (UCE), blending issues 
and identtry crittcal parameters in the controls/displays 
tnde-ot'f. 
5) How can ACT be exploited to enhance functional 
integration between the llight control system and mission 
systems eg fire, engine, navigation? This question would 
direct research towards maximising concurrency between 
the flight and mission management systems, leading 
ultimately to the potential for fully automated flight. 
Objectives I ,  1 and 3 require the high-fidelity environment 
of an in-flight simulator, able lo operate in  reilislic 
scenari~s close to the visual-cue-rich environment of 
natural terrain and cover, whereas considerable progress 
towards Objectives 4 and 5 can be made with ground-based 
simulation. In addition, the displays and integration 
research require considerably more on-board equipment. 
Hence the initial foci of ACT Lynx were to be the three 
high petic>rrnance objectives. 
Performatrce & Safety - Tire Conflict 
The operational flight eni.clopc [or the Lynx MI; 7 
represents the baseline ACT Lynx envelope. Key features 
are pi\.cn in Table I .  The high values 01. attitude quickness 
and bandwidth stem I'rom the hingclcss rotor on the L>ns 
tvith its 13'7; effective llap hinge ofl'set. The rotor pro\ ides 
LL high natural damping and control moment capabilit), 
enabling higher Ietcls of agility to bc cxploitcd than with 
articulated rotor helicoplcrs. Firurc 3 illustrates the 
- 
envelopes of roll and pitch quickness achieved in the Lynx 
li>r Sidestep and Quickhop re-positioning MTEs (Ref' 1). 
The envelope covers the hll attitude nnge to illustrate the 
high bandwidth (low amplitude) and contn)l powers (high 
amplitude) uchicvcd even in these, non-trucking. MTEs. 
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Fig 2b Pitch Attitude Quickness 
The quickness is a direct measurc of agility, closely rclatcd 
to thc time to achic\.c an attitude change. At the two 
amplitude extremes the achieved quickness \.slues are well 
a k x e  the ADS33C Level 1 requirements for bandwidth and 
control power and there is a generous margin i n  the 
mcderate amplitude range, even relative to the tncking 
MTE boundary. Combined with a moderate hover thrust 
margin, maximum 'g' capability and wide speed envelope. 
thcsc pcrlbrmance characteristics make Lynx well suited as 
an ACT testbed. But the performance is only useful i f  
control laws are able to exploit ful ly the OFE and this 
raises fundamenlill safety issues concerning the aircraft 
bchaviour following ACT systcm failures. 
S>utcm fallurc can be loosely classifled under two 
catcgries; 
I) hardware Iar lures; these arc usually ~ssumed to 
bc random In naturc. hcncc only prcdichblc In a sut~st~cal  
ucnsc, cg onc Vailurc cxpcctcd within 10" operating hours. 
The usual mcthcd o l  protecting against such lhilurcs is to 
build in hardware redundant), togcthcr with comparators LtnJ 
monitors, cffcctivcly to incrcase n. 
i i )  softwarc Ilrlures; two ways that a softwarc 
implcmcnhtion can rair' or misbehave follow I'rom cithcr 
the correct progr~mming of the wrong reaction or la~lure to 
takc certain situations into account. I t  is sometimes 
claimed that the probab~lity 01' a sol.twarc crror cauring can 
bc rclatcd shtistically to the dcgrec o f  testing carricd out, 
but this does not appear to haw  a sound thcorctlcal 
hundation. I n  rcal11)-, both the abate sol-tn-arc I-allures arc 
deterministic and conteyt dependent and unless the resung 
happens to include the particular conditions. the crror is 
like/>. be missed. 
The Safety Pilot 
Fa~lurcs i n  both categories can bc expected to occur 
throughout the l i fe of an A C T  rcscarch \ ch~clc and gi\-c 
rise to a \.ariety of  different beha\-lour lncludinp lasusio\v 
hardnb-er, osc~l latnry or frozen actuator demands. 
Acknowledging this, the nel t  set o l  questions relate t o  the 
Integrity ot the system, the related tolenncc to fa~lurcs and 
the means of protection. A l l  ACT rcscarch helicopters 
operated over the last ten years ha1.e included one principal 
element i n  common in this regard - they ha\-e a11 had a 
Safety Pilot, whose controls are back clri1-en b the 
research actuators. The latter have elther been s~ec la l  
purpose, dual mode fclectro-mechanical) type (Rels 3, 4. 5 )  
or connected in  parallel with esisting power control units 
(Refs 6, 7, 8). A i l  types have been full authorit! , h ~ p h  
rate actuators. The saiety pilot. with his backciri\cn 
controls providing an immediate and instinctive cue as t o  
the health o f  the system and the experiment. i s  generally 
regarded as the most important and \.ital safct) clement. A 
well trained safety pilot n,ill be able t(1 iclcn[il.y 
misbehaviour through the motions 01. his backdt-l\.cn 
controls, and can hke rapid action to presene llight salct>. 
However, very special skills are required to make a gcwd 
safety pilot, among \vhich is the abtlity to judge \then. and 
\then not, to disengage and how to rcccn cr to a sale I l ~gh t  
condition. i t  1s a v c q  demanding rolc and m) hclp that the 
system can provide wi l l  reduce the 1vorklcmd and lcsscn the 
risk o f  a loss of control. 
Help can be provided in the form o f  a hil-sale or fail- 
operare system configuntion. Fail-safe normally rcl~cs on 
a monitor system running concurrently ~ i t h  the f l ight 
control system, clther sampling and comparing dual 
channels or comparing the signals in a single lane n ~ t h  
that From a mcdel. If the comparator detects a dil'fercnce. 
outside a defined threshold, the system ~VIII be tripped out 
and control wi l l  be returncd to the safcty pilot \ \ ~ t h  
appropriate dc r t  signals. Fiiil-operate sign~hcs that thc 
system can continue operation fr)llowing onc or morc 
failure; through monitoring and voting, faults can be 
dctectcd and isolated. The remaining healthy system 
componenls continue to function as normal, but the crew 
is alerted to thc I'iluIt. For a single hil-opcratc u> stcm. the 
systcm dcgradcs to fail-sal-c I 'o l low~ng a 1-ailure. 
Operational tly-by-wire f i x d  wing aircrat-t arc nt)rmaIl> 
designed with a two Fail-safe capab~lity 1 ~ 1 t h  rcspect to 
hardware failures to achieve the necessary overall uytem 
integrity. This rcquires a tnplex-mc~nitorcd or quadraple\ 
system architccturc. The rcscarch helicopters opcratcd o\-cr 
thc last ten ycars havc a vanety o f  dillcrcnt soluiions 
implcmentcd. Thc NRC's Bell 105 (Ref 3) and DLR's 
B0105 (Rct' 6) are b ~ l h  single string systems w ~ t h  a 
l imitcd fail-safe capability ccntrcd on the fly-by-wirc 
actuator inputloutput relationship. Rotor llapping i s  
monitored in the 705 and hub momcnt i n  the 105 \\ i th 
both hav~ng l~mits ishich, i f  eucceded, trips the s!-stems 
out. The ADOCS demonstrator (Ref 4) included a 1riple.c 
lly-by-light hardware configuration and an independent 
(analogue) monitor. The latter was Jesigned t o  mtxlel the 
beha\.~our o i  the primary flight control system (PFCS), 
hence aulomat~c tl~ght control slstern (AFCS) inputs were 
signalled as errors b\ the comparator: t he thresholds \verc 
set to allo~i. mcxleratel y apgrcssi \-e flying. This, so-called 
DOCS monitor. was designed to catch .;oft\\are and other 
common mode 'failures'. The AVOS research aircmft (Ref 
8) comprised a dual-duple\: architecture providing, in 
principal, a t\\o-litl operate capabil~t!. The concept 
lnclucled tlipht enbelope limiting features rvithin the 
control system. Most of these aircraft also featured a trip 
when the enginelrotor system torque euceeded a prescribed 
i alue. 
From this \-en briel re\.ierv of wme of the current designs 
- 
- i t  is clear that help can be provided to the safety pilot i n  a 
multitude of ways; i t  is also clear that current wisdom 
suggests that he does need help, particularly in the 
detection of rapid, potentially rotor damaging, control 
Inputs. The dilemma comes from trjing to distinguish 
between o sj.stem iailure and a genuine ACT system 
command; both can Itx)k very similar at the actuation 
stage. Failures from hardware f~ul t s  can be detected and 
isolated through tail-safe or fail-operate architectures; 
software lailures are considerably more difficult to detect. 
As noted above, software errors in both the categories 
discussed above are likely to be a regular txcurance in the 
development of a control la\v. Examples (non-attributed) 
of software railures that have cwcurcd on ACT helicopters 
include, 
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I )  3 - a~ i s  hardover caused by clis ide by rcro - cucurslon5 01. 
10 deg pitch, 35 deg mll and 20 i t  he~ght loss durins 
recoverq., 
3) control moJes not referenc~ng to correct Ilight condltlon. 
leading to psi tion error and roll Into turn. 
3) integrators not inhibited at control stops. leading to time 
delay in response to Sollowing input, 
1) no priority @\'en n,hen engageldiscn~ltpc pres~ed 
simultancousl y 
All led to a transfer of control to the safe[! prlot, although 
there was ineb itably some delay in recokeq due to la~lure 
recognition problems. I t  should be stressed thal n o  
accidents have occurcd on A C T  research helicopters 10 date. 
Safety Pilot Simrclation 
To gain a better understanding of the bnd o i  beha\ \oiir that 
Lynx would exhibit in response to failures and the 
resulting safcty pilot reaction, an explorator),  mula la ti on 
trial was carried out on the Advanced Flight Simulator a[ 
DRA (Ref 9). using the small motion syslcm. .A L1.n~. 
augmented with an ACT system, providing Le\ el I Il! ing 
qualities, was tlown through a range of miss~on task 
elements. The saKety pilot occupied the cockpit on the 
motion base, with the 'evaluation' pilot I'lying I'rom the 
control desk. 
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Fig 3 Statistical Summary of Excursions During Failures and Safety Pilot Recovery 
Hardover failurcs were injected in combinations of ases at 
iwious points during the flying, and the safety pilot's task 
was to disengage the ACT systcm and reco\.er the aircraft 
n.i thout exceeding limi ts and, of course, avoid the ground 
and obstacles. Following disengage, the aircraft 
configuration was Lynx wlth limlted authority stability 
augmentation, as envisaged for ACT Lynx. This initial 
investigation had several related objectives including an 
evaluation of alternate disengage and alert mechanisms. A 
total of 61 failure events were flown with three evaluation 
pilots. With the preferred 'force' disconnect system, ail 
disconnects were achieved in less than 0.3 second: 'button' 
disconnects resulted in longer times, up to 1 second. 
Figure 3 shows a statistical summary of the peak values of 
critiwl aircraft states recorded during recovery reIative to the 
flight envelope limitations, including the height loss. The 
3g peak occurred following a right cycliclpedal runaway in 
a right turn, when a height loss of 63 feet was also 
recorded. Thc load factor limit was exceeded on this 
occasion to avoid hitting the ground. The main rotor 
torque and rotorspeed limits were both exceeded once, the 
rorrner following a sympathetic positive collective failure 
in a bob-up. The results of the work reported in Reference 
9 arc tcntative. The AFS simulation cues werc limi tcd and 
the Lynx aircraft model has known deficiencies particularly 
in thc off-axis responses and in hard turns. Also, worst 
cases may not have been evaluated and instinctive, trigger 
disengage mechanisms were not evaluated. Nevertheless, 
the potential for very rapid flight envelope esceedances 
during failures. when operating close to limits, was 
demonstrated and the dangers of vertical flight-path 
excursions during recovery were highl ighted. 
Protection Devices 
Protcction against such occurnnccs nccds to takc into 
account that rcsponscs to Sailurcs can be similar to the 
rcspnsc to an aggrcssivc pilot-input applicd to maximisc 
agility. Pin apprrxxh used in the past has been to restrict 
the inputs to the rotor through employing both limited 
authority series actuators (as normally found in  a 
convcntionai SCAS) and parallel actuators with rcduced 
rutcs. Figure 4 illustrates thc roii kinematics and piiot's 
lateral cyclic command during a sidestep mancxuvrc on a 
phase plane. The shaded areas correspond to the excluded 
region if  serieslparallel, frequency-splitting. actuation had 
bccn uscd with typical 20% ((20V~Is) authority. The 
mantxuvrc would havc bccn scvcrcl y compromiscd. Fig 5 
illustrutcs thc control/actuation quickness or 'attack' for thc 
Lynk sidcstcps showing valucs up to thc PFCU bandwidth 
of 15 r i d s  at small amplitude and quitc high values 
extending out to large control inputs. The superimpc~scd 
lincs correspond to boundarics sct by diffcrcnt actuation 
ralcs. Thc Lynx actualion systcm is able to achicvc vducs 
grcatcr than ~ ~ % J . S C C  in singlc Iancs. Any actuation ratc 
limiting bclow this would clcarly dcprivc thc pilot of 
prformancc, buk no systematic invcstigution of this uspcct 
was carried out. Actuation limiting in  such a crude manner 
can be clTcctivc but nccds to bc implcmcntcd in sol'twarc if 
thc limits arc to bc cxtcndcd as conl'idcncc grows i n  thc 
bchuviour of a controi law. This is cffcctivcly what 
happens with ADOCS, although in  that implcmcnlation 
(Ref 3) the DOCS monitor tripped the ACT slstcm out i i  
rates and amplitudes from the AFCS \\-ere too high. For 
ACT Lynx, n scheme based on this approach n-2s 
cuggested, illustrated conceptually in Fig 6. The so-called 
'Curtain Functions' would be defined in the softn are that 
limited the actuator inputs as shown in Fig 6. Initiall!., 
for a new control law, the curtaln ~vould be well closed, 
offering maximum protection following failures. As thc 
control law developed and confidence grew in its behaviour, 
the curtains would be opened incrementally, until full 
performance was available. The concept has yet to be 
evaluated in simulation but potentially offers a safc route 
through to high agility. 
As noted earlier, the ACT hellcopter5 that ha\e been 
operated ober the last 10 bears have adapted man) different 
approaches to this protection question. I t  IS belleled t h ~ t  
three main factors contnbute to the 100% uafet! record in 
the opcratlon of research ACT hel~copters. 
a) the reliance on an experienced, well trained and highly 
skilled safety pilot 
b) thc adoption of operating proccdures that cmphasisc 
llipht safety 
c) the use or flight envelope monitors or restrictions that 
inhibit agility, particularly in low le\el trials. 
For ACT Lynx, i t  was altvays considered that the practices 
in categories a) and b) developed by organisations like 
DLR, NRC and NASA would be fully adopted. Thc focus 
on agility research, however, meant that issues associated 
with c) had to be faced squarely and an alternate strategy 
developed that enabled a way fonvard. A fail-operateifail 
safc (FOFS) architecture was sclected to providc full 
protection against hardwarc failures, ~vith the argument that 
in sai7c:y critical si:iintions, cvcn :hc :dc ty  pilot En:; nG: 
have suf-ficient time to reccver with only a fail-safe system. 
Methcdologies that ensure comprehensive verification and 
validation oP the software system elements would be 
vigorously pursued. It was rccogniscd that thcrc would be 
two components to thc cmbedded softwarc, a high integrity 
'core', including consolidation, monitoring, voting and 
a c t u o r  drive Punctions that wc?u!d rcmlun essentially fixed 
during the development of a control law. and the control 
law itsclf and its attendant curtain function, that rcould 
regularly change i n  slructurc and dau  input. The conirol 
law wm cnvisagcd as thc most appropriate place for the 
cnvclopc limiting to bc incorporated, in  thc lbrm of 
carcCrcc handling functions. Ultimately, thc control l a~v  
would need to function without independent monitoring, to 
cnablc thc high agility testing to be rcaliscd. For both 
kinds of softwarc i t  was considcrcd that a high investment 
in thc rcquircmcnts capture md definition proccss would 
pay off in high systcm intcgrity; thcx issucs arc dcvclopcd 
l'urthcr in latcr stcticms. 
Airframe Fatigrte Usage 
Bcl.orc discussing thcsc aspccts, thcrc is onc addi t~onal 
consideration regarding .dcty that was iddrcsscd H ith ACT 
Lyns - rhe question uf the impact of ACT 11y1ng o n  
airframe Catiguc. I t  was always rccognised that an agility 
research aircraft would spend a greater proportion of tlight 
time in high fatigue-usage manoeuvres. than its operational 
counterparts. Also, the effects of the ACT control 
functions on control linkage and rotor loads was relativel> 
u n ~ o w n .  A third issue stemmed from the recognitic~n that 
the esisting aircraft's OFE was defined with a margin 
relative to the safe tlight en\.elope and that carefree 
handling functions would, in  principle, allow some of this 
additional perlormance to be used tvith safety. Some form 
of load monitoring in this regime would be essential. The 
critical structural areas were identilled by the manufacturer 
and comprised components on the mainitail rotor hub and 
blades, control links, ruselage frame and gearbox, tail cone 
and fin. These components have since been strain-gauged 
for non-ACT purposes and are undergoing in-flight 
calibrations at the time of writing. The data from the 
strain gauges arc processed in two different ~vays. First, 
via a telcmetn. link to a ground station to cnablc rcal-timc 
moni torinp of loads and, second, to the on-board recorder 
system for post-flight analysis and fatigue usage 
calculations. From a safety standpoint, the fatigue usage 
monitoring task was seen as an intcgral part ol' the 
comprehensive approach taken with the ACT Lynx 
concept. 
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As a bonus, much valuable data on the different airframe 
load spectra cvperienccd with thc ACT systcm would be 
gathered and, ultimately, the Iwd measurements would be 
available to the ACT system itself in the pursuit of 
envelope-expanding carefree handling functions. 
In  summary, the achievement of' high peti<>rmancc with 
ACT Lqnu was to be cnabled through thc incorporation of 
several laqers OK 'safety net'. The hardware would be 
dcsigned to exhibit fail-opcratcif~lil safe rcliabili ty. Thc 
'fixed' soft\vare svould be designed and tested to be Vault 
Srcc. Thc control law soCtrvarc would opcratc withln thc 
constraints of' thc actuator curtain and bc dcvclopcd to a 
lhult f'rcc slittc lor testing in Ilight critical rcgimcs. Thc 
safety pilot would be the ultimate protection against 
damaging llight path excursions and limit exceedances. 
Fatigue monitc)ring and accounting would protect against 
thc conscquenccs o n  airframc hcalth ol' unconventional 
mantxuvrcs and control wlivity and providc a chcck lor 
grcatcr than usual fatiguc lifc consumption. Thcsc siifcty 
net. were autonomous by design, yet it was rccopnised that 
only through their proper integration into the ACT Lynx 
conccpt would the petiormancc targcts bc xhicvablc. A 
comprehcnsivc rcquircmenr spec~hcat~on \\as needed tor the 
total sqstcm, dci.cloped through s~rnulalion. [hat dcfincd 
the range of interacting (unctions md the~r operallons. 
Requirement Specification 6r Incremental 
Simulation 
Preliminary Design Evaluation 
The ACT Lynx dcsipn conccpt c\-ol\'cd from a number o f  
prcliminaq' studies \I hich carcful1~- ~ ' ;ploi~i :  :tic ka:<ibilli> 
oS modify~ng the DRA Research L!.nx into a \anable 
stability. active control. research heiiu?o[er. 
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Fig 7 The ACT Lynx Concept 
Practical issucs ddrcsscd in these initial studich ~ncludcd a 
contirmalion that the ~nstallcd powcr and actuator \ l \ ~ c m  
wcre sutficient to test to the limits of the dcsircd .ACT 
Lynx llight envelope, and that the mechanical I~nkages 
could be mtxlihed ti) allow b-xkdriving by a sct of h~gh 
pcrthrmancc parallcl actuators. Addilronal cquipmcnr ~uch  
~LS sidcstick controllcrs and advmccd scnsors ncrc spccrticd 
and an outlinc of thc system architccturc propt>scd in tcrms 
of a triplex tlighl control computer and a dual duple\ 
actuator drive and monitoring unit. An cntirclq triple\; 
architccturc would have satisfied the fail-opcratclfail-safc 
requirement but, in  the case of the ACT Lpns, a final 
component ha\-ing a dual duples arrangement was deemed 
to be more appropriate to connect harmoniously with the 
duples hydr~ulic systems and primary flight control units 
(PFCUs). The ACT Lpns conccpt is illustrated in Figure 
7. 
A furthcr aspect that received some preliminary design 
consideration was the nature of the pilot interface - that is, 
the displays, switches, buttons etc, that the pilot would 
require in order to engage and opente the facilities of the 
new system. These items were analysed and their likely 
functionality and appearance described in outline. When, in 
thc light of thcsc preliminary studics, thc piospccts for the 
.4CT Lynx project seemed favoumble, attention turned to 
developing a high quality specification (Refs 1.0, 11). 
Specification Structure 
In thc dcsign tcam therc was a gcnuinc commitment to 
avoid the pitfalls of many other projects and leave nothing 
to chance in  the specification of the new system. In 
particular, therc was a determination that the requirements 
specificut~on must solvc all of the significant design 
issues. That is, it must be corrcct, i t  must be complete, 
and i t  must be 1.alidated. 
Such considerations placed a considerable challenge upon 
the tcam in the preparation of the rcquirements 
specification since there had to be sufficient detail to be 
tolally unambiguous; that is, Ihc implementation had to be 
clear, while at the same time therc had to rcmain a high 
level of visibility of the design concepts and what the 
system was trying to do and why. These requirements are 
often incompalible since the very accumulation of a m o m  
of detail imparts a complexity that militatcs against 
understanding. It is such complexity which nccdcd to bc 
lamed by an appropriate design and specification mcthtxJ, 
and which led to the decision to use modern software design 
methods for application to the whole diverse system. I t  
was also recogniscd that hierarchically orgnniscd 
dcscriptions could be an cffectivc lcchniquc for rcducing 
complexity and in this casc a dccornposition of thc systcm 
into its major functional clemcnts seemcd to be the most 
natural. This decomposition was the only one that was 
imposed on the system n priori. The outcome is shown in 
Figurc 8, whcrc the square and rectangular compc>nenLs arc 
thosc rclcvant to the specification cxcrcisc. Thc bold 
rcctanglcs arc rcfcrrcd to as processing clemcnts to bc 
crnbodiccl in  a Flight Control Computcr (FCC), allhough 
such krminology was not uscd in the nirittcn c.pccification. 
The clcmcnts of thc systcm arc described in  thc order 01. the 
primary flow of thc signal information as illustrated by thc 
arrows in Fig 8. 
( i )  Scn:ior Elcment (SE). This lcllcling clc~ncnt contains 
the aircraf't motion sensors - atlituclc and rate g4'rc.s and 
accclcromctcrs, and also thc air Java units for obtaining 
vclocity componcnls. prcssurc and (c  m pcra turc 
information. 
( i i )  Cren Station Element (CSE). The othcr leading 
clcmcnt incorporates the conlentional controls for the 
safety pilot and a \-ersatile sidestick controller Fxi!lt!. !c?r 
the evaluation pilot. For convenience these inceptor 
components tvere grouped together as an Inceptor Element 
(IE). The CSE also contains the \.arious interfaces for the 
pilot to engage, opente and be cued by the ACT s) stem as 
follows: 
(a) Pilots Control Panel (PCP) - used by the 
Evaluation Pllot for engagement and disengagement 
and also for conducting the system-test sequence. 
Engage and Disengage operations ~vould normally be 
pcrformcd using switchcs on thc pilot's controls. 
(b) Repeater Panel (RP) - provides a copy of the 
displays for the Safety Pllot. 
(c) Menu Panei (ivfP) - pro\.ides othcr ACT 
interactions, such as sclccting c;nc ol' ihc a\iiilablc 
control laws and sets of parameter \,slues. The same 
panel provides the interface for i nj  e c  t i ng 
preprognmmed disturbances into the system, as part of 
a flight-test licility uscd, for cyample, i n  gathering 
data for the validation of the helicopter simulation 
mcdc(s and in demonstrating compliance rvith flying 
quali!ies reql~irements ef new control laws. 
(d) Mtxie Select Panel (MSP) - available for in-flight 
selection of control modes, Ihr cuample, height-hold, 
speed-hold, hover hold. 
(iii) Control Law Input Support Element (CLISE). T h ~ s  
element has the main purpcwe o f  processing and managing 
thc information from the Crcw Station and Sensor 
Elements. I t  also contains the function for scheduling of a 
comprchcnsivc systcm tcst. 
( i v )  Contrc?l Law E!emcnt (CLE). This clement is 
supplied with inceptor, sensor, m d e  selection and related 
inl'cxmation by thc CLISE. Thc CLE is thc raison dktre of 
thc ACT Lyns sincc i t  hosLs the cvperimcntal control laws 
which arc to be evaluated. I t  is this clcmcnt that the uscr 
of thc ACT Lyns, the flying qualities cnginccr, n,ill 
interact ~ t h .  Carefully verified md validated control law 
softwarc will bc pluggcd into and unplugged from this 
clcmcnt. Typically, six control laws will be selectable by 
thc cspcrimcntal pilot with an additional choicc of up to 
sis set.. ol' pararnctcrs w i t h i n  cach la\\-. 
( v )  Control Law Output Support Elcmcnl (CLOSE). Thc 
clcmcrit following the CLE intcrFaccs the demands prtrluced 
to thc rcmaindcr of the syslcm. I t  also providcs a 
sclcctablc lim~lcr on the dcmands prtduccd by thc cc~ntrol 
law as additional protection against immaturc sol-tivarc. 
(14) .actualor Drive and M(rnilc>ring Elcrncnt (ADME!. 
Thc Ilnal clcmcnt to provide prc~cssinp talics the demands 
from thc CLOSE and prcduccs dri\.c signals lor thc parallel 
actuators rcsiclcnt i n  thc Actuator Elcmcnt, and thc scrics 
aclualors in the PFCU. Thc ADME also managcs the 
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Fig 8 The ACT Lynx Logical Elements 
engagement of thc ACT system through the energising o l  
the parallel actuators, and supplies a normal 
autostabilisation thnction when the ACT system is not 
engaged. 
(v i i )  Actuator Element. The parillel actuator system is last 
in the scquencc. The parilel uctualors are connected to the 
convcntional control runs from the safety pilot; whcn thc 
actlliltors are engaged (hydraulically powered), the controls 
are back driven to provide the sakty pilot with essential 
control position cues and to aid in recoveries, and forward 
driven to the Lynx PFCUs. 
( v i i i )  Estcrnal Systcm Support Elcmcnt (ESSE). I n  
suppert 1.4' the ab.?ve network of elements is an element 
which essentially pnjvides a catchment h r  all oP the 
significant data in the system. I t  interfaces with the on- 
. 
board data acquisition systcm and also with the 
csperimcntal hclmct mounted or head down displays. A 
rccord i>f all :;jstcm rclatcd cvcnts such as cngapcmcnt, 
disengagement and diagnostic messages is reuincd in a 
System Journal. 
particular clement is composed of replicated units, so that 
several units  togcthcr comprisc an e l e m e n t ,  lhc 
replication o l  units in the element is stated and the unit 
itself is described under the same headings. For esample. 
the CLISE is a triples element composed of three identical 
CLISUs (Control Law Input Support Units). 
In  :hc cycn;. :his primary dccornposition harmonised uith 
the subsequently developed techniques for coping \\ ~ t h  the 
system's complexity. Hierarchies can lose lheir 
simplifying property if the structures become loo  deep; tor 
the ACT Lynx project only three levels wcrc employed, 
with quite dilfcrcnc spccii'ication tcchniqucs and a s s t~ i a~cd  
ttx)ls at cach level: 
( i )  The top level is the written, structured test. I t  1s 
manipulated and maintained by commercial test prtxesslng 
sol-twxe. 
( i i )  Thc middlc lcvcl is thc capturc of thc spccification in a 
Jackson System Development (JSD - Rcls 13. 13) design. 
using CASE ttx>ls such as Speedbuilder (Refs 14. 151. 
Thc specification takcs cach of thc elcmcnts idcntificd ( i i i )  Thc lowcst Icvcl is thc Ada ctdc. I t  is gcncratcd 
above and providcs a dctailcd dcscription. Each clement is automatically from the JSD design using a CASE ttx)l 
described in detail under the headings Type, Function, such as Adwtde, and is acted on by a con\,cntional 
Operation, Performance, Inputs & outputs, Interfaces, compiler. The simulation so prcxluced is an ideal \eh~cle 
Testing and Failure reporting & recovery. Where a litr validation of the specitication. 
Thus each level has its own Sormalism and there is no 
decomposition from one level to another. The first 
consideration, as in many design problems, is deciding 
where to start: one advantage of the Jackson JSD approach 
is that the starting point is well defined: one must use the 
narrative tcst of the specification to begin the modelling 
phase. 
Jackson System Development 
Jackson System Development is a method of analysing a 
written specification for a computer system to producc a 
formally executable specification. The method was jointi!' 
developed by Michael Jackson and John Cameron .in the 
early 1980s (Refs 12. 13). I t  consists uf three stages: 
modelling, network and implementation. There is 
considerable emphasis placed on the modelling stage in 
order to-establish, unequivocally, the information available 
from the world outside the system being designed, with 
which the system interacts. 
Modelling and Entities: A model, in JSD, is a 
description of the real world as i t  appears to the system. 
Entities are objects in the real world which have to be 
mcrtelled by the system, and of particular interest in the 
modelling activity are those entities which perform discrete 
actions. For example, a press ol' the ARM button by the 
evaluation pilot is an action to which the system must 
rcspond. Thc mdclling phase requircs that :hc actions Sc 
allocated to specific entities, and the main task is to 
identify viable entities and allcxate the relevant actions to 
them. For each entity, the time ordering of the actions 
must be then be specified and, conventionally, a tree 
diagram is used for this purpose. As an example, consider 
the truncated list of actions from the ACT Lyns system 
shown in Figure 9. Some of these +re related to the pilot 
entity in his role of engaging the ACT System; they may 
be identified and their time-ordering expressed as a tree 
diagram using Jackson Structured Programming (JSP) 
notation (Ref 13). The diagram is shown in Figure 10 
where the root is named after the entity which performs the 
ixtions, and the leaves (the lowest level boxes which are 
named rather than numbered) hold the names of the 
individual actions. The intermediate nodes or boxes 
dcscribe the possible types of behaviour: scqucncc, 
selection (o) and Iteration (*), as denoted by the symbol in 
the lop right hand mmer of the b o ~ .  The numbers in the 
lowest level b y e s  refer to changes in the state of the 
object (entity) AS shown in the table i n  Figure 10. 
cment Thus Figurc 10 csprcsses a model o l  the Pilot Eng g 
cntity as a repetition of txcurrenccs of Engagement Cycles. 
An Engagement Cycle can either be a Normal Cycle, 
composed of a sequence of Arm, Armed, Engage, 
Disengage, or alternatively an Early Disengage, composed 
ol- only part of the normal scqucncc followed by a 
Disengage. The appropriate changes of slate are indicated 
by the numbercd operations for each action, and i t  can bc 
seen that, prior to any action, the cngagernent sti11c is 
initialisecl t o  DISENGAGED by operation 13. 
ACIIO~ 1 Summary . 1 . 1  * 1 - . --:.s 
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Fig LO Pilot Engagement Cycle in JSP Form 
The same 1)-pe of modelling is applied to the other 
compments of the CSE such as the activities associated 
with the Menu Panel and the Mode Control Panel, to 
obtain the full complement of model descriptions. In a 
completed mocielling exercise, the total set of tree diagrams 
describes all of the time orderings ol' the actions plus the 
changes in system state. in real-time systems it is often 
only the xtivi:ics ai :hc man-machinc intcrfacc which 
require this type of modelling and much of the red world is 
modelled simplv by polling sensor information. In the 
ACT Lyns application, ['or esample, the Lynx helicopter is 
mcxlelled kinematically by polling data from inertial and air 
motion sensors. The tree diagrams in these cases are 
simply iterations of polling actions. The inceptor 
displacements are conveniently treated in this manner too. 
I t  is fundamental to the JSD method that the model 
structure in Figure 16 tan be used as a program structure 
for a process to control the engagement of the ACT 
systcrn. Oncc opcntions have becn added to read incoming 
action-messages then all that is required is for the 
operations to be expressed in the required language. The 
iterations can be expressed as loops and the selections as 
conditional statements with appropriate conditions. The 
rcsult is that the tree diagram can be converted to code 
mechanically either by .hand or, as in the current work, 
nubmaticall y. 
Network and Implementation Follon~ng on from 
the modelling qtage IS the dekelopment of the trerwork 
Prtxesses denved 1-rom the entitles del'lncd ~n the modelltng 
stage are called model processes. Other processes are 
needed to make use of the data stered by the mode! 
processes In order to generate the outputs whtch provrde the 
requtred functtona1it)i of the sjstem. More demls can be 
found In Reference 1 1.  
JSD Summary The principal aim of the JSD method is 
to creatc a specification which can be usefully viewed from 
k t h  ahwe and below. The mcxielling stage is an object 
oriented analysis of the real world which produces a 
description which users can readily gnsp, because the result 
is described in terms of objects familiar to the user. The 
m e  diagrams of the methud also provide important detail 
about the mcxfel of thc rcrit warld. Thc nc:work stagc uscs 
two descriptions: (a) Data flows, which can be presented to 
the user to indicate the architecture of the system and (b) 
Tree diagrams, which the analyst can use to express the 
design of a particular function. The resulting specification 
can be vicwcd by the uscr from above in terms of thc 
intcrfacc with thc rcal world and, simultaneously, the 
specification contains cnough detail for the implemcnters 
below to perform their task. I t  is this generzll property that 
makes JSD particularly attractive and encouraged a 
determined assault on the difficul tics asscxiatcd with the 
application of JSD to the compictc ACT Lynx System. 
Specification Structure 
Even with the brief review of the JSD method contained 
above, i t  should be clear that the cnvisagcd application to 
thc ACT Lynx prcscntcd substantial technical challenges. 
The priman difficulty iras how to adapt the mcrhtxi to a 
systcrn a,hich had a dit.ersity o f  types of cornponcnt. For 
example, how was a hydraulic actuator to be specitred 
using JSD and. in this context. &hat was the Interpretatton 
of data streams and state vector inspections - the JSD inter- 
process communicalion methods? A further compltcatlon 
was how to include the replication associated u ~ t h  the 
crnbedded redundancy without the occurrence o i  a 
cornensurate increase in complexity. I t  \\.as clear that the 
JSD method itself, although offering a desirable 
development route, did not, on its own, offer the reduction 
of complexity whlch was considered essential for the ACT 
Lynx requirements specification. As a compositional 
method, JSD eschews a top-down approach to system 
development. The rationale is argued at length by its 
proponents and a convincing case can be made for i t  ~n 
software development; however for more general systems. 
the physical architecture can impose a natural 
decomposition. This decomgosition may then be harnesscd 
and used to guide the development of those cnhanccmcnts 
to JSD which are necessary to reduce the complexity of the 
system specification. This recourse to a decomposition 
based on the underlying hardware was adopted for the ACT 
Lyns system and led directly to a signillant conceptual and 
practical reduction in the descriptike complexity. 
JSD enhancemenfs The nexr step i n  resol\.inp the  
compleuity of the system is to recognisc that each 
identifiable element can be viewed as an independent 
system communicating in a limited if.ay 151th  othcr 
elements. For elements which are composed of rcplicatcd 
units, cach unit is treated as independent. 
Fig I 1  Top Down View of Control Law Unit 
Figure I I shows an esample of such a top do~vn I iciv. 
Thc datastrcam into the CLU is a frime time-gra~n-markcr. 
and thc only inter-unit conncctlons arc state \.cctor 
inspections. Each box represents a unit and JSD IS applicd 
in a convcntionili manncr to that unit. Thc Itmitation of 
inter-unit comrnuniwtion to state veclor inspectic~ns is 
crucial to the esploi tation of the decomposi tton i ntct 
clcrncnts. The abscncc of data-strcam connecttons mcans 
that thcrc iirc no intcr-unit mcssages and conscqucntl y thcrc 
is no requirement to deslgn complex process structures to 
handle the incoming and outgoing messages. Therefore, 
the complexity of a unit is determined solely by its internal 
functionality and, moreover, the effects of any redesign has 
limited Impact on the rest of the system. T h e  
simplification which results f'rom this is so significant that 
it  justifies additional terminology, and the term JSD fittit  
has been adopted. 
The problem of the diversity of the system is resolved by 
tnnsfemng the specification to the software context. For 
those aspeck of the system which are not expected to be 
digital, such as the actuator element, a simulation oC that 
clcment is specified using the methods described above. 
Nuturally, care has to taken to ensure that all o l  the 
relevant functional properties of the real element are 
included in the simulation specification with due 
authenticity. The integrity of replacing the real element in 
a specification by a simulation depends not only on an 
authentic duplication of its relevant functions, but also on 
ensuring that the remainder of the system only has access 
to that data which the real system can provide. in the case 
of the actuator element. for example, the actuator psitions 
are not directly available to the ADMUs: one of the four 
simulated position pick-off signals for each control lane 
which must be used. Another example is the engagement 
state of the actuator: signals corresponding to appropriate 
sensors mounted on the actuator must be used to determine 
whether the actuator is hydraulically energised or not. As a 
consequence, the actuator entity must be mtdelled within 
the ADMU using JSD principles. The need for modelling 
one element within another is a natural consequence of the 
imposed decomposition into elements (Ref 16). 
When system elements consist of replicated units. lor 
example triplex or dual duplex, i t  is clearly undesirable to 
compose a JSD network diagnm lor each unlt indi\.idually. 
At best, i t  duplicates effort, and at uorst inrrt~uces errors 
cause~i by xcidcntal dilferences In the ~ndi\ idual nctnorks. 
What is needed is to retlect the written spec~l'icat~on and to 
describe a single uni t  in  detail through a net~vork diagram 
i n  the normal manner, supplemented by a formal 
description of the element in terms oT its cornpclnent units. 
Such a formal description is shown in Figure 11 (a) and (b) 
which depict descriptions of units of the Inceptor and 
Control Law Elements respecti\ely as held on the CASE 
database. After some standard infcmnation (STD-INFO), 
consisting of its identifier and optional background detail, 
the MAIN-PART of the description includes a number ot' 
options such as: 
( i )  the type of unit - whether the unit is analogue or dig~tal. 
( i i )  the number of units - here both are slmplc\- units 
replicated three times. 
( i i i )  Whether the units run synchronously or nut. 
To complete the description a list is required 01' all [he JSD 
prtresses \vhich belong to that unit, and thus nccd [o be 
replicated; the final entry (UNIT-SID), being blank, \ho\vs 
that the name of the list on the database defaults :o the 
name of the unit. 
A similar Connat is provided for the description of the 
connections between elements as shown by the c\;amplc i n  
Figure 13 (c). The relevant fields arc the wurce, 
destination and whether the connection is unit to u n t t  
individually (ONE-TO-ONE), or completely cross 
connected (BROADCAST). The connection descr~pt~on 
also holds some information relating to the l i u l t  tolerance 
implementation. 
UNlT IE 
STD-INFO 
LONGNAME 
REFERENCE lE 
[']CLASSIFICATION-SET 
[']SUMMARY 
This unit is connected to the 
inceptors of the evaluation 
pilot 
[oJNARRATIVE 
NO 
MAIN-PART 
[oJTY PE 
ANALOGUE 
[oJBASE-REDUNDANCY 
SIMPLEX 
REPLICATION 3 
[OIUNIT-LVL-SYNCHRONISATION 
ASYNCHRONOUS 
FRAME-LAG 
['IINTRA-UNIT-CONNECTIONS 
UNIT-SIO 
(a )  unit  description 
(analogue) 
UNlT CLE 
STD-INFO 
LONGNAME 
REFERENCE CLE 
[']CLASSIFICATION-SET 
[*]SUMMARY 
This unit houses the control 
law algorithm and associated 
processing. It is the middle processor 
in a three processor "lane" 
[oINARRATIVE 
NO 
MAIN-PART 
[oJTYPE 
DIGITAL 
CONNECTION IE-CLISE 
STD-INFO 
LONGNAME 
REFERENCE IECLIS 
[']CUSSlFICATlON-SE-r 
(']SUMMARY 
[olNARRATlVE 
NO 
MAIN-PART 
SOURCE lE 
DESTINATION CLlSE 
[o)DATA-TRANSMISSiON 
BROADCAST 
[oJSPEC-INTERFACE 
- 
[oJBASE-REDUNDANCY NO 
SIMPLEX [o]CON.SOLIOATION 
REPLICATION 3 I YES 
[O~UNIT-LVL-SYNCHRONISATION HISTORY-LENGTH 3 
ASYNCHRONOUS [olSlBLING-ERROR-MONITORING 
FRAME-LAG 10 1 YES 
['IINTRA-UNIT-CONNECTIONS HISTOR Y-LENGTH 3 
UNIT-SID (1 
(b) unit description (c) connection description 
(d lgl ta l )  
F ig  CASE Database Formal Descriplions 
The compositional, or "middle out", nature of the JSD 
method has the property that once a model has been built, 
every new function added to i t  provides a, potentially 
deliverable, working system. In-fact, at any stage of the 
dcvelopmcnt o f  the network, i t  can be implemented. 
Incremental development takes advantage of :his natural 
property of JSD and phases development of a system over a 
number of increments. The added functionality required 
from each increment is defined initially in outline and, as 
each increment is completed, it is reviewed and the contents 
of future increments re-examined in the light of any 
modifications or additions that have been found to be 
necessary. The development of a system is thus responsive 
to an evolving specification but at the same time allows 
the project to be managed on the basis of milestones 
actually achieved. 
Thc ACT Lynx simulat~on was developed over S I K  
increments distributed follows: 
Increment I :  A model of the pilotisystem 
interaction includ~ng engagcmcnl of the ACT 
system and lnccptor movcmcnt, thc Rcpcatcr 
Pancl and a display of the control run positron. 
lncrcment 2: A model of thc pilotlsystcm 
interaction as regards System Test, Control Law 
Selection, Disturbance Selection. Mcxlc Selection, 
Panmetcr Set Selection, the Menu Panel, Mode 
Control Panel and Pilot's Control Panel. 
Increment 3: A definition of a hardware description 
language for units and connectiuils, a n d  
development of associated tools. Thc functionality 
of Increments 1 iind 2 is hased on the specified 
hardware, including fault tolerance. Provision for 
injcction of errors. 
lncrcmcnl 4: Complction of the Control Law 
Input Support Elcmcnt, including t h c  
development of a ttxd for building a System Test 
process from a non-procedural definition. Thc 
Aircrart Motion Scnsor and the Air Data Elcrnents 
Incrcmcnt 5: Complction of thc Control Law 
Element and thc Control Law Ouput Support 
Elcmcnt. 
Incrcmcnl 6: Cornpiclion of thc Actuator Drivc 
ahd Monitoring Elcmcnt and thc Actuator 
Elcmcnt. Furthcr dcvcloprncnt o l  thc System 
Tcst Buildcr. 
The simulation dso includcs a simplc mtxlcl of a Lynx 
hclicoptcr to providc scnsor data and thc actuator 
displaccmcnLs. 
From thc distribution of rnatcrii~l in thc six incrcmcnts i t  
can bc sccn that thc primary concern was to cstablish an 
acceptable model of thc pilot's interface. One oi- the earl!- 
lessons was that differcnt rcaders of a spccification can 
place different meanings on the same n-ords, and, for 
example, the sequencing of  the lamps relating to 
engagement and system test on the Repeater Panel needed 
to be rcviscd. The reference to sFstem test in Increment 6 
is indicative of the difficulties encountered in specifying a 
comprehensive test. The contribution from Increment 3 
was not sufficient and more work had to be included in the 
final increment. 
During the development of the simulation no fundamental 
flaw or omission has been discovered in the written 
specification. Nevertheless, a wealth of additional detail 
has been accumulated mainly to reinforce inadequate 
descriptions or to compensate for minor omissions. The 
most significant inadequacy was the omission of a 
description about how to apply the consolidation algorithm 
of Reference 17 to replicated units in a fault tolerant 
manner (additional voting w included). 
Itnplementntion of the Sitnrilntiori 
Ada was selectcd as the implementation language; its 
selection was determined by a number of cons~deratrons. 
First. Ada is a US DUD mandated language, and \tiis also 
"highly recommended" by thc UK MOD, which has 
rcsulted in a number of very high quality compilers being 
available. In addition, packages and tasks are language 
features which have been very important in implementing 
thc system. Finally, the code generation tcwl Adacodc, 
described below, was already available in prototype ftmn b 
serve as a basis for the project. 
Complexity Overview 
The question of complexity has been addressed from scvcral 
viewpoints. The JSD method incorporates in its mcxlelling 
phasc a powcrl.ul technique for grasplng thc fundamentals 
of systcm dcvclopmcnt and provides a solid platform for 
subsequent work. On i t s  own, howcver, i t  is not sufficient 
thr resolving the complexity of a diverse system which has 
inbuilt redundancies. I t  is necessary to introduce additional 
I'eatures, JSD units and connections, to reduce the 
complexity of whole system to a manageable s i x .  These 
conceptual advances arc of littlc practical usc without 
asstxialcd support from CASE toc>ls. A databasc must bc 
ablc to acccpt a d  manipulate the unit dcllnitions, and c d c  
gcncralion ttnls must be ablc to access this information in  
order to build the final system. The whole JSD-unit based 
approach gives rise to u management ol  the complexity of 
thc syslcm to thc cxtcnt that i t  may be cnnsidcrcd tamcd. 
Thc vcrilication which is cmbcddcd in the various stages of 
thc dcvclopmcnt of thc spccification, and its resultant 
validation through operation of the simulation ensure that 
any ro,prrr aspccts of thc spccification havc bccn 
clirniniitcd. 
At thc hcart of this complcx spccification, thc dctailcd 
rcqulrcment l i~ r  lhc conlrol law clcmcnl was Icft blank; tor 
initial cicctr~ncc this would bc a unity transfcr function 
li)llt;iieit by a digihl rcprcsentation of the L y n ~  analogue 
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Fig 13 The Four Phases i n  a Control Law Life Cycle 
AFCS. But the expenmental control la\vs were the rnison 
ti'rfrr for the ACT Lj,nx project. and needed a different 
approach to their development. 
Control LawIConcept Evaluation - Envelope 
Expansion 
Rccognising that immaturity would bc a normal part of the 
development of ACT Lynx laws. a Control Larv Life Cycle 
Mtxfel and associated working practices and procedures were 
developed at DRA to ensure s disciplined path to l'ull 
control law validation (Ref 18, 19). The development 
cycle was forrnalised to ensure that when control laws were 
uldmatcly exercised in sal'cty critical areas, thcrc would bc 
no possibility of them failing. Thus, along with thc 
hardware redundancy, the system would have a truly 
comprehensive Sail-operate capability. The cycle comprises 
(our phascs (Fig 13); 
i )  Thc Conceptual Phase (CP) cvaluatcs basic conccpts in a 
lbrm that can capture the operational rcquircmcncs. I t  
includes s~mplc mtdclling, design and analysis acttvi tics 
and pilot-in-the-ltwp simulation. Outputs from this phase 
include knowledge oC the response types and system 
characteristics requircd to achieve the various Levcls of 
Uying quality. 
i i )  The Engineering Design Phasc (EDP) ukcs rcsulls from 
the CP and involves f u l l  control law design with a 
representative vehicle rncxlel and includes refinements to 
control system archilccturcs via dchiled mtxlelling and 
c.itcnsivc pilo(cd simulation. 
~ i i )  The Flight Cleannce Phase ( FCP) consolidarcs rcsul ts 
from earlier stages and achieves a verificd implemcn~a~ion 
Ir)r the target flight control computer. Validation 01. the 
design, including a Icuds and stability anal\-sis, IS :I kc1 
actlvity in the Cleannce phase. The techniques 01- 'In\erse 
Simulation1 (Ref 20), with prescribed MTEs, ol'l'cr a 
con\cn~ent and efficient method for evcrcising ~ h c  onrrol 
law in a wide nnge range of represcntalivc conditions prlor 
to flight. 
i v )  The Flight Test Phase ( R P )  evaluates the control 
sysicm in l'ull scale !light and appropriate opcral~onal 
MTEs. Experiments in this phaqc \%ill be 'rcplic~s' 01' tests 
conductcd i n  ground-bucd simulation and changcs to 
contn)l laws would cover only those regimes mappcd o u t  
In  the Conceptual and Engineering Design phases. A n  
incremental approach to safety critical. high nsk, Il~pht 
conditions would be normal practice. 
The phases are scqucntial but also ileral~vc, xknon Icdy~ng 
that g n > ~ t h  i n  knowlcdge can lcad to a chanpc In thc 
rcquiremcnt r)r criteria ti)rmat, ol'tcn the objccti\c 0 1  thc 
research itself. A t  all stages. the discovery of a l.iiult. 
design error or uncertainly will generally requlre the return 
to a previous p h i .  Special care needs to bc taken \\ hen 
'imposing' a procedural discipline on rcscarch, thirl 
creativity is not inhibitcd, but the discipline nccds cut 
cvcn dccpcr with wcll defined working practices and 
activities, if i t  is to have any real meaning as a sal'cguard 
against errors or faults being designed in. Fig 14. taken 
I'rom Rcl' 18, illuslrates a process slructurc diagram li)r the 
CP ivith thc lhree principal tasks - problcm c~prcssion, 
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Fig 14 Structure Diagram for the Conceptual Phase 
design and review. The JSD noiarlon is again used, ie 
ccquence, ltentictn (*) and wlect~on (o), with the activii~es 
corresponding to the lowest level 'leaves' on each branch. 
Typically, dw~rrnentatinn 1s requ~red as each new pjece of 
knowledge i s  accumulated and this IS reflected in  the nght 
hand leal of the branches. 
0 Low Aggression 
Scrics 1(0) 
Series 2 ( 0 )  
Conceptual Phase 
Examples of research in the Conceptual Phase can be found 
in References 31, 33 and 3. The archetypal D R A 
conceptual simulation model (CSM) was developed in 
Reference 21, which reported comparative results with 
d~lferent response types and autopilot mcxles. In Reference 
13, the first conceptual resulls from the DRAIWestland 
rcscarch into carefrec hand1 ing systems wcrc publishcd, 
indicaring thc significant benaits of direct intervention 
control laws. More recently, the first helicopter trials on 
the DRA Large Motion Simulator reported the achievement 
of Level 1 handling qualities for r i le response types (Ref 
23). Fig 15 shows one set o l  results from Reference 13. 
with pilot handling qualities ratings plotted against roll 
attitude bandwidth for a slalom task. The wide sprcid ol' 
- . . -. - - . . .. - . . . . . - - - . 
ratings with cidconl lgurat ion illustrate the change in  
perceived handling u pertitrmance is increased, the ptwwest 
ratings generally-corrcsponding to the highest levels ol. 
p~lot  aggressiveness. 
Fig 15 HQRs for Slalom MTE Flown With 
DRA Conceptual Simulation Model 
Thc 4DS33C Lcvelli? bandu.idth boundary for non- 
tracking tasks is 1 radis, corresponding n,ith the Ion-cst 
le\,el of aggressivcness florrTn in the AFS trials. The 
degradation at higher performance levels is consistent with 
tlight results (Ref 2). but pilots tend to be more senstitive 
to task cues and critical of simulator deficiencies as 
aggressiveness increases. Flying at large attitude angles 
near the ground is parttcularly demanding on the fidelity of 
the simulated visual cues; the limited vertical field of viewr 
and texture on the current AFS visual system must be a 
major factor in the inability to achieve Level 1 at high 
performance. This deficiency, along with modelling 
uncertainties, common to all ground-based simulators, is, 
of course, a primarp reason for the vigorous pursuit oS high 
perfc~rmance in-flight simulators. 
Engineering Design Phase 
This phase consists of mapping the rcquircd characteristics 
from the CP onto thesimulated target aircraft. As in the 
CP, problem expression, design and review cover activities 
in the Engineering Design phase. However, the level of 
detail will be considerably greater, including environmental 
constraints and robustness criteria. Internal control system 
Iw,p pcrformmcc rcquircmcnts and stability of uncontrollcd 
airframc modcs will fbm parts of the problcm expression. 
The design sub-phase contains the modelling and 
evaluation activities, as in the CP, but also includes 
significant new activities under the synthesis label (Ref 
ld). The desired flying qualities rcquiremenls, cmbodied in 
handling and ride quality functions, will be cast ~n 
functional form and the associate J 'error' cost functions 
mi nimised with respect to control systcm gains and filter 
frequencies. This is the essence of the synthesis at the 
centre of control law design and a number of different 
techniques arc available for working thc optimisation, 
involving craft-likc skills and trading performancc and 
robustness to achicvc the best controller. Examples of 
results from the Engineering Design phase are reported in 
Refs 24.25 and 26. 
Clearance and Flight Test Phases 
Activi tics wi:hin ;hi:+ phasc ha;.c not becn well clevcloped 
at DRA Sor thc hclicoptcr application. The clcarancc 
activities will include sc~ltware verification and a degree oS 
validation using more comprehcnsivc mtxtcls than i n  carlicr 
'real- time' cvalualions, with thc control larv now crnbcddcd 
in thc Urgct hardware. Flight tcsts rcprcscnt thc ultimatc 
rcscarch cs..aluation, although in)nicall y. hcrc thcre is little 
scope li)r design innovation and crcutivity. Flight tcst is 
essentially a knowledge gathering esercise, but there is 
considerable scope for innovation in  c~pcrimcntal dcsign. 
A prtwedurc scquencc in the evaluation of a control law 
mighl takc the form; 
i )  cngagc ACT system when in rcquircd flight condition, 
i i )  build up task complc~ity and aggrcssivcness 
incrcmcnlally 
i i i )  curtain function cleared for minimum tlight cn\.elope 
initially (low aggressiveness) 
iv) open curtain incrementally as aggressiveness increased 
v)  test control la\\, at safe altitude initiall). n-ith 
representative task gain ( eg using helmet displa!) 
vi) test control lam at lotir altitude nPtth representatlJc 
natural task cues 
Throughout this process, regular reviews of the documcntcci 
results with results from previous phases will bc required. 
A fully developed control law, enabling Level I flying 
qualities at high agility levels, should never evperiencc a 
software 'failure'. Hardware failures will be protected 
against to rt high reliability through redundancy. 
Inadvertent excursions beyond flight cnvelopc limits will 
be protected against with built-in carefree handling 
functions, working as an integral part of the control larv. 
Conclusions and Recommendations 
With the aim of developing a high pertormancc ACT 
research helicopter, the DRA has developed the ACT Lynx 
concept; fcxus has been on rescarch at high agility Ic\,cIs to 
explore carefree handling concepts and the expansion of the 
helicopter's usable flight envelope. The inherent high 
agility of the Lynx, with its hingeless rotor, makes i t  an 
cxccllent airframe for establishing requirements for future 
types. This paper has reviewed this project Crom thc 
standpoint of the conflict betwecn safety and performancc; 
we can see a way through but a number of concurrent 
sde  ty nets need b, be corn bi n d .  
1) A highly skilled and motivated safety pilot \\rith 
backdrivcn convcntional controls is the most important 
safety net; exploratory simulation studies conducted at 
DRA havc focussed on recoveries to common mode 
hardover failures. The results have highlighted recovery 
times generally consistent with past flight experience 
although torquc, rotorspccd and 'g' limits can easily bc 
ex&. 
2) System redundancy pro\-iding a Id!!-c>prratc!!ail-safe 
capability provides the strongest and most eSSecti\e sat'et!. 
nct against hardware failures. 
3) A cornprchcnsivc rcquircmcnl spccil'icution dc\ clopcd 
through simulation cnsurcs that the intcgratcd system is 
well undcrst~xd und all iunctions and their opcralions arc 
lully dcl'ined; this appnuch cnsurcs that the 'fiscd' software 
is cohcrcnt and fully validated. hence pro\-iding the most 
cffcctivc protection against common modc software 
Fail urcs. 
4) Control laws devclopcd within thc frmc\vork 01- an 
itcrutivc lile-cycle, incluJing ground bascd simulation. 
cnsurcs protection against soft\varc crrors during the carly 
development stages of this critical clement oS the system. 
Thc four phases - conccptual. cnginccring. clcarancc and 
llight - havc bccn briclly described. 
5) Curtain functions, limiting thc actuator dri\-c signals, 
can also bc uscd to protect against immaturity in the 
control lanrs and can be opened incrementally to allon. 
more agility to be exploited. 
6) A committment to carefree handling functions embedded 
within the control laws is considered to be an essential 
ingredient to ACT research if full agility is to be realised. 
Ultimately, together with the safety pilot and FOFS 
hardware, this should complete the triad of safety nets 
necessary for the synergy of perl'nrmance and safety. 
At the time of writing, the UK programme is at a hiaitus 
d x  ti; finding limitations. In this paper the authors have 
attempted to provide a candid exposure d snne of the 
issues sorrnunding the safetylperformance conflict, to 
stimulate a continuing debate with collaborative partners 
pursuing similar goals. I t  is believed that flight research at 
high agility levels wiii only be possible, with acceptable 
risk, if  the.= issues arc squarcly faccd. 
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COMPA'TIBILITY OF INFORMATION AND MODE OF CONTROL: 
THE CASE FOR NATURAL CONTROL SYSTEMS 
Dean'H. Owen 
Department of Psychology 
University of Canterbury 
Christchurch, New Zealand 
The operation of control systems has 
been determined largely by 
mechanical constraints. Compatibility 
with the characteristics of the 
operator is a secondary consideration, 
with the result that control may never 
be optimal, control workload may 
interfere with performance of 
secondary tasks, and learning may be 
more difficult and protracted than 
necessary. With the introduction of a 
computer in the control loop, the 
mode of operation can be adapted to 
the operator, rather than vice versa. 
The concept of natural control is 
introduced to describe a system that 
supports control of the information 
used by the operator in achieving an 
intended goal. As an example, 
control of speed during simulated 
approach to a pad by helicopter pilots 
is used to contrast path-speed control 
with direct control of global optical 
flow-pattern information. Differences 
are eGidenced in the performance 
domains of control activity, speed, 
and global optical flow velocity. 
"Smart" -mechanisms for perception 
and control. It might be supposed 
-
that other flying animals have "smart" 
perceptual mechanisms (Runeson, 
1977) for acquiring information that 
maps directly onto an action system 
specialized for controlling flight. In 
contrast, human flight must be 
mediated by a vehicle. Whereas the 
human's perceptual mechanisms may 
be sufficiently smart to pick up the 
relevant information, manipulation of 
the control surfaces is apt to be quite 
foreign to an animal whose 
effectivities (ways of being effective) 
and prior experiences involve 
adaptation to terrestrial locomotion. 
Smart action systems can evolve to 
support flight control by other flying 
animals, but for human control of 
flight they must be developed and 
tested. The flight environment 
demands that the principles be the 
same. 
Accordingly, human guidance of 
flight can be described (a) in terms of 
the manipulation of controls, control 
surfaces, and power, (b) control of the 
path, speed, and orientation of the 
aircraft, or (c) control of the 
information which specifies where 
one is headed, at what speed and 
orientation, and the consequences of 
continuing without change. The last 
description has advantages for the 
development and evaluation of 
control systems because it keeps the 
variables to which the pilot is 
sensitive and the variables to be 
controlled in the same currency, i.e., 
in the domain of visual information. 
In performing a maneuver, the pilot 
cycles between sampling the 
information available and performing 
control adjustments to reduce 
deviations from desired optical 
conditions, repeating the perception- 
action cycle until satisfactory visual 
conditions have been achieved. As a 
consequence, the informa tion 
acquired by perceiving and the 
information controlled by acting must 
be the same. The compatibility 
between control adjustments and 
visual guidance of flight could be 
maximized by giving the pilot direct 
control of the informative variables. 
The nature of information to be -
controlled. A canonical assumption 
of the direct theory of visual 
perception (Gibson, 1979) is that 
detection and control of any property 
of self motion must be supported by 
information. This holds for selecting 
and modulating a control action, 
timing the initiation and termination 
of the action, and observing the 
consequences of the action. In the 
case of visual guidance, the 
information is assumed to be one or 
more invariants in the surrounding, 
transforming optic array along the 
path of motion. Applications have 
been extended to rotocraft flight 
(Owen, 1991), simulation research 
(Owen & Johnson, 1992; Warren & 
Owen, 1982), and transfer of training 
(Lintern (1991). 
The research approach first isolates 
variables in the optic array between 
the eye and environmental surfaces 
mathema tically and opera tionally 
(through manipulation of scene- 
content and flight parameters). 
Second, experiments are conducted to 
determine which of the potential 
sources of visual information are 
functional, i.e., useful for detecting 
changes in speed and direction and 
for selecting and guiding a control 
action. To date, functional variables 
have been exclusively fractional rates 
of change characterized by higher- 
order ratios of such lower-order 
variables as speed, acceleration, 
altitude, climb or sink rate, and 
ground-texture-element size and 
spacing. The eyeheight of the 
observer above the ground is an 
optically privileged scaler for size, 
distance, and speed, and therefore 
fundamental to the perception and 
control of visual information. See 
Owen & Warren (1987) and Owen 
(1990) for summaries of the 
experiments. 
Control of optical variables. If the 
criterion for skillful bephavior is taken 
to be effective control of the 
informative structure of stimulation, 
then its study requires an active 
psychophysics that treats 
transformations and invariants in the 
ambient array as dependent variables 
(Owen & Warren, 1982; Warren & 
McMillan, 1984; Flach, 1990). 
Controlling self motion involves 
maintaining intended conditions of 
speed and direction of flight, as well 
as self orientation, relative to 
environmental surfaces. In the 
process, variables are linked and 
unlinked as speed, direction, and 
orientation change. With knowledge 
of the relevance of the different kinds 
of information to different kinds of 
flight tasks, the variables and their 
linkages can be controlled to achieve 
intended goals. The same ambient 
array properties which were 
independent variables in passive 
judgment experiments can be 
recorded as dependent variables in 
the study of active control. 
Direct or natural control. Using the 
-- 
cyclic and collective, helicopter pilots 
currently make an average of 50 
control adjustments per minute 
during an approach to hover above a 
place on the ground. Pilots are 
instructed to keep "visual streaming" 
constant at the rate of a brisk walk 
during an approach to hover. Control 
systems for helicopters and other 
aircraft have been designed primarily 
around mechanical constraints, 
including those of cables, levers, and 
hydraulic systems. The development 
of electronic and optical systems 
communicating between controls and 
control subsystems, including power, 
allows for the implementation of 
"smart" control systems designed to 
provide a match between the 
sensitivity of the human perceptual 
system and the effectivities of the 
human-vehicle action system. Thus, a 
computer in the control loop can 
allow a hybrid between manual and 
supervisory control: The pilot 
maintains higher-order control (e.g., 
over path slope), while the computer 
manages the lower-order control 
tasks (power, rotor variables). 
The logic is similar to that employed 
by Roscoe and Bergman (1980) in 
developing a control system that 
reduced higher-order control loops 
for bank angle and vertical velocity to 
first-order control of heading and 
vertical position (altitude). Compared 
to normal flight control, their system 
reduced pilot errors by a factor of 
ten. Ratio control differs in providing 
direct control of the higher-order 
variables to which the pilot is 
sensitive. (A simple example is the 
Vernier log scale for acoustic volume 
control.) The computer can take 
inputs from the controls and sensors 
(e-g., radar altimeter, forward-looking 
radar, a signal transmitted from the 
ground or a ship) and make 
adjustments in speed and direction to 
match the informational properties of 
the event that the pilot intended to 
produce. For approach to the ground 
or to surfaces with vertical extent, a 
fractional rate controller can reduce 
speed in the same proportion as 
distance to the surface is decreased. 
The pilot selects a fractional rate 
which matches the task demands, 
e.g., a high rate when time is critical, 
a low rate when accuracy is 
important. A second mode of control 
is appropriate for path angle. 
Whereas magnitude controllers vary 
the numerator or denominator of the 
ratio of vertical speed to ground 
speed, a path-slope controller varies 
the ratio directly. Since path slope 
equals the "dip" angle of the point of 
optical expansion below the horizon, 
the pathslope controller gives the 
pilot control over what he intends to 
achieve visually. Similar ratio modes 
could be developed for rotational 
control. 
Advantages of natural control. A 
control system designed around 
perception-action compatibility 
should reduce flight-control demands, 
freeing the pilot's attention for other 
workload. Maneuvers under difficult 
conditions should be simplified. 
Given that control is scaled in units 
of distance to the ground, fractional- 
rate control is particularly appropriate 
to approach, hover, and low-level 
contour and terrain following. Modes 
of control compatible with 
information acquisition should greatly 
simpllfy training and increase safety 
at low altitudes in cluttered 
environments and under difficult 
conditions, e.g., high work load or 
stress. Although experienced 
helicopter pilots have shown no sign 
of negative transfer when using ratio 
controllers, having a computer in the 
control loop means that traditional 
modes of control could be 
programmed and selected, if desired, 
by a pilot more comfortable with 
those modes. 
A design criterion for some new 
aircraft is that "trainability" be taken 
into account during development of 
the aircraft itself. Ratio controllers 
are relevant to this criterion, since 
training should be considerably 
simplified with a high compatibility 
system having independent modes of 
control, as compared to the current 
system involving complicated and 
sometimes arbitrary relationships 
between control adjustments and 
visual stimulation as well as 
interdependent relationships between 
the controls themselves. Lintern 
(1991) has discussed the role of 
optical information in manual control 
and transfer of training. 
Kurlik (1991) proposed that experts 
make a task easier because they 
constrain the task in ways that make 
the variables controlled much simpler 
to skillfully control. One reason that 
the novice may have difficulty 
learning what to attend to and control 
is that information emerges during an 
event. The information which the 
skilled pilot uses to select, initiate, 
and terminate control actions may not 
come into existence until the 
environment is skillfully controIled 
(Kurlik, 1991). Ratio controllers 
should give novices an advantage in 
that they automatically isolate task- 
relevant optical variables that are 
transforming in a specificity 
relationship with the flight event. In 
this way, they embed a dimension of 
skillful performance in the control 
system itself. Automatic braking 
systems on automobiles perform a 
similar function by pulsing the brakes 
in an optimal fashion to achieve 
deceleration while avoiding locking 
up the wheels. Braking performance 
of a novice driver using the automatic 
pulsing system should be better than 
without it, even though the driver is 
unaware of the mode of operation. 
Just as information is ordinarily 
transparent to the perceiver of an 
event, the means by which control of 
an event is achieved via the direct 
control of information can be 
transparent to the controller of the 
event. The test is whether direct 
control of the variable an operator is 
sensitive to results in better 
performance than control of a task- 
relevant property of the self-motion 
event itself. 
Ex~erimental tests. Two experiments 
will be used to illustrate direct 
control of optical flow-pattern 
information. Experienced pilots with 
an average of 1,500 hours helicopter 
flight time participated. In the first 
experiment, each pilot controlled 
speed for 25 seconds during 136 
simulated approaches to a pad along 
a linear flight path. In one session 
the pilot controlled path speed, and 
in the other he controlled global 
optical flow velocity (path speed/ 
eyeheight). The approaches were 
made in 68 different environments 
designed to determine the relative 
influences of flow velocity and edge 
rate on speed control. In the second 
experiment, each pilot controlled 
vertical speed on a vertical path to 
maintain hover at 10 meters for 30 
seconds, then descended to the 
ground while attempting to minimize 
vertical speed at touchdown. A total 
of 54 events were produced by 
combinations of disturbances in the 
three translational axes crossed with 
environments that isolated three 
types of information for change in 
altitude: change in the horizon ratio 
of a vertical surface, change in 
perspective angle of runway edges 
perpendicular to the horizon, and 
optical expansion and contraction of 
fields running parallel to the horizon. 
In one session, the pilot controlled 
path speed (sink and climb rate) and 
in the other he controlled global 
optical flow velocity (vertical 
speed/eyeheight, or fractional change 
in altitude). Comparisons of the two 
control modes were made in three 
performance domains: control 
activity, speed, and global optical 
flow velocity. 
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Abs t r ac t  Rotorcraft are now being designed with sophisti- 
cated electronic flight control systems. These com- 
This paper outlines the development of a mathe- plex control systems are utilized not only to  satisfy 
matical model that is expected to be useful for ro- standard flying qualities specifications but also to 
torcraft flying qualities research. A meet aerodynamic performance, vibration, and strut- 
is presented that can be a range of dif- tural loads criteria. The design of modern rotorcraft 
ferent rotorcraft The 'Om- flight control systems now stretches across many dif- 
putes vehicle trim and a linear state-space model of ferent individual disciplines and is indeed interdisci- 
the aircraft, The trim algorithm uses non linear op- plinary. The general trend toward increased reliance 
timization theory to solve the non linear algebraic on the flight control system for improvingoverall sys- 
trim equations. The linear aircraft equations consist tem performance has lead designers to consider higher 
of an airframe model and a flight control system 'Y- bandwidth systems which rely on high levels of sensor 
namic model. The airframe model includes coupled feedback to yield desired aircraft stability. The main 
and rigid and aerod~-  drawback of this approach is that increased levels of 
namics. The for the llti- feedback, which in general improve the low frequency 
lizes and a three state fuselage dynamic behavior, can destabilize higher fie- 
inflow model. Aerodynamics of the fuselage and fuse- quency rotor blade motion. In order to make mean- lage empennages are The linear state-s~ace ingful estimates of the impact of a particular flight description for the flight control system is developed 
control configuration on system requirements it has 
using standard block diagram data. been found that a mathematical model which in- 
cludes fuselage and rotor rigid body dynamics and 
Introduction rotor dynamic inflow is necessary [I]. 
The business of rotorcraft modeling for flight con- In the past, rotorcraft flight control system pre- 
trol system design and analysis support has been an liminary design used mathematical models which as- 
active research area for many years. Deriving the 
sumed the fuselage to possess six degrees of freedom. 
equations of motion of a fully coupled fuselage and The rotor dynamics were assumed to be substantially 
rotor system for a reasonably general configuration faster than the fuselage dynamics and were subse- quickly becomes unwieldy due to complicated ge- quently approximated as quasi-static. The process 
ometry including many matrix transformations and 
of fine tuning the flight control system was accom- intricate logic branching. These complexities have 
plished through an extensive flight test program 'Om- lead engineers to develop digital computer programs 
prised of a matrix of control system parameter varia- 
which more or less relegate model computation to the tions. While fine tuning of the flight control system is 
computer and free the engineer to focus on analysis 
still accomplished through flight testing the vehicle, 
results. 
significant improvements in the optimization process 
have been realized when high order dynamic rotor- Talbot, Tinling, Decker, and Chen [2] formulated 
craft models are utilized during the preliminary flight a helicopter flying qualities model that includes fuse- 
control system design stage. lage dynamics and a three degree of freedom tip-path- 
'Presented at Piloting Vertical Flight Aircraft: A Confer- plane representation for the main rotor flapping dy- 
ence on ~ l ~ i ~ ~  pudtieS md H~ ~ F ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ,  sm ~ ~ ~ ~ i ~ ~ ~ ,  namics. Some simplifications are made in the anal- 
California, January 1993. ysis in order to  formulate compact, analytical force 
and moment expressions for the rotor forces and mo- ton's method. The rotor trim variables are the ro- 
ments. Gibbons and Done [3] derived a numerical tor multiblade coordinates. A linear constant coeffi- 
method to automatically generate rotorcraft equa- cient model of the composite airframe is formulated 
tions of motion. The method uses Lagrange's equa- using a multiblade coordinate transformation with a 
tions and relies on expressing inertial position vectors subsequent constant coefficient approximation. The 
of the rotor blades as a matrix multiplied by the po- linear constant coefficient airframe model is coupled 
sition vector in blade coordinates plus a term that is to the linear control system dynamic model to form 
a function of the modal coordinates, time, and span- the overall linear model. Linear analysis tools such 
wise position. The required differentiations of the as eigen values, eigen vectors, transfer functions, fre- 
position vector to form the equations of motion are quency response, and linear simulation are directly 
performed numerically. Miller and White [I] used contained within the computer program. 
concepts from Lytwyn [4] and Gibbons and Done 
[3] to automate generation of the equations of mo- 
tion for rotorcraft handling qualities analysis. Miller Airframe Dynamic Model 
and White [I] expressed all transformation matrices 
in complex variable form and were able to develop a As pictured in Figure 1, the airframe dynamic 
compact algorithm to analytically obtain long strings model consists of a rigid fuselage with the standard 
of orthogonal transformation matrices along with all six degrees of freedom and two fully articulated ro- 
necessary derivatives to form nonlinear and linearized tor systems, each with dynamic inflow. The fuse- 
dynamic equations. Lagrange's equations were used lage aerodynamic force and moment components are 
in the formulation. Zhao and Curtiss [5] derived a obtained in the wind axis from a two dimensional 
set of linearized equations by analytic linearization of data table a s  functions of fuselage angle of attack 
a nonlinear model formulated using Lagrange's equa- and sideslip. The aerodynamic forces exerted on the 
tions. The symbolic manipulation computer program external surfaces are obtained using standard lifting 
MACSYMA was used in forming the equations. Sub- line theory. The rotor geometry details are shown in 
sequent work by McKillip and Curtiss [6] has im- Figure 2. Provisions are made in the model to accom- 
proved and extended the work by Zhao and Curtiss modate any of the six possible sequences of flap, lag, 
151. and pitch hinges for the rotor blades. Each hinge is 
~h~ work discussed in this paper derives a rotor- accompanied by a linear torsional spring and damper. 
craft flying qualities model which has been imple- Each blade also has a non linear translational damper 
into a F O ~ T R A N  computer program. A which is attached to the rotor blade from the rotor 
fairly generic rotorcraft configuration, consisting of hub. Hingeless rotor systems can be approximately 
a rigid fuselage, two rotors, and an arbitrary number nmdeled using a virtual hinge representation. The 
of fuselage fixed external surfaces has been assumed, arOdynamic forces exerted On the are 
as shown in ~i~~~~ 1. is important to note that the calculated using blade element theory. The blades 
type of analysis carried out in this work can accom- on a rotor have identical yet arbitrary geometric and 
modate any arbitrary number of rotors in the con- properties. 
figuration. ~h~ number of rotors has been chosen to The airframe nonlinear dynamic model is obtained 
be two since the majority of rotorcraft fall under this using the flat and nOn-rOtating earth assumption- 
category. The fuselage possesses six degrees of free- Kane's are then written for each degree of 
dam and the rotor blades have flap, lag, and pitch freedom by taking into account the contributions of 
degrees of freedom. ~h~ rotor aerodynamic models the generalized inertia forces, the generalized gravity 
are based on blade element theory and include three the generalized and the 
degree of freedom dynamic inflow. The equations generalized spring-damper forces- 
of motion are formulated using Kane's equations [7]. 
More importantly, derivatives of transformation ma- fr(t) = f ~ , ( ~ )  + f~,(t) + f~,(t) + f~~,(t), 
trices are formed using angular velocity expressions 
as  opposed to numerical or direct differentiation. The r = 1, .  . . , n R B  (1) 
rotor dynamic inflow equations are based on the Pitt In equation 1, t denotes time and n R B  is the number 
and Peters model [8] and include hub motion pertur- of generalized speeds. The origin of each term on the 
bations. The residual of the equations of motion and right hand side of Equation 1 is discussed below. 
the residual gradient expressions are derived analyt- The following nomenclature is introduced for deriv- 
ically and trim is calculated using the residual and ing the generalized inertia forces. Let nR1 and nR2 
residual gradients in concert with a modified New- denote the number of blades on rotor 1 and rotor 
2, respectively. Let mF and IF, mdl,i and IRl,i (i = 
I ,  . . . , nRl), and m ~ 2 , j  and IR2,j ( j  = I ,  . . . , nR2), re- 
spectively, denote the masses and inertia matrices for 
the fuselage, rotor 1 blades, and rotor 2 blades. Let 
W F ,  WRl,i  (i = 1,. . . , n ~ i ) ,  and wR2,j ( j  = 1 , .  . . ,  n ~ 2 )  
represent the individual body axis components of the 
angular velocities of the fuselage, rotor 1 blades, and 
rotor 2 blades, respectively. Let VF- and aF., v ~ l , i -  
and aRl,i- (i = I , . .  ., nR1), and WR2,j. and aR2,j- 
( j  = 1, . . . , nR2) represent the inertial axis compo- 
nents of the c.g. (center of gravity) velocities and ac- 
celerations of the fuselage, rotor 1 blades, and rotor 
2 blades, respectively. Then the generalized inertia 
forces acting on the configuration can be written as, 
where an overdot denotes differentiation with respect 
to time and S(.)  is the standard cross product skew- 
symmetric matrix operator (Appendix). u is the vec- 
tor of generalized speeds. Letting g be the accelera- 
tion due to gravity, the generalized gravity forces can 
be written as, 
The generalized aerodynamic forces are discussed 
next. Let VF, and FF and MF be respectively 
the body axis components of the velocity and the 
aerodynamic force and moment acting on the fuse- 
lage aerodynamic center. Let b ~ 1 ,  b ~ 2 ,  and bs, 
(i = 1, .  . . , ns) denote the number of elements or 
sections on any rotor 1 blade, any rotor 2 blade, 
and the ith external surface. Let vRl,i,j and F ~ l , i , ~  
(i = 1 , .  . . , nRl, j = 1 , .  . . , bR1), and VR2,k,l  and 
FR2,k,I ( k  = 1, . . . , n ~ 2 , 1  = 1, . . . , bR2) be the indi- 
vidual body axis components of the section velocity 
and the aerodynamic force acting on rotor 1 blades 
and rotor 2 blades, respectively. Let v s , j  and Fs, , j  
(i = 1, .  . . , ns ,  j  = 1, . . . , bs,) be the respective body 
axis components of the section velocity and the aero- 
dynamic force acting on the external surfaces. The 
generalized aerodynamic forces acting on the config- 
uration can then be written as, 
The generalized spring-damper forces are discussed 
next. Figure 2 shows the typical spring-damper at- 
tachment geometry for a typical blade. Let ugl,i,j 
and F : ~ , , , ~  (i = I , . . . ,  n ~ l ,  j = 1,2) ,  and ~ g ~ , ~ , l  
and F,$'~,~,~ (k = 1, . . . , nR2,l = 1,2)  be the indi- 
vidual rotor hub axis components of the velocities 
and the forces acting on the translational damper 
attachment points for rotor 1 blades and rotor 2 
blades, respectively. Let wgl,i,j and  ME,^,^ (i = 
l , - . . r n ~ l , j  = ~ I . . . , ~ ) I  and w g 2 , k , l  and M:2,k,, 
(k = 1, .  . . , nR2,l = 1, .  . . ,4 )  denote the individual 
body axis components of the angular velocities and 
the torsional spring-damper moments acting on the 
hub, link 1, link 2, and the blade for rotor 1 blades 
and rotor 2 blades, respectively. Then the generalized 
spring-damper forces can be expressed as, 
r = 1, .  . . ,nRB (5) 
The partial derivatives and in Equations 
au,  2 through 5 are known as partial velocities and par- 
tial angular velocities, respectively. The generalized 
coordinate vector q and the generalized speed vector 
u are defined as follows: 
fuselage axes, THl,* (i = 1 , .  . . , nR1) is the matrix 
of transformations from rotating hub axes to shaft 
(1) axes, TR1,; (i = 1, . . . , n ~ l )  is the matrix of transfor- 
mations from link 1 axes to rotating hub axes, $2; 
(i = 1, . . . , n ~ 1 )  is the matrix of transformations from 
link 2 axes to link 1 axes, and @>,, (i  = 1, . . .. . nRl) is 
the matrix of transformations from blade axes to link 
2 axes. The transformation matrices are expressed as I 
follows: 
T~ = [ ~ 1 ( 4 ) ~ 2 ( ~ ) ~ 3 ( $ ' ) ] ~  (I4) I 
T.1 = [ ~ ~ l , a ( r ~ i , a ) ~ ~ i , a ( r ~ i , a ) ] ~  (15) 
In Equation 16, $'Rl,i = Q ~ l t  + s(i - I) ,  where - E I 
 he subscripts F, R1, and R2 refer to fuselage, rotor nRl is the rotor 1 hub rotational speed. It  is as - - 
1, and rotor 2 variables, respectively. Further, 
- 
sumed that the shaft is inclined with respect to the - = -= -
 
-
fuselage by first a rotation with the angle l?sl,a and I P F  = { X I  Y, 2, 4,6 ,  $'IT (8) then a rotation with the angle I'sl,a. Depending on 
(1) & P I  ,(3) IT . the sequence of rotation, Tsl ,a and TSlXb are one each qR1,1={aR1,a7 R l , r ?  Rl, ,  I ' = l ~ . . . , ~ R l  ('1 among El and E2. El , EI ,  and E3 are single axis 
qnl . ,= {a(d2),,, U.L;!., ak";, .~~, i = 1, .  . ., nR2 (10) transformation matrices about I, y, and z axes, re- 
spectively (Appendix). Clearly, ~ ( ' 1 ,  fl2), and ?f3) 
uF = {UI  V I  W I  P, 91 r) T (11) are one each among El, E2, and E3, depending on 
(1) . (2)  ($3) T the rotor blade hinge sequence. 
URl.. = ( d l ~ i . ~ ,  O 1 ~ i , a .  R I . ~ }  = . . . "R1 (I2) The body axis components of the angular velocity 
UR2,, = I$) .(2) ($3) IT . of the fuselage, WF, can be written as, 
R2,rr a~2 ,1 ,  R2,z 1 = 1, . . . 7 nR2 (13) 
The quantities a('), a(2), and a(3) are one of lag, flap, W F  = {PI 9, (20) 
and pitch angles, depending on the rotor blade hinge Using the transformation matrices defined above, the 
sequence. body axis components of the angular velocity of the A brief description of the analysis involved in calcu- ith rotor 1 blade can be written 
lating the terms on the right hand sides of Eauations 
- 
2 through 5 is given in the following. For simplicity, 
the analysis for the rotor terms will be restricted to 
rotor 1; the analysis for rotor 2 terms is analogous. 
Generalized Inertia Forces 
The six terms comprising the generalized inertia 
forces, Equation 2, are discussed here. The orienta- 
tion of the fuselage with respect to inertial axes and 
the orientation of the rotors with respect to the fuse- 
lage can be described using transformation matrices. 
Each transformation matrix is composed of one, two, 
or three single axis transformation matrices. Refer- 
ring to Figure 2, let TF be the matrix of transfor- 
mations from the fuselage axes to inertial axes. The 
following five matrices are defined for rotor 1. Tsl 
is the matrix of transformations from shaft axes to 
T(2) T(3) T 
W R 1 , i  = [ T S ~ T H I , ~ T R ~ , ;  Rl, .  Rl , i]  W F  + 
(1) (2)  (3) T 
[TRl,zTRl,iTRl,.] { O I  0 l  - Q R I I ~  f 
IT (? )  1 T(3) 1 ,] ((l)d(l) R1 R1,a + 
b(3)&(3) 
R1 R l , i  (21) 
(11 (2) The unit vectors bR1, bR1, and bk31) have been intro- 
duced to allow a general rotor blade hinge sequence. 
For example, if rotor 1 blades undergo a lag, flap, 
and pitch rotation sequence, then bgi = {0,0, 1IT, 
(2) bR1 = {0,1, O)T, and bg = (1,O, 0IT. Equation 21 
has been obtained using the concept of simple angular 
velocities [7]. 
The body axis components of the fuselage c.g. ve- 
locity are given as, 
The inertial axis components of the fuselage and 
blade c.g. velocities can be written as, 
In Equation 24, w s l  represents the body axis compe 
nents of the angular velocity of rotor 1 shaft. w ~ l , , ,  
w:isi, and w ~ ~ , ,  are the individual body axis com- 
ponents of the angular velocities of the rotating hub, 
link 1, and link 2, respectively. The expressions for 
these angular velocities are given as follows: 
(1) 4 2 )  4 3 )  In Equation 24, the vectors i ; ~ ~ ,  P H ~ ,  PR1, TR1, rRl , 
and r;ll are defined as follows. P F ~  is the position vec- 
tor from fuselage c.g. to a point on shaft 1, expressed 
in fuselage axes. rH1 is the position vector from the 
point on shaft 1 to the center of hub 1, expressed 
in shaft 1 axes. For any rotor 1 blade, i;:: is the 
position vector from the center of hub 1 to the first 
hinge, expressed in rotating hub 1 axes; ~ g j  is the po- 
sition vector from the first hinge to the second hinge, 
expressed in link 1 axes; rg is the position vector 
from the second hinge to the third hinge, expressed 
in link 2 axes; and f h  is the position vector from the 
third hinge to the blade c.g., expressed in blade axes. 
Equations 20 through 24 are used to compute the par- 
tial velocities and partial angular velocities needed in 
Equation 2. 
The angular acceleration vectors WF and & ~ l , i  
appearing in Equation 2 are obtained by a time- 
differentiation of the right hand sides of Equations 20 
and 21, respectively. Similarly, the translational ac- 
celeration vectors a p  and aRl,;* appearing in Equa- 
tion 2 are obtained by a time-differentiation of the 
right hand sides of Equations 23 and 24, respectively. 
While the equations for the rotor blade acceleration 
vectors are lengthy and omitted here, it is noticed 
from an inspection of Equations 20 through 24 that 
obtaining these equations is straight forward once the 
expressions for the time-derivatives of the transfor- 
mation matrices has been obtained. The Appendix 
gives the derivation of a formula for calculating the 
time-derivative of a matrix in terms of a matrix prod- 
uct. Using this formula, the following are obtained: 
Generalized Gravity Forces 
The partial velocities %, '2;'' , and 
au,  
ob- 
tained in the computation of generalized inertia forces 
are used to compute the generalized gravity forces 
given by Equation 3. 
Generalized Aerodynamic Forces Due to Fuse- 
lage 
The first term in Equation 4 represents the gener- 
alized aerodynamic forces due to the fuselage. The 
quantities comprising this term are obtained as fol- 
lows. The body axis components of the velocity of the 
fuselage aerodynamic center (a.c.) can be written as, 
where FAc is the position vector from the fuselage c.g. 
to the fuselage a.c., expressed in body axes. Equation 
35 is used to compute the partial velocity 2. 
For a rotorcraft, the wind-axis components of the 
aerodynamic force and moment acting a t  the fuselage 
a.c. are usually given as a function of fuselage angles 
of attack and sideslip: 
These forces and moments are scaled with respect to 
the local dynamic pressure and can be in the form 
of a two dimensional data table or fitted analytical 
expressions to wind-tunnel data. The force and mo- 
ment components in the body axes are given as, 
The fuselage velocities, for purposes of calculating the 
aerodynamic variables a ,  P,  and q, include the effect 
of rotor 1 downwash: 
where WRI,Q is the rotor 1 collective inflow, and X R ~  
is the rotor 1 wake skew angle. In absence of more 
sophisticated data, f ~ 1  assumes the value {0,0, lIT 
or (0, 0, OIT, depending on whether the a.c. is within 
or outside of rotor 1 wake. X R ~  is given as, 
The only new quantity introduced in the preceding 
Equation is j i ~ l , ~  ( j  = 1 , .  . ., b ~ ~ ) ,  which is the po- 
sition vector from the root of the blade to the j th  
aerodynamic element, expressed in blade body axes. 
Equation 48 is used to  obtain the partial velocity 
~ V R I . ~ , ~  
au., . 
F~gure 3 shows a typicaI j th  element on the ith 
blade, and the lift and drag forces acting on it. 
(YRI ,~ ,  Z R I , ~ )  are the body axes of the blade. dRlIj 
is the blade twist angle at the jth section. ukl , i , j  
and u:~,~, are the components of the relative air ve- 
locity parallel and perpendicular to the zero lift line. 
The variables a R l , i , j ,  LRl,ij ,  and DRl , i J  have ob- 
vious meanings. The velocity of the ( i ,  j)th element 
with respect to air is given by the following equation, 
(49) 
where PRl and i ~ l  are, respectively, the rotor 1 ad- The term v;,,,, arises due to rotor inflow and can be 
vance ratio and rotor 1 inflow ratio. These quantities approximately 
as, 
can be determined by computing the relative air ve- 
locity components at the rotor hub. Using Equation (v$l,i,j)l = 0 
44, the aerodynamic variables a ,  ,8, and q can be ( ~ f l , i , ~ ) a  = 0 
readily computed: ( ~ f l , i , ~ ) 3  = -WRI,O - [ ~ R I  + ( ' R I , ~ ) ~ / R R ~ ] .  
(wRl,ls sin ? 1 ~ l , i  + wR1,Ic cos ?1~1, , )  
a = tan-' (2)  , ,O = sin-' (&) 
(46) where 
(50) 
Generalized Aerodynamic Forces Due to Ro- wR1,l~ and w R l , l e  are the sin and cos components of 
tors the rotor inflow and RR] is the rotor radius. The 
The second term in Equation 4 represents the gen- tangentia1, and perpendicular components of 
eralized aerodynamic forces due to rotor 1. Blade ele- the air velocity at the airfoil can be computed as, 
ment analysis is used to  calculate this term. As men- 
u l , i , j  u , i , j  u , , j T  = l ( l , j ) ~ l , i , ~  (52) 
tioned earlier, the rotor blades are allowed to have 
any arbitrary variation of twist, chord length, and Using the air velocity components, the section an- 
airfoil characteristics along the span. The body axis gle of attack and Mach Number can be calculated as 
components of the blade element velocity are given follows: 
as, 
j = tan-' 
(1) (2) (3) (53) i j  = [ T F T S ~ T H ~ , ~ T R ~ , ~ T R ~ , ~ T R ~ ~ ]  V F -  f 
(1) (2) 9 3 )  T J ( ~ k 1 . i . j ) ~  + ( ~ ~ l , i , j ) ~  
[ T s l T H l , i T ~ l , i ~ ~ l , i  R l , i ]  S (WF)~FI  + M R l , i , j  = C (54) 
where c is the speed of sound at the altitude where 
the aircraft is operating. Airfoil lift and drag coeffi- 
cients are usually specified as a function of the angle 
of attack and Mach Number. Thus, 
d d 
c ~ l , i , j  = c ~ l , i , ~ ( ~ R l , i , j  I M R l , i , j )  ( 5 6 )  
The above data can be either in the form of a two 
dimensional data table or in the form of fitted an- 
alytical expressions to experimental data. However, 
in the absence of any data, simple analytical lift and 
drag models can be used. Based on reference [9], 
equations were generated for two simple models, one 
that ignored stall and compressibility effects and an- 
other that included the same. The section lift and 
drag forces are computed next: 
analysis involved is outlined for surface 1. Let the 
surface be oriented with respect to the fuselage by 
three successive rotations of angles ys , ,  6.5, and ~ s ,  
about mutually perpendicular axes. The sequence of 
rotations can be any of the possible six sequences. Let 
the matrices associated with the above transforma- 
tions be eY5:). T$:), and T g ) ,  respectively. The ma- 
trix TES, = T ~ ) ( ~ ~ , ) T $ ~ ) ( ~ S ~ ) ~ ~ ) ( ~ )  transforms 
components of a vector from fuselage axes to  surface 
1 axes. Let rs, be the position vector from the fuse- 
lage c.g. to  the surface 1 reference point, expressed 
in fuselage axes. Let i's,,j be the position vector from 
the surface reference point to the aerodynamic cen- 
ter of the jth section, expressed in surface axes. Then 
the velocity of the j th  section can be expressed as, 
I 
LRl,i,j  = ~ ~ l , i , j ~ R l , i , ~ ~ ~ l , ~ ( A ~ ~ l . j  ) lVRl, j 57) This expression is used to obtain the partial veloiiti 
" , which is needed for evaluating the generalized DRl,i , j  = ~ ~ l , i , ~ ~ ~ l , i , ~ ~ ~ l , ~ ( ~ ~ ~ l , ~ ) l  (58) &
aerodynamic force contribution from surface 1. 
where For purposes of computing the aerodynamic force, 
1 the resultant section velocity with respect to air in- 
QRl,i,j = - ~ [ ( ~ k l , i , ~ ) '  + ( ~ $ l , i , ~ ) ~ I  (59 )  cludes the effect of rotor 1 downwash: 2 
and c ~ l , j  and ~ ~ l , j  are, respectively, the chord length Gsl,j = VSl,j - T E S , W R ~ , O ~ S ~  ( X R I )  (62 )  
and lift efficiency factors a t  the j th  section. The body 
axis components of the section aerodynamic force are Similar to the case of the fuselage, in a simple anal- 
given by: ysis, fsl can be taken to be equal to {0,0, 1IT or {0,O, OjT, depending on whether the surface is within 
General ized Aerodynamic  Forces D u e  to Sur -  
faces 
The generalized aerodynamic forces due to the ex- 
ternal surfaces are derived in much the same way as 
those due to the rotors. One difference, however, is 
that the radial drag force due to radial flow is consid- 
ered here. It is assumed that every surface has a fixed 
(invariant with time) orientation with respect to  the 
fuselage. The orientation can be specified uniquely 
in terms of rotation angles about three mutually per- 
pendicular axes. In order to have consistency in de- 
scribing surfaces with different orientations, the body 
axes for any surface are defined as follows. The r axis 
coincides with the zero lift line of the root section 
and is directed from the trailing edge of the surface 
to the leading edge of the surface (see Figure 4). The 
y axis is perpendicular to the x axis, passes through 
the aerodynamic center of the root section and is di- 
rected outboard. r axis completes the right handed 
set. 
The objective is to evaluate the last term in Equa- 
tion 4. For illustration purposes, the mathematical 
or outside of rotor 1 wake. 
The effect of radial flow on a surface section is in- 
cluded in the same way as described in reference [10], 
where profile power is computed due to radial flow 
at blade sections. Let the free stream velocity at the 
j th  section be yawed, as shown in Figure 5. An esti- 
mate of the normal and radial drag forces is desired, 
preferably in terms of the two dimensional sectional 
aerodynamic coefficients. It is assumed that the total 
viscous drag on the yawed section acts in the same di- 
rection as the free stream velocity. I t  is also assumed 
that the yawed section drag coefficient is given by the 
two dimensional unyawed airfoil characteristics. The 
normal section lift coefficient is assumed not to be 
influenced by yawed flow. The angle of attack and 
Mach Number for the unyawed and yawed sections 
are, 
= tan-' 
(cs,,j)T + (cs l , j>i  + (cst,j ): is the position vector from the blade root to attach- 
, = J 
c ment point 2, expressed in blade axes. The preceding 
The section lift and drag coefficients are given by: equation is used to determine the velocity of attach- 
ment point 2 relative to that of attachment point 1, 
cLl , j  = c;, , j  (as1 , j  1 MSI ,j ) (67) expressed in hub axes: 
As mentioned for the case of rotor aerodynamics, in 
T ~ ~ , , S ( ~ ~ ~ ~ ) F $  + the absence of lift and drag coefficient data, simple 
analytical models for the coefficients can be used. T ~ > , ~ T ~ ! ~ S ( W ~ ~ , , ) F : ?  + 
The section lift and drag forces are given as, 
i ,  ~ 1 , i ) R l  (75) 
Ls, , j  = fsl ,jc'sl ,j csl ,j (AFS, j )2G'sl , j  (69) 
The component of this relative velocity along the 
Dsl , j  = Q^SI jcdSl,jCSl,j (AFsl,j)2 (70) damper arm can be written as, 
where 
1 
bl .j = 5 ~ [ ( c ~ l  ,j 1: + (cs1 j ):I (71) The damper force F ~ l , i  is assumed to be specified as 
1 - 
1 j = 1 ~ [ ( ~ ~ 1  , j ) :  + (cs1.j): + (Bst,j ):I (72) a function of the above speed. Hence, 
and qs,,, is the section lift efficiency factor. Finally, FRI,~  = FRl,i(G~l,i)  (77) 
the body axis components of the section aerodynamic The hub axis components of the forces acting at the force are given as, 
attachment points are given as, 
{ ( v ~ l , j ) 3 ~ 0 ~  - ( ~ S l , j ) l } ~  + ~ R 4 , i , 2  = (FRl,i/ ] dRl,i I)dRl,i (79) 
( (csl ,j): + (cs, ,j): + (GS, ,j)$ . The velocities at the attachment points, expressed ) in the hub axes, are: 
s 1 s ( s , ~ ) } ~  (73) 
D 
V ~ l , i , l  = [ T S ~ T H I , ~ ] ~ ( V B  + S(WF)~FI) + 
General ized Damping  Forces D u e  t o  Transla- [ T ~ l , i ] ~ s ( ~ S l ) v H l  + 
t ional  D a m p e r s  
As shown in Figure 2, one end of the blade trans- s(w1Y1 ,i)SRl D - D 
(80) 
lational damper is attached to the rotating hub while v ~ l , i , 2  - v ~ l , i , l  + GRl,i (81) 
the other end is attached to the blade itself. The The above two equations are used to calculate the damper force is assumed to be given as a function of D 
BvRD, , 2 the relative speed between it's two ends. The analysis required partial velocities, av:d:" and -aU,- 
associated with the first term in Equation 5, which is 
due to rotor 1, is developed in the following. The po- 
sition vector from attachment point l to attachment 
point 2, expressed in the rotating hub axes, is given 
as, 
$ R ~  is the position vector from the center of the hub 
to attachment point 1, expressed in hub axes. l;zl 
General ized Spr ing-Damper  Forces D u e  t o  
Torsional Spr ing-Dampers  
The torsional springs and dampers mounted on the 
blade hinges are assumed to possess linear stiffness 
and damping properties. They give rise to the third 
and fourth terms in Equation 5. The third term in 
this equation is due to rotor 1 and is discussed below. 
Referring to Figure 2, the following quantities are de- 
fined for the ith blade. MRl,,,l denotes the body axis 
components of the moment on acting link 1 due to the 
spring-damper at hinge 1. M R ~ , ~ , ~  denotes the body 
axis components of the moment on acting link 2 due 
to the spring-damper at hinge 2. MRl,;,3 denotes the 
body axis components of the moment on acting on 
the blade due to the spring-damper at hinge 3. These The matrix WE is given as, 
moments can be expressed as, 
1 0  - sin 0 
( 1 )  ( 1 )  ( 1 )  ( 1 )  
M ~ 1 , i . l  = - ) R l  ( k P ~ l a R l , i  + ' D n l a R l , i )  (82) 0 C O S ~  sin 4 cos 6 
0 -sin 4 cosd cos8 
( 2 )  ( 2 )  ( 2 )  , ( 2 )  
M ~ l . i , ~  = -bgi (kP,qlaRl, i  + k D R l a R l , i )  (83) 
where k p  and kD denote sttifness and damping con- 
stants. The torsional spring-damper moments acting 
on the hub, link 1, link 2, and the blade, expressed in 
their individual body axes, are respectively given as, 
The individual body axis components of the angu- 
lar velocities of the hub, link 1, link 2, and the blade, 
are respectively given as, 
The preceding four equations are used to compute 
the four partial velocities needed for evaluating the 
third term in Equation 5. 
Airframe Kinematics 
To complete the description of the airframe dy- 
namic model, the kinematic relationship between the 
vectors q, q ,  and u needs to be stipulated. Let the 
airframe kinematic equations be given as, 
The elements of the vector fK, are given in detail as  
follows: 
Multiblade Coordinate Transformation 
The airframe dynamic and kinematic models, given 
by Equations 1 and 93, respectively, are derived in 
the rotating system, with the rotor degrees of free- 
dom describing the motion of individual rotor blades. 
However, the rotor usually responds as a whole to ex- 
citation and for physical insight it is desirable to work 
with the degrees of freedom which model the entire 
rotor system rather than the individual blades. To 
transform the equations of motion with respect to 
individual blade coordinates to rotor system coordi- 
nates, the method of multiblade coordinates is used 
[ll]. Considering the example of rotor 1, for like de- 
grees of freedom, the kth ( k  = 1, .  . . , n R 1 )  individual 
rotor blade degree of freedom is expressed as, 
( ~ R I - 1 1 1 2  C ( . ~ l , i c  cos i$t + a R 1 . i ~  sin i$t) (97) 
i=l  
for rotors with an odd number of blades and 
( n n 1 - 2 ) / 2  
C ( Q R l , i r  CM itli + a R l , i l  sin iqk) + 
i = l  
for rotors with an even number of rotor blades. 
Let the generalized coordinate and generalized 
speed vectors in the multiblade or non-rotating co- 
ordinate system be represented by g' and u'. Then 
the following substitutions are made in the airframe 
kinematic and dynamic model descriptions, given by 
Equations 93 and 1, respectively. 
Then the resulting airframe kinematic and dynamic 
equations can be written as, 
where the vector w consists of the inflow coordinates Trim Algorithm 
of the two rotors: Trim of an aircraft is defined as an equilibrium 
condition where the translational and rotational ac- 
= 
wR1. la ,  w R 1 3 1 c ~  wR270, wR281s, wR2.1c)T celerations Of the fuselage are zero. Hence in trim, (Io4) p = = i = i = I = = 0. For straight and 
level flight, p = q = r = v = 0 as well. For a fixed t 
! 
wing airplane this definition is sufficient since one can 
Rotor Dynamic Inflow Model generally regard an airplane as a single rigid body 
with six degrees of freedom. For rotorcraft the con- 
The rotor dynamic inflow model used in this work cept of trim is more complicated because the vehicle 
is based on the Peters and HaQuang [12] model which is represented as a mult ibod~ system consisting of a 
I 
is in turn based on the work of Pitt and Peters [8]. and a drive system. BY 
~h~ model includes three inflow degrees of freedom virtue of the rotor rotational motion, the blades are E 
that yield the time-varying induced flow parallel to For the rotor blade degrees of 
,.he rotor shaft. Based on the small perturbation freedom, trim is considered to be an operating condi- 
potential flow equations, the model accounts for dy- tion such that the individual rotor blades follow a pe- 
namic changes in collective inflow and first harmonic riodic path. This implies that all the first and second 
inflow azimuthally. rnflow along the blades varies lin- derivatives of the rotor multiblade coordinates must 
early, ~h~ inflow distribution is given by ~~~~~i~~ be zero in trim. This will force individual blades to 
= 
- 
50. F~~ simplicity only the dynamic inflow model for track the same periodic path each rotor revolution. - - - 
- 
rotor 1 will be described. ~h~ dynamic inflow model However, it should be noted that for even bladed ro- 
- 
1 - 
tors this condition will not force every blade on a - for rotor 2 is similar with obvious changes. - 
- rotor to follow the same path. This is due to the The basic model formulation is carried out in the E 
rotor wind axis system and is later transformed to the warping multiblade coordinate mode for even bladed 
rotor shaft axis system. The dynamic inflow equa- rotors. I c -
There are many different methods for obtaining -  tions are forced by the averaged (over rotor revolu- 
tion) rotor thrust, rolling moment, and pitching mo- the trim condition of a coupled rotor and fuselage 
ment in the shaft axes. The resulting equations can combination. Included in these methods are itera- 
be written in the form, tive fuselage trim and rotor trim, fully coupled au- 
topilot trim, finite elements in time trim, nonlinear 
optimization trim, and Galerkin method trim. While 
no one method for trim is superior in all settings, all 
the methods are sufficiently different to have qualities 
which make them more or less attractive in different 
settings. In this work a nonlinear optimization trim 
where, (lo5) technique is used. In nonlinear optimization, one seeks to minimize or 
ARI = A R I ( ~ ' ,  u') (106) maximize a certain nonlinear function by iterating on 
The blade element forces, given by Equation 60, are 
vectorially summed over all rotor blades to obtain 
the shaft axis components of the rotor thrust, rolling 
moment and pitching moment. These forces and mo- 
ments are then averaged over the period of revolution 
of the rotor and used in Equation 105. 
The complete set of dynamic inflow equations for 
the two rotors can be functionally represented as, 
where n D I  = 6 since three state inflow models are 
being used for each rotor. It should be noted that 
Equation 107 is written using the multiblade or non- 
rotating coordinate system. 
the independent variables of the problem.  eret the 
sum of the squares of the dynamic equation residu- 
als will be minimized and the independent variables 
will be the system states and controls. A modified 
Newton's method, sometimes called a damped New- 
ton's method or a quasi Newton method, is used as 
the nonlinear optimization algorithm to compute the 
trim state of the vehicle. 
The trim algorithm begins by noting that in trim, 
ti' = 0 and w = 0 necessarily. Hence in trim, the 
airframe dynamic equations (Equation 1) and the dy- 
namic inflow equations (Equation 107) can be written 
*I 
where 
x = {(9')T, ( u ' ) ~ ,  ( w ) ~  IT (110) 
Clearly, r is the state vector of the airframe dynamic 
model. Equation 108 contains a set of algebraic non- 
linear equations which are periodic in time, with a 
period of r. r is the period of revolution common to 
rotor 1 blades and rotor 2 blades. The goal of the 
trim algorithm is to minimize the residual of each 
equation in Equations 108 and 109 for all values of 
time. 
A natural scalar function to minimize for trim is, 
where nT is the number of time points chosen for dis- 
cretization. The function J is termed the cost func- 
tion. Using the discretized form of the cost function, 
the gradient and hessian of the cost function can be 
formed. 
The minimization problem described above is essen- 
tially a least squares problem. It is known that for 
least square minimization problems, where the cost 
function is small at  the solution, the second deriva- 
tive terms in the above equations are relatively small 
and can be neglected [13]. By definition, this assump- 
tion is valid in the trim problem. 
In a modified Newton's method, a local optimiza- 
tion problem is solved iteratively. A flow chart for 
the iteration procedure is given in Figure 6. Using 
an initial condition or guess for the trim variables, a 
local quadratic model of the cost function is formed, 
For a local minimum of a quadratic function to  exist, 
hessian matrix of the cost function must be positive 
definite. Assuming this is the case, 
The vector A t  is called the search direction because 
based on this direction a search to reduce the cost 
function shall be undertaken. For the local quadratic 
model of the cost function, the minimum is given by 
x+Ax,  of course if a minimumexists. A new iteration 
on the minimum of the actual cost function can now 
be made by with the equation, 
The parameter, a ,  is the step length. It is used be- 
cause the local model is only an approximation to 
the actual cost. a = 1 corresponds to a full Newton's 
method while a < 1 implies a damped or modified 
Newton's method. The parameter a is determined a t  
each trim iteration and is based on satisfying criteria 
for tracking sufficient decrease in the cost function a t  
each iteration in the overall minimization problem. 
The process of determining the step length is called 
a step length procedure or line search strategy. 
There are many criteria for determining suffi- 
cient decrease in the cost function at each iteration. 
Armijo's rule is used here which can be stated as, 
where the constant p is a positive number. A back 
tracking strategy is used in the line search strategy. 
In this method, one always starts with a = 1 and 
tries to use the full Newton's method if possible. If 
the current a does not fulfill the Armijo condition, 
then a is divided by a factor and retried. Once an 
appropriate value for a is obtained, new values for 
x are computed. Then a new local quadratic model 
is formed and the optimization procedure is again 
formed. It should be noted that in solving for the 
search direction a linear system must be solved. It is 
solved using a modified Choleski decomposition algo- 
rithm as described in reference [13]. 
Linear  Mode l  of Ai r f rame Dynamics  
At the local minimum of this approximation to the 
~ i ~ ~ ~ ~ i ~ ~ d  rotorcraft dynamic are ex- 
actual cost function one must have, tremely useful for flying qualities analyses. To this 
d J  end, the composite airframe dynamic model consist- 
d  Ax = O  (115) ing of the kinematic, dynamic, and dynamic inflow 
models, given by Equations 102, 103, and 107, re- not possess dynamics. Appropriate rows of the dy- 
spectively, is linearized about an arbitrary trim state, namics matrix are deleted and the associated columns 
xo. The linear model can be written as, form the controls matrix. The final form of the air- 
frame linear dynamic equations is, 
C,(XO, t )bx  = Dp(xo, t )6x (119) 
x = Ax,, + Bd 
The (2nRB + nor)  x ( 2 n R ~  + ~ D I )  square matrices (126) y., = Cxac + Dd Cp and D,, are given as, (127) 
where the vector d consists of individual rotor pitch 
control variables. This system can now be coupled to 
Cp = (120) the flight control system to form the complete system. 
where 
In the ensuing analysis, the 6's in Equation 119 will 
be dropped and the perturbation state of the aircraft 
will be simply denoted as x,,. 
Transformat ion  of the Air f rame Linear  
Dynamic  Equat ions  
The multiblade coordinate transformation should 
be accompanied by a transformation of the equa- 
tions of motion to the non-rotating coordinate sys- 
tem. This step is accomplished by taking linear com- 
binations of the equations of motion given by Equa- 
tion 119. The operations can be performed by pre- 
multiplying the dynamic equations by a transforma- 
tion matrix, T(t ) .  The fully transformed linear equa- 
tions are, 
In rotorcraft handling qualities analysis, a linear 
time invariant system is most convenient to work with 
due to the powerful linear system analysis tools avail- 
Linear  Cont ro l  Sys t em Mode l  
Most aircraft flight control systems are given in 
block diagram form and there is no standard struc- 
ture. Although for modeling purposes, a generic flight 
control system structure could be assumed such that 
all or at least a majority of current aircraft flight con- 
trol systems could be accommodated, it is felt this 
approach may be too restrictive in some cases and 
far too general, hence inefficient, in other cases. It  is 
desirable to have a flight control system modeling ca- 
pability which does not assume a structure aprior but 
uses the input data deck to generate the model. This 
approach allows for greater flexibility and increased 
utility of the control system model. With these con- 
siderations in mind, a linear state-space flight control 
system modeling capability was developed that takes 
the basic block diagram data as input. 
The flight control system is assumed to be com- 
prised of an arbitrary number of filters, given in poly- 
nomial form. Each filter is a multi input and single 
output filter as shown in Figure 7. 
The inputs to each filter can consist of pilot stick 
inputs, outputs of other individual filters, aircraft 
states, and derivatives of aircraft states. A state- 
space realization is computed for each individual fil- 
ter in phase variable canonical form. The filters are 
then assembled into an over11 state-space realization. 
The realization can be written as, 
able. A standard used in The subscript u that the state-space rnatrC 
handling qualities work is to neglect the harmonic ces do not account for the filter coupling. A filter 
content in Equation 125 and hence obtain a linear coupling matrix can be computed in the form, 
time invariant system. This approximation is known 
- - 
as the constant coefficient approximation and it is vu = C U Y U  +Pub+ yuxac + a u i a c  
used in the current effort. (130) 
The blade pitch control terms can be separated It should be noted that Equations 128, 129 and 130 
from the above equations by assuming that the multi- can be constructed in a straight forward manner from 
blade coordinate blade pitch degrees of freedom do the input block diagram data. Substituting Equation 
130 into Equations 128 and 129, the coupled state- 
space model of the control system can be formed. 
x = Fxc ,  + GS + Hz, ,  + Ei,, (131) 
21 = P I , ,  + 9 6  + Rx,, + Zx,, (132) 
where, 
F = Au +BuCuSu (133) 
G = BuCuUu +BuPu (134) 
H = BuCuVu + B u r u  (135) 
E = BuCuWu + Bug" (136) 
P = X[Cu + Du<uSu] (137) 
Q = X[Du Cu Uu + DuPu] (138) 
R = X[DUCU~U+DUYU] (139) 
Z = X[DuCuWu + Duuu] (140) 
su = [ I  - D , ~ , ] - ' C ~  (141) 
uu = [ I - D ~ C ~ I - ~ D ~ P ~  (142) 
= [ I - D ~ C ~ I - ~ D ~ Y ~  (143) 
Wu = [ I -  D , ( ~ ] - ~  DUcu (144) 
The matrix X restricts the overall control system out- 
puts to be the aircraft blade pitch angles. It should 
be noted that if the matrix [ I -  DuCu] is singular, then 
there is not a valid state-space model for the system 
and the system is non-causal. This is due to the fact 
that the flight control system output can be written 
as, 
[I - DuCu] Y = Cuxcs  + D u P u ~ + D u ~ u ~ a c + D u ~ u ~ , c  
(145) 
For a valid state-space realization the output must 
be uniquely determined from the state and control. 
Clearly when [ I - D U G ]  is singular this is not possible. 
This observation can be used for detecting input data 
errors. 
Ai r f rame a n d  Con t ro l  Sys t em Coupling 
The linear airframe model which describes the rigid 
body aircraft motion and rotor dynamic inflow is 
given by Equations 126 and 127. The inputs to the 
airframe linear equations are blade pitch angles of 
the two rotor systems. The linear flight control sys- 
tem model is given by Equations 131 and 132. The 
outputs of the flight control system model are also 
the blade pitch angles of the two rotors. The linear 
airframe and control system models are coupled by 
noting that the output of the flight control system 
model is the input to the airframe model. 
where, 
Al l  = A + B n  
.A12 = BT 
Azl  = H + E ( A + B I I )  
A22 = F +  E B T  
B1 = BE 
Bz = G + E B Z  
C 1  = C + D I I  
Cz = DT 
Dl = DZ 
II = [ I  - ZB]-'  ( R +  Z A )  
T = [I - ZB]-'  P 
'= - 
- - [I - ZB]-'  Q 
Concluding  R e m a r k s  
A linear coupled rotor-fuselage-control system dy- 
namic model is presented in this paper. The model is 
expected to be useful for flying qualities studies, sta- 
bility and control investigations, and control design 
parametric studies. Efforts are underway to produce 
numerical results for the validation of the model. 
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locity of Frame B with respect to  Frame A be w and 
let the components of w in Frame B be denoted by 
w e .  Let T represent the transformation matrix that 
transforms vector components from Frame B axes to 
components in Frame A axes. The time-derivatives [lo] Johnson, W., Helicopier Theory, Princeton Uni- 
of v  in Frame A and Frame B are related by the fol- 
versity Press, 1980, pp. 213-216. lowing vectorial equation: 
[ l l ]  Hohenemser K.H., and Yin, S.K., "Some Ap- 
plications of the Method of Multiblade Coordi- 
nates," Journal of the American Helicopter So- 
ciety, Vol. 17, No. 3, July 1972, pp. 3-12. 
[12] Peters, D.A., HaQuang N., "Dynamic Inflow for 
Practical Applications," Journal of the Ameri- 
can Helicopter Society, Volume 33, Number 4, 
October 1988. 
[13] Gill, P.E., Murray, W.,  and Wright, M.H., Prac- 
tical Optimization, Academic Press, 1989, pp. 
105-115. 
In matrix-vector format, the preceding equation can 
be written as, 
Also, since V A  = T u g ,  one gets for v A  the following 
expression: 
i rA  = T i ~ g  + T u g  
Comparing the two equations for G A l  the following 
formula is obtained for T:  
Append ix  
Skew-Symmetr ic  M a t r i x  O p e r a t o r  
For a vector a = {al ,  az, a3IT, the matrix S(a) is 
defined as, 
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ABSTRACT 
The current aircraft assessment process typically 
makes extensive use of operational personnel during 
simulations and operational evaluations, with 
increased emphasis on evaluating the many pilot 
and/or operatorfaircraft control loops. The need for a 
crew assessment in this broader arena has produced a 
variety of rating scales. The Cooper-Harper Rating 
Scale is frequently misused and routinely overlooked 
in the process, for these applications often extend the 
scale's use beyond its originally intended application. 
This paper agrees with the broader application of the 
Cooper-Harper Rating Scale and presents a concept for 
the development of a "use unique" Interpreted Cooper- 
Harper Scale to help achieve this objective. This 
interpreted scale concept was conceived during efforts 
to support an FAA evaluation of a night vision 
enhancement system. It includes descriptive 
extensions, which are faithful to the intent of the 
current Cooper-Harper Scale and should provide the 
kind of detail that has historically been provided by 
trained test pilots in their explanatory comments. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The Cooper-Harper Pilot Rating Scale (CHPRS) has 
been very effective in handling qualities research and 
development applications, serving as an evaluation 
tool and communications medium in a community of 
trained experimental and RBD test pilots and 
engineers. The success of CI-IPRS has in some 
measure been due to the discipline involved in its use. 
This discipline has been instilled thorough training at 
test pilot schools, use of the scale in the military 
acquisition process, and because of adherence to the 
asterisk note which appears on the scale: "Definition 
of required operation involves designation of flight 
phase and subphases with accompanying conditions". 
In Reference 1, Harper and Cooper emphasize the 
need to follow this stricture. While recognizing the 
difficulties in doing so, they also recognize the adverse 
impact of failure to treat this instruction in a 
comprehensive way. 
Currently, the assessment process in new product 
development for aircraft has taken on a greater 
operational flavor. This is found both at the project 
initiation stage, where extensive simulations using 
operational personnel are becoming the rule, and at the 
final approval stage where operational personnel hold 
the final stamp. At the same time, the greatly 
increased integrated complexity of the pilot machine 
interface systems increases the emphasis on evaluating 
the many in-flight dynamic components of the pilot 
and/or operatorlaircraft control loop. This complexity 
is amplified for rotomaft, where the total flight regime 
includes the widest variety of flight path tasks. 
The need for a rating scale in this broader arena has 
required the use of evaluation scales of some sat ,  and 
perhaps because piloting considerations are generally 
involved -- but not always --- the Cooper-Harper scale 
is frequently used. Sometimes it is misused in this 
broader context. Sometimes it is not applied because 
of concern for misuse, or a bureaucratic constraint or 
because it is simply not understood 
To those who have been trained in the use of the scale, 
it is clear and provides a concise and useful way for 
members of the handling qualities community to 
communicate. To many outside the handling qualities 
community, a reluctance to apply the scale is evoked 
by a lack of confidence in the use of subjective pilot 
evaluations. This group typically desires to use a pass 
fail criteria pilot (crew) evaluation or alternately base 
deci:;ions on quantitative measures alone. It appears 
that the reservations of some are reinforced by their 
unsuccessful attempts to use the scale. These attempts 
may have failed w observe the asterisked stricture of 
the CHPRS (see Figure 1). 
A case can be made for using some other scale, or 
using the CHPRS with a second overlapping workload 
scale, or using no subjective scale at all. But because 
handling qualities are major components of all aircraft 
pilot/operator assessments, and because the scale has 
always included consideration of workload, it seems 
most appropriiite to improve our understanding of the 
existing CHPRS and broaden its applications. To this 
end, this paper proposes that a well understood, 
expanded and interpreted version of the CHPRS 
would: 
(1) Help the aviation community define the factors 
which respond to the asterisk note on the CHPRS, 
niinimizing variance in pilot ratings. 
(2) Inc!ude a concept which involves developing 
"application unique" extensions to the descriptive 
content of the scale to enhance its use by both 
trained engineering test pilots and by operational 
evaluation pilots. These expanded definitions will 
allow pilots to: 
(a) Select a correct rating which may be a whole 
number or a half pilot rating (PR), and 
(b) provide additional comments which will help 
others understand the experience underlying 
the selected rating (in terms which include 
flying qualities, flying workload, cockpit 
management (CM) workload and relevant 
performance measures). 
(3) Better explain how experienced subject pilots can 
predict the suitability of an aircraft for operations 
in environments not specifically evaluated. 
In summary, paper supports the broader application of 
the current CHPRS and it offers a concept for 
achieving this objective through the introduction of an 
use-specific, Interpreted Cooper-Harper Pilot Rating 
Scale. 
COOPER-HARPER RATINGS 
Background 
The first widely used pilot rating scale was introduced 
in 1957 and known as the Cooper Scale (Reference 2). 
This was followed by an interim scale in 1966 
(Reference 3) and finally in 1969 the Cooper-Harper 
rating scale, presented here as Figure 1, was published 
in NASA TN D-5153 (Reference 4). 
The key to effective use of this scale lies in strict 
adherence to the guidelines contained in References 1 
and 4, and in the thorough understanding of the scale's 
origins, strengths and limitations. In this regard, 
Harper and Cooper reported in Reference 1 that the 
"nearly universal use of the Cooper-Harper rating scale 
for handling qualities assessments is not commen- 
surate with the general lack of access to and familiarity 
with NASA TN D-5153 (which gives background 
guidance, definition of terms, and recommended use)". 
In other words, everybody uses the scale, but few have 
studied Reference 4 and/or observe the counsel of 
Reference 4. 
It is important to understand that most of the ideas and 
suggestions in this paper are not new. For the most 
part, they are over 30 years old and alluded to in the 
above references. This paper does provide suggested 
ways to implement the guidance of References 1 and 4 
as well as expanding the application of the scale to 
address the current needs of the industry. In this 
regard, the following paragraphs quote, paraphrase, 
and amplify a number of key concepts and instructions 
contained in the primary references: 
A Communication Enhancement Tool 
There are two parts to the rating process: "The pilot's 
commentary on the observations he made, and the 
rating he assigned. ---- They are the most important 
data on the closed-loop pilot-airplane combination 
which the engineer has." (Reference 1). The rating 
numbers themselves are an aeronautical short hand 
developed for recording, quantifying and analyzing 
subjective data. These ratings are a means to an end. 
They are not the end of the process. 
Engineering Test Pilots 
The scale in Figure 1 was developed for use by 
experimental and engineering test pilots. These test 
pilots typically have an operational background and 
have been trained to communicate with the engi- 
neering community. The military pilot becomes a test 
pilot after acquiring a personal understanding of the 
environment, threat and related friendly weapons 
systems which will define the total combat envi- 
ronment. They then learn (civil or military) to evaluate 
flying qualities in context with the cockpit workload 
with a readiness to deal with the environment and the 
adversity introduced by equipment failures. 
Pilot Comments 
Engineering test pilots are expected to know how to 
provide task ratings and comments which are useful in 
the analysis of the flights they conduct. It is not 
enough to provide a rating. The pilot must provide 
comments as to what the pilot experienced. The pilot 
must report what did and (sometimes) what did not 
influence the assignment of a given rating. For 
example, one pilot may use one technique to 
compensate for a lateral directional oscillation and be 
very successful, while a second pilot may not 
understand the best compensatory technique, have a 
great deal more trouble and assign a poor rating. 
Operational Pilots 
There are three probable situations where the 
operational pilots (unschooled in the methods of the 
engineering test pilots) could be expected to utilize the 
CHPRS. --- In the ground based and inflight 
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Figure 1: The Cooper-Harper Pilot Rating Scale 
simulations cases, the resident simulation staff is very 
familiar with the use of the CHPRS and they are 
inclined to attempt to have the operational pilot use the 
CHPRS. The results of this application are potentially 
flawed because the operational pilots may not 
understand the proper use of the scale. --- The scale 
looks simple, and these otherwise very capable pilots 
understate their lack of comprehension in an effort to 
be accommodating. 
In the operational evaluation venue, the resident 
engineers and analysts are much less familiar with the 
CHPRS and often hesitate to employ it. Here an 
opportunity for bmder use is missed. 
In brief, the CHPRS is not sufficiently user friendIy 
for many operational pilot applications unless the 
pilots and engineers are diligently trained in its use. 
The Scale 
The scale presented in Figure 1 incorporates 10 
ratings. Cooper and Harper feel that these ratings 
should be adequate foa most evaluations (Reference 4). 
While they also recognize that the use of half rating 
gradation is appropriate for some applications (e.g. 3.5 
and 4.5 ), they discourage the practice. One reason for 
this reluctance is obvious. There are no defmitions of 
half ratings. 
Another argument against the use of half ratings 
asserts that ability of pilots to discriminate between 
flying qualities (workload and performance) is not 
sufficient to empower them to assign half ratings. The 
data in Figure 2 argues against this last assertion, for it 
contains a family of boundaries which separate areas 
of the flight envelope which were judged by an 
engineering test pilot to contain flying qualities that 
differ by one half of one PR. Boundaries of this sort 
were fmt identified in Reference 5, and later defined 
in flight with a small, modem helicopter. Over 60 
pilot ratings were recorded during stabilized, standard 
rate turning flight, while observing e m r  limits of k 5 
knots and i 50 Wmin, The actual ratings assigned to 
each area of the flight envelope vary as a function of 
the accompanying conditions (e.g.. turbulence, 
lighting, visibility, etc.). 
Pilot Compensation/Worklaad Factors 
The level of pilot compensation necessary to achieve 
"adequate" or "desiredn performance (see Figure 1) is 
integral to the use of CHPRS. Implicitly, this com- 
pensation is directly translatable to workload. 
Furthermore, the phrase "definition of required 
operation" (included in the asterisk note of the 
CHPRS) serves to include both direct flight control 
and other flight management functions which the pilot 
must perform to achieve satisfactory task performance. 
In the real world, the pilot approaches a flight task 
with the expectation that the task is doable. That is, 
pilots look at all of the sources of workload and 
auempt to cope with each source in the way which 
produces the best performance with a minimum of 
effort. As Harper and Cooper observe in Reference 1, 
"the pilot adaptsn. From the view of the systems 
engineer, the pilot learns how to achieve the desired 
performance while optimally distributing the piloting 
(handling qualities) workload and cockpit management 
(CM) workload. In military combat aircraft, mission 
equipment monitoring and task execution workload is 
also involved. 
The engineer unders- that tasks are distributed by 
the crew in a natural attempt to avoid spikes in work- 
load which are likely to be accompanied by an 
unwanted dip in performance. It is this effective search 
for adaptive techniques which exemplifies the pilot's 
contribution to crew-machine performance. 
As the total workload builds, the pilot may have 
reason to periodically (albeit very briefly) allocate a 
high priority to CM tasks and allow errors in the flight 
path to build during a period of deferred attention. The 
performance during such unattended periods is 
therefore judged differently. The pilot who is prepared 
to allow an aircraft to drift off speed, or roll away from 
level flight, has substituted new (temporary) limits on 
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Figure 2: Boundaries d Flying Qualities Which Represent A Change of 0.5 Piot Rating 
the allowable flight path errors. These larger allowable 
errors apply only during the performance of the 
priority CM task. Typically, the pilot monitors the 
aircraft's departure from aim, and if every thing goes 
well, the CM task is completed during one period of 
unattended flight. If the aircraft departs too quickly, 
or is difficult to return to trim, several periods of 
unattended or deferred flight control activity may be 
utilized to complete the CM task. Pilots evaluate such 
shared attention requirements and make a determi- 
nation as to suitability. 
Pilots also develop CM techniques which minimize the 
time required to accomplish CM tasks. For example, 
they learn how to identlfy switches by location, shape 
and mode of operation. This allows them to find a 
switch while focusing their eyes on a flight control 
task. The mind is obviously able to share its attention 
more rapidly than the eyes, especially when head 
movement is required. 
In addition, pilots who are faced with the need to use 
the right hand to conduct a CM task may use the left 
hand to control pitch and roll during the CM event, A 
pilot may also use a knee to hold a collective in 
position, or use both feet on the directional controls to 
keep the aircraft level in roll. Such techniques may 
result in substantially less deviation from the desired 
flight path with little or no increase in total workload. 
This is the way pilots learn to get the job done in the 
real world. Test pilots know these techniques and 
engineers need to report which ones they use. 
When pilots encounter a task which is not doable, 
many will attribute the failure to a personal inability. 
But, the more experienced the pilot, the less likely this 
will occur. Never-the-less, this is one more reason 
why it is very important for the analyst to understand 
the attitudes of subiect uilots. 
In the vein of doable tasking, the "unexpected" 
typically places the ultimate stress on crew 
performance. The occurrence of unplanned events 
such as equipment malfunctions, unexpected route 
changes and unforecast weather are all a part of the 
equation. A totally correct evaluation of these events 
typically requires a concomitant engineering analysis 
to determine the probability of a given event. 
Defining The Task 
The CHPRS (Figure 1) contains a note which is often 
given less than adequate consideration. The note refers 
to the "task" or "operation" and alerts us to the effect 
"Definition of required operation involves designation 
of flight phases and sub-phases with accompanying 
conditions." 
Flight Phases and Sub-Phases. If we translate the 
definitions of flight phase and sub phases as stated in 
Reference 4, we find that hovering flight and cruise 
flight are two typical flight phases. Activities 
associated with achieving a 40 ft hover is a sub phase. 
Maintaining a steady 40 ft hover is also a sub phase. 
Accompanying Conditions. The factors which 
collectively define "accompanying conditions" 
substantially influence the assignment and analysis of 
pilot ratings. Typically, the project engineer must 
define accompanying conditions prior to the flight for 
they at least partially define the test objective or 
"scope of test". The pilot needs this guidance to 
accomplish the desired evaluation. The actual accom- 
panying conditions, observed during the execution 
phase, must be recorded to support the best possible 
analysis and avoid unexplainable variance in the data. 
The factors which define some rotorcraft tasks can 
normally be selected from a list like the partial one 
presented below: 
(1) VMC or IMC task 
- type of cue field and display augmentation 
- display system 
(2) Performance Objectives 
- altitude (absolute or as measured by 
radar altimeter) 
- horizontal position error (X and Y) 
- heading variation limits 
- main transmission torque limits 
- engine operating limits 
- attitude variation limits during 
corrections ( k degrees ) 
- attitude variation allowed as the result of 
a gust or turbulence 
- time available to conduct non flight 
control cockpit tasks (schedule of shared time) 
(3) Environmental Factors 
- underlying surface 
- near field visual screen 
- far field visual screen 
- near hazardsabstructions to hover 
- lighting 
- visual range 
- obstructions to visibility 
- precipitation 
- smoke, fog. dust, snow, sun. 
- glare, sun, moon, reflections 
While most of the flying qualities community clearly 
understands the importance of the items listed under 
(1) and (2) above, the environmental factors under (3) 
seem to be less appreciated and are more often than 
not treated in too general a way. For example, limit 
environmental conditions are sometimes established 
by as few as one or two parameters (e.g., visibility). 
Such an abbreviated treatment is often inadequate, 
especially in the case of helicopters required to operate 
to and from a variety of fixed and moving platforms, 
in a rapidly changing air mass, day and night Figure 3 
was adapted from Reference 5 to expand on the list 
above and to illustrate the variety of conditions which 
may be of interest during rotorcraft evaluations. While Before leaving this subject, it is important to recognize 
this figure is admittedly incomplete, figures like this that the introduction of "usable cue environments" in 
should be provided so that pilots and engineers can Reference 6 is an important conmbution and a 
accurately define sets of conditions for evaluation. In significant step in the right direction, as is the Navy's 
the real world, we find that rotorcraft pilots are deck interface (DI) testing methodology which 
interested in a variety of environmental conditions, recognizes ship motion, lighting, wind, and other 
any or all of which can represent a limit condition. f a c m  identified in Figure 3. 
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Figure 3: Characteristics Defming Operational Environment 
Figure 4: Probability Guidelines and Minimum HQ Requirements 
Probability of Encounter 
The probability of encountering adverse environmental 
factors is another important consideration when eval- 
uating the suitability of flying qualities and workload 
of a real aircraft. It would appear that the probability 
of encountering certain environments can be treated in 
a way that is similar to the treatment of failure modes 
as addressed in References 6,7,8 and 9. 
In this regard, McEIroy does an excellent job in 
Reference 10 of addressing and the probability of 
simultaneously encountering specific levels of 
atmospheric disturbance and failure states in context 
with flight envelopes. Figure 4 has been reproduced 
from Reference 10 as it is an excellent summary of the 
author's concept. In support of this figure, the author 
observes that the FAA could use subjective pilot 
ratings (from a scale like that in Figure 1) to determine 
compliance with the criteria "satisfactory," "adequate," 
and "controllable" (Figure 4). an idea which is still 
new to much of the FAA. 
Analyzing Environmental Effects 
Plotting pilot rating data as a function of one or more 
variables will often help the analyst develop the 
highest degree of confidence in the data. This concept 
is demonstrated in Reference 11 which presents a 
family of six data plots (one each for 5, 10, 15,20,25, 
30 knots of wind), two of which are characterized in 
Figure 5. Observe that pilot ratings are plotted as a 
function of azimuth for two wind speeds. 
Note that pilot ratings vary as a function of both wind 
speed and azimuth. Although not shown, the ratings 
can also vary as a function of gross weight, power 
available, center of gravity, rotor RPM, turbulence, 
visibility, lighting, and a host of other variables. If you 
inspect the 5 and 15 knot data for the wind azimuth of 
300°, you will note that the pilot rating changes from a 
respectable PR 3 at 5 knots of wind to a relatively poor 
rating of PR 5 at 15 knots. But why? The pilots 
comments should provide the best insight. This is a 
clear demonstration of the need for pilot comments. 
5 KTAS RELATIVE WlND 15 KTAS RELATIVE WIND 
Figure 5: Handling Qualities For Various W i d  Azimuth Angles (Pre-landing hover) Over Deck of Small Ships 
Evaluating Simulation Facilities 
Pilot ratings can also be used to evaluate the authen- 
ticity of a simulator. One way to check the authentici- 
ty of the simulation is to ask the crews to evaluate (or 
interpret) the simulator visual and motion systems 
while simulating an aircraft with which they are 
familiar. 
To illustrate this application, the results of a 
hypothetical simulator evaluation are presented here as 
Figure 6. This figure contains the possible result of a 
&y flight and a night flight in an existing helicopter 
followed by an attempt to replicate the real world test 
conditions in a ground based simulator. The data 
shown for "Bright Day - Actual Flight" in this figure is 
taken directly from Figure 5. In this illustration, the 
pilot's "xtual flight" PRs and "simulated flight" PRs 
are approximately equal for the dark night case, but 
the data for the bright day case reveals a significant 
disagreement The comments accompanying the pilot's 
ratings should confm the ratings and provide insight 
into the probable cause. Depending upon the 
comparative evaluation of the pilot's conml activity 
and overall performance, the findings would seem to 
suggest that the visual representation lacked adequate 
authenticity in the "bright day" case. In contrast, the 
dim, night scene was adequate. This is an important 
fmding in and of itself. 
The results of a second hypothetical evaluation are 
presented in Figure 7 which illustrates an alternative 
format for evaluating the authenticity of a simulator. 
In this case, the pilot first uses a real helicopter to 
conduct a demanding task in seven different, real 
world environments. The seven combinations have 
been plotted in ascending order for convenience. 
When the same pilot attempts the identical task in the 
simulated environments (duplicated in the simulator), 
the pilot ratings should agree. If they do not agree, the 
pilots comments associated with each rating should 
provide useful data as to the cause of the difficulty. 
That is, an analyses of pilot control activity, attitude 
error, flight path error, etc., should include an equally 
exhaustive analysis of pilot comments. 
Minimizing Variability In Ratings 
Variance in PR &ta feeds the argument that the 
subjective rating approach can produce erroneous 
results. Cooper-Harper tell us to expect a limited 
amount of variability in ratings. Disparity in pilot 
background can produce variation in the pilot ratings. 
In addition, Cooper-Harper tell us that some pilots 
may be predisposed for or against a given configu- 
ration. In addition, some variability in PRs may simply 
reflect the presence of one or more factor(s) which 
were not accounted for in the definition of the 
experiment. That is, an important factor may not 
have been recorded. 
Most of these sources of variability can be minimized 
through diligent planning. In particular, pilots and 
engineers are urged develop a table such as that 
included as Figure 3. Once the data are collected, 
presentations formats such as those suggested by 
Figures 5,  6 and 7 can help the analyst develop the 
best possible understanding of PR data and at the same 
time minimize the possibility of scatter in the data, 
Extrapolations 
The CHPRS authors recognize that some would have 
pilots evaluate only the situation experienced (first 
hand) by the subject pilot. Others would have pilots 
use a simulator evaluation experience to predict/- 
extrapolate to the real world. For example, assume that 
during a landing experiment, employing an inflight 
simulator, the pilot evaluates the test configuration 
only on a clear, bright sunny day. The pilot could then 
be asked to rate only the situation flown, (clear day to 
a runway), or alternately. the pilot could be asked to 
extrapolate the clear day observations into a dark, wet 
night environment. 
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Figure 6: Comparison Of Pilot Ratings To Evaluate A Simulation Facility 
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A. Clear Day. Calm Air. 6. Clear Day, 10 KT Rt Cross Wind. C. Clear Day, 10 KT Rt Cross Wind. Gusting to 17 KT 
0. Night, Full Moon, Stars. Landng & Hover Lights, 10 KT Rt Cross Wind, GusSng to 17 KT. 
E. Night, 114 Moon, Single Landing LT, 10 KT Rt Cross Wind, Gusting to 17 KT. 
F. Night, Overcast, no surface lights, single landing Lt, 10 KT Rt Cross Wind, Gusting to 17 KT. 
G. Night, Near Thunderston, 20 KT Wind. Gusting to 30 KT. 
Figure 7: An Example Set of Progressively More Difficult Environmental Conditions Which Can be Evaluated 
in the Real World and Replicated in a Simulator to Collect Pilot Rating for Evaluation of a Simulation Facility 
Cooper-Harper agree that a pilot can extrapolate this 
experience and provide a rating for an environment 
worse than that observed in a hands-on evaluation. 
This of course assumes that the pilot has acquired an 
adequate understanding of the aircraft and is familiar 
with the operational environment of interest. Cooper- 
Harper go on to ask the question "... if the pilot doesn't 
do it, who will?". They also go on to conclude that an 
experienced pilot is probably the best qualified to 
extrapolate simulator experience into the real world. 
The same ability to extrapolate has been recognized 
and utilized in the military and FAA evaluations of 
aircraft for at least forty years. That is, an experienced 
pilot is often asked to conclude in a few flights, that a 
given aircraft is, or is not, suitable for flight into 
instrument conditions without ever flying into 
instrument conditions. Regardless of the approach 
taken, the pilot and engineer should agree on which 
approach they will use and this selection should be 
reported with the data. This note of caution is 
supported by Harper and Cooper in Reference 1. 
WORKLOAD AND INTEGRATED 
EVALUATIONS 
With the increased use of computer based systems, the 
pilot's task has shifted more and more towards the 
overall flight management function. In minimum crew 
(one or two place) military combat aircraft, these 
system advances have added to the mission system 
functions over which the pilot has direct control. For 
military aircraft, the same technology advances have 
greatly expanded the functions of non-pilot air crew 
mission system operators - and increased the thrust 
towards the use of a minimum crew. 
On the civil side, there is the potential of single pilot 
IFR helicopter operations, including approaches to 
busy airports and slow speed steep approaches into 
confined landing sites. These operations bring a 
similar concem for increased cockpit complexity and 
higher workload. 
Workload 
These developments have increased the attention of 
specialists in human task performance to the measure- 
ment of pilot and air m w  workload, with recognition 
that in-flight measurement is needed to fully 
characterize the actual experience. Issues of objective 
vs. subjective measurement have received continuing 
attention in this field as elaborated in References 12 
and 13. Due to the complexity of the total in-flight 
workload and the intrusiveness of available objective 
measurement techniques, there has been increasing 
acceptance of and support for subjective 
measurement. 
DIFFICULTY LEVEL -RATOR DEMAND LEVEL 
VERY EASY, Operator mental effort Is rnkrlmal and desired 
HIGHLY DESIRABLE performaw Is d l y  rtIalnaMe. 
Operator mmtal eflort h low and deslred 
pcwf0IIMw IS ~WllublO. 
Acceptable operator mental effort Is requlred lo  
MILD DIFFICULTY attsln adequate syslem performance. 
MINOR BUT ANNOYING Moderately high operator mental effort Is 
requkd IO attain d e q u a ~ ~  s y a m  paformsnok 4 
MODERATELY High operator montal dfort ia requlrd to IS 'IGH AND ' OBJECTIONABLE WFFICULTY aItaln adequate sys tm paformam. 
TOLERABLE DIFFICULTY 
MAJOR DIFFICULTY Maxlmum operator mental effort is requlred to bring errors to moderate kd. 
MAJOR DIFFICULTY Maxlmum operator mental effort Is requlred to 
avdd large or numerous errors. 
Intense operator mental effort h roqulred to 
MAJOR DIFFICULTY 
MANDATORY 
Subjective measurements schemes that have been 
evaluated (Reference 14) indicate that some of them, 
while useful in laboratory investigations of pilot or 
operator workload, are quite cumbersome and too time 
consuming in ground based flight simulator or in-flight 
use. Chambers and Hilmer in Reference 14 clearly 
show the advantages of Wehille's proposed Mod5ed 
Cooper-Harper Rating Scale (MCHRS) (Figure 8) for 
workload assessment in both piloting and non-piloting 
tasks in these applications. The brief treatment in that 
paper, however, does not go on to point out other 
benefits of its use for these applications. 
For example, the familiarity of engineering test pilots, 
simulation staff and flight test engineering personnel 
with the CHPRS provides a direct carry over to use of 
the MCHRS. This should allow its use in both 
workload measurement per se and in the evaluation of 
non-piloting flight management and mission systems, 
either individually or as part of the integrated overall 
pilot/pilot and mission specialist task. In the case of 
these applications, strictures similar to those which 
accompany the CHPRS would have to be developed. 
This would including the need for subject comments 
similar to those provided by pilots in the CHPRS. 
Need For Single Integrated Rating 
While separate assessments of handling qualities and 
workload can be useful in research investigations, for 
example Reference 15 contains the results of one such 
effort, this approach fails to give the decision maker a 
readily usable answer regarding operational suitability. 
Decision makers need an overall rating which reflects 
the total suitability of the aircraft to accomplish its 
mission when operated by the typical air crew for 
which the aircraft was designed. For civil aircraft, 
FAA certification is the final go/no go decision. For 
military aircraft, the formal Operational Evaluation is 
the final stamp. But the use of the CHPRS to 
primarily evaluate flying qualities (with consideration 
of flying and CM workload inferred) and the use of the 
MCHRS as a sub-set to the CHPRS to evaluate 
workload, does not provide the desired single rating. 
It also fails to deal with comparative priorities (e.g., 
the flying task vs. the CM task). Another approach is 
needed. 
INTERPRETED COOPER-HARPER PILOT 
RATING SCALE 
Introduction 
The preceding discussion has suggested that there is a 
need to apply the CHPRS more broadly while 
observing the strictures more diligently. This includes 
the need for a scale which is easier for operational 
pilots to use and which treats workload a bit more 
directly. This need includes both flying and the non- 
flying, cockpit management workload and the related 
priorities. In addition, there is the need to define half 
pilot ratings. 
An example of how all of this might be accomplished 
is presented in Figure 9. The Interpreted Cooper- 
Harper Pilot Rating Scale (ICHPRS), as addressed 
here, is meant to have the same meaning as the 
original CHPRS of References 1 and 4. The concept 
also applies to the entire scale, but a complete 
treaunent is beyond the scope of this paper. When 
compared to the CHPRS in Figure 1, it is quickly 
obvious that the first "pilot decision" steps are not 
included in Figure 9. In military version of this scale, 
these pilot decisions steps would be retained. In the 
civil version, they might not be retained (as suggested 
in Reference 16). 
Half PRs 
As discussed earlier, half PRs accomplish two 
objectives. First, they allow pilots to evaluate a condi- 
tion or situation which does not meet the definition of 
a whole number in the CHPRS. Second, the half 
ratings allow the pilot or analyst to build a higher 
degree of confidence as to where the boundaries of 
interest are located. But the CHPRS does not provide 
definitions and, depending upon the application, this 
can represent a serious problem. 
In contrast, the ICHPRS does include definitions for 
half ratings. These half ratings relate to the preceding 
whole integer rating and not to the subsequent rating. 
'Ihe logic of this approach is more apparent when one 
considers the transition between PRs of 3 and 4, and 
the PRs of 6 and 7 (especially when considering many 
of the military applications). Civil evaluators may 
draw the lines of suitability elsewhere with the same 
concern. 
"Use Uniquew Interpretative Narrative 
The narrative in Figure 9 is meant to suggest an 
approach, not "the only" or "the recommended" 
approach. In most cases, the narrative in the ICHPRS 
should be developed by one or more engineering test 
pilot@) and engineerts) familiar with the test aircraft, 
its operational characteristics, and its operational 
requirements. This should produce one or more 
aircraft-mission unique scale(s), depending upon the 
scope of the evaluation. 
The added descriptors might evolve during the initial 
shake down of an aircraft or during a familiarization 
period in the aircraft or in a simulator (if a real aircraft 
is not available). In any event, the use of a trained 
engineering test pilot, familiar with the Cooper-Harper 
scale, is strongly recommended. 
Note that the descriptions under "Aircraft 
Characteristics" in Figure 9 are identical to those 
found in the CHPRS presented in Figure 1. The 
nmative under "To Achieve the best attainable 
performance" has two parts. The first part (left 
column) repeats the descriptions found in the CHPRS. 
The second part (right column) is split into two 
horizontal boxes. These two boxes contain the inter- 
pretive narrative for one whole PR and the associated 
23 1 
half pilot rating. Note that this second column contains 
comments relating to both flight control and CM task- 
ing, including indications of priority and performance. 
The f d  column (under Representative ObSe~ations) 
amplifies the preceding descriptions of the pilot effort 
required by characterizing performance in terms of 
operational suitability. Here, examples are provided to 
aid the pilot in efforts to discriminate. As described in 
References 1 and 4, failure to meet the intent of any 
specific rating forces the pilot to assign the next higher 
rating. 
Performance. Performance objectives must be de- 
fined prior to commencing an evaluation. These objec- 
tives must relate to tasks for which the pilot expects to 
achieve minimum error, or for situations where the 
pilot d e s k  to maximize time out of the loop to rest or 
to conduct a CM task during which some amount of 
flight path error is acceptable. For example, this might 
characterize the shared monitoring of the aircraft's 
flight path and a mission equipment display. 
In this regard, CM tasking could to be evaluated to 
determine the critical tasks and the procedures which 
apply. What CM tasks must be accomplished during 
high gain flight control events? This includes 
consideration of failure modes. For example, if an 
engine fails, is the pilot expected to continue the task 
and deal with the emergency procedures, or does the 
pilot first transition to a new flight phase? 
The interpretative narrative can include detailed refer- 
ences to performance expectations or objectives for 
both the flying and the CM tasks. That is, there is no 
reason why performance objectives should not be in- 
serted in the narrative. It seems likely that this 
approach would reduce the potential for variance, but 
in some situations, this level of detail would probably 
not be necessary. 
Definitions. Once the performance objectives have 
been defined, and the narrative has been drafted, 
definitions should be developed and supported with 
examples where required. 
Performance Priority. The nanative in Figure 9 was 
developed with the idea that the flight path 
performance of the aircraft was the primary or critical 
objective. It is also possible to have situations where 
CM is of paramount concern. The narrative would be 
written appropriately for such flight phases to reflect 
these changing priorities. For example, it may be 
important accomplish an electronic warfare task in a 
very precise and timely way, while operating at 
altitudes and speeds which minimize concern for flight 
path error. 
Definition of required operation involves designation of flight phase and subphases with accompanying conditions. 
" If a mission-flight critical cockpit management task can not be accomplished in a timely and effective way, the PR = 7. 
Figure 9: An Example of Interpretive Narrative Added to a Portion of the Cooper-Harper Pilot Rating Scale 
Figure 10: NVG Pilot Rating Analysis Classifications 
NIGHT VISION TESTING BY FAA 
This paper was in part made possible as the result of 
work funded by the FAA Rotorcraft Research Progrrlm 
Office in Washington, D.C., and accomplished in 
support of fight evaluations of night vision devices 
conducted by the Flight Test Division of the FAA 
Technical Center. Atlantic City International Airport, 
New Jersey. The objective of the evaluation was to 
provide an opportunity for a large number of civil and 
FAA pilots to fly with night vision goggles (NVGs) to 
determine their suitability for use by EMS operators. 
This evaluation was chartered to use a group of civil 
helicopter pilots with dissimilar flying backgrounds to 
examine the safety of flight issues associated with the 
use of NVGs while operating in a variety of 
environments. For example, a variety of lighting 
environments and obstructions to visibility were of 
interest --- None of the evaluation tasks involved Nap 
of the Earth (NOE) flying techniques. 
As a result, a set of evaluation guides (booklets) were 
developed to help introduce pilots to the evaluation, 
and to help them understand an early ICHPRS. 
(References 17, 18, and 19). The interpreted pilot 
rating scale was meant to be faithful to the intent of the 
CHPRS. This project is currently underway and the 
results are yet to be documented. --- The current plan 
is to sort the pilot rating assessment data and compile 
the results for each task in a way which is 
characterized above in Figure 10. This should provide 
decision makers with data they need to determine 
suitability in terms of pilot experience and 
environmental factors. 
CONCLUSIONS AND OBSERVATIONS 
Cooper-Harper is an effective subjective assessment 
tool when applied in accordance with its creators full 
instructions. Extensive successful use in the past, and 
the evolving "test and approval decision processes" are 
areas where its effectiveness can be enhanced for 
current and future applications. 
The ability of pilots to extrapolate pilot ratings is a 
well proven capability which is essential to safe, 
affordable and timely evaluation of aircraft and 
simulations of proposed aircraft designs. 
A suitably tailored Interpreted Cooper-Harper Rating 
Scale as proposed will provide pilots not having an 
engineering test pilot background with an effective 
'rating system for use in simulations and final 
operational evaluations. 
The effectiveness of using Cooper-Harper in handling 
qualities evaluations, where workload is a factor in the 
assessment, strongly supports the use of a proposed 
Modified Cooper-Harper, appropriately adapted, in 
specific subjective workload assessment and non-pilot 
-me system evaluations. 
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ABSTRACT KY 
This paper describes a piloted simulation conducted on 
the NASA Ames Vertical Motion Simulator. The objective 
of the experiment was to investigate the handling qualities 
benefits attainable using new display law design methods 
for hover displays. The new display laws provide improved 
methods to specify the behavior of the display symbol that 
predicts the vehicle's ground velocity in the horizontal plane; 
it is the primary symbol that the pilot uses to control air- 
craft horizontal position. The display law design was ap- 
plied to the Apache helmet-mounted display format, using 
the Apache vehicle dynamics to tailor the dynamics of the ve- 
locity predictor symbol. The representations of the Apache 
vehicle used in the display design process and in the simu- 
lation were derived from flight data During the simulation, 
the new symbol dynamics were seen to improve the pilots' 
ability to maneuver about hover in poor visual cuing environ- 
ments. The improvements were manifested in pilot handling 
qualities ratings and in measured task performance. The pa- 
per details the display design techniques, the experiment de- 
sign and conduct, and the results. 
NOTATION 
AZ acceleration cue longitudinal position, deg jilt 
(degrees refer to angle subtended at pilot's eye) 
~co,p 
Ay acceleration cue lateral position, deg 
Errornorthvehicle earth-axis position error northward, ft .- 
Erroreast vehicle earth-axis position error eastward, ft =jilt  
f , ( s )  sensor equalization filter on signal i x u  I, Y 
9 gravity constant, ft/sec2 
Kz display longitudinal conversion factor for hover Y jilt 
box, deglft jicomp 
Presented at Piloting Vertical Flight Aircraft A Conference on Flying y 
Qualities and Human Factors, San Francisco. Worn ia ,  1993. Wgindy  y,, published as an alternate paper of the 48th Annual Forum of the American 
Helicopter Society. Washington. D.C.. 1992 6a 
display lateral conversion factor for hover box, 
deglft 
display longitudinal conversion factor for 
velocity vector, deglftlsec 
display lateral conversion factor for velocity 
vector, deglftlsec 
vehicle derivative of applied specific rolling 
moment due to lateral cyclic, rad/sec2/m. 
vehicle derivative of applied specific pitching 
moment due to longitudinal cyclic, rad/sec2/in. 
hover box longitudinal position, deg 
hover box lateral position, deg 
vehicle body-axis roll rate, radlsec 
vehicle body-axis pitch rate, rad/sec 
Laplace operator 
northward component of vehicle groundspeed, 
ft/sec 
eastward component of vehicle groundspeed, 
ft/sec 
velocity vector longitudinal position, deg 
velocity vector lateral position, deg 
vehicle longitudinal position, ft 
commanded vehicle longitudinal position, ft 
longitudinal heading referenced groundspeed, 
ft/sec 
filtered longitudinal groundspeed, ft/sec 
complementary filtered longitudinal acceleration, 
ft/sec2 
estimated longitudinal acceleration, ft/sec2 
vehicle longitudinal velocity damping, l/sec 
lateral heading referenced groundspeed, ft/sec 
filtered lateral groundspeed, ft/sec 
complementary filtered lateral acceleration, 
ft/sec2 
estimated lateral acceleration, ft/sec2 
vehicle lateral velocity damping, llsec 
pilot lateral cyclic control position, in. 
6b pilot longitudinal cyclic control position, in. 
< damping ratio 
B vehicle Euler pitch angle, rad 
tj vehicle Euler pitch rate, rad/sec 
4 vehicle Euler roll angle, rad 
4 vehicle Euler roll rate, rad/sec 
$ vehicle heading angle, rad 
w natural frequency, rad/sec 
INTRODUCTION 
A significant effort at Ames Research Center has aimed 
at developing and flight testing display law design methods 
for the hover flight regime. The flight experiment of Ref. 1 
documented the infiuence of display dynamics on handling 
qualities for near-hover maneuvering; the Ref. 2 flight ex- 
periment examined the relative merits of two pilot-oriented 
design goals for the display dynamic response. Both exper- 
iments employed a cockpit panel-mounted representation of 
the AH-64 Pilot Night Vision System (PNVS) symbology 
(Ref. 3). which is shown in Figure 1. The flight experiment 
of Ref. 4, following many years of simulation research, ex- 
amined control and display requirements for VTOL transla- 
tion, hover, and landing, using an Ames-designed symbol- 
ogy format. 
The common theme for all the experiments was the use 
of a velocity predictor symbol (called the acceleration cue in 
Figure 1). The emphasis of the research was placed on the 
specification of that symbol's dynamics. When used with 
the hover position symbol and the velocity vector, the ac- 
celeration cue is the pilot's primary controlled element for 
regulation of vehicle horizontal position. Although the ac- 
celeration cue predicts future horizontal velocities, it is used 
primarily in combination with another symbol that indicates 
a desired vehicle horizontal position, to control vehicle hor- 
izontal position. For helicopters with angular rate stabiliza- 
tion only, the resulting aircraft position dynamics are diffi- 
cult to control, as there are approximately three integrations 
from pilot input to aircraft position response. This separa- 
tion of the pilot from the vehicle state of interest presents a 
handling qualities challenge to the display designer. As will 
be described subsequently, the acceleration cue response to 
pilot control input must be designed considering the vehicle 
dynamics and the task requirements to maximize handling 
qualities and mission effectiveness. 
The lessons learned from the three flight experiments 
provided the foundation for the flight investigation of Ref. 5, 
whose objectives were 1) to design new display laws tailored 
specifically to the Apache vehicle dynamics and 2) to com- 
pare the resulting handling qualities with those of the existing 
Apache display laws. While the first objective was achieved, 
the second was not because the documented representation 
of the existing Apache display laws used in the flight compar- 
ison was not correct. The correct display laws were obtained 
subsequently, and potential improvements were then shown 
analytically. 
Since that experiment, as will be described, flight 
data documenting the Apache vehicle response characteris- 
tics were obtained that permitted the identification of high- 
quality design and simulation models. The nature of the 
identified vehicle response necessitated an extension of the 
display law design methods described in Ref. 2 and Ref. 4. 
Thus, the motivation for the simulation experiment described 
here was to examine the potential benefits of the extended 
design methods using an improved representation of the 
Apache vehicle and of its baseline display responses. The 
following sections detail the display law design methods, the 
simulation design and conduct, and the results. 
DISPLAY LAW DESIGNS 
The term "display laws" refers to the equations and seal- 
ing that determine the position of the central symbology, 
namely the acceleration cue, velocity vector, and hover po- 
sition box (Figure l). During hover maneuvering using pri- 
marily the symbology, the acceleration cue becomes the pi- 
lot's primary conmlled element. To achieve a hover over 
the position box, he moves his stick to place the cue on the 
box, and he maintains it there as the box converges to the 
display center. The pilot workload to maintain the cue on 
the box, and the nature of the resulting vehicle trajectory, are 
the two issues that most impact the design of the acceleration 
cue dynamics. 
These considerations are illusuated in Figure 2, which 
presents a block diagram of the pilot-vehicle-display system 
for the case where the pilot is attempting to zero the longitu- 
dinal displayed error between the hover box and acceleration 
cue. The ease of controlling the acceleration cue's position 
on the display is determined by the transfer function A,/hb, 
which in turn is determined by the cue's response to each of 
the aircraft states that drive it. 
Given any particular set of dynamics for the cue re- 
sponse to control, the trajectory that the aircraft follows 
while the pilot maintains the cue on the hover box is deter- 
mined by the closed loop response x/xCmd. This response 
must be tailored so that the trajectory is well-damped, with a 
bandwidth, or "aggressiveness," appropriate for the aircraft 
mission. 
There is a tradeoff between the cue controliability, 
which affects the pilot workload, and the aircraft position 
response. In one extreme, the easiest cue to control would 
be one driven only by pilot control position; however, this 
would result in poor hovering performance. This problem 
has been referred to as poor "face validityw (Ref. 6). In the 
other extreme, the cue position could be driven to show the 
pilot control inputs required for a quick, well-behaved tra- 
jectory, probably resulting in complex control motions and 
high workload. Finally, the tradeoffs become more critical 
as the level of vehicle augmentation decreases, since stabil- 
ity margins deteriorate quickly. 
Rate-of-Climb 
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Fig. 1 AH-64 Pilot Night Vision System symbology. 
Fig. 2 Pilot-vehicle-display block diagram. 
Display Control DASE-on vehicle near hover. The flight data were part of 
scaling Pilot limit Aircraft a larger AH-64 database generated by the Army at the Air- 
px 
worthiness Qualification Test Directorate (AQTD); the flight 
Xund 2 X testsaredescnbedinRef.8. 
- p K x 7 % - f  - 6b 
With these guidelines in mind, three methodologies for 
specifying display laws were examined for the experiment. 
After brief discussions of the vehicle dynamics model used 
for the display designs and of the baseline production dis- 
play laws, a description of each design method is presented. 
Finally, all the display laws are compared analytically. 
Vehicle Design Model 
pspiay 
Ax 
- /  
To support the display law design, a mathematical 
model was needed of the AH-64 Apache (Figure 3) with its 
Digital Automatic Stabilization Equipment (DASE) on. Pa- 
rameter iden~cation techniques described in Ref. 7 were 
used to identify from flight data a low-order model for the 
The DASE-on design model has decoupled aansfer 
functions with associated equivalent time delays for the lon- 
gitudinal and lateral responses to pilot input. These were 
the only responses requited for the display design. The fol- 
Fig. 3 AH-64 Apache. 
lowing models were identified from flight data that exhibited 6b 
- 
excellent coherence in the frequency range of interest (0.2 to 
10 rad/sec): 
where the shorthand notation indicates the second order sys- 
tem [C; w ]  = s2 + x w s  + w2. Note that these highader 
rate responses approximate, over the fitted fnquency range, 
the combined dynamic effects of the unaugmented vehicle 
and its limited-authority augmentation system. Previously. 
two of the display design methods had been applied to only 
first-order rate responses; those methods had to be extended 
to accommodate these high-order identified responses. 
Production Display Laws 
'Ihe PNVS display mode of interest for this study is 
the Bob-Up mode, which includes the velocity vector, ac- 
celeration cue, and hover box symbols. The symbol deflec- 
tion definitions are shown in Figure 4. Based on unpub- 
lished documentation provided by the manufacturer and by 
the Army's program management office, the equations gov- 
erning the movement of each symbol are next described. 
Hover Position Box 
In the current production version of the PNVS software, 
the hover box is an octagon drawn and scaled to have an 
edge-to-edge width of 8 ft. It is driven relafive to the fixed 
reticle by the heading-referenced, Earth-axis position error 
to a pilot-selected point: 
Here, the enors equal the desired position minus the 
current position, and the desired position is the one existing 
Fig. 4 Defmitiom of central symbology deftections. 
when the Bob-Up mode was selected. The hover box moves 
opposite to the aircraft motion to show the relative location 
of the desired position. To re-initialize the box to the cur- 
rent vehicle position, centered on the fixed reticle, the pilot 
deselects then reselects the Bob-Up mode. The scale factors 
K ,  and Ky are required to convert feet to display dispke- 
ment, such that full-scale deflection of the center of the box is 
f 44 ft. The full-scale deflection point is such that the outer 
edge of the box is just below the heading tape. 'Ihe values 
of K, and Ky were 0.241 degfft. where the degrees refer to 
the angle of display displacement subtended, on the PNVS 
mowle, at the pilot's eye. 
Velocity Vector 
The velocity vector tip iocation relative to the fixed ret- 
icle is calculated as follows: 
Where K; and Ki are again scale factors to convert 
fr/sec to degrees of display displacement. They have the 
value of 1.03 degfft/sec so that the full scale deflection of 
the vector represents 12.0 ftfsec (7.13 knots). The velocity 
vector's full-scale deflection point on the display is 15% be- 
yond that of the hover box, or midway into the heading tape. 
Acceleration Cue . 
'Ihe acceleration cue center relative to the fixed reticle 
is calculated as follows: 
Thus the acceleration cue is driven relative to the tip of the 
velocity vector with an estimate of linear acceIeration plus 
some lead compensation generated by the attitude rate terms. 
The three new display design methods applied to the 
PNVS will next be described. It should be noted that for 
these new display laws, the display scaIings of the three sym- 
bols remained invaiiant and equal to those of the production 
laws to -we their operatioh significance andto provide 
a consistent basis of comparison among all the laws. 
Modified Production Display Laws 
The first display law design method did not fully apply 
the techniques described in the introduction. Rather, it con- 
sisted of simply adjusting the gains on the acceleration and 
attitude rate tenns in the production cue equations and the 
time constants of the velocity vector filter. The motivation 
for this design was to investigate whether simple changes in 
the existing equations, requiring no additional sensor infor- 
mation, would favorably impact handling qualities on AH- 
64's in the current fleet. The adjustments were made em- 
pirically based on a goal of improving the vehicle position 
trajectory response when the pilot is adopting the guidance 
strategy of placing the cue on the position box during the 
capture. 
The aansfer function of the controlled element, 
Az (s) /Jb ( s ) ,  that results for the production display laws has 
an underdamped complex pair of zeros in its numerator (at 
-0.48fj0.66 rad/sec). These underdamped zeros result from 
the interaction of the display feedbacks with the heavily fil- 
tered groundspeed signal. If the velocity filter breakpoint is 
moved from 1 rad/sec to 10 rad/sec, the underdamped com- 
plex zeros are eliminated. This modification to the sensor 
filtering alone would likely result in increased cue noise in 
flight. So in combination with the above filtering change, the 
gains on high-frequency inputs (accelerations and attitude 
rates) were lowered. The lowering of these gains was ac- 
complished while trying to achieve vehicle-display dynam- 
ics having an integrator-like response to pilot input in the 
crossover frequency range (Ref. 9). This design was devel- 
oped during the simulation, and the authors recognize that 
depending on sensor signal quality in the AH-64, increased 
gains could improve this cue's response. The final equations 
for the modified production design were as follows: 
with x ilt  and yf ill defined in eqn. 11 and eqn. 12. 
Display Laws Based on Workload Design 
The second design employed the philosophy developed 
in Ref. 2 with an extension of that methodology to treat the 
identified AH-64 aircraft dynamics. Entitled the "workload" 
design, this method seeks to reduce pilot workload by pro- 
viding high-6requency proportional, or gain-like, response of 
the acceleration cue to pilot input while also assuring de- 
sirable trajectory response. The handling qualities benefits 
of the gain-like response goal were established in the flight 
experiment of Ref. 2, which compared gain-like responses 
with integrator-like responses for hover maneuvering using 
the same display format. 
In this method, a display law is specified for the cue 
in terms of a sum of compensated aircraft states and con- 
trols. The aircraft dynamics are then considered in order to 
define a desirable and achievable cue response to pilot con- 
trol. This desired aansfer function is next adjusted if nec- 
essary to achieve acceptable trajectory response. Then, the 
sensor compensation is determined that provides the desired 
cue response. The details of this approach are now described 
for the longitudinal and lateral axes. 
Longitudinal Axis Design 
The general display law for this method, as extended 
for this application, is: 
A,(s)  = f ; ( s )x(s )  + f@(s ) e ( s )  + fq(s)9(s)  + f & , ( ~ ) ~ b ( ~ )  
(2 1) 
Where the fi's represent the sensor signal compensation re- 
quired to provide the desired cue response. Dividing by bb 
yields: 
For the desired gain-like cue response to pilot input above 
some frequency, this transfer function's numerator and de- 
nominator must be of equal order. The objective is to deter- 
mine the order and parameter values for each filter to yield 
this gain-like cue response. The choices are also constrained 
by the requirement to provide good trajectory response dy- 
namics. The relationship between the two can be seen by 
refemng to Figure 2, where for high values of pilot gain, 
K p ,  the open-loop position transfer function may be approx- 
imated by: 
x ~ / & b  ( s )  x K z  -
"cmd - x Az/6b 
Thus, for fixed display position and velocity scalings and ve- 
hicle response, tailoring the cue response is the only means 
of assuring an acceptable closed-loop position response. The 
cue transfer function can be used, for example, to cancel un- 
wanted dynamics in the vehicle position response to control 
input Of course, this must be accomplished while still main- 
taining good cue controllability. 
Next recall that the aircraft longitudinal response has 
the form (neglecting the transport delay): 
Substituting the aircraft responses into eqn. 22 with the ap- 
proximations: 
yields 
Ax -gMhb ( S  + a )  
- (s)  = [terms in ( f i ) ]  
6b s(s  + b)(s - xu)[<; W] (27) 
This relation is simply the unaugmented vehicle velocity re- 
sponse with added zeros (in the terms in f,) that can be used 
to provide lead to the cue position dynamics. 
For the overall transfer function to be proper, the trans- 
fer function in the brackets must have an excess of four zeros. 
In addition, it is desirable to cancel the attitude response's 
lead-lag pair from the trajectory response, to eliminate po- 
sition overshoot. For these reasons, the following form is 
chosen for the cue response transfer function: 
where KCb is a total gain that represents the high frequency 
cue sensitivity to control input. Note that two zeros are cho- 
sen to cancel the complex poles from the cue response, in 
order to simplify it. However, this means that they will 
be present in the trajectory response. This choice of zeros 
may not be appropriate for very poorly damped vehicles and 
should therefore be considered for each case. The placement 
of the zeros zl and r 2  determines the frequency at which the 
cue response becomes gain-like. 
The numerator of eqn. 28 represents a fifth-order poly- 
nomial. Each of its terms must be taken with the denominator 
and considered separately to determine compensation terms 
f ,  that are realizable, that is, they must not result in pure dif- 
ferentiation of any sensor signal. Defining the denominator 
of eqn. 28 as A for convenience and rewriting the numerator 
as a fifth-order polynomial gives: 
Az 
- ( s )  = K6b(a1s + ' 0 )  1 ~ 6 ~ ( ~ 2 ~ ~ )  
63 A + A 
Now each of these terms can be equated respectively 
with the terms of eqn. 22 to determine the filters f,. For 
example, for the pitch rate term: 
Xu was included for completeness until eqn. 31, where it 
has been approximated as zero. This is reasonable since for 
the Apache it was flight identified to be -0.02 sec-l . Thus, 
the pitch rate'filter is a first-order washout. Repeating the 
process for each sensor input, the total cue drive law is then: 
Based on iterative examination of the cue controllabil- 
ity and the resulting trajectory response and on preliminary 
piloted evaluations, the zeros rl and 22 were chosen to be 
equal at -1.765 Wsec. Once these were selected, the nu- 
merator polynomial could be computed. Finally, the gain 
K6b was chosen such that f = ( s )  has a steady state value of 
K= , SO that in the steady state the cue would rest at the tip of 
the velocity vector. Thus, the cue response transfer function 
was: 
The following represents the corresponding display law that 
was evaluated in the simulation: 
1.42s + 0.262 s 
AX(s )  = IC; x(s) - 59.3 
s + 0.262 s + 0.262 $(s)  
where now the display gain K ,  has been factored out so that 
the terms in brackets are in physical units of ftlsec. 
Lateral Axis Design 
A simiIar design procedure is followed for the lateral 
axis, but it is less complex because of the simpler vehicle 
response in this axis: 
?his leads to a fourth-order numerator for the cue re- 
sponse transfer function: 
which is then distributed among the sensor signals. Unlike 
Xu, the derivative Y, cannot be cancelled with a numerator 
free s. since it was flight identified to be -0.279 sec-l. The 
resulting form for the lateral cue law is then: 
K a 
Ay ( s )  = =its) + K6aals 4(s)  
L6a g Lba ( s  - yv) 
Again, after iterative examination to optimize the m- 
jectory response, the two zeros and the gain Kda were set 
such that the cue response transfer function for piloted eval- 
uation was: 
and the drive equation was: 
Display Laws Based on Performance Design 
The third design, based on a methodology developed in 
Ref. 4, is referred to as the "performance" design. It seeks to 
ensure good task performance but is balanced by pilot work- 
load considerations. Besides this difference in emphasis, the 
workload and performance designs differ in the sensor signal 
distribution used to achieve the desired frequency response 
characteristics of the cue. 
This method begins by selecting a desired transfer func- 
tion of the vehicle's velocity response to be achieved when 
the pilot closes the control loop via the display. These dy- 
namics represent how the velocity vector on the display 
would respond to the pilot maintaining the cue position at 
a fixed distance from the reticle (i.e., when the pilot is trying 
to establish a desired horizontal velocity). From Figure 2, if 
the pilot raises his gain high enough in the inner loop, then 
Consequently, the inverse of the cue-to-stick dynamics 
may be used as series equalization with the open-loop, po- 
tentially poor vehicle velocity and position dynamics. If a 
desired vehicle velocity transfer function is selected, the cue- 
@stick transfer function is 
Desired 
(4 1) 
since A, is the pilot commanded velocity. The denominator 
of the cue-to-stick transfer function contains the dynamics of 
the open-loop aircraft so that when it is inverted by the pilot's 
high gain, the open-loop dynamics are effectively cancelled. 
These cancelled dynamics are replaced by the desired closed- 
loop velocity dynamics that are achieved when the pilot is 
conwiling the vehicle in response to cue position errors. 
For the AH-64, the velocity dynamics are (neglecting 
the identified delay from eqn. 1 and using eqn. 25) 
In order for A,/bb to have a gain-like response at high 
frequencies, its numerator and denominator should be of the 
same order. Thus, the desired xc/x  transfer function should 
be 4th over a 0th order. To prevent any velocity overshoot 
in the desired response, all of the toots in the desired ve- 
locity transfer function were placed on the real axis in the 
complex plane. The four equal mots were selected at -2.5 
rad/sec. The selection of these roots is empirical but is based 
on some important points. First, the roots should be selected 
- 
such that the high frequency gain of the cue to pilot inputs (of 
eqn. 41) is within a desired sensitivity range. If the roots of 
the desired velocity transfer function are all at low frequency, 
the high-frequency gain will be too high for a given veloc- 
ity vector scaling gain. Second, the roots should be at a low 
enough frequency so that some immediate response to stick 
input occurs in the 1-10 rad/sec range. Third, as the roots 
move lower in frequency, the gains on the feedback signals 
in the display laws tend to increase. 
For the design in this experiment, 
This controlled-element transfer function then needs to 
be distributed among the aircraft states rather than depend- 
ing solely on pilot input If the cue position is treated as the 
- 
commanded velocity, K; kc ,  then 
a,(s) = K ,  %(s)(  
desired 
~ ( s )  (44) 
In the steady state, the cue indicates the scaled velocity 
K;i. A gained acceleration tern and a 4th over a 4th order 
washout filter is on the stick. This high order filter indicates 
that a large portion of the cue response is generated from 
stick input, which is pure prediction based upon the known 
open-loop helicopter velocity response and a distributed por- 
tion of the desired velocity response. The simulation showed 
that the sensitivity of this stick term in the cue response for 
aircraft changes (across the vehicle operational weight and 
inertia envelope) was acceptable. 
The development in the lateral axis is identical. Here 
the desired velocity roots are -2,-2, and [0.582;4.29]. The 
complex zeros were chosen to cancel the high frequency 
lightly damped roll axis natural response in the Ay /6, trans- 
fer function. Otherwise, a slight oscillation at the under- 
damped roll mode would appear in the cue response to pi- 
lot inpur This jitter was a problem early in the simulation, 
and the proper placement of the zeros eliminated i t  Using 
the same development as in the longitudinal axis, the lateral 
axis cue response is 
The quantities xcomp and icomp are complementary 
filtered values. They are comprised of low frequency ac- 
celerometer measurements and high-kquency attitude-rate 
inputs. This filtering attenuates vibratory accelerometer 
measurements and cuts off the immediate accelerations due 
to rotor flapping from stick inputs. These immediate axel- 
eratiom contribute to noise and are not useful in the pilot- 
vehicle-display crossover frequency range. The filters are 
Comparison of Display Laws and Task Performance P m  
diction 
'Ihe analytical frequency responses for the four 
longitudinal-axis acceleration cues are presented in Figure 5. 
First, it is seen that the perfonnance and workload designs 
are nearly identical, though they were developd indepen- 
dently. The gain-like characteristics are apparent above 
about 2 rad/sec. The other two designs roll off rapidly above 
this frequency. In the mid-frequency range around 1 rad/sec, 
the perfonnance and workload designs have roughly K/s 
characteristics. The modified production design has more 
phase lag than the production design in the mid-frequency 
region, but has better damping characteristics as discussed 
in the design section. The lateral axis frequency responses, 
when plotted, show similar trends. 
The effect of these differences on task performance can 
be shown analytically by again refemng to Figure 2. The 
pilot gain was set to 0.3 in/deg, and the control limit was set 
to f 5 in. The selected pilot gain resulted in crossover fre- 
quencies in the inner loop of Figure 2 to be between 2 and 
3 rad/sec for each display cue law. The position loop was 
closed for each design and then driven with a step position 
command of 10 feet The resuIting vehicle aajeclory and 
the control inputs required to achieve those trajectories are 
shown in Figure 6 for all four cue designs. It is seen that the 
position trajectories for the workload and performance de- 
signs are welldamped and relatively smooth. The modided 
production design is damped but not as smooth, while the 
production design is oscillatory with undershoot. Regard- 
ing the control inputs. the workload and performance traces 
Fig. 5 Analytical frequency responses of four longitudinal 
cues. 
show one control reversal, the modified production design cue response, for these hover maneuvering tasks it does not 
shows significant oscillation, and the production design has appear to significantly degrade stability margins. The flight 
some oscillation and is generally complex. data analyzed in Ref. 2 exhibited measured crossover fre- 
- 
quencies of 1 4  rad/sec with the same noise attenuation filter. BaKd On these myses* it a pndicted that the Other display laws with similar high-wuency gaim and 
and performance designs would yield both the best 
noise attenuation filters have also been flown success- performance and lowest workload, the m@ed production fully (Refs. 4, and 5). design the third best performance and the production design 
the poorest performance. The piloted assessments of reh- EXPERIMENT CONDUCT 
tive workload for the modi6ed production and production configuration 
designs is difficult to predict from the traces. 
The Bode plots for the workload and performance d e  
signs show the gain-like characteristics extending inde6- 
nitely to high frequency. Although noise is generally not a 
factor in simulation. in a flight environment the cue response 
must be attenuated to prevent sensor and pilot control- 
induced noise from passing through to the cue. causing it 
to jitter on the display. Therefore, for completeness of the 
experiment, a first-order 10 rad/sec filter was placed on the 
total cue displacements A, and A before they were sent to 
the display. This was done for the performance and worlc- 
load designs only, since the other designs already have high- 
frequency attenuation. While the filter adds phase Iag to the 
- r - 1  f ~ o d i G d  production 
Modified production 
2,; Perforrnrnca 
w 
Time (wc) 
Fig. 6 Analytical position responses and control traces for 
four longitudinal cues. 
The experiment was conducted on the NASA Ames 
Vertical Motion Simulator (VMS). The main objective was 
to perform piloted evaluations of the existing production dis- 
play laws and the three new display designs w assess their 
impact on handling qualities, using both Apache-rated and 
non-Apache-rated test pilots. It was recognized that the va- 
lidity of the results would be highly dependent on the simula- 
tion fidelity. Therefore, much attention was devoted to rep- 
resent accurately the Apache using the simulator elements 
shown in Figure 7. This effort is described in detail in 
Ref. 10. To summarize, a nine-state (8 rigid body plus dy- 
namic inflow) linear math model valid for the unaugmented 
AH-# near hover was identified f m  flight data. A verifiied 
software representation of the AH-64 D ~ E  was then added 
to the linear model. The aircraft rotorspeed and torque re- 
sponses tocollective were i&ntified from flight dam, todrive 
the cockpit and helmet-mounted displays. Significant effort 
was expended to identify also the static and dynamic char- 
acteristics of the AH-64's centerstick controller and pedals. 
These controller characteristics were used to ume the sim- 
ulator's programmable conml loaders. For added fidelity, 
a sound generator was matched qualitatively to an audio 
recording ma& within an Apache cockpit 
Because of the small displacements involved in the 
hover maneuvers, nearly the full potential of the VMS mo- 
tion system could be used. At mid-to-high frequencies, 
1:I motion of the simulator with respect to the aircraft was 
achieved in all axes. In addition, the AH64 Integrated Hel- 
met and Display Sighting System (IHADSS) flight hardware 
was used (Figure 8). A simulated forward looking infrared 
(FLIR) image was shown on the helmet monacle, and the 
Apache Bob-Up mode symbology was superimposed on it. 
The FLIR and symbology images were made to match the 
written specifications and a video recard from an AH44 in 
terms of symbology placement, size, scaling, and display 
field-of-view. The total throughput time delay from control 
input to motion and visual response was matched as closely 
as possible to the flight-identified values for each axis. Pilot 
acceptance of the simulator as representative of an AH-64 
was generally positive, as described in Ref. 10. 
Piloted Tasks 
lkvo tasks were developed to compaxe the display laws. 
In each, the pilot was advised to perform the task using the 
s w g y  of minimizing the acceleration cue error from the 
Symbology wr 
Fig. 7 AH-64 simulation components. 
hover box. This strategy is the one taught to operational pi- 
lots. The first task, known as the pad capture, was to acquire 
the hover box from a diagonal 56 ft offset (40 ft each laterally 
and longitudinally) within 15 secs. In each run, the task was 
repeated four times; every I5 secs, the hover box was r e p  
sitioned in earth axes 56 ft diagonally forward or rearward 
of its last position. The objective of the task was to achieve 
a stable hover over the box before it was moved to the new 
position. The standards for desired performance were: 1) 
achieve position ova/undershoot of less than one hover box 
width; 2) maintain altitude at 40f 10 ft; 3) maintain initial 
heading f 10 deg. The standards for adequate performance 
were twice those for desired. This task was meant to expose 
issues associated with the cue conmllability and the position 
trajectories. 
Helmet 
mounted 
symbology 
- 
The second task was a Bob-UpiBob-Down maneuver, 
in which the pilot began in a hover at 40 ft, ascended to a 
70 ft target altitude, then immediately descended to 40 ft 
again. The objective was to perfom the task in 15 secs while 
maintaining position over the hover box. ?he standards for 
desired performance were: 1) achieve target altitudes with 
over/undershwt less than 10 ft; 2) maintain heading f 5 deg; 
3) maintain position within the hover box. The standards 
for adequate performance were twice those for desired. This 
Torquelrpm 
model 
L 
task was designed to compare the regulation capabilities of 
each cue during off-axis inputs. 
- rn 
c 
t J 6-DOF 
The tash were conducted using a baseline level of Dry- 
den turbulence that was termed very light Its root-mean- 
square (rms) magnitude was 0.3 fVsec. Three pilots evalu- 
ated the display laws in the pad capture task under a light-to- 
modeme turbulence level (rms of 1.5 fVsec) to investigate 
potential disturbance rejection differences among the laws. 
Outside Visual Scene 
The pilot's visual information was presented using the 
AH-64 MADSS monacle, which displayed the symbology 
superimposed on a simulated FLIR image of the outside 
world. The outside view was a head-tracked computer- 
generated scene. The offset of the FLIR turret from the pilot 
station was reptesented The scene objects were adjusted in 
color to present a nighttime FLIR-like image once they were 
sent to the monacb display. Both white-hot and black-hot 
FLIR modes were available to the pilot The monacle field of 
view was 40 Horiz. x 30 Vert. degrees, while the simulated 
sensor field-of-regard was 240 Horiz. x 90 Vert.. degrees. 
Motion 
system 
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The pad capture task was flown over a flat area with 
grid lines at ten foot intervals. The grid lines provided strong 
heading cues and some position cueing. The bob-up task was 
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Fig. 8 AH-64 Integrated Helmet and Display Sighting Sys- 
tem. 
flown over a hover pad area with trees in the near field that 
provided some altitude cues. 
While the simulated FLER imagery was judged by &he 
pilots to be reasonable in terms of object light intensity, all 
the pilots felt that the lack of texture and other fine detail 
made the outside cues far less useful than those of an actual 
FLIR. This, in combination with the symbology-oriented 
nature of the tasks and the nominal altitude used (40 ft), 
forced the pilots to rely more on the symbology than nor- 
mally would be the case in reality. Some pilots estimated 
that they used the symbology for 90% of the cuing. Con- 
sequently, they were prevented from compensating for poor 
symbology drive laws by using outside cues, thus perhaps 
more clearly exposing the differences among the laws. Sev- 
eral Apache pilots stated that this poor-FLIR environment 
was similar to using the IHADSS at night during high hover 
operations, where significant ground cues are lost. 
Off-Nominal Configurations 
The new display laws were designed for a nominal air- 
craft configuration, namely the one used for the parameter 
identification flight tests that yielded the simple DASE-on 
transfer function models. The laws were then evaluated in 
the piloted simulation using the nine-state model with the 
DASE programmed expliciuy. The simulation model had 
been identified for the same nominal aircraft weight and 
stores configuration as the display design model. To assure 
that the new display laws were not overly tuned to one air- 
craft configuration, the nine-state simulation model's param- 
eters were varied to represent a light and a heavy stores con- 
figuration about the nominal. The pad capture task was per- 
formed by several pilots at these off-nominal conditions. 
Test Pilot Participants 
A total of ten experienced test pilots participated in the 
simulation as evaluators. Among them were four Apache- 
qualified pilots, including: one instructor pilot from AQTD 
with over 700 hrs in the Apache and over 400 hours using the 
PNVS; one from the AQTD with 150 PNVS hours; one from 
the Aeroflightdynarnics Directorate (AFDD) with 25 PNVS 
horn; and one from the manufacarer, McDonnelI Douglas 
Helicopter Co., with 200 PNVS hours. The non-Apache ra- 
ted pilots included two from NASA Ames, one from AFDD 
(with 30 PNVS hours), one from Sikorsky Aircraft (with 
helmet-mounted display experience), one from Boeing He- 
licopters, and one from the Navy Test PiIot School. 
Piloted Evaluations 
Each pilot was allowed to practice the tasks with all 
four of the cues until he felt that his performance had sta- 
bilized. Several training sessions were generally required. 
He then completed formal evaluations of all the cues for one 
task with one aircraft and turbulence configuration. He was 
not informed of which cue he was evaluating. The order that 
the cues were presented was varied for each evaluation ses- 
sion. For any one task, the procedure was to finish a session 
with a re-evaluation of the cue flown first, to see if learning 
effects were a factor. 
Data CoUection 
Data collected during evaluations comprised statistical 
and time history data to document task performance, verbal 
answers to a questionnaire, and Cooper-Harper pilot ratings 
(Ref. 11). 
RESULTS 
Task Performance Results 
Figure 9 presents positioning performance crossplots 
for all pilots conducting four pad c a p m  each for each ac- 
celeration cue. In terms of deviation from a 45' horizontal 
path, the trajectories are seen to be more accurate and more 
consistent for the workload and performance designs in com- 
parison with both the production and modified production 
designs. 
Figure 10 presents the acceleration cue error from the 
hover box for the same runs. Since the pilot was advised 
to place and keep the cue on the box during the acquisition, 
Lateral podtlon error (11) btml po.ttlon e m r  (ft) 
Fig. 9 Position crossplots for four cues. pad capture task. 
these plots indicate cue controllability and are thus a measure to scanning the altitude tape, thus better controlling the alti- 
of workload. The workload and performance designs show tude. 
a nslrrower concentration of points along a 45' path and at 
the origin, indicating lower worldoad in comparison with the 
other two. 
The altitude performance for four evaluation runs by 
one pilot is presented in Figure 11. While all the traces re- 
main in the desired performance region, the production and 
modified production traces exhibit large oscillations that ap 
pear nearly divergent cumpmd with the more damped traces 
for the workload and performance designs. The differences 
suggest that the improved conmllabiity of the workload and 
performance cues allowed the pilot to devote more attention 
As a check of the analytical performance predictions de- 
scribed earlier, Figure 12 presents longitudinal trajectory and 
control input time histories from analysis and from simula- 
tion for a 20 ft longitudinal capture using the performance de- 
sign. The position trajectories are in good agreement except 
for pilot and system time delays that were not modeled in the 
analysis. The simulation control input aace shows a higher 
frequency component superimposed on a trend that generally 
matches the analysis. This "dithern may result from the pi- 
lot's uncertainty about how much control is required to move 
the cue to the box. 
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Fig. 10 Cue-to-box enrw crossplots for four cues, pad capture task. 
The performance measure of interest for the bobup task 
is the horizontal position m r  during the vertical maneu- 
vet. Figure 13 presents the root-mean-sqw position m r s  
seen for the bobup task as a function of cue drive law. Each 
point represents an individual bob-up maneuver. The modi- 
fied production law has the lowest position error, followed by 
the workload, performance, and production laws. The most 
likely reason for this trend is that since the performance and 
workload laws use pilot input as one sensor for the cue, the 
high-fkquency part of the cue motion is due to the control 
rather than to any actual aircraft movement. Thus, less air- 
craft motion is required to keep the cue on the box than for 
the production and modified production laws. While the pi- 
lot workload is reduced, for these small inputs the position- 
ing performance may be slightly degraded. 
Pilot Rating Results 
Figure 14 presents a compilation of all the pilot ratings 
for the pad capture task in the baseline turbulence, nominal 
weight configuration. All the rating means fall in the Level 
2 region. According to pilot comments given during the rat- 
ing procedure, the workload associated with flying the rate- 
damped aircraft using a narrow field-of-view display with 
simulated FLIR imagery ma& the vehicle-display system 
unsatisfactary without impmvement. The workload associ- 
ated with control of the vertical axis, which required frequent 
- Production 
.--, Modifid production 
r - - Workload design .--. .-.-... . . Performance design 
Time (uc)  
Fig. 11 Altitude performance for four cues during four pad 
cap-. 
Fig. 13 Positioning performance for four cues, bobup task, 
all m. 
20 - scanning away from the cenual symbology to the altitude 
tape, also was frequently sighted as a factor conuibuting to 
- the Level 2 ratings. 
0 
- 
- 
However, there are significant differences among the 
cue drive laws. The mean rating improves from 5.9 for the 
production law to 4.3 for the workload design, which had a 
m 
c slightly better mean than the performance design. This im- 
provement reflects a reduction in pilot compensation require- 
- ments from 'extensive" to "moderate" to perform the task. It 
is important to note that the 90% confidence bars (Ref. 12) 
do not overlap for the best versus the worst display config- 
urations. Moreover, each of the ten pilots assigned a better 
rating to the workload and performance designs than to the 
production laws. 
Fig. 12 Evaluation of pilot-vehicledisplay model for per- 
fonance deign. 
Figure 15 presents the rating data for the the bobup task 
at nominal weight and baseline tmbulence. Again, the work- 
load design received the best ratings, followed by the per- 
formance and then the production and modified production 
designs. 
Summary of Pilot Comments 
Following is a summary of the pilot comments for aU 
the cue laws tested. They are extracted hwn answers given 
vabally in response to a questionnaire after every evaluation 
Nn. 
Pilot comments concerning the production law indi- 
cated that the cue was unpredictable and difficult to control. 
A large amount of effort was required to keep the cue within 
the hover box. In the pad capture task, the cue was said to 
cause pilot-induced oscillations (PIO's) unless the task ag- 
gressiveness was reduced. Over- and undershoots in posi- 
tion were seen with the cue. The workload to control the cue 
, 8 Level 3 
?I- Level 1 
1 1  
Production Modified Workload Performance 
productfon design design 
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Fig. 14 Mean and 90% confidence values for all ratings, 
pad capture task. 
allowed less time for crosschecking the altitude and head- 
ing, degrading performance in those axes. For the bobup 
task, the attention required to maintain the cue on the box 
denacted from the altitude performance. 
The modified production law was considered an im- 
provement over the production law in controllability and 
positioning performance. It was still judged unpredictable, 
9- confidence 
I-- Lwei 2 IL 
1 1  
Roductlon Modified Workload hrformrnco 
productlon doslgn design 
kcoleratlon cue drhre law 
Fig. 15 Mean and 90% confidence values for all ratings, 
bobup task. 
sluggish, and slightly prone to PIO. However, more attention 
was available to scan the altitude and heading for both tasks. 
The workload design was described as very predictable 
and easily controllable. It allowed more aggressiveness and 
was felt by the pilots to allow much improved position and 
velocity performance. There were no PI0 tendencies, and 
the workload was reduced significantly. Thus, there was sub- 
stantially more attention available for scanning and conml 
of the altitude and heading. These improvements were ap- 
parent for both tasks. Pilots noted that the cue sometimes 
appeared to have a slight overshoot in response to a quick 
control input, which they referred to as jitter. However, the 
effect was not judged objectionable. All the AH-64 rated 
pilots noted that they had no muble adjusting to the charac- 
teristics of this new law. 
Comments on the performance design were very simi- 
lar to those for the workload design, except that no cue jitter 
was noted. The position trajectories for the pad capture task 
were described as nicely convergent. There was a wider dis- 
persim of ratings and a slightly worse mean rating with this 
design for both tasks. The difference in ratings for the bobup 
task seems to cornlate with the task positioning performance 
presented in Figure 13. Recall that the performance design 
assigns more of the cue response to the control input than 
does the workload design, which may degrade its regulation 
performance. 
CONCLUSIONS 
A piloted simulation was conducted to investigate han- 
dling qualities improvements auainable through the applica- 
tion of improved display laws for hover maneuvering, us- 
ing FLIR imagery with superimpOSed symbology. Three 
new display law methods were applied to the AH-64 Apache 
and compand with its existing display laws. The new laws, 
termed the modified production, performance, and workload 
designs, were compared analytically, and then tested using 
a pilot-in-the-loop simulation that was extensively validated 
and well accepted by the pilots. The analytical comparisons 
showed an improvement in both performance and workload 
for the new laws. These analytical improvements were con- 
firmed in the piloted evaluations by ten test pilots, four of 
whom were AH-64 rated. The new performance and worlc- 
load laws, which use stick position to xhieve an immediate 
response of the acceleration cue to pilot input, were deter- 
mined to benefit significantly handling qualities in compari- 
son with the production and modified production laws. Fit, 
the new laws yielded improved performance for the horizon- 
tal positioning primary task, while allowing more attention 
for improved performance in secondary tasks such as alti- 
tude regulation. Second. the new laws elicited favorable pi- 
lot comments; all ten pilots said they preferred the new laws 
ova the existing laws. Finally, all ten pilots assigned a better 
pilot rating to each of the new laws than to the existing laws. 
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Abstract 
In this paper it is proposed that inverse simulation can 
make a positive contribution to the study of handling 
qualities. It is shown that mathematical descriptions 
of the MTEE defined in ADS-33C may be used to 
drive an inverse simulation thereby generating, from 
an appropriate mathematical model, the controls and 
states of a subject helicopter flying it. By presenting 
the results of such simulations it is shown that, in the 
context of inverse simulation, the attitude quickness 
parameters given in ADS-33C are independent of 
vehicle configuration. An alternative quickness 
parameter, associated with the control displacements 
required to fly the MTE is proposed, and some 
preliminary results are presented. 
API 
%* n, 
Nomenclaturq 
Agility Performance Index 
number of states and conh-01s in API 
function 
components of aircraft angular velocity in 
body axes 
weighting constants for API 
time to reach maximum acceleration in 
Rapid Sidestep MTE 
time to reach maximum deceleration in 
Rapid Sidestep MTE 
time in acceleration phase of Rapid Sidestep 
MTE 
time taken to complete manoeuvre 
control vector 
components of aircraft velocity in body axes 
airspeed 
maximum airspeed reached in manoeuvre 
Vmax maximum acceleration during Rapid 
Sidestep MTE 
v maximum deceleration during Rapid 
Sidestep MTE 
x state vector 
Y output vector 
x tum rate 
I$,€), w aircraft attitude angles 
80 main rotor collective pitch angle 
01,,01, longitudinal and lateral cyclic pitch angles 
8 0 ~  tailrotor collective pitch angle 
The need to assess the overall handling 
qualities of a helicopter by its performance and 
handling characteristics in a range of typical 
manoeuvres has been recognised by the authors of the 
U.S. Handling Qualities for Military Rotorcraft [I]. 
As part of demonstrating compliance with these 
requirements, a set of standard manoeuvres, or 
Mission Task Elements (MTEs) has been defined and 
criteria for performance and handling have been 
specified. In addition, the authors of this document 
have indicated that mathematical models are an 
appropriate basis for evaluation and analysis at the 
design stage. By its nature, inverse simulation 
encapsulates this combination of precisely defined 
manoeuvre and mathematical modelling. With 
inverse simulation, a mathematical representation of a 
MTE is used to drive a helicopter model in such a way 
that the vehicle's response and control displacements 
may be derived. In effect, a flight trial of the 
modelled helicopter flying a given MTE is performed, 
and the information collected from such simulations is 
as extensive as that recorded in a real trial. It follows 
that inverse simulation has the potential of being a 
useful validation tool for manoeuvring flight, [2], but 
the question arises as to whether the data collected can 
be analysed for the evaluation of handling qualities in 
the same manner as that from a flight test of the real 
aircraft. ?he two conditions: 
i) The mathematical model of the helicopter must 
have a suitably high level of fidelity for the flight 
conditions encountered in the 
ii) The mathematical model of the must be 
representative, in some sense, of the real 
manoeuvre; 
might reasonably be considered as necessary before a 
positive response can be made but whether these 
conditions are, in addition, sufficient is the subject of 
current research at Glasgow. 
This paper describes the rationaIe behind the 
belief that inverse simulation has an important 
contribution to make in the evaluation of helicopter 
handling qualities. A number initial studies have been 
performed using the helicopter inverse simulation 
package Helinv, 131 and some preliminary results will 
be presented in later sections of this paper. In the 
section that follows some of the main features of 
inverse simulation and manoeuvre description are 
discussed. Next, in section 3, a number of exploratory 
studies are described. These studies involve three 
methods of extracting information from the results of 
inverse simulation: performance comparisons, 
handling qualities indices and quickness parameters. 
It will be argued that the first two methods are likely 
to be limited both in their potential and in their 
applicability, while the quickness parameter approach 
shows particular promise since it goes some way 
towards resolving the question of the sufficiency of 
the two conditions listed above. 
2. Inverse Simulation of Mission Task 
Elements 
It is convenient to begin the discussion relating 
to the assessment of handling qualities by clarifying 
the term 'inverse simulation' as it is employed in 
relation to the work at Glasgow. Other authors [4, 51 
have different interpretations related to the context in 
which it is employed. Also, the technique is not 
universally familiar, so that the feasibility of deriving 
a unique set of control responses from a given flight 
path is often questioned. The general problem is a 
good starting point for the discussion. 
2.1 Inverse Simulation - The General Problem 
The simulation exercise of calculating a 
system's response to a particular sequence of control 
inputs is well known It is conveniently expressed as 
the initial value problem: 
where x is the state vector of the system and u is the 
control vector. Equation (1) is a statement of the 
mathematical model which describes the time- 
evolution of the state vector in response to an imposed 
time history for the control vector u. The output 
equation, (21, is a statement of how the observed 
output vector y is obtained from the state vector. 
Inverse simulation is so called because, h m  a 
pre-determined output vector y it cdculates the 
control time-histories required to produce y. 
Consequently, equations (1) and (2) are used in an 
implicit manner and, just as conventional simulation 
attaches importance to careful selection of the input a, 
inverse simulation places emphasis on the careful 
definition of the required output y. 
2 2  Au~lication to the Helicouter 
In the helicopter application discussed here, the 
state vector is x = [u v w p q r 0 qrlT and the control 
vector is u = [00 01, 01, 0 ~ 4 ~ .  The focus of the 
work at Glasgow is on manoeuvres that are defined in 
terms of motion relative to an Earth-fixed frame of 
reference so that the output equation is the 
transformation of the body-fmed velocity components 
into Earth axes. For a unique solution to the inverse 
problem it is necessary to add a further output, a 
prescribed heading or sideslip profile being the most 
appropriate choice. The four scalar constraints - three 
velocity components and one attitude angle - serve to 
define uniquely the four control axes of the helicopter. 
The sophistication of the modelling implied by 
the form o f f  in equation (1) is of central importance. 
since the more complex the basic formulation, the 
more difficult it is to cast into a useful inverse form 
The mathematical model used for this early work was 
Helistab 161; Thomson and Bradley [3] have &mibed 
a method for the unique solution of the inverse 
problem in this case. Current work at Glasgow 
University employs an enhanced model, Helicopter 
Generic Simulation (HGS), 171 which is accessed by 
the inverse algorithm, Helinv. The main features of 
HGS include a multiblade description of main rotor 
flapping, dynamic inflow, an engine model, and look- 
up tables for fuselage aerodynamic forces and 
moments. The host package, Helinv, incorporates 
several sets of pre-programmed manoeuvre . 
descriptions which are required as system outputs 
from the simulation. In fact, the manoeuvres are 
essentially the input into the simulation and much of 
the value of Helinv lies in the scope and validity of 
the library of manoeuvre descriptions which have 
been accumulated. They include those relating to Nap 
of the Earth 181, Air-to-air Combat, Off-shore 
Operations [91, and of particular interest in this study, 
Mission Task Elements 1101. There is also a facility 
for accessing flight test data Some examples of these 
manoeuvres are discussed in the following section 
below. 
the helicopter's position. For example, an 
acceleration from a trimmed hover state to some 
maximum velocity, followed by a deceleration back to 
the hover is one of the most basic forms of manoeuvre 
which might be encountered. Consequently the 
approach used to derive a model of it is fairly simple. 
As the vehicle is to be in a trimmed hover state a! both 
entry and exit, implying both zero velocity and 
acceleration at these points, and applying the 
condition that the maximum velocity, V, should be 
reached half way through the manoeuvre, it is possible 
to fit a sixth order polynomial to these conditions to 
give the velocity profile 
2 3  Mathematical Remsentation of Mission Task V(t) = V,. [44 ( 1)6 b + 192 (L)5 tm - 192 ( Lp 
Elements for Use with Inverse Simulatioq 
tm 
+ 64 ( ;PI (3) 
-UL The need for careful attention to the modelling 
of the quired output - here the flight-path - has been where t, is the time taken to complete the manoeuvre. 
emphasised in 2.1 above. It might appear, at first 
sight, that for a given general description of a 
manoeuvre that there is a wide choice of possible V- - 
definitions of the trajectory. This turns out not to be = 
the case, however, because given such freedom, the V > 
obvious starting point is to choose the simplest option 3 
but, as is discussed below, the simplest option appears X. 
to omit key qualitative features and, subsequently, in r 7 
section 3 it will be argued that this view can be 
confirmed by applying quantitative criteria to the 0, 1 0 
manoeuvre defmition. However, the simplest case is a t& Time (s) 'm 
useful entry point for the discussion. 
Wgure 1 Velocity Profile for Acceleration and 2.3.1 Mathematical Remsentation of Manoeuvres Deceleration Manoeuvre Using a 6th Order 
Usim Global Polvnomial Functiong Polynomial 
Part of the early work on inverse simulation at 
Glasgow involved creating a library of models on This velocity profile, shown in Figure 1, can be 
helicopter nap-of-the-earth manoeuvres. The applied to any of the three component crxes of the 
approach used was to fit simple polynomial functions helicopter to give quick-hop (x), sidestep 0.) and bob- 
to the known profiles of the primary manoeuvre up (z) manoeuvres, Rgure 2. 
parameters; velocity, acceleration, turn rate, or simply 
a) The Sidestep b) 'Ihe Bobup 
Figure 2 Acceleration and Deceleration Manoeuvres 
c) The Quick-hop 
Figure 2 Continued 
To establish the validity of the mathematical 
representation of a manoeuvre it is necessary to have a 
sufficient quantity of appropriate data from flight 
testing to allow comparison to be made. In the 
context of inverse simulation this data should consist 
of vehicle component velocities and accelerations as 
well as its position throughout the manoeuvre. When 
a comprehensive set of vehicle data, including gmund 
based tracking meafllrements, was made available, it 
was clear that these simple functions compared well 
with the measured data [ll]. However, subsequent 
analysis, reported below in section 3.3, has revealed 
that a direct comparison of velocities does not provide 
the appropriate measure of discrimination between 
candidate profiles and that the profile of equation (3) 
is not sufficiently aggressive to represent a MTE. 
Because of the smoothness of the gfobal 
approximation described earlier in this section it is 
termed a ' non-aggressive' profile. 
described in the ADS33C document. For example, 
the key elements of the Rapid Sidestep MTE are 
described as follows 
"Starting from a stabilised hover, ..... initiate a rapid 
and aggressive lateral translation at approximately 
constant heading up to a speed of between 30 and 45 
knots. Maintain 30 to 45 knots for approximately 5 
seconds followed by an aggressive lateral deceleration 
back to the hover." 
The following performance is also required 
maintain the cockpit station within i3m of the 
ground reference line, 
altitude is to be maintained within i3m, 
maintain heading within *I0 degrees, 
2.3.2 Mathematical Representation of Manoeuvres attain maximum achievable lateral acceleration 
Using Piecewise Polvnomial Functions within 1.5 seconds of initiating the manoeuwe, 
For the current work a series of models of the 
Mission Task Elements detailed in the ADS-33C 
document have been used. When these models w r e  
fvst created, (101 there was little published data on 
which to base the functions representing the geometry, 
or Meed the velocity or acceleration profiles, of the 
MTEs. The ADS-33C document itself gives clear 
descriptions of the MTEs in tenns of performance 
levels which must be reached in key phases of the 
MTEs, but stops short of presenting an additional 
definitive geometry or positional time history. This is 
of course necessary, as imposing a rigid flight profile 
on top of a series of performance related targets will 
lead to a task with intolerable pilot workload. Thus, 
although the MTEs are described in sufficient detail 
for piloting purposes, further information is needed to 
describe the MTE in mathematical terms. 
Care was taken when creating the mathematical 
models of the M T h  to encompass all of the features 
attain maximum achievable deceleration within 3 
seconds of initiating the deceleration phase. 
It is quite clear from this description that the 
non-aggressive profde given by equation (3) will not 
meet all of these requirements. Instead, an alternative 
approach has been adopted where the h4TE is 
considered as a sequence of polynomial sections 
where each section is chosen to represent one or more 
primary manoeuvre parameters of the MTE. A 
piecewise smooth function, involving one or more of 
the manoeuvre parameters for the whole MTE, can 
then be constructed. For the Rapid Sidestep described 
above there are five distinct sections, and after 
consideration of the ADS-33C description, it was 
decided that the most appropriate variable to specify 
was the vehicie's flight acceleration. This acceleration 
profile is shown in Figure 3, and the five sections 
consist of : 
i) a rapid increase of lateral acceleration to a 
maximum value of Vma, after a time of t, 
seconds, 
ii) a constant acceleration section to allow the flight 
velocity to approach its required maximum value, 
Vmax, 
iii) a rapid transition from maximum acceleration to 
maximum deceleration kin in a time of b 
seconds, 
iv) a constant deceleration to allow the flight velocity 
to be reduced towards zero, 
v) a rapid decrease in deceleration bringing the 
helicopter back to the hover. 
Figure 3 Piecewise Polynomial Representation of an 
Acceleration Profile for a Rapid Sidestep 
MTE 
The control strategy and state time histories 
which this profile produces will be discussed in 
section 3.3. The values of \i,, and Vmin are inputs 
(effectively dependent on the vehicle being simulated) 
whilst in order to ensure that the performance limits 
are met, the values of ta and h are set such that 
Referring to Figure 3, the times t 1 and t, are 
calculated to give 
where Vma is the maximum velocity reached during 
the manoeuwe and from Reference 1 is requited to be 
such that 30 < V, < 45 knots. The transient 
acceleration profiles are expressed a cubic functions 
of timc so tbat, for example in the range t < ta, 
The other performance requirements are readily 
incorporated into an inverse simulation For example, 
heading can be constrained to be constant, whilst 
constant altitude flight along a reference line is 
guaranteed by ensuring that the off-axis components 
of velocity are set to zero. The only feature of the 
Rapid Sidestep h4TE as given in ADS33C which bas 
been disregarded is the necessity to maintain the 
maximum velocity, lateral flight state between the 
acceleration and deceleration phases of the manoeuvre 
for approximately 5 seconds. For the purposes of 
flight trials this 5 second period may yield useful 
information on the handling characteristics of the 
vehicle - for example, poor handling might be 
indicated if any transient motions present in the 
vehicle's response do not diminish rapidly once the 
steady flight state had been attained. For inverse 
simulation this 5 second period would be modelled as 
a constant velocity, straight line flight path, and the 
calculated vehicle response would consist simply of a 
series of identical trim states. This will yield little 
useful information, and this phase of the MTE has 
therefore been ignored. 
Developed in this way, in order to capture the 
aggressive nature of the MTE, the piecewise 
representation is termed an 'aggressive profile'. A 
comparison of sidestep manoeuvres generated by both 
aggressive and non-aggressive profiles can be 
obtained by differentiating equation (4) to obtain the 
acceleration for the global polynomial definition. 
'Ibis compevison is shown in Figure 4 from which it is 
a p v n t  that if the manoeuvre is to be performed in 
the same time for both cases, then the peak 
acceleration encountered will be significantly greater 
in the global polynomial case. This effect is discussed 
further in section 3.3.1. 
Aggressive Profile 
-.- Non-aggressive Profile 
Figure 4 Comparison of Acceleration Ptofiles for 
Rapid Sidestep hiTE 
Not all of the MTEs described in Reference 1 
can be converted in quite such a straightforward 
manner as the Rapid Sidestep described above. For 
example, the Pull-up/push-over which is described 
only in terms of the load factor profile requires the 
imposition of additional criteria to complete the flight- 
path definition. In creating the mathematical 
representations of the MTEs used here, certain 
assumptions have been made based mainly on the 
experience gained modelling the earlier NOE 
manoeuvres. As further information on flight testing 
using h4TEs becomes available it will be possible to 
validate these models, and improve them as necessary. 
3. Inverse Simulation as a Tool for Handling 
Onalities Asesmml 
In this section several approaches to handling 
qualities assessment through inverse simulation are 
discussed, and some examples are presented to 
illusme their effectiveness. Comparisons are made 
between the results obtained for two configurations of 
the same helicopter, a battlefielrhtility type (based 
on the Westland Lynx). The baseline configuration, 
Helicopter 1, has a mass of 3500 kg, and a rotor which 
is rigid in flap. The second configuration, Helicopter 
2, differs from Helicopter 1 in that it has a fully 
articulated rotor and is 500 kg heavier, the increase in 
mass causing the centre of gravity to shift 
approximately 7.5cm aft of a position directly below 
the rotor hub. The aim here was to create two 
configurations with a high degree of similarity (both 
have identical fuselage and rotor aerodynamic 
characteristics, for example), but with differing 
performance and agility characteristics. 
3.1 Confirmation of Helico~ter Performance wheq 
Flvin~ Mission Task Element* 
Although ADS-33C I1 I, is directed towards 
handling qualities, it is unavoidable that the Mission 
Task Elements that form part of the aggressive task 
requirements contain a significant element of 
performance related criteria which refer to the 
particular configuration being flown. Therefore, the 
ability to c o d m  that an existing or projected design 
can satisfy the criteria, in a performance sense, over 
the full range of h4TEs is of some significance. 
Section 2.3 discussed how the descriptions of MTEs 
given in Reference 1 may be converted to a flight path 
trajectory d e f ~ t i o n  When the definition is complete, 
the availability of an inverse simulation enables a 
range of performance criteria of candidate helicopters 
to be investigated against configuration parameters - 
such as control limits, rotor stiffness and installed 
p o w .  While it is recognised that these criteria may 
not be the primary considerations which drive the 
design of the helicopter, inverse simulation can 
quickly establish the performance limitations of a 
given design over the full range of MTEs. The 
following example has been chosen to illustrate this 
facility. 
3.1.1 Com~arison of Performance in the Transient 
3hLMEE 
This particular MTE is of interest as, in order to 
fly it, high roll rates and large roll angles are 
inevitable, and the parametric differences between the 
two configurations will have a marked effect on the 
control time histories generated by inverse simuIation 
a) Mathematical Descridion of the Transient Turn 
MTE 
'Ihe main features of this MTE, as described in 
Reference 1, are that a 180 degree headi i  change 
should be completed within 10 seconds of initiating 
the manoeuvre at a flight velocity of 120 knots. 
hevious experience of creating models of turning 
manoeuvres [lo] has indicated that the most 
appropriate parameter to specify is the vehicle turn 
rate. Following the technique used to model the 
Rapid Sidestep MTE discussed in section 2.3, the 
transient twn is assumed to be composed of three 
distinct sections, as shown in Figure 5 and &mibed 
below : 
i) from a rectilinear flight trajectory, the turn rate is 
increased rapidly to some maximum value, h,, 
ii) the turn rate is maintained at the m a x i m  value 
until the heading approaches 180 degrees, 
iii) the turn rate is rapidly decreased to zero thereby 
retuning the vehicle to straight line flight. 
11 2 'm Time 
F I p  5 Turn Rate Profde for a Transient Tum h4TE 
This turn rate profile will force the simulated 
helicopter to roll to an appropriate bank angle, then 
hold this angle until the 180 degree heading change is 
approached, at which point the aircraft will be rolled 
in the opposite direction to return to straight l i e  
flight. If it is further assumed that constant altitude is 
desirable, and that to perform the task as quickly as 
possible, the entry speed of 120 knots is maintained 
T i e  (s) 
T i e  (s) 
.- 
T i e  (s) 
Helicopter 1 
---___- Helicopter 2 
Figure 6 State and Control Time Histories from Inverse Simulation of a Transient Turn 
throughout, then the turn rate profile shown in Figure 
5 is sufficient to obtain the required mathematical 
representation A full description of how the flight 
path can be obtained from the turn rate profile and 
airspeed is given by Thornson and Bradley, [lo], but 
the basic principle involves varying the maximum 
tun rate, >i,,, until the manoeuvre is completed 
within 10 seconds, and the heading change 
(effectively the area under the turn rate profile in 
Figure 5) is 180 degrees. This situation is reached 
when the turn radius is 155m and the resulting 
maximum normal load factor is 275. Note that the 
fraction of the manoeuvre spent in the entry and exit 
transients must also be specified and in this case a 
value of 15% was chosen after examination of flight 
test data from similar manoeuvres [81. 
b) Inverse Simulation of Two Confi~urations 
F-TransientTurn MTE - Gntrol Strateey 
Having defined the helicopter configurations 
and specified the manoem,  it is possible to perform 
inverse simulations of the two wnf~gurations flying i t  
The control time histories generated are shown in 
Figure 6, from which the overall control strategy can 
be deduced. The manoeuvre is initiated by a pulse in 
lateral cyclic to roll the aircraft, note that them is little 
difference in the amount required between the two 
configurations. As the aircraft rolls, also shown in 
Figure 6,  collective (and hence thnrst) llPsst be added 
to maintain altitude. There is also a forward motion 
of the longitudinal stick (denoted by negative 
longitudinal cyclic) to maintain constant forward 
speed. The manoeuvre is performed without sideslip 
and tail rotor collective is used to ensure this 
condition is met. The initial pulse in lateral cyclic is 
opposed by a similar pulse in tailrotor collective 
which then increases beyond its level flight trim 
position to offset the extra torque produced by 
increased main rotor collective. The main differences 
between the time histories of the two aircraft lie in the 
collective and longitudinal plots. The baseline 
configuration, Helicopter 1, requires less collective 
firstly because it is lighter, but one must also consider 
the effect of shifting the centre of gravity aft of the 
rotor hub. This produces a nose up pitching moment 
which must be countered by forward stick if velocity 
is to be maintained, which explains the 2 degrees of 
extra forward longitudinal cyclic required by the less 
agile configuration, Helicopter 2. The longitudinal 
tilt of the thrust vector is in addition to the lateral tilt 
required for rolling, and hence is a contributory 
factory in the 2 5  degrees of extra collective required 
by Helicopter 2 Examination of Figure 6 shows that 
the roll angle history which was suggested by the 
manoeuvre definition is obtained, and the maximum 
bank angle reached was approximately 70 degrees, 
with roll rates of approximately 70 degreedsecond 
encountered in the transients. 
c) Inverse Simulation of Two Configurations 
Flying Transient Turn MTE - Confirmation of 
Performance 
The advantage of using inverse simulation 
becomes apparent when it is realised that the 
coiiective limit of this configuration is 20 degrees. 
Consequently, on examination of the collective time 
history in Rgure 6, it is clear that Helicopter 2 is close 
to the limiting case for this manoeuvre. It then 
follows that the limiting case for various aircraft 
masses and centre of gravity positions could be 
obtained by repeated inverse simulation of the 
manoeuvre thereby allowing the aircraft configuration 
envelope for this MTE to be derived. This type of 
investigation may be extended to include a range of 
MTEs and configurational parameters. 
For performance comparisons the application 
of inverse simulation is clear cut. Given the 
availability of a helicopter model of appropriate 
validity, it is straightforward to measure comparative 
control margins and control activity for a given set of 
manoeuvres. Experience has shown that the facilities 
offered by flight mechanics models such as HGS are 
adequate for such investigations. Therefore the 
remaining task is to compile a suite of validated 
manoeuvre definitions - and although several of the 
descriptions of Reference 10 have been validated 
against flight data there are several manoeuvres for 
which flight tests are required to provide practical 
validation. me conclusion to be drawn is that while 
performance comparisons of this kind are 
straightforward to conduct, the handling qualities 
information that it can provide is limited and likely to 
remain so. 
3.2 The Handling Qualities Index 
One of the earliest applications of inverse 
simulation was an attempt to quantify the agility of a 
given helicopter configuration through an Agility 
Performance Index (API) [121. The difficulty of 
producing a general definition of the term agility is 
well known [4] but the API was based on the concept 
of installed agility, that is, it was dependant on the 
particular configuration of the helicopter and 
independent of any pilot model. lhis independence of 
a pilot model is a feature of the inverse formulation 
since it generates a precise piloting task and leaves no 
scope for other than ideal piloting of the helicopter. 
The API of a helicopter for a given manoewre was 
determined from the formula: 
APT = q lm f(xi ('1) a + 
i - 1  
where f is the time taken to complete the manoewre, 
qi and r j  are weighting constants related to state i and 
control j. The integers n, and n, are the number of 
states and controls to be included in the performance 
index. The functions f(xi(t)) and g(uj(t)) were 
selected to penalise large state and control deviations 
during the manoeuvre: for example, 
where Xitri, is the value of state i, in the steady flight 
condition at the entry to the manoeuvre, and %,, is 
the maximum value of the state encountered during 
the manoeuvre. Using this definition low values of 
API (i.e. small control and state displacements) will 
imply good agility. The obvious difficulty with such 
an approach is the appropriate choice of the weights q 
and rj and, in practice, zero or unity were commonly 
employed in comparative studies of different 
helicopter configurations on the basis of whether it 
was felt that those quantities were significant or not 
in a particular manoeuvre. Nevertheless, &spite this 
simplified approach, the work established the 
principle whereby different helicopters could be 
comparatively assessed for their agility over a range 
of standard manoeuvres by a reproducible simulation 
study. 
Having established the principle for agility 
studies, it is attractive to consider a similar approach 
for handling qualities and define a Handling Qualities 
Index (HQI) using a similar form to that in equation 
(5). It may be necessary to include other terms such 
as auto- and cross-correlations of the control 
responses but from the whole of the attitude, rate, 
velocity, acceleration and control information, it 
should not be unreasonable to expect that an 
appropriate balance of the coefficients in the 
formulation of the HQI could produce a formula 
which reflects, in large measure, an assessment of 
handling qualities. Unfortunately, the question of 
finding the values of the coefficients necessary to 
achieve the appropriate balance is impracticable - just 
as in the case of the API. Therefore, although 
conceptually attractive and demonstrable in principle, 
the HQI falls at the present time because of the lack of 
essential knowledge about the coefficient values, and 
if it were to be seriously considered for development 
in the future then an extensive validation programme 
wuld be needed to establish its credibility. 
3.3 Ouickness Parameten 
In addition to the calculation of the time 
responses of the control displacements, inverse 
simulation of a given manoeuvre calculates the 
responses of the full range of kinematic variables. 
Included in this information, are the time-histories of 
roll rate p and roll angle @. so that when a Rapid 
Sidestep manoeuvre is simulated according to the 
translation velocity profile defined by Figure 3 it is a 
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straight forward matter to calculate the quickness 
parameter chart gk/%k against hi, in a manner 
described by the ADS-33C document, section 3.3. 
The time histories of p and @ shown in Figure 7 for 
the sidestep manoeuvre with t, = 1.5s, td = 3s, V = 
35 Knots, &ax 5ds2  and vmin - -5 d s 2 ,  are 
obtained from the inverse simulation of Helicopter 1 
for the Rapid Sidestep using the aggressive profile 
defined by Figure 3. They are annotated to show the 
calculations of the quickness parameters of the main 
pulses of roll rate. F i  there is the roll into the 
manoeuvre then, at about the midpoint, there is a roll 
in the opposite d ic t ion  to bring the rotor into a 
position to decelerate the helicopter, and finally there 
is a roll back to the level, trim, position. 'Ile attitude 
quickness parameters corresponding to this data and 
data from a variety of similar manoeuvres (obtained 
by varying the parameters used to define the MTE 
model) are shown in Figure 8 and it can be seen that 
the values mainly lie in the Level 1 region 
The corresponding control displacement time- 
histories are shown in Figure 9 but it should be borne 
in mind that the attitude quickness parameters have 
been calculated solely as a result of a defined 
manoeuvre so are not, in the context of inverse 
simulation, necessarily an appropriate measure of the 
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Figure 7 Calculation of Roll Quickness from Figure 8 Roll Quickness Chart for Helicopter 1 from 
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Figure 9 Control Displacements for Helicopter 1 
Flying a Rapid Sidestep MTE 
bandling qualities of a particular configuration. These 
issues are further elaborated in sections 3.3.1 and 
3.3.2 but before leaving the current discussion it is 
opportune to give so= initial attention to the output 
of the inverse analysis - that is the set of control time 
histories - and pose the guestion of how to process it 
to afford some measwe of handling quality or pilot 
workload. ?he lateral cyclic control displacement, 
el,, certainly does not have the characteristics of the 
bank angle so that the parameter elcpk/~Olcpk is 
unlikely to be useful - and indeed experimentation has 
shown this to be the case. In fact, it may be observed 
that the pulses of lateral cyclic away from the trim 
position are of a similar character to the pulses of roll 
rate, p, and this similarity suggests that el,, the 
integral of 81, : 
t 
el, - 1 ek(t) dt 
relates to the value of the bank angle so that a control 
quickness parameter 0 1 ,pk/ A 0 1 cpk may be the 
equivalent parameter, and when plotted against A@],, 
would give a chart equivalent to that used to plot 
attitude quickness. The manner of calculation is 
identical to that of the attitude quickness as illustrated 
in Figure 10. That this quantity is a useful measure to 
invoke from the inverse simulation method is 
discussed in more depth in section to follow. 
Figure 10 Calculation of Lateral Cyclic Quickness 
Parameter from Inverse Simulation of 
Helicopter 1 Flying Rapid Sidestep MTE 
3.3.1 Influence of M17;. Model 
In this section we return to the issues raised 
above regarding the calculation of quickness 
parameters for predefmed manoeuvres. l'he fint aim 
of this discussion is to qualify the observations made 
on previous occasions that the details of the 
manoeuvre profile defmition have not appeared to be 
significant. When faced with the requirement to 
specify the velocity profile of a sidestep MTE, for 
example, it is natural, as described in section 2.3.1 
above, to write down in the first instance the non- 
aggressive profile, since it is the computationally 
simplest description. It gives a smoother change in 
acceleration than the aggressive profile described in 
section 23.2 as has been illustrated in Figure 4. 
When this manoeuvre is simulated using the 
Helicopter1 configuration, the attitude quickness 
parameters vary significantly from those derived 
from the more sharply executed aggressive manoeuvre 
and lie mainly in the Level 2 region as is shown in 
Figure 11. He= then is a further criterion by which to 
select a manoeuvre &scription:- if it is to be used for 
handling qualities studies within the ambit of ADS- 
33C then a description must be employed which sets 
the m a n o e m  in the Lave1 1 region. The attitude 
quickness parameters have discriminated 
quantitatively between the aggressive and non- 
aggressive profiles, confirming the quantitative 
discrimination noted earlier. 
Figure 11 Roll Quickness Chart for Helicopter 1 
from Inverse Simulation Using Non- 
aggressive Sidestep Profile 
Now consider the effect of altering the 
helicopter's configuration to a less agile version. 'Xhe 
Helicopter 2 configuration of the vehicle has more 
weight and significantly reduced rotor stiffness. 
Applying the sam manoeuvre to it produces, as seen 
in Figure 12, almost identical attitude quickness 
values - in fact occurring in closely positioned pairs. 
'Ihis result is typical of many simulations which have 
been conducted and which lead to the initially 
surprising conclusion that the attitude quickness 
parameters are largely independent of the 
configuration used in the inverse simulation. A little 
reflection will show that this effect is not unusual 
since the roll rates and attitude angles through a 
manoeuvre are largely dictated by the manoeuvre 
profile itself and one should expect some agreement 
for other than gross configurational changes. 
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However, the control quickness is influenced 
by the variation in configuration. Figure 13 shows 
quite clearly that it increases significantly for the 
Helicopter 2 configuration, representing the additional 
effort required by the pilot to drive the inferior 
configuration through the same manoeuvre. The 
control quickness parameter, as defined in Section 3.3, 
is remarkably effective in discriminating between 
different configurations. 
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Rgm 13 Lateral Cyclic Quickness Chart for 2 
Configurations from Inverse Simulation of 
Rapid Sidestep h4TE 
3.4 Handling Criteria 
These simple illustrations suggest a procedure 
to be followed when using inverse simulation for 
handling qualities studies. One must use the 
requirements, such as ADS-33C, in an inverse 
manner. F i  the manoeuvre must be refined until it 
satisfies the level of handling demanded by the 
requirements regarding attitude quickness, then 
various configurational changes can be compared by 
examining the corresponding control quickness 
values. An increase in the value of the control 
quickness indicates an increased work load and hence 
a worsening of the handling qualities. 5-1 addition to 
there Wing a relative measure it may be possible, as 
indicated speculatively on Figure 14 to identify 
regions in the control quickness chart which 
correspond to particular levels of pilot workload or 
bandling rating. 
The potential of three approaches for 
employing inverse simulation to assess handling 
qualities have been discussed. Two of them, the 
Handling Qualities Index and the performance 
comparisons have been shown to have limited 
potential while the third, the use of attitude and 
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Figure 14 Lateral Cyclic Quiches  Chart with 
Suggested Workload/HandIing Qualities 
Boundaries 
control quickness parameters in a dual relationship, 
promises useful exploitation 
Two general conclusions may be made about 
the current state of inverse simulation: 
(a) Current mathematical models, such as HGS, are 
adequate for basing inverse flight mechanics 
studies o n  
(b) Flight tests should be made to validate the flight- 
path models cumntly W i g  developed. 
The main conclusion of this wok resides in the 
significance of the quickness parameters in 
association with inverse simulation 
It is important to emphasise that these 
investigations have indicated a practical criterion for 
deciding on the appropriate modelling of an MTE for 
inverse simulation. That is, the model must generase 
attitude quickness parameters which lie in the Level 1 
region. Moreover, the choice of manoeuvre d l  is 
practically independent of helicopter configuration. 
'Iherefore, referring to the conditions set out in the 
introduction, this is the sense in which m a n o e m  
must be representative. 
The approach has been taken further and it has 
been shown to be possible to define a control 
quickness parameter which can discriminate between 
different helicopter configurations flying the same 
manoem.  While it is acknowledged that the choice 
of definition for the control quickness may require 
future development, it is clear from the work done so 
far that this general approach can potentially extend 
the scope of simulation in demonstrating compliance 
with handling qualities requirements. It does appear 
from this work that in using quickness parameters the 
conditions are sufficient for the successful use of 
inverse simulation providing that it is realised that it is 
the control quickness that is the determining factor in 
the assessment. 
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Abstract Introduction 
A combination of analytic modeling and sys- 
tem identification methods have been used to de- 
velop an improved dynamic model describing the 
respanse of articulated rotor helicopters to control 
inputs. A high-order linearized model of coupled 
rotor/bcdy dynamics including flap and lag degrees 
of freedom and inflow dynamics with literal 
cients is compared to flight test data from single ro- 
tor helicopters in the near hover trim condition. 
The identification problem was formulated using 
the maximum likelihood function in the time do- 
main. The dynamic model with literal d c i e n t s  
was used to generate the model states. and the mod- 
el was parametrized in terms of physical constants 
of the h a f t  rather than the stability derivatives. 
resulting in a sisnificant =duction in the number of 
quantities to be identified. The likelihood function 
was optimized using the genetic algorithm ap- 
proach. This method proved highly effective in 
producing an estimated model from flight test data 
which included coupled fuselagehotor dynamics. 
Using this approach it has been shown that blade 
flexibity is a significant contributing factor to the 
discrepancies between theory and experiment 
shown in previous studies. Addition of flexible 
modes. properly incorporating the constraint due to 
the lag dampers, results in excellent agreement be- 
tween flight test and theory, especially in the high 
frequency range. 
The investigation of rotoxraft dynamics. and 
specifically the coupled fuseIageIrotor dynamics. is 
motivated by increasing sophistication in rotorcraft 
stability analyses and by the emergence of high- 
perfarmance flight control system design require- 
ments. The past few years have seen a concentrated 
effort ditected toward providing an analytic simula- 
tion model of coupled fuselagelrotor dynamics and 
model validation against flight test data. 
Helicopter dynamics include the rigid-body 
mponses demonstrated by fixed-wing aircraft. 
plus higher-fresuency modes generated by the in- 
teractions of the rotor system with the fuselage. For 
earlier flight control system designs with lower 
bandwidth requirements. it was satisfactory to use 
low-order analytic models which did not accurate- 
ly model the high-frequency rotor dynamics; with 
the recent introduction of high-performance, high- 
bandwidth control system specifications. it has be- 
come increasingly necessary to comxtiy model the 
coupled fuselage/rotor dynamic modes. It has long 
been known that flap dynamics introduce sigaifi- 
cant time delays into the rotor system, and more re- 
cently, Curtiss has &own that inclusion of the lag 
dynamics is important in the design of high perfor- 
mance control systems (Curtiss. 1986). Recent 
studies have explored the possibility of using rotor 
state feedback designs to damp blade motion (Ham, 
1983). An m a t e  understanding of the coupled 
fuselagelrotor dynamics is therefore important in 
rotorcraft control system design and stability analy- 
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predict these high-frequency modes (Ballin et. al. 
1991, Kaplita et. al, 1989. and Kim et. al, 1990). 
These studies show significant differences between 
themy and experiment associated with the coupled 
rotor/bcdy dynamics, especially in the frequency 
region dominated by the rotor lag motion. This re- 
search is therefom directed toward providing an im- 
proved understanding of the aeroelastic and 
aeromechanical phenomena which determine the 
coupled rotorbody dynamics at hover. 
In order to gain physical insight into helicop- 
ter dynamics. development of linear models incor- 
porating coupled rotor/fmelage dynamics has long 
been a research objective. Past approaches to linear 
model development have included direct numerical 
perturbation of nonlinear simulations (Diftler, 
1988). identification of state-space stability and 
ccmtrol matrix elements Cfischler, 1987). and ana- 
lytic derivation of linear equations of motion (Zhao 
and Curtiss. 1988). This study uniquely ctxnbines 
system identifkatian methods with analytic model- 
ing techniques in order to investigate helicopter 
hwer dynamics and to arrive at an improved linear 
model. The emphasis is on the high-fresuency dy- 
namics of the coupled rotor/body motion. 
The identification study is carried out on 
flight test data from a Sikorsky H-53E helicopter at 
hover, using previously published data (Kapiita et. 
al, 1987. and Mayo et. al, 1990). 
R e s d  Objectives 
This paper M b e s  an investigation into the 
respmse of articulated mtor helicopters to control 
inputs in hover. The goal is an imprwed under- 
standing of the coupled rotorEuselage dynamics in 
hwer directed toward a validated analytic simula- 
tion model including high-fresuency rotorffuse- 
lage dynamics for use in stability analyses and 
high-performance control system design studies. 
Identification of linear, time-invariant state- 
space models representing high-txder helicopter 
dynamics including main rotor degrees of freedom 
has long been an objective of engineers involved in 
rotamaft simulation and control system design. 
The state and control matrix elements in an identi- 
fied state-space model can provide physical insight 
into system dynamics and can be used in combina- 
tion with mathematical modeling techniques to 
analyze differences between theory and experi- 
ment. 
State-space identification techniques have 
been applied to wventiaaal fmed-wing aircraft 
with useful results. Since identification of state- 
space models using directly parametrized state and 
control matrix elements requires the estimation of 
a large number d parametem, a duced  order mod- 
el is often used. assuming six degree-of-Mom 
rigid body dynamics and dewupling between the 
longitudinai and lateral axes. 
Identification of reduced order state-space 
models for rotmaaft have generally produced un- 
satisfactory results. The presence af the rotor pro- 
duces significant mtor/body coupling, requiring 
additional states to desuibe the high-frequency dy- 
namics, and also introduces significant interaxis 
coupling. The complete rotorcraft identification 
problem is therefore requid to use a high-order. 
multi-input. multi-output model with as many as 
18 or mcxe states. 
In order to avoid the inevitable problem of 
werparametrization which results when attempt- 
ing to identify a W t l y  parametrized high-order 
helicopter model, this study uses an analytic model 
to generate state time histories. The model used in 
this study has been developed at Princeton using the 
Lagrangian formulation. It includes the coupled fu- 
selage/rota dynamics. main rotor inflow. tail rotor 
thrusf and prwides for tail rotor inflow dynamics. 
It was analytically bearbed about hover. This 
model provides a state-space description of the he- 
licopter at hwer which is completely analytic and 
dependent only on an input set of physical parame- 
ters. A subset of these inputs are considered uncer- 
tain, and are to be estimated from flight test data. 
The flight-test derived parameter estimates can be 
used in cumbi ion  with the mathematical far- 
mulation to trace various physical aspects of 
coupled rotar/body dynamics and thereby obtain 
physical insight. The complete high-order model 
including rotor dynamics can be m n a b l y  para- 
metrized by 15 or fewer physically meaningful in- 
put coefiients, resulting in a substantial reduction 
in the number of parameters to be estimated. 
The framework of the identification ap- 
proach is the time-domain maximum likelihood 
methodology. The likelihood function is formu- 
latd assuming the presence d Gaussian measure- 
ment and process noise. The process noise may be 
nonwhite. The noise covariances as well as process 
noise dynamics may be paramelrkd. With Gaus- 
sian noise assumpticns, the likelihood function be- 
comes the weighted least-square of the residual 
errors. The Kalman filter is the natural way to pro- 
duce these residuals for state-space dynamic sys- 
tems. 
The maximum likelihood estimate is ob- 
tained by finding the global maximum of the likeli- 
hood function. The parameters are nonlinearly 
related to the cost function and the resulting param- 
eter space is highly multimodal. Traditional func- 
tion optimization techniques based on gradient 
methods generally become trapped in local optima. 
The genetic algorithm is an alternative func- 
tion optimization approach which does not rely on 
the use of local gradient information. The gemtic 
algorithm is an adaptive scheme. based on the anal- 
ogy with natural evolution. which &ciently 
searches a large parameter space for the 'fittest' 
solution to a given objective. This method has been 
demonstrated to be highly effective in obtaining the 
global maximum in a multimodal parameter space. 
The formulation of the system identification 
problem in the maximum likelihood framework 
leads to estimates of physical coefficients which 
have attractive statistical optimality properties and 
represent the best possible combination of physical 
coeiI7cient.s necessary to match the given test data 
set. 
This identification methodology allows an 
assessment of model assumptions inberent in the 
mathematical model used to generate the state the 
histories. In this study, emphasis is placed on the 
frequency region associated with coupled rotor/fu- 
selage dynamics. In the frequency domain, the 
dominant feature in the rotor magnitude respcmse is 
a notch characteristic produced by the presence of 
the in-plane blade degree of freedan. Using rotor 
blade constants derived through the identification 
procedure, rotor blade modeling assumptions may 
be examined. resulting in analytic model imprwe- 
ments. This study examines in detail the blade 
strucmal modeling assumption and investigates 
the effect of accounting for blade flexibility effects 
generated by the presence of a large mechanical 
damper at the blade hinge. 
Analytic Model Description 
R e s e d  at Princeton has resulted in the de- 
velopment of a linearized rotorbody helicopter dy- 
namic model. The dynamic equations are 
formulated using a Lagrangian approach in order to 
capture all the important inertial coupling terms. 
The model includes rigid-body translation and 
rotation (pitch, roll, and yaw rates. longitudinal and 
lateral velocities), rigid blade lag and flap multimo- 
dal coordinates, and main rotor cyclic dynamic in- 
flow. The controls are main rotor cyclic and pedals. 
The version of the model used in this study was ana- 
lytically linearized about the hover trim condition 
and does not include the wllective degree of free- 
dom. 
Rotofcraft dynamics includes coupling be- 
tween the motion of the fuselage which is in rota- 
tional and translational motion relative to inertial 
space. and the motion of individual rotor blades. 
The final set of equations of motion are referenced 
to the body-fixed axis system which has its origin 
at the fuselage center of gravity. In the Newtcmian 
approach to modeling coupled rotorbiselage equa- 
tions of motion, blade acceleration terms are fmt 
written referend to the hub axis which is rotating 
at constant velocity; coordiuate transformations am 
then used to obtain acceleration terms in the body- 
fixed frame. The complexity of the resulting accel- 
eration terms. combined with the number of 
degrees of freedm necessary to model rotor dy- 
namics properly. has led to the use of Lagrange's 
equations for the derivation of the coupled rotor/ 
body model. 
The development of Lagrange's equations 
proceeds from the evaluation of the Lagrangian, 
which requires only positicm and velocity terms in 
ader to relate the system generalized forces to 
changes in the system kinetic and potential ener- 
gies. The gener- coordinates in Lagrange's 
approach represent the degrees of freedom in the 
system and are chosen to comespond to the system 
states. The kinetic energy term includes the motion 
of the fuselage and rotor blades, and the potential 
energy includes the gravitational potential energy 
of the fuselage and stored energy in the mechanical 
springs in the rotor system. Mechanical dampers 
are accounted for by use of the dissipation function. 
The generalized forces include aerodynamic forces 
due to fuselage and blade aerodynamics. Evalua- 
tion of the time and partial derivatives in the La- 
grangian can be time consuming for a high-order 
model and can be assigned to a symbolic manipula- 
tion program such as MACSYMA. 
Identifition Methodology 
This paper describes an approach for identifi- 
cation of a coupled fuselag4rotor model for rotor- 
craft hover dynamics fmm flight test 
measurements. The identified model includes flap 
and lag degrees of freedam. main rotor inflow. and 
process and measurement noise disturbances. The 
process noise may be col&. The approach uses 
an analytically derived, linear time-invariant 
state-space model with literal cueffzients which is 
parametrized in terms af aeromechanical input co- 
efficients. The mode1 order and structure may 
therefore be assumed to be determined by this ap- 
proach, and the system parameters are to be esti- 
mated from observations. The parameter 
estimation problem is formulated using the statisti- 
cal framework of maximum likelihood (ML) es- 
timation theory, thereby benefitting from known 
optimaiity properties of ML estimators. This dis- 
cussion fmt presents the parametrized dynamic 
model to be used in the identification methodology. 
and then describes the application of the maximum 
likelihood estimation approach to dynamic sys- 
tems. 
Model Parametrization 
The helicopter is modeled as a continuous- 
time dynamic system whose measurements are dis- 
cretely sampled as sensor outputs. Thus the 
identification algorithm is r e q d  to estimate con- 
tinuous-time model parameters from discrete sen- 
sor measumnents. This continuous/discrete 
formulation is well known and is discussed by 
Ljung (1987). The linear time-invariant state 
equations are derived using the Lagrangian ap- 
proach, and are given by 
The model foim accaunts for the presence of pro- 
cess noise, where w(t) is assumed to be zero-mean 
white noise with unity spectral density. The contin- 
uous-time matrices, Ac(8). B,(O), and F,(O), are 
parametrized by a vector of parameters. 8, which 
are to be estimated from observations. 
The observations are sampled at discrete 
time intervals, where 
and vAkT) are the disturbance effects at the 
sampled time intervals. 
For digital implementation of the identifla- 
tion algorithm. the continuous-time state equation 
given in Equation (1) is discretized using zero-or- 
&r hold. The input is assumed to be heId constant 
aver the sampling time interval, and the continu- 
ous-time state equation can then be integrated ana- 
lytically over the interval in order to obtain the 
discrete-time state equation. The zero-order hold 
discretization introduces a phase lag equivalent to 
one-half sample interval, which is taken into ac- 
count by advancing the ccntrd input by the corre- 
sponding one-half time interval. 
EIiinating time subscripts for simplicity, 
the discrete-time state-space equations are given 
by 
This equation is now understood to be a discrete- 
time equation. Here, w(t) and v(t) are sequences 
of independent random variables with zero mean 
and unit covariance. 
Maximum Likelihood Formuiation 
Let yN be a vector d observations which are 
supposed to be realizations of stochastic variables, 
and let y( t )  be a multi-dhensional observation 
taken at time t: 
The observations. YN, depend on a vectar of param- 
eters. 8. which are also considered to be randam 
variables. The conditional probability density 
function for 8. given the observations. yN, is then 
given by 
where p(8) is the prior distribution of the random 
parameter vector. A reasonable estimate for 8 can 
then be obtained by finding the value of 8 which 
maximizes the conditional density function given 
by Equation (4). With no prior knowledge of the 
distribution of 8, p(8) may be assumed to be uni- 
form. The best estimate for 8 is then obtained by 
maximizing the likelihood uf obtaining the ob- 
servations. This leads to the ML, or maximum li- 
kelihood, estimata, given by 
For parametrized dynamical systems, with 
Gaussian noise assumptions, the maximum likeli- 
hood estimator has the farm 
iML = arg max p(yNle) 
0 
= arg max 5 ~ ~ ( t .  eM -l (s)t ( t .e)  - 
0 - 2  1 - 1  
where 
m = number of measurements 
~ ( t , e )  = y(t) - ~ ( t .  e )  
A(@) = E&(e)ET(o) 
and st. 8 )  is generated using Equation (3) with the 
discrete-time Kalman filter formulation. 
The Genetic Algorithm 
The evaluation of the likelihood function as 
presented in Equation (6) requires a search for the 
global maximum of the likelihood function over a 
multimodaI parameter space whose contours are 
not known. Specifically. the identifiation method- 
ology has led to a function optimization problem 
where the performance m e a m  is a highly nonlin- 
ear function of m a y  parameters. The principal 
challenge facing the identification problem is the 
very large set of possible solutions and the presence 
of many local optima. Hill-climbing methods for 
function optimization based on frnding local gradi- 
ents becane trapped in local optima and are inade- 
quate for this p r o b b .  Genetic algorithms 
overcome these dfllculties by efficiently searching 
the parameter space while preserving and incorpo- 
rating the best characteristics as the search prog- 
RSseS. 
The problem of function optimization can be 
addressed using the paradigm of adaptive systems. 
where some objective performance measure (the 
cost functim) is to be maximized (i.e.. adaptation 
occurs) in a partidy known and perhaps changing 
environment. The idea of artificial adaptive plans, 
based an an analogy with genetic evolution, was 
formally described by John Holland in the seventies 
and have recently become an important tool in 
function optimization and machine learning (Hol- 
land. 1975. and Goldberg, 1989). Holland's 
cial adaptive plans have come to be known in recent 
literatwe as genetic algorithms. 
Genetic algorithms are based on ideas under- 
lying the process of evolution; i.e., natural selection 
and survival of the fittest. Using biological evolu- 
tion as an analogy. genetic algorithms maintain a 
population of candidate solutions. or 'individuals,' 
whose characteristics evolve according to specific 
genetic operations in order to solve a given task in 
an optimal way. 
As a general overview, genetic algorithms 
have the following attributes which distinguish 
them frcm traditional hill-climbing optimization 
methods (Goldbag. 1989): 
1. GA's work with a representation of the pa- 
rameter values rather than with the param- 
eters themselves. 
2. GA's search from a population of points, 
not h m  a single point. 
3. GA's use objective function information, 
not gradient infurmation. 
4. GA's use probabilistic transition rules. not 
deterministic ones. 
The genetic algarithm maintains a popula- 
tion d 'individuals'; i.e.. possible solutioas to the 
function optimization problem. In the context of 
the identification problem. each individual cum- 
sponds to a vector of parameters. The population 
of individuals 'evolves' according to the rules d R- 
production and mutation analogous to those found 
in natural evolutionary processes, with the result 
that the population preserves those characteristics 
favoring the best solution to the cost function. 
The following steps were described by Hol- 
land (Holland. 1975) and contain the essentials 
properties of the the basic genetic algorithm. 
1. Select cne individual from the initial pop- 
ulation probabi i t idy ,  after assigning 
each individual a probability proportional 
to its observed performance. 
2. Copy the selected individual, then apply 
genetic operators to the copy to produce a 
new individual. 
3. Select a second individual fiom the popu- 
lation at random (all elements equally 
likely) and replace it by the new individual 
produced in step 2. 
4. Observe and record the performance of the 
new structure. 
5. Returntostepl. 
This deceptively simple set of instructions 
contains the ability to test large n u m b  of new 
combinations of individual characteristics and the 
ability to progressively exploit the best observed 
characteristics. It does so through the use of genetic 
operators. 
Genetic Operators 
Parent selection based on fitness, and the 
subsequent application of genetic operators to pro- 
duce new individuals are the steps by which the al- 
gorithm modifies the initial population and 
continually tests new combinations while main- 
taining those parameter sets which give high fit- 
ness. Each of these pat ions  are performed 
probabilistically. 
The initial populatim of individuals is se- 
lected randomly with a uniform distribution over 
the dew parameter space. After one generation, 
parent individuals are selected randomly, with a 
probability which is proportional to the fitness as- 
signed to that individual. The selection procedure 
msembles - spinning a roulette wheel whose circum- 
hrence is divided into as many segments as there 
are individuals. The arc length of each segment is 
made proportional to the fitness value of the cone- 
spmding individual. Thus, the chance d choosing 
a given individual is uniformly random and yet pro- 
portional to its fitness. 
The genetic operations of crossover and 
mutation are then applied to the selected parent in- 
dividuals in order to introduce new characteristics 
into the population, enabling an efficient search for 
the optimal combination of parameters. 
The crossover operatim involves a recom- 
bination of two selected individuals at a randomly 
selected point. Thus the crossover opa t ion  pro- 
duces two new individuals, each d whom inherit 
characteristics fiom both parents. 
The mutation operation involves a random 
alternation of an individual's characteristic with a 
very low probability. This serves to introduce new 
information into the pool of structures and serves to 
guard against the possibility of becoming trapped in 
local optima 
Genetic Coding 
Each individual is a candidate parameter set 
and is represented as a concatenation of individual 
parameters: 
In a digital implementation, each parameter 
Oi is encoded using a binary alphabet, and the indi- 
vidual is thus represeated by a binary-valued 
suing. The following specific coding scheme was 
suggested by Starer (Starer, 1990). 
Let each parameter Bi be bounded by Oi- 
and 8, nun . . If each parameter is coded in b i i  with 
a word length d I, then the interval [8,, . Bi nun . ] is 
discretized by Zivalues. A representation of the pa- 
rameter 8, can be obtained from the l-bit binary 
coding of 
To illustrate, let an individual represent a 
candidate parametrization where 
The genetic algorithm is illustrated in Figure 
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Figure 1 The Genetic Algorithm 
The binary-valued string representing this candi- 
date vector is then 
Implicit ParaIlelism 
Genetic algorithms efficiently conduct a 
search over a &fined parameter space. converging 
to a near-optimal solution. The basic unit of pro- 
cessed information in this genetic search is the 
schema, defined by Holland (1975). In the context 
of a digital implementation of genetic algorithms, 
a schema is a template specifying similarities at 
certain string positions. 
Thus, an individual is a string of binary dig- 
its, and the alphabet is composed of { O , l , # ) ,  
where # denotes 'don't care' (i.e.. the value at this 
position has no effect cm the perf- measure- 
ment). As an example, an individual may be repre- 
sented as 
A schema is a similarity template within this 
individual, so that this individual cantaim the sche- 
mata given by 
Given 1 positians, a single individual is an 
instance of 2' distinct combinations, and an 
instance of 3' distinct schemata. Further, a popula- 
tion of size N contains between 3' and N3[ distinct 
schemata Holland has shown that each schemata 
are evaluated and processed independently of tbe 
others, providing a tremendous computational le- 
verage on the number of function evaluaticms. 
Thedore. the use of genetic operators in the repro- 
ductive plan provides i) intrinsic parallelism in the 
testing and use of many schemata, aad ii) compact 
storage and use of large amounts of information re- 
sulting frcnn prior observaticms of schemata. 
The concept of implicit parallelism is funda- 
mental to the efficiency of genetic algorithms. 
Each schemata is processed and evaluated indepen- 
dently of other schema in the population; this pro- 
vides a tremendous computational leverage. A 
very weak lower bound states that for a population 
of (n )  individuals, more than o(n7 d 'pieces' 
of information is processed in each iteration (Gold- 
berg. 1989). 
An Example 
As an illustration of the genetic algarithm, 
consider the following example. 
The function surface is shown in F igm 2. 
alang with the contuur lines. This multimodai 
function has a global maximum at 
(1.5814, - 0.0093). 
A genetic algarithm was run on this function 
with a population size of 20. The initial guesses 
were chosen r a n d d y ,  and were bounded as 
- 3 < x < 3 ,  - 3 < y < 3 .  A binary code 
with wordlength of 8 was used, which means that 
both x and y were dimtized by 256 points. An ex- 
haustive grid search under these conditions would 
involve evaluating 65536 possible points to find the 
global maximum. 
Snapshots of the population distribution up to 
7 generations are shown in Hgure 2. The snapshots 
show the population converging upon the global 
maximum; by the 7Ih generation, most of the indi- 
viduals have converged on the maximum. The ge- 
netic algorithm in this case converges on 
(1.5412, - 0.0353) as the global optimum. 
This convergence has occurred after 7 gen- 
eratiazs. With a population size of 20 individuals, 
this is 140 function evaluations as compared to the 
65536 necessary for the grid search. 
This relatively simple example serves to il- 
lustrate the ability of the genetic algorithm to find 
the optimum of a given function . uring no gradient 
information. 
Analytic Modd Validation 
The mathematical model is correlated with 
flight test data using nominal values for input coef- 
ficients. The conelation plots in Figure 3 show 
transfer function comparisons for pitch and roll 
axes. The data represent separate flights. In each 
Sample Function 
Generation 1 
Generation 5 
Generation 3 
X 
Generotion 7 
Figure 2 Genetic Algorithm Example 
case. the comparison is between the flight test rate 
gyro output and the model state. The comparison 
is made between 0.5 Hz (3.14 rdsec) and 6 FIz 
(37.7 radlsec) since the input signal was designed 
to cover this hquency range. The fuselage sauc- 
turd bending modes are lightly damped and domi- 
nate the frequency above -20 radlsec. Therefore 
the identification procedure uses a bandpass filter 
with the upper cutoff frequency at 15.7 radfsec. The 
frequency range of interest is therefore between 0.5 
Hz to 2.5 Hz (3.14 r d s e c  to 15.7 rad/sec). 
The choice of physical coefficients used to 
parametrized dynamic model must allow adjust- 
ments to sccount for differences between test and 
theoretical responses using nominal physical input 
values. The gain differences at low frequencies, 
implying a mismatch in rigid body response, re- 
quires parametrization of the rigid body accelera- 
tion. The coupled fuselageflagwise modes are a 
lightly damped pole-zero pair and mate  a notch- 
filter effect in the frequency response between 10 
- 15 rad/sec. This frequency is near the - 180 degree 
crossover, and a mismatch in this region adversely 
impacts the gain and phase margin calculations. 
Modeling the dynamics of this mode is impaunt 
for control system design and stability analysis and 
will be the primary focus of modeling in this study. 
Validation Of Identification Procedure Using 
Simulated Data 
The maximum likelihood identification 
methodology for parametrized dynamic systems is 
validated first on a simulation with known parame- 
ters. These results demonstrate the feasibility of us- 
ing genetic algorithms to estimate physical 
coefficients from noisy data, and establish the pop- 
ulation size and crossover and mutation rates for 
this applicatim. 
The simulation model is driven by flight test 
control inputs from the hovering condition. Main 
rota pitch and roll cyclic and tail rotor pedals are 
all active. with primary excitation into roll cyclic. 
The output states used to f a m  the cost function are 
pitch. roll, and yaw rates. and pitch and roll atti- 
tudes. No velocity information is necessary. 
Simulation Model Parametrization 
The model structure and parametrization was 
presented in Equations (1) through (3). The cantin- 
uous-time state space model is analytically derived 
using the Lagrangian approach and using a vector 
af physical input coeffiients. 8. For the purposes 
uf this simulation study, the model structure has 
been augmented to M u &  a first ar&r time 
constant on process noise. The process noise dy- 
namics are to be parametrized and estimated from 
output data 
The simulation model was parametrized as 
follows: 
aerodynamic coefficients: 
lift curve slope. a 
inflow equivalent cylinder height, hhnd 
inflow wake rigidity factor. wrf 
hwer trim values: 
trim flap angle. P o  
trim main rotor pitch angle. t, 
trim inflow velocity, v, 
main rotor blade constants: 
lag damper constant, C, 
lag spring constant, Kc 
flap spring cwstant, Kg 
fuselage cross-moment, I' 
tail rotor: 
tail rotor thrust scale factor, KTR 
noise parameters: 
noise covariance ratio. NR 
process noise time constant, t 
Kalman filter theory allows optimal state estimates 
to be obtained in the presence of state and measure- 
ment noise, where the Kalman gain is uniquely &- 
termined up to the ratio of process to measurement 
noise. The noise mariawe estimate is therefore 
paramethd by the ratio of process to measure- 
ment noise. 
Genetic Algorithm Procedure 
The genetic algorithm was implemented us- 
ing a population size of 500 individuals; a crossover 
Pitch RatelBIS. Pitch Input 
Roll Rate /AlS .  Roll Input 
Figure 3 Model Validation 
rate af 213; and a mutation rate of 1/1000. The pa- 
rameters were allowed to vary within 50 percent of 
the known simulation values. 
6 ¶ b I O m O l b * 9 .  
Iteration 
Figure 4 Best Likelihood Values 
The sensitivity of the cost function to the pa- 
rameter values vary widely. Therefore, as parame- 
ters begin to show convergence, the range of 
allowable values is progressively narrowed in order 
to demonstrate convergence for all parameters. 
The identification proceeds by running 
10-12 separate genetic algorithms simultaneously. 
wbere each algorithm begins with a new random 
number generator seed to select the initial guesses. 
Each set of ruus therefore p r o d m  a scatter band 
of near optimal guesses for each parameter. The pa- 
rameters which influence the cost function most are 
identified most tightly. 
F i i  4 shows the progression ofthe best fit- 
ness values out of the population at each genera- 
tion. The results are shown in Figure 5. The solid 
line in each figure denotes the hue value. 
The noise covariance ratio parameter cou- 
ples only very weakly to the cost function and dis- 
plays an almost randorn distribution until the 
physical -cient estimates sufficiently con- 
verge. Therefore a two-step estimation procedure 
is required, where the noise ratio is allowed to re- 
main free until physical coefficients have con- 
verged. The physical ccxdficients are then fixed 
while the noise ratio is estimated. 
This methodology clearly demonstrates con- 
vergence. Twenty iterations of the genetic algo- 
rithm were nm. Table 1 tabulates the parameter 
estimates. 
Parameters 
Table 1 Estimated Parameters, Simulation Study 
lift c w e  slope, a 
inflow equivalent cylinder height, hhnd 
inflow wake rigidity factor. wrf 
trim flap angle, B, 
trim main rotor pitch angle. t, 
trim inflow velocity, v,  
lag damper constant. c, 
lag spring constant. R, 
flap spriog constant, K' 
fuselage cross-moment of inertia. I, 
tail rotor thrust factor. KTR 
covariance ratio. process/measurement, NR 
process noise time constant, z 
8, - - 8, std 
-
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Figure 5 Simulation Identification Results 
Flight Test Identification Results 
Data consistency checks ensure that errors in 
data collection do not interfere with tbe estimation 
procedure. The requirements for this step were 
minimal in this study, since this estimation method- 
ology r e q d  d y  rate and attitude information. 
Consistency was checked by integrating accelera- 
tions and rates, and ensufing that sensor attitudes 
and rates match the integrated rates and attitudes. 
The flight test data was processed by 1) ap- 
plying a bandpass filter, and 2) decimating the data 
£rum 80 & to 8 Hz. The filter passband was fim 
0.5 to2.5 Hz (3.1416 to 15.708 rad/sec). The lower 
bound cofiesponds to tbe beghhg hquency of 
the frequency sweep input used to drive the system, 
and the upper bound is imposed to exclude the first 
fuselage bending mode at 3.4 Efi. 
The flight test i&ntifiiation parametrization 
was modified to reflect information available from 
comparison between test and theoretical reqcmes 
generated from the analytic model using nominal 
parameter values. The parameter list used in flight 
test identification runs is shown in Table 2. The 
modifications are explained below. 
The paramebization of body inertias ac- 
counts for significant differences between thegr 
and test in rigid body response, especially in the roll 
axis. Further, due to sisnifzant diffemces in 
cross-axis predictions, the roll aud yaw rigid body 
responses could not be simultaneously sati6id. 
Therefore, yaw axis parameters we= eliminated, 
and the identification scheme therefa attempts to 
fit pitch and roll responses only. This is permissible 
since far small motions about hover, yaw rate does 
not couple with main rota cyclic muleiblade coor- 
dinates and has no effect on pitch and roll responses 
in the rotorbody frequency =&on. 
The inflow equivalent cylinder height (hhnd) 
is reIated to the main rotor dynamic inflow time 
constant. E s  parameter had no effect on the cost 
function in the bandpass frequency region used in 
this study. T h e ~ f m  a quasistatic main rotor in- 
50w formulation was used and this parameter was 
dropped, 
The process noise dynamics, parametrized 
by a &t order time constant, was also eliminated. 
'Ihis parameter is uniquely identifiabIe apart from 
the noise power ratio d y  if the time constant falls 
within the bandpass fquency range, and was 
f m d  to have no effect on the cost function. 
The kkntification run was carried aut using 
flight test data from hover, with primary excitation 
into roll cyclic. The analytic model. parametrized - 
as given in Table 2. was driven by main rotor pitch 
and roll cyclic and tail rotor pedal. The likelihood 
function was famed using pitch and roll rates only. 
Parameters 
Table 2 Estimated Parameters, Night Test 
scale factor, fuselage roll moment of inertia. I, 
scale factor, fuselage pitch moment of inertia. I, 
lift curve slope, a 
inflow wake rigidity factor, wrf 
trim flap angle. B, 
trim main rotor pitch angle, t, 
aim inflow velocity. v, 
lag d a m p  constant, C, 
lag spring constant. KG 
flap spring constant. Kg 
noise covariance ratio. NR 
std 
-
bounds 
-
nominal 
The initial choice of boundary limits on each 
parameter defies the parameter space to be 
searched in the identification algorithm. The 
bounds applied to each parameter are shown in 
Table 2; in each case, the bounds are chosen to in- 
clude the nominal value. 
Table 2 shows the identification results for 
flight test data. It was found that the noise ratio pa- 
rameter did not converge while the remaining 
physical coefficients did. indicating that relative to 
the aeromechanical cd ic ients ,  noise powers af- 
fect the cost function only very weakly. 
The correlation with flight test data using the 
identified parameters is shown in Figure 6. where 
the roll axis response is correlated with the data set 
used in the identification, and the pitch axis E- 
sponse is an independent check. The roll axis cor- 
relation shows clear improvement in model 
correlation using identified coefficients. The low 
fnquency gain prediction has been corrected 
thrmgh the inertia adjustment. and the notch in 
gain response due to the coupled lagbody response 
has been corm ted. 
A procedure for modeling blade elasticity is 
presented which accurately accounts for differ- 
ences between nominal and estimated values for in- 
plane motion frequency and damping. The method 
of assumed modes is used to made1 the case of a 
flexible beam with damper and spring constraints. 
This procedure is first demonstrated on a nonrotat- 
ing beam, for which an exact solution can be ob- 
tained. The method of assumed modes wil l  be 
shown to be a good approximation of the exact solu- 
tion. This approximate solution can thes be used in 
the flexible beam analysis in the analytic hover he- 
licopter model. The beam formulations for both ro- 
tating and nonrotating blades with both spring and 
damper constraints at the root is given in detail in 
Appendices A and B. 
Approximate solution methods such as the 
method of assumed modes display convergence to- 
ward the analytic solution as more assumed mode 
shapes are added to the set of basis functions. The 
first approach to the lagwise bending problem was 
to use i n d i n g  numbers of mode shapes that ful- 
filled the boundary conditions for a hinged beam. 
However, with this approach. convergence was not 
The differences between identified and nom- achieved after even after using 5 assumed modes. 
inal parameters can provide physical insight into In order to avoid using an unacceptably large num- 
ro t a  phenomena when analytic explanations can ber of basis polynomials in the model, an altema- 
be found far parameter diffemxxs. The identified tive approach using a combination of modes that 
parameters for lift curve slope, a, and wake rigidity satisfy hinged and cantilever boundary conditions 
factor. wrf, have produced significant improvement Was used. 
in model response. indicating a possible requk- 
ment for refmment of the aerodynamic theory 
used in the model. The identified parameters for 
main rotor spring and damping constants indicate 
necessary refinements in the prediction of hquen- 
cy and damping of blade motion A model im- 
provement for blade in-plane dynamics is now 
presented. 
Modeling Blade Elastiiity 
The identification procedure has resulted in 
estimated values for rotor blade spring and damp- 
ing parameters which are different from nominal 
values. The nominal mechanical damper value 
may be assumed to be known since it can be inde- 
pendently veaed through available data. 
F ' i  7 illustrates the assumed modes solu- 
tion method using both the nonrotating and rotating 
beam formulations. For a nonrotating beam with 
spring and damper constraints, an exact expression 
for the beam eigenvalues is available and is given 
in &tail in Appendix B. The analytic eigenvalue 
equation is solved numerically. In this case. the 
root finding problem was converted into a function 
optimization problem and solved using the genetic 
algorithm. This solution to the exact formulation is 
shown against approximate solutions in Figure 7. 
The approximate solution using the Lagrangian ap- 
proach, when using d y  basis functions which ful- 
fill hinged beam boundary conditions. approach the 
exact solution slowly. With 4 hinged basis polyno- 
mials. the solution has not yet converged. Howev- 
er, the assumed modes approach with only one 
hinged plus oae cantilever mode shapes matches 
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Figure 7 Modal Solutions For Beam Equations 
the analytic solution exactly. Convergence is dem- 
onstrated by the fact that addition of either hinged 
or cantilever mode shapes do not further change the 
eigenvalue solution. 
F i  7 then shows the convergence of tk 
approximate solution far the rotating beam, for 
which there exists no known exact solution. Here. 
the sum of 2 hinged plus 2 cantilever modes is near 
convergence. The addition of either one more 
hinged or one more cantilever mode does not 
change the solution appreciably. The combination 
of 2 hinged plus 2 cantilever modes is chosen for 
model development as a good compromise between 
model order and accuracy of solution. 
The estimated parameters indicate that lag 
mode damping in fight is approximately one-half 
of the value expected from rigid blades. 
Rigid, Idem$ed - . I 
1 Rigid. Nominal - 
-1 I b 
u 
i2 
Figure 8 Rotating Frame Lag Roots 
Conclusions 
An analytically derived h e a r  model of 
coupled rotorbody dynamics at hover has been val- 
idated against flight test data. 
The analytic model with literal coefficients 
has been parametrized using 11 physically mean- 
ingful coefficients, including noise cavariances. 
This model has been used to formulate a multi-in- 
put. multi-output likelihood function in the time 
domain. The analytic model is used to generate the 
state time histories. Only body rates are necessary 
in the cost function. 
The likelihood function is globally maxi- 
mized using the genetic algorithm approach, result- 
ing in statistically optimal maximum likelihood 
parametex estimates. 
The correct analytic pdictioa for lagwise 
motion is obtained using an elastic blade formula- 
tion. The flexible blade model was formulated us- 
ing a normal mode approach and checked using the 
closed f m  solution for a nonrotating beam. The 
converg~resul ts  using assumedmode shapes in- 
dicate that the correct lagwise bending mode 
shapes are obtained using a combination af cantile- 
ver and hinged assumed modes. 
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The rigid blade model using nominal damper Appendix A. Modeling Blade Elasticity 
constant only (no spring) predicts a much higher 
damping and Iower fresuency than is indicated by Equation (A.l) gives the in-plane bending 
test data. equation for a rotating beam. The derivation can be 
found in Bramwell(1976). and in Johnson (1980). 
This partial differential equation relates the mo- 
ments due to the inertial. centrifugal, and aerody- 
namic forces to the moment expression from 
engineering beam theory. 
All quantities are understood to refer to lagwise 
bending motion. Here. G(r) is the centrifugal ten- 
sion force at a point at a distance r from the hub cen- 
ter. E is the modulus of elasticity, I is the lagwise 
area moment, and SZ is the rotor rotational velocity. 
The boundary conditions far a hinged blade 
are: 
At the hinge: 
Y(e) = 0 
a ZY EI- = moment = 0 
ar2 
At the tip: 
a2y EI- = 0 
ar2 
fl = shear force = 0 
ar3 
There is no known analytic solution for 
Equation (A.l) due to the presence of the centrifu- 
gal term. A solution based on the method of as- 
sumed modes is presented. 
Let the lagwise d i s p l m e n t  be of the form 
where R = blade length. This solution method fol- 
lows the method of separation of variables. qj.(x) 
are a sequence of functim, not necessarily ortho- 
gonal. which approximate the expected blade shape 
and which satisfy the blade boundary conditims. 
Substituting into Equation (A. 1). 
Multiply Equation (A.3) by @, and integrate from 
< x < R. or F < x < 1 where risunderstood R 
to be a nondimensional offset value. 
This gives 
Integrating each term by parts. the first term gives 
Equation (A.4) was obtained using the boundary 
conditions for the hinged blade. along with the end 
constraint imposed by the damper, which is given 
by 
where D = damping canstant. 
Similarly, the second term gives 
- R2 1 q,, Cp&& (A.6) 
" 
cantilever-free: 
Using Equations (A.4) through (A.6). 
To evaluate this, nandimensionalii by d Z R 4  and 
collect terms, which results in 
Since these polynomials meet baundary 
conditions at x=O and at x = l ,  and the blade for- 
mulation is integrated f rw~  x = F to x = I ,  the basis 
polynomials are transformed to new coordinates, 
whete i I 
x' = (1 - a x  + i?. i 
I 
W~th this cmrdinate transf(~mation. the new set of 
polynomials. which now fulfill the necessary 
boundary conditions at the hinge offset and at the 
blade tip. are now 
where 
Basis Functions For Assumed Mode Shapes 
PolynotniaIs are used as the basis fuuctic~ls. 
#.(x). Two sets of polynomials. meeting the neces- 
sary boundary conditions for hinged-free and can- 
tilever-free beams, were used in this study. They 
are: 
hinged-free: 
cantilever-free. 
Appendix B. Exact Equations Of Motion For 
A Nonrotating Beam 
The modal analysis assumes that the beam 
displacement is written as a sum of modal displace- 
ments: 
To find the exact analytic solution in the case (codA) + cosh(A))(sin(A) - sinh(A)) 1 
of root constraint with both spring and damper. note 
that the boundary conditions are given by Now use these known solutions for hinged 
and cantilever mode shapes in the combined solu- 
@(O) = 0 tion given above: 
where K andD are spring and damper constants and @rr(l  = 6 2 1 )  + + rn[- & ] @ a l )  
all quantities are understood to refer to lagwise mo- 
tion and are defined as in Appendix A. @"(I)  = A' [ codA)  sinh(A) - cosh(A) sin(A) + 
- - 
These boundary conditions are satisfied by W + W[ - &I[ - 2A2 [ l  + m s h ( ~ )  c o s ( ~ ) l ]  
writing the mode summation equation as @"'( I )  = 0 
where 
KR K = -  
where +Ax)  and &(x) refer to hinged and cantile- EI 
ver mode shapes. 
The hinged end mode shape solutions are and 
given by 
The cantilever mode shape solutions are giv- 
en by 
The boundary condition at the tip gives the 
eigenvalue equation: 
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ABSTRACT 
The present study used a rotorcraft 
simulator to examine descents-to-hover at 
landing pads with one of three approach 
lighting configurations. The impact of simulator 
platform motion upon descents to hover was also 
examined. The results showed that the 
configuration with the most useful optical 
information led to the slowest final approach 
speeds, and that pilots found this configuration, 
together with the presence of simulator platform 
motion, most desirable. The results also showed 
that platform motion led to higher rates of 
approach to the landing pad in some cases. 
Implications of the results for the design of 
vertiport approach paths are discussed. 
INTRODUCTION 
Rotorcraft landings in physically 
constrained environments, such as urban 
vertiports, present potential hazards not 
commonly faced by fixed-wing or rotorcraft 
landings at conventional airports. One major 
hazard is the presence of buildings or other 
obstructions beneath their glideslope and 
directly behind the landing pad. In such 
environments it is necessary for pilots to 
accurately maintain their assigned glideslope 
and to reliably regulate their speed so as to 
achieve zero velocity at the landing pad. 
The present study examined the effect of 
different combinations of visual and motion 
information upon simulated descents to hover. 
Smcally, the study was designed to 
determine the effects upon performance and 
Presented at Piloting Vertical Flight Aircrajf: 
A Conference on Flying Qualities and Human 
Factors, San Francisco, California, 1993. 
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subjective ratings of 1) three approach lighting 
configurations, and 2) the presence/absence of 
simulator motion. It was also designed to 
explore how theoretically significant types of 
optical and motion information combine to yield 
different deceleration and glideslope profiles. 
Optical Cues For Speed Control 
Pilots in aircraft and aircraft simulators 
require information in order to accomplish their 
tasks. However, selecting what information to 
supply the pilot is not easy, especially since 
many potential information sources are costly 
(e.g., simulator motion) andlor may not provide 
much benefit in terms of training effectiveness, 
performance or flight safety (Andre and 
Johnson, 1992). Understanding the pilots' 
reactions to optical information in the 
environment during flight and in piloted flight 
simulation can lead to improved visual approach 
training procedures and may have an impact on 
the design of heliport approach paths. 
There are three important optical variables 
that a pilot could use to control speed during the 
descent to hover. &tical Expansion Rate is the 
relative rate of growth in the optical size of the 
landing pad, and is proportiond to the vehicle 
velocity divided by distance to the pad (i.e., 
physical closure rate). This optical variable 
provides information useful for deceleration 
since maintaining its value at or below some 
critical positive value will ensure that the 
vehicle arrives at the landing pad with zero 
touchdown velocity, with lower values yielding 
more gradual decelerations. Further, this cue is 
insensitive to altitude deviations. Figure la 
shows how constancy of optical expansion rate 
requires speed to be proportional to distance-to- 
go. 
Optical Flow Rate is the angular velocity of 
surface elements in any one area of the field of 
view. This velocity in turn is proportional to 
vehicle velocity divided by the distance to the 
viewed d a c e ,  and is typically scaled in units 
of eye heights per second (Owen, Wolpert, and 
Warren, 1984). This is Merent b m  Optical 
Expansion Rate since that variable is defined 
with respect to contour expansion rate, while 
Optical Flow Rate is simply optical (angular) 
speed. When descending over a ground surface, 
deceleration can be governed by maintaining 
optical speed, at some locus in the field of view, 
at or below some critical positive value. (US 
Army training manuals instruct rotorcraft 
trainees to "make it look like a brisk walk" 
during landings. This is an explicit instruction 
to maintain a constant Optical Flow Rate). 
Figure lb  shows how constancy of angular flow 
rate requires speed to be proportional to altitude. 
Finally, there is Optical Edge Rate the 
frequency at which optical elements pass 
through some visual locale (e.g., the lower 
portion of the windscreen). For descents over a 
surface this is proportional to vehicle velocity 
divided by the spacing between the elements on 
that surface. When the elements are spaced 
apart evenly, this yields a frequency that is 
directly proportional to speed. To the extent 
that information about true speed is important in 
managing decelerations, this variable may prove 
valuable for speed regulation. Figure lc shows 
how constancy of edge rate requires texture 
elements and speed to be proportional to 
distance-to-go. 
Previous research by Moen, DiCarlo and 
Yenni (1976) examined altitude, ground-speed 
and deceleration profiles of visual approaches 
for helicopters. One goal of their research was 
to define the mathematical relationships 
describing nominal visual deceleration profiles. 
However, the effects of visual cues in the 
environment were not examined. More recent 
research has specifically addressed the influence 
of visual environmental cues on vehicle 
deceleration control. 
For example, Denton (1980), in a somewhat 
related context, examined the influence of 
ground texture spacing (i.e., optical edge rate 
information) on driver's control of forward 
speed. Using an automobile simulator, he found 
that graduaily reducing the spacing between 
horizontal stripes on a simulated roadway 
surface resulted in drivers reducing their speed. 
He then appiied this finding in a field study 
where he placed horizontal stripes with 
gradually reduced spacing across the roadway at 
a highway exit ramp. This resulted in a 
reduction of a previously high accident rated 
caused by excessive speeding upon exiting the 
highway to lower speed roads. Other research 
has shown edge rate and flow rate to have 
roughly equal impact on the perception of self- 
speed W s h  and Flach, 1990; Owen et al., 
1984). 
F i m  1. Optical variables useful for controlling deceleration. a) constancy of optical expansion rate 
requires speed to be proportional to distance-to-go; b) constancy of angular flow rate requires speed to 
be proportional to altitude; c) constancy of edge rate requires texture elements and speed to be 
proportional to distana-to-go. 
Optical Cues for Glideslope Control 
There are two important optical variables 
potentially usefui for glideslope control: 1) Form 
&~Io- the angular optical height of the pad 
divided by its optical width, and 2) aim point 
Declination Angle, the optical angle subtended 
between the center of the landing pad and the 
horizon. If the pilot acts to keep either of these 
constant after the glideslope intercept, then he 
will still be on the initial glideslope (see Lintern 
and Liu, 199 1 and Mertens, 1981, for a more 
complete discussion of these variables). 
Similarly, pilots can maintain a constant 
glideslope by simply keeping the image of the 
landing pad at a fixed point below the horizon. 
THE PRESENT STUDY 
The present study examined visual 
approaches in a rotorcraft simulator with various 
approach lighting configurations, under 
platform motion and non-motion conditions. 
These configurations were designed to highlight 
the utility of one or more of the three types of 
optical information about vehicle speed 
discussed b e .  
In one condition, only the landing pad 
itself, together with the horizon line, was 
visible. For control of speed, this makes 
available closure rate information in the form of 
the relative rate of the optical expansion of the 
landing pad surface itself. The reciprocal of this 
value, called tau, is the time to arrival at the 
landing pad if present vehicle speed is kept 
constant. By either maintaining relative closure 
rate information at a constant value, or by not 
allowing it to exceed some critical value, a pilot 
would be ensured of arriving at the pad with 
zero velocity. 
A second condition added two rows of 
regularly spaced approach lights extending out 
from the edges of the landing pad. Now, in 
addition to the closure rate information 
mentioned above, the optical motion of the 
lights passing beneath the simulated vehicle 
provide information, in the form of optical flow 
rate and optical edge rate, about vehicle speed. 
For descents along a given glideslope, flow rate 
will be proportional to speed divided by altitude. 
By maintaining flow rate at a constant value, or 
not allowing it to exceed some critical value, one 
will ensure arrival at the landing pad with zero 
velocity. For descents over regularly spaced 
ground elements, optical edge rate is 
proportional to speed, but does not afford the 
pilot any simple available optical strategy for 
ensuring arrival at the pad with zero velocity. 
Similarly, there is no simple or obvious optical 
cue associated with the approach lights that a 
pilot can use to judge glideslope. 
Finally, a third condition added a middle 
row of lights to the second condition 
configuration. This middle row light spacing 
was proportional to distance from the pad, so 
that the lights were spaced half as far apart 
when the distance to the pad was decreased in 
half (i.e., exponential). Here, the pilot could 
hold the edge rate associated with this middle 
exponential light string at or below some fixed 
value, and thus ensure anival at the landing pad 
with zero velocity. 
The impact of simulator platform motion 
upon descents to hover was also examined in the 
present study. Previous research has shown that 
the presence of flight simulator motion appears 
to help performance, but not transfer to the 
aircraft (Koonce, 1979; Lintern, 1987). Our 
interest here was in assessing if simulator 
motion interacted with the utility of the 
approach light patterns under investigation. 
METHOD 
Design 
Five factors were manipulated in the 
present study: 1) Flight Control Instruction 
(undirected and directed), 2) Simulator Motion 
(moving and fixed), 3) Approach Lighting 
Pattern (no lights, linear lights, and exponential 
+linear lights), 4) Initial Closure Rate (slow vs. 
fast-see Figure 2), and 5) Initial Range (near 
vs. far-see Figure 2). These variables were 
factorial crossed in a 2 ~ 2 ~ 3 x 2 ~ 2  within-subjects 
design. Pilots performed 2 repetitions of each of 
the 48 unique factorial combinations for a total 
of % landing trials. An overview of the 
experimental design is shown in the top panel of 
Figure 2. 
Simulation Apparatus 
All trials were performed in the 
Vertical Motion Simulator (VMS) at the NASA 
Ames Research Center. The VMS, shown in 
Figure 3, is a large motion-base simulator 
which utilizes a four-window computer- 
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F i w  2. Experimental Design. Description of Factorial Structure (top panel) and of Flight 
Profiles (bottom panel). 
Figure 3. NASA's Vertical Motion Simulator 
were always in view during the approach, pitch 
attitude and rate was held constant. The pilots 
had acceleration command in the longitudinal 
axis. Acceleration command was proportional 
to longitudinal center stick position, with a 
sensitivity of 5 fv&/in. The longitudinal 
travel of the center stick was +I- 5 in. 
The vertical axis dynamics were more 
complicated than the longitudinal axis. The 
collective sensitivity and the aircraft's vertical 
damping depended upon airspeed. The aircraft 
was also given a steep power required curve, so 
that as the helicopter slowed, increased 
collective was required. The combination of 
these dynamics made the vehicle sufKciently 
challenging to fly, thereby inhibiting the pilots 
from flying the task open-loop (i.e., essentially 
flying the vehicle without regard to the visual 
cues). Pilot comments indicated that while the 
vertical axis exhibited helicopter-like qualities, 
the longitudinal axis did not (due to the lack of 
pitching required to change speed). 
Visual Landing Configurations 
As shown in- Figure 4, Three visual 
landing scenes were examined: 1) no approach 
lights with only a landing pad present <None); generated image system for displaying visual 2) the landing pad plus two linear strings of 
scenes to the pilot. The simulator was outfitted 
equally spaced lights leading up to the landing 
with a rotomaft cab with conventional controls. pad (Regular); and 3) the landing pad, the two 
linear strings, and -an exponenthly spaced Vehicle Model. The experiment string of lights (Exponential). 
utilized a modified rotorcrafi model with only 
two degrees of M o m :  longitudinal and 
vertical. The three angles that describe the 
orientation of the vehicle and the lateral position 
were fixed at zero. Thus longitudinal velocity 
changes were achieved without pitching the 
aircraft. Physically, this situation would be 
realized with a helicopter that had an auxiliary 
x-force device to control longitudinal 
acceleration. 
This simplification was made for 
several experimental reasons. First, since 
straight-in, decelerating approaches were of 
interest, the three lateral-directional degrees of 
freedom were u n n v .  Second, since the 
vertical field-of-view in the simulator was 
substantially less than in a typical helicopter, 
pitch-up maneuvers in simulation would resuit 
in a drastic loss of visual ground cues. 
Accordingly, to ensure that the approach lights 
. 
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. 
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F i m  4. Approach light configurations. 
Regular. The Regular configuration 
presented two rows of white approach lights in 
addition to a 100 A x 100 ft landing pad and the 
horizon. These lights were aligned with the 
sides of the landing pad, spaced either 23 ft or 
46 A apart (a manipulation of light density used 
to affect initial edge rate), and extended out 
5000 A fiom the landing pad. The lights at 
1610 and 805 ft out were green, while the rest of 
the lights were white, and the pilots were 
instructed to intercept the glideslope when these 
lights passed out of view at the bottom of their 
windsmesa They were hstmcted to use the 
first set of green lights when flying at the higher 
altitude (278 A) and the second set of green 
lights when flying at the lower altitude (139 A). 
The I& panel of Figure 4 depicts this lighting 
configuration. The bottom panel of Figure 2 
shows how the combination of intitial altitiude 
and positions of the intercept lights combined to 
yield a 6O glideslope capture. 
None. This configuration was similar to the 
Regular configuration, but the approach lights 
were truncated at 805 ft from the pad for the 139 
ft initial altitude, and 1610 A from the pad for 
the 238 A initial altitude. The pilots were told 
to intercept the glideslope when the last 
approach light passed out of view, and thus 
during the descent to hover only the landing pad 
and the horiznn were visible. This 
configuration, depicted in the middle panel of 
Figure 4, does not provide either Optical Flow 
Rate or Edge Rate information, but provides all 
of the other information contained in the 
Regular configuration. 
Exponential. This configuration was 
similar to the Regular configuration with the 
addition of a third row of lights aligned with the 
center of the landing pad. These extended out 
either 816 A or 1609 A (depending on initial 
altitude), and were exponentially spaced such 
that the inter-light spacing was 0 at the 
threshold of the landing pad, 53.9 A at 816 ft, 
and 106 A at 1609 A for conditions using the 
high-density light spacing, and 106.9 ft and 212 
A for the lowdensity light spacing (inter-light 
separation divided by distance to the landing 
pad was approximately 0.066). (For the low- 
density spacing every other light in the 
Exponential light array was removed, so that 
inter-light spacing divided by distance to the 
landing pad was approximately 0.13 2). In both 
cases the lights in the center row were 
continued, using the final spacing found at 8 16 
or 1609 A so that the pilots would already be 
using the lights when they intercepted the 
glideslope. The pilots were again instructed to 
intercept the glideslope when the appropriate set 
of green lights passed from view. This 
configuration, depicted in the right panel of 
Figure 4, provides all of the information 
contained in the regular configuration, plus the 
exponential string of lights makes it possible to 
reach zero velocity by maintaining an edge rate 
for this middle row at or below some critical 
valuc. As in the other examples, the lower this 
critical value the milder the deceleration. 
Procedure 
Each landing trial consisted of a cruise 
phase and an approach phase. The cruise phase, 
which lasted approximately 10 seconds, did not 
require manual control as the vehicle 
maintained its initial level attitude. During this 
phase, a set of linear lights was present 
extending fiom the initial position to the 
glideslope intercept lights, regardless of the 
approach light condition (see Figure 4 above). 
This was done to allow the pilots to determine 
any altitude deviations due to the collective trim. 
The approach phase began when the 
pilot crossed the glideslope capture position. 
This is the point where the green glideslope 
intercept lights just passed out of the lower field- 
of- view. At this point, the pilot was instructed 
to intercept the 6 deg glideslope down towards 
the center of the landing pad. The trial ended 
when the pilots reached a point approximately 
15 ft AGL with the VTOL sign in their view. 
The % experimental trials were 
completed over 4 4  sessions. Simulator motion 
and flight control instruction conditions were 
blocked between groups of 12 trials, while initial 
position and approach light pattern were 
counterbalanced and randomized within each 
block of 12 trials. 
Following each trial, pilots were given 
feedback on their glideslope variation only. 
Instruction. This task was performed 
under two sets of flight control instructions. In 
the undirected trials, the pilots were instructed 
to perform the approach in a way that was 
"comfortable" or "normal" for them. In the 
direct4 trials, the pilots were instructed to 
maintain a velocity profile that was proportional 
to their distance from the pad. 
Subjective Ratings. Test pilots are trained 
to fly to some specified degree of performance 
and then judge difficulty in terms of the effort 
necessary to attain that degree of performance 
(e.g., Cooper-Harper Ratings). To this end test 
pilots generally want that level of performance 
to be made explicit (e.g., do not deviate more 
than f 10 A in altitude). However, when 
exploring flight performance on tasks where no 
standardized me- of goodness exists, or 
even where it may be presumed to vary across 
pilots, this is a difficult method to implement. 
In this situation we can only try to use the 
inverse method, and require pilots to fly to some 
fixed level of effort, and then have them judge 
difficulty in terms of what they see as good 
flight performance. This is what we required in 
this study, defining the level of effort as "flying 
as well as possible". Thus dmculty (which we 
called "doability" to focus the pilots on task 
constraints) was judged in terms of performance 
variations relative to this fixed high level of 
effort. In addition we also asked pilots to judge 
their own performance in terms that took into 
account the "doability" of the task. Thus, 
average performance on a difficult task should 
get the same performance rating as good 
performance on a more simple task. If the pilots 
could truly distinguish these ratings, then the 
performance ratings should not vary as a 
function of the doability ratings (i.e., task 
condition). 
Pilots were asked to provide the two 
subjective ratings, each on a 7-point scale, 
following each trial. For the doability (difficulty) 
rating, we asked, "how difficult was the task, 
independent of how well you performed?" The 
performance rating was to be considered relative 
to the doability rating. Here we asked, "given 
the doability of the task, how well did you 
perform?" 
Prg&-i3-&. Each pilot received a 
practice session of 12 landing trials under 
motion, undirected conditions. Before the 
practice session, each pilot was given a set of 
instructions which explained the various 
approach conditions and experimental 
procedures. In addition, the visual information 
afforded by each approach light pattern, in the 
form of edge rate and closure information, was 
described. 
Subjects 
Six NASA helicopter test pilots 
participated in the experiment. Each had 
previous experience in the VMS. 
RESULTS 
Dependent Measures 
Only the data from the undirected trials 
(where the pilots were free to choose their own 
approach speed) were analyzed to date. 
Subjective Ratings. Prior to analysis 
normalized subjective difficulty and 
performance ratings (NRfs) were computed for 
each subject using the equation 
where Rj is the rating given by the subject, MR 
is the mean difEcuIty or performance rating 
given by that subject, and SDR is the standard 
deviation of the ratings given by the subject. 
This transformation was used to adjust for 
individual differences in the amount of the 
rating scale used by the pilots to make their 
judgments. 
Performance Data. For each trial the 
descent trajectory was divided into 100 foot 
segments beginning 2600 A from the pad for the 
fix initial range trials, and at 1300 A from the 
pad for the near initial range trials. This yielded 
26 segments in the first case and 13 segments in 
the latter case. Since no approach lights would 
have been within view, and final adjustments to 
hover position were not of immediate interest, 
data in the final segment was not included 
beyond the point at which the front of the 
landing pad was not visible. Within each 
segment, mean velocity, glideslope, and closure 
rate were calculated. 
Subjective Ratings Analysis 
A 2 (Replication) x 2 (Initial Closure Rate) 
x 2 (Initial Range) x 2 (Motion) x 3 (Approach 
Lighting) r e p t e d  measures analysis of variance 
(ANOVA) was used to analyze the Normalized 
Difficulty and Performance ratings. 
The analysis of the Difficulty ratings 
yielded statistically significant main effects for 
Initial Range (F(1,4) = 21.221, p = .01) and for 
Motion (F(1,4) = 35.144, p = .004), and a 
statistically sigdicant Range x Approach 
Lighting interaction (F(2,8) = 10.533, p = .006). 
Figure 5 shows that the presence of approach 
lighting also led to the task being judged as 
easier, although follow-up tests showed that the 
differences between ratings of the Exponential 
and Regular lighting configurations were not 
statistically significant. It also shows that trials 
with longer Initial Ranges were judged as more 
difficult, particularly when approach lights were 
absent. This pattern is not surprising since, at 
longer ranges to the pad, the absolute (not 
relative) rates of optical expansion are lower, 
and therefore probably less discernible. Figure 6 
shows that trials with a moving platform were 
reliably rated as being less difficult, although 
this was not a very large effect. 
The analysis of the Normalized 
Performance ratings yielded a statistically 
significant main effect for Initial Closure Rate 
(F(1,4) = 9.97, p = .034) and a statistically 
significant Trial x Initial Closure Rate x Initial 
Range x Approach Lighting interaction (F(2,8) 
= 7.924, p = .013). The effect of initial closure 
rate (not depicted) showed that the pilots rated 
their performance as lower on trials with high 
initial closure rates. The four way interaction is 
difficult to interpret. 
Squared correlations of the Performance 
and Difficulty ratings yielded r2 measures of 
.43, .43, .15, .lo, and ,003, showing tlyj three 
of the five pilots d e d  well in keeping the 
estimates independent, while the other two had 
some problems in doing this. Together, these 
show that the pilots were moderately successful 
in separating task difficulty and performance 
contributions in making their judgements. 
Approad Lighting Configurationr 
F i m  5. Average normalized difficulty ratings 
as a function of approach lighting and initial 
range for undirected descents to hover. 
Difficult *" ' r  
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Firmre 6. Average normalized difficulty ratings 
as a h c t i o n  of simulator platform motion for 
undirected descents to hover. 
Performance Analysis 
2 (Replication) x 2 (Motion) x 3 (Approach 
Lighting) x 13 (Segment) repeated measures 
multivariate analyses of variance (MANOVAs) 
were used to analyze glideslope and relative 
closure rate (i.e., ground approach velocity 
divided by distance-to-go) for the self-directed 
descents for each of the two initial closure rates 
in the near initial range condition. Similar 
analyses using 26 segments were conducted for 
the two initial closure rates in the far initial 
range 6ndition. Where appropriate, Huynh- 
Feldt adjusted degrees of freedom were used to 
compensate for correlated data in the repeated 
mea& (due primarily to the correlation of 
measures between adjacent trajectory segments). 
Glideslope Analysis. Table I shows 
all statistically significant @ < .05) &ects on 
glideslope. In addition to sigruficant variations 
in glideslope across Segments for all four types 
of descents (refer to Figure 2, top panel), there 
were also sigruficant effects involving the 
Approach Lighting factor in all four types of 
descents, and significant effects of Motion in all 
but the Type C descent. 
Figures 7-10 show the glideslope 
profiles as a function of Motion (left panels) and 
Approach Lighting (right panels) for all four 
initial conditions. All figures also show an 
increase in glideslope with proximity to the 
landing pad (where distance-to-go approaches 
0). This is not unexpected since an approach to 
hover at some distance above the landing pad 
will, necessarily, lead to increasing glideslopes 
as measured from the center of the landing pad. 
All four show the presence of motion yielded a 
higher glideslope during the final portions of the 
descent (upper panels), although this is not 
easily seen in the figures plotting height as a 
function of distance-to-go (lower panels). In 
addition, only the approaches from the farther 
range (types "B" and "Dw descents-Figures 8 
and 10) yielded siatisticdly significant Motion x 
Segment interactions. 
The absence of approach lighting 
("None" condition) led to consistently higher 
glideslopes in all four conditions, with no 
consistent direction to the difference in average 
glideslope of the Regular and Exponential 
Approach Lighting patterns (i.e., the Regular 
pattern led to a higher average glideslopes in 
conditions A and C, and a lower average 
glideslope in condition B, with the glideslopes 
for the two being about equal in condition D). 
Finally, there were two statistically 
significant interactions involving both Approach 
Lighting and Motion in Type B descents. These 
were an Approach Lighting x Motion 
interaction, and an Approach Lighting x Motion 
x Segment interaction. Figure 11 shows that the 
two-way interaction was due primarily to motion 
leading to an increased glideslope in the 
presence of the Exponential pattern, and to a 
decreased glideslope without approach lighting. 
The three way interaction (not shown) was due 
to high variance across segments in the no lights 
condition. 
Table 1. Statistically Significant Effects Upon Glideslope by Descent Type 
EFFECTS Tv~eADeacmQ T B g g c m t s  TvocCDesocnts T m  D Dcscenfs 
Replication F(1.4) = 14.2 
p = .0197 
fi@ F(2,8) - 10.5 F(2.8) = 6.06 F(2-8) = 10.4 
p = .0058 p = .025 p - .0059 
Pall Segm~nt F(2,15,8.59) = 69.7 F(1.58,6.3) = 23.9 F(5.84,23.6) = 120.3 F(2.16.8.62) = 37.8 
p < .oOol p = .0015 p=<.oOol p<.oOol 
Motion x Ligtrb F(2.8) = 5.1 
p = .0374 
F(3.75.14.98) = 3.7 F(5.96.23.84) = 3.8 
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Fimre 7. Average Glideslope as a Function of Motion and Lighting Cod~guration Dluring Undirected Type 'A' Descents to Hover. 
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Figure 8. Average Glideslope as a Function of Motion and Approach Lighting During Undirected Type 'El' Descents to Hover 
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Flare 9. Average Glideslope as a Function of Motion and Approach Lighting During Undirected Type 'C Derents to Hover. 
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Fimre 10. Average Glideslope as a Function of Motion and Approach Lighting During Undirected Type 'D' Descents to Hover. 
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F i m  11. Glideslope as a function of approach 
lighting and platform motion for undirected 
Type B descents. 
Closure Rate Andysia Table 2 shows 
all statistically significant w.05) closure rate 
effects. Approach Lighting had a significant 
affect on closure rate for the Type A and Type D 
Descents, while Motion affected closure rate for 
both the Type B and Type D descents. 
Figures 12-15 depict velocity (top 
panels) and closure rate (bottom panels) profiles 
as a function of Motion (I& panels) and 
Approach Lighting (right panels) for all four 
descent types (refer to Figure 2, top panel). 
Similar to the findings for glideslope control, 
the Motion x Segment interactions were 
statistically significant only for the descents 
from the longer initial ranges (Type B and D 
descents), although Figures 12-15 show that the 
presence of motion tended to yield higher 
closure rates towards the end of all descents. 
This dependence of closure rate upon initial 
range may be due to reasons similar to those 
suggested for the glideslope effects. That is, at 
the more extreme initial ranges, the pilots may 
have been more strongly influenced by the 
vestibular cues provided by motion and therefore 
responded less vigorously. 
Only A and Type D descents 
yielded significant effects of lighting 
configuration upon closure rate, but the average 
final closure rate was lowest in the Exponential 
light configuration for all four initial conditions. 
Sina  the most critical impact of the Approach 
Lighting factor is upon closure rates closest to 
the landing pa4 a follow-up 2 (Replication) x 2 
(Initid Closure Rate) x 2 (Initial Range) x 2 
(Motion) x 3 (Approach Lighting) repeated 
measures ANOVA was conducted using just the 
closure rate from the final segment. This 
yielded statistically sigruficant interactions of 
Initial Closure Rate x Initial Range (F(1,4) = 
0.04), Initial Closure Rate x Motion (F(1,4) = 
9.61, p = .036), and Replication x Approach 
Lighting (F(2,S) = 6.346, p = .022). 
Table 2. Statistically Significant Effects Upon Closure Rate 
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Figure 12. Average Velocity and Closure Rate as a Function of Motion and Approach Lighting During Undirected Type 'A' Descents to Hover. 
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Fimre 13. Average Velocity and Closure Rate as a Function of Motion and Approach Lighting During Undirected Type 'B' Descents to Hover. 
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Finure 14. Average Velocity and Closure Rate as a Function of Motion and Approach Lighting During Undirected Type 'C' Descents to Hover. 
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Fieure 15. Average Velocity and Closure Rate as a Function of Motion and Approach Lighting During Undirected Type 'D' Descents to Hover. 
The top panel of Figure 16 shows that 
descents over shorter ranges led to smaller final 
closure rates that were unaffected by Initial 
Closure Rate, but that higher Initial Closure 
Rates led to higher final closure rates, especially 
for the descents from the farther Initial Range. 
The middle panel of Figure 16 shows that the 
presence of platform motion led to lower final 
closure rates for the lower Initial Closure Rate, 
but not for the higher Initial Closure Rate. 
Finally, the bottom panel of Figure 16 shows 
that the advantage of the exponential lighting 
configuration strongly increased in the second 
replication, suggesting that the pilots were still 
learning to use the information afforded by this 
configuration. 
- ~ ; ; ~ ~ I ~ t i a l h . w  VtI 
-0.11 
Rate 
0.1 
Figure 16. Final Closure Rate as a Function of 
Initial Closure Rate and Initial Range (top 
panel), Initial Closure Rate and Motion (middle 
panel), and Replication and Approach Lighting 
(bottom panel). 
DISCUSSION 
Collectively, these results have shown 
that glideslope and speed control can both be 
affected by the pattern of approach lights to 
helipads, as well as the presence of platform 
motion. 
Approach Lights 
The proposed impact of additional 
optical information afforded by the linear, and. 
to a greater degree, the exponential approach 
light configuration on control of deceleration 
was generally supported, although its effects 
tended to be confined to the most close in 
segments. This suggests that the effects of edge 
rate are most consequential during the final, and 
slowest, phase of the deceleration to hover. This 
may reflect an increased perceptual salience of 
this information in this phase, or perhaps more 
likely, a shift in relative emphasis, with pilots 
using the exponential pattern edge rate more 
during this phase. 
The absence of approach lights also led 
to higher glideslopes, showing the influence of 
optical information in the linear and exponential 
approach light configurations other than form 
ratio and declination angle, since only these 
information sources were available in the no- 
light configuration. The specific nature of this 
beneficial information needs to be determined, 
but may reflect sensitivity to sink rate, since this 
will be heightened by having approach lights 
passing under the vehicle. 
Finally, and perhaps not surprisingly, 
the pilots generally rated the linear and 
exponential + linear configurations as less 
difficult than the no lights configuration. 
Simulator Motion 
Generally, the presence of platform 
motion led to slightly higher closure rates and 
glideslopes, although the pilots rated motion 
trials as less diflicult than non-motion trials. 
The effects of motion on glideslope 
performance suggest that, for longer ranges, 
motion may have led to an initial descent with 
an aimpoint substantially beyond the landing 
pad. At these longer ranges, vertical 
displacements lead to smaller changes in 
glideslope and thus to the visual information 
specifying glideslope. However, the detectibility 
of sink rate, as given by platform motion, is not 
as strongly aEixted by range to the pad. Thus, 
increased reliance on the vestibular cues may 
have led to these results. 
The impact of Approach Lighting and 
Motion appears to be generally additive, except 
for glideslope control during the Type B 
Descents. There, motion appeared to help most 
when visual cues were weakest (i.e., in the no 
lights configuration). 
Applications to Vertiport Design 
The present findings may have 
important implications for the design of 
vertiport approach paths and other physically 
constrained landing sites. Specifically, they 
suggest that approach lights, or similar 
markings, that afford the pilot accurate edge rate 
information, might aid in regulating speed 
(and perhaps glideslope as wm, especially as 
the pilot approaches the landing pad. An added 
and important benefit of such information is that 
it is a "natural" optical cue rather than an 
artificial information display. As such, 
abstracting the optical information should not 
require the attention of the pilot, leaving hidher 
attention to other aspects of the approach task. 
CONCLUSION 
The present study used a mtorcraft 
simulator to examine descents-to-hover at 
landing pads with one of three approach 
lighting configurations. The impact of simulator 
platform motion upon descents to hover was also 
examined. The results showed that the 
configuration with the most useful optical 
information led to the slowest final approach 
speeds, and that pilots found this configuration, 
together with the presence of simulator platform 
motion, most desirable. 
Future research should aim to 
generalize the current findings to actual flight 
conditions or to more complex simulated 
approaches. 
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ABSTRACT 
Work in our laboratory suggests that pilots can 
extract temporal range information (i.e., the time 
to pass a given waypoint) directly from out-the- 
window motion information. This extraction does 
not require the use of velocity or distance, but 
rather operates solely on a 2-D motion cue. In 
this paper, we present the mathematical 
derivation of this information, psychophysical 
evidence of human observers' sensitivity, and 
possible advantages and limitations of basing 
vehicle control on this parameter. 
INTRODUCTLON 
Helicopter control and navigation require the 
pilot to orchestrate a complex set of control inputs 
in response to visual information gleaned from 
the external scene and cockpit instruments. We 
suggest that a temporal scaling of the external 
environment, i.e., gauging the time to reach a 
chosen way-point at current vehicle speed, is a 
highly useful metric for the pilot. And, in fact, 
there is sufficient information in the optical flow 
to support such temporal metrics. 
In this paper, we delineate the visual 
information that specifies temporal range, 
describe laboratory research demonstrating 
people's sensitivity to this information, discuss 
how this information can be used in vehicular 
control, and consider specific situations in which 
this information leads to errors in perceived 
range. 
TEMPORAZ. RANGE INTORMATION 
In the mid-1950s, astrophysicist and novelist 
Fred Hoyle allowed one of the more clever 
characters in his book, The Black Cloud, to 
develop a proof showing that the time to impact 
of an approaching body can be calculated from 
the size of the object's image and its rate of 
expansion. Specifically, the time to contact 
(TTC) is approximated as: 
TTC r qt / 6$/6t (1 
where $t is the angle subtended by the object at 
time t and 6$/fjt is that angle's temporal 
derivative (i.e., expansion rate). This equation is 
an approximation in that it assumes the Law of 
Small Angles (i.e., tan $ = $). The derivation of 
this equation can be found in Ref. 1. 
This elegant observation that TTC can be 
derived without knowing either target distance 
or velocity was "rediscovered" by perceptual 
psychologists, most notably David Lee (Ref. 11, 
who recognized its significance for perception and 
control, and derived general formulations for such 
visual-temporal (or tau) variables. The one most 
relevant for our discussion describes a moving 
observer and a target not directly on the 
observer's motion track, i.e., the passage 
situation. In this case, an analogous 
approximation can be made for when the target 
will pass the observer (i.e., intersect the eye- 
plane perpendicular to the track vector, as shown 
in Figure 1): 
TTP 5 8t / 68/6t (2) 
where TTP is time to passage, 8t is the angle 
between the observer's track vector and the 
proximal edge of the target, and 68/6t is that 
angle's temporal derivative. As before, this 
equation requires the tangent approximation. 
------- 
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Figure I .  Passage g e o m e f y  for Equation 2 .  An 
observer (0) is moving with velocity (V). A 
target (PI lies some distance ( R )  from the track 
vector, forming angle 8. 
Despite the generality of Lee's formulations, 
empirical studies of human performance have 
focused almost exclusively on the direct collision, 
or 'ITC, situation (Ref. 2 and 3). These studies 
examined people's intercept (e.g., catching) and 
avoidance behaviors. However, for many skilled 
activities, particularly vehicular control, it is 
also important to judge the temporal range of 
objects which are not on a direct collision course. 
In our laboratory, we have examined observers' 
sensitivity to visually specified Tll' information. 
Our findings suggest that people are adept at 
making both relative and absolute 'lTP judgments. 
ITP EMPIRICAL STUDIES 
We conducted a series of studies in a low- 
fidelity, fixed-based simulator. Observers were 
required to make either relative (i.e., which of 
two targets they would pass first) or absolute 
judgments (i.e., indicate when a target that was 
no longer visible would pass them). 
Method 
The experimental setting is shown in Figure 2. 
Observers were seated 2.13 m from a 2.44 m X 1.83 
m rear-projection screen, creating a horizontal 
field of view (FOV) of 46". Viewing was 
monocular to reduce anomalous depth cues. 
Displays were generated by a Silicon Graphics 
Personal IRIS 4D/25TG, with a refresh rate of 60 
Hz, and a vertical resolution of 1024 lines. 
Displays consisted of a cloud of white dots 
(n=600) distributed in a virtual volume 17.37 m 
deep. The eyepoint was translated forward at 1.5 
m/s. The projected size of the dots did not vary as 
a function of distance (or change as the observer 
approached). Thus, there were no object- 
expansion cues to temporal range. 
For the relative ?m judgments, two of the dots 
were colorcoded (green and purple) as targets. 
The two targets appeared on opposite sides of the 
heading vector. After viewing durations of 3 or 4 
sec, the display was terminated, and observers 
predicted which of the two targets they would 
pass first. In the absolute judgment task, only one 
colored target was visible. It would pass from the 
observers' FOV after 3 to 5 seconds. The observers 
estimated when the target would pass their eye- 
plane by pressing a mouse button. This button 
press terminated the display. 
Target positions were selected such that 'Tm 
was fully independent of the time the target was 
visible on ween, and largely independent of its 
initial angular projection from the heading 
vector. In the relative judgment task, the display 
terrninated,when the far target was 2 to 4 sec to 
passage. In the absolute judgment task, the target 
was between 1 and 3 secsonds from passage when 
it exited the FOV. 
The relative judgement task was conducted 
with feedback, i.e., observers were informed after 
each trial whether their response was correct or 
incorrect. The absolute judgment task was 
conducted both with and without feedback. 
When feedback was given, observers were 
informed by a message on the screen after each 
trial how early or late their response was (in 
msec). 
Eight observers (four males and four females) 
participated in both the relative judgment and 
absolute judgment with feedback tasks. They 
2.13171 Monode to screen -. 
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Figure 2 .  The experimental setting for laboratory experiments. Observers znkwed events rnonocula~ly 
with their dominant eye. 
ranged in age from 19 to 42 yr; all had normal or 
corrected to normal vision and were right-eye 
dominant. Four additional observers (3 males, 1 
female) participated in both the feedback 
version and the no-feedback version absolute 
judgment task (performing the no-feedback task 
first). They ranged in age from 24 to 34 yr. 
For the relative judgment task, observers 
completed a total of 160 experimental trials, 80 
at the 3-sec duration and 80 at the 4-sec duration. 
For the absolute judgment task, trials were 
arranged in blocks of 66 trials. Following initial 
training trials, observers completed 3 blocks of 
trials, with 10 rnin breaks between blocks. 
Resulk 
Analyses of the relative judgment data 
indicated that observers were able to judge above 
chance level which target they would pass first 
for all but the shortest (250 rnsec) temporal 
100 
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Figure 3. Average percent correct on relative TTP 
task for the four temporal separation and two 
display exposure times. 
separation. The percentages of correct responses 
averaged across observers are shown in Figure 3. 
Performance was not affected by whether 
observers viewed the targets for 3 or 4 seconds. 
Percent correct differed for the longest temporal 
difference (1000 msec) only, however this 
difference was not statistically significant 
[F(1,15) = 1.05, nsl. 
The absolute judgment data were analyzed by 
performing linear regressions. Judged TIT was 
regressed against actual TIT. The linear fits ( R ~ )  
for the data ranged from 0.55 to 0.85, with a mean 
of 0.73. The regression slopes for all observers 
were less than 1 (the mean value was 0.841, 
indicating a temporal compression (i.e., an 
additional sec in actual time resulted in less than 
one sec increase in judged time). The intercepts 
were all positive (the mean value was about 500 
msec). This, coupled with the less-than-unity 
slopes, indicates that shorter TTPs were 
overestimated and longer TTPs were 
underestimated. Across observers, the correlation 
between constant error and extrapolation time 
was r = -0.94. 
For the four observers who participated in 
both the feedback and no-feedback conditions, 
the presence of feedback did not significantly 
impact the linear regression fits, either in terms 
of slope and intercept, or the goodness of fit. 
Discussion 
Taken together, the findings from our 
empirical studies suggest that people are able to 
make reasonably reliable TTP judgments. 
Observers could reliably discriminate differences 
in 'Tm of a half sec or more. 
Observers' absolute judgments did demonstrate 
non-veridical temporal scaling (i.e., slopes less 
than unity and positive intercepts). This bias, 
however, could either represent a warping of the 
perceptual space (e-g., a target four sec distant 
appears to be less than twice as far as a target 
two sec distant), or result from systematic error in 
the cognitive extrapolation component of the 
judgment task. Further research is needed to 
decompose this bias into its components. Despite 
this bias, however, observers' judged TTPs were 
highly correlated with actual TTPs. Further, 
observers did not require any training or feedback 
to achieve well-calibrated judgments. 
USING 'ITP TO CONTROL FLIGHT 
Optical tau variables thus provide a useful 
metric for control related activities. Given such 
temporal metrics, how might a pilot utilize them 
for vehicular control? We propose that pilots 
tend to maintain a window of safe 
maneuverability, which is defined in terms of 
the handling qualities of the aircraft. For 
example, consider the geometry shown in Figure 
4. For any given eyeheight (i.e., altitude), the 
forward field can be scaled in terms of 
eyeheights: the terrain along the 45' declination 
is one eyeheight distant, a gaze angle of -26.5' 
I 
corresponds to 2 eyeheights, -18' to 3 eyeheights, 
and so forth. The time it takes to traverse 1 
eyeheight is a function of speed relative to 
altitude (AGL). If the vehicle is at an altitude of 
31 m, a speed of 30 knots will create a flow of 1 
eyeheight/sec . If that altitude is doubled, the 
speed must likewise double to create the same 
flow rate (or 'ITPI at a given gaze angle. We 
suggest that pilots are most comfortable with 
speed/altitude profiles which allow them to 
maintain acceptable TTP values at some nominal 
gaze angle. AcceptabIe lTP values are defined by 
the time required to allow the pilot to safely 
perform necessary flight maneuvers. 
In a normal walking gate, people move at 
about 1 eyeheight/sec. Our sense of subjective 
speed is geared to this metric. The same objective 
speed feels faster at lower eyeheights (thus the 
thrill of low-slung sports cars) and slower at 
higher ones (thus the boredom of minivans and 
the early tendency of pilots to taxi 8747s too 
fast). Likewise, as a pilot reduces altitude, the 
natural tendency will be to reduce speed such that 
the temporal lead time along a given gaze line is 
consistent. The flight environment is scaled in a 
temporal, rather than spatial domain. This 
temporal scaling is highly relevant for flight 
control. However, this metric will bias the pilot 
against maintaining constant speed during 
altitude change. 
I 
I 
Figure 4 .  Eyeheight geometry for forward flight. Gaze angle for three look-aheads given. Temporal 
value of look-aheads determined by velocity in eyeheightslsec. 
LIhaATION OF TT'P INFORMATION 
Given that pilots may utilize opticaI tau 
variables to orchestrate control and avoidance 
maneuvers, it is important to consider limitations 
and degenerate cases of these variables. As 
mentioned above, such temporal scaling can 
result in undesired speed changes during altitude 
transitions (although a consistent "safety 
window" is maintained). In addition, there is an 
interesting degenerative case of 'IT' that occurs 
when the observer and a moving target are on a 
collision course, but the object is not on the 
observer's track vector. If the observer and object 
maintain constant velocities, the center of the 
object maintains a fixed angle to the observer's 
track vector, as shown in Figure 5. 
I I 
Figure 5.  Geometry for moving observer and 
moving farget on -collision course. If  both 
maintain a consfanf velocity and track, 8 is 
consfanf.  
Thus, 8 for the centroid of the target is constant 
(i.e., 68/6t is zero), and 68/6t for all other points 
is small, reflecting only image expansion. 
Consider what value of TI?, is specified in this 
condition: 1TP = 9 I 68/6t, so as 68/6t approaches 
zero, TIT approaches infinity. Thus, an object on 
such a collision course can be mistaken for an 
object at a very large distance, since the TTP 
information is virtually identical. Image 
expansion will differentiate these cases, but may 
not be salient at large distances. Only when 
image expansion becomes noticeable (or if the 
observer is cued by some non-motion information, 
such as familiar size) are the two cases 
discriminable. Since image expansion may not 
become salient until the object is temporally 
proximal, the observer may be required to make a 
last second correction to avoid collision. Such 
maneuvers are highly undesirable in flight 
situations. This examination of the TTP 
information lends insight into how such mishaps 
may occur, particularly in visually 
impoverished (e.g., night flight) environments. 
CONCLUDING REMARKS 
This "unmoving objects on a collision course" 
scenario, however, represents a degenerate 
(albeit interesting) case of TTP information. 
Most of the time, optical tau variables provide 
reliable information concerning objects' temporal 
distance. Moreover, our empirical studies 
demonstrate that observers possess a robust 
ability to utilize this information. We propose 
that these tau cues provide a useful temporal 
metric for pilots to employ in planning and 
orchestrating vehicular control. However, the 
maintenance of such temporal windows result in 
altitude-related speed changes, which are 
undesirable in some flight profiles. 
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ABSTRACT 
The Pilot's ability to derive Control-Oriented 
Visual Field Information from teleoperated Helmet- 
Mounted displays in Nap-of-the-Earth flight, is 
investigated. The visual field with these types of dis- 
plays, commonly used in Apache and Cobra helicopter 
night operations, originates from a relatively narrow 
field-of-view Forward Looking Infrared Radiation 
Camera, gimbal-mounted at the nose of the aircraft and 
slaved to the pilot's line-of-sight, in order to obtain a 
wide-angle field-of-regard. Pilots have encountered 
considerable difficulties in controlling the aircraft by 
these devices. Experimental simulator results presented 
here, indicate that part of these difficulties can be 
attributed to head/camera slaving system phase lags 
and errors. In the presence of voluntary head rotation, 
these slaving system imperfections are shown to 
impair the Control-Oriented Visual Field Information 
vital in vehicular control, such as the perception of the 
anticipated flight path or the vehicle yaw rate. Since, 
in the presence of slaving system imperfections, the 
pilot will tend to minimize head rotation, the full 
wide-angle field-of-regard of the line-of-sight slaved 
Helmet-Mounted Display, is not always fully utilized. 
INTRODUCTION 
With head-slaved Helmet-Mounted Displays 
(HMD's), the image of a forward looking camera, such 
as an Infrared Radiation or a low-light level camera, 
mounted on a servo-driven gimbals system at the front 
of the helicopter, is transferred to a miniature helmet 
mounted Cathode Ray Tube (CRT). By means of 
collimating optics and a beam splitter, the image is 
presented to a single eye so that it appears to be 
superimposed on the visual field at infinity. The 
camera motions are slaved to the pilot's Line-of-Sight 
(LOS), by measuring the pilot's head angles in pitch 
and yaw, and by imparting this information to the 
camera servo drives. The LOS slaving system of 
HMD's allows the field-of-regard of the pilot to be 
Silvia Kohn 
Faculty of Aerospace Engineering 
Technion, Haifa, Israel 
extended well beyond the limits of the narrow field-of- 
view of the HMD's viewing optics. Thus, just by 
rotation of the head, the pilot is able to cover a field- 
of-regard of nearly up to 180 deg horizontally, and 90 
deg vertically. In addition, in most cases, the camera is 
positioned such that its view is not obstructed by the 
aircraft body. This allows the pilot to view areas 
which are usually blocked out by the cockpit. This 
wide-angle coverage is very essential in Nap-of-the- 
Earth (NOE) flight, both for vehicular control by 
allowing the pilot the necessary spatial orientation 
with respect to terrain and obstacles, and for the 
detection and location of targets or mission threats in 
military missions, or survivors in rescue missions. 
Although the LOS slaved HMD apparently solves 
the problem of providing a wide-angle coverage for the 
given narrow field-of-view of the HMD optics, vehic- 
ular control with such systems is still very difficult, 
and demands high pilot proficiency and work load. Part 
of these difficulties can be attributed the fact that the 
viewpoint of the camera is displaced with respect to 
the actual eye position. In the presence of fast vehicle 
pitch or yaw rotations this might result in misjudged 
vehicle motions. Furthermore, for a camera mounted 
in front of the pilot, near objects will appear larger 
than they actually are. 
Additional difficulties arise from the relatively 
narrow field-of-view of the HMD's viewing optics, re- 
sulting from practical limitations on the miniature 
CRT face-plate dimensions, the dimensions and shape 
of the beam splitter and its minimal safe distance to 
the pilot's eye, and the collimating system design. 
Thus, essential parts of the pilot's peripheral vision 
are missing, which may result in impaired motion 
perception. 
Considerable difficulties are also encountered in 
the interpretation of FLIR images, which are basically 
different from visible light images, usually resulting 
in misjudged object size and impaired depth 
perception. 
l1n part presented earlier at the SPIEJSPSE Symposium on The head-slaved HMD resembles a viewing 
Electronic Imaging: Science and Technology, Feb. 24 - aperture without optics, attached to the pilot's head, 
March 1, 1991, San Jose, Ca. which allows him to frame-in different areas of the 
20n Sabbatical leave from the Faculty of Aerospace outside world by rotation of the head. The HMD one- 
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unity image magnification, attempt to give the pilot 
the illusion of viewing a natural visual scene through 
such an aperture. For an ideal slaving system, the 
viewed image would appear to be part of an inertially 
stable background. However, slaving system errors 
will be experienced by the pilot as undesired shifts of 
the displayed visual field with respect to the true 
"natural" visual field. The effect of these shifts is two- 
fold: (1) they will alter the optical flow-field pattern 
and result in incorrect estimation of the self-motion; 
and (2) the visually estimated self-motion will be 
different from the motion estimated by vestibular cues. 
This might lead to visuo-vestibular conflicts or 
motion skkness. Oman [I]. In coordinated fixed-wing 
aircraft flight, the velocity vector will coincide with 
the vehicle longitudinal axis and the pilot can infer the 
direction of motion from vehicle-based references, by 
means of his kinesthetic sense of straight ahead. 
However, in helicopter flight, the direction of motion 
can deviate substantially from the vehicle axis. Thus 
helicopter control in NOE flight, is susceptible in 
particular to these slaving system imperfections, since 
the Control-Oriented Information has to be derived 
entirely from the visual field, and can not rely on 
vehicle based references. 
This paper deals with the basic experiments for 
understanding the Visual Field Information in HMD's 
Displays, and investigates how this information is 
affected by slaving system imperfections. Two types 
of experiments were carried out: (1) a flight path 
estimation experiment, in which the pilot had to judge 
the anticipated vehicle path, while being flown 
passively in a straight or c w e d  horizontal path over 
flat textured terrain, and (2) a simulated Nap-of-the- 
Earth flight experiment, in which the pilot subject had 
to fly actively through a winding canyon, in the 
presence of purposefully induced head motions. 
VISUAL FLOW FIELD CUES 
A detailed geometrical analysis of visual flow 
field cues in horizontal flight over textured flat terrain, 
is given in Ref. [2]. In this paper we shall suffice with 
a brief qualitative description. 
The visual flow field resulting from an observer's 
self-motion, is given by the time derivative of a set of 
line-of-sight (LOS) vectors extending from the pilot's 
eye to conspicuous points in the visual field (texture 
points). The flow field is the pattern traced by the 
intersection of these LOS vectors with a unity sphere 
about the observer's head. These traces are commonly 
referred to as the "streamern pattern. For straight or 
constantly curved motion at fixed velocity and altitude 
above a flat surface, the flow field is constant. 
Flow field cues in straight flight 
The horizontal situation for straight and level 
flight is shown in Fig. la The center of gravity of the 
vehicle moves along a straight path in the direction of 
the velocity vector V, while the longitudinal vehicle 
axis is xb is rotated with respect to V by the crabbing 
angle P. The camera axis xh is rotated with respect to 
the vehicle axis by the angle yh. The corresponding 
streamer pattern is shown in Fig. lb. The horizontal 
and vertical axes in Fig. l b  are the viewing azimuth 
angle and elevation angle, (the latter is measured 
positive in upwards direction). 
For straight flight the streamer pattern appears to 
expand from a common focal point on the horizon, 
point F, see Fig. lb. This point has often been called 
the "focus of expansion", Gibson 13-51. The straight 
vehicle path is defined by the set of points which do 
not have an azimuth LOS rate component, see solid 
line. This is also the streamer that is apparently 
vertical, i.e. perpendicular to the horizon or to the base 
of the HMD image frame, for zero vehicle roll angle. 
The dotted box in Fig. la indicates the area of the 
visual field, viewed by the HMD. The center of this 
box, H, indicates the camera axis xh and coincides 
with the pilot's direction of gaze. The vehicle 
longitudinal axis xb is indicated by point C. The head 
angle yrh is the angle between H and C, and the 
vehicle crabbing angle P is the angle between F and C. 
In case the crabbing angle P is zero, F and C coincide 
and the direction of motion is presented to the pilot 
implicitly by kinesthetic head position cues. However, 
for arbitrary large angles of P this is not the case, and 
the direction of motion has to be derived solely from 
the streamer pattern. 
Fig. lb. indicates that the focal point F is not 
necessarily located within the HMD field-of-view. In 
this case, the direction of motion is derived by 
estimating the point where the streamers line 
segments, visible within the HMD viewing area, 
would intersect. It has been shown in Ref. [2] that the 
detectability of the direction of motion depends on the 
local expansion, which is defined as the derivative of 
the streamer direction with respect to the azimuth 
angle. This local expansion is shown to be 
proportional to the viewing distance to the texture 
point, measured along the LOS. It therefore appears, 
that the direction of motion is most easily perceived in 
the far visual field, where the local expansion is the 
largest. However, the streamer pattern can only be 
perceived when the magnitude of the LOS rates are 
above a certain threshoId. It is shown in Ref. [2] that 
these LOS rates are inverse proportional to the squared 
viewing distance. A possible mechanism for 
estimating the straight vehicle path is to extrapolate 
the focal point from converging streamer segments, 
located within an area of the visual field, at the farthest 
viewing distance at which the s t rmcr  direction can 
still be detected, and at which the local expansion is 
the largest. It is clear that when this area is not within 
the HMD field-of-view, the pilot will have to shift his 
gaze to a different area of the visual field. 
Flow field cues in curved flight 
The horizontal situation for steady curved flight 
over flat terrain is shown in Fig. 2a. The 
instantaneous velocity vector is Y, and P is again the 
crabbing angle. However, the actual vehicle path is a 
circle with radius R, tangential to V and with its 
center at point M. The corresponding streamer pattern 
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Figure 1. (a) Horizontal Situation for Straight and 
Level Flight; (b) Streamer Pattern for Straight 
and Level Flight over Flat Textured Terrain 
is shown in Fig. 2b. This pattern shows a converging, 
curved set of lines, and a common focal point on the 
horizon no longer exists. The curved vehicle path is 
the dashed. central line in the bundle. The vehicle path 
is defined by the streamer which, for very close 
viewing ranges, will have a zero azimuth LOS rate 
component and which tend to be tangential to the 
velocity vector (solid vertical line). This tangent is 
again apparently vertical, i.e. perpendicular to the 
horizon or to the base of the HMD image frame, for 
zero vehicle roll angle. 
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Figure 2. (a) Horizontal Situation for C w e d  Level 
Flight; (b) Streamer Pattern for Curved Level 
Flight over Flat Textured Terrain 
It is of interest to consider points in the visual 
field, which do not have an azimuth LOS rate 
component. It is shown in Ref. [2] that the locus of 
these points is formed by the circle, tangential to Y 
and with radius 0.5R , hereafter referred to as the "half- 
radius circle". This locus is shown in Fig. 2b as the 
dotted line. For viewing distances D e R ,  the azimuth 
angle of a point on the vehicle path is about half way 
in between the azimuth angle of the velocity vector 
and of a point on the half-radius circle. 
A possible mechanism for estimating a point on 
the vehicle path, would look for the azimuth angle of 
the area at viewing distance D, with a zero azimuth 
LOS rate component, (on the half-radius circle). In 
addition, the mechanism would estimate the azimuth 
of the velocity vector by looking, at very close 
distances, for points with a zero azimuth LOS rate 
component. It would then estimate the azimuth of a 
point on the vehicle path at distance D to be half way 
in between the two angles. A shortcoming of this 
mechanism is that it will break down when the point 
on the half-radius circle is outside the field-of-view. 
Another possible mechanism would be to look for 
continuity of motion between points in the visual 
field. It would select a set of points which belong to a 
certain section of the streamer, by following the 
motion of a texture point over a given interval of 
time. It would then find the correspondence between 
streamer sections which would add up to the central 
streamer, i.e. the one of which the azimuth LOS rate 
component for close viewing distances, is zero, or, 
alternatively, the streamer which tends to be tangential 
to the apparent vertical. This would involve viewing 
near as well as far areas of the visual field. 
The dotted box in Fig. 2b. again shows the area 
of the visual field, viewed by the HMD. Regardless of 
the mechanism used, active head motions of the pilot 
will be required, since the estimation of the curved 
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Figure 3: Streamer Pattern "Bending" Effect Resulting Fmm Line-of-Sight Slaving System Lags 
vehicle path is based on different areas of the visual 
field,which involve either points on the half-radius 
circle or points nearby. 
Flow field cues in helmet mounted displays 
As mentioned before, for an observer in straight 
or steady curved level flight, a stationary streamer 
pattern is obtained. Under natural, unconstrained 
viewing conditions, the streamer pattern and 
consequently the ability to estimate the vehicle path, 
will not be affected by voluntary head rotations. This 
can be atmbuted to the visuo-ocular reflex, which will 
inertially stabilize the eye line-of-sight with respect to 
the viewed background. In this situation, changes in 
the pattern only result from changes in self-motion 
parameters. However, the viewing conditions for LOS 
slaved HMD's differs from natural unconstrained 
conditions in two ways: (1) the narrow viewing 
aperture and (2) slaving system imperfections. Due to 
the narrow viewing aperture, areas essential for 
estimating the vehicle path might not be in view. 
Attempts of the pilot to acquire the information might 
require quick scans of different areas of the visual field, 
resulting in rapid head motions. However, due to the 
frame-of-reference effect caused by the narrow viewing 
aperture, the observer might experience an apparent 
yaw motion in opposite direction of the voluntary 
head rotation, Boff [6] .  This illusion is caused by 
strong edge rate effects of image elements passing the 
edge of the HMD image frame during rotation. The 
smaller the reference frame, the stronger the effect. 
Slaving system imperfections are demmental in 
particular in perceiving self-motion information from 
the visual field. Random tracking errors, scaling 
errors, or phase lags will result in undesired shifts of 
the displayed visual field with respect to the true 
"natural" visual field. These undesired image shifts 
will make the viewed visual scene appear to move 
with respect to an inertially stable background. The 
negative effects of this apparent motion are twofold: 
(1) Since, during voluntary head rotation, the eye LOS 
is stabilized with respect to inertial space, the parasitic 
image shifts will alter the visual field information. (2) 
The self-motion estimated from the shifted visual field 
is in conflict with the vestibular signals. This visuo- 
vestibular conflict might cause motion sickness or 
disorientation. The following example demonstrates 
the effect of parasitic image shifts due to LOS slaving 
system servo lags, on the visual field information 
contents. 
Consider the LOS slaving system to be a second- 
order system with an natural frequency of wn=94.3 
rad/s (15 Hz) and with a damping factor of c=0.707. 
Consider the head yaw rotation to be sinusoidal with 
amplitude A deg and frequency w rad/s. It is easily 
shown that for w<w, the image shift rate amplitude 
s is given by: s = 2 ~ ~ o ~ / w ,  deg/s. 
For example, for A=10 deg and w=1.0 rad/s the 
image shift rate amplitude is s=0.15 deg/s. This 
parasitic yaw rate will add a constant azimuth 
component to all LOS vector rates. For an observer in 
straight motion the parasitic yaw rate will make the 
expanding pattern appear to "bend" momentarily, just 
as if the observer were in curved motion. It is clear 
that the larger the ratio between parasitic yaw rate and 
LOS rate, the larger the "bending" effect. Therefore the 
negative effects of servo lags are noticed in particular 
for low self-motion velocities. Fig. 3 shows examples 
of this "bending" effect, for A=10 deg and e 1 . 0  rad/s, 
for various velocities. Both the velocity V and the 
viewing distance D are expressed in units of the height 
h above the terrain. For V/h ratios of 0.25 s and 4.0 s, 
the angular errors introduced by the bending effect at 
viewing distance D=7.5h are 2.26 deg and 0.14 deg, 
respectively. 
EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM 
Experimental setup 
The visual scene was generated at a Silicon 
Graphics IRIS 4D 50/GT work station. The pilot 
subject was seated in a general aviation simulator 
cabin, wearing an operational flight helmet, on which 
a Hughes Aircraft miniature CRT with beam splitter 
and collimating optics was mounted. The 
monochromatic image, of aperture 22.8 deg 
horizontally and 18.4 deg vertically, was presented to 
the subject's left eye only. The right eye was 
uncovered, viewing the low-light level cockpit 
background, normally present in night helicopter 
missions. No outside view or panel mounted display 
images were presented. A Polhemus head tracking 
system was used to measure the angular orientation of 
the head. The measured yaw, pitch and roll head angles 
were send to the graphics work station, and used for 
generating the image corresponding with the subject's 
line-of-sight. Although the Polhemus was sampling at 
30 Hz, the image was updated at about 15 Hz. Thus, 
the system roughly simulated a line-of-sight slaving 
system with a bandwidth of 15 Hz. Pilot controls 
included a two-axis high-precision strain gauge 
operated side-arm controller with response buttons. 
Flight path estimation experiment 
Each mal represented the situation of passively 
being flown over nominally flat terrain at height h, 
either in a straight or constantly curved, level motion 
pattern. The terrain consisted of a field of randomly 
placed poles with constant density and with no visible 
alignment. The average distance between the poles was 
1.17 units of h, and their average height was 0.25h. 
Both the vehicle velocity vector V, and the vehicle 
longitudinal axis xb were parallel to the ground plane. 
The vehicle axis was deviating from the velocity 
vector V by the crabbing angle f3, and the curved path 
was tangential to L. In order to conserve 
computational resources and realize an update rate of 
15 Hz, the field was not drawn beyond a viewing 
distance of D=15h. 
The subjects initiated an experimental ma1 by 
pressing a response button, after which the visual field 
became visible from an initially blank screen. For 
each mal the side slip (crabbing) angle f3 and/or the 
path cwature radius R were uncorrelated and chosen 
randomly. A marker was visible in the visual field at 
viewing distance D, in the direction of gaze, 
consisting of a circular base of diameter 0.625 h placed 
in the ground plane with a vertical pole at its center of 
height 0.125 h. The marker remained,at the center of 
the HMD image, and the subjects could change the 
marker azimuth just by turning their head. It should be 
noted that through appropriate geometrical 
transformations, the marker was kept at all times 
perpendicular to the ground plane and at a fixed 
viewing distance D, regardless of head pitch and roll. 
The subjects were asked to place the marker on the 
estimated flight path. They were instructed to do this 
intuitively, as quickly as possible and to acknowledge 
their choice by pressing a response button. During the 
training runs, after each trial, a dotted line was 
displayed for two additional seconds, indicating the 
true flight path. 
Three types of experiments were conducted: (1) 
Straight and level flight in the presence of a constant 
side slip angle P, chosen from a uniformly dismbuted 
random set, ranging from 4 5  to +45 deg. (2) Steady 
curved and level flight with zero side slip, where the 
path curvature radius was chosen from a uniformIy 
dismbuted random set ranging from 15h to 40h and 
where the cwature could be to the left or to the right 
with equal probability, and (3) Steady cwed and level 
flight in the presence of side slip, with the cutvature 
chosen as in (2) and with the side slip angle j.3 chosen 
from an uncorrelated unifamly distributed random set, 
ranging from -14 to +14 deg. 
The relevant piiriirneters investigated were: the 
velocity-to-height ratio and the viewing distance. Five 
velocity-to-height ratios were chosen, ranging from 
0.25s to 4s. Two viewing distances were chosen, 
DE7.5h for the far field, and D=3.0h for the near field. 
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Figure 4: Image of the Randomly Curved Canyon used in the Simulated NOE Flight Experiments 
Simulated NOE flight experiment 
This experiment simulated the task of actively 
flying a control-augmented H-19 helicopter through a 
V-shaped randomly curved canyon, shown in Fig. 4. 
The horizontal canyon path, and the vertical path 
profile were generated by passing band-limited white 
noise processes through a series of shaping filters. The 
horizontal and vertical path correlation length was 
about 1500 ft. Two trajectory shapes were considered: 
a "moderately" curved trajectory with maximum 
horizontal curvature radii of 500 ft and a strongly 
curved trajectory with maximum radii of 250 ft. For 
each run, lasting 180 s, a different random path was 
generated. The canyon was formed by randomly shaped 
cross sections spaced 30 ft apart and interconnected by 
monochrome, solidly drawn polygons of randomly 
different brightness, simulating a FLIR image. The 
subjects were instructed to follow the canyon while 
staying as close as possible to its base without hitting 
the sides. 
Deliberate head rotation was introduced by a 
secondary task. At random intervals, a diamond-shaped 
target appeared at a location, fixed with respect to the 
canyon, see Fig. 4. The target became first visible at a 
viewing range of 550 ft and disappeared at 300 ft. The 
subject had to lock his line-of-sight on the target, by 
bringing it within a 5.7 by 5.7 deg tick mark area in 
the center of the image. After a successful lock-on, the 
target and tick marks disappeared. During each run a 
total of 15 targets were presented. The target locations 
were chosen such that they involved considerable head 
rotation, in addition to the rotation needed for 
following the canyon. 
Subject training and experimental procedure 
Eight male and one female subject, all of them 
Technion Aerospace undergraduate students, 
participated in the experiment. Subject age was 
between 19 and 24. Subject training for the vehicle 
path estimation experiments included several one-hour 
training sessions. After that each subject carried out a 
series of runs for each one of the three experiments 
(straight, curved, curved with side slip, in this order). 
Each series included a number of configurations, each 
of which was repeated four times and addressed in a 
random fashion. Each configuration consisted of a set 
of 20 consecutive trials, each of which was initiated 
by the subject by pressing a response button. Each 
trial lasted for about 2-8 seconds, depending on the 
time needed by the subject to estimate the direction of 
motion. About 8 one-hour sessions were needed for 
each subject to finish the experimental program. 
Training for the simulated NOE flight experiment 
required several one hour sessions. Production included 
simulation runs of 180 s duration; repeated 5 times for 
each subject and for each configuration. Subject 
motivation was enhanced by a reward system based on 
competition. 
Experimental measurements 
In the flight-path estimation task, for each ma1 in 
a set, the error in azimuth angle between the true and 
estimated location of a point on the flight path at 
viewing distance D, were recorded, together with the 
time needed to make the estimate. The upper limit on 
the estimation time was 8 seconds, after which the run 
was terminated and marked as a failed run. In addition, 
the head activity was recorded in terms of the standard 
deviation of the head yaw angle and yaw angle rate. 
For each set of 20 trials, the average and the 
standard deviation of the estimation error and 
estimation time, were computed. Since the average of 
the estimation error was found to be almost zero, i.e. 
no preference for an error in left or in right direction 
existed, the standard deviation of the estimation error 
was adopted as the representative estimation error score 
of each set. For the estimation time, the average of the 
set was taken as the representative score. 
Performance scores for the NOE flight 
experiments included the power of the deviation from 
the bottom of the canyon, standard deviations of head 
activity, stick activity, vehicle roll and roll rate and 
the average time needed to lock the line-of-sight on the 
target. 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
Flight path estimation task 
Effect of the velocity-to-height ratio: 
Figs. 5-8 show the various performance scores as 
a function of the V P  ratio, for the three motion 
patterns. For straight motion, (dotted line) the 
estimation error score strongly decreases with V/h, 
both for the "far" viewing distance of D/h=7.5h (Fig. 
5a) and for the "near" viewing distance of D/h=3.0h 
(Fig. 5b). In contrast, the downslope of the curves for 
curved motion and curved motion with side slip, is 
considerably less. For the near viewing distance the 
curves are even sloping upwards (Fig 5b). 
Furthermore, the curves for straight motion for the 
estimation time and the head yaw rate activity are 
markedly above the ones for the curved motion 
patterns, see Figs. 6a,b. This indicates that the 
subjects probably used a different strategy in the 
straight motion task. The curves for the head yaw 
angle and yaw angle rate activity show pronounced and 
consistent upward slopes, Figs. 7 and 8. This effect 
can be attributed to the LOS slaving system 
imperfections, discussed in Section 2.4. The smaller 
VP, the stronger the "bending" of the streamer pattern 
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during head rotation resulting from slaving system 
lags, and the less accurate the perception of the 
streamer direction. This is detrimental in particular in 
the straight motion task, in which the streamer 
"bending" makes it almost impossible to find the 
apparent vertical streamer. As a result, for small 
velocities subjects will minimize their head rotation, 
estimates will take longer and estimation errors will 
be larger. This explains the strong downward slope of 
the estimation error curve for straight motion, as 
compared to the more flat curves for curved motion, 
see Fig. 5a. 
Strategy differences between straight and curved 
tasks are apparent when considering that the subjects 
are expecting a straight expanding motion pattern in 
the straight task. Thus, bending effects due to slaving 
system lags will be identified immediately, and 
estimates are made only at moments at which the head 
is stationary. The subjects might have employed a 
"null measurement" method, in which a sequence of 
correcting steps is made aimed at placing the apparent 
vertical streamer at the center. In contrast, in the 
curved task the subjects might have employed a 
"deflection measurement" method in which the vehicle 
path is found intuitively, more or less in an open 
manner, mggered by the amount of streamer "bending" 
in the field. Consequently, estimation times and head 
yaw activity are much larger for the straight task. 
Effect of side slip on curved motion: 
The estimation error score curves for motion with 
and without side slip have similar characteristics, i.e. 
for the far viewing distance a minimum at V/h=l .O s 
(Fig. 5a). and for the near viewing distance similar up 
slopes, (Fig.5b). This up slope might be due to 
motion "blumng" effects, which prevent the subject 
from making accurate estimates on the sueamer 
pattern direction. However, the error score curve for 
motion with side slip is on the average about 3 deg 
above the one for motion without side slip. This was 
expected, since in the first case, in the process of 
estimating the vehicle path, the observer has to derive 
the direction of motion from the near visual field, 
whereas in the latter case the direction of motion is at 
zero azimuth. This direction is presented to him 
implicitly by kinesthetic head position cues. The 
increased difficulty to estimate the vehicle path in the 
presence of side slip is also noticed in the higher head 
yaw angIe and yaw angle rate activity, see Figs. 7 and 
8. 
Effect of the viewing distance: 
A comparison of the curves of Figs. 5a and 5b 
shows that the near viewing distance yields generally 
larger estimation errors than the far distance. This 
might result from the smaller local expansion in the 
near field. The difference is large in particular for high 
V/h ratios, probably as a result of image blurring. In 
contrast, the head yaw rate activity shown in Fig. 8a,b 
for the near and far viewing distance were found to be 
very similar. It would be expected that the near field, 
with its higher LOS rates, would allow larger head 
rotation, since less streamer "bending" will occur. 
However, the negative effect of the "bending" wilI be 
stronger, due to the smaller local expansion. 
Therefore, the subjects will still minimize their head 
rotation for low V/h and for the near viewing distance. 
Effect of reduced field-of-view: 
The results for an HMD field-of-view reduced to 
13.7 deg horizontally and 1 1.0 deg vertically (40% 
reduction), are shown in Fig. 9. Contrary to what was 
expected, estimation errors for all three motion 
patterns were about the same as for the nominal 
viewing situation, Fig 9a. However, estimation times 
were slightly higher (by 9%), and head yaw rate 
activity lower (by 15%), in particular for smight 
motion, Fig 9b,c. This indicates that although the 
reduced field-of-view did not affect estimation accuracy, 
the subjects might have reduced their head yaw rates 
due to increased edge rate effects. On the other hand, as 
expected, the reduced field-of-view demanded slightly 
more headmotions, as seen in the 6.5% increase in 
head yaw angle activity 
Effect of LOS slaving system lags: 
A first-order slaving system lag with a time 
constant of 0.5 s was introduced. Although the phase 
lag yielded an only 4% higher error score as compared 
to the nominal viewing situation, the head yaw rate 
activity was markedly smaller (by 53%) and, 
consequentIy, the estimation time higher (by 30%), 
see Fig. 9. This clearly demonstrates that slaving 
system phase lags primarily constrain the subject from 
making fast head motions, they require from him to 
make more corrections (14% larger head yaw angle 
activity), and they result in longer estimation times. 
Simulated NOE flight task 
Results for the NOE flight task are summarized in 
Table I. For flight without target capture secondary 
task, the increase in path curvature has its primary 
effect on the tracking performance (a 65% increase in 
tracking error score). The increased path curvature is 
also strongly noticed in the 31% larger head yaw angle 
rate. Thus, the high-curvature canyon demands more 
head activity, which, in the presence of inherent LOS 
slaving system lags, adversely affects tracking 
performance. As expected, the increased curvature also 
yields larger control activity and vehicle roll motions. 
The effect of adding the target capture secondary 
task to the vehicular control task is strongly noticed 
both in the markedly higher tracking error and in the 
larger head yaw rates (tracking error scores increase by 
Table 1. Simulated NOE Flight Experiment 
Without Target With Target 
Task Task 
Low High Low High 
Curva- C w a -  Cwa-  Curva- 
ture ture ture ture 
- 
Tracking 390.1 643.9 1168.6 1072.5 
Error [ft2] 
Head Yaw rate 3.2 4.2 7.4 8.4 
[&glsI 
Comm. Roll 25.7 27.7 27.2 29.1 
rate [deglsl 
Comm. Pitch 2.6 3.1 3.2 3.7 
rate [deg.sl 
Vehicle Roll 7.5 9.4 8.8 10.7 
Angle [degl 
Vehicle Roll 15.6 16.7 16.3 17.5 
Rate b-feg/sl 
Target Cap- - 1.48 1.94 
ture Time [s] 
9% Missed 6.6 13.0 
Targetsmun 
116% and head yaw rates by 113%). In contrast, 
control activity and vehicle roll activity increase only 
slightly. The high correlation between head yaw 
activity and tracking errors, again demonstrate that 
head rotation, in excess to the amount needed for the 
vehicular control task, negatively affects performance. 
As expected, due to increased main task difficulty, the 
high-curvature canyon resulted in a 31% higher 
average target capture time and yielded twice as much 
missed targets. 
Although in this experiment the head rotation is 
artificially and purposefully induced, similar 
performance degradation is expected to occur, when the 
pilot voluntarily moves his head in search of targets or 
mission threats. Consequently, for HMD's subjected 
to line-of-sight slaving system lags, the pilot will 
tend to reduce his head rotation to the minimum 
required for carrying out the vehicular control task. 
However, under these conditions, the wide-angle 
coverage of the line-of-sight slaving system will not 
be fully utilized and target search performance and 
spatial orientation will be seriously impaired. 
Summary of results 
1. The experimental results have clearly shown 
that line-of-sight slaving system imperfections in 
HMD's seriously impair the pilot's ability to derive 
Control-Oriented Information from the visual field. 
Since, under these conditions, the pilot will tend to 
minimize head rotations, the wide-angle coverage 
provided by the slaving system, will not be utilized 
and search performance and spatial orientation will be 
impaired. 
2. Canyon following performance was found to 
deteriorate with increased head rotation, either when 
introduced in a "natural manner" through a higher path 
curvature, or when induced purposefully by using the 
target capture secondary task. 
3. The vehicle path estimation accuracy and head 
yaw rate activity generally increase with the V/h ratio. 
Due to the larger "local expansion" the far viewing 
distances yield more accurate estimates than close 
distances. However, due to blurring effects, close 
distance estimates no longer improve with V/h. 
4. The flight path for curved motion is 
considerably more difficult to estimate than for straight 
motion, since it relies on the entire streamer pattern 
rather than on local field estimates. Since in curved 
flight the near as we11 as the far field is used, the 
estimates are less accurate and improve less with 
increasing V/h ratio. 
DISCUSSION 
The display system discussed in this paper can be 
classified as a virtual environment display. Head- 
mounted displays have become a vital component of 
virtual environments, which attempt to give the 
operator the illusion of being physically present in a 
remotely existing or synthetically generated world. 
Frequently this objective is achieved by fully 
immerging the operator in the visual scene by 
completely blocking out the direct view of the outside 
world and by presenting the operator with a stereo 
image of the environment, which is derived either 
from a remotely located stereo camera pair or computer 
generated. Although state-of-the-art miniature display 
technology and computer generated image techniques 
enable to display images of high quality, detail and 
authenticity, most system fail to provide the operator 
with the confidence to move around freely without the 
fear of stumbling or falling. 
The main findings in this paper are valid for this 
general class of displays as well. While designers of 
virtual environments are devoting considerable 
attention to picture contents, quality and detail, the 
dynamic aspects are often neglected. Detrimental 
factors are insufficient update rates, too large time 
delays due to time-consuming signal communication 
or highly band limited camera slaving systems. Other 
factors are inaccurate head position measurements and 
a lack of rigidity between the display and the head. 
While these displays may be adequate for a seated 
person in a near-static environment, in the presence of 
slow head motions, they often fall short in situations 
in which self-motion estimation is essential, such as 
walking, running or controlling a vehicle. Since 
correct motion estimation from visual cues is only 
possible when the illusion of an inertially stable 
background is preserved, deviations induced by system 
lags or slaving system errors, will result in estimation 
errors in the self-motion variables. Furthermore, for 
the person immerged in the environment, the visual 
cues will be in conflict with the vestibular ones, 
resulting in disorientation, loss of balance or even 
motion sickness. 
The display, discussed in this paper provides only 
"partial immersion" since the outside world remains 
directly visible both to the uncovered eye and to the 
covered one through the beam-splitter. This 
arrangement allows the pilot to maintain direct visuaI 
contact with the outside world in case of HMD system 
failures, or for scanning the cockpit instruments. Part 
of the task difficulty can be attributed to this dichoptic 
viewing situation, in which the piIot has to switch his 
attention consciously between the two eyes. 
Future research effort should be devoted to 
exploring ways to eliminate the need for maintaining 
direct visual contact with the outside world by 
incorporating all necessary information in a 
stereoscopic, full immersion display. This might 
require integrating the present cockpit panel 
information in the HMD image, and the use of 
superimposed display symbology, such as a vehicle 
path trace, a vehicle axis or velocity vector symbol. 
This superimposed symbology would serve in 
compensating for the lack of peripheral vision 
resulting from the narrow HMD field-of-view. 
Engineering efforts should be devoted primarily to 
solving the display-to-head rigidity problem, 
minimizing slaving system errors and enlarging the 
effective HMD field-of-view. 
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Abstract 
Display latency is the time delay between aircraft response 
and the corresponding response of the cockpit displays. 
Currently, there is no explicit specification for allowable 
display lags to ensure acceptable aircraft handling qualities 
in instrument flight conditions. This paper examines the 
handling qualities effects of display latency between 70 and 
400 milliseconds for precision insaurnent flight tasks of the 
V-22 Tiltrotor aircraft. Display delay effects on the pilot 
control loop are analytically predicted through a second 
order pilot crossover model of the V-22 lateral axis, and 
handling qualities trends are evaluated through a series of 
fmed-base piloted simulation tests. The results show that 
the effects of display latency for flight path tracking tasks 
are driven by the stability characteristics of the attitude 
control loop. The data indicate that the loss of control 
damping due to latency can be simply predicted from 
knowledge of the aircraft's stability margins, control system 
lags, and required control bandwidths. Based on the rela- 
tionship between attitude control damping and handling 
qualities ratings, latency design guidelines are presented. 
In addition, this paper presents a design philosophy, sup- 
ported by simulation data, for using flight director display 
augmentation to suppress the effects of display latency for 
delays up to 300 milliseconds. 
Notation 
AFCS Automatic Flight Control System 
CHPR Cooper-Harper Pilot Rating 
FCSIR 
ILS 
IMC 
K 
V-22Flight control ~~s tm. in t e r f ace~ i~  
Instrument Landing System 
Instrument Meteorological Conditions 
Pilot control gain (ideg) 
Pilot workload metric 
Tracking performance metric 
V-22 cockpit Multi-Function Display 
Aircraft roll rate (deglsec) 
Pilot model lead, lag time constants (sec) 
Aircraft + control system transfer funct. 
0 
a m  
@m 
d 
AY 
Al- 
AV 
5 
0, 
'5, 
Pilot model transfer function 
Lateral stick conml input (inches) 
Phase of pilot-a/c-display system (deg.) 
Phase margin pilot-a/c-disp. systm. (rad) 
Phase margin of aircraft system(rad) 
Tracking error standard deviation(deg) 
Localizer tracking error (deg) 
Glideslope tracking error (deg) 
Airspeed tracking error (Its) 
Pilot-a/c-display system damping ratio 
Pilot crossover frequency (rad/sec) 
Control system delay (sec) 
Display delay (sec) 
Display low-pass fiiter time constant (sec) 
Pilot delay (sec) 
Introduction 
The next generation of military rotorcraft are being de- 
signed to fulfill an astonishingly wide range of mission 
objectives. Due to an explosive growth in avionic system 
technology tasks which were unthinkable ten years ago, 
including nap-of-the-earth flight in low visibility, are now 
possible. Crew station designers are challenged to integrate 
the state-of-the-art technologies to provide the means to 
accomplish ambitious mission objectives, while also assur- 
ing that the performance of "routinen flight tasks is not 
degraded. Unfortunately, one side effect of complex 
avionic systems, known as display latency, stands as an 
obstacle to this challenge. 
Display latency is defmed as "the time delay between sensor 
detection of aircraft movement and the corresponding indi- 
cation on the cockpit displays." The advent of the fully 
integrated all-glass cockpit allows pilots to selectively 
access a wide range of flight information including aircraft 
attitude, rates, navigation information, threat and/or target 
status, aircraft systems information, and engine parameters. 
Aircraft sensor information is digitally processed in on- 
board computers and may be accessed by the pilot through 
selectable cockpit displays, or through head-uphelmet- 
Presented at Piloting Vertical Flight Aircraft: A mounted display syste-ms.   ow ever,-the proc&sing and 
Conference on Flying Qualities and Human Factors, 
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transportation of the flight data takes time. During night- 
time or adverse weather conditions the delay of fundarnen- 
tal flight information, such as aircraft attitudeandrates, may 
adversely affect the pilot's ability to control his aircraft. 
Currently, there is no explicit military specification for 
display latency and tittle research data on the subject. 
Designers of new aircraft are thus faced with the unan- 
swered question of how much latency is acceptable. 
This paper evaluates the relationship between display la- 
tency and insment  flight handling qualities for the V-22 
Tiltrotor aircraft. The three goals of this study were to 
quantify handling qualities trends (performance, workload, 
and pilot ratings) from varying levels of display latency, to 
generate methods to predict aircraft sensitivity to display 
latency, and to investigate methods to subdue latency ef- 
fects. Using classical control theory, a second order linear 
model of the pilot-aircraftdisplay system was developed to 
analyze latency effects. Extensive piloted simulation was 
performed to support the analytical model and gather han- 
dling qualities data for different levels of latency. Finally, 
flight director displays were investigated as a means to 
augment the pilot control loop and suppress the latency 
effects. 
Background 
The V-22 Osprey Tiltrotor is a revolutionary aircraft de- 
signed to meet the mission requirements of all four military 
services. Besides providing basic control functions in 
multiple flight modes (helicopter - conversion - airplane), 
the V-22 digital flight control system and fully integrated 
avionic system provide maneuver limiting, fully coupled 
flight path tracking, integrated cockpit management, and 
thrust - power management regulation. Subsequently, the 
V-22 exhibits a substantial amount of display latency due to 
the digital processing and transportation of the sensor data 
as it is passed from an avionics data bus to the Flight Control 
Computer and the Mission Computer, where it is processed, 
and then passed u, the Display Electronics Unit @EU) 
where the symbology is drawn on the cockpit Multi-Func- 
tion Displays (MFD) as shown in Figure 1. Measurements 
indicate an average latency of 21 1 milliseconds (ms) for the 
V-22 attitude display. 
It is intuitive to assume that in the absence of any out-the- 
window visual cues, a quarter-second display delay might 
be troublesome. For a precision flight task in instrument 
conditions, the pilot controls his aircraft by closing the loop 
between the cockpit displays and the aircraft conml inputs 
as shown in Figure 2. The pilot acts as an optimal, adaptive, 
multi-loop control element by applying control inputs to 
uack a prescribed flight condition indicated on the displays. 
System &lays, such as control system and aircraft lags, 
have been shown to degrade aircraft handling qualities for 
tasks requiring high frequency control inputs (Ref. 1). 
Extensive research (Refs. 2.3) has shown rhat control sys- 
tem delays in excess of 100 ms are likely to degrade the ease 
and accuracy at which a pilot can successfully perform 
demanding visual tasks. Subsequently, control system lags 
are limited to 100 ms (for level 1 handling qualities) in 
flying qualities military specifications (Refs. 4,s). How- 
ever, fundamental differences in pilot technique between 
visual flight and instrument flight preclude the direct appli- 
cation of control system delay specifications to display 
delay. Pilots are trained to fly instrument tasks with milder 
and more deliberate control inputs than corresponding 
visual tasks. Furthermore, precision instrument tasks often 
require display augmentation, visoal aids, or selectable 
automatic control modes which are not considered in visual 
flight task specifications. Unfortunately, most of the previ- 
ous research on display delays has been limited to simulator 
delays (Ref. 6) and highly maneuverable fixed-wing air- 
craft (Ref. 7). 
The bottom-line handling qualities criterion for a develop- 
mental aircraft such as the V-22 is to provide Level 1 
Cooper-Harper pilot ratings. Cooper-Harper pilot ratings 
(Ref. 8) provide a qualitative assessment of the pilot's 
ability to successfully perform a given task with a tolerable 
amount of workload. A Level 1 rating implies the aircraft 
is "acceptable without improvement." In order to substan- 
tiate Level 1 compliance, the aircraft must be flight-tested 
Figure 2. Pilot control loop Figure I .  Avionics architecture 
throughout its flight envelope including the full range of 
mission tasks. Subsequent handling qualities ratings de- 
pend on several variables including performance require- 
ments, ahcraft stability characteristics, flight control sys- 
tem functionality, cockpit displays. crew station format, 
and pilot proficiency. It is therefore not straightfmard to 
isolate the effects of a single factor such as display latency 
on handling qualities results during limited flight testing of 
a developmental aircraft. In order to prevent display latency 
from unexpectedly handicapping a developmental aircraft 
late in its flight test program, system designers require 
either specific latency guidelines or simple techniques to 
evaluate latency effects. 
Evaluation Procedure 
Handling qualities engineers often employ analytical mod- 
els of the pilot-aircraft closed-loop system to predict and 
analyze the effects of specific aircraft and control system 
parameters on simple flight task performance. The pilot is 
modelled as a servo-actuator control element which pro- 
vides aircraft control inputs to follow a command profile. 
Various linear pilot models have been developed including 
single-inpudsingle-output, multiple-inpudmultiple-output 
(Ref. 9). optimal control (Ref. 10). and structural models 
(Ref. 11). One of the simplest and most often used is the 
classical control theory pilot crossover model. The cross- 
over model (Refs. 12.13) states that a sufficiently trained 
pilot linearly relates a control input to a tracking error such 
that the open-loop pilot-aircraft system provides the follow- 
ing frequency domain characteristics (Figure 3): 
1) Sufficient bandwidth (crossover frequency) for task 
hacking and disturbance rejection, 
2) Adequate stability margins (phase margin > 45 de- 
w s ) ,  and 
3) An integrator-like response at the crossover f r e y .  
Use of the crossover model has several advantages includ- 
ing: a) ease of implementation, b) flight task and aircraft 
characteristics sufficiently define pilot parameters, c) 
straightforward validation from flight or simulator data, and 
d) frequency-domain approach easily re.lated to physical 
system. The primary limitation of the crossover model is 
that pilot behavior for most flight tasks cannot be accurately 
-bed in a fued, linear, single-inpudsingle-output (SISO) 
context. However, the display latency problem is well 
suited to the crossover model. Most instrument tasks are 
characterized by a control objective to maintain a displayed 
parameter (i.e. attitude, airspeed, vertical velocity) in a 
desired position (i.e. level, fixed speed, constant altitude). 
This results in a relatively simple control loop and describes 
the pilot's innermost control loop for each input axis. Also, 
there is less likelihood of "nonlinear" pilot behavior due to 
external stimuli such as abrupt motion and peripheral visual 
cues for instrument flight compared to visual flight. Re- 
search has shown (Refs. 12,13) that handling qualities 
ratings are best correlated with the stability characteristics 
of the inner control loop for the most dificult control d. 
For the V-22 in helicopter and conversion modes (Ref. 17), 
the roll axis exhibits the lowest stability margins and will 
thus be the focus of the analytical study. 
Fixed-base piloted simulation was used extensively to evalu- 
ate the handling qualities effects of display latency in a 
controlled environment. Since the reduced visual cue 
environment of simulators is not an issue for instrument 
flight, simulation provides a high fidelity platform for 
handling qualities testing. The display generator of the V- 
22 simulator at the Boeing Helicopters Flight Simulation 
Laboratory (Ref. 18) was reconfigured to allow latency to 
be varied from 70 ms to 400 ms in 33 ms increments. Two 
flight tasks were simulated in instrument meteorological 
conditions (IMC) to serve the dual purpose of validating the 
single-loop crossover model analysis and evaluating la- 
tency effects for a high-gain operational task. The k t  task 
consisted of single-axis roll attitude tracking where the pilot 
maneuvered the aircraft to track a commanded bank angle 
symbol which prescribed moderate rate roll maneuvers. In 
the second task, the pilot was required to capture and track 
the final leg of an Instrument Landing System (ILS) ap- 
proach to a vertical landing at a VTOL pad. Both moderate 
and high speed approaches were tested with visibility lim- 
Figure 3. Pilotlaircraft system crossover model 
ited to 2500 feet so that the landing pad was not observable 
until the approach Decision Height (200 feet above ground 
level) was reached. Moderate levels of turbulence, wind 
shear, and crosswind were utilized to demand constant pilot 
control inputs. 
Attitude Loop Analysis 
Time delay effects on aircraft controllability are best de- 
scribed by the innermost (attitude) control loop. For atti- 
tude control, the crossover model relates the pilot control 
input to the displayed attitude error in the transfer function 
where K is the pilot control gain and T,, T,, and T, are the 
pilot lead, lag, and nwromuscular delay time constants, 
respectively. The neuromuscular delay is defined as "the 
time required for the pilot to comprehend display informa- 
tion, determine, and physically apply the appropriate in- 
put" Included in the pilot delay parameter are fmed and 
variable components. The fued component, estimated at 
around 60 ms - 100 ms (Ref. 12), is due to inherent 
physiological delays, and the adjustable component is due 
to the pilot display scan rate and concentration level. The 
adjustable delay component can be reduced, where neces- 
sary, at the expense of increased cognitive workload. The 
control gain and lead compensation parameters are opti- 
mized by the pilot in the same hierarchid fashion as a 
control system designer tunes a servomechanism. That is, 
the gain is set for stabilility , then compensation is added to 
meet bandwidth requirements with the parameters subject 
to energy constraints. For example, during a high frequency 
target tracking task the pilot will provide a control gain 
sufficient to minimize the tracking error while maintaining 
adequate stability margins. If system delays, or aircraft 
dynamics, do not allow stable, high frequency control, the 
pilot will be forced to add lead compensation to perform the 
task. Lead compensation, which may be perceived as "stick 
pulsing", significantly increases the pilot control workload. 
On the other hand, if the task is simply to maintain level 
flight with only moderate disturbances, the pilot will act to 
minimize workload in the form of lower control gain, no 
lead compensation, and a comfortable scan rate. 
Simply stated, the pilot-aircraft crossover frequency may be 
estimated based on control theory given knowledge of the 
aircraft stability characteristics, system delays, and task 
control bandwidth requirements. In order to xcommodate 
demanding visual tasks (i.e. shipdeck hovering, in-flight 
refueling), the V-22 digital flight control system provides 
high bandwidth control throughout its operational enve- 
lope. Figure 4 shows the frequency response of the lateral 
axis for the augmented V-22 (AFCS on, rate command- 
Figure 4. P/Bat (deg/sec/in)frequency response at 120 kts. 
attitude hold system) at a 120 knot fli&t condition. It is seen 
from the Bode diagram that if the pilot-aircraft-display 
system contained no time delays, the pilot could maintain 
integrator response (-20 db/decade gain slope) for control 
bandwidths up to 6 rad/sec with pure gain compensation and 
sufficient stability margins. High gain flight tasks, such as 
precision hover, mandaa contro1 bandwidths in the range 1 
rWs < q < 4 radls (Refs. 15,16). 
The most demanding operational requirements for the V-22 
in Ih4C consist of "flight path tracking tasks" at high speed 
and low altitude such as terrain following and aggressive 
approach-to-landings. Flight path tracking may be viewed 
as an "outer-loop" control function, as shown in Figure 5, 
where the pilot corrects for low-frequency flight path errors 
by adjusting commands to the high-frequency attitude con- 
m l  loop. In general, the flight path tracking outer-loop 
requires a bandwidth one-quarter of the attitude cracking 
inner loop. Therefore, for limited amounts of delay, the V- 
22 stability bandwidth (based on phase characteristics) is 
significantly greater than the required task bandwidth for 
flight path tracking instrument tasks. This implies that the 
pilot crossover frequency will be determined by workload 
factors alone. A general rule-of-thumb in this case (Ref. 16) 
is that the crossover frequency will equal the maximum of 
the phase plot such that 
Y = ("-. 
Applying the rule to Figure 4 indicates that for the V-22 
lateral axis at 120 knots, 
a, = 2 rad/sec. (2) 
Figure 5. Pilot control structure for flight path tracking 
desired - - 
Assuming that the crossover frequency is 2 rad/s for V-22 
precision instrument tasks, the crossover model may be 
used to predict the effects of pilot and display delays. 
System delays act to linearly reduce the phase of the pilot- 
aircraft system such that, 
where is the phase of the aircraft alone and 7p, +*. 7c are 
the delay times of the pilot, displays, and conwl system, 
respectively. Control system delays for the V-22 have been 
measured through frequency response testing on the Boeing 
Helicopters Flight Control System Interface Rig (FCSIR) 
(Ref. 17) and the data is presented in Table 1. Using the 
second order system approximation between phase margin 
and damping ratio, and combining the maximum conml 
system delay of 50 milliseconds with a conservative esti- 
mate of the pilot neuromuscular delay of 250 ms (based on 
simulator time history matches), the system damping ratio 
is related to the latency such that 
aircraft 
Y c  
where am is the phase margin of the pilot-aircraft-display 
system, and is theaircraft phase margin (1.92 radians). 
Figure 6 shows the system damping reduction due to 
flight 
attitude 
display 
A 
Input FCSIR delay SIM delay 
I I I 
display latency increases between 70 milliseconds and 400 
milliseconds. Handling qualities studies (Refs. 17.18) have 
shown that for phase margins less than 45 degrees, msk 
performance may be limited by overshoot tendencies for 
abrupt control inputs, and this c o v n d s  to the required 
aircraft phase margin in the military specifications (Ref. 5). 
Therefore, it is expected that the pilot will reduce the control 
gain, or add lead compensation, to continually maintain 
stability margins over 45 degrees. It is observed from 
Figure 6 that the pilot is unable to sustain this criterion with 
pure gain compensation for latencies exceeding 3 17 milli- 
seconds. 
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Piloted Simulation 
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The V-22 simulator consists of a validated aircraft mathe- 
matical model operated real-time on a multi-processor 
computer with a fued-base emulation of the V-22 dual- 
place crew station. Cockpit cues are provided to the pilot 
through out-the-window scenes produced by an Evans and 
Sutherland CT-6 computer image genemtion system, a 
displacement cyclic controller with a programmable force- 
feel system, a small-displacement (+/- 2 inches) thrust 
control lever, and two CRT multi-function displays per 
pilot station. The simulator has been shown to be a high 
fidelity representation of the aircraft through time histories 
and handling qualities evaluations matched to flight test 
(Ref. 14). Real-time simulation processing is run at a 
120 KNOTS 
0.25 I 317m 
200 3b3 
'%play latency (ms) 
4do 
Table 1. V-22 control system delays Figure 6. Predicted damping ratio vs. latency 
frequency of 20 hertz which yields, on average, a control 
delay of 50 milliseconds. This falls within 25 ms of the 
aimaft control delays as shown in Table 1. A high perform- 
ance Silicon Graphics IRIS4DBO CG display generator 
computer drives the simulator displays interlaced at a fre- 
quency of 60 hem. In order to vary the display latency, a 
software buffer was inserted in the display generator which 
held the symbology data in multiples of two display cycles 
according to an operator selectable index. The inherent 
display &lay, from the mathematical model output until 
completion of the display generation cycle, was measured 
at an average of 73 milliseconds. Therefore, the possible 
display latency test points were 73 ms, 107 ms, 140 ms, 
etcetera. In order to verify the latency values, measure- 
ments were taken prior to each simulation test by sending a 
discrete signal through the mathematical model and meas- 
uring the analog time difference between the model output 
and display generator optical output 
Attitude tracking task 
Display delay effects on the attitude control loop were 
evaluated with a pilot-in-the-loop through an attitude track- 
ing task simulation. The pilot was asked to track a com- 
rnandedartitude symbol with the aircraft nose symbol on the 
displays, as shown in Figure 7, "to the best possible con& 
accuracy." Moderate rate (3 to 5 deg/sec) bank angle 
captures of 10 degree amplitude were used to drive the 
command symbol. The commands were inqected in a 
random manner to prevent "pilot anticipation" from mask- 
ing the results. Results were obtained with two highly 
trained V-22 evaluation pilots during a total of 4.6 hours 
simulation time. The data consisted of both tracking per- 
formance and workload measurements which were digi- 
tally recorded and statistically processed real-time, com- 
bined with qualitative pilot comments. All tests were run 
at a flight condition of 120 knots airspeed with the nacelles 
tilted at a 60 degree incidence (where 90 degrees is refer- 
enced at helicopter mode). This flight condition was 
chosen as representative of precision instrument tasks for 
the V-22. 
A sfmightforward metric, referred to as the %-bound, was 
used to gauge the attitude tracking accuracy. During each 
test run, which consisted of bank angle captures in each 
direction over a one minute test period, the 2u-bound was 
calculated by doubling the standard deviation of the bank 
angle tracking error and adding the mean value. In simple 
terms, this statistic measures the aircraft dispersion about 
the commanded attitude. For a normally distributed track- 
ing error, the %-bound represents the absolute value such 
that the probability of exceeding the bound is approxi- 
mately 5% at any instant in time. 
In a similar manner, a workload metric referred to as the 
control workload index was used to quantify the magnitude 
of pilot control activity. The control workload index (NJ 
was calculated as 
where, 
= root-mean-square of lateral stick deflection 
= mot-meanquare of lateral stick rate. 
The normalizing parameters represent the minimum re- 
quired stick activity to track the command as determined 
from the V-22 autopilot. By combining a measure of stick 
deflection variance and stick rate variance, the conwl 
workload index measures the amount the pilot is forced to 
move the controls and vary the control fi-equency. This 
provides a basis for comparing conml activity between test 
runs. 
Figure 8 presents the simulation performance and workload 
measurements plotted against latency value. The plots 
indicate the average values from four data runs at each 
latency value (for each latency test point the pilots were 
allowed a few training runs prior to data collection). From 
the workload plot it is clear that the display delay effects can 
be broken into three regions: 
1) 2, c 140 ms: a noeffect region where the latency does 
not significantly impact attitude control, 
2) 140 ms < r, < 307 ms: a degraded attitude control 
region where the pilot works harder to maintain desired 
attitude, and 
3) r, > 307 ms: a gain reduction region where the pilot is 
forced to ease control aggressiveness to assure ade- 
quate system stability. 
I I 
Figure 7. Attitude tracking display 
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The pilot gain reduction breakpoint corresponds well with 
the pilot model analysis which predicted that the 45 degree 
phase margin criterion would not be met for latencies 
exceeding3 17 ms. Sample time histories for onerun in each 
of the three regions are shown in Figure 9 and illusaate the 
loss of conwl damping with latency variations. Superirn- 
posed on the piots are time histories from the second order 
analytical model. At the higher latency values, the control 
oscillations of the simulator data were more prominent than 
the model predicted and are most likely due to nonlinearities 
in the pilot compensation. 
"'w ROLL TRACK 
Accordingly, the tracking performance plot indicates that as 
the delay increases and stability margins are reduced, track- 
ing difficulty increases. A linear regression fit to the 
tracking performance data shows a bank angle conaol 
degradation of one-half degree for every 100 ms of added 
latency. Pilot comments indicated that lead compensation 
was applied for latencies over 240 ms in an attempt to 
alleviate tendencies to overshoot the commanded attitude. 
3 -I 
2 - 
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ILS approach task 
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The final leg of a low-visibility ILS precision approach was 
simulated with six different latency values between 70 ms 
and 400 ms. The task was initialized with an inital offset 
from the desired glidepath at approximately 2000 feet 
above ground level, challenging the pilot to acquire the ILS 
glidepath and track to a decision height of 200 feet. The 
approaches were flown at airspeeds of 85 knots and 120 
knots, and the task was terminated at decision height. 
Turbulence, wind shear, andcrosswind models were imple- 
mented in the simulation to induce disturbances. The 
turbulence consisted of a body-futed sampling Dryden 
model with the intensity and scale length parameters set 
according to "moderate" specifications of MIL-F-8785C 
(Ref. 4). In addition, a 20 knot wind at a45 degree azimuth 
from the approach course was implemented with a "moder- 
ate" wind shear profile added per MIL-F-8785C. 
100 200 300 400 
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Figure 8. Attitude tracking simulation results 
The flight displays consisted of the vertical situation display 
bank 
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Figure 9. Attitude tracking time histories 
of Figure 7 plus a horizontal situation display with the ILS 
localizer and glideslope deviation indicators as shown in 
Figure 10. In order to receive pilot handling qualities 
ratings per the Cooper-Harper scale, performance con- 
straints were issued to the pi la  For "desired" performance 
the pilot was required to track the glidepath within the 
following constraints for more than 80% of the approach 
and be within constraints at decision height: iocalizer devia- 
tion (Ay) less than +/- 1 degree, glideslope deviation (m 
less than +/- 0.25 degree, and airspeed deviation (AV) less 
than+/- 5 knots. Yaw axiscontrol wasnotrequiadsince the 
V-22 control system automatically ptwides aun coordina- 
tion and heading hold features. "Adequate" performance 
constraints were set at double the desired constraints. It 
should be noted that in the V-22 the pilot is required to scan 
an azimuth of approximately 10 degrees to monitor all 
necessary ILS flight information on the two displays. 
Data was recorded for five highly trained evaluation pilots 
during simulation spanning over 34 hours. In addition to 
126 data runs, more than 200 runs were performed for pilot 
training purposes. Simulation studies (Refs. 18.19) have 
shown that biases may result in handling quaiities evalu- 
ations between alternate configurations due to cross-main- 
ing effects. This means that variations in pilot rating 
between different configurations may depend on the order 
in which they are tested. To subdue cross-training effects, 
latency values were tested in varying sequence and several 
runs were alloted for training at each test point. For each 
data run, performance and workload metrics were calcu- 
lated real-time. The performance metric consisted of the 
normalized 20-bound averaged between the three tracking 
variables such that 
1 AV Y 4 N =-(a+-+-) (6) 
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Figure 11. ILS task simulation results 
Figure 10. ILS displays 
The desired constraint parameters were used as the normal- 
izing factors such that performance indices less than unity 
indicate that the aircraft was maintained within desired 
constraints for at least 95% of the run. The root-mean- 
square of the control deflections from trim were used as the 
workload metric. 
Figure 11 displays the median performance indices, Coo- 
per-I-Iarper pilot ratings (CHPR), and lateral stick workload 
metric (lateral inputs were by far the most active) versus 
display latency. Median values, as opposed to averages, 
were used to eliminate the weighting effect of poorperform- 
ance data during a few runs when the pilot aborted the 
approach and prepared for a go-around. The performance 
plot indicates that, although variations in performance 
resulted, there were no discemable trends relating tracking 
performance to latency for test points between 70 ms and 
300 ms, and only a slight reduction in tracking accuracy at 
400 ms, as indicated by the relatively flat distribution of the 
median values. This was predicted by the attitude loop 
analysis which showed that delays up to 300 ms are not 
sufficient to degrade the performance of the low bandwidth 
flight path tracking outer loop. However, the pilot ratings 
and workload plots do indicate a control degradation for 
latencies between 140 ms and 300 ms which is consistent 
with the "degraded attitude control region" identified in the 
attitude tracking task. Comments indicated that the pilots 
were perceptually unaware of latency changes between 
configurations, but that they acquired different control 
techniques due to "slight changes in aircraft response char- 
acteristics." The altered control techniques appeared as 
lateral stick pulsing during small heading changes at the 270 
ms and 400 ms latencies which was not required at 70 ms. 
This was caused by the loss of attitude control damping and 
resulted in a one-half Cooper-Harper point degradation 
between 140 and 270 milliseconds. 
Corrective Measures 
At 21 1 ms of display latency, the loss of attitude control 
damping produceda slight degradation (less than 112 CHPR 
point) in V-22 instrument approach handling qualities rela- 
tive to a minimum latency of 70 ms. Furthermore, the 
handling qualities ratings for al l  latency values tested were 
consistently a level 2 classification which implies that 
"deficiencies warrant improvementn Pilot comments indi- 
cated that workload issues mandated the level 2 ratings, and 
the workload was increased by a difficulty in assimilating 
all the necessary flight information and determining the 
proper input to zero the ILS tracking deviations. It is 
therefore desirable to 1) suppress the latency-induced atti- 
tude damping reduction and 2) reformat the presentation of 
ILS information to the pilot. These two objectives may be 
accomplished by the addition offlight director displays. 
Fligb t director 
Flight diredtbr displays provide the pilot with pursuit-type 
cues to steer the aircraft along a commanded path. The 
command path is based on the flight path tracking emr, 
such as an ILS deviation, and al l  control cues are presented 
to the pilot in acentralized location. Figure 12 shows the V- 
22 flight director symbology on the vertical situation dis- 
play which consists of power, roll, and pitch cues. The 
dynamics of the flight director cues are selected to augment 
the stability characteristics of the closed-loop pilot-aircraft- 
display system to provide sufficient tracking performance 
with only pure gain pilot compensation. Several method- 
ologies to optimize flight director designs are presented in 
the literature (Refs. 20,21) but do not address the issue of 
display latency. 
Flight director designs can be used to suppress latency 
effects to only a limited degree. From Equation 3 it is 
observed that for pure gain pilot compensation and a fixed 
amount of display latency, the phase margin of the pilot- 
aimaft-display system can be increased by 1) reducing the 
pilot delay, 2) adding phase lead at the crossover frequency 
through display compensation, or 3) decreasing the cross- 
over frequency. The ability of a flight director to reduce the 
pilot delay is easily recognizable. By using centralized 
cues, the display scan time will be reduced. And any time 
spent from pilot cognition (deduction of control input from 
flight path deviation indicaton) will lessen since the flight 
director processor assumes the responsibility of calculating 
control inputs from the tracking error. However, benefits 
gained from adding phase lead or reducing the crossover 
frequency are mostly counter-productive since a reduction 
in the crossover frequency, through smaller gains or low- 
pass filtering, precludes any effect of phase lead. Similarly, 
adding phase lead in the displays will increase the crossover 
frequency unless the display gains are reduced. Therefore, 
with inherent display latency, the potential performance 
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Figure 12. Flight director symbology 
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Figure 13. Flight director lateral cue processing 
gains of a flight director are limited, but the flight director 
can improve instrument handling qualities by reducing the 
pilot delay and forcing the pilot to control at an "acceptablen 
crossover frequency. 
For an ILS task the V-22 flight director lateral cue (Ref. 22) 
is driven by the locaiizer deviation shaped by washed-out 
bank angle and ground track angle feedback signals as 
shown in Figure 13. The gain ratios between the three 
feedback loops determine the relationship between the 
localizer deviation and the commanded lateral stick input. 
By increasing the gain on the bank angle loop, leadcornpen- 
sation is introduced which increases the crossover fre- 
quency of the pilot's attitude control loop. By adjusting the 
flight director gains, the inner loop crossover frequency can 
be selected to tradeoff the adverse effects of display latency 
with the benefits of increased tracking bandwidth. For the 
V-22 ILS task, the tradeoff can be biased toward subdueing 
the latency effects since sufficient tracking performance 
was obtained with mw-data displays. 
lLS re-simulated 
The ILS approach task was repeated with the V-22 flight 
director active at a fixed latency value of 300 ms. Initially, 
several training runs were used to tune the flight director 
parameters at the fmed latency value. Since the baselirk 
design did not account for large latency values, underdam- 
ped control responses were initally observed, and the flight 
director parameters were adjusted to reduce the system 
bandwidth. Figure 14 presents the median mking per- 
formance and pilot rating results for six flight d i i t o r  m s  
with twoevaluation pilots superimposed on the results from 
the raw-data runs. Level 1 pilot ratings, with tracking 
performance well within performance constraints, were 
consistently obtained with the flight director active. Fur- 
thennore, it was observed that consistency between runs 
was greatly improved, described by one pilot as "an im- 
provement in damping and predictability with milder con- 
trol inputs commanded from the flight director." Appar- 
antly, by forcing the pilot to control at a lower crossover 
frequency, the flight director improved the overall response 
characteristics of the pilot-aircraft-display system. 
Conclusions 
It is the general belief in the rotorcraft handling qualities 
community that display latency degrades an aircraft's in- 
strument flight capabilities, but, up to this point, no require- 
ments on allowable latency have been produced. This paper 
investigates the handling qualities effects of varying levels 
of display latency analytically through the pilot crossover 
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Figure 14. Flight director simulation results 
model and experimentally through piloted simulation of the 
V-22 Tiltrotor aircraft. Latency effects on the lateral axis of 
the V-22 Titrotor aircraft were predicted through a second 
order crossover model of the attitude control loop, and the 
effects were tested through piloted simulation of both an 
attitude tracking msk and a precision ILS approach. The 
results showed that the pilot workload involved in the ILS 
approach was directly related to a linear reduction in the 
damping ratio of the roll attitude control loop from 0.60 to 
0.45 as latency was increased from 140 ms to 3 10 ms. The 
control damping reduction was predicted by the model 
based on the V-22 frequency response characteristics, con- 
trol system lags, and instrument task bandwidth require- 
ments. The display latency did not degrade flight path 
tracking perfomance, due to its low bandwidth, until the 
attitude loop phase margins fell below 45 degrees and the 
pilot was forced to reduce control gain. For an ILS approach 
task, the results indicated that pilot workload was inc- 
as the attitude control damping was reduced, resulting in 
pilot rating degradations of 112 CHPR between 140 ms and 
270 ms of latency. 
Flight director displays were then investigated as a means 
to suppress the increased workload effects of display la- 
tency. The resuits showed that fight director displays 
improve instrument flight handling qualities by reducing 
pilot cognitive workload, and they can suppress latency 
effects by regulating pilot conml at an "optimal" crossover 
frequency. 
Basedon the results of this study the following conclusions 
were reached: 
1) The handling qualities effects of display latency, in 
terms of pilot workload and task performance, are 
driven by the stability characteristics of the pilot's 
inner control loop. 
In general, an aircraft's robstness to display latency is 
proportional to its stability margins, and inversely 
proportional to the bandwidth required for its instru- 
ment flight mission Msks. Based on the test results 
which showed that damping ratios below 0.6 induce 
difficulties in precise attitude control, and damping 
ratios below 0.45 degrade precise flight path control, 
proposed latency guidelines are presented in Figure 15. 
The guidelines specify maximum delay values such 
that the latency will not significantly degrade handling 
qualities. The maximum delay values (display latency 
plus control system delay) are shown as a function of 
the aircraft phase margin and crossover frequency. 
3) The benefits of flight k t o r  lead compensation ("dis- 
play quickeningn - which increases control bandwidth), 
often used for high bandwidth instrument tasks, is 
limited by display latency since latency-induced re- 
ductions in control damping are linearly proportional 
to the crossover frequency. 
4) The V-22 exhibited "satisfactory" (level 1) handling 
qualities for latency values less than 300 ms based on 
its instrument task requirements and the use of flight 
director displays. Without flight director displays, an 
aggressive ILS approach task with moderate distur- 
bances yielded level 2 handling qualities even at a 
minimum display latency of 70 milliseconds. 
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Figure IS.  Proposed latency guidelines 
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ABSTRACT 
The pilot's perceptions of aircraft handling qualities 
are influenced by a combination of the aircraft dynamics, the 
task, and the environment under which the evaluation is 
performed. When the evaluation is performed in a ground- 
based simulator, the characteristics of the simulation facility 
also come into play. ' h o  studies were conducted on NASA 
Ames Research Center's Vertical Motion Simulator to 
determine the effects of simulator characteristics on 
perceived handling qualities. Most evaluations were 
conducted with a baseline set of rotorcraft dynamics, using 
a simple transfer-function model of an uncoupled helicopter, 
under different conditions of visual time delays and motion 
command washout fdters. Differences in pilot opinion were 
found as the visual and motion parameters were changed, 
reflecting a change in the pilots' percevtions of handling 
qualities, rather than changes in the aircraft model itself. 
The results indicate a need for tailoring the motion washout 
dynamics to suit the task. Visual-delay data are inconclusive 
but suggest that it may be better to allow some time delay in 
the visual path to minimize the mismatch between visual and 
motion, rather than eliminate the visual delay entirely 
through lead compensation. 
Ground-based simulation is an important tool in the 
assessment of handling qualities for both research and 
development. The strengths and limitations of simulation 
are well known and recognized in the handling qualities 
community. What is not as well documented, however, is 
the relative impact of various elements in the simulator itself 
on perceived handling qualities. For example, past studies 
Presented at the American Helicopter Society Conference on 
Piloting Vertical Flight Aircraft, San Francisco, CA, Jan. 
1993. 
(Ref. 1) have demonstrated that rate-augmented vehicles 
that exhibii g o d  handling qualities in flight are much more 
diff~cult o control on ground-based simulators (e.g., Fig. 1). 
Besides the obvious issues of simulation fidelity and 
flight/simulation transference (Ref. Z), there are other 
fundamental issues in simulation design that also impact the 
use of ground-based simulators for handling qualities 
research. All of these issues, such as inherent time delays 
and their compensation (Refs. 3 and 4), simulator sickness 
(Ref. 5)' and the requirements on motion (Refs. 6, 7, 8, 
and 9), have been investigated in great detail in terms of 
their impact on human operator response dynamics and 
assessments of fidelity. Few studies, however, have explored 
the specific impact of these issues on handling qualities 
evaluations. 
A two-part study was conducted on NASA Ames 
Research Center's Vertical Motion Simulator (VMS) to 
evaluate the effects of simulator characteristics on handling 
qualities. The primary focus of the two piloted simulations 
was on piloted assessment of the variations - i.e., Cooper- 
Harper Handling Qualities Ratings (HQRs; Ref. 11) and 
comments. Evaluations were conducted with several sets of 
vehicle dynamics, using a simple transfer-function model of 
an uncoupled helicopter, with Level 1 handling qualities 
based on Aeronautical Design Standard A D S 3 X  (Ref. 10). 
Changes in the simulation environment were made by adding 
time delays in the visual path and in the overall simulated 
response, and by changing motion system washout filter 
dynamics. The pilots were instructed to evaluate each 
variation in the environment as if it were a new aircraft; 
therefore, it may be assumed that differences in HQRs were 
due entirely to the pilots' pe rce~ t ioq  of handling qualities, 
rather than to changes in the aircraft model itself. 
The fitst simulation (Simval I) was an exploratory 
study of the tradeoffs in the motion and visual elements. A 
more systematic evaluation of these tradeoffs was conducted 
in the second simulation (Simval 11). This paper reports on 
the overall results and conclusions from both simulations. 
FACILITY 
The VEAS is a six-degree-of-freedom simulator with a 
cab mounted on a Rotoraaft Simulator Motion Generator 
(RSMG) gimbal (Fig. 2). Translational motion is limited by 
hard stops at f 30 ft vertically, f U) ft laterally, and f 4 ft 
longitudinally. Software trips in the motion system further 
limited the available range of linear travel from center 
position to f 25 ft vertically, f 18 ft laterally, and f 2 5  ft 
longitudinally. The cockpit was representative of a single- 
pilot helicopter configuration. In the first simulation three 
horizon-level monitors provided the out-the-window view; the 
rightmost window included a view of the ground environment 
near the helicopter as well. In this simulation visual display 
generation was via a Singer-Link Digital Image Generator 
(DIG I). In the second simulation, a four-window cab was 
used with three forward-looking windows and one 
downward-looking chin window. For this simulation a three- 
channel CTSA CGI system was used; since only three 
channels were available for four windows, the leftmost 
forward display was not used. In both simulations the 
cockpit head-down instruments were conventional, with the 
addition of a digital altimeter. No head-up displays were 
used. Cockpit controls were also conventional, with a 
center-mounted cyclic, left-hand collective, and pedals. The 
command signals were displacement for all controllers. 
Motion Descri~tion 
The general structure of the W S  cockpit stick-to- 
motion response is shown in Figure 3. Control inputs made 
by the pilot result in aircraft model accelerations, rates, and 
positions. The motion washout software generates motion 
commands in the simulator axes reference frame from the 
aircraft model accelerations. In the motion washout 
software, first the aircraft accelerations are transformed into 
simulator axes. Then, each of the six simulator axes 
accelerations is sent through a washout filter. The washout 
filter is a linear, constant-coefficient, second-order high-pass 
filter of the following form: 
simulated acceleration GO s2 
model acceleratlon +8WOWwo5 + Wwo2~ 
Different sets of motion washout filter gains, damping 
ratios, and bre J frequencies were devised and evaluated in 
the two experiments. These washout fdter sets were 
designed to transmit different forms of acceleration 
information to the pilots. Details of the washout filter sets 
are given in the Description of the Experiment section of 
this paper. 
The washed-out commands are sent to the lead 
compensation software, where phase lead is added to the 
motion drive commands to compensate for some of the lags 
in the motion drive hardware. No modifications were made 
to the lead compensation software. 
The motion drive has dynamics associated with the 
hardware in each axis. The response of the combination of 
lead compensation and motion hardware constitutes the 
motion response. If the effective delay of the motion 
response is large enough, then it will be noticeable to the 
pilot. The effective delays in each axis of the motion 
response (feedforward and motion drive hardware dynamics 
combined) are presented in the next section. 
The roll-lateral washout configuration will be explained 
in more detail as an example of the interplay between the 
motion system axes. Without compensation, the rotational 
accelerations of the Vertical Motion Simulator induce a 
spurious linear acceleration since the rotational axis of the 
simulator is below the pilot's seat. This effect is 
compensated by subtracting the induced angular acceleration 
term from the linear motion command. The correction 
factor is washed out through the same filter as the rotation 
that generated the lateral acceleration; it is multiplied by the 
rotational washout ftlter and divided by the lateral washout 
filter before the command is sent to the lateral washout. 
In a constant lateral acceleration maneuver, the 
aircraft linear accelerations are eventually washed-out by the 
high-pass filter. In this case, the cab is tilted to change the 
relative orientation of the gravity vector to the cab, 
simulating the sustained lateral accelerations that are not 
achievable with finite linear motion. Similar coordination is 
achieved between the pitch and surge axes. 
T i e  Delay, 
Delavs in the Motion Svstem, During the simulation, 
the dynamics of the motion response to motion command 
were quantified by measuring these responses to a cockpit 
controller input. The inputs, generated by a random number 
generator, were shaped with a Gaussian distribution over the 
frequency range of 0.1 to 30 rad/sec and added directly to 
the cockpit control signal of interest. The result of the 
Gaussian distribution was that the higher frequency inputs 
were of smaller magnitude, and no saturation occurred in 
the motion hardware. The resulting motion command and 
motion response to these inputs were recorded, CIFER (Ref. 
12) was used to generate frequency responses and the 
generalized transfer-function fitting program NAVFIT 
(Ref. 13) was used to identify an effective time delay of the 
combined feedforward and motion drive dynamics. 
The effective delays in each axis of the motion 
response are presented in Table 1. Recall that the sway and 
roll axes were necessary to provide rotation about the 
aircraft center: although the motion washout software 
generates the correct commands for an aircraft rotation, the 
sway and roll motion reswnses were asynchronous (a time 
difference of 30 to 40 msec existed between the responses). 
It was found that this difference between the sway and roll 
axes in the lateral response was noticeable in many of the 
evaluated configurations. 
Delavs in the Visual Svstem. The sources of time 
delay in the stick-to-visual response with the n 5 A  CGI 
(used in Simval II) are shown in F i e  4 and identified 
delays are listed in Table 2. It takes 10 msec for the 
cockpit stick position signal to get to the host computer, and 
the host computer updates the model states based upon the 
stick position and the aircraft rates. The computation time 
of the model acceleration is TTI,, but the model positions 
and rates are forward integrated by one cycle so that they 
are concurrent with the accelerations of the next time frame 
(when they will be used in the calculation of the next frame's 
accelerations). The forward integrated positions and rates 
are sent to the Image Generator (IG); there is a 2 msec 
transport delay in this transmission. The IG takes 3 internal 
CGI cycles to display the visual scene, consisting of one 
cycle for the object manager, one cycle for the geometric 
processor and the polygon manager, and one cycle for the 
display processor. The IG then requires 112 cycle to 
prepare the data and 114 cycle to draw half of the model 
response to the stick on the screen. The IG computer 
cycles at 60 Hz (16.67 msec), resulting in an IG transport 
delay of 62.5 msec (3.75 cycles). The overall delay of stick- 
to-visual response is 745 msec - Tmmp, with a standard 
deviation of 3 msec. The overall stick-to-visual response was 
varied by adjusting the visual lead compensation, TmmP 
(Ref. 16). 
While Simval I1 used the Evans and Sutherland CTSA 
CGI as described above, Simval I used a Singer-Link Digital 
Image Generator (DIG I). There is a small difference in the 
update rates between these systems resulting in an IG 
transport delay for the DIG I of 833 msec compared to 62.5 
msec for the CT5k The visual variations for the 
experiments are outlined in the Description of the 
Experiment section of this paper. 
The dynamics of the tested confiations were 
characterized in terms of their pitch and roll attitude 
Bandwidth parameters (Ref. lo), i.e., Bandwidth frequency 
WBW and phase delay vp. Each of the time-delay sources in 
the VMS facility outlined above can have a very large effect 
on the values of these parameters. For ground-based 
simulation, it is necessary to properly account for three 
separate response elements, the math model, the visual 
scene, and the motion system, since the pilot is, to some 
extent, aware of and operating in response to all of them. 
In the case of the VMS it is possible for the Bandwidths of 
these three responses to be quite different for the same 
configuration. An example of this is shown in Figures 5 
and 6. 
The frequency-response plot of F i e  5 illustrates the 
dramatic effeds of cascading the individual elements of the 
simulation onto the ideal math model. The model (shown as 
solid lines in Figure 5) is the transfer function for an ideal 
rate-augmented helicopter model with roll damping Lp = -4 
rad/sec; p/S represents the model response to measured 
control actuator position (i.e., after the AID and D/D 
interfaces in Figure 4). As expected, in the absence of time 
delays this ideal system exhibits a Bandwidth frequency of 
"BW+ = -Lp = 4 rad/sec, and phase delay r p4 = 0. 
The response of the compensated visual display 
in Figure 5 introduces the 10-msec control position 
measurement delay for the AID and D/D (Fig. 4). This 
delay has no effect on magnitude and only a slight effect on 
phase angle. Bandwidth frequency is reduced from 4 
radlsec to 3.7 rad/sec, and phase delay increased from zero 
to 0.01 sec. Turning the visual compensation filter off also 
does not affect the magnitude curve, but there is further 
phase 1% wifh U J B ~ +  = 2.4 rad/sec and T = 0.07 SeC. 
PO 
The motion response of the VMS cab (p,/S, in 
F i e  5) is quite different from the model and visual 
responses. The combination of washout filter and effective 
motion time delay contributes low-frequency phase lead and 
high-frequency phase lag. The low-frequency lead 
introduced by the motion washout serves to increase the 
Bandwidth frequency to wgw = 3.9 rad/sec, but the 
motion-system lags increase p h b  delay to r = 0.05 sec p4 
Figure 5 serves to illustrate several important points. 
Fist, it shows the beneficial effect of the visual 
compensation filter, since the phase m e  of the compen- 
sated response is closer to ideal to higher frequencies. 
Second, the phase distortions and gain reductions introduced 
by the washout are evident, as the responses of the ideal 
math model and cab roll motion are in phase for effectively 
only a single frequency. Thud, Figure 5 shows that in terms 
of visual-motion synchronization, the uncompensated visual 
response actually corresponds most closely to the motion 
response, especially at high frequencies. 
The significance of the Bandwidth differences of 
Figure 5 is illustrated by F i e  6. This figure shows the 
eight possible measurements of the Bandwidth parameters 
to describe the responses of Figure 5. The parameters for 
the ideal model are the most straightforward, e s p e d y  for 
position-referenced values of measured roll rate to measured 
control actuator deflection (p/6). The visual-display 
Bandwidth, with compensation on, is referenced back to 
cockpit control position inputs, (P,/S, and hence refleds 10 
msec of time delay, with compensation removed the 
Bandwidth decreases and phase delay increases. The phase 
delays for motion are about equal to those for the 
uncompensated visual display, but with increased Bandwidths 
due to the washouts. Addition of stick force feel dynamics, 
typical of those used in the two simulations, greatly increases 
7 and decreases w when these values are referenced 
tldtorce. Bw4 
DESCRIPTION OF THE EXPERIMENT 
Effects of variations in the three major elements of the 
simulation - the motion and visual systems and math model 
- were evaluated. Specific variations and the philosophies 
behind them were as follows. 
Motiw Svstem 
Even though the VMS provides a large range of linear and 
angular travels, there are still very tight limitations on 
maneuvering space that necessitate lowered response gains 
and high washout break frequencies (Ref. 9). The selection 
of such gains and washouts is a compromise between the 
desire for realism in motion and the realities of space 
limitations. Potential criteria for determining washout limits 
(both gain and break frequency) for linear washouts have 
been developed (Refs. 14 and 15). These limits generally 
indicate that for minimum loss of motion fidelity, washout 
filter break frequencies should be no greater than about 0.3 
rad/sec (for a second-order filter with damping ratio of 0.7). 
Ideally, the values selected reflect the requirements of the 
particular maneuvers to be flown and the expectations of the 
pilot. 
As F i e  5 indicates, the combined effects of motion 
washouts and delays results in only a narrow range of 
frequencies for which the phase angle of the motion 
response accurately reflects the model response. In addition, 
the reduced gain in the motion system results in an 
attenuation in the motion response at all frequencies. This 
difference between the ideal system and the achieved motion 
is complex and is a function of frequency. Nonetheless, it is 
usehrl to find a simpler metric for judpg the fidelity of the 
motion response. In terms of phase differences, it has been 
suggested (e.g., Refs. 14 and 17) that a phase distortion of 
less than about 30 deg corresponds to high motion fidelity. 
Therefore, in this paper we will consider two parameters to 
define the model-to-motion differences as shown in Figure 5: 
1) the washout gain, or reduction in motion response as 
compared to full-scale motion; and 2) the frequency range 
for which the phase distortion (difference in phase angles 
between model and motion) is 30 deg or less. While these 
parameters are not as explicit as complete transfer-function 
plots, they will greatly facilitate the comparison of the 
different motion washout values evaluated in these 
simulations. 
Baseline Washout DMamiq 
The Baseline set of motion washouts used in this 
experiment was developed for the Sirnval I simulation by 
NASA engineers. This Baseline set followed the NASA 
philosophy of transmitting initial accelerations at the 
expense of motion/visual/model phasing (Ref. 9). Scaling 
of the initial response was on the order of 30% to 60% of 
full scale, with washout break frequencies of 0.2 to 0.7 
rad/sec. 
The frequency range where the phase distortion of the 
motion washout filter is less than 30 degrees is plotted versus 
washout filter gain for the Baseline washouts in F i e  7. 
The plots were produced by concatenating the identified 
motion system dynamics with the washout filters. The high- 
frequency end of this low-phase-distortion range is almost 
entirely a function of motion dynamics and delays and 
cannot be increased. At the low-frequency end, the low- 
distortion range can be improved by reducing washout break 
frequency. The gain of the washout filter must also be 
reduced, however; otherwise, saturation of the motion drive 
occurs in position, rate, or acceleration. 
The Baseline motion system represents a typical design 
for helicopter low-speed handling qualities studies on the 
VMS. The washout filters were selected conservatively, so 
that the motion system did not saturate during any of the 
Simval I tasks. The motion washout fdters can be designed 
independently for each task of a simulation, to take full 
advantage of the capabilities of the motion system; the gain 
and phase distortion would be dependent on the task 
aggressiveness in each of the motion system axes and on the 
simulator capabilities. This is not always done, however, as 
it is a difficult and sometimes time cpnsyming process to 
perform. The more that is understood about the effects of 
the motion washout filters on pilot performance and pilot 
opinion, the better they can be adjusted for handling 
qualities evaluations. 
Modified Washout Dvnamics (Simval n. An alternate 
set of Modified washouts was developed during the Simval 
I simulation. This set was designed with the specific goal of 
reducing the phase distortions in motion around the 
frequencies of pilot closed-loop control (and maximum 
acceleration sensitivity), 05-5 rad/sec. Since this requires a 
washout break frequency below that of the Baseline 
washouts, the deaeased phase distortion comes at the 
expense of further attenuated amplitude of motion. The 
phase-distortion ranges for the Modifled washouts are 
compared with the Baseline set in F i e  7. These washouts 
emphasized the large-amplitude axes of response of the 
VMS - pitch, roll, and heave. 
Systematic Variations in Washout Dvnamiq 
(Simval 111. In the second experiment, only two tasks were 
evaluated, a precision hover and a sidestep, so that the 
development of the motion washout filters could be studied 
in greater detail. The precision hover allows for a 
substantial increase in gains (including one-to-one), due to 
the relatively smaU aircraft positions and attitudes generated 
during the task. Schroeder et al. performed a VMS 
simulation that successfully utilized gains of one in all six 
motion system axes (Ref. 18). The Simval I1 hover task 
actually consisted of a 6-8 knot translation to hover and a 
precision hover, and consequently the gains had to be 
reduced below one-to-one. 
The sidestep task is an aggressive task that primarily 
emphasizes the roll and sway axes, secondarily emphasizing 
the heave axis. The design of the motion washout filters for 
the sidestep task addressed the interplay between roll, sway, 
and heave axes of the simulator; the yaw, surge, and pitch 
washout filters were not varied among the sidestep 
configurations. 
Three motion washout configurations were designed 
for the sidestep to investigate the gain attenuation versus 
phase distortion trade-off. Phase-distortion plots are shown 
in F i e  8. The washout break frequency for the roll, sway, 
and heave axes was systematically varied and the gains 
adjusted so that the pilots did not run into any motion limits 
while flying the task. The yaw, surge, and pitch washout 
filters were similar to the Baseline washouts. The roll and 
sway washouts cannot be designed independently because of 
the interdependence of the rotational and linear axes of the 
VMS, mentioned previously. It can be seen in F i e  8 that 
while variation pas made in the roll gain, sway gain 
remained 0 3  or less for all three Sidestep washout 
configurations. 
Visual System Delavs 
While the visual compensation filter (Ref. 3) used on 
simulations on the VMS effectively removes the overall 
visual delays, it increases the mismatch in phasing between 
the visual and motion responses: the motion system 
experiences unavoidable delays due to anti-aliasing tilters, 
mass, inertia, and control limiting effects that cannot be 
removed entirely. Past studies of time delays in either the 
visual or motion path, resulting in a visual/motion mismatch, 
show mixed results. For example, a simulation on the NASA 
Amw Six-Degree-of-Freedom (S.O1) simulator (Ref. 19) 
suggests that based upon measures of pilot performance, 1) 
it is better to have the motion response lag visual rather than 
to intentionally lag the visual just to reduce mismatch, and 
2) in terms of pilot high-frequency lead generation, motion 
compensation is more important than visual compensation. 
A study of a vertical pursuit tracking task on the NASA 
Langley Visual/Motion Simulator (Ref. 20) investigated 
visual/motion mismatch by introducing delays in the visual 
system. Pilot performance measures of total tracking error 
and control activity were taken. Slight improvements in 
performance were found for the case where total visual delay 
most cioseIy matched the effective delays of the motion 
system (approximately 97 ms). 
Effects of removing the visual delay compensation 
were evaluated in both simulations. The total visual time 
delays for both Simval I and IT are listed in Table 3. 
MATH MODEL 
The mathematical model for the rotoraaft was a 
generic, uncoupled stability-derivative model that has been 
used for several simulations at Ames (Ref. 21). Changes in 
dynamic response characteristics are effected by altering the 
basic airaaft stability and control derivatives; for example, 
the transfer function for pitch attitude response to 
longitudinal cyclic for the rate-augmented aircraft was 
represented by 
TASKS 
Simval I 
Seven tasks were evaluated in the preliminary 
simulation. These tasks consisted of precision and aggressive 
manewers at hover and in low-speed flight as defined by 
Section 4 of ADS-3X (Ref. 10). The precision tasks were 
a one-minute hover, vertical translation (a surrogate for 
landing), and pirouette. The aggressive tasks were a bob- 
up/bob-down, dash/quickstop, and sidestep. A 40-kt lateral 
slalom task, which has no counterpart in ADS-3X, was 
inciuded to emphasize a combination of precision and 
aggressiveness. Desired and adequate performance limits 
were defined for each task, based as much as possible on 
A D S 3 X  limits but adapted when necessary to the specific 
visual environment of the DIG. Details of the tasks are 
given in Refs. 22 and 23. 
Simval II 
The second simulation focused on two tasks, a 
precision hover and a sidestep. The visual scenes for these 
tasks were tailored to adhere to recently revised task 
definitions, and performance limits were consistent with 
those for the revised tasks. 
Because of the emphasis on these two tasks for the 
systematic study of motion and visual variations, an analysis 
of the pilots' control activity was performed to verify that the 
tasks were ~ ~ c i e n t l y  demanding (i.e., exhibited sufficient 
task bandwidth) to elicit the desired effects in pilot 
performance and opinion. 9 shows frequency- 
response plots of an example power-spectral density (PSD) 
for lateral cyclic activity. These plots show that 70 percent 
of all input power (correspondmg to the pilot's "cut-off 
frequency," Ref. 24) occurs at 2.4 rad/sec for the hover (EI. 
9a) and 1.1 rad/sec for the sidestep @g. 9b). As expeded, 
these frequencies con f i i  that the hover is a higher- 
bandwidth task than the sidestep. They also suggest that the 
pilots will be more sensitive to visual delay variations in the 
hover (where visual delay introduces high-frequency phase 
rolloff), and more sensitive to motion delay variations in the 
sidestep (where the cut-off frequency is very near the low 
edge of phase distortion as introduced by the washouts, 
Fig. 8). 
Seven pilots, with varying backgrounds and levels of 
experience, participated in the first simulation. Two pilots 
had relatively tittle previous experience in ground-based 
simulation, and none in the VMS. In Simval I1 four pilots 
partiapated, including two with over 300 hours in the VMS. 
The other two pilots in Simval U had no previous VMS 
exposure. Two of the experienced pilots flew in both 
simulations. 
RESULTS 
Effects of Task 
Motion and task effects were evaluated in S iva l  I. 
The seven tasks were evaluated fixed-base and with the 
Baseline and Modified motion washouts. Figure 10 is a 
summary plot of the HQRs for the tasks. Average HQRs 
are depicted by sotid symbols that are connected by a solid 
line for clarity. Each data symbol represents a single rating. 
There is evidence in Figure 10 of rating differences across 
the tasks. Generally, the easiest task (in terms of best 
average HQR) were the hover, bobup/bbdown, and 
dash/quickstop. Since no turbulence, gusts, or winds were 
simulated, the one-minute precision hover was low-workload 
as long as the helicopter was reasonably well stabilized 
before starting the formal maneuver. Pilot comments 
indicated that the bobup/bobdown was relatively easy 
because of the &coupled helicopter model, making this 
almost entirely a single-axis task, while the dash/quickstop 
was rated well because of the ample forward field-of-view for 
initiating the maneuver. By contrast, the vertical translation, 
pirouette, and slalom maneuvers were inherently multi-axis 
and thus tended to receive higher HQRs, while pilot 
comments indicate that the poor ratings for the sidestep 
maneuver are due primarily to the lack of a sideward field- 
of-view for adequately determining the endpoints of the 
maneuver. 
Effects of Motion Washout Fiterq 
The effects of motion washout filters were investigated 
in both of the experiments. S iva l  I was an exploratory 
study that looked at a variety of tasks for only two motion 
washout configurations (Fig. 10). Simval II concentrated on 
understanding washout Wter design for two tasks, results for 
the sidestep task are discussed below. 
Simval I. Figure 10 illustrates the importance of 
motion on pilot opinion: all tasks were Level 2 fmd-base, 
and average HQRs improved by 1/2 to 2 rating points when 
motion was introduced. Comparison of the HQRs for the 
Baseline and Modified washouts in F i e  10 shows a 
general trend for slightly improved ratings with the Modified 
set. There are exceptions, however, as the average rating 
for the bobup/bobdown and sidestep tasks are slightly worse. 
The slight improvements for the other tasks suggest that the 
pilots were either aware of the more consistent motions 
provided by the Modified set, or, conversely, that the rapid 
washouts of the Baseline set mitigated the hneficial effect 
of the increased initial accelerations provided by the higher 
gains. It is likely that the answer is a blend of the two, 
supported by the degraded ratings for the bobup/bobdown 
(where initial accelerations are an important cue to the pilot) 
and the sidestep (where the Modified motion washouts 
overdrove the vertical axis in response to lateral commands). 
By their nature, aggressive tasks involve rapid changes 
I 
of state - i.e., large initial accelerations - compared to the 
precision tasks. Since the Baseline motion gains transmitted 
more of the initial acceleration onset cues, it might be 
expected that this set would be preferred for the aggressive 
- tasks, and this is the case for the bobup/bobdown and 
sidestep ( T i .  10e and log). By contrast, the Modified 
motion set was designed to provide more accurate phasing 
of the motion and visual responses, at the cost of reduced 
gain. Therefore, it is reasonable to expect this system to be 
preferred for those tasks that involve continuous closed-loop 
operations, such as the precision tasks, and this is the case 
as well ( T i .  10% lob, and 10c). 
Several important factors must be considered in 
comparing the HQRs for the two motion gain/washout sets: 
first, the Modifed set as developed for Simval I was 
intended to be exploratory in nature, and it did not take 
advantage of all axes (see Fig. 7); and second, since the basic 
aircraft was good to begin with, small changes in average 
HQR may or may not be significant. Simval I indicated that 
further testing was required, in a more systematic fashion, as 
was conducted on Simval IT. 
Simval 11. The pilot ratings for the Sidestep task with 
the medium bandwidth helicopter dynamics are shown versus 
the motion washout confiat ion in Figure 11. As was 
found in Simval I, there is a substantial improvement in the 
pilot ratings for all the motion configurations over the f d -  
base case (1/2 to 1-1/2 rating points). Of the three 
co&gurations developed for the sidestep task, the lowest 
phase distortion (and lowest gain) conlipration, SS1, was 
preferred by all the pilots, as indicated by the pilot ratings in 
F i e  11 and the pilot comments outlined below. 
Pilot A thought that both the Baseline and the low- 
phase-distortion, low-gain combination (SS1) were good 
configurations (HQR = 3). He perceived stronger motion 
cues in the medium phase distortion case (SS2), "Motion 
seemed a little strong ... you got bounced around pretty 
good... [I] could feel the difference between this and the 
previous configuration (SS1) just by the high level of 
motion ... and that lowered the rating" (HQR = 45). The 
bighest gain washouts brought the impression that the 
simulator was always moving around, and "(the motion 
response] felt like it was not in sync with the control 
movements or visual movements" (HQR = 4). 
Pilot B was the most sensitive of the pilots to the 
strong movements of the simulator, preferring the low phase 
distortion (SS1) codiguration over all the others. For 
exampie, with SS2, the medium gain configuration, "Every 
time I made any kind of aggressive rollout, then I was feeling 
a negative motion cue during the roll out to the hover" 
(HQR = 5). But for SS1, "I was getting good positive cues, 
but the negative cues that I felt before weren't present ... In 
most of these cases where you do have a problem, you excite 
the problem by b e ' i  more aggressive ... [this] system lets me 
be more aggressive and then attain a tighter perform ance... 
this is good" (HQR = 3). It is possible that the pilots were 
feeling the effect of the mis-coordination between the roll 
and sway responses, in which the sway motion response to a 
lateral stick input was delayed by 30-40 msec behind the roll 
response (Table 1). The roll-axis bandwidth in this case was 
4.3 rad/sec, and the effect of the asynchronous responses 
would have been magnified as the gain of the motion system 
was increased. These results suggest that the higher gain, 
higher phase distortion cases are not as robust to changes in 
pilot technique. 
Pilot C s  comments indicate that out of the three 
sidestep washout configurations, SSl was the best because it 
was Iess jerky, easier to control, and required slightly less 
workload than the others. SSl was also the only 
configuration where he noted that the motion system felt like 
it was in synchronization with what he was seeing and doing. 
The low-phase-distortion, low-gain configuration SS1 
offered two advantages over the others. The first advantage 
was that the phase distortion between the visual and motion 
responses was minimized for the roll, sway, and heave axes, 
as described earlier (Fig. 8). This was apparent in the pilot 
comments where they noted that the responses were more 
in synch and the helicopter was easier to control. The 
second advantage of the low-phase-distortion, low-gain 
configuration was that any motion miscues, such as those 
mentioned above, were diminished by lowering the gains. 
The pilots were very attuned to these motion miscues, as 
indicated in their comments. 
For this study, the 30 degree phase distortion has been 
used as a reference by which the motion configurations were 
compared. The lower end of the low-distortion frequency 
range of the SS2 configuration is well above 1 rad/sec in all 
axes, while the SS1 configuration range spans down to 
almost 0.7 rad/sec (Tic 8). The PSD of the Sidestep in 
Figure 9b indicates that the pild cut-off frequency (the 
frequency below which 70 percent of control power is 
contained) was 1.1 radlsec. So 70 percent of the control 
power is below the lower bound of the 30-deg phase- 
distortion frequency range for SS2, while more 
control power is contained above the lower bound of the SS1 
configuration. It is therefore suggested that pilots prefSed 
the SS1 washout confiation because they perceived lower 
phase distortion in the frequency range in which they were 
operating, i.e., below 1.1 radlsec, even though it had lower 
motion gains. 
Effects of Visual Delavs 
The baseline visual transport delay of the VerticaI 
Motion Simulator is 63 - 83 msec, depending on the 
Computer Image Generator, as seen in Table 2 The effect 
of adding lead to the visual command to compensate for 
visual delay was investigated in both studies. When 
comparing the results from the two studies, the baseline 
visual delay case refers to the uncompensated visual delay 
for both studies, while the compensated visual case refers to 
the added visual lead compensation. 
Sensitivitv to Visual Delavs, Before reviewing the pilot 
ratings for the visual-delay evaluations on the moving-base 
simulation, it is important to establish that the pilots were 
sensitive to the reiatively small change in visual delay 
resulting from the addition of the lead compensation. To 
answer this question, we look at the results of fwd-base 
evaluations, where the pilots' only cue is visual. Five 
pilots flew back-to-back evaluations of the compensation on 
and off for the hover task, fixed base during the two simu- 
lations. The HQRs, shown in Figure 12, indicate that there 
was a preference for the compensated visual case, as 
expected. 
Effects of visual delays were further investigated by 
cdculating the improvement in phase margin at the pilot cut- 
off frequency ( F i i  9b) for the compensated visual case. For 
the Simval I1 high-bandwidth helicopter response, the phase 
margin at 2.4 rad/sec was increased from 67 to 75 degrees 
when the visual delay was compensated. This eight-degree 
increase in the phase margin alone is not enough to explain 
the improvement in ratings from Level 2 to Level 1. The 
bandwidth of the stick-to-visual response was greatly 
improved with the compensated case, from 4.8 rad/sec to 8.9 
radlsec in roll, and from 2.8 rad/sec to 4.0 rad/sec in pitch. 
So it is assumed that the reduction in pure time delay in the 
open-loop aircraft response was the major factor in the 
improved ratings. 
$mvalI.  For tbis simulation, the baseline visual 
delay was 833 msec (Table 2), and the compensated 
visual delay was effectively zero; the model and motion 
responses remain unchanged These evaluations were 
made with the Baseline motion washout filters 
F1& 7). 
The pilot ratings for two precision tasks from the 
Simval I simulation, chosen because the same pilots flew 
both visual delay configurations and because the tasks are 
similar to the Sirnval I '  hover, are shown in F i e s  13a and 
Ub. The results indicate that Pilots Mc and M preferred 
the visual-delay case over the no-delay case, while the third 
pilot (Pilot S) was just the opposite. 
Comments by piId S for the baseline visual delay case 
deal almost exclusively with motion problems, rather than 
visual. It is not dear whether the adverse comments about 
motion for these evaluations reflect the change in the 
motion/visual relationship, or simply Pilot S's dissatisfaction 
with the motion response. 
Pilots M and Mc had relatively Ettle previous exposure 
to ground based simulation. These pilots generally preferred 
the baseline visual &lay case over the compensated case 
because of the redudion in the crispness of the response. 
For pilot M, "The [baseline visual configuration] was the 
least as far as the crispness goes ... This last one is more in 
tune... It was easier to control." Pilot Mc commented that 
" m e  baseline visual case]..., overall, felt more like flying 
than any of the others ... The motion and visual cues seemed 
to be the most consistent between my inputs and the aircraft 
response." 
Simval II. For this simulation, the baseline visual delay 
was 625 msec, and the compensated visual delay was 
effectively zero; the motion dynamics were held constant for 
the visual delay evaluations, but they were slightly different 
than the Simval I motion dynamics. These dynamics were 
used because the Simval II pilds felt that this set of 
washouts was slightly better than the baseline dynamics. 
However, the one pilot who flew both simulations gave 
almost identical rating for these precision tasks, so the 
motion system difference does not appear to have aHected 
results. 
Pilot ratings for the hover task evaluations of the 
baseline and compensated visual are shown in Figures Uc 
and 13d. ' h o  helicopter response configurations are 
represented here. The pilots rated the high-bandwidth 
helicopter better than the medium-bandwidth helicopter, but 
the trends are the same for both sets of dynamics. Pilots B 
and A, experienced VMS pilots, preferred the compensated 
visual in both cases, and the novice VMS pilot (Pilot C) 
preferred the baseline visual. 
Pilot B, a veteran VMS pilot who flew both 
simulations (Pilot S in Simval I), noticed the motion system 
more with the baseline visual: The  visual system seems to 
be still correlating with the inputs, however, the motion 
seems to be giving me some uncorrelated response ... causing 
me to make inputs to correct something that I don't think 
was wrong." It appears that Pilot B was compelled to pay 
more attention to the motion response with the baseline 
visual: "Maintaining the precision took all of my capaci ty... 
[the response] was slow when I gave my fust input to move 
over to the hover position." With the compensated visual, 
however, "I didn't detect any time delay in the visual displays 
or the motion ... the cues seemed very succinct and very in 
tune with the inputs ... I could be as aggressive as I felt 
neces sary... actually it did have spare capacity in this 
case...even though I was pretty active on the control .... The 
initial inputs to arrest the translation seem just a hair 
abrupt ... It is a very sharp response, but very predictable." 
Pilot B's ratings and comments are backed up by his 
performance, shown for the hover task with the medium 
bandwidth helicopter model in Figure 14a. The lateral and 
longitudinal errors are appreciably reduced with the 
compensated visual configuration. 
Pilot C, the novice VMS pilot, agreed with the novice 
pilots in Simval I (Pilots M and Mc), but directly 
contradicted the other two pilots from Simval 11. For the 
baseline case, "The motion I was picking up and the visual 
scene seemed to be in sync. .. minimal pilot compensationn 
(HQR = 3), whereas for the compensated case, 
"Motion/display cues were worse than the [baseline case] ... 
the visual and motion felt out of phase .... [I] was working a 
lot harder to control height, and there was a lot of cyclic 
activity .... [Compared to the baseline, this system was] less 
sensitive. I thought you changed the control system, it 
seemed like lower bandwidth" (HQR = 4). 
An example of Pilot @s performance for the hover 
task with the medium bandwidth helicopter model is shown 
in F i e  14b. Here we can see that, in contrast to Pilot B's 
performance, Pilot C's longitudinal and lateral errors were 
reduced in the baseline visual case. 
5While 
the pilots do not agree on the visual configurations, the 
results are consistent between the two simulations. A 
summary of the HQRs from the two simulations is presented 
in Figure 15. 
Based on the HQRs, the experienced VMS pilots 
prefer the visual compensated. It was seen that these pilots 
actually get better performance with this configuration, 
because they use primarily the visual cues for the task. Even 
Pilot B mentioned, however, that the response for the 
compensated visual was abrupt; it was this same abruptness 
that made some of the other pilots dislike the compensated 
case. It seems that the pilots with experience on the VMS 
have the ability to filter out the adverse motion responses. 
The novice pilots prefer the baseline visual, where the 
motion and visual responses were most closely matched (Fig. 
15). There is some rationale for this, since the high- 
frequency response of the visual scene with the baseline 
visual exhibits approximately 63-83 msec of total delay 
(depending on the CIG), and the VMS cab motion in pitch 
and roll exhibits 70-90 msec of effective delay due to high- 
frequency lags. Thus the baseline visual and motion 
responses are nearly in phase, whereas the implementation 
of the visual filter actually increases the discordance between 
visual and motion responses (Fig. 5). 
It appears that the most practical solution is to match 
the motion and visual responses as closely as possible in the 
frequency range that is being exercised, even though some 
pilots may be able to achieve better performance with the 
visual response leading the motion response. With the visual 
and motion responses in phase, the simulation represents a 
more realistic helicopter response. 
CONCLUSIONS 
This two-phase study of the interactions of simulator 
motion, visual, and response dynamics on rotorcraft handling 
qualities has both confiied previous observations and 
revealed areas deserving of more indepth study. Unlike 
most previous motion/visual simulation studies, the primary 
goal of this study was the measurement of these interactions 
on perceived handling qualities, rather than on objective 
performance measures. 
Motion was necessary to obtain satisfactory handling 
qualities: none of the tasks received Level 1 average HQRs 
fmed-base. Improvements in HQRs when motion was added 
were generally 1/2 to 2 rating points. 
Based on average HQRs, motion washouts with low 
break frequency and low response gain are slightly better 
than correspondingly high-gain, but high-break-frequency, 
washouts for the low-speed tasks evaluated. This may be a 
function of task aggressiveness. 
The data suggests that the best handling qualities occur 
with the lowest motion/model phase distortion, even though 
this occurs at the cost of a reduction in the motion gain. 
The results of the motion washout configurations may have 
been mitigated by anomalies encountered in the motion 
system. 
Pilots with little or no experience in the VMS or other 
ground-based simulators expect the visual and motion 
responses to be synchronized, and they are sensitive to 
changes in the phasing between the motion and visual 
responses. As a result, they prefer the situation where the 
visual response, although delayed, best matches the motion 
response. On the other hand, experienced VMS pilots were 
able to improve their performance with the visual delays 
compensated, apparently because they were able to filter out 
the mismatched motion responses and use the visual 
response as their primary cue. 
The  best  solution t o  problems with 
visual/motion/model mismatches would be to improve the 
delays in the motion response, but this has proven to be 
difficult due to hardware limitations. The most practical 
solution may be to match the motion and visual responses as 
closely as possible in the frequency range that is be* 
exercised, even though some pilots may be able to achieve 
better performance with the visual response leading the 
motion response. With the visud and motion responses in 
phase, the simulation represents a more realistic helicopter 
response. 
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ABSTRACT 
With a pilots' increasing use of visual cue augmentation, much requiring extensive pre-processing, there 
is a need to establish criteria for new avionics/display design. The timeliness and synchronization of the 
au mented cues is vital to ensure the performance quali required for precision mission task elements 
(MBES) where augmented cues are the primary source o ?'. ~nformation to the pilot. Processing delays 
incurred while transforming sensor-supplied flight information into visual cues are unavoidable. Relation- 
ships between maximum control s stem delays and associated flying qualities levels are documented in 
MIL-F-83300 and MIL-F-8785. Whi I' e cues representing aircraft status may be just as vital to the pilot as 
prompt control response for operations in instrument meteorological conditions, presently, there are no 
specification requirements on avionics system latency. To produce data relating avionics system latency 
to degradations in flying qualities, the Navy conducted two simulation investigat~ons. During the investi- 
gations, flying qualities and erformance data were recorded as simulated avionics system latency was 
varied. Correlated results o /' the investigation indicates that there is a detrimental impact of latency on 
flying qualities. Analysis of these results and consideration of key factors influencing their application 
indicate that: (1) Task performance degrades and pilot workload increases as latency is increased. 
Inconsistency in task performance increases as latency increases. (2) Latency reduces the probability of 
achieving Level I handling qualities with avionics system latency as low as 70 ms. (3) The data suggest 
that the achievement of desired performance will be ensured only at display latency values below 120 
ms. (4) These data also suggest that avoidance of inadequate performance will be ensured only at dis- 
play latency values below 150 ms. 
INTRODUCTION 
This aper documents the results of two piloted 
simu I' ations conducted to enerate data regarding 
display latency effects on 9 lying qualities. A theo- 
retical foundation is presented first to facilitate dis- 
cussion. In this introduction, latency, flying 
qualities and a general closed-loop system are 
defined. The predictions that provided the impe- 
tus for the simulation investigations are presented. 
Definition of Latency 
Latency associated with a system component can 
be viewed as a pure time delay between some 
input or change and the corresponding output. 
Avionics system latency can be defined as the 
time delay between aircraft motion and the corre- 
sponding indication of that motion on the aircraft 
displays. Based on this definition, the terms 
latency, time delay, and delay are considered 
equivalent and are interchanged throughout this 
paper. 
Definition of Flying Qualities 
The acceptability of aircraft dynamics and control 
characteristics can be quantified in terms of 
achievable mission task performance and result- 
ing pilot workload. This quantification is typically 
performed using the Cooper-Harper pilot opinion 
scale shown in Figure 1 .I Aircraft flying qualities 
evaluations and specification development are 
based on results obtained from the use of this 
scale tempered with actual task performance 
data. Military flying qualities specifications typi- 
cally quanti acceptability in terms of flying quali- 
ties levels. ! xplicit in the definition of these levels 
is not only pilot workload, but also mission task 
performance as indicated in Figure 1. 
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D t S l R I D  
I 
M I L - F - ~ ~ ~ O O ~  and ~ 1 ~ - ~ - 8 7 8 5 ~ 3  have been used 
to define the flying qualities requirements for many 
military V/STOL a~rcraft. These requirements are 
establ~shed with respect to the flying qualities lev- 
els as defined above. Most Navy aircraft in normal 
state conditions are required to exhibit Level I 
flying qualities. This level of flying qualities is 
required even during the more demanding tasks 
intended to be flown and in the more adverse 
environments expected to be encountered. In 
general Navy aircraft will be required to petform 
routine and tactical flight operations sat~sfactorily (including high-speed terrain following flight and 
shipboard operations) in adverse weather and 
combat conditions.4 
General Latenc Effects and Flight Control 
System (FC I ) Latency Speclficatlons 
The effect of time delays on flying qu Jities is com- 
mon knowled e in the flying qualities communrty. 
In summary, B ata from numerous experiments 
indicates that time delays reduce closed-loop sys- 
tem stabiI2. therebypincreasing pilot workload 
and degra ing task erformance. These data 
further indicate that atency will have an increas- 
ingly detrimental effect as task difficulty, aggres- 
siveness and precision requirements are 
increased. 
The data referenced above was generated in 
ex eriments desi ned to identify the effects of 
F& latency and f as been used to define FCS 
latency limits. Shown in Table 1, these limits have 
been associated with handling qualities levels and 
incorporated into military flying qualities specifica- 
tions. 213 
Table 1. FCS Delay Specifications 
S ~ e c i f i c a t i o n ~  Requirement 
in Q u a m ~ e l a y  
MIL-F-83300 Level I 1 I00  ms 
MIL-F-8785 Level I 5100 ms 
II 1 200 ms 
111 1250 ms 
R E F  
- I N F O  
CONTROLLED VARIABLE 
Figure 2 Standard Closed-Loop System 
The time delay limits 
limitations associated with 
gainlhi h precision tasks a vative. owever, it should be noted that most 
experiments used to support these limits have 
investigated delay effects with delays inserted in 
only a single axis of control. Delays in all axes, 
which is more representative of a real system may 
result in an even more severe degradation than 
that indicated above. In this sense, the specifica- 
tions may be liberal. 
Definition of a Closed-Loop System 
A simplified closed-loop system is illustrated in 
Fi ure 2 and includes airframe, control, pilot and 
in 8 ormation components. A typical loop closure 
will involve pilot control of an aircraft state or flight 
parameter. During control, the pilot will attempt to 
minimize the difference or error between a refer- 
ence or desired value of the selected state and 
the actual or perceived value of the selected state. 
Information on the reference value, controlled 
parameter and the error between the two will be 
available to the pilot through outside world visual 
cues, motion cues and displays. To close the 
loop, the pilot will apply control proportional to the 
error. 
As an example, consider a precision approach to 
a ship. The pilot's oal is to track the instrument 
landing system ( I L ~  beacon, both vertically (gli- 
deslope) and laterally (localizer), with precision 
suffic~ent o allow a safe landing. Outer loop 
control is accomplished with closure around the 
P ilot's reference parameters, glideslope angle, ocalizer and recovety heading. Inner loop control 
is accomplished with closure around descent rate, 
airspeed, and pitch and roll attitude. 
Since precise lideslope and localizer error are 
available only ? rom the displays, the displays can 
be considered the rimaty source of information 
in the above task. k is is clearly the case during 
an a proach with degraded visibility, where the P disp ays are the pilot s only reliable source of flight 
information.5 Under these cirzumstances, the 
pilot would find it difficutt, if not impossible, to 
distinguish between display dynamics, control 
dynamics and airframe dynamics. The effect of a 
delay in displayed information could, therefore, be 
considered equivalent to the effect of an airframe 
or control delay of the same magnitude. 
The most severe delay-induced degradations in 
flying qualities are expected during high difficulty, 
high gain, hi h precision tasks re uiring the use of R 9 displays as t e primaty source of light ~nforma- 
tion. In particular, the concern lies with the per- 
formance of manual, hi h frequency, preciston 
control of aircraft attitu 8 el position and vertical 
speed in degraded visual conditions (instrument 
meteorological conditions (IMC), visual meteoro- 
logical conditions MC) with an obscured hori- 
zon, and night VM &' ). Under these circumstances, 
the head-down displays or helmet-mounted 
displays would most likely be used to provide the 
required flight information, either alone or super- 
imposed on a Fonvard Looking Infra-red (FUR) 
image. 
FLIGHT SIMULATION INVESTIGATIONS AND 
RESULTS 
Two manned flight simulations, one in an engi- 
neering simulator and one in a high fidelity devel- 
opmental simulator, were conducted to generate 
data specific to avionics or display system latency 
effects on aircrafl flying qualities. The first, con- 
ducted in a basic engineering simulator to gener- 
ate initial data, simulated avionics system latency 
which was swept from 47 ms to 447 ms. The 
second, conducted in a high fidelity developmen- 
tal simulator to produce high quality data, was 
conducted with latency values varying from 70 ms 
to 240 ms. 
A precision a proach task was selected as the P primary task or the simulation. Performance con- 
straints were established based on mission or 
safely requirements. Adequate performance 
constraints were based on maximum safe or 
acceptable s atial deviations. Desired perform- 
ance constra P nts were established as limits reflect- 
ing a desired margin of performance or safe 
beyond adequate performance constraints. k e  
tasks and the corresponding performance con- 
straints are described below. 
Unless specified otherwise, 'latency' , 'Delaym, 
'Display Delay' and are used in short for 'Avionics 
System Latency' in the following text. 
Englneerlng Slmulatlon 
Slmulatlon Faclllty 
This investigation utilized a foted-base engineering 
research simulator. This simulator employs stan- 
dard fied-wing controls: center stick, pedals, and 
throttle. The computer generated outside-world 
image is projected onto a single, fornard screen. 
For this investigation, primary fli M information 
was su erimposed on the outsi e-world image in B 3 a stan ard uncluttered format. This format pres- 
ented glideslope as a fly-to horizontal bar and 
localizer as a fly-to vertical bar. Range and 
airspeed data were digitally represented. The 
symbology is shown in Figure 3. 
The aircraft model used was a generic medium 
weight, medium agility fied-wing aircraft with tevel 
I baseline handling qualities. 
Evaluatlon Task 
The primary task consisted of a precision 
approach on a 3.5 degree glideslope to a ship. 
Environmental conditions were extremely limited 
visibility and crosswinds up to 45 kt. Direction and 
ma nitude were selected at random, prior to each 
eva 7 uation run. The initial conditions were glides- 
lope (GS) and localizer (LOC) offsets of 1 degree 
and 5 degrees, respectively. These were 
combined randomly to resutt in four initial osi- 
tions: above GS and left of LOCI below G f! and 
right of LOCI etc.. Range at the initial position was 
24000 ft. Trim approach speed was 128 kt. 
The pilot was instructed to capture GSILOC nor 
to reaching a 15,000 ft range and to track G d' ILOC 
to 1,500 ft range within the following performance 
tolerances: 
Desired Adeauate 
* 5 kt * l o k t  
* 1 /4 degree GS * 1 /2 degree GS 
* 1 degree LOC 2 degrees LOC 
A secondary task was used to examine the effect 
of side task workload on primary task perform- 
ance. This secondary task consisted of the pilot 
I?, hysically setting and verbally repeating the arometric altitude pressure reference to random 
values called by the engineer every 3000 ft range 
(with the last call made at 4000 ft). No degrada- 
tion in performance was tolerated in this task. 
Latency Matrix and Evaluatlon Technlque 
Limited by hardware, minimum achievable simu- 
lated delays were 57 ms flight controls (from stick 
displacement to aircraft motion) and 47 ms 
displays (from aircraft motion to head-up display 
update). The matrix of delay configurat~ons evalu- 
ated is shown in Table 2. 
Table 2. Delay Evaluation Matrix 
Fliqht Control Delav Dis~l~;$elav 
-3F 
57 47 
167 
327 
447 
107 47 
167 
327 
447 
Two Marine Corps operational test and evaluation 
pilots performed as evaluation subjects. Each 
pilot was given between four and eight hours 
familiarization time. During evaluation, each pilot 
was given as many runs as necessary to confi- 
dently assess achievable task performance and 
his workload. This technique resulted in as many 
as ei ht flights per delay configuration evaluation 
sing e pilot rating). Further, each pilot evaluated ( 7
each configuration at least twice. 
Results 
Result are presented in the form of pilot ratin s 
and sample time histories of stick activity an ~f 
tracking error. Pilot ratin s as a function of dis- 
play delay are shown in &ure 4. Sample longitu- 
dinal and lateral stick activrty with glideslope and 
localizer tracking error are shown In Figure 5 and 
6, respectively. 
A given level of performance was to be maintained 
for at least 80-percent of the approach (between 
15,000 and 1,500 ft range) for that level to be 
considered achievable during evaluation. 
Evaluation Task 
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Figure 3. Engineering Simulation Head Up ~ikplay 
for Precision Approach 
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The engineering simulation study supported the 
following conclusions: 
a No significant, quantifiable differences in 
handling qualities were observable between 
evaluations with 57 and 107 ms control delays. 
As a result, the data for these control system 
delay configurations were combined and 
plotted together. 
b. A handling qualities degradation with 
increasin d~splay delay, although shallow, is 
observab 9 e. This trend, apparent in the pilot 
rating data, is supported by stick activity and 
actual tracking performance. 
c. A transition from Level I to Level I1 occurs 
between 47 and 167 ms display delay for the 
primary task alone. A transition from desired to 
adequate performance (HQR 4 to 5) ror the 
E rimary and secondary task also occurs etween 47 and 167 ms. 
Hlgh Fidelity Slmulatlon 
Slmulatlon Facility 
Again, the evaluation involved the performance of 
a precision approach task. This task is similar to 
that of the engineering simulation. The precision 
approach task was flown at 85 kt (750 iQ) on a 3.5 
degree lideslope. Environmental condrtions con- 
sisted o ? mild-to-moderate turbulence3 with a mild 
( I  0 kt) windshear (between 1000 and 100 ft AGL) 
in addition to a moderate (20 kt crosswind. A 
d I ceilin was simulated at 300 ft GL  A constant altiitu e, 30 degree ILS intercept profile was flown 
from the initial conditions. Track~ng constraints for 
evaluation were identical to those used in the 
engineering simulation, with one exception. The 
pilots were instructed to place emphasis on the 
erformance and the workload near decision 
i t 3  ight, 200 AGL which was the task termination 
point. 
The approach configuration flown was at 120 kt, 
600 nacelle angle (i ) and represented a nominal 
combat or expedites recove . Environmental 7 conditions were fixed with mi d-to-moderate turbu- 
lence, 10 kt windshear, 20 kt crosswind, 200 ft 
ceilin . As illustrated in Figure 7, initial positions 
were f ocated at 5.9 nm range with randomly 
selected offsets of 1 degree in glideslope and 5 
degrees in localizer. The initial heading corre- 
sponded to the recovery heading with a minor trim 
adjustment for the crosswind. 
The oilot was instructed to maneuver from his 
initial position to intercept glideslope and localizer 
by 4.8 nm range and to track lideslo e and local- f . ?  izer to decision height (300 ft GL) or evalu- 
ation purposes the task began at ~nitial glideslope 
and local~zer intercept and terminated at decision 
height. 
Tracking constraints were also similar to those 
used in the engineering simulation, with additional 
emphasis placed on the last half of the approach. 
Because of the evolution of these constraints, 
they are summarized in Table 3. Precision 
approach flight symbolog was mildly cluttered 
with a vertical bar for loca Y izer, and an arrow indi- 
cator for the glideslope and is shown in Figure 8. 
The above desired, geometric, GS and LOC 
constraints corresponded to 112 of a display tic 
and 2/3 of a display tic, respectively. Airspeed was 
indicated with a digital numeric display. 
The fxed-base simulator used in this investigation 
em loys a representative tilt-rotor cockpit wdh a 
mu R i-window, high-resolution, com uter- 
denerated, outside-world image. & e simulator 
mathematical model represents a low to medium 
agility medium weight t~l t  rotor aircraft. 
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Table 3. Tracking Constraints Latency Matrix, Pllots, Evaluation Technique 
Geometry: Desired: * 5 kt A/S 
* 114 degree GS 
* 1 degree LOC 
Adequate: * 10 kt A/S 
* 112 degree GS 
* 2 degree LOC 
Time: - maintain given leve; of perform- 
ance for at least 80% of task for 
given level to be considered 
achievable 
- exceedance of adequate per- 
formance constraints for 5 sec- 
onds or more could not be 
considered desirable 
Emphasis: - performance and workload dur- 
n g  last half of approach (a - 
proximate 60 seconds, 1 00 ft 
to 300ftA % L) B 
- performance and wor ~d at 
decision height 
A 
i. Latency Matrix -The FCS latency was fixed at 50 
ms. Three display latency configurations (73, 179, 
and 241 ms) were evaluated. 
ii. Pilots - Four military test pilots served as evalu- 
ation subjects. The pilots and their backgrounds 
are listed in Table 4. 
Table 4. Government Pilot Evaluation Team 
PILOT A 2100 HRS HELO (ti-53) 
250 HRS FW 
HMX-1 OT+E 1 YR 
V-22 SIM 
PILOTB 1900HRSHELO(H-1) 
1500 HRS FW (1-34 
HMX-1 OT+E 4 YRd 
HQ EVAL EXPERIENCE 
V-22 SIM 
PILOT C 4000 HRS HELO 
1000 HRS FW 
TPS RW INSTRUCTOR 2 M I S  
PILOT D 3400 HRS HELO (H-3) 
400 HRS FIXED WING 
TF'SIRW 
V-22 SIM + FLT 
iii. Evaluation Technique - Each pilot underwent 
extensive familiarization prior to evaluations. This 
familiarization was accomplished with the mini- 
mum latency and proceeded as follows. Each 
pilot took approximately 1 hour of free-flight 
without turbulence or wind to become familiar with 
the cockpit and math model. An additional 2 
hours was taken by each pilot to fly approximately 
20 precision approaches with and without turbu- 
lence and wind. During evaluations, the pilots 
provided an HQR following each run. A complete 
evaluation consisted of, at least, three runs. 
When both the pilot and the engineer were satis- 
fied that the delay configuration had been ade- 
quately evaluated, the engineer informed the pilot 
that the delay configuration was to be changed 
and the next-evaluaiion commenced. The $lot 
was not informed of the latency value durineval- 
--
uations. m o t  performed a minimum of 5 
6Galuations per latency configuration. 
Results 
Among all pilots, 254 approaches were flown dur- 
in six days of simulation. Results presented here 
ta E e the form of pilot ratings and tracking 
performance as a function of display delay. Pilot 
rating data is shown in Figure 9. Tracking per- 
formance, in terms of time outside desired glides- 
lope envelope, weighted time outside desired 
gl~deslope envelope, and time outside adequate 
glideslope envelope, is shown in Figures 10, 1 1, 
and 12 respectivety. 
Localizer tracking and airspeed maintenance per- 
formance is not shown for the following reasons: 
- with two exceptions in 254 runs, airspeed 
error was within desired performance con- 
straints for all values of latency evaluated; 
- even though lateral-axis workload seemed to 
increase as latency increased, no trend in 
localizer tracking error as a function of latency 
was apparent; 
- glideslope tracking performance drove both 
pilot ratlngs and comments. 
Returning to the glideslope tracking performance 
data shown in Figures 10, 1 1, 12, several issues 
are worth mentioning. First, these data represent 
the last 60 seconds of the task from approxi- I matefy 1000 to 300 ft AGL). Fol owing the time 
constraints and evaluation emphasis specified, 12 
seconds (20% of 60 seconds) can be considered 
the time constraint associated with desired per- 
formance. Any runs with excursions outside of the 
desired glideslope envelope beyond 12 seconds, 
during the last 60 seconds of the task, were con- 
sidered to have, at best, adequate performance. 
Second, examining time outside of constraints as 
an isolated performance metric may be mislead- 
ing if the magnitude of the an ular excursion is 9 inversely related to the time o the excursion. To 
examine this possibility, the time of the excursions 
were weighted by the corresponding ma nitude of 
the excursions outside of the desired gli c? eslope 
envelope. These weighted values are plotted in 
Figure 11. A trend similar to that of the 
unweighted data exists. This indicates that time 
outside of constraints may legitimately be used as 
a measure of performance. 
Finally, considering adequate performance (Fig- 
ure 12) and following the time constraints and 
evaluation emphasis, 5 seconds can be 
considered the time constraint associated with 
adequate performance. Wih the time constraint 
defined, specifying that 'exceedance of adequate 
performance constraints for 5 seconds or more 
could not be considered desired,' any excursion 
beyond 5 seconds could legitimately be classified 
as either adequate or inadequate. Nearly all 
excursions outside of the adequate glideslope 
envelope occurred, however, just prior to decision 
hei ht. The pilots, observing the emphasis on 
pe 4 ormance near decision height, typically classi- 
fied the excursions beyond the adequate glides- 
lope envelope of 5 seconds or more as 
inadequate. 
Examining the results, one general observation 
can be made: 
A handling qualities degradation with increas- 
ing display dela is apparent in both the pilot 
ratings and trac t ing performance. 
The nature of this degradation and its applicability 
to defining an acceptable level of latency is dis- 
cussed in the following section. 
DEFINING AN ACCEPTABLE LATENCY LEVEL 
When attempting to define a limit on any flying 
qualities parameter, several criieria may be con- 
sidered: 
- achievement of Level I handling qualities 
- achievement of desired performance (note 
that achievement of desired performance 
does not mean that Level I handling qualities 
are achievable; Level II handling qualities 
(HQR 4) could result if workload is moderate 
or greater - see Figure 1) 
- avoidance of inadequate performance 
Regarding these criteria the results will first be 
considered in isolation. A discussion of the issues 
affecting the definition of delay limits will be dis- 
cussed subsequently. 
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Figure 9. Handling Qualities Ratings for Precision Approach 
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Achlevement of Level I Handling Qualities 
tracking performance through a reduction in time 
outside of constraints is apparent with decreasing 
latency. A continuation of this trend, although 
shallow, is reasonable to assume if latency were 
dropped below 70 ms. It may also be reasonable 
to assume based on the available data that, as 
latency is reduced below 70 ms, workload would 
first incrementall decrease and then level off at 
some baseline. f aken together, these obsenra- 
tions and assumptions lead to the conclusion that 
reducing latency below 70 ms should result in 
consistent Level I handling qualities. 
Achlevement of Deslred Performance 
Workload is not a consideration when ap lying FI this criteria. Tracking performance may t erefore 
be examined directly. For this purpose, time out- 
side of the desired glides10 e envelope as a func- 
tion of latency is shown in Figures 13 A, B. C. 
The probability bands in Figure 13 are defined by 
the worst 10,20, or 30 percent of the main body of 
the performance data. Examination of these 
bands reveals the nature of latency effects on 
flying qualities. The following observations are 
made regarding achievement of desired perform- 
ance. 
- As latency increases, an increasing rate of 
performance degradation is apparent. 
- Extrapolating the bands below 70 ms, very 
little performance benefit is expected with a 
latency reduction below 70 ms. 
- If an increased probability of exceeding over- 
all desired performance constraints is toler- 
able, then a higher latency is acceptable. As 
an example, if a 10-percent probability of 
exceeding desired constraints is tolerable, then 
a latency of 120 ms is acceptable. If a 20 
percent probability of exceeding desired con- 
straints is tolerable, then a latency of 170 ms is. 
acceptable. 
However, noting that there are significant occur- 
rences of inadequate performance at 170 and 240 
ms (see Figure 9), avoidance of inadequate 
performance must be considered. 
In ap bin the first criterion, pilot ratin data (Fig- B ure 9ran?yrformance data (Figure 1 must be 
examined. rom Figure 9, it is apparent that, 
although there is a clear improvement in handling 
qualities between 170 and 70 ms, consistent Level 
I handling qualities are still not achievable at 70 
ms. Further, from Figure 10, an improvement in 
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Figure 13. Probabil' of Exceeding Desired Per- 
formance Envelope "r or More Than 20 Percent of 
the Last Hatf of the Approach 
Avoidance of Inadequate Performance 
Tracking performance can also be examined 
direct1 n this section. Here, however, time out- 
side o ! adequate glideslope envelope is used in 
the anal sis. As in Figure 13, the probability 
bands s b own in Figures 14 A and B are def~ned by 
the worst 10 and 20 percent of the main body of 
the performance data. 
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Figure 14. Probability of Exceeding Adequate Per- 
formance Envelope for More Than 5 Seconds Dur- 
ing the Last Half of the Approach 
Examination of these bands provides additional 
insight into the effects of latency on fl ing quali- 
ties. The following observations can e made Y, 
regarding the avo~dance of inadequate 
performance: 
- A  linear degradation in tracking pertorrnance 
and consistency with increased latency is 
apparent. 
- Extrapolating the bands below 70 ms, a sub- 
stantial performance benefit is expected with 
a latency reduction below 70 ms. This 
extrapolation indicates that below 10 to 20 ms 
no excursions outside of adequate con- 
straints would occur. 
- If an increased probability of exceeding over- 
all adequate performance constraints is toler- 
able, then a higher latency is acceptable. As 
an example, if a 10-percent probabilitv -' 
exceeding adequate constraints is tr -.ale, 
then a latency of 150 ms is acceptab . If a 
20-percent probab~l~ of exceeding ,dequate 
constraints is tolerab el then a latency of 240 
ms is acceptable. * ?' 
ISSUES AFFECllNG DEFlNlTlON OF A 
LATENCY UMlT 
Due to the origin and quantity of data used in the 
analysis, the following Issues must be considered 
when applyin the results of the previous section 
to definition o ? a latency limit: 
- Data Quality 
- Simulation vs. Actual Flight 
- Simulation Fidelity 
- Cues Available to the Pilot 
- Pilot Gain 
- Severity of TasklEnvironment 
- Training 
Data Quality 
The data used in the previous analysis were gen- 
erated under controlled conditions usin accepted 
wing qualities evaluation techniques. ?he 
evaluation ilot population was diverse and repre- 
sentative o I' the general pilot population. Minor 
adjustments were made to the pilot rating data to 
better reflect actual performance; actual perform- 
ance data were used 'as is.' 
A general ualitative check on both the experi- a ment and ata validity can be made b examining 
the trends in Figures 10, 13, and 14. f hese trends 
are what is physically expected from the effects of 
latency on tracking performance and workload. 
Based on the above, the data used in the analysis 
are considered to be 'high quali: 
Simulation vs Actual Fllght 
Motion cues are not available in a fixed-base sim- 
ulator. As a result, lead information available 
through actual commanded aircraft acceleration 
was not available. In the task used in evaluation 
this is not a factor for several reasons. First, 
tracking error information is only available to the 
pilot from the display. Motion cues do not provide 
any tracking error information. Even though 
motion cues aid inner-loop control this provides 
on marginal beneft in a primary visual trackin 
tas 2: 6. Second, during precision approach in I d C, 
the displays are the only reliable source of flight 
inforrnation5. Anomalous aircraft motion cues, 
from both the pilot's head orientation and turbu- 
lence, force the pilot to rely on display information 
for an accurate assessment of the flight condition. 
A detrimental effect, if any, Is expected due to the 
display latency induced mismatch between actual 
dynamics and display dynamics. 
Finally, pilot gain would be higher in flight than in 
the simulator. Pilots would be less tolerant of 
tracking errors. This tolerance change would 
manifest itself through an increase in control activ- 
ity. In turn, this increase in control activii would 
accentuate the effects of latency. 
Therefore, given the same task, configuration and 
conditions, tracking performance and workload in 
flight are expected to be worse than that in the 
simulator. 
Severity of Task and Envlronment 
The precision approach evaluation task used was 
representative of a nominal combat or expedited 
recovery in IMC. This task should be able to be 
performed with Level I handling qualities. Poten- 
tially more demanding tasks such as terrain fol- 
lowing or target tracklng have not been explored. 
The wind and turbulent environment can be clas- 
sified as mild to moderate. Much more severe 
environments are frequently encountered in the 
field. 
A lower limit than that associated with a nominal 
precision approach may be required to ensure 
satisfactory performance of otentially more 
demanding tasks or nomina tasks in more severe 
environments. 
P 
Training and Pilot Compensation Techniques 
Pilots, with sufficient training will develop delay 
compensation techniques. In compensation, the 
pilot would reduce his input magnitude and fre- 
quency. This technique would not only allow the 
aircraft and display to respond, but also limit the 
response magnitude to a controllable level. This 
technique, by its nature prohibits high frequency 
precision control, and requires the acceptance of 
task performance degradations. 
Another technique that can be used is lead com- 
pensation. This technique involves an initial con- 
trol overshoot by the pilot to quicken the response 
followed by a reduced steady state input to ltmit 
the response magnitude. As with lead compensa- 
tion implemented with the avionics or FCS, pilot 
lead is effective, but onty over a given frequency 
range. Furthermore, this technique, by its nature, 
requires the pilot to stay in the control loop, with 
his energy split between two rimary control fre- 
quencies, one associated wit 6 his application of 
lead (hi h frequency), and one associated with 
the fun 3 arnental task requirements. 
Under normal conditions, pilot compensation can 
be effective. In emer ency conditions or during f sudden severe distur ances, the pilot tends to 
abandon compensation techniques instinctive 
control. Under these circumstances, the pilot will 
increase input magnitude and frequen 
attempt to retain control of his aircraft.?ts:oow- 
ever, accentuates the detrimental effects of 
latency and only aggravates the control problem. 
In the extreme, an aircraft with large delays, but 
readily controllable with appropriate pilot compen- 
sation, will become uncontrollable in emergency 
conditions or during sudden severe disturbances. 
Negative training is also an issue. Although the 
compensation techniques described above can 
be effective with large delays, they can be detri- 
mental if applied to a system with low delays. If 
compensation techniques used in IMC are 
retained in performance of a visual task, a degra- 
dation in task performance and increase in work- 
load are expected. 
Integrating the above issues, the net impact on 
the application of the simulation data is minimal. 
Any latency limit, based on analysis of the pre- 
viously presented simulation data, is expected to 
be applicable to an actual production alrcraft. 
CONCLUSIONS 
The results from the Navy simulations correlate 
well. These studies further indicate that perform- 
ance and flying qualities degradations can be 
expected to occur with increasing avionics system 
latency. Considering the simulation data, several 
latency limits are suggested. 
- 70 ms or below to ensure Level I handling quali- 
ties. 
- 120 ms or below to ensure desired perform- 
ance (with a maximum 10-percent probability of 
exceeding constraints). 
- 150 ms or below to ensure the avoidance of 
inadequate performance (with a maximum 
10-percent probability of exceeding adequate 
performance constra~nts). 
These limits were established from analysis of 
data generated during simulation where the flight 
control latency was 50 ms. If actual flight control 
latency differs significant1 from 50 ms, the above 
limits must be examined rom a system latency 
point of view. 
/ 
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HUMAN FACTOR IMPLICATIONS- OF THE 
EUROCOPTER AS332L-I SUPER PUMA COCKPIT 
R. RANDALL PADFIELD 
Flight Instructor, AS332L 
Helikopter Service A/S, Norway 
ABSTRACT INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this paper is to identify and 
describe some of the human factor problems which 
can occur in the cockpit of a modern civilian 
helicopter. After examining specific hardware and 
software problems in the cockpit design of the 
Eurocopter (Aerospatiale) AS332L-1 Super Puma, 
the author proposes several principles that can be 
used to avoid similar human factors problems in the 
design of future cockpits. These principles relate to 
the use and function of warning lights, the design of 
autopilots in two-pilot aircraft, and the labeling of 
switches and warning lights, specifically with 
respect to abbreviations and translations from 
languages other than English. In the final section 
of the paper, the author describes current trends in 
society which he suggests should be taken into 
consideration when designing future aircraft 
cockpits. 
NOMENCLATURE 
ADF 
AD1 
CDI 
DECCA 
DME 
EFIS 
FFCL 
HSI 
IFR 
ILS 
LORAN 
MGB 
NG 
NR 
T4 
VLF/OMEG A 
VOR 
Automatic Direction Finder 
Attitude Deviation Indicator 
Course Direction Indicator 
Area Navigation System 
Distance Measuring Equipment 
Electronic Flight Info. System 
Fuel Flow Control Lever 
Heading Situation Indicator 
Instrument Flight Rules 
h s  trumen t Landing System 
Area Navigation System 
Main Gear Box 
Gas Generator Speed 
Rotor Speed 
Engine Exhaust Gas Temp. 
Area Navigation System 
VHF Omnidirectional Receiver 
The Eurocopter (Aerospatiale) AS332L-1 
Super Puma is a twin-engine commercial helicopter, 
primarily designed for passenger transport. It is a 
derivative of the SA 330 Puma which was 
developed initially to meet a French Air Force 
requirement for a medium-sized helicopter able to 
operate day or night in all weather and in all 
climates. Although used very little in the United 
States, the Super Puma is popular in many parts of 
the world and has been particularly successful in 
offshore oil market in the North Sea. The AS332L- 
1 is equipped with Turbomeca Makila 1Al engines, 
can carry up to 24 passengers, has a maximum gross 
weight of 18,960 pounds, and has a maximum cruise 
speed of 150 knots. 
The author flew and instructed in Super 
Pumas for Helikopter Service A/S of Norway, a 
North Sea offshore operator, and Trump Air of 
New Jersey, a FAR Part 135 operator. The 
information contained in this report comes from 
over five years and 2000 hours of flying experience 
in the Super Puma and from over 600 hours of 
instruction and observation of other experienced 
professional pilots in a six-axis AS332L-1 
Rediffusion simulator owned by Helikopter 
Service. 
It is the author's contention that the 
optimum cockpit design for any aircraft will not be 
found by the manufacturer alone. Line pilots and 
instructors can and should help manufacturers 
decrease the incidence of human factor errors by 
providing enlightened feedback about ergonomic 
problems encountered in the cockpit. 
Presented at the Fifteenth European Rotorcraft 
Forum, Amsterdam, The Netherlands, 1989. 
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THE SHELL MODEL 
The SHELL Model (Fig. 1) is one conceptual 
model of human factors. In the center of the model, 
is the human operator, or LIVEWARE. When 
working with a machine, the operator must contend 
with SOFTWARE, HARDWARE, the 
ENVIRONMENT, and other LIVEWARE. A 
mismatch anywhere in the system causes stress, 
which decreases efficiency and safety. 
SOFT WARE 
HARDWARE 
ENVIRONMENT 
LI VEWARE 
LI VEWARE 
FIGURE 1. The SHELL model of human factors. 
HARDWARE relates to the machine itself and, 
with respect to aircraft, includes such things as 
controls, displays, warning systems, safety 
equipment, seat design, and cabin facilities. 
SOFTWARE, again in relation to aircraft, includes 
operating procedures, format of manuals, checklist 
design, language of information, graphs/tabulation 
design, and symbology. 
ENVIRONMENT includes temperature, noise, 
vibration, humidity, pressure, light, pollution, and 
circadian/biorhythmic cycles. 
LIVEWARE includes personal relations, crew 
coordination, discipline, communications, and 
leadership. l 
The main concerns of this paper are with 
the hardware and software portions of the SHELL 
model. Although there is room for improvement of 
environmental factors in many aircraft and 
particularly helicopters, problems with these 
factors are generally well-known. Liveware 
factors, i.e. the human-to-human interactions, are 
usually outside the realm of the designer's 
influence, although such things as radio and 
intercom systems, which are also hardware items, 
have obvious effects on communications. Therefore, 
both environmental and liveware concerns are 
outside the scope of this paper. 
HARDWARE FACTORS OF THE AS332G1 
COCKPIT 
Engine Malfunction Wamings 
"OVSPD" warning swi tchllight. To protect 
against an engine and rotor overspeed, the fuel 
control on the Aerospatiale AS332L-1 Super Puma 
is designed to shut down the engine automatically 
if the power turbine speed goes too high. Because 
the main conditions that can cause a power turbine 
overspeed (high speed shaft or free-wheeling unit 
failure) happen so quickly, an overspeed waming 
light (Fig. 2) is provided so that the pilots realize 
the engine has shut itself down due to an 
overspeed. This is a good thing to know because 
one should normally not re-start an engine if this 
happens. 
FIGURE 2. "OVSPD" warning switchbight. 
A relevant point is that the "OVSPD" 
light bums steadily when the engine is shut down 
normally, but the light flashes when the overspeed 
mechanism shuts the engine down. 
This creates a human factors problem. Most 
pilots have a built-in aversion (although actually 
it is a conditioned response) to flashing lights in 
the cockpit. Their immediate gut reaction to a 
flashing lighted switch is to press the switch to 
make it stop blinking. A typical example is the 
master caution light in some aircraft. Another 
example is the RACAL Avionics RNAV 1 DECCA 
system which flashes a warning light that must be 
depressed when there is a problem. There are 
certainly many other good examples. 
How can a flashing light be a problem? 
Consider the following scenario. First, one engine 
fails due to an overspeed. The copilot sees the 
flashing "OVSPD light, says nothing, and then, 
unconsciously, presses the light to stop it flashing. 
Many companies even specify that the first action 
during any emergency procedure is to extinguish the 
master warning light. 
A few minutes later, the captain, who up to 
this point has been concentrating on flying the 
aircraft, considers trying a restart because he didn't 
see the overspeed warning light flashing and the 
light is now steady. The copilot, who cancelled the 
only indication that would tell them they had an 
engine overspeed, readily agrees to a restart 
because he cancelled the light without consciously 
thinking about it. The engine starts normally, 
because the broken engine-to-MGB shaft has no 
effect during the starting sequence, but as the pilots 
increase power, the unburdened power turbine and 
its broken shaft spin faster and faster until 
something else breaks. Although this has never 
happened in flight, there is one instance of a Super 
Puma engine being re-started by a mechanic on the 
ground after the engine had shut down due to an 
overspeed. The aircraft caught fire and was 
destroyed.2 
Three lessons can be learned from this 
example. 
of malfunctions. 
Too many flashing lights in a cockpit defeats their 
purpose, which is to catch the pilots' attention and 
alert them to a particular problem. 
For example, a flashing fire warning light should 
only go out when the fire itself has been 
extinguished. 
t be used &m 
If the light in a switch does more 
than simply indicate whether an item is off or on, 
the function of the switch must be easily understood 
at all times and under all conditions. One should 
not assume that a task people can do under normal 
conditions will still be error-free when a panic is 
on.3 
"POWER" light. Another engine light that causes 
problems is the "POWER" light. The "POWER 
light is under the direction of the power calculation 
system which is designed to help the pilots 
determine which engine is malfunctioning under 
various conditions. Very basically, the power 
calcuIation system examines the Ng (gas generator 
rpm) readings from both engines and the Nr (rotor 
rpm) to determine which engine has malfunctioned 
and why; then it illuminates the "POWER 1" or 
"POWER 2" light as appropriate. 
This is particularly good information to 
provide the pilot when the automatic fuel control 
of one engine fails and that engine, although still 
operating, must be controlled manually. Because 
the other engine automatically varies its power 
output in order to .maintain Nr within limits, it can 
be difficult to determine which engine is 
malfunctioning. 
The problem with the "POWER" lights is 
that they don't illuminate until Nr varies 
approximately 6-7% above or below the usual in- 
flight setting of 100-101%. Although these Nr 
values are neither dangerously high nor low, they 
are well outside the "usual" Nr values. 
Notice the use of the word "usual" and not 
"normal." After one hundred or so hours in any 
aircraft, most pilots know what the "usual" values 
are for pressures, temperatures, rpm, etc. As a 
result, they become suspicious when they see 
"unusual" values, even if these values are within 
the specified "normal" limits. When a helicopter 
pilot observes an "unusually" high or low Nr, his 
first reaction is to adjust collective pitch to bring 
the Nr back to its "usual" normal value. 
What happens when an automatic fuel 
control malfunctions and causes the Nr to vary is 
that the pilot instinctively adjusts the collective 
pitch to bring the Nr back to where it belongs. This 
defeats the intention of the power calculator 
system because it cannot illuminate a "POWER 
light unless the Nr is above 107% or below 94%. 
The pilot is left to figure out which engine is 
malfunctioning by interpreting the Ng and T4 
indications; or he can choose to raise or lower the 
collective until the Nr changes enough to cause the 
power calculator to illuminate a "POWER" light, 
an action which many pilots are reluctant to do. 
Autopilot System 
General. Any pilot who has ever worked with an 
advanced autopilot knows that the most frequent 
mistakes made by pilots, even after they know how 
the system operates, are: 
1) pushing the wrong buttons at the right 
time, 
2) pushing the right buttons at the wrong 
time, 
3) pushing the right buttons in the wrong 
sequence, 
4) thinking that an autopilot function is off 
when it is on, and 
5) thinking that an autopilot function is on 
when it is off. 
A primary cause of these errors is the 
manner by which the autopilot functions are 
displayed. Usually, the annunciator lights are 
shown on one central autopilot panel, which is 
often on the center cockpit console (easy to reach, 
but out of sight). Sometimes the annunciators are 
duplicated elsewhere in the cockpit, on the panels 
in front of the pilots or even on the flight 
instruments themselves. For example, airspeed 
hold may be displayed on the airspeed indicator, 
altitude hold on the barometric or radar altimeter, 
localizer and glide slope hold on the HSI 
(Horizontal Situation Indicator) or artificial 
horizon (ADI). 
The simple reason is that the flight instruments are 
an integral part of every experienced pilot's cockpit 
scan. The autopilot annunciator panel on the center 
console is not a frequent part of most pilots' 
instrument cross-check? 
AS332L-1 autopilot system. The Helikopter 
Service AS332L-1 Super Pumas are equipped with 
SFIM 155 duplex autopilot systems, SFIM CDV 85 
four-axis couplers, Collins ADI-77 Attitude 
Direction Indicators, and Astronautics 133640 
Horizontal Situation ~ndicators.~ 
Mixing boxes from different manufacturers 
may not always be desirable, but due to economic 
reasons (mixing may be less expensive), operational 
considerations (one system may not provide all 
things to all operators), and marketing aspects 
(compatibility of systems means greater potential 
sales), mixing systems is not going to go away. Bsa 
the 
With respect to the autopilots in 
Helikopter Service's Super Pumas, when they work 
as designed, the autopilots are truly impressive. If 
there is a malfunktion, fiere are, for the most part, 
sufficient back-ups and warnings for the pilot. In 
other words, the autopilot hardware, per se, is 
generally very good. 
However, of all the systems in the Super 
Puma, it is universally agreed in Helikopter 
Service that the autopilot is the most difficult for 
pilots to master. Many of the difficulties with the 
autopilot stem from human factor problems in the 
design of the system. 
Single- or dual-pilot system? The most basic 
problem with the system is that it can not be fully 
operated from the left seat. Certain functions, for 
example coupled ILS and coupled vertical speed, 
can only be controlled by the pilot in the right seat. 
The system favors the captain's side of the cockpit 
to the detriment of the copilot's side. 
The reason was Aerospatiale's original 
intention to obtain single-pilot IFR certification for 
the Super Puma. This has not been obtained and 
may never be, but the result is an autopilot system 
that makes it difficult or impossible to set up, 
among other things, a coupled ILS approach from 
the left seat. 
Why is this lack of full dual-pilot 
capability not good? Consider this scenario: The 
captain becomes incapacitated, the weather at the 
airport is at minima, and the copilot is young and 
inexperienced. He needs all the help he can get, 
but because he can't reach the necessary switches on 
the right side of the cockpit, he has to fly the ILS 
uncoupled. 
There should also be one 
-ble to both pilots, that passes 
autopilot authority from left to right and back 
again. And there must be a well-defined 
annunciator prominently located on the front panel 
(the best place would be right on the artificial 
horizon) telling the pilots who has the authority. 
With respect to single-pilot IFR, the 
following policy statement from the International 
Federation of Air Line Pilot Associations (IFALPA) 
is appropriate: 
"Although IFALPA recognizes that presently 
single-pilot commercial operations are in 
widespread use, this type of operation is not 
acceptable during international public 
transport flights, including all off-shore 
flights, because of the reduced level of safety." 
Single-pilot IFR capability is great, but it should 
be available to both captain and copilot alike. 
Heading select switch. The Helikopter Service 
machines have a switch which is used to transfer 
autopilot authority between the pilot and copilot, 
however it only controls the heading select 
function of the system (Fig. 3). Both pilots have a 
selected heading index, or heading "bug," on their 
horizontal situation indicator (HSI) which is used 
to set a desired heading the autopilot coupler 
should maintain. The heading select switch tells 
the autopilot which heading index to follow. 
FIGURE 3. Heading select switch. 
The idea is simple enough and easy to 
understand, but the switch and its associated 
annunciator lights indicating which pilot has 
heading authority are located on the pedestal 
console between the pilots, far away from the HSIs 
and other primary flight instruments. The error, 
which happens frequently, is that one pilot sets his 
heading index to the desired heading and, 
forgetting to check the heading select switch, 
engages the coupler heading hold. If the switch is 
still set to the other pilot and his heading index is 
set at another heading, the autopilot will 
obviously turn the helicopter to an undesired 
heading. 
This problem could have been avoided by 
putting the annunciator lights for the heading 
select switch on the heading indices of the HSIs. 
When the pilot has heading control, his index is 
illuminated (or some other way highlighted); 
when the copilot has heading control, his heading 
index is highlighted. . 
Localizer and glide slope capture modes. The 
problem with these modes is deceptively small, yet 
potentially extremely dangerous. The "fix" is 
probably relatively simple, given the complexities 
of the rest of the autopilot system. 
An Instrument Landing System (ILS) 
provides precision guidance to a runway while 
providing very specific obstruction clearances 
throughout the approach. By regulation and 
common sense, an aircraft is not allowed to descend 
on the glide path until it is established on the 
localizer course. 
With the SFIM CDV 85 four-axis coupler, 
it is possible to arm both the localizer and glide 
slope modes before being established on either one. 
This makes sense because the pilots can set up the 
autopilot before they reach the localizer. What 
doesn't make sense is that it is possible to capture 
the glide slope before the localizer is captured, 
and, in fact, even with the localizer mode un- 
armed. As a result, the aircraft will descend on the 
glide slope beam while outside the limits of the 
localizer, which means that the aircraft could be 
descending below the minimum altitudes 
designated for that part of the approach. 
Coupler and flight director annunciation. Human 
factor specialists have often observed that people 
adapt well to design deficiencies in their working 
environment. One way Super Puma pilots have 
adapted to the poor annunciation of the coupler 
functions is to use the flight director command bars 
(Fig. 4, #2 & 6) on the AD1 as an indication to them 
that the coupler is on. With the command bars 
right on the instrument they look at most often, the 
presence of the bars is not hard to overlook. The 
pilots simply make it a personal habit to always 
engage the flight director whenever they engage 
the coupler. 
FIGURE 4. Attitude Deviation Indicator 
This practice does, however, have one big 
disadvantage. If the autopilot disengages, due to a 
malfunction, on purpose, or inadvertently (and it is 
disengaged inadvertently from time to time), the 
coupler drops out, but not the flight director. This 
makes sense because it is useful to have flight 
direction when the autopiIot is out. The problem 
occurs when the autopilot is switched back on. 
It is not difficult to know when the 
autopiIot disengages: one feels the difference in the 
cyclic at once. The non-flying pilot usually notices 
the change in the stability of the flight, as well, 
and if he is alert, he reaches down and re-engages 
the autopilot within seconds. Both pilots breathe 
a sigh of relief. 
Unfortunately, their problems are not over. 
For although the autopilot is back on and the 
flight director command bars are still in view on 
the ADIs, the coupler is not engaged. The only 
indication that tells the pilots the green coupler 
function lights are sending signals to the flight 
director only and rut to the autopilot, is a small, 
dimly-lit "F/DU light tucked away above the 
ADIs. 
It usually takes some time and perhaps 
large heading or altitude deviations before the 
pilots discover that the autopilot coupler functions 
are not flying the helicopter for them. If this 
happens during a critical phase of flight, such as 
during an instrument approach to an oil rig at night, 
the consequences could be tragic. 
"CPL" warning light Whenever a coupler function 
fails or isthe "CPL" light on the master 
annunciator panel and the master "WARN" lights 
illuminate. Pilots like to have warnings when 
something fails, but to receive a warning every time 
something is purposely switched off is counter- 
productive. 
The human factor reason is so obvious that 
it is difficult to understand how it was overlooked: 
' . 
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The first time a pilot new to the Super 
Puma switches off a coupler hold function he 
immediately notices the "CPL" and "WARN 
lights illuminating, and, being new to the machine, 
he logically assumes something has failed. 
However, by his third or fourth flight, he is 
already ignoring the "CPL" light or canceling it 
without thought. 
The story about the boy who cried "Wolf!" I 
is a good lesson in human nature which was 
apparently forgotten when the SFIM designers 
were working on this part of the CDV 85 four-axis 
coupler. 
Navigation Equipment 
NAV-HSI switching panel. Another very 
confusing part of the Super Puma is the navigation 
switching panel (FIG. 5). Basically, each pilot 
has two pointers on the HSI, and he has switches 
by which he can choose which navigation radios 
he wants to monitor. There is also a switch that 
controls the Course Direction Indicator (CDI) 
which accepts signals from VOR 1 or VOR 2. 
However, there is an inflexibility in the system in 
that the autopilot will accept coupled ILS signals 
only from VOR 2 and only when the right-seat 
pilot has selected VOR 2 on his CDI and only when 
the heading select switch is set to "PILOT." This 
automatically, restricts the pilots' choices if they 
want to fly a coupled ES. 
FIGURE 5. NAV-HSI switching panel 
The number 1 (green) pointer on both pilots' 
HSIs takes signals from either VOR 1 or the ADF 
(or ADF 1 if two are installed). The number 2 
(orange) pointer takes signals from VOR 2 and the 
ADF (or ADF 2 if two are installed). 
The confusion occurs because B(YI'H pointers 
can indicate either VORs or ADFs and it is common 
to use both a VOR and an ADF during many VOR 
and ES approaches. What can easily happen is 
that the copilot has the ADF on pointer 1 and the 
VOR on pointer 2 and the pilot has the opposite 
indications. 
A better system, given the limitations of 
only two pointers, would be to designate one pointer 
as the VOR pointer and the other pointer as the 
ADF pointer, with a switch to reverse these 
functions in case of a pointer failure. That way 
both pilots would always know that they have 
VOR information on the green pointer, for example, 
and ADF information on the orange pointer. To 
remove the question of which VOR or ADF is being 
monitored, the pointers themselves could display a 
"I" or "2," indicating, respectively, VOR 1 or VOR 
2 on the VOR pointer and ADF 1 or ADF 2 on the 
ADF pointer. l h e  navigation pointers incorporated 
in many EFIS installations the author has seen are 
labelled in this manner. 
One could monitor two VORs on the same 
HSI by switching the CDI to one VOR and the VOR 
pointer to the other. It would not be possible to 
monitor two ADFs simultaneously on one HSI, but 
this is a relatively infrequent requirement. (The 
Helikopter Service Super Pumas are only equipped 
with one ADF anyway.) If there is a requirement 
to monitor two ADFs, the pilot could monitor one 
and the copilot the other, or, as an alternative, 
either pilot could switch between ADF 1 and ADF 2 
every few minutes to check the relative bearings to 
the NDB stations. 
DME selection. It is possible'to monitor one of six 
different DME stations depending on how the 
switches are set. However, the only indication of 
which VOR frequency is giving the DME reading is 
by the position of the switch and a light on the 
radio itself. The light indicates that the DME is 
coming from that box (number one or two), but it 
could be from one of three possible frequencies, one 
of which may not be displayed, depending on the 
position of the HOLD switch. 
This can and does create so much confusion 
that Helikopter Service instructors recommend 
setting the DME function switch to VOR 2 (because 
this is the only VOR that can be used to fly a 
coupled ILS approach ) and just leaving it there all 
the time, except in those rare cases when DME 
information from a second VOR is required. The 
problem is that there are just too many choices -- 
too many frequencies from which one can receive 
DME information. In the heat of an approach or a 
missed approach, it's easy to forget which DME one 
is monitoring. 
Radio frequency selection. ?his is a generic problem 
to many aircraft, not just the Super Puma. Many 
operators do not have 100% standardized fleets. In 
fact, there are probably very few operators that 
have the same radios in all their aircraft. This is 
obviously a matter of economics that pilots just 
have to live with. 
With most radios, the frequency selected 
increases when one rotates the knobs clockwise, but 
on a few the frequencies increase when the knobs 
are turned counter-clockwise. Some radios allow 
one to rotate the knob past the highest useable 
frequency and continue turning to the lowest 
frequency on the scale, and vice verse. Others stop 
at the highest and lowest frequencies, making it 
necessary to turn the knob back the other way. Most 
two-tiered knobs (like wedding cakes) work so that 
the lower, bigger knob adjusts the numbers in the 
left window (therefore the higher numbers) and 
the higher, smaller knob adjusts the numbers in the 
right window (therefore the lower numbers); other 
radios work just the opposite. 
It goes without saying that pilots are going 
to have trouble tuning frequencies when they have 
to use different radio sets. This may seem like a 
relatively small thing, and most of the time it is, 
but it can be a time-waster. In the worst case a pilot 
may accidently set the wrong frequency, not have 
time to check the windows, and miss a critical 
. . 
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Landing Lights 
When the search light switch in the Super 
Puma is pushed down, the search light moves up. 
When the switch is pushed up, the search light 
moves down. 
This is exactly opposite from the way the 
moveable search light in the S-61 and Bell 212 
work and since all Helikopter Service pilots flew 
one or both of these helicopters before transitioning 
to the Super Puma, it's no wonder that this causes 
difficulty. 
Most of the time landing lights are not 
needed until short final when they need to be 
positioned quickly and accurately. When the light 
moves in the opposite direction from what is 
expected, it's not only irritating, but potentially 
dangerous as well. 
As a rYle moveable lamimg and search 
Intercom Switching 
The pilot's and co-pilot's intercom switches 
are two-position switches, "NORM" and "EMER. 
In the normal position, the voice-actuated system 
works, which is an extremely good system to use. 
The emergency position is there in case the normal 
power supply to the system is lost. When in 
"EMER," the pilots have to key the microphone 
switches on the cyclics or the intercom control panel 
in order to talk to each other. 
The intercom system would be better if the 
need to switch to "EMER in case of a normal supply 
failure were eliminated. In other words, once the 
pilots discover that the voice-actuated system no 
longer works, all they have to do is use the cyclic or 
panel microphone switches. 
Trouble-shooting an electrical fire is one 
emergency when the emergency intercom system is 
needed. Various electrical suppliers must be 
switched off, including the normal power supply to 
the intercom and the autopilot. One pilot must 
therefore concentrate exclusively on flying while 
the other pilot is trying to isolate the fire. This is 
no time for communication difficulties. Requiring 
both pilots to switch to "EMER" just adds an 
additional burden and stress factor to the 
emergency. 
SOFTWARE FACTORS OF THE AS332L-1 
cocmrr 
General 
As noted before, software factors include 
many items, all of them concerned with 
information. Often, good, well-designed operating 
procedures and checklists can make up for design 
faults in the aircraft. For example, with reference 
to the flashing "OVSPD" light problem, 
Helikopter Service has a prominent note in the 
company Emergency Checklist under "Engine 
Malfunctions," stating that a failed engine should 
not be re-started if the "OVSPD" light is flashing. 
It is not the intention of this paper to try to 
examine the flight manual, operating procedures, 
and all other information sources about the Super 
Puma, but rather to limit the discussion to the 
information presented to the pilot in the cockpit. In 
the author's opinion, the "AS332L-1 Super Puma 
Instruction Manual" is is very well written. 
However, there are two main problems with the 
manual, which also apply to the cockpit 
indications. The first is the occasional 
inconsistency among terms and the second is 
occasional poor translations from French to English, 
incIuding abbreviations. These two problems are 
probably related in many  instance^.^ 
An example of the first is the use of both 
"generator" and "alternator" to describe the same 
thing in the electrical system. Examples of the 
second type of problems, translations and 
abbreviations, are discussed below. 
"MGB COOL" Warning Light 
The Super Puma main gear box has two 
lubrication pumps, a normal one and an emergency 
one. Both pumps are essentially the same and both 
run continuously. The main differences are (1) the 
main pump delivers a slightly higher pressure, (2) 
the input to the emergency pump is positioned 
below the input to main pump, and (3) the 
emergency pump system bypasses the transmission 
oil cooler. 
If the main pump stops delivering oil, 
either due to a leak in the system or failure of the 
pump itself, the emergency pump will continue to 
supply oil to the main gear box. The emergency 
pump bypasses the transmission oil cooler because a 
leak in the system will most likely be in the 
plumbing to the oil cooler. The emergency pump 
lubricates everything in the main gear box, but the 
oil is no longer cooled. As a consequence, one can 
expect a gradual rise in transmission oil 
temperature with a failure of the main pump or a 
leak. 
It's obviously important to warn the pilot 
that this has happened and the "MGB COOL" 
light (Fig. 6, #6) serves this function. It is triggered 
by a pressure switch which senses the drop in 
pressure in the line downstream of the oil cooler. 
The theory is very good and the light 
works in practice, but the language on the light 
aeates confusion. "MGB COOL" does not mean that 
the MGB is now cool or will become cool. Quite to 
the contrary, the oil will now become m. Nor 
FIGURE 6. Main gear box lubrication sysfem. 
does the light mean that the MGB cooler has 
failed. If the cooler fails, due to a broken drive 
shaft or shattered fan blades (both of which have 
happened a number of times), the "MGB COOL 
light does not illuminate; what one sees is a rise in 
MGB temperature and, eventually, a "MGB TEMP 
warning light. "MGB COOL" means that the MGB 
cooler has been -. This is not, however, the 
most important thing the pilot needs to know at 
this point, even if he does remember what the light 
signifies. 
The important thing is that the main pump 
is no longer delivering oil to the system, either 
because of a failure or a leakage. Therefore, it 
would seem to make more sense for the light to be 
labelled so that it better conveys this information, 
for example, "MGB PUMP." . . 
On some of the switches, the letter " H  
stands for "hand" and on others it stands for 
"hydraulic." On many of the switches, " H  could 
stand for either "hand" or "hydraulic." On one 
switch, "H" stands for both "hand" and 
"hydraulic." 
The correct meanings are as follows: 
LH.P = LEFT HAND PRESSURE (low) 
LH.LEV = LEFT HAND LEVEL (low) 
LH.H.MP = LEFT HAND HYDRAULIC 
MAIN PUMP (failure) 
AP.H.P = AUTOPILOT HYDRAULIC 
PRESSURE (low) 
A U X. H P = AUXILIARY HYDRAULIC 
PRESSURE (low) 
Hydraulic Panel AUX.P = AUXILIARY PUMP (failure) 
The labelling on the hydraulic panel is AUX.P = AUXILIARY PUMP (on/off switch) 
particularly confusing, even to pilots who have 
flown the Super Puma for many years (Fig. 7A & RH.P = RIGHT HAND PRESSURE (low) 
78). The problem is that the abbreviations are not 
consistent and this was a result of translating RH.LEV = RIGHT HAND LEVEL (low) 
abbreviations from French to English. 
FIGURE 7A. Hydraulic panel with French FIGURE 7B. Hydraulic panel with English 
abbreviations. abbreviations. 
The culprits on the English switches are It's easy to understand how this creates 
the letters " P  and "H." On some of the switches, confusion. Anything that does this, particularly 
the letter "P" stands for "pump" and on other during an emergency, is going to increase the stress 
switches it stands for "pressure." On every switch level and the chances for mistakes. 
"P" appears, it could logically stand for either obvious: ns r 
"pump" or "pressure." 
"THROT' Light 
This light indicates that one or both of the 
fuel flow control levers (FFCL) is not in the 
"FLIGHT" position, where they normally should be 
if they are working normally. It's a useful light 
with an engine failure and subsequent shutdown 
because it is the only warning light that remains 
illuminated after the FFCL has been set in the 
shut-off position. (The "DIFF NG" and "PRESS 1" 
or "PRESS 2" lights extinguish when the FFCL is in 
the shut-off position.) 
But why is it called the "THROT" light, 
and not, for example, the "FFCL" light? The term 
"throttle" is not used anywhere in the Instruction 
Manual or the Flight Manual. The proper term is 
"Fuel Flow Control Lever." The use of the word 
"throttle" and its abbreviation "THROT" is, 
perhaps, either a carry-over from the days when 
most helicopters had reciprocating engines and, 
therefore, throttles (admittedly, some still do) or 
perhaps it's just another translation problem from 
French to English. 
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Autopilot Panel 
The hardware aspects of the autopilot 
were discussed previously. The software aspects of 
the panel are actually quite good, with only a few 
minor exceptions. 
To test the basic autopilot system, one 
moves the test switch from "TEST" to "RUN," 
meaning, apparently, that one is "running the test." 
On the other hand, to test the collective 
part of the autopilot (the fourth-axis), one moves 
the test switch from "NORMAL to 'TEST." 
Again, it's a small point, but one that is 
easily corrected. 
"RB. SAFE' and "ROT.BRW Lights 
The Super Puma has a two-lever rotor 
brake system with a rotor brake safe lever and a 
rotor brake lever. It is possible to move the rotor 
brake lever to the braking position in flight (which 
obviously should be done), but it will do nothing 
more than cause the "ROT.BR light to illuminate 
(Fig. 8). Hydraulic pressure to the rotor brake is 
obtained only when both levers are pushed 
forward, a sensible system which just about 
guarantees that the rotor brake won't be engaged 
inadvertently at the wrong time. 
ISEC F.R.) RESF€ m . B R  (F. Ron 'a,!=' 
FIGURE 8. "RB. SAFE" AND "ROT. BR" lights 
"RB. SAFE" means that the rotor brake 
safety lever is in the forward position, not, as one 
may be lead to suspect, that the rotor brake is safe. 
Actually, one could argue that with the safety 
lever in the forward position, the rotor brake 
system is unsafe because, now, if the rotor brake 
lever is moved forward, braking pressure will be 
applied to the rotor system. In effect, moving the 
rotor brake safety lever forward arms the rotor 
brake system. 
So why not label the "RB. SAFEn light "RB 
ARM?" One could also change the "ROT.BRn 
light to "RE ON" to make the abbreviation of 
"rotor brake" consistent. 
Heater Distributor Valve Control 
The heater has a three-position distributor 
valve control lever so that the pilots can choose 
where they want the heat directed. In the forward 
position, the heat is divided between the cockpit 
and the autopilot; in the middle position, heat goes 
to the cockpit, the autopilot, and the cabin; in the 
aft position, all heat distribution to the aircraft is 
cut off. The problem with the heater lies in the 
fact that the distributor valve control lever has 
been poorly labelled. 
The forward position is labelled 
"COCKPIT POSTE PILOTE." This looks like a 
blending of English and French -- it probably means 
the cockpit will be heated. But it says nothing 
about the autopilot which is also heated. 
The middle position is labelled "0." A 
person who knows a little French might conclude 
that "0" is an abbreviation for "ouvert" which 
means "open." But what is being heated with the 
switch open? There's no way to determine this from 
the labelling of the switch. On the other hand, a 
person who knows no French might think the " 0  
(oh) is a " 0  (zero) and that it means the heater is 
off or closed. 
The aft position is labelled vertically "F 
C." Again, a French speaker might assume the " F  
stands for "fermb" which means "closed" and the 
"C" might be an English abbreviation for "closed." 
Then again, both letters could be either French 
abbreviations or English abbreviations. It's very 
hard to tell. 
This may seem like a small thing again; 
after all, it's only the heater switch. But it is also 
confusing, annoying, and totally unnecessary. With 
only a bit more thought and effort, the lever could 
have been labelled so that the function of the three 
positions were obvious. 
SPURIOUS WARNINGS 
As was mentioned before concerning the 
"CPL" light illuminating every time a coupler 
function is switched off, continuous unnecessary 
warnings eventually are ignored. Complacency 
with respect to the warning is the result. In some 
aircraft, pilots have gone so far as to pull circuit 
breakers for certain specific warning lights because 
they were so prone to false warnings. MGB chip 
warning lights are notorious examples. 
Sophisticated electronic systems seem to be 
all too prone to spurious warnings. The numerous 
landing gear position switches in the Super Puma 
are particularly sensitive, and if it weren't for the 
aircraft's emergency electrical and hydraulic 
extension possibilities, there would be a lot of gear- 
up landings at Helikopter Service. These switches 
are not, however, just a problem for the landing 
gear, but also for all the auxiliary equipment 
which receive "GROUND or "FLIGHT signals 
from these same switches. 
For example, a common problem with the 
Super Puma is for the area navigation system (be it 
VLF/OMEGA, DECCA, LORAN, or whatever) to 
"freeze up" in flight. The solution is to re-cycle the 
landing gear. The cause is the loss of the "FLIGHT' 
signal to the area nav system because one of the 
landing gear has moved out of position far enough 
to open a switch which should have been closed. 
Another related problem concerns the 
autopilot. Once the author found it impossible to 
run the autopilot test, even though the switch was 
moved from "TEST' to "RUN" several times. All 
the functions worked, but the test just wouldn't run. 
A mechanic was notified and he immediately 
realized the problem was a position switch in the 
nose gear. He grabbed a tow bar, jiggled the nose 
wheel, and the autopilot test worked as designed. 
Incorrect fire warning system tests during 
start-up are another headache. Mechanics have 
changed system control cards, wiring harnesses, and 
fire detectors, but usually the problem is simply 
moisture. Most of the time the system will test 
properly after the engines are started and 
everything is allowed to warm up and dry out. 
The point is that pilots quickly loose faith 
in a warning system if it continually gives false 
warnings. When a waming system cries "Wolf!" 
all the time when there is no wolf, the one time 
there really is a wolf at the door, it may be 
ignored. The inrr~ased use of e- 
es numerous 
so that 
by ttie environment. 
FUTURE CONSIDERATIONS 
"New technologies incorporating multiple 
redundancy and fail-safe concepts are becoming so 
reliable that, in future years, the proportion of 
human factor accidents may reach 100 percent 
simply because the total, irrecoverable failure of 
machine components of the man-aircraft system 
will be eliminated." 
Dr. Robert B. Lee 
Australian Bureau of Air Safety 
investigation7 
"The Space Invader-playing kids of today will be 
the fighter and bomber pilots of tomorrow." 
Ronald Reagan 
40th President of the United States 
Even though former President Reagan 
didn't mention helicopter pilots in the above quote, 
they certainly must be included. What is just as 
certain is that his prediction is already coming 
true. 
How will this effect human factor problems 
in the cockpit? 
Not more than ten or fifteen years ago, the 
space and aircraft industries were the epitome of 
high-tech. In many ways, they still are, but since 
the advent of inexpensive micro-chips, "smart" 
machines are now commonplace in most homes. 
Today, the gap between sophisticated aircraft and 
sophisticated household machines has narrowed. 
Entire houses can now be controlled by a central 
computer. In late 1988, the Electronic Industries 
Association/ Consumer Electronics Group announced 
a new wiring standard called the Consumer 
Electronics Bus which will enable microprocessor- 
equipped appliances built by one company to 
communicate with those built by another8 
This means that more and more people will 
use sophisticated electronic and computer- 
controlled devices on a daily basis. Today, many 
children learn to operate machines even before 
they can read.9 At age four, the author's youngest 
son knew how to operate the remote controls of a 
video cassette recorder and television, find and 
play games on a Macintosh computer, use various 
cassette players, and heat food in a microwave 
oven. Operating machines is second nature to him. 
Aircraft designers will have a new human 
factor element to consider. Instead of the 
automobile, electronic, and other industries 
mimicking the designs of equipment found in 
aircraft, the aircraft manufacturers may find 
themselves copying panel designs from these 
industries in order to avoid human factor problems 
in the cockpit. This is not to say that aircraft will 
loose their place on the cutting edge of technology, 
but that aircraft designers will have to be more 
aware of the designs of equipment made by other 
industries. 
For example, affordable, hand-held GPS 
systems are now available for less than $1000 from 
a number of manufacturers. It won't be long before a 
dashboard-mounted GPS becomes a common option 
in automobiles and trucks. If the GPS receivers 
pilots find in their aircraft are very dissimilar 
from these car systems and hand-helds, human 
factor errors will occur. 
In the past, pilots had to contend with 
transfer of learning problems between their 
airplanes and their au tomob i~es .~~  These problems 
will seem minor to the pilots of future generations 
who wilI have to contend with transfer of learning 
problems between their aircraft and their cars, 
their computers, their home entertainment systems, 
and numerous other gadgets, appliances, and 
machines, some of which have yet to be invented. 
There will be international "standards" 
developed and accepted, sometimes by agreements 
and official decrees, but perhaps more often by the 
company that is able to sell the most of a particular 
product first. If a similar machine does not fit the 
accepted "norm" or the standard that people have 
become accustomed to, problems will arise. 
A human factors problem occurred when 
Helikopter Service installed a new security system 
in the main office and hanger. Like the old system, 
the new one required the use of magnetic-strip 
identity cards. The old system required one to 
insert the card in the controller and punch in a four- 
digit code before the door would open. The new 
system required that the code be punched in first, 
then the card inserted. If the card was inserted 
first and then the code punched in, as with the old 
system, a red light blinked indicating something 
was wrong. 
On the first day, hardly anyone could get 
into the building. Even though instructions had 
been distributed beforehand, few bothered to read 
them, assuming wrongly that the new system 
worked the same way as the old one. Most people 
thought there was something wrong with their 
card or their code. The problem was the system 
itself; the fault was that of the engineer who had 
not realized that a "standard" for card-and-code 
door opening systems had already been established 
at the company. 
There may have to be a radical change in 
the way aircraft are designed. In the past, the 
machine was foremost. The goal was to make the 
machine work and if a switch or lever was in an 
awkward position for the pilot, then he just had to 
adapt to it. Fortunately, this attitude has changed 
a great deal since World War I1 and aircraft 
designers spend much more attention to ergonomic 
factors inside the cockpit. 
Everything in the cockpit will have to be 
considered in this light. From the simplest 
mechanical things, such as the way the seats are 
adjusted, to the most sophisticated computer- 
driven systems. Designers will have to stay up-to- 
date with currently accepted standards in the 
"outside world." Are computer pull-down menus 
and "windows" so widespread that they should be 
considered standards to be used in the cockpit? 
Should the "QWERTY" keyboard found on 
typewriters or the keypad used on touch-tone 
telephones be the standard for aircraft navigation 
and computer systems? Should the clock be digital 
or analog, or both? Should the artificial feel in a 
fly-by-wire control stick have the same "feel" as a 
Nintendo joystick? These are the kinds of questions 
that must be constantly and continually asked. 
tive f e e d b a c k s o  t8at_ideas_and 
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Every successful company believes it is "the 
man on the shop floor" who best knows how to do 
his job and who has the most useful suggestions 
about how to do it better. Good companies solicit 
information from every level. 
In the author's experience, aviation 
companies are often very conservative and many 
even have military-like organizations.  
Information in military hierarchies goes up and 
down the chain of command, although it usually 
flows down a lot easier than it goes up. If the chief 
pilot or chief of maintenance does not agree with a 
line pilot's or mechanic's suggestion, the idea stops 
there and never gets to the manufacturer where it 
might have been accepted. The only exception is in 
the case of an accident. Then people are listened to. 
A reporting system connecting line pilots 
directly to manufacturers would be an excellent way 
to get feedback about present and future cockpits.ll 
CONCLUSIONS 
The author readily concedes the subjective 
nature of this paper. However, given the fact that 
the very nature of the applied technology of human 
factors presupposes a degree of subjectivity, the 
author hopes his departure from the scientific 
method will not cause his conclusions to be 
summarily disregarded. In lieu of a feedback 
system described above, a forum such as this is one 
of the few ways a line pilot can make his 
observations and opinions known to people who can 
make a difference. 
1. Flashing warning lights should only be 
used for the most serious of malfunctions; taking the 
proper corrective action and removing the hazard, 
should be the only possible way to extinguish a 
flashing warning light. 
2. Extreme care must be used when designing a 
switch to function as both a switch and a warning 
light. One should not assume that a task people 
can do under normal conditions will still be error- 
free during an emergency. 
3. Autopilot functions should be annunciated 
on the flight instrument relevant to each particular 
function. 
4. All autopilot functions should be fully 
controllable from each seat. Single-pilot IFR 
sapdd&y is great, but it should be available to 
both captain and copilot alike. 
5.  It should not be possible for the autopilot to 
capture the glide slope portion of an instrument 
landing system until the localizer is captured. 
6.  Warning lights that illuminate every time 
a minor item, such as an autopilot coupler function, 
is switched off have a tendency to be ignored by 
pilots after a few hours of experience in the 
aircraft. 
7. A11 radio frequency selectors should rotate 
the same direction: clockwise to increase frequency; 
counter-clockwise to decrease. 
8. Moveable landing or search lights should 
move up when the switch is moved up and move 
down when the switch is moved down. 
9. The language used on warning lights and 
switches should be consistent with the wording 
used in the flight manual, checklists, and other 
related material; the wording must be carefully 
chosen so that the most critical factor of a given 
malfunction is immediately comprehended; 
abbreviations should be consistent, logical, and 
easily interpreted; translations to other languages 
must be very carefully checked for correct meanings. 
10. Electronic and computer-based systems must 
be constructed so they are not adversely affected by 
the environment. 
11. Cockpit designers must look outside the 
cockpit, at the numerous other sophisticated 
machines that are becoming or are already 
commonplace, when considering human factors 
problems that may occur in the cockpit. 
12. Manufacturers should establish, promote, 
and use an effective feedback system so that ideas 
and suggestions from professional pilots are 
obtained on a regular basis. 
FINAL THOUGHT 
If Dr. Lee's predictions about the proportion 
of human factor accidents reaching 100% is right, 
then constant awareness of and attention to human 
factor problems by everyone involved with the 
design and operation of aircraft will be the 
way to prevent aircraft accidents in the future. 
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ABSTRACT 
The existing body of research to investigate airworthiness, 
performance, handling, and operational requirements for 
STOL and V/STOL aircraft was reviewed for its 
applicability to the tiltrotor and tiltwing design concepts. 
The objective of this study was to help determine the 
needs for developing civil certification criteria for these 
aircraft concepts. Piloting tasks that were considered 
included configuration and thrust vector management, 
glidepath control, deceleration to hover, and engine failure 
procedures. Flight control and cockpit display systems 
that have been found necessary to exploit the low-speed 
operating characteristics of these aircraft are described, and 
beneficial future developments are proposed. 
NOMENCLATURE 
CTOL 
IMC 
SAS 
STOL 
v 
V/STOL 
Y 
9 
Conventional Takeoff and Landing 
Instrument Meteorological Conditions 
Stability Augmentation System 
Short Takeoff and Landing 
- 
VerticaVShort Takeoff and Landing 
Flightpath angle 
Pitch angle 
INTRODUCTION 
After many years of research and testing of numerous and 
diverse V/STOL concepts, the possibility is now 
emerging that tiltrotor and tiltwing aircraft might enter 
civil operations during the next decade (Refs. 1.2). Indeed, 
the V-22 Osprey tiltrotor aircraft, a military prototype 
currently undergoing acceptance testing, is paving the way 
for possible civil applications. 
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During the past several years, various piloted simulations 
have been conducted of both of these design concepts 
(Refs. 3 - 5). The objectives of these simulations have 
included concept evaluation, detailed systems 
development, and the investigation of ainvorthiness and 
certification issues associated with the operation of these 
aircraft in instrument meteorological conditions (IMC) in 
the terminal area. 
At the same time, many research efforts conducted over 
the past three decades have examined the stability and 
control, handling, and performance requirements for both 
powered-lift STOL transport-category aircraft and military 
jet V/STOL aircraft. References 6-1 1 and their associated 
bibliographies provide a comprehensive summary of this 
research. More recently, the introduction of digital flight 
control technologies has stimulated research in integrated 
flight/propulsion control for V/STOL aircraft, partly with 
the objective of providing a consistent control 
mechanization for the pilot over the high-speed and low- 
speed flight envelopes where thrust vector orientation 
differs markedly (Refs. 12, 13). Even though the tiltrotor 
and tiltwing design concepts received scant mention in the 
evolution of these V/STOL design requirements, much of 
this background research is relevant to these aircraft. 
Consequently, it is one objective of this paper to associate 
some of the airworthiness and piloting issues for these 
two aircraft design concepts with some of the general 
criteria contained in these references. 
Considerable research has also been conducted over the 
past two decades to investigate operational procedures, 
flight control, and cockpit display systems needed to 
support terminal area operations by powered-lift STOL, 
V/STOL, and rotary wing aircraft in IMC. In addition to 
exploiting the short or vertical landing capabilities of 
these aircraft, the expectations implicit in this research 
have been to take advantage of their potential to operate in 
airspace not easily used by higher speed conventional 
aircraft and hence increase the throughput of the air traffic 
conml environment. The low-speed kinematics associated 
with these operations dominate many of the piloting 
issues, such as the initial deceleration procedure, the 
determination of the scheduled glidepath angle, the 
corresponding selection of the aircraft approach 
configuration, the attendant safety margins, and the 
influence of winds and turbulence. Hence, much of this 
research is also generally applicable to tiltrotor and 
tiltwing operations (Refs. 14- 17). 
In addition, investigations focusing on IMC terminal area 
operations specific to the tiltrotor and tiltwing design 
concepts have been conducted. A large moving-base 
simulator was used to evaluate three candidate conversion 
procedures for tiltrotor aircraft executing 6 degree 
instrument approaches (Ref. 3). A subsequent simulation 
evaluated various levels of control integration and flight 
director sophistication during both constant speed and 
decelerating approaches on glidepaths as steep as 25 
degrees (Ref. 4). For the tiltwing concept, flight tests in 
simulated IMC using a programmable electronic display 
system for approach guidance were conducted (Refs. 18- 
20). The research reported in Ref. 21, although conducted 
in "visual" conditions, represents a recent ground-based 
simulation of the tiltwing concept that included 
investigations of decelerating and descending approaches to 
hover. 
This paper seeks to distill from this body of prior research 
those piloting considerations deemed important in the 
operation of civil tiltrotor and tiltwing aircraft. In the 
presentation which follows, the distinguishing 
characteristics of each design that impact pilot control are 
discussed briefly. Basic procedural philosophy from 
transport category CTOL operations is reviewed to 
establish a desirable guideline for civil V/STOL 
operations. Next, configuration management issues 
associated with thrust vectoring and conversion from 
cruise to powered-lift flight are discussed, including 
recommendations specific to both tiltrotor and tiltwing 
concepts. Glidepath tracking considerations are reviewed, 
including comments concerning the execution of curved, 
decelerating. and descending approaches. Throughout, there 
is discussion of flight control and cockpit display systems 
that must be provided to ease the piloting task. Finally, 
some of the piloting considerations that would be 
involved in the event of engine failure during the steep 
approach (or gcmmund) are reviewed. 
PRINCIPAL FEATURES OF 
TILTROTOR AND TILTWING 
The tiltrotor and tiltwing design concepts have significant 
differences that have long presented the opportunity for 
interesting technical discussion (Ref. 22) . Although it is 
not the objective of this paper to promote the relative 
merits of each design concept, some of their unique 
characteristics are worthy of emphasis because they lead to 
differing piloting considerations for the operation of these 
vehicles in instrument conditions in the terminal area. 
Throughout this paper there is little discussion of basic 
dynamic response criteria, particularly for the angular 
degrees-of-freedom that are important for the inner control 
loops. This is not to de-emphasize the importance of these 
handling qualities to the pilot, but rather is recognition of 
their already thorough treaunent, exemplified in Refs. 7, 
8, 10, and 1 1. Following the approach taken in Ref. 7, for 
example, it is assumed that good attitude stabilization is 
provided so that handling qualities in the pitch axis 
particularly are not a consideration. 
Two aircraft, the XV-15 Tiltrotor (Ref. 23) and the CL-84 
Tiltwing (Ref. 24) are used to illustrate the principal 
features of each concept The helicopter-like characteristics 
of the XV-15 (Fig. 1) are embodied in two features, the 
significantly lower disc loading (Table I), and the use of 
longitudinal cyclic pitch. Low disc loading results in good 
low-speed operating efficiencies, lower noise, lower 
downwash impingement effects, and good vertical axis 
damping in hover and during low-speed steep approaches. 
The use of cyclic pitch control introduces a rotor flapping 
degree-of-freedom not usually found in tiltwing designs. 
Not only does this feature eliminate the need for a separate 
moment-generating device for pitch control at low 
airspeeds when the nacelles are rotated, it also alleviates 
some of the sustained pitch attitude changes that otherwise 
would be required to orient the thrust vector. 
Table 1. Disc loading (lb/ft2) 
Titltwing Titlrotor Helicopter 
CL-84- la XV-lsb S - 7 6 ~ ~  
4 1 13 7.7 
aAt design max hover weight 
b ~ t  design gross weight 
For the CL-84 Tiltwing (Fig.2), the higher disc loading 
and the fully immersed wing are mainly responsible for its 
unique characteristics. Much higher propulsive efficiencies 
make the tiltwing more suitable for missions that 
emphasize cruise performance, while at low speed, 
downwash velocities are high and vertical damping is low. 
Furthermore, the high drag associated with the fully 
immersed and tilted wing, and the absence of any propeller 
Figure 1. XV-15 Tillrotor 
Figure 2. CL-84 Tiltwing 
flapping degree of freedom both serve to make pitch 
attitude an unusually ineffective control at low speed for 
accomplishing speed or flightpath control. In the tiltwing, 
an auxiliary effector is used in the absence of propeller 
cyclic for pitch attitude control at low speed. 
to hover is of significance. Especially for the tiltwing, a 
large increase in power is required as hover is approached. 
Associated with this change in operating points for both 
concepts, and corresponding to the change in orientation 
of the thrust vector angle from horizontal to vertical, is a 
change in pilot technique for managing airspeed and 
flightpath angle. Some of the pilot control and cockpit 
display issues involved in transitioning from a 
conventional "frontside" technique to a "backsiden control 
technique during precision instrument approaches are 
described in Refs. 4,8, 13, 15, and 26. 
One of the major &fferences in the two designs is reflected 
in their level flight "conversion corridors", depicted in 
Fig. 3. Figure 3(a) shows the relatively wide range of 
airspeeds available to the XV-15 pilot in level flight at 
nacelle angles above zero (Ref. 23). In contrast, Fig. 3@) 
shows that the CL-84 pilot had available only a very 
narrow range of airspeeds at each intermediate wing angle 
when constraints on comfortable pitch attitudes are taken 
into account (Ref. 24). To be discussed subsequently, 
these characteristics are the source of important procedural, 
workload, and handling qualities considerations for the 
pilot in his configuration management of the aircraft 
during terminal area entry, approach, and landing. 
The flightpath angle-airspeed (y-V) trim maps described in 
Ref. 8 portray best the piloting technique, aircraft 
performance, and safety margin considerations associated 
with the low-speed steep approach configurations. The 
y-V map for the simulated tiltrotor aircraft of Ref. 4 in 
the approach configuration with nacelle angle 80 is shown 
in Fig. 5(a). The vertical slopes of the constant attitude 
lines indicate that flightpath control about the scheduled 6 
degree path, D in Fig. 5(a), can be achieved with 
minimum crosscoupIing into speed using power 
adjustments alone while maintaining constant attitude. 
The locally horizontal segments of the constant power 
lines indicate that airspeed control about the scheduled 
operating point can be achieved with minimum 
crosscoupling into flightpath by using attitude 
adjustments while maintaining constant power. The 
Further information concerning the pilot control 
requirements during the conversion to powered-lift is 
revealed in the level-flight power-required curves for the 
XV-15 and CL-84 shown in Fig. 4 (Refs. 25, 24). The 
progression of operating points from the frontside of the 
power-required curve during initial maneuvering, to the 
minimum drag point (typically) during steep low-speed 
descent, and then fuIly onto the backside for deceleration 
1G infinite 
blade life limit 
High power dimb on1 
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Airspeed (knots) 
Figure 3. Level-flight conversion comdors. (a) XV-15; 0) CL-84 
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Figure 4. Level-flight power required. (a) XV-15; (b) CL-84 
relatively shallow gradient between the constant attitude 
lines indicates that pitch attitude changes would be 
moderately effective in controlling airspeed with a 
sensitivity of about 6 kt/deg. Yet the speed-attitude 
stability of the tiltrotor is strong enough that the piloting 
technique of maintaining a specific pitch attitude reference 
during approach (within 0.5 degrees for example on an 
expanded-scale attitude indicator) would be effective in 
maintaining the approach airspeed within a narrow range. 
A good pitch-attitude-hold stability augmentation system 
(SAS) would greatly facilitate this aspect of the pilot's 
control task. 
In comparison. the tiltwing is characterized by such 
excessive speed stability that the use of pitch attitude is 
considered impractical as a mechanism for speed control 
because excessively large attitude changes would be 
required. This consideration becomes of particular concern 
for civil operations, where pitch attitude usage for both 
uirn and control should be kept within about 5 degrees of 
fuselage level. Figure 5(b) shows a y-V map 
representative of a tiltwing with wing angle 40. Flight- 
test data from Ref. 24 were used to plot the strikingly 
steep gradient between the constant attitude lines, only 1.2 
kt/deg. Changes in the component of gravity along the 
aircraft longitudinal body axis brought about by pitching 
are offset by the large changes in drag that result from 
only very small speed changes. 
Pitch attitude thus cannot be used effectively as an active 
method for setting or even for regulating airspeed in the 
tiltwing. Rather, airspeed is so strongly determined by 
wing angle that pitch attitude should be considered simply 
as a configuration setting, controlled most effectively by a 
good attitude-hold SAS. In the final analysis, speed 
regulation at the intermediate and higher wing angles is of 
little importance anyway, since it has little influence on 
aerodynamic safety margins, or on trajectory. Instead, 
wing angle and power setting strongly dominate these 
considerations. 
Finally, the buffet that is characteristic of the tiltwing in 
the low-speed descent configuration poses significant 
design, piloting, and operational considerations, since it 
presents a significant limitation on feasible descent and 
deceleration profiles. Figure 6 from Ref. 27, to which 
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Figure 5. Trim conditions during steep descent. (a) Tiltrotor, nacelle 80 deg; (b) Tiltwing, wing 40 deg 
flight-test data provided in Refs. 24 and 28 have been 
added, depicts the buffet boundaries for the CL-84 
prototype and a subsequent model, the CL-84-1 aircraft. 
The buffet occurs when operating near the maximum 
lifting conditions for the wing, and is thought to be 
influenced by the basic wing chord/propeller diameter 
ratio, the details of the wing leading edge and trailing edge 
flap schedules, the fuselage incidence angle as reflected by 
the trim pitch angles used for approach (nosedown 
attitudes were alleviating), and details in local wing 
contours and surface condition. The reasons for the 
differences in the buffet characteristics between the two 
models were not well understood even by the aerodynamic 
designers (Ref. 27). Indeed, the published data appear to be 
somewhat inconsistent, suggesting that efforts were 
constantly underway to improve the aerodynamics 
associated with the problem. 
Reference 28 describes a buffet encounter in the CL-84-1 
in the wing 40 configuration that represented a limiting 
flight condition: "Although the power was held constant 
for the next 7 to 8 seconds, the indicated rate of descent did 
not stabilize and continued to increase (above 850 fpm) 
until buffeting and nose and wing drop occurred." 
Relatively small low frequency pitching oscillations 
frequently preceded nose-drop. Although progressively 
deeper penetration into buffet represented a significant 
disruption to the flight condition, recovery of the aircraft 
was easily effected by adding power. 
The significantly different characteristics of these two 
aircraft designs, and their clear differences from CTOL 
aircraft argue undeniably for special operating procedures. 
Yet it is important to recognize that there remain aspects 
of their operation that can be patterned beneficially on 
CTOL experience. 
CTOL OPERATING GUIDELINES 
It might be said that there are at least two fundamental 
differences between CTOL and V/STOL operations. The 
first arises from the operating environment. To facilitate 
the integration of V/STOL aircraft in the confined noise- 
sensitive route structures of busy terminal areas and to 
exploit the operating potential of these aircraft, curved and 
steep flightpaths to vertiports or to designated sections of 
existing airports will be required. The unusual low-speed 
kinematics and the correspondingly greater effect of winds 
at the surface and along the approach path impact both the 
Ref. 24 onset of buffet (CL-84 prototype) 
X Ref. 28 onset of buffet (CL-84-1) 
Ref. 28 limitlng condition (CL-84-1) 
CL-84 prototype 
onset of buffet 
Wing angle (dog) 
Figure 6. CL-84 Titwing buffet boundaries 
geomeuy of terminal area flightpaths and the descent and 
climb performance of the aircraft in its low-speed high- 
drag configuration. 
The second fundamental difference is associated with the 
requirement to orient the thrust vector from a general 
horizontal direction to a vertical direction in order to gain 
access to the low-speed portion of the flight envelope. 
This creates unique configuration management and aircraft 
conuol problems for the pilot, and for the designer who 
seeks to alleviate some of the lift, thrust, drag, and 
pitching moment effects on the pilot's behalf through 
various sophistications in flightipropulsion control 
integration. 
These differences notwithstanding, there is a clear need and 
good justification to strive for close similarity with the 
operational procedures and flight control characteristics 
that have evolved over decades of operating CTOL aircraft 
in the civil environment. These procedures and 
characteristics, broadly reflecting simplicity and 
conservatism and motivated largely by achieving 
maximum possible safety, are often substantially different 
than ones that may be appropriate for the military 
missions with which V/STOL aircraft typically have been 
associated. Hence, it may be important to emphasize 
within the V/STOL community the sometimes differing 
character of civil operations as civil V/STOL designs are 
developed. Those operational procedures and flight control 
considerations that follow CTOL experience and which are 
relevant to the theme of this paper are discussed below. 
1. On arrival in the terminal area, a reasonable 
maneuvering speed is established that is consistent with 
air traffic control requirements. This typically involves an 
initial flap setting and a speed in the vicinity of 200 kt. 
For V/STOL aircraft, there would also be preparation for 
initial thrust vectoring (such as wing or pylon unlock). 
2. At a well delineated point just prior to beginning 
descent, the approach configuration is established while in 
level flight. For a CTOL aircraft, this often involves 
several progressive flap selections, each accomplished by a 
single pilot or co-pilot action. Specific guidelines are used 
to determine when it is appropriate to effect the next 
configuration change, such as known distance from the 
final approach fix, approaching glideslope intercept, or 
crossing the outer marker. Configuration changes are 
designed or indeed required to be benign to the pilot's 
control task and to the quality of the passengers' ride. For 
V/STOL aircraft, these configuration changes would 
involve thrust vectoring. The final action just prior to 
beginning descent (such as undercarriage selection) is often 
one that yields the drag and thrust settings appropriate to 
the scheduled descent angle. 
3. During descent, the pilot is actively manipulating at 
most two longitudinal controls, one to maintain or adjust 
the flight reference (usually airspeed) and the other to 
maintain the flightpath. Prior to landing, there may be at 
most one more single-action configuration change, such 
as the selection of final landing flaps. The lateral 
flightpath is maintained by actively manipulating the 
same pilot control inceptor used for active control in the 
longitudinal axis. In normal circumstances pedal control is 
not r e q W  
4. Should an engine failure occur at any point on the 
approach, there is at most one single-action configuration 
change needed to continue to land, or to achieve a positive 
climb rate if the pilot elects to go around. 
These important guidelines are reflected in the proposed 
airworthiness standards for civil powered-lift aircraft 
contained in Ref. 8. The remainder of this paper discusses 
the terminal area operation of civil tiltrotor and tilwing 
aircraft in the context of these well-established general 
procedures. 
CONFIGURATION MANAGEMENT 
DURING INITIAL CONVERSION 
Flndlngs from Prevlous Tests 
In V/STOL aircraft, decelerating transitions to hover have 
typically been more difficult to perform than accelerating 
departures. Even so, the management of aircraft 
configuration through conversion from cruise to hover did 
not emerge as a significant problem area until flight in 
instrument conditions was investigated (Refs. 18, 29). 
Reference 20 describes some of the piloting difficulties 
encountered in the CL-84 tiltwing aircraft during hooded 
partial conversions from wing 0 to wing 12, and 
subsequently, through wing 4 5 to hover. In that aircraft, 
the wing was tilted using a beep switch mounted on the 
top of the power lever. At wing 0, the wing-up tilt rate 
was 2 deglsec, increasing linearly from wing 0 to wing 45 
where it was maintained at 6 deglsec. (The wing-down tilt 
rate was 12 deglsec from wing 100 to wing 45, thereafter 
the rate decreased linearly to 3 deglsec at wing 0.) 
Although these tilt rates at low wing angles seem modest, 
their nearly direct equivalence with angle of atrack changes 
assured strong lift, drag, and pitching moment 
interactions. The effects of these interactions were the 
main causes for the slower wing tilt-rate scheduling. It is 
significant that these wing tilt-rates were developed for 
visual conversions conducted close to the ground where 
visual cues were good. 
In simulated instrument conditions, the piloting 
difficulties encountered when converting from an initial 
wing 0, 120 kt configuration to the wing 12, 90 kt initial 
approach configuration consisted of a strong vertical 
response to initial wing incidence change, together with a 
strong nose-up pitching moment. The recommended 
technique for the CL-84 during this initial wing tilting 
was to reduce the power temporarily and to 
simultaneously adjust the fuselage attitude to level, a 
change of about 5 degrees. The CL-84 had a rather weak 
pitch SAS in this regime, so the pilot had little assistance 
in resisting the nose-up trim change and in coordinating 
the required nose-down pitch change. As the conversion 
progressed beyond wing 35, which corresponded to about 
45 kt, the ballooning tendency decreased rapidly and power 
had to be added progressively. As described in Ref. 20, 
even though the correct coordination to maintain level 
flight during conversion was a demanding task, acceptable 
levels of performance could be achieved in visual 
conditions. However, when visual cues were limited to 
only those available from the CL-84 display symbology, 
the pilot workload became extremely high. 
Similar piloting problems, described extensively in Refs. 
3 and 29, were encountered during conversions in "visual" 
and IMC for simulated tiltrotor aircraft, Schedules ranging 
from full conversion in level flight to full conversion 
along the glidepath were investigated. It was determined 
that "instrument operations employing thrust vector 
conversion are going to have to provide some additional 
assistance to the pilot to achieve ratings in the 
'satisfactory' category". In addition to the use of a three- 
cue flight director system, consideration was given to the 
use of discrete nacelle angle detents rather than the 
incremental nacelle-rate "beep" switch which was located 
on the power lever. This detent concept was implemented 
subsequently and evaluated briefly with favorable results 
(Ref. 4). Not surprisingly, good attitude stabilization was 
found beneficial in suppressing unwanted pitching upsets 
arising from aerodynamic crosscoupling effects when first 
trlting the nacelles. 
Indeed, there seems to be little justification in a civil 
V/STOL design for the pilot to exercise continuous 
control over the full range of thrust vector angles, as 
traditionally provided in the past. Instead, there seems to 
be a good foundation for implementing several discrete, 
single-action configuration changes, each tailored to the 
inherent deceleration characteristics of the aircraft and for 
minimum crosscoupling. This tailoring would include an 
appropriate wing or nacelle actuation rate, as well as 
appropriate flap scheduling. If the pitching moments 
associated with initial vectoring are strong, an 
interconnect with the moment effector should be 
considered to absorp them. Alternatively, the authority and 
off-load features of the pitch-attitude stabilization system 
should be such that the moments can be contained. 
Consistent with existing CTOL procedures, it is preferred 
to implement these configuration changes as discrete 
selections in level flight, where the operational 
significance of flightpath disturbances due to configuration 
changes is minimized. 
Tiltrotor 
Shown in Fig. 7 is a possible level-flight conversion 
sequence for the 40,000 pound tiltrotor aircraft simulated 
in Ref. 4. Associated with the nacelle angle changes is 
the automatic flap schedule tabulated in the figure. A 
- 
"r N a c e l l m  angle (dog) 
Airspeed (knots) 
Figure 7. Tiltrotor level-flight trim conditions 
manual flap setting of 20 degrees is first selected by the 
pilot to facilitate initial maneuvering and to reduce the 
trim pitch angle at lower airspeeds. Point C in Fig. 7 
represents the nacelle angle 80 configuration that will be 
used for descent. Point D in Fig. 5(a) represents the trim 
conditions on the 6 degree glidepath chosen for this 
example. To arrive at this approach configuration in level 
flight with minimal power changes and with the most 
predictable and repeatable adjustments in pitch attitude, the 
sequential attainment of points A, B, and C might be 
recommended. Alternatively, it may be elected to bypass 
C, and transition directly from B to D upon glideslope 
intercept. In either case, the management of pitch attitude 
during this sequence and during the subsequent descent 
includes regulation about significantly different trim 
values, emphasizing the importance of pitch axis stability 
augmentation. In Ref. 4, an attitude-command system 
with the capability m "beep" the reference attitude to the 
desired reference value was used A three-cue flight director 
was also found necessary to assist the pilot in maintaining 
the + 100 ft standard for altitude performance during the 
level-flight conversion sequence (Ref. 30). The use of 
attitude-command stability augmentation and flight 
director guidance is consistent with the findings of Ref. 
17, which reviewed many prior investigations of systems 
requirements for IMC approaches in both helicopters and 
V/STOL aircraft. 
This depiction of the conversion trajectory as a succession 
of quasi-steady trim conditions is an idealization, since 
power wiII still have to be retarded and pitch angle reduced 
to counter ballooning. Nevertheless, the proposed 
trajectory represents a useful goal in determining 
programmed flap and nacelle angles to be achieved in 
response to each single action configuration change. A 
final smaller (single-action) configuration change to 
nacelle angle 90, and a final deceleration would be 
accomplished late in the approach in order to adjust the 
trim pitch angle to a range more appropriate for hover and 
subsequent vertical landing at E. 
The data of Fig. 7 were used to plot the conversion 
comdor shown in Fig. 8, bounded by trim pitch angles 
deemed in a comfortable range for civil operations. The 
higher speed portion of the corridor is further limited by 
torque available at the lower nacelle angles. In the 
presence of these practical constraints the conversion 
corridor for the simulated tiltrotor aircraft of Ref. 4 is seen 
0 40 80 120 160- 200 240 
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Figure 8. Tiltrotor conversion corridor with attitude limits 
to be significantly narrower than first implied by the XV- 
15 conidor that was presented in Fig. 3(a). 
Tiltwing 
It should be emphasized that the extreme narrowness of 
the tiltwing conversion comdor shown in Fig. 3(b) does 
not imply any difficulty for the pilot in remaining within 
it. Rather, it reflects an unusually constrained relationship 
between aircraft configuration and airspeed over which the 
pilot has little control other than by adjusting wing angle. 
The utilization of wing angle during the approach and 
landing, and the influence of this on height control 
requirements dominate the pilot's task. 
For the tiltwing aircraft entering the terminal area, initial 
procedures would involve a manual flap selection to 
facilitate maneuvering down to an airspeed in the vicinity 
of 120 kt, as well as preparation for wing tilting. This 
would include unlocking the wing, engaging the drive 
mechanism for the tail-mounted propeller used for low- 
speed pitch control, and selecting the higher propeller rpm 
needed for V/STOL operation. For the tiltwing aircraft 
represented by the conversion characteristics shown in 
Fig. 3(b), the very strong pitch-heave coupling associated 
with the first 10-15 degrees of wing angle change, 
combined with the recommended procedure of 
simultaneously adjusting fuselage angle to level, both 
argue strongly for a slowly programmed initial 
configuration change to about wing 15. Other 
aerodynamic surfaces such as leading and trailing edges 
flaps would be scheduled automatically. Selection of this 
configuration change should be accomplished by a single 
pilot action, not through the incremental or sustained 
operation of a wing-tilt rate switch. Control over pitch 
attitude during this period might be achieved most 
effectively with an attitude-command system for which the 
pilot "beeps" the reference attitude down to level. A 
tailored pitch command implemented within the flight 
director display would probably be helpful. Additional 
single-action selections to wing angles 25 and 40, for 
example, would provide flexibility to the pilot in dealing 
with strong headwinds during approach while also 
configuring the aircraft beyond the range where ballooning 
is most problematic. Although these sequential 
configuration changes would position the aircraft for the 
steep descent portion of the approach, continuous control 
of higher wing angles must somehow be provided in order 
to achieve hover. 
STEEP DESCENT 
Tiitrotor 
Having established the desired approach configuration, 
represented by C in Fig. 7, and just prior to capturing 
descent guidance, the tiltrotor pilot reduces power and 
lowers the undercarriage with the objective of arriving at 
the scheduled descent condition represented by point D in 
Fig 5(a). Many of the pilot control considerations during 
the steep low-speed descent are evident from this figure. 
The 6 degree descent condition selected corresponds to a 
still air descent rate of 785 fpm, a suitable margin from 
the maximum value of 1000 fpm recommended in Refs. 6 
and 8, and close to the nominal 500 fpm recommended for 
low-speed aircraft in Ref. 28. The 15 degree angle-of- 
attack line shown in Fig. 5(a) does not necessarily 
represent any limiting aerodynamic phenomenom, but in 
general, any aerodynamic limits along with the minimum 
and maximum power limits would be represented on this 
diagram. The nearly vertical constant attitude lines and the 
locally horizontal segments of the constant power lines at 
the scheduled operating point reflect little coupling 
between power and speed as long as attitude is held 
constant. This permits the pilot to track the glidepath 
easily using power alone, while simply maintaining a 
level fuselage angle. A good attitude-retention SAS would 
facilitate this task, especially in the presence of any 
transient pitching moments caused by power changes, or 
by atmospheric turbulence (Ref. 17). 
As concluded in Ref. 4, also corroborated by research 
reviewed in Ref. 17, a three-cue flight director is essential 
to assuring satisfac* handling qualities and performance 
during steep approaches, even when conducted at constant 
speed. Further, the restriction of control in the 
longitudinal plane to the active manipulation of at most 
two inceptors, offers the potential identified in Ref. 15 for 
flying precision curved approach profiles in IMC. As 
identified in Refs. 15 and 31, the additional aid needed in 
these circumstances is an adequate means (such as a 
moving-map electronic display) to assure situational 
awareness during the approach procedure. 
Consistent with other recommendations set forth in Ref. 8 
for civil powered-lift operations and easily seen from the 
y-V map of Fig. 5(a), (1) there are available at least four 
degrees of aerodynamic flightpath angle margin above and 
below the scheduled path with which to accomplish 
corrections, (2) level flight is easily achievable without 
any configuration change, and (3) ample safety margins 
exist surrounding the scheduled operating point to account 
for gusts and normal tracking errors. In addition, as 
required by Ref. 8, only two controls are being actively 
manipulated to track the flightpath and maintain the speed 
reference. 
As readily seen from the comparitive y-V trim maps in 
Fig. 5, the situation during low-speed steep descent is 
very different for the tiltwing. The useful speed range is 
dramatically smaller, and the occurrence of buffet even at 
moderate descent angles severely limits the envelope 
available. An approach wing angle of 40 degrees and an 
airspeed of about 40 kt is used as the basis for this 
discussion, since characteristics of the CL-84 in this 
coniiguration are amply described in the literature. 
The wing 40 configuration was selected for the CL-84 
flight investigations of Refs. 18-20, whose emphasis was 
on IMC recovery of V/STOL aircraft to small ships. The 
approach profiles consisted of initial descents on 9 or 12 
degree approach paths followed by level decelerations to 
hover at 100 feet. The wing 40 configuration was chosen 
as the best overall compromise towards minimizing 
handling difficulties during final stages of the approach to 
hover. In strong headwind conditions, a lesser wing angle 
was used with the objective of maintaining approach 
groundspeed in the vicinity of 40 k t  Although height rate 
damping was poor at these low speeds, necessitating 
display or flight director compensation, the control 
effectiveness was more consistent and there was less 
crosscoupling than at lower wing angles. The attitude 
stabilization system was reasonably effective in assisting 
the pilot in maintaining the fuselage attitude a few degrees 
negative during descent, a technique found effective to 
reduce buffet. However, the crosscoupling from power or 
wing angle changes to the pitch axis was still considered 
significant and a source of difficulty (Ref. 20). 
The buffet characteristics of the CL-84 were not reported 
in Refs. 19 and 20 as presenting limitations or causing 
particular difficulties during the simulated IMC 
approaches. This implication of relatively benign 
characteristics is offset by the potential for the much more 
significant limitations that were described earlier. This 
characteristic of the tiltwing, barring its complete 
resolution in future designs, poses the difficulty that the 
pilot and passengers will likely encounter buffet routinely 
during descent, if not on the nominal path then during 
downward corrections to it. Most importantly, it 
represents a limiting angle-of-attack condition from which 
protection must be assured. 
The methodology developed in Ref. 8 for this type of 
limiting flight condition recognizes that angle-of-attack 
excursions away from the scheduled approach condition are 
a result of piloting actions such as corrections to 
glidepath, aircraft or system variabilities such as gust 
sensitivity or the standards of guidance provided to the 
pilot, and exposure to vertical gusts. Corrections to 
glidepath are accommodated by requiring that the scheduled 
approach path be at least 4 degrees above the prohibited 
angle-of-attack boundary (which could be drawn on the 
y-V map of Fig. 5(b)). The Iocation of the prohibited 
angle-of-attack boundary is determined by applying the 
required vertical gust protection, or angle-of-attack margin, 
to the limiting angle-of-attack (buffet) condition. As seen 
in the example of Fig. 5(b), there is virtually no angle-of- 
attack margin available, since the limiting condition is 
already coincident with the 4 degree maneuvering 
requirement. 
The angle-of-attack margin that is proposed in Ref. 8 
provides protection from a 20 kt vertical gust, giving the 
same level of protection for powered-lift aircraft that is 
enjoyed by conventional transports. The 30 degree margin 
(at the 40 kt approach speed) required by this "equivalent 
safety" standard seems conservative, especially for the 
tiltwing with its high slipstream velocities. However, it 
serves to emphasize the impmvements that are required in 
tiltwing buffet characteristics. Equally important, it points 
to the need to gain operating experience with this class of 
aircraft to provide a sound basis for the development of 
sensible airworthiness criteria. 
DECELERATION TO HOVER 
Operations to designated areas of existing airports might 
adequately require only short landings from approach 
conditions like those just described. However, operations 
to vertiports will require the capability for final 
deceleration to hover in poor visibility conditions. This 
final phase was investigated for the tiltrotor during the 
simulations reported in Ref. 4, and for the tiltwing during 
the flight-tests reported in Refs. 18-20. 
Tiltrotor 
Programmed decelerations along the glideslope to a ten 
foot hover were carried out on 9, 15, and 25 degree descent 
paths from initial speeds of 55.35. and 20 kt respectively. 
The aircraft was first established in the final hover 
configuration with nacelle angle 90 degrees prior to 
glideslope intercept, and three-cue flight director guidance 
was used. The programmed deceleration rate to a 10 ft 
hover over the pad was 0.025g, or slightly less than 0.5 
kt/sec. Breakout altitude was 200 ft, after which the 
remaining deceleration was accomplished using a 
combination of flight director guidance and visual 
references. On the 9 and 15 degree glideslopes, fully 
satisfactory pilot ratings were obtained for operations in 
calm air, and borderline satisfactory ratings were achieved 
in moderate turbulence. (The very steep 25 degree 
approaches involved high pilot workload, suggesting that 
such profiles would have to be strorigly justified on the 
basis of vertiport siting requirements to receive continued 
consideration.) These results are consistent with the 
CTOL operating guidelines; no final configuration change 
was required after acquiring the glidesIope, and only two 
longitudinal contmls requtred active manipulation. 
A six degree approach initially at 80 kt and nacelle angle 
at 80 degrees was also investigated. Programmed 
deceleration was again 0.025g and a 200 ft breakout 
altitude was used. A fourth flight director cue was 
incorporated to prompt the pilot when he should begin 
beeping the nacelle angle to 90 degrees. Satisfactory pilot 
ratings were achieved, even in moderate turbulence. 
Similar to the 9 and 12 degree approaches, glideslope 
tracking performance was approximately 0.2 degree 
standard deviation. Pilot rating and tracking performance 
data for the deceleraring approaches of Ref. 4 are shown in 
Fig. 9. Since the power trim data shown in Fig. 7 for the 
nacelle 80 and 90 configurations indicate only small 
differences, it can be inferred that the small pitch attitude 
adjustment associated with selecting nacelle 90 could be 
accommodated easily within a final single-action 
selection. This would be comparable to the final flap 
selection in a CTOL aircraft. 
An additional piloting consideration that was identified 
during the Ref. 4 simulations was the influence of pitch 
attitude during deceleration on the pilot's field of view. To 
allow adequate visual reference to the landing zone and 
vertiport environment, pitch angles within about 5 degrees 
of level were desired. Although this consideration depends 
on the particular cockpit environment, it is also considered 
reasonable for passenger comfort. 
Tlltwlng ----
Although piloting considerations in achieving the final 
hovering configuration are relatively minor for the 
tiluotor, they dominate the tiltwing deceleration. In the 
CL-84, the task in Ref. 20 consisted of beeping the wing 
from 40 to about 86 degrees while maintaining pitch 
attitude with the centerstick. Power was slowly increased 
as wing angle increased, and was modulated to maintain 
altitude. Despite the pitch SAS that incorporated only a 
weak pitch attitude term, both power and wing angle 
changes coupled into the pitch axis, requiring the pilot to 
intervene to improve attitude-retention performance. The 
benefits of improved pitch-attitude-hold characteristics in 
these circumstances were confirmed recently during 
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Figure 9. Performance and pilot ratings for steep descents in the simulated Tiltrotor of Ref. 4 
investigations conducted in a large moving-base simulator 
(Ref. 21). 
During the CL-84 IMC flight-tests and in the simulation, 
not only were three longitudinal controls involved in the 
deceleration, they were also inappropriately available to 
the pilot. The most traditional and effective control 
> inceptor, the stick, was used only for stabilization, a task 
that could be accomplished wholly by an automatic 
system, while the two remaining active controls needed to 
3 manage the flightpath were concentrated in one inceptor, 
the throttle lever. Further, Ref. 32 pointed out the 
potential confusion in the operation of these power-lever 
controls in gusty conditions near hover. 
Various alternatives have been proposed over the years to 
resolve these dilemma, such as driving the wing with the 
longitudinal stick once established in the powered-lift 
regime. However, the emerging technology of 
flight/propulsion control integration is perhaps the most 
effective means for resolution, since it offers the 
opportunity to optimize not only airframe and propulsion 
dynamics and aerodynamics, but also the pilot control 
interface with the vehicle. Various forerunners of this 
technology have been evaluated both in flight and in 
piloted simulations (Refs. 13, 33). The concept is 
illustrated in Fig. 10, taken from Ref. 12. Since it 
involves modem fly-by-wire architecture, this approach 
has the added advantage of dispensing with a complex 
mechanical mixing box and associated control runs. 
The piloting difficulties encountered during the IMC 
decelerations reporfed in Refs. 19 and 20 were am-ibuted to 
both control and display factors. Both of the display 
formats used were exclusively situational in nature, 
without the incorporation of dynamic compensation in 
any of the controlled symbology elements. While both 
display concepts were deemed effective for providing 
deceleration guidance, both were criticized as deficient in 
compensating for low vertical damping during approach. 
Since these early investigations, considerable 
improvements in display concepts for the shipboard 
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Figure 10. Integrated flightJpropulsion control system structure (Ref. 12) 
recovery task have been developed (Ref. 34). 
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The tiluotor simulations and the tiltwing flight 
evaluations both confirm the general findings of Ref. 17 
that an integrated display format incorporating directly or 
implicitly groundspeed and range guidance to the hover 
point is required for decelerating approaches. The display 
requirements may be reduced if higher levels of control 
sophistication, such as velocity or acceleration command 
systems are incorporated. (It is worth pointing out that the 
very high velocity-damping of the tiltwing results in 
characteristics that are essentially velocity-command and 
hold in response to wing tilting.) In any implementation, 
there is a clear need for symbology drive laws tailored to 
vehicle dynamics, using methods such as those described 
in Refs.15.35, and 36. 
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An important consideration for very low-speed and 
decelerating approaches is the effect of crosswind. For the 
pilot it represents perhaps the most significant 
accommodation that must be made between the air and 
ground reference frames, requiring the use of an additional 
control and creating additional display interpretation 
requirements. Both of these tasks can increase workload 
substantially in an IMC environment, especially when 
occuning s~ultaneously with deceleration. 
A variable-stability helicopter was used to evaluate crab 
versus sideslip during steep decelerating approaches to 25 
kt in crosswinds as high as 30 kt (Ref. 37). Only control 
considerations during simulated IMC were investigated; 
- 
generator 
- Propulsion 
control 
system 
field-of-view and orientation issues at breakout were not 
addressed. Under these constraints, crabbed approaches 
were found satisfactory, as were sideslipped approaches up 
to a steady-state lateral acceleration level of approximately 
0.07g. In the tiltrotor simulation reported in Ref. 4, the 
pilots evaluated lateral cyclic trim as an alternate means 
for generating the sideforce required for sideslipped 
approaches, finding that training in its use and the 
knowledge of current trim position were important 
requirements. An important additional control 
consideration is the availability of adequate authorities in 
both the yaw and lateral axes for steady-state trim, control, 
and disturbance-rejection purposes. 
- 
management 
generator 
Engine 
The display requirements in crosswind conditions require 
equally important consideration. Both head-up and head- 
down implementations are affected by large crab angles. 
Consistent with the findings of Ref. 17, and based on a 
review of recent electronic display concepts (eg. Refs. 34, 
35). the display feature employed most frequently at very 
low speed appears to be a horizontal situation format with 
velocity-vector and landing-pad representation. Other 
display concepts, such as the flightpath oriented concept 
evaluated in Ref. 38, together with new head-mounted 
display technologies warrant further research. 
ENGINE FAILURE 
Aircraft control, propulsion system management, and 
aircraft performance are the primary considerations 
following engine failure. The cross-shafting that is 
incorporated in both the tiltrotor and tiitwing designs 
assures that roll and yaw moments are suppressed more 
than was typically the case for the powered-lift 
configurations considered in the development of Ref. 8. 
Consequently, the tiltrotor or tiltwing pilot, like the 
helicopter pilot, does not have to deal with lateral- 
directional control transients and can instead concentrate 
on the longitudinal control task, particularly propulsion 
system and flightpath management. 
Propulsion system management following engine failure, 
however, is different than in helicopters and more similar 
to that required in the powered-lift aircraft considered in 
Ref. 8. Because of the blade-angle governing system that 
is typically used on tiltrotor and tiltwing aircraft, the pilot 
(or an automatic power compensation system) must 
effectively advance the power-demand lever in order to 
make available additional power from the remaining 
engine(s). The reaction time in restoring approach power 
or in establishing go-around power can be a critical factor 
in minimizing altitude loss immediately following engine 
failure. A limited amount of research in this area for 
powered-lift STOL aircraft has been conducted (Refs. 39- 
41). One method for assuring that all of the remaining 
power is easily and immediately available to the pilot 
without the requirement for an immediate action is with 
the flight/propulsion control integration concept described 
in Ref. 12. An integrated flighr/propulsion control system 
with these characteristics was developed and tested in a 
powered-lift STOL aircraft (Ref. 13). The automatic 
engine failure compensation feature incorporated in the V- 
22 Tiltrotor represents a direct approach to solving this 
problem (Ref. 42). 
Tiltrotor and tiltwing aircraft which have been flown to 
date exhibit engine out performance that is similar to 
twin-engine helicopters. The operating gross weight is 
usually such that level flight cannot be sustained below 
some airspeed in the vicinity of 30 to 40 kt, even at 
maximum contingency power, or without exceeding 
transmission limits. As an example, the engine-out climb 
performance for the simulated tiltrotor aircraft of Ref. 4 is 
shown in Fig. 11. 
If operating at low altitude and at an airspeed lower than 
about 40 kt at the time of engine failure, the aircraft is 
committed to land, or if at sufficient altitude, it can be 
accelerated to a higher airspeed to achieve sustained level 
flight or climb. In the tiltrotor, the pilot may use either a 
temporary reduction in pitch attitude or a forward nacelle 
tilt to achieve, if necessary, the required speed and thence 
the sustained climb. In the tiltwing, the pilot may have to 
establish a specific nose-up pitch attitude and the wing 
angle may have to be reduced simultaneously to achieve 
the necessary steady climb gradient. Either maneuver is 
severely challenging for the pilot. As indicated in Fig. 11, 
the pitch attitudes needed to maximize single-engine climb 
performance may vary significantly among configurations, 
pointing to potential benefits that may be gained from 
specially-programmed engine-out flight director guidance. 
Reference 8 includes extensive discussion of both 
continued approach and go-mund for low-speed powered- 
lift aircraft with one engine inoperative. Performance 
requirements as well as permitted pilot actions for 
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Figure 11. One-engine-inoperative climb performance for the simulated Tiltrotor of Ref. 4 
reconfiguration are proposed. Pilot or system delays in 
initiating the proper go-around action, the environmental 
conditions, and the obstacle field of the particular landing 
and take-off zone will all influence critical decision 
heights and required climb gradients. .The 
recommendations offered in Ref. 8 and the experience to 
be gained in future V-22 operations can provide important 
guidelines for developing engine failure criteria for 
V/STOL aircraft decelerating to hover. 
CONCLUSION 
Piloting considerations in the operation of tiltrotor and 
tiltwing aircraft during instrument approach to hover have 
been discussed on the basis of prior flight-test and 
simulation investigations, and in the context of general 
research that has been conducted over the decades on 
powered-lift aircraft Operational procedures that have been 
discussed were patterned on CTOL precepts. Where 
appropriate, previously developed airworthiness proposals 
for powered-lift STOL aircraft have been applied to 
tiltrotor and tilwing V/STOL aircraft. Principal 
conclusions that can be drawn from this review suggest 
that (1) single-action discrete configuration changes are 
preferred that do not require continuous attention from the 
pilot, (2) attitude stabilization, probably attitude-command 
in pitch, is desired to reduce workload, and (3) a three-cue 
flight director are all required to achieve fully satisfactory 
pilot ratings for the conversion, steep approach, and 
deceleration. The use of deceleration guidance, including 
special cuing for setting configurations also appears to be 
re4- 
For the tiltwing, there are additional requirements. Low 
heave damping at the higher wing angles demands 
compensating dynamics in the flight director or in the 
vertical axis of the flight control system. The available 
descent envelope may be limited by airframe buffet. 
Finally, effective pilot control over wing tilt from initial 
conversion to hover may require advanced flight/ 
propulsion control integration. 
For both concepts, there is the need to investigate the 
potential of modem digital flight/propulsion control 
integration concepts to permit curved, decelerating, and 
descending approaches in constrained airspace. While the 
V-22 Tiltrotor is equipped with a redundant digital 
architecture, the pilot interface with the flight control 
system remains relatively conventional. At the same time, 
the thrust and power management systems in the V-22 are 
highly flexible and represent major advances, but they 
have not yet been integrated fully with the pilot's 
controls. These systems provide the means for fully 
integrated flight/propulsion control, optimizing the 
mechanization of the pilot's controls and simplifying the 
pilot's control task. Reductions in pilot workload to be 
accomplished in this manner can then lead to the benefits 
long expected from V/STOL aircraft, exploiting time and 
fuel operating efficiencies, and improving the throughput 
of the integrated air mffic control system. 
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ABTRACT 
This paper addresses the design and pilot eval- 
uation of the Core Automatic Flight Control System 
(AFCS) for the Reconnaissance / Attack Helicopter 
(RAH-66) Comanche. During the period from Novem- 
ber 1991 through February 1992, the RAH-66 Com- 
anche control laws were evaluated through a structured 
pilot acceptance test using a motion base simulator. 
Design requirements, descriptions of the control law 
design, and handling qualities data collected from ADS- 
33 maneuvers are presented. 
NOMENCLATURE 
ADS 
AFCS 
AGL 
FCS 
FMS 
HMD 
HQR 
LH 
MFD 
NOE 
PFC S 
PMGW 
RAH 
S AS 
VFR 
D(s) 
a s )  
Ka 
K, 
P-'(s) 
FB 
Aeronautical Design Standard 
Automatic Flight Control System 
Above Ground Level 
Flight Control System 
Full Mission Simulator 
Head Mounted Display 
Handling Qualities Rating 
Light Helicopter 
Multi-Function Display 
Nap Of the Earth 
Primary Flight Control System 
Primary Gross Weight 
Reconnaissance Attack Helicopter 
Stability Augmentation System 
Visual Flight Rules 
Desired Response 
Aircraft I5ymnics 
Attitude Feedback Gain 
Rate Feedback Gain 
Plant Canceller 
Bank Angle 
INTRODUCTION 
The Comanche is the fmt helicopter to be pro- 
cured under the new handling qualities specification 
ADS-33. Designed to be the next generation scout 1 
attack helicopter, the Comanche incorporates many ad- 
vanced technology features, including a high equivalent 
flap hinge offset bearingless main rotor and a FAN- 
TAILm antitorque system. In order to excel in its in- 
tended mission, as well as satisfy ADS-33, the Coman- 
che flight control design is a multimode system that 
enables the pilot to tailor handling qualities to the vary- 
ing demands of each mission. The heart of this control 
law design is the Primary Flight Control System 
(PFCS) and AFCS which were designed to make the 
Comanche mission capable in day / Visual Flight Rules 
(VFR) conditions. From the pilot's point of view, this 
control law structure is designed to allow the maximum 
maneuverability and agility of the Comanche to be exer- 
cised, and to provide adequate handling qualities in the 
event of multiple flight control system (FCS) failures. 
From the control law designer's perspective, it is struc- 
tured to allow stmightforward integration of all select- 
able modes including navigation and targeting levels of 
augmentation. 
The Comanche flight controls take advantage 
of many new technologies in addition to its fly-by-wire 
digital architecture. In order to meet stringent weight 
and cockpit ergonomic specifications, the primary pilot 
control for longitudinal, lateral, and directional axes is a 
small displacement sidestick controller. The sidestick 
controller also features a limited vertical axis capability 
when used in conjunction with the Selectable Altitude 
Hold mode. The Comanche also uses a bi-ocular hel- 
met mounted display (HMD) as its primary instrument 
display to allow the pilot to keep eyes out of the cock- 
pit at all times. A visual and aural cueing system al- 
lows the pilot to maximize use of the flight envelope 
while not exceeding limits. Fly-by-wire architecture on 
the system level and use of these cockpit features with 
respect to piloting requirements permits the control law 
designer to layout a more flexible and robust design 
than would otherwise be possible with a mechanical 
system. At the same time, the design does not sacrifice 
the utility and safety elements of a sound mechanical 
design. This paper concentrates on the PFCS and Core 
AFCS design which was developed to comply with 
ADS-33 by using all of the preceding elements. 
The Comanche Flight controls used in this 
evaluation were designed in detail based on the flight 
controls which resulted from preliminary design. Pre- 
liminary design was conducted at Sikorsky aircraft 
during the Demonsuation I Validation and Prototype 
phases of the Comanche program. A formal ADS-33 
evaluation of the Comanche Core AFCS will be con- 
ducted at the Sikorsky Full Mission Simulator (FMS) 
in 1993. 
MODEL FOLLOWING STRUCTURE 
The Comanche flight control system uses ex- 
plicit model-following to meet the stringent require- 
ments of ADS-33 and the Light Helicopter (LH) 
System Specification. Model Following control laws 
consist of a "desired response" and a "plant canceller" 
depicted in Figure 1. The plant canceller is an inverse 
first order transfer function used to cancel the inherent 
on-axis dynamics of the aircraft The plant canceller is 
also designed to minimize the AFCS port activity for 
all modes of operation. The desired response portion of 
the model following control system is the transfer func- 
tion of the response which the aircraft will follow if the 
errors between the model and aircraft are zero. This 
model following control system uses rate and attitude 
feedbacks where the feedback gains are Kr and Ka respec- 
tively. Refer to reference 1 for more information on 
explicit model following systems. 
PFCS 
--- 
FIGURE 1: DIAGRAM OF A MODEL FOLLOWING 
SYSTEM 
FUNCTIONAL ARCHITECTURE 
The pilot is able to select Mission PFCS, 
Core AFCS, or Velocity Stabilization mode using the 
AFCS Control Panel located on the cockpit console. 
Altitude Hold may be selected during Core AFCS opera- 
tion or during Velocity Stabilization operation. The 
fourth axis of the sidearm controller commands the ver- 
tical axis while Altitude Hold mode is engaged. 
Mission PFCS mode is the flight critical link between 
the pilot and aircraft. It may be manually selected or 
automatically selected following multiple identical fail- 
ures in the AFCS. This mode of operation is unaug- 
mented except for rate feedback in the directional axis. 
Core AFCS operation adds rate feedback in pitch and 
roll, and attitude feedback in pitch, roll, and yaw. 
VeIocity StabiIization provides additional velocity and 
position referenced augmentation for degraded visual 
conditions and hands off operation. 
The Architecture of Comanche Flight Controls 
is presented in Figure 2. In general, the pilot inputs are 
passed through command shaping which generates a 
high authority, high frequency command path. Rate 
stabilization and port limited AFCS commands are 
summed with the PFCS feedforward command and the 
total trim requirement in each axis to produce a total 
PFCS command. This command is mapped into a con- 
trol mixing algorithm then scaled to produce a com- 
mand used to drive the actuators. 
PFCS DESCRIPTION 
The forward loop shaping function is designed 
to provide three basic functions. First, notch fdters and 
other appropriate filters are included to attenuate the ef- 
fects of biodynamic feedback caused by structural 
modes. Second, it provides deadzones about the detent 
of the sidearm controller to overcome mechanical hys- 
teresis and to prevent unintentional cross coupling into 
other axes. Finally, a nonlinear shaping map is used to 
desensitize the command near detent. For large inputs, 
the sensitivity is increased. 
The Dynamic Shaping function is a generic ar- 
chitecture which consists of a second order over second 
order transfer function with variable parameters which 
define the gain and phase characteristics of the model. 
For Core and Mission PFCS operation, dynamic shap- 
ing is parameterized to provide control quickening. For 
AFCS operation, dynamic shaping is configured to pro- 
vide a high kquency command and a rate command t y p  
ical of the model-following control law architecture. 
The primary function of the mode selector is to 
compute the parameters for the dynamic shaping func- 
tion. The parameters; desired bandwidth, uim follow-up 
break frequency, command sensitivity, plant canceller 
sensitivity, and plant canceIler break frequency com- 
pletely describe the command shaping for all modes of . 
operation. The Mode Selector function works in con- 
junction with the Dynamic Shaping to provide a 
smooth transition between the rate command model and 
the attitude command model. The attitude command 
model is used during selectable mode operation. 
The Trim Follow-up / Transfer function con- 
tains two operations. First, Automatic Trim Follow-up 
is a low frequency network that accommodates unique 
trim repositioning of the sidearm controller for PFCS 
operation. It consists of a digital integration of the dif- 
ference of the demixed actuator position and the PFCS 
aim requirement. Second, Trim Transfer integrates the 
trim requirement produced in the AFCS during AFCS 
operation. All trim is stored in a common location 
within the system therefore minimizing switching 
transients associated with disengaging the AFCS. 
The Rate Augmentation function computes 
stability augmentation signals based on sensored rates 
in the pitch, roll, and yaw axes. In addition, the rate 
augmentation function includes airspeed scheduled 
feedback gains and suuctural mode filters. In degraded 
modes of operation, the Mission PFCS utilizes only 
yaw rate feedback and the Core PFCS uses no rate 
feedback. The use of yaw rate feedback in Mission 
PFCS greatly improves the directional axis response 
and was needed to satisfy Mission PFCS design re- 
quirements for Level 2 handling qualities in NOE flight. 
FIGURE 2: ARCHITECTURE OF THE COMANCHE FLIGHT CONTROLS 
- . -. 
AFCS PANEL 
///////// 
The AFCS and trim ports were designed to 
comply with the failure recoverability requirement in 
ADS-33. The ports are authority and rate limiting de- 
vices respectively where low amplitude commands are 
passed while large commands are limited to a predeter- 
mined rate. The purpose of the ports are to permit the 
pilot to recover from unannunciated AFCS failures. In 
sizing the ports, consideration is given to AFCS fail- 
ures and handling qualities of the aircraft. A small port 
tends to decrease the handling qualities of the aircraft 
while a large port may not permit recovery from a fail- 
ure. The port size is set to try and meet both require- 
ments. 
The purpose of the mixing function is to de- 
couple the initial response of the aircraft to pilot inputs. 
Commands from the four axes are row inputs into a 
four by four matrix multiplication while airspeed sched- 
uled gains are column inputs. The outputs are pitch, 
roll, yaw, and collective commands that provide an un- 
coupled response. These commands, which have units 
of degrees of blade pitch, are processed through an actua- 
tor kinematic algorithm to produce three swashplate 
actuator commands and a Fantail actuator command in 
units of millimeters. The Demixing algorithm takes 
the swashplate actuator positions obtained from sensors 
and performs a matrix multiplication with the inverse of 
the mixing matrix. This function produces a feedback 
signal which is used for the trim follow-up function. 
CORE AFCS CHARACTERISTICS 
Core AFCS mode of the Comanche Control 
System provides a rate comrnand/attitude hold response- 
type system at ail airspeeds. This response type allows 
maximum use of the Comanche agility at all speeds. 
Figure 3 provides a graphical representation of the Core 
AFCS characteristics versus airspeed for the pitch, roll, 
and yaw axes. 
The pitch axis provides attitude hold whenever 
the longitudinal axis of the s i d e m  controller is in de- 
tent. At airspeeds below 80 knots airspeed the maxi- 
mum commanded pitch rate is a constant 60 deglsec. 
Above 80 knots airspeed the maximum pitch rate is 
scheduled with airspeed to provide a nearly constant 
stick force per 'g' of commanded load factor. 
Duringaggressive turns at high speed, positive 
maneuvering stick stability is provided for load factor 
limiting of 1.5G. roughly equivalent to 30 degrees of 
bank, requiring the pilot to command aft stick. While 
for non-aggressive, shallow turns the aircraft remains 
coordinated requiring no pilot pitch command thus 
reducing pilot workload. 
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The roll axis provides attitude hold at all air- 
speeds whenever the lateral axis of the sidearm con- 
troller is in detent. At airspeeds above 60 knots air- 
speed the maximum commanded rate is 100 deglsec. 
From 60 knots to 40 knots airspeed the commanded 
maximum roll rate decreases to 50 deglsec. 
The yaw axis provides heading hold at all air- 
speeds whenever the sideam controller is in detent and 
the aircraft is not in a coordinated turn. Above 60 knots 
airspeed the yaw axis provides automatic turn coordina- 
tion which allows the pilot to perform turns using only 
lateral stick inputs. In this configuration the directional 
axis of the controller commands sideslip. 
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AFCS OPERATION 
The PFCS rate command signal from the 
Dynamic shaping function is passed to the AFCS where 
it is summed with other rate commands. Since the total 
AFCS rate command is in the body reference frame and 
the attitude sensors are in the earth reference frame, the 
commanded rates must pass through an axis (Euler) 
transformation. Comanche uses a standard Yaw-Pitch- 
Roll rotation sequence Euler angle system. It is impor- 
tant to note that the controI laws do not tailor these 
transformations in any way. The result is a rate com- 
mand in the earth reference frame. This rate is inte- 
grated to produce an attitude command signal in the 
Attitude Model function of the AFCS. The attitude 
model command is compared with the sensed attitude to 
create an attitude error. This attitude error is trans- 
BEEPER: PITCH ATTITUDE AT 2 D E W C  
? 
formed back into the body reference frame via the 
Inverse Axis Transformation function. 
Attitude Hold in the Longitudinal, Lateral, and 
Directional axes is accomplished using a proportional - 
plus integral control system. The shaping of the atti- 
tude error signal into a proportional plus integral com- 
mand occurs in the feedback shaping function. The atti- 
tude error signal is multiplied by the attitude feedback 
gain and uim integral gain and outputted to the AFCS 
port and Trim Port respectively. The integral signal is 
generated by the PFCS integrator which is located in 
the Trim Follow-up / Transfer function. The Feedback 
Shaping function also provides integral hold when the 
aircraft is in a non-maneuvering state. 
The trim transfer algorithm is also resident in 
the Feedback shaping function. Trim from the AFCS 
is continuously moved onto the PFCS trim integrator 
f 
via the uim port allowing the AFCS to have a steady 
state output value of zero. The performance of the 
AFCS may be enhanced in part by varying the trim 
transfer time constant. 
Tbe turn coordination function provides auto- 
matic turn coordination above 60 knots airspeed. The 
turn coordination algorithm uses roll angle and airspeed 
to predict the &sired turn rate and then modifies it with 
lateral acceleration feedback and a roll rate signal to p r e  
vide ball centered turns. Lateral acceleration feedback is 
faded out below 40 hots airspeed. 
The Tum Coordination function calculates the 
desired Heading rate for a given bank angle, pitch atti- 
tude, and airspeed. This rate is transformed into body 
axis pitch, roll, and yaw commands and summed with 
other rate commands in the AFCS. 
EVALUATION TESTING 
The Comanche AFCS control laws were eval- 
uated in a simulator based pilot acceptance test. The 
simulator used to conduct the test is a six degree of free- 
dom medium displacement motion base located at the 
Boeing Defense and Space Group, Helicopter Division 
facility in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. The simulator 
uses a 30 foot diameter fixed dome onto which the sim- 
ulated visual scene is projected. The computer image 
generator used to supply the visual is an Evans and 
Sutherland CT6 system. 
The simulated Comanche cockpit features a 
Lear Astronics 3 axis sidestick controller mounted or- 
thogonally to tbe seat. The displacement collective 
stick is configured for the desired range of motion. 
Friction is used to hold the stick in position and provide 
force feel. 
Flight status symbology is available on the 
head-down Multi-Function Display (MFD) and the 
heads-up Kaiser Head Mounted Display. The HMD is 
the primary instrument which the pilot used for judging 
task performance during each maneuver. The HMD is 
displayed to the pilot using the Kaiser Helmet which 
projects the display over the outside scene. This allows 
the pilot's eyes to remain outside the cockpit. Figure 
4A and 4B show the information presented on the MFD 
and the HMD. 
The gaming areas developed for the piloted 
evaluation include an acceIeration / deceleration area, 
Pirouette course, Rapid Sidestep course, and a Rapid 
Bob-up and Bop-down area. All other tasks were per- 
formed in the vicinity of the Edwards Air Force Base 
gaming area of the standard CT6 visual database. In 
some cases the gaming areas were enriched visually to 
assist in task performance. 
During the formal task evaluation, the test pi- 
lot was left as the sole judge of the task performance 
with respect to the ADS-33 maneuver requirements. No 
task specific software was written to measure task per- 
formance. The pilot was advised any time his perfor- 
mance failed to meet the desired limits following the 
completion of the maneuver and before the pilot rating 
was recorded. Typically, a maneuver was repeated until 
the pilot was familiar with all aspects of the task at 
which point the Cooper-Harper Handling Qualities 
Rating Scale was used (refer to reference 2). All tests, 
except where noted, were conducted at Primary Mission ! 
Gross Weight (PMGW), mid Center of Gravity (CG), 
2000 ft, and 95 degrees F. 
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ADS-33 MANEUVERS AND 
TASK PERFORMANCE 
A subset of tasks from ADS-33 were selected 
to provide a good evaluation of the handling qualities of 
the Comanche Core AFCS. The objective of the Core 
AFCS is to provide Level 1 handling qualities for 
mission task elements performed in Usable Cue 
Environment (UCE) of 1. Conditions having a UCE= 1 
have the best visual cues attainable. It is important to 
note that the simulation visuals by themselves reflect a 
UCE=2. The handling qualities ratings were not 
expected to be Level 1 overall. The following man- 
euvers were selected to evaluate the performance of the 
Core AFCS consistent with aggressive NOE flight; 
precision hover, pirouette, acceYdece1, rapid sidestep, 
rapid slalom, transient turn, and rapid bob-up and bob- 
down. The following text lists the maneuver with a 
brief description about how it is performed followed by 
a task performance section for that maneuver. Figure 5 
summarizes the handling qualities ratings for each task. 
- For the Precision Hovet maneuver the 
pilot is required to maintain a precision hover for at 
least 30 seconds in winds of at least 20 knots from the 
most critical direction. If a critical direction has not 
been defined, the hover shall be accomplished with the 
wind blowing directly from the rear of the rotorcraft. 
The hover altitude shall be equal to or less than 20 it. 
Refer to references 3 for more descriptions of the 
perfonname criteria for each maneuver. 
Task Performance - Workload for this task with respect 
to the vertical axis was strongly dependent on the hover 
altitude. When attempted at 5 feet, there was significant 
workload to maintain this altitude. However, at 10 feet, 
the task was much easier, probably due to improved vi- 
sual cues. The addition of the HMD was found to be 
significant for altitude and rate of climb cueing. With 
the HMD, the pilots were typicaIIy abIe to hold +I ft 
altitude. Task rated Level 1 handling qualities, HQR=3. 
- This maneuver is initiated from a stabilized 
hover over a point on the circumference of a 100 ft ra- 
dius circle. The nose of the rotorcraft is pointed at a re- 
ference point at the center of the circle while the aircraft 
is at a hover altitude of approximately 10 it. The man- 
euver consists of lateral translation, keeping the nose of 
the rotorcraft pointed at the center of the circle, and 
keeping the pilot station over the circumference of the 
circle. This maneuver is performed in both directions. 
Task Performance - The pirouette was demonstrated 
with level 1 handling qualities, HQR=2.5. The HMD 
was essential to task perfonnance because the task re- 
quired constant attention outside the cockpit. With the 
HMD the pilot was able to align his sight with the crit- 
ical symbology needed for this maneuver (altitude and 
rate of climb). If the pilot had to cross check the MFD 
to verify performance the workload became too great to 
be considered minimal. Task com-pletion was within 
the 45 second limit. 
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FIGURE 5: CORE AFCS COOPER-HARPER RATINGS VS. ADS-33 TASK 
on and D e c e l e u  - Starting from a stabi- 
lized hover, a rapid and aggressive acceleration is initi- 
ated up to an airspeed of at least 60 knots. Immediately, 
a deceleration is initiated and the airaaft is brought to a 
hover over a defined reference point. A constant altitude 
is maintained at or below 40 ft. 
Task Performance - 'Ihe altitude and course criteria was 
met without difficulty. However, the deceleration to a 
hover was difficult to judge due to the high pitch angle 
commanded during the flare. During flight test, when 
visual cues are UCE=1, the flare to hover will not be a 
problem. The HMD symbology was a valuable source 
of airspeed and altitude cues. Level 1 handling qualities, 
HQR=2.5 
. . 
- This maneuver is started from a stabi- 
lized hover, with the rotorcraft oriented 90 degrees to a 
reference line marked on the ground. A rapid and ag- 
gressive lateral translation is initiated with a constant 
heading up to a speed of between 30 and 45 knots. This 
speed is maintained for approximately 5 seconds fol- 
lowed by an aggressive lateral deceleration to hover. 
The maneuver is conducted at a constant altitude at or 
below 30 ft. The cockpit station is maintained over 
the reference line. This maneuver is performed in both 
directions. 
Task Performance - This task is easier to perform to the 
left, since the critical HMD symbology was coincident 
with the pilot's line of sight. With UCE=l conditions 
during flight test the pilot will not be as dependent on 
the HMD. Performance to the right will likely im- 
prove. Heading hold keeps the directional axis out of 
the pilot's primary workload, so the pilot is able to use 
the HMD to set lateral airspeed and then not worry 
about lateral position until the termination phase. 
Additionally, forefaft drift was not a factor. Level 1 
handling qualities, HQR=3 was achieved. 
m. - This maneuver is initiated in level un- 
accelerated flight, and in the direction of a line or series 
of objects on the ground. The aircraft is rapidly dis- 
placed 50 feet laterally from the center line using a bank 
angle of at least 50 degrees. Direction is immediately 
reversed to displace the aircraft 50 ft on the opposite 
side of the center line. The aircraft is then returned to 
the center line as quickly as possible while maintaining 
a reference altitude below 50 ft. The maneuver is ac- 
complished so tbat the initial turn is both to the right 
and to the left. 
Task Performance - Even though the pilot was able to 
complete this maneuver within the specified tolerances, 
he did not have a strong sense that all tolerances had 
been met because the task unfolded too rapidly. Since 
the pilot had to command a bank angle of at least 50 
degrees the maneuver lasted less than 10 seconds. Once 
the maneuver was mastered, performance was relatively 
repeatable, but the pilot had to consult observers to ver- 
ify that altitude constraints were met. This inherently 
is a difficult maneuver due to its short duration and 
manual workload. Simulator cueing probably also 
makes this task more difficult than would be the case in 
flight test. The task rated level 2 handIing qualities, 
HQR=5. 
& D I ~  Bob-up Bob-down - This maneuver is initiated 
from a stabilized hover at an altitude of 10 ft. An as- 
cent is performed to clear an obstacle approximately 25 
ft high to achieve a line-of-sight with a simulated 
threat. As soon as the target is stabilized in the sight, a 
descent is performed to the initial hover position. Total 
task time is 8 seconds. 
Task Performance - This task was judged to exhibit 
level 2 handling qualities HQR=5 due to tbe high work- 
load required to maintain position. The HMD used did 
not incorporate the latest Comanche design with dedi- 
cated hover symbology that provides additional cues to 
hold station. 
Transient TUlll- Starting at 120 knots and an altitude at 
or above 100 ft, a 180 degree heading change is made in 
as little time as possible. Use of yaw control to induce 
a lateral acceleration in the direction of the turn is ac- 
ceptable. The maneuver is performed both to the right 
and to the left. 
Task Performance - A combination of roll and yaw 
commands were used to satisfy this maneuver within its 
time constraints. It was easier to accomplish to the 
right since less anti-torque is required. The high bank 
angle created moderate workload in keeping the aircraft's 
pitch angle aligned with respect to the horizon. The 
aircraft handled satisfactorily considering the level of 
aggressiveness of the maneuver. This task was rated 
Level 2 handling qualities, HQR=4. 
Core AFCS failure recovery was also evaluated 
using piloted simulation. The simulated failure in- 
cluded a single axis hardover to a control axis. The 
AFCS Output and Trim Transfer port authorities were 
set based on providing a system capable of recovery to a 
trim flight condition following a reasonable failure uan- 
sient. The initial altitude for this evaluation was 40 ft 
AGL and the maximum desired body axis rate follow- 
ing the failure was f 10 degfsec. This was relaxed for 
lateral axis failures, since lateral transients are more tol- 
erable than longitudinal transients. The following lists 
the sequence of events following an unannunciated 
AFCS failure; (1) The AFCS fails and a hardover oc- 
curs. (2) Following a 1 second delay, the pilot initiates 
a recovery and retrims the vehicle. (3) The pilot dese- 
lects the AFCS using the button on the AFCS Panel. 
(4) The pilot must retrim the vehicle as the hardover 
begins to linearly decay off the AFCS port. (5) Four 
seconds after the AFCS is deselected, the Mode Select 
parameters switch to the Mission PFCS values. (6) 12 
seconds after deselect the PFCS Rate Augmentation 
path is linearly faded out At this point the system is 
fully in Mission PFCS operation. 
It is important to switch the hardover out in 
steps in order to minimize any secondary transients. 
The pilot must be able to track the hardover as it is fad- 
ing out. The rate feedback gain is the primary system 
element which opposes and .minimizes the failure tran- 
sient. A detailed tabulation of port sizes versus rate 
feedback gains can be compiled to allow the flight test 
engineers to simultaneously vary rate feedback and port 
size as required during flight test to provide the desired 
stability and conml response. 
CONCLUSION 
The simulator test found most of the maneu- 
vers evaluated to have level 1 handling qualities. The 
maneuvers rated level 2 handling qualities were the Bob- 
upmob-down, Rapid Slalom, and Transient Turn. 
Improved HMD symbology now available would help 
improve all Handling Qualities ratings. The Bob- 
upBob-down maneuver can greatly be improved with 
the position bold function of the velocity stabilization 
mode. Position hold will allow the pilot to concentrate 
on the vertical axis without constantly correcting for 
lateral and longitudinal drift. The Transient Turn and 
Rapid Slalom are very aggressive maneuvers which re- 
quire the pilot to fly within specified tolerances even 
though workload is expected to be high. These maneu- 
vers may be considered more of performance measuring 
tasks rather than a handling qualities tasks although the 
task descriptions do not read as such. While the 
Comanche is aerodynamically capable of completing 
this maneuvers, compliance with this mission task el- 
ement is impractical and possibly undesirable because , 
the aircraft must be taken to the limit of the maneuver 
capability to meet the criteria 
The simulation results indicate that Level 1 
handling qualities ratings should be achievable for virtu- 
ally all UCE-1 tasks in the real world. 
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ABSTRACT 
'Ihe RAH-66 Comanche helicopter has been designed to 
possess superior handling qualities over a wi& range of 
flight conditions. The control laws have been tailored 
to satisfy the requirements of ADS-33C and the Weapon 
System Specification (WSS). This paper addresses the 
design of the Comanche Selectable Mode control laws 
(Velocity Stabilization I Hover Hold and Altitude Hold), 
which provide the additional stabilization and control 
augmentation needed when flying in a Degraded Visual 
Environment @VE) . An overview of the RAH-66 
control laws is presented, including a detailed 
description of the Selectable Modes design. The 
primary focus of this paper is the results of piloted 
evaluation of these control laws in the Boeing motion- 
base simulator. These tests substantiate the detailed 
&sign of the Comanche Selectable Mode conml laws. 
All tested DVE tasks (ADS-33C, sections 4.4 and 4.5) 
were rated Level 1. Other evaluation tasks confirmed 
the mission suitability of the control system. These 
control laws are ready for formal ADS-33C compliance 
testing in the Sikorsky Full Mission Simulator (FMS). 
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INTRODUCTION 
Control Law Design 
The RAH-66 control system consists of a Primary 
Flight Control System (PFCS) and an Automatic 
Flight Control System (AFCS). The PFCS and AFCS 
use explicit model-following control laws to provide 
both control and stability augmentation. The PFCS is 
the flight critical portion of the flight control system 
while the AFCS is the mission critical portion. The 
AFCS augments the performance of the PFCS in order 
to meet the requirements of ADS-33C (Reference 1) by 
providing Level 1 handling qualities for all mission task 
elements in a Usable Cue Environment (UCE) of 1 or 2 
and at least Level 2 handling qualities in a UCE of 3. 
To provide these capabilities, the AFCS consists of 
both automatic and manually selected modes which 
allow the pilot to tailor the control system for the 
existing flight conditions. These modes provide 
increasing levels of vehicle augmentation combined 
with improved convol precision to produce superior 
flight performance and low pilot workload. The Core 
AFCS is the basic operational mode of the control 
system and allows the pilot to make full use of the 
maneuverability / agility of the Comanche. 
The Comanche Selectable Modes, Velocity 
Stabilization (VELSTAB) and Altitude Hold 
(ALTHLD), can be engaged anywhere in the flight 
envelope in order to respond to changing flight/visual 
conditions or when reduced pilot workload is desired. 
VELSTAB provides air and ground referenced Velocity 
Hold, Hover Hold with linear Velocity Command, and 
ground referenced Low Speed Turn Coordination. 
ALTHLD provides either radar or barometric referenced 
Altitude Hold with automatic reference switching and 
Rate of Climb Command. A simplified block diagram 
of the longitudinal VELSTAB axis and its integration 
with the PFCS and Core AFCS, is presented in Figure 
1. In the PFCS, pilot inputs are passed through 
appropriate command shaping to generate a high 
authority, high frequency command path. Rate 
HOVER HOLD 
FIGURE 1. COMANCHE LONGITUDINAL CONTROL LAWS 
stabilization and port limited AFCS commands are 
summed with the PFCS feed-forward command and the 
total trim requirement in each axis to produce a total 
command vector. The resulting command vector is 
mapped into actuator position commands through 
mixing to drive the control surfaces. The AFCS, which 
includes VELSTAB I Hover Hold, consists of attitude. 
velocity, and position models and both feed-forward 
control augmentation and feedback stabilization to the 
PFCS for model following. 
Preliminary design of the Core AFCS and Selectable 
Modes was conducted at Sikorsky during the LH 
DEMNAL contract and as part of the c m n t  prototype 
contract. Following preliminary piloted evaluation in 
the Sikorsky FMS, the control laws were transferred to 
the Boeing facility for detailed design and further pilot 
testing. The "final" detail design has been recently re- 
turned to Sikorsky. 
PFCS 1 Core AFCS Operation and Structure 
The Comanche PFCS conml laws are partitioned into 
two distinct layers: Core and Mission PFCS. While 
these control laws use a common structure, they are 
parameterized differently. Both rn degraded modes with 
respect to the default Core AFCS control laws. The 
system reverts to the Mission PFCS when the Core 
AFCS is either deselected or multiple failures occur. 
The system automatically reverts to its most degraded 
flight capable mode, Core PFCS, when tbe sensor 
requirements of the Mission PFCS are no longer 
available. The Core PFCS may be characterized as a 
fixed gain system that does not rely on any feedback 
sensors. The Mission PFCS features airspeed 
scheduling of parameters and yaw rate damping. Both 
sets of control laws feature command shaping that has 
been designed to be commensurate with the types of 
tasks envisioned for tbe respective degraded modes. 
The Comanche Core AFCS control laws complement 
those in the PFCS. The PFCS control law structure is 
augmented with attitude and heading hold control laws. 
On each axis, the parameters of the PFCS command 
shaping are altered to provide the basis for the AFCS 
model-following control laws. Rate feedback is added to 
the longitudinal and lateral axes of the PFCS (note, the 
directional axis already includes rate feedback through 
the Mission PFCS). Collectively, these control laws 
execute an explicit model-following rate command / 
attitude hold (RCIAH) system. 
The Core AFCS predominantly executes the attitude 
hold portion of the overall control law. Full-time 
attitude stabilization is featured via the model following 
control structure. Integral hold of commanded attitudes 
and heading are featured once the aircraft is brought to 
trimmed state, t o e n i c e  disturbance rejection. All 
steady state attitude errors are washed out of the AFCS 
and transferred to the PFCS trim follow-up module. In 
this manner, all Uim resides in the PFCS. Since the 
Comanche is not expected to be constrained with respect 
to inertial attitude, the attitude errors of the AFCS are 
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FIGURE 2. VELSTAB CHARACTERISTICS vs VELOCITY 
referenced in inertial space. This requires transformation 
of body referenced rate commands for all sources to the 
earth axes and subsequent re-referencing of errors back 
into the body axes, where the controls are referenced. 
Automatic turn coordination is enabled above 60 kts. 
In general, the turn coordination function provides 
longitudinal, lateral and directional body axis rate 
commands which minimize lateral acceleration in a 
turn. These commands not only integrate with the 
AFCS attitude command control laws, but also provide 
feed-forward outputs to directly offset PFCS rate 
feedback not consistent with coordinated turning flight. 
While the vehicle is in coordinated flight, the dictional 
controller may be used to adjust the coordinated yaw 
rate, producing an apparent sideslip command control 
law. A momentary turn coordination release switch 
(TC Release) is available on the cyclic grip so that the 
pilot may manually suppress the automatic turn 
coordination to facilitate mission tasks that are not 
encompassed by the inhibit logic such as high speed 
l a t d  maneuvers. 
Velocity Stabilization 1 Hover Hold 
The Velocity Stabilization mode is engaged manually 
by pressing the VEL/HVR HOLD switch on the AFCS 
control panel. Figure 2. provides a graphical 
representation of the VELSTAB characteristics versus 
groundspeed for the pitch, roll, and yaw axes. The pitch 
axis response-type is attitude command / velocity hold 
(ACNH) at all speeds, except when in the Hover Hold 
mode where a velocity command / position hold 
(VCIPH) response is provided. Although not required 
by ADS-33C. velocity hold was selected (instead of 
attitude hold) in order to further reduce pilot workload 
and more easily yield satisfactory (Level 1) handling 
qualities. Groundspeed is used as the velocity reference 
at low speeds, while airspeed is used at high speed. 
The roll axis response-type is ACNH at low speeds, 
except wben in the Hover Hold mode (VCIPH) or when 
in a low speed coordinated turn (attitude command / 
attitude hold (ACIAH)). The roll response-type 
automatically changes modes from ACNH to RC/AH 
between 60 and 80 kts. This combination of response- 
types provides the pilot with good tactile cues related to 
the roll attitude of the aircraft when maneuvering at low 
speeds while eliminating trim forces on the controller at 
high speeds when in a steady turn. 
Hover Hold is enabled whenever the VELSTAB mode is 
engaged and Hover Hold engages when groundspeed, 
pitch and roll rates, longitudinal and lateral linear 
accelerations, and pitch and roll stick commands are all 
small. This 'gate' allows the pilot to maneuver through 
hover without being inadvertentiy grabbed by hover 
hold. As previously mentioned, the pitch and roll axis 
response-types are VCPH when in the Hover Hold 
mode. The velocity command response is provided at 
groundspeeds of less than k5 kts making it easier for 
the pilot to precisely position the aircraft in DVE 
conditions. Auto-moding of the pitch and roll response- 
types from velocity command to attitude command 
occurs when the pilot commands a velocity that exceeds 
the 5 kt threshold or when the pilot applies a large 
cyclic input. The second criteria allows the pilot to 
break out of Hover Hold quickly. 
Figure 3 presents a more detailed block diagram of the 
VELSTAB control laws for the pitch axis. The 
Velocity Command Model calculates the desired 
longitudinal velocity based on inputs from the PFCS 
and the core AFCS. The commanded pitch attitude is 
multiplied by the acceleration due to gravity to get the 
commanded longitudinal acceleration. The acceleration 
is integrated to get commanded velocity. The 
commanded velocity is compared to the reference and thc 
result is the velocity error. The velocity reference is air- 
FIGURE 3. VELSTAB BLOCK DIAGRAM 
speed when both groundspeed and airspeed exceed 60 kt, 
otherwise the reference is groundspeed. The Position 
Model calculates the inertial velocity error from the 
longitudinal and lateral velocity errors (body referenced) 
and heading. When position hold is engaged, this 
velocity error is integrated to yield an inertial position 
error. The inertial position errors are then converted 
back to body axis errors. This position error is passed 
to the VELSTAB Proportional and Integral Feedback 
Modules W b e d  below. 
Acceleration Feedback is active when position hold is 
engaged. The commanded longitudinal acceleration is 
compared to tbe actuai longitudinal acceleration and the 
acceleration em>t is passed to the Proportional Feedback 
Module described below. 
To further enhance low speed operation, Wind 
Compensation is active when groundspeed is the 
velocity reference. Airspeed and groundspeed are 
compared to calculate the wind speed, which is 
multiplied by a gain to yield a feed-forward trim 
command. This signal is split into proportional and 
rate terms and sent to the Proportional and Integral 
Feedback Modules respectively. This implementation 
maintains a zero steady-state output. 
The Proportional Feedback Module multiplies the 
acceleration, velocity, and position error signals by 
gains and sums the result. The wind and VELSTAB 
shaping compensation (described below) signals are then 
added and the total signal is passed to the Core AFCS 
Output Module (see Figure 4). 
The Integral Feedback Module selects either the velocity 
error signal or the position error signal for integral 
feedback depending on whether position hold is engaged. 
The wind compensation signal is added to the selected 
signal and the total is sent to the Core AFCS Trim 
Transfer Module (see Figure 4). 
VELSTAB Shaping Compensation (not shown) is 
active when in veiocity command mode, and is used to 
cancel a portion of the PFCS commands. The PFCS 
feed-forward commands are lagged and then passed to the 
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FIGURE 4. VELSTAB INTERFACE TO CORE AFCS 
Proportional Feedback Module. The net effect of this 
module is to yield a washed-out command shaping 
which is desired when in velocity command mode. 
The Attitude Model Command function (not shown) 
cancels the low frequency trim follow-up contained in 
the pitch rate command input to tbe Core AFCS. It 
also adds a washout to get the appropriate pitch rate 
transfer function for velocity command mode. The 
output of this module is sent to the Core AFCS Pitch 
Rate Command Summation Module (see Figure 4). 
Some mode switching of the longitudinal and lateral 
axes of the PFCS control laws are necessary for 
implementing VELSTAB. In the longitudinal axis, the 
Command Model (see Figure 1) parameters are changed 
to provide attitude command instead of rate command 
when VELSTAB is selected. In the lateral axis, the 
Command Model cbanges from a pure rate command to 
an airspeed scheduled auto-moding of rate and attitude 
command at high and low speed respectively when 
VELSTAB is selected. Moding to rate command is 
inhibited if VELSTAB is in the groundspeed reference 
mode (low groundspeed or airspeed). 
Low Speed Turn Coordination 
When VELSTAB is engaged, the yaw axis conml laws 
provide automatic low speed tum coordination (LSTC), 
which is enabled above 15 kts groundspeed. Tbis mode 
provides ground-referenced coordination (i.e. lateral 
groundspeed is minimized in a turn). The pilot can 
momentarily interrupt LSTC via the Turn Coordination 
Release switch. The yaw axis reverts to lateral 
acceleration referenced turn coordination when not in 
groundspeed mode (see Figure 2). 
In order to provide ground-referenced turn coordination, 
longitudinal groundspeed and commanded hank angle are 
used to calculate a feed-foward commanded turn rate. A 
feedback signal proportional to lateral groundspeed is 
also calculated. Tbis correction drives the aircraft lateral 
speed to zero so that the aircraft heading aligns with its 
ground-track in a turn. 
Altitude Hold 
Tbe altitude hold mode is engaged manually by pressing 
the Altitude Hold (ALTHLD) switch on the AFCS 
conuol panel. This mode also engages automatically 
when in VELSTAB and the Hover Hold mode is 
entered. A simplified block diagram of the collective 
axis, both PFCS and AFCS, is shown in Figure 5. 
The Altitude Hold mode allows the pilot to maneuver 
the Comanche vertically using either the left-hand 
displacement collective stick or the vertical axis of the 
right-hand sideann controller. The normal procedure for 
using the displacement stick is to press and hold the 
Trim Release switch prior to moving the control. This 
switch disengages the ALTHLD logic, disables the 
sidearm vertical axis, and releases stick trim. This 
allows the pilot to move the stick freely in order to 
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maneuver the aircraft vertically. When the switch is 
released (trim engaged), the ALTHLD logic smoothly 
transitions the aircraft to level flight and then holds 
altitude. If the pilot moves the collective stick against 
trim without releasing trim, the ALTHLD logic senses 
this ovemde condition and prevents the collective trim 
integrator from saturating. When the pilot ceases to 
ovenide the control, the aircraft returns to its original 
altitude. 
The response of the aircraft to vertical inputs applied to 
the sidearm controller is controlled by model following 
control laws similar to those found in the other axes of 
the control system. The response-type of the control 
laws is vertical rate command I altitude (height) hold 
(RC/HH). Tbe maximum commanded vertical rate is 
MOO ftlmin. 
The logic for switching between radar and barometric 
altitude references is a function of radar altitude, 'radar 
altitude reliable' logic (from the MEP), or pilot selected 
reference (from a MEP menu). The altitude reference 
switches from radar to barometric at 300 feet radar 
altitude, which coincides with the altitude at which the 
radar altitude symbology disappears from the HMD. 
The ALTHLD logic has 25 ft of hysteresis so that the 
reference won't flip back and forth when the aircraft is 
flying near this limit. The radar altitude reference is a 
complementary filtered signal combining the low 
frequency portion of radar altitude and the high frequency 
portion of inertial vertical acceleration. The control 
laws provide a transient-free transition from radar to 
baromeaic altitude reference. 
PILOT EVALUATION 
A simulation experiment was conducted to document 
pilot acceptance of the detailed design for the RAH-66 
Comanche Selectable Mode control laws. The test was 
conducted in the Boeing Helicopters motion-base 
simulator. Full specification compliance testing will 
be subsequently carried out at the Sikorsky Full 
Mission simulator. 
Simulation Facility 
The Philadelphia simulation facility uses a 30' diameter 
fixed dome onto which the simulated visual scene is 
projected. The two-place simulator cab sits atop a 6 
degree-of-freedom motion-base within the dome. The 
visual scene is corrected for relative motion between the 
cab and the fixed dome. The scene is projected through 
4 light valves onto the dome surface. The computer 
image generator used to supply the visual is an Evans 
& Sutherland CT6 system. Note, the CT6 visual 
databases have been tailored specifically for the tasks 
simulated in this experiment. The ADS-33 ta5k related 
gaming areas used for this test included: Aceel/ Decel, 
Pirouette, Sidestep, and Bob-up I down. 
The Hover, Hover Turn, and Slalom tasks were 
evaluated in the vicinity of the Edwards AFB gaming 
area of the standard CT6 visual database. An attempt 
was made to provide the pilot with sufficient cues in 
order to ascertain task performance relative to the 
specified constraints. 
The Degraded Visual Environment was simulated by 
restricting the pilot's field-of-view (FOV) to match the 
Helmet Mounted Display (HMD) FOV. This was done 
by placing a black felt mask over the helmet visor with 
holes placed in front of the HMD optics. A portion of 
the mask was also removed so that the pilot could view 
the head-down displays (moving map and pilot 
instruments). An additional piece of felt was placed 
between the optical elements to prevent cross-eye inter- 
visibility. Figure 6 is an illustration of the helmet. 
The test pilots estimated the field of view to be 
approximately 55" wide X 34" high which closely 
matches the Comanche design. 
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FIGURE 6. KAISER HMD WITH RESTRICTED FIELD OF VIEW 
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The Kaiser Helmet Mounted Display was used for all of 
the formal Selectable Modes teging, The HMD was 
cited as being essential to provide all of the cues 
necessary for the pilot to view all task constraints in the 
simulation environment. This was particularly m e  
when the pilot's field-of-view was restricted to simulate 
the effects of flying with an HMD displayed visual 
image. With the RFOV, the pilots relied even more 
heavily on the HMD for cues. 
The symbology displayed in the HMD (Figure 7) 
represented the LH DEMNAL design. The symbology 
provides the pilot with the following heads-up 
information: horizon line, indicated airspeed, ground- 
speed vector (< 40 kt only) with acceleration cue and 
Hover Hold engagement cue (circle fills in). barometric 
altitude, rate of climb, radar altitude (< 300 ft only), 
pitch and roll attitudes, heading, and lateral acceleration 
(V > 40 kt only). 
Cockpit Layout 
The simulated Comanche cockpit featured a Lear 
Astronics 3 axis sidestick controller mounted next to 
the seat. The controller pitch, roll and yaw orientation 
matches the Comanche design. The controller force 
characteristics were optimized during the PFCS 1 Core 
AFCS simulation testing. A DEM/VAL 4-axis 
controller, modified to approximate the force and 
displacement characteristics of the 4-axis controller 
design, was also available for several tasks.The 
collective stick was configured for the proper range of 
motion (6 inches) and was hydraulically backdriven to 
simulate the RAH-66 displacement collective force 
characteristics. The backdrive was also used to move 
the collective stick when the Altitude Hold mode was 
twzaged 
Simulated Flight Conditions 
All Selectable MQde evaluation was conducted at the 
following conditions: primary mission gross weight 
(PMGW - 10250 lb), mid CG (398.8 in), 2000 ft 1 95 
O F  density altitude. The HMD was used for all tasks 
and the RFOV was used for fonnal pilot evaluation of 
DVE maneuvers. 
Simulation Model 
The math model representing the RAH-66 aircraft 
consisted of a classical (Bailey) rotor representation of 
the BMR, a fan-in-fm model of the FANTAILTM, and a 
simplified engine model. The control laws are modelled 
using the same algorithms that will be used in the 
flight aircraft. The flight conuol system redundancy 
was not modelled. Ideal sensors were assumed, i.e. 
sensor accuracy, dynamics, and filtering were not 
modeled. 
Handling Qualities Assessment 
During fonnal task evaluation, the pilot was the 
primary judge of task performance with respect to the 
desired parameters. Typically, this followed a series of 
farniIiarization sessions, during which both pilots and 
engineers scrutinized all aspects of the task performance 
relative to the specified maneuvers. Pilots did not 
commence the fonnal evaluation until they had become 
familiar with the control laws and the tasks. The 
Cooper-Harper Handling Qualities Rating Scale 
(Reference 2) was used to assess handling qualities with 
respect to the tasks evaluated. 
TASK DESCRIPTIONS 
The following tasks were evaluated during the 
simulation experiment. In general, the ADS-33C 
maneuvers were performed as written. Any chan~ar ro 
the tasks are indicared in italics. 
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ADS-33C DVE Maneuvers 
Since the Comanche Selectable Modes were specifically 
designed to provide Level 1 Handling Qualities while 
performing the ADS-33C DVE maneuvers, these tasks 
were the primary focus of the simulation experiment. 
The following are only the task descriptions of the 
maneuvers. A complete description including desired 
performance is contained in Reference 1. 
Hwx. (ADS-33C 4.4.1) Maintain a steady hover at an 
altitude of not more than 6.1 m (20 ft) above the 
ground. Starting approximately 50 to 100 ft from the 
desired hover point, fly to the hover point and establish 
a stable hover. Approach may be made from any 
direction. Perform maneuver with both velocity 
command / position hold (V < 5 kt) and attitude 
command / velocity hold (5 <V < I0 kt) response- 
rypes. Pilot ratings for task shall include acquisition of 
hover point. 
-. (ADS-33C 4.4.2) From a steady hover 
at an altitude of not greater than 6.1 m (20 ft), complete 
a 180 degree turn as rapidly as possible, in both 
directions. 
w. (ADS-33C 4.4.4) Initiate the maneuver from 
a stabilized hover over a point on &e_&cwnference of a 
30.5 m (100 ft) radius circle, marked on the ground, 
with the nose of the rotomaft pointed at a reference 
point at the center of the circle, and at a hover altitude 
of approximately 3 m (10 ft). Accomplish a lateral 
translation around the circle, keeping the nose of the 
rotorcraft pointed at the center of the circle, and the 
circumference of the circle under the pilot station. 
Perform the maneuver in both directions. 
Acceleration.and. (ADS-33C 4.5.1) 
Starting from a hover over a defmed point, acceIerate to 
a groundspeed of at least 50 knots, and immediately 
decelerate to hover over a defined reference point. 
Deceleration may be delayed to adapt task to existing 
acceUdecel course. Maintain a constant altitude at or 
below 12.1 m (40 ft). 
m. (ADS-33C 4.5.2) Starting from a stabilized 
hover, with the rotorcraft oriented 90 degrees to a 
reference line marked on the ground (or a series of 
objects such as traffic cones, etc.), initiate a lateral 
translation at approximately constant heading up to a 
speed of at least 17 kts. Maintain constant speed for 
approximately 5 sec, followed by a lateral deceleration 
to hover. The maneuver is to be conducted at a constant 
altitude at or below 9.1 m (30 ft). Maintain the cockpit 
station over the reference line. The maneuver shall be 
performed in both directions. 
(ADS-33C 4.5.3) From a 
stabilized hover at an altitude of 3 m (10 ft), bob-up to 
clear an obstacle approximately 7.6 m. (25 ft) high to 
achieve a line-of-sight with a simulated threat. 
Simulate the attack using a fixed gun-sight. Turn 
approximately 5 degrees to acquire the target. As soon 
as the target is stabilized in the sight, perform a descent 
to the initial hover position. 
m. (ADS-33C 4.5.4) The maneuver is initiated in 
level unaccelerated flight, and in the direction of a line 
or series of objects on the ground. Maneuver rapidly to 
displace the aircraft 15.2 m (50 ft) laterally from the 
center-line and immediately reverse direction to displace 
the aircraft 15.2 m (50 ft) on the opposite side of the 
center-line. Return to the center-line as quickly as 
possible. Maintain a reference altitude below 15.2 m 
(50 ft) AGL. Accomplish the maneuver so that the 
initial turn is both to the right and to the left. 
Other ADS-33C Maneuvers 
The following ADS-33C tasks were performed during 
the Core AFCS evaluation but were judged to require 
the additional stabilization provided by the Selectable 
Modes in order to achieve Level 1 ratings. 
m. (ADS-33C 4.1.2) From a steady hover 
at an altitude of not greater than 6.1 m (20 ft), complete 
a 180 deg turn as rapidly as possible, in both directions, 
with a wind of at least 20 knots from the most critical 
direction. If a critical direction has not been defined, the 
turn shall be completed with the wind blowing directly 
from the rear of the rotorcraft. 
-. (ADS-33C 4.2.3) From 
a stabilized hover at an altitude of 3 m (10 ft), bob-up 
to clear an obstacle approximately 7.6 m (25 ft) high to 
achieve a line-of-sight with a simulated threat. 
Simulate the attack using a fixed gun-sight. Turn 
approximately 5 degrees to acquire the target. As soon 
as the target is stabilized in the sight, perform a descent 
to the initial hover position. 
Additional Tasks 
The following tasks were performed to demonstrate 
other system requirements, to evaluate critical control 
law elements, and to substantiate mission suitability. 
Turn to Tar= (LH BAFO System Specification, 
section 2.3.2.1.2.4.1 - Reference 3) From OGE and 
IGE conditions in winds from zero to 45 knots from 
any direction, yaw 180" over a point. It shall be 
possible to maintain the axis of turn within a circle 
whose radius is 1.5 m at zero knots and 3 m at 45 knots 
over a point. The maximum excursion in vertical 
position shall be less than f.61 m at zero and f 1.22 m 
at 45 knots. Tolerance on heading shall be i 2  degrees. 
Time allowed to complete maneuver is 4.7 sec. 
. . DVENQE Perform a simulated NOE scout 
mission requiring the pilot to follow a prescribed path 
designated by waypoints on the HMD and head-down 
map display. The mission is to be flown in a DVE, 
with VELSTAB and Altitude Hold engaged. 
Performance criteria: 
complete task within a predetermined time 
maintain altitude below 40 ft AGL 
maintain groundspeed at or below 25 kt (except 
for quick dash across open terr;iin) 
decelerate to a stabilized hover at each way- 
point 
SIMULATOR TEST RESULTS 
This section provides the results of the pilot simulation 
evaluation of the Selectable Mode control laws. A brief 
discussion of the degraded visual environment is 
presented including data from a UCE test. Data is in 
the form of Cooper-Harper handling qualities pilot 
ratings and summaries of the pilot comments with 
respect to each task. 
Degraded Visual Environment 
sf-View The helmet and method used 
to provide the restricted field-of-view (RFOV) are shown 
in Figure 6. The RFOV mask was qualitatively 
assessed by the pilots and found to be a simple but 
effective means of modeling the Comanche FLIRAI 
DVE. The RFOV was considered to be the most 
important characteristic of the DVE, forcing the pilot to 
make frequent head motions and eliminating any 
peripheral vision cues. The RFOV also made the piIots 
rely more heavily on the data provided by the HMD. 
UCETest During the simulation experiment, a UCE 
test was conducted in accordance with ADS-33C (except 
with a single pilot only) to check the simulator DVE 
with the restricted field-of-view. The purpose of this 
test is to rate the visual database and displays in terms 
of how "goodn, "fair", or "poor" the cues are for 
performing a subset of the iission tasks. UCE is a 
new concept to V/STOL HQ specs and is used to 
determine the required levels of stability and control 
augmentation needed to achieve desired levels of 
handling qualities as the mission environment changes. 
The test, by spec, is conducted with a Level 1 rate 
command system. For this experiment, a simplified 
linear based model, the Helicopter Air Combat (HAC) 
simulation model with a rate command response-type 
(as defined by ADS-33C Section 3.2.5) was cbosen. 
The pilot attempted to perform 6 of the ADS-33C DVE 
maneuvers to the desired levels of performance. The 
pilot provided visual cue ratings (VCRs) for each task 
as well as handling qualities ratings (HQRs). Using the 
procedure described in ADS-33C. the VCRs were used 
to calculate the Usable Cue Environments (UCEs) for 
each task. Figure 8 shows the spread of UCEs for the 
various tasks - UCE = 1 for hover, vertical landing, and 
acceudecel; UCE = 2 for bob-up; and UCE = 3 for 
sidestep and pirouette. The average UCE = 2. 
Attitude VCR 
FIGURE 8. SIMULATOR UCE FOR 
DEGRADED VISUAL ENVIRONMENT 
Hover task was rated HQR = 3. Primary source of 
workload was fore and aft drift which was difficuIt to 
detect unless the pilot turned his head to the side and 
looked downward. The HAC model was setup to trim 
at 0' pitch and roll attitude which complicated the task 
since the pilot was familiar with the RAH-66 hover 
trim attitudes of about +5' and -4" respectively. The 
HMD radar altitude and vertical speed symbology 
provided the necessary cues for the vertical axis. 
Vertical landing task was also rated HQR = 3 ,uld the 
comments from the hover task apply. 
Bob-upldown was rated HQR = 7. The HQR ,and VCR 
ratings were primarily due to inadequate horizontal 
translation cues. In addition, the version of the HMD 
symbology used in the Boeing simulator did not provide 
sufficient velocity I acceleration cues due to a dedbancl 
of about +1 ft/sec in the groundspeed veIocity vector. 
Sidestep maneuver was rated HQR = 7 (to right slightly 
easier). This task forced the pilot to turn his head to the 
side blanking out some of the symbology which is 
airframe referenced. Pilot could not meet desired 
performance due to high workload. The pilot 
commented that altitude hold (available in  the 
Comanche Selectable Modes) would have made the 
desired performance achievable. 
AcceYdecel (quick-stop) task was rated HQR = 4. The 
cues were quite good but high workload degraded rating 
somewhat. Pilot noted a slight mismatch in the pilot 
station altitude and symbology, which added to the 
worklod. 
Pilot comments and HQRs for each task performed in 
test areprovided below. Keep in mind these Pirouette was rate HQR = 6. High workload and loss of 
ratings are for a rate command response-type in a DVE cues when the pilot turned his head to the side 
and were not done with the Comanche model. contributed to the rating. External vertical cues were 
almost nonexistent; the pilot had to rely on his reduce the HQRs to Level 2. These difficulties appear 
symbology. to be due to the mechanical characteristics of the 3-axis 
side stick controller, since the force characteristics (low 
The UCE test confmed that the cue environment of the breakout, low force gradient, and high damping) were 
simulated DVE was indeed UCE 2/3 as expected. The optimized for multi-axis input control feel with less 
HQRs of the evaluation tasks agree quite well with the system stabilization. However, the pilots all 
ADS-33C predictions for a rate command system in commented that they did not want the sidecum controller 
various UCEs. characteristics changed in any way. 
FIGURE 9. PILOT RATINGS OF ADS-33C TASKS - NO RFOV 
COMANCHE HQ TEST RESULTS ffPYer. As described previously, this task was expanded 
to include the acquisition of the hover position. Only 
ADS-33C DVE Task Performance the ratings for the maneuver performed with the VC/PH 
Summary charts of the Cooper Harper Handling response are shown on the charts. Making the approach 
Qualities ratings for the DVE tasks are presented in at a higher speed with the ACNH response and then 
Figures 9 and 10. The handling qualities of all of the transitioning to Hover Hold only increased the pilot 
ADS-33C tasks were rated Level 1 on the average by 4 ratings approximately 1 HQR point (still well within 
or 5 pilots. All of the DVE maneuvers were evaluated Level 1). Tfae hover task received average HQRs of 1.5 
with the pilots wearing the Helmet Mounted Display, and 1.8 for the non-RFOV and RFOV respectively. All 
with both an unrestricted and restricted-field-of-view. of the pilots commented that in this mode the vehicle 
Average pilot ratings were only slightly higher for the response was very predictable and the workload wa- very 
maneuvers evaluated with the RFOV. The spread of low. Some of the pilots had a little difficulty 
ratings was noticeably higher. determining if the desired hover position was being 
acquired to within the desired performance criteria 'md 
Several pilot comments were generally uue for all of down graded their ratings slightly. 
the tasks (exceptions are noted). The Position Hold and 
Altitude Hold modes, when engaged, alleviated the pilot 
-. Hovering turn in zero wind received 
of virtually all workload in the pitch/roll and collective average HQRs of 2.5 and 2.4 for the non-RFOV and 
axes respectively. This made many of the tasks single RFOV respectively. Several pilots degraded their 
axis maneuvers. Aircraft reSpOIISeS to control inputs ratings for the to the right because of inadvertent 
were FedicMle and well damped with no objectionable yaw to roll stick cross-coupling. Pilots found the 
oscillations or overshots. Pilot compensation, when yaw capture to be predictable for the yaw rates required 
needed,wasduetoinadvertentstickcross-couplin~,but for the DVE task, making the yaw axis 
this compensation was not considered high enough to 
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workload low. Pilots commented that RFOV made it 
more difficult to pick up the final heading visually. 
Pirouette. Pirouette received average HQRs of 2.875 
and 3.25 for the non-RFOV and RFOV respectively. 
In general the pilots were able to perform this 
maneuver with relative ease (the h y  pilot, who has 
considerable simulator experience, was particularly 
impressed). During most of tbe maneuver, the pilots 
could hold a nearly constant stick force and meet the 
desired performance. Tbe time constraint for the task 
was not a problem. Nearly all of the pilots found it 
more difficult to perform this maneuver to the left 
although only one pilot split his HQRs (non-RFOV). 
Possible explanations for this difference include stick 
cross-coupling and right eye dominance. 
. Accel I decel received 
the same average HQRs of 3.0 for both the non- 
RFOV and RFOV. Most of workload was due to 
lateral inputs needed to correct the aircraft inberent 
IateraI drift when accelerating and decelerating. 
Momentary I inadvertent entry into low speed turn 
coordination when pilot applied lateral inputs didn't 
effect workload but were disconcerting. The pilots 
were able to perform the task to the desired levels of 
performance without using the TC Release Switch 
(which was difficult to use due to poor grip 
placement). The pilots also had a little difficulty 
stopping precisely at the desired point because of the 
nose high attitudes used during the deceleration 
portion of the maneuver. This was particularly 
evident with the RFOV and could have been alleviated 
with better cues along the sides of the course. 
-. The sidestep received average HQRs of 
2.75 and 2.875 for the non-RFOV and RFOV 
respectively. The pilot ratings were down graded 
slightly due to cross-coupling of the pilot roll inputs 
into both the pitch and yaw axes. Several pilots 
perceived more coupling when applying inputs to the 
right (pushing on the stick with just their thumb) and 
split their HQRs. Optimally this would have been a 
single axis task. 
The bob-up / down received 
the same average HQRs of 2.25 for both the non- 
RFOV and RFOV. This maneuver was performed 
with the displacement collective stick. The pilots 
learned to time the release of the collective trim 
switch (turning ALTHLD Off and On) to obtain 
desired altitude performance. Five degree turn to 
target (an additional step not required by ADS-33C ) 
was performed easily. Position hold system kept 
position errors very small (c k1.0 ft). Pilots 
commented that little or no compensation was 
required to w m t  for deficiencies. Desired duration of 
task (15 seconds) allowed the pilots to perform the 
maneuver smoothly and precisely. 
w. The slalom received average HQRs of 2.5 
and 2.75 for the non-RFOV and RFOV respectively. 
The slalom was performed using low speed turn 
coordination (lateral inputs only). Pilots commented 
that low speed turn coordination was a major plus in 
reducing workload for this task. Some pilot ratings 
were degraded due to the slight tendency to cross- 
couple right roll into forward pitch inputs. This 
necessitated occasional pitch 
ALL MANEUVERS WERE -1- - - - - 
PERFORMED WrrH A 1 LEVEL I RESTRICTED FIELD OF VlEW I 3 
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FIGURE 10. PILOT RATINGS OF ADS-33C DVE TASKS WITH RFOV 
corrections to maintain airspeed. The pilots found the 
aggressiveness of the task to be somewhat high for a 
DVE task , however according to the Army pilot that 
participated in the test, the 50 ft lateral displacement 
from the center-line was intended as a minimum; the 
w e  intent was 50 - 75 ft (this would have reduced the 
aggressiveness). One pilot commented that tbe rating 
would be down graded if desired performance criteria 
existed on tbe recapture of the center-line ground uack. 
Other ADS-33C Maneuvers 
These maneuvers were performed without the RFOV. 
The pilot ratings for these tasks are shown in Figure 9. 
-. (non-DVE) The ADS-33 Precision 
Hovering Turn task was performed in 20 kt winds 
without the RFOV and received an HQR of 3 (Level 1). 
Some saturation of the lateral AFCS port limiter was 
experienced but the pilot found the resultant transients 
to be acceptable ("comfortablen) and predictable. The 
pilot (using the visual cues from the hover pad) was 
required to apply some lateral compensation to meet the 
desired performance. 
d BobuQand Bob-down. The rapid bob-up /down 
was performed without the RFOV and received average 
HQRs of 2.67. The maneuver was made a bit more 
difficult by the small turn to target when unmasked. 
The pilots commented that the Position Hold mode 
made Level 1 ratings achievable. The pilots had to fly 
the vertical axis manually for the whole maneuver 
because the Altitude Hold Mode bandwidth was not 
compatible with the level of vertical aggressiveness 
needed to perform this task in 8 seconds. 
Additional Tosks (not performed with RFOV) 
Tura to T e  The system spec turn to target 
maneuver was performed in both calm air and 45 kt 
winds; HQRs were not required. Three pilots evaluated 
this task, but only one pilot performedthe task in the 
final control system configuration. In calm air the pilot 
was able to meet the system requirements consistently 
while applying only yaw inputs. Although not 
required, the pilot rated the maneuver an HQR = 3. The 
same maneuver in 45 kt winds was significantly more 
difficult. The AFCS port limits, sized for hardover 
recoverability, saturated during this maneuver and pilot 
compensation was required to hold position. Primary 
workload was in the lateral axis. With limited practice, 
the pilots could intermittently meet and consistently 
come close to meeting the specified performance. Table 
1 are the last five data runs f a  a left-hand hun with a 45 
kt head-wind. The hardest part of the maneuver was 
meeting the 4.7 second time limit Graceful degradation 
of position hold when port saturation was encountered 
made the maneuver do-able since necessary pilot 
compensation was predictable. Attempts to perform 
this maneuver in the simuIator in the Core AFCS mode 
were not as successful. 
- - 
(4.7 sec allowed) I TO(alTiie I 
* meets spec 
TABLE 1. TURN TO TARGET TASK 
RESULTS 
DVE N-. Pilots found the performance of 
the Selectable Modes to be appropriate for the NOE 
mission task. No deficiencies were identified. HQRs 
were not generally provided, but one pilot rated the 
vertical handling qualities Level 1 with Altitude Hold 
engaged. The Altitude Hold perfonnance, aIthough not 
terrain-following in nature (no look-ahead capability), 
was capable of maintaining satisfactory clearance in 
most cases. In general, ALTHLD exhibited no 
undesirable oscillations or drift. Radar altitude would 
typically return to the desired value after one 
over/undershoot following a sudden change in ground 
slope. Occasionally, the pilot had to assist the system 
(provide lead) when the ground was particularly steep or 
the aircraft was descending towards upward sloping 
terrain. Bemuse the Altitude Hold response degraded in 
a predictable manner with no long term drift or 
oscillations, the pilot was able to quickly I easily 
determine when additional compensation was needed. 
Groundspeed hold was found to be "very helpful and 
predictable" and staying out of the loop (not applying 
compensation) in this axis "works very well." The 
pilot judged the hover hold system to be "perfect" once 
established and was able to enter the hover hold gate 
even with moderate aggression. No changes were 
recarnmended. 
The low speed turn coordination was of particular 
benefit in allowing the pilots to precisely fly around 
trees and other features with just roll inputs. The 
predictability of the LSTC engagement / disengagement 
contributed to the precision of the mode. One pilot 
stated that manual coordination would have been 
difficult with the RFOV due to a lack of relative motion 
cues. The RFOV forced the pilot to fly most of the 
course at 25 kt in order to have sufficient time to 
visually survey the terrain and chose a flight-path. The 
course had been designed for 40 kt cruise (without the 
RFOV). When hovering at each way-point, the pilot 
had to be less aggressive when doing pedal rums to 
make sure the tail was clear of obstructions. 
CONCLUSIONS 
General 
Test results provide a high level of confidence that the 
Comanche Selectable Mode conml laws, VELSTAB 1 
Hover Hold and Altitude Hold, will comply with the 
requirements that flow down from ADS-33C and the 
Weapons System Specification. 
The Selectable Mode control laws are ready for formal 
ADS-33C compliance testing in the Sikorsky Full 
Mission Simulator. 
The method used to provide the restricted field-of-view 
was a simple but effective way of modeling the primary 
characteristics of the Comanche DVE. 
The UCE test results combined with the Comanche 
DVE tests confm the ADS-33C requirements for 
increased levels of stability and control augmentation in 
order to achieve satisfactory handling qualities in a 
degraded cue environment. 
Task Performance 
A subset of required maneuvers directly from ADS-33C 
and the WSS were evaluated. All requirements were 
met; Level 1 Handling Qualities were achieved for all 
tested DVE and non-DVE maneuvers, regardless of 
UCE. The handling qualities of the Comanche 
Selectable Mode control laws were accepted by the 
pilots and were judged mission suitable. 
Restricting the pilot's field-of-view only slightly 
degraded the Handling Qualities Ratings of the various 
DVE tasks. All of the average ratings were Level 1. 
The RFOV increased pilot workload / head motion and 
forced the pilots to place more reliance on the HMD 
symbology for the cues needed to execute the tasks to 
the desired levels of performance. 
Stick cross-coupling was the only source of workload 
for many of the tasks. However, pilot compensation 
was never considered high enough to reduce the HQRs 
to Level 2 and all of the evaluation pilots agreed that 
the controller characteristics were optimum. A 
conmller with these force characteristics has been flight 
tested in the Sikorsky Shadow aircraft and found to be 
satisfactory. 
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ABSTRACT 
A piloted simulation experiment was conducted 
using the NASA Ames Research Center Vertical Motion 
Simulator to evaluate two cockpit display formats 
designed for manual control on steep instrument 
approaches for a civil transport tiltrotor aircraft. The fist 
display included a four-cue (pitch, roll, power lever 
position, and nacelle angle movement prompt) flight 
director. The second display format provided 
instantaneous flight path angle information together with 
other symbols for terminal area guidance. Pilots 
evaluated these display formats for an instrument 
approach task which _required a level flight conversion 
from airplane-mode flight to helicopter-mode flight while 
decelerating to the nominal approach airspeed. Pilots 
tracked glide slopes of 6, 9, 15 and 25 degrees, 
terminating in a hover for a vertical landing on a 150 feet 
square vertipad. Approaches were conducted with low 
visibility and ceilings and with crosswinds and 
turbulence, with all aircraft systems functioning normally 
and were carried through to a landing. Desired approach 
and tracking performance was achieved with generally 
satisfactory handling qualities using either display format 
on glide slopes up through 15 degrees. Evaluations with 
both display formats for a 25 degree glide slope revealed 
serious problems with glide slope tracking at low 
airspeeds in crosswinds and the loss of the intended 
landing spot from the cockpit field of view. 
Altitude error gain for power lever 
Power lever command tab gain 
Velocity error gain for power lever 
Power lever position washout gain 
Pitch attitude command bar gain 
Velocity error gain for pitch attitude 
Height rate error gain for pitch attitude 
Altitude error gain for pitch attitude 
Lateral velocity error gain for roll attitude 
Pitch rate gain for pitch attitude 
Pitch gain for pitch attitude 
Roll rate gain for roll attitude 
Roll attitude gain for roll attitude 
Yaw attitude gain for roll attitude 
Laplace operator 
Roll attitude 
Lateral command bar washout frequency 
Power lever command tab washout frequency 
Pitch command bar washout frequency 
Pitch attitude 
Lateral stick position washout filter time 
constant 
Power lever position washout filter time constant 
Power lever position lead filter time constant 
Longitudinal stick position washout filter time 
constant 
Aircraft yaw attitude 
FLIGHT DIRECTOR SYMBOLS 
INTRODUCTION 
ABAR Roll command bar displacement 
CTAB Power lever command tab displacement 
EBAR Pitch command bar displacement 
KA Roll command bar gain 
Kci Height rate error gain for power lever 
Presented at Piloting Vertical Flight Aircraft: A Conference on 
Flying Qualities and Human Factors. San Francisco, California, 
January. 1993. 
Increased air travel using hub-and-spoke airline 
systems has increased airport air traffic congestion and - 
delays. A feeder airline system based on vertical flight 
aircraft, principally tiltrotor aircraft, has been proposed as 
a means of alleviating the conventional, long-haul 
aircraft runway operations problems (Ref. 1). Such a 
system would employ vertiports, conveniently located to 
population and industry centers. Vertipon design must 
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consider both the land requirements for obstruction
clearance (Ref. 2) and community noise impact (Refs. 3-
4). Steep terminal operations have been proposed as a
possible means of reducing vertiport land requirements
and noise impact (Ref. 1).
Government and industry studies seek to define
operational and aircraft design requirements for a civil
tilu'otor transport and the ground and airway infrastructure
required to support it. As part of this effort, a series of
piloted simulation experiments was conducted at NASA
Ames Research Center to identify handling qualities and
flight mechanics influences on terminal operations and
cockpit design issues for civil tiltrotor transports (Refs. 5
& 6). Reference 6 describes two experiments. The first
experiment utilized "raw data" glide slope and localizer
approach guidance and demonstrated the _ need for
improved flight path cuing. The second experiment
evaluated two display concepts: a four-cue (pitch, roll,
power and nacelle angle) flight director and a flight path
vector display. The flight path vector display presented
instantaneous aircraft state information and a suggested
flight path in the terminal area. It represents an alternate
display and guidance technology which should provide
the pilot with better situational awareness by graphically
presenting information as it might be viewed from the
cockpit windshield. This second civil tiltrotor terminal
operations simulation experiment provided the initial
evaluations of this display concept applied to tiltrotor
aircraft. Pilot handling qualities ratings and comments
and objective task performance measures fox; the flight
director were reported in Reference 6. This paper
expands upon that report and documents similar results
using the alternate flight path vector display, thereby
providing a comparative assessment of the two display
concepts.
This paper presents the design, conduct, and
results of the piloted simulator investigation of the two
display concepts for the instrument approach task flown
to civil transport standards. Recommendations for further
development and evaluation are provided.
EXPERIMENT DESIGN
Facility
The experiment was conducted using the NASA
Ames Research Center Vertical Motion Simulator
(VMS). The VMS features a reconfigurable,
interchangeable, cockpit cab mounted on a large motion
platform as shown in Figure 1. Maximum vertical
acceleration capability is limited to +0.67g. Since
longitudinal cues are particularly important during
tiltrotor conversion operations, the cab was oriented for
the longitudinal axis motion along the main beam of the
VMS, turning it 90 degrees to that shown in Figure 1.
With this cab orientation, the maximum longitudinal
acceleration limit is + 0.5g. The lateral acceleration
capability of the VMS was not used for this experiment.
The motion washout logic used in the VMS is described
in detail in Reference 7. Table 1 lists the motion gain
and filter frequencies used for the low speed operations of
the simulation experiment.
The simulator cockpit was configured to provide
a basic instrument panel with sufficient instrumentation
for tiltrotor instrument approaches (Figure 2). The center
panel CRT display presented computer-generated
images of either conventional instruments (Figure 3) or a
flight path vector display (Figure 4). The conventional
instrument display provided a "standard T" layout (the
attitude-direction indicator, ADI, above the horizontal
situation indicator, HSI, and flanked by airspeed, torque
and rotor speed on the left and altitude, climb rate and
radar altitude on the righ0. The flight path vector display
provided an abstract representation of cues available in
visual flight plus aircraft state data. The functions of the
flight path vector display symbology are described later
in this paper. For both displays, the nacelle angle was
displayed on an analog instrument to the left of the
center panel CRT and on a digital display immediately
above the CRT. A digital distance measuring equipment
(DME) display was located above the altitude indicator
and provided the horizontal distance to go to the landing
spot.
The experiment used a three-window cockpit
view with the external scene provided by an Evans and
Sutherland CT-5A Computer Image Generation system.
The three windows were arranged horizontally, covering
a field of view approximately 140 degrees wide by 34
degrees high as shown in Figure 2. This provided a 17
degree look-down capability. An alternate window
arrangement having a right lower "chin" window instead
of the left side view was available, but pilots preferred
the three-across arrangement. Reasons cited included the
desire for mostly level pitch attitude operations of a
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commercial transport, a preference for the velocity and 
position cues provided by the left side window, and the 
small size and generally poor visual cuing provided in 
the chin window. 
Control inceptors included a center stick, pedals 
and a power lever with the nacelle beep switch located 
on its grip (see Fig. 2). The throttle-like power lever 
geometry was similar to that used in the V-22. As shown 
in Figure 5, the grip reference point rotated from a 
position just aft of vertical for minimum power through 24 
degrees forward for maximum power, with a total linear 
motion of four inches. A laterally-oriented thumbwheel 
on the power lever grip was used to control a lateral 
translation control mode, described below. The flaps 
were automated based on schedules of nacelle angle and 
airspeed. The landing gear was extended throughout the 
approach evaluation task. 
A system of preprogrammed nacelle angle stops 
was developed to assist the conversion from airplane 
mode to helicopter mode. The stops were typically 
provided at 60, 80 and 90 degree nacelle angles. In 
addition to the tiltrotor continuous movement "beep" 
controller, pilots could activate a semiautomatic nacelle 
movement system. Depressing a button on the power 
lever started the nacelles moving aft at a fixed rate to the 
next stop. Forward movement of the nacelles, toward 
airplane mode, was not inhibited by these stops. 
Aircraft Model 
The aircraft math model was based on the 
generic tiltrotor simulation model (Ref. 8) and configured 
as a large transport of 40,000 pounds gross weight. An 
attitude command-attitude stabilization control system 
was used for pitch and roll. Yaw axis augmentation 
featured heading hold at low speeds (below 40 knots) and 
turn coordination at high speeds (above 80 knots) with 
linear blending between these modes. The control system 
was derived from an early design intended for the V-22 
(Ref. 9). Table 2 lists approximate aircraft dynamic 
response characteristics identified using the "CIFER" 
system identification software described in Reference 
10. A torque command and limiting system (TCLS) was 
employed for the power lever controller (Ref. 11). A 
lateral translation control mode, LTM (Ref. 9). was 
implemented to provide nearly pure, wings level, side 
force in helicopter mode by applying lateral cyclic pitch 
to both rotors. 
The aircraft mathematical model was 
implemented on a digital simulation computer which 
cycled at 26 msec. The computational pipeline for the 
CT-5A produced a new external view image 100 msec 
after a new aircraft position was supplied by the 
mathematical model. The cockpit panel center display 
received update information from the main simulation 
every other cycle, i.e. every 52 msec. The panel display 
image had an asynchronous delay of up to 33 msec. 
Evaluation Task 
The experiment investigated an instrument 
approach task with evaluation subtasks of: (1) a level 
flight conversion to approach configuration and airspeed, 
(2) glide slope tracking, and (3) completion of the 
landing following breakout. Evaluation atmospheric 
conditions are listed in table 3. The winds and 
turbulence were modeled using the "BWIND" routine 
described in Reference 12. Crosswinds (speed and 
direction) remained constant to touchdown with no wind 
shear modeled near the ground. Approach angles of 6, 9, 
15 and 25 degrees were investigated. Based on previous 
flight research experience at NASA Ames (Ref. 13). the 
nominal glide slope tracking airspeed was adjusted for 
each approach angle to keep the rate of descent below 
1000 feet per minute. Table 4 lists the approach speed 
and nacelle angle specified for each glide slope. 
The nominal approach profile shown in Figure 6 
guided flight director command law development. It was 
briefed to pilots using the flight path vector display as the 
recommended procedure. Evaluation runs were begun in 
airplane mode in level flight at 180 knots, 1300 feet 
altitude above ground level (AGL), 6.5 nm out from the 
landing spot, and offset from the localizer by 1000 feet. 
The pilot's first task was to capture and track the 
localizer as closely as possible. Deceleration and 
conversion toward helicopter mode began approximately 
4 nm out. A pause in the configuration change was 
recommended at the intermediate configuration of 120 
- 
knots and 60 degrees nacelle angle. This allowed the 
aircraft to stabilize on a trim condition prior to 
commencing the final nacelle angle change before glide 
slope intercept. The conversion was continued to 80 
knots and 80 degrees nacelle angle. This condition 
placed the aircraft at the airspeed for minimum level 
flight power required in helicopter-mode. It also served 
as the nominal approach configuration for a 6 degree 
glide slope. The 6 degree glide slope was intercepted 
and captured at 2 nm out. For steeper glide slopes, a 
further level flight deceleration and movement of the 
nacelles toward the helicopter position took place prior to 
glide slope intercept and capture. Table 4 lists these 
nominal approach configurations. 
Pilots were required to decelerate to a hover 
above a minimum-sized, 150 feet square, vertipad (Ref. 
2). The flight director command laws were adjusted to 
terminate the approach in a hover at 10 feet altitude 
above the landing pad, on glide slope. Pilots completed 
a vertical landing using visual cues. Following the flight 
path vector display, a pilot would achieve a hover at 30 
feet altitude over the center of the vertipad. The pilot 
could then complete the vertical landing visually or by 
using the vertical landing guidance provided by the 
display. 
Flight Director 
A flight director which drove command needles 
on the AD1 (Figure 3) was adapted from earlier flight 
evaluations on the X-22 (Ref. 14) and simulation 
evaluations of the XV-15 (Refs. 5 and 15). Pitch and 
roll command bars were displayed on the AD1 with "fly 
to" logic, i.e. a pitch up command would be displayed as 
an upward deflection of the flight director pitch command 
bar movement. Similarly, a command to fly to the right 
would be displayed as a roll command bar displacement 
to the right. A supplemental scale with an indicator tab 
for power lever position was placed to the left of the ADI, 
as shown in Figure 7. During the experiment set-up 
phase, this tab was selected to drive in a "fly from" 
fashion, i.e. a command to reduce power was displayed 
when the moving (rectangular) tab was above the fixed 
(diamond) center reference. This sensing seemed to 
better match pilot responses with the power lever motion. 
An airspeed schedule prompted nacelle angle movements 
via a "beep nacelle" ("ITVIC" of Ref. 14) command 
light on the cockpit panel and by an upward pointing 
triangle above the power command indicator as seen in 
Figure 7. 
Drive laws for the flight director command 
symbols were adapted from a design for the XV-15 (Ref. 
5). They were tailored to the transport tiltrotor model 
with airspeed-based gain changes. The flight director 
response was tuned to the aircraft response to provide 
"Kls" controlled-element (flight director needle) 
response to pilot input for pitch and roll. Power director 
tab dynamics approximated " K  response for the height 
rate control task on the steep approaches. Incremental 
configuration changes were commanded through the 
"beep nacelle" symbol and based on a desired airspeed 
versus nacelle angle schedule. The command law in 
pitch was: 
KEci + K ~  '* + ~ ~ e  
EBAR = KE S+ A ~ w o  
zEs+1 + KEei + KEzcZ 1- 
where represents the difference between the 
commanded flight profile and the actual path. Similarly, 
the roll command bar (ABAR) and power lever command 
tab (CTAB) were driven by: 
Values for the gains, washout frequencies, and 
time constants of these equations are listed in table 5 for 
airspeeds of 180 and 80 knots and hover. Note the shift 
in gains for the height (KEz) and height rate (KEi) 
errors for the pitch (EBAR) and power lever (CTAB) 
commands as the airspeed moves from airplane mode at 
180 knots to helicopter mode in hover. Opposite trend 
shifts in gains occur for the velocity (x)  gains. This a 
technique is used to command a shift of flight control 
strategy such that pitch attitude is used to conwl altitude 
at high speeds while, in hover and at low airspeeds, 
altitude is controlled by power lever movements. 
Referring to the power-required-versus-airspeed curve, the 
pitch-attitude-for-altitude control technique is known as 
"front-side" while the latter technique for low speed 
flight is known as the "back-side" control technique. 
Flight director command laws were designed to 
accomplish the approach task under instrument 
meteorological conditions (IMC) based on an approach 
profile using DME range to the landing spot. This profile 
required a level flight deceleration and conversion from 
airplane-mode flight to helicopter-mode flight at the 
desired approach speed. Conversion and deceleration 
were accomplished in two segments starting at 3.5 nm 
out to achieve a condition of 80 degrees nacelle angle at 
80 knots by 2 nm from the intended landing spot. This 
condition represents the level flight minimum power 
required airspeed and signals a shift of control strategy to 
use power to control altitude (or glide slope angle) for 
the approach. The control strategy shift below 80 knots 
was commanded in the flight director drive laws by 
changing the gains on altitude and airspeed errors to feed 
those errors to the appropriate control command bar 
(pitch command for airspeed and power command for 
altitude or glide slope). For glide slope angles steeper 
than 6 degrees, an additional level-flight deceleration (at 
- 0.1 g) was commanded for the pilot to slow the aircraft to 
the appropriate approach speed (see table 4). Glide 
slope intercept was commanded at a half degree of flight 
path angle change p e  second. Once on glide slope, a 
gentle deceleration was commanded, based on distance 
to go, to achieve a hover on glide slope at 10 feet 
altitude. The deceleration initiation point was adjusted 
based on the required time to decelerate from the 
approach speed to achieve the desired hover location. To 
keep the pitch attitude below 5 degrees nose-up, the 
deceleration was kept to a very low value, 0.025 g. This 
allowed the pilot to concentrate on the glide slope 
tracking task with power adjustments. Upon achieving a 
stable hover ten feet above the pad, pilots were 
instructed to complete the landing visually. 
Flight Path Vector Display 
As an alternative to the compensatory tracking 
form of the flight director, a flight path vector display 
format was evaluated. Based on display designs 
investigated at Ames Research Center for conventional 
transport (Ref. 16), short takeoff and landing (Ref, 17) 
and vertical takeoff and landing aircraft (Ref. 18). this 
flight path vector display sought to apply to tiltrotor 
aircraft a "situation" display philosophy featuring a flight 
path vector symbol representing the instantaneous flight 
path of the aircraft. The movements of earth-frame- 
related references, which include the guidance elements, 
reflect the pitch, roll and yaw motions of the aircraft in 
an "out-the-window" format. The guidance elements are 
presented as "follow the leader" advisors or "suggesters", 
which, if closely mcked by the pilot with the flight path 
symbol, provide precise control of the approach flight 
path. Abstract "command" indications as seen in a 
typical flight director display are avoided. Control of the 
aircraft during reconversion and approach is conducted 
essentially as in the visual flight mode. Without explicit 
prompting or command, as with a flight director, the pilot 
adjusts his control strategy from "front-side" to "back- 
side" as the reconversion toward helicopter mode 
progresses. 
Aircraft status and guidance selection data are 
displayed in the upper right and left comers of the display 
as seen in Figure 4. The flap angle, as driven by the 
automatic flap system, and average engine torque, 
commanded and limited by the TCLS are displayed in 
the upper left comer. The selected altitude and heading 
and the status of the approach and landing guidance 
system appear in the upper right comer of the display. 
Some of these information blocks are deleted from the 
display function diagrams (Figs. 8- 14). 
Initial Approach Display - Figure 8 shows the 
symbols used for initial approach to a terminal area. The 
panel-mounted display used for this investigation 
provided a selection of colors to help separate symbols 
by function e.g. flight path, aircraft status, and guidance 
or command information. Significant features include a 
winged flight path symbol with aircraft status information 
arrayed about it, a horizon line and pitch ladder (omitted 
from Figure 8). and the aircraft attitude reference 
provided by a pair of large, subdued, diamonds. As 
illustrated in Figure 9, airspeed, altitude, longitudinal 
acceleration (referenced to the airspeed numerals), and 
either DME distance to a terminal (in airplane mode) or 
nacelle angle (in tiltrotor mode) are arrayed about the 
flight path symbol and move with it. Moving the 
nacelles off the airplane stops changes the flight path 
array by replacing the DME distance below the flight 
path symbol with nacelle angle. A bracket about the 
airspeed numerals is added which moves to represent the 
relative position (airspeed versus nacelle angle) in the 
conversion corridor. A longitudinal deceleration 
command may be displayed relative to the flight path 
symbol "wing tips" to convey a deceleration profile 
based on DME distance to the landing spot. 
Several guidance command symbols are 
available for the initial approach flight phase including a 
selected heading, specified or target altitude, and the 
selected approach angle (microwave landing system or 
equivalent capability assumed). Using these command 
symbols, the pilot flies the aircraft in such a fashion as to 
overlay the flight path symbol on the command heading 
line and the altitude reference as seen in Figure 10. This 
strategy will bring the aircraft onto the desired flight path. 
Glide Slope Capture - When the aircraft 
enters the localizer capture cone as it approaches the 
terminal area, the pitch ladder field below the horizon 
line is replaced by perspective lines representing the 
ground plane (Fig. 11). The central line of this ground 
plane represents the extended runway or approach course. 
In addition, as the aircraft comes within the glide slope 
capture cone (defined as one third of the selected glide 
slope angle, e.g., within 2 degrees for a 6 degree glide 
slope), a "leader" symbol appears which represents an 
aircraft on the desired track, three seconds ahead of the 
own aircraft. Figure 11 shows the display view seen as 
the aircraft approaches the glide slope (from below it). 
As the aircraft approaches the glide slope from below, 
the leader symbol will descend until it overlays the glide 
slope reference line (the dashed horizontal line in Figure 
11) at the point of glide slope intercept. A pilot may 
achieve a smooth glide slope capture by beginning the 
descent prior to the leader symbol overlaying the 
selected approach angle. Note that the runway centerline 
now terminates in a small "goal post" symbol at its lower 
end, which becomes larger in the display as distance to 
the landing spot decreases. 
Also seen in Figure 11 are the acceleration 
command symbols which display error from the approach 
deceleration profile by their position with respect to the 
flight path symbol. A position above the flight path 
symbol indicates airspeed too high for the approach 
profile. The pilot obtains the nominal approach 
deceleration schedule by nulling the displayed error with 
respect to the flight path symbol, using power at high 
speed or pitch attitude at low speed. 
Glide Slope Tracking - Pilot strategy on 
approach is to overlay the own-aircraft flight path vector 
symbol on the leader symbol to achieve the desired track. 
Figure 12 shows the display for a condition where the 
aircraft is above and to the left of the desired course 
track. The dashed line in this figure, extending from the 
landing spot "goal posts" through the leader symbol is 
not displayed but is drawn here to help the reader 
visualize the desired course track. 
Hover and Vertical Landing - A unique 
hover symbology set is provided near the landing pad. It 
attempts to provide additional longitudinal position cuing 
for the landing without resorting to the planform view 
common to many hover displays. With the addition of a 
longitudinal "hover position" bracket, the display 
provides X-Y hover guidance while maintaining its 
consistent Y-Z plane perspective, similar to that seen 
outside the cockpit windshield. 
Figure 13 shows the aircraft approaching hover 
over the landing spot. In this figure, the aircraft is on 
course, at 45 feet and 15 knots, with the nacelles in the 
pure helicopter position of 90 degrees. Following the 
leader symbol and nulling the acceleration command 
symbols will bring the aircraft to a hover at 30 feet 
altitude over the intended landing spot. At low speeds in 
the vicinity of the landing spot, the conversion comdor 
bracket is doubled in size and changed to a white color 
(as with other terminal guidance symbols such as the 
goal posts) and now represents the longitudinal position 
with respect to the intended landing spot. 
With the aircraft in a hover within the desired 
landing zone, a display function switch, located on the 
center stick grip, may be cycled to provide vertical 
landing guidance. When activated, the leader symbol 
drops below the flight path symbol. Reducing power to 
overlay the flight path symbol on the leader symbol, as 
seen in Figure 14, will achieve a gentle landing. 
Data Collection 
Data collection included objective performance 
measures, such as tracking accuracy, and subjective 
measures, including Cooper-Harper Handling Qualities 
Ratings (Ref. 19) and pilot commentary. Figure 15 
shows the dichotomous decision tree of the Cooper- 
Harper Handling Qualities Rating system. Task 
performance standards were established based on airline 
transport pilot (ATP) check flight criteria (Ref. 20). 
Adequate task performance was defined equal to the ATP 
standards. Desired task performance was defined as half 
the ATP standards. For the mostly decelerating approach 
task (little constant speed flight), desired performance 
standards included altitude (within fifty feet of the 
designated altitude in level flight) and guidance error 
(consistently less than a half "dot" error with no one 
"dot" exceedances). One "dot" error on the raw data 
indicators was 1.25 degrees in elevation and 2.5 degrees 
in azimuth. 
Eight evaluation pilots, representing NASA, 
FAA, the British Civil Aeronautics Authority, Bell 
Helicopter Textron International, and Boeing Defense 
and Space Group, Helicopter Division participated in the 
experiment. Each pilot had both rotary-wing and fixed- 
wing flight experience. Four also had tiltrotor flight 
experience. All received familiarization training and 
task training in the simulator prior to beginning 
evaluations. Table 6 lists the number of pilots and 
evaluation runs contributing to handling qualities and 
performance statistics for each glide slope angle and 
display format combination. 
RESULTS 
The experimental results for each of the two 
display formats ( flight director and flight path vector 
display) are described below for each of the evaluation 
subtasks of the instrument approach. 
Initial Approach and Reconversion Uslng a Flight 
Dlrector 
During the initial approach phase, the aircraft 
was reconfigured from airplane mode to helicopter mode 
and decelerated to the final approach airspeed. The 
baseline transport tiltrotor configuration of this 
investigation produced a strong "ballooning" tendency 
during the initial phase of the reconversion due to early 
deployment of 40 degree flaps and the increment of rotor 
thrust aligned with the vertical axis. An alternate flap 
movement schedule based on both nacelle angle and 
airspeed and the development of a pilot-initiated, 
semiautomatic, nacelle movement control provided some 
workload relief. A large nose-down pitch input was still 
required, though, to maintain the desired altitude. The 
flight director helped prompt this movement. It also 
proved helpful in commanding a steady deceleration and 
prompting required nacelle movements. 
Figure 16 shows handling qualities ratings for 
level flight reconversions flown in calm or turbulent 
conditions and ending at the nominal approach speeds for 
the four glide slopes investigated. Borderline satisfactory 
handling qualities were achieved for reconversions to 
airspeeds appropriate to approaches up to 15 degrees. A 
slight degradation in handling qualities was associated 
with reconversion and deceleration to the 20 knot 
airspeed required for the steepest (25 degree) glideslope. 
Pilot commentary identified workload (particularly in 
crosswinds and turbulence) during the final deceleration 
segment, from 80 knots to the approach speed, as the 
principd reason for degraded ratings. 
The flight director commanded a deceleration at 
0.1 g for the final deceleration below 80 knots required 
for approaches at 9, 15 and 25 degrees. This contrasts 
with the 0.025 g deceleration commanded on the glide 
slope. For the 6 degree glide slope, the on glide slope 
deceleration began at 80 knots, overlapping the airspeed 
range of the final level-flight deceleration used for the 
steeper glide slopes. Since the 0.025 g deceleration 
from 80 knots was successful on the 6 degree glideslope, 
one may infer that a smaller deceleration command 
might have helped the final level-flight deceleration 
required for the steeper glide slopes. Based on pilot 
commentary noting an abrupt nose-up pitch input to 
accomplish this final level-flight deceleration at 0.1 g, a 
slower deceleration should be investigated. 
Task standards required maintaining less than 50 
feet altitude variation during the level flight segment of 
the approach. The average maximum altitude gain 
during reconversions using the flight director was 51.6 
feet for borderline satisfactory performance as reflected 
in the pilot ratings. Three of the 164 evaluation runs 
contributing to this statistic yielded altitude gains in 
excess of 100 feet, exceeding the tolerance for adequate 
performance. 
Turbulence contributed to altitude control 
degradation as reflected in the handing qualities ratings 
for deceleration to the approach speeds for 6, 9 and 15 
degree glide slopes. The average altitude gain in calm 
conditions was 45.2 feet, while the addition of crosswinds 
and turbulence resulted in a 55.4 feet average altitude 
gain. In contrast to level-flight decelerations for the other 
glide slopes where the peak aItitude gain occurred early 
in the conversion, the peak altitude gain for deceleration 
to 20 knots often occurred in the final level-flight 
deceleration segment. This altitude peak during the final 
level-flight deceleration occurred in both calm and 
turbulent conditions, reflecting more on the commanded 
deceleration than the atmospheric conditions. 
Glide Slope Tracking Using a Flight Director 
Execution of the final approach using only raw 
angular tracking error instrumentation proved difficult on 
steep glide slopes in previous investigations (Ref. 6). 
The flight director was designed to provide additional 
instrument cuing important for control and tracking at the 
low airspeeds required for steep approaches. The flight 
director response and command laws provided cuing 
appropriate to the "backside-of-the-power-curvew control 
technique required for the approaches evaluated. It also 
commanded a deceleration on glide slope to achieve a 
hover just above the intended landing spot. 
Figure 17 shows the handling qualities ratings for 
the glide slope tracking subtask with the flight director 
compared to previous results using raw guidance data 
only. Satisfactory glide slope rracking was achieved with 
the flight director on approaches up to 15 degrees. 
Ratings for the 15 degree glide dope were degraded 
somewhat by the loss of the intended landing spot from 
the cockpit field of view through mudh of the approach in 
clear conditions or after breakout in low visibility 
conditions. While particular cockpit windshield fields of 
view vary among aircraft models, this points to an 
important criteria for developing an approach procedure. 
The pilot must assure himself of a clear landing spot on 
final approach whenever atmospheric visibility conditions 
permit and certainly prior to moving over the landing 
spot. The 25 degree glide slope ratings reflect both the 
complete loss of visual contact with the landing spot and 
the increased workload required to correct for crosswinds 
and turbulence at the sIow (20 knots) approach speed. 
Ratings for the 25 degree glide slope degrade to include 
some inadequate (very high workload) ratings in 
moderate turbulence. The spread of handling qualities 
ratings was much less with the flight director than with 
only "raw data guidance," reflecting the consistent 
performance and implicit workload reduction achieved 
with a flight director. 
Objective task performance measures are 
consistent with the pilot ratings. Glide slope and 
localizer tracking errors are typically distributed equally 
on both sides of the desired path, averaging to a small, 
meaningless error statistic. Root mean square (rms) of 
the tracking error is a time-weighted average of the 
absolute value of the error; hence it is a better measure 
of tracking accuracy. The rms tracking errors were 
averaged for all pilots and atmospheric conditions for the 
four approaches. Figures 18 and 19 show the average rms 
tracking error for the glide slope and localizer, 
respectively. Also shown are the ranges of rms tracking 
error for the evaluation runs. Average tracking errors 
were less than 0.25 degree for glide slopes up through 15 
degrees, with none worse than the "half dot" specified for 
desired performance. Tracking performance on the 25 
degree glide slope averaged about a half degree, within 
the desired "half dot" criteria. Note that some runs on 
this glide slope, however, produced elevation tracking 
e m  as large as 2.16 degrees, much worse than the "one 
dot" error specified for adequate performance. High 
workload coupled with large tracking errors caused the 
evaluation pilots to state that the 25 degree approach 
procedure with manual control using the flight director 
did not meet certification standards. 
Initial Approach and Reconversion Using the 
Flight Path Vector Display 
The flight path vector display provides cuing 
analogous to visual flight. While guidance for a nominal 
approach deceleration profile is provided, the pilot may 
fly a different airspeed profile. This display provides 
considerably better situational awareness of position 
during minor deviations when compared to the 
information provided by the flight director with its 
structured command approach profile. In contrast to the 
flight director, the flight path vector display, as 
evaluated, provides no discrete prompts for configuration 
changes, relying on the pilot to maintain flight within the 
nacelle angle-airspeed conversion corridor. In contrast to 
the flight director, which was largely conventional in 
presentation, the flight path vector display required 
considerable training for proper pilot interpretation and 
response to its symbology and graphical presentation. 
Figure 20 shows handling qualities ratings for the 
reconversion and deceleration to approach airspeed 
subtask. Four pilots were trained sufficiently with the 
flight path vector display to contribute to these ratings. 
The 25 degree approach was rated by onIy two of the four 
evaluation pilots, somewhat reducing the statistical 
validity of the results presented. Satisfactory ratings 
were achieved with the flight path vectot display for the 
conversion task. Pilots commented that displacements of 
the flight path vector symbol with respect to the horizon 
and the selected altitude symbol were sufficiently 
compelling to achieve tight altitude tracking 
performance. Altitude ballooning during configuration 
change was reduced to half that experienced with the 
flight director with an average maximum altitude gain of 
24.3 feet. Reconversions in calm air produced an 
average maximum altitude gain of 20 feet while 
reconversions in turbulence produced an average 
maximum gain of 26.9 feet. Both altitude statistics were 
well within the desired tolerance of fifty feet. 
Conversion cuing in the form of a sliding bracket 
around the airspeed numerals on the display was not 
compelling enough to prompt configuration changes. 
During a deceleration, as airspeed approached the lower 
conversion comdor bound at a fixed nacelle angle, the 
bracket bottom would move close to the bottom of the 
display's airspeed numerals. This situation should have 
prompted pilot action--typically a further aft movement of 
nacelle angle. Instead, pilots flew the approach task by 
initiating discrete steps in nacelle position at prebriefed 
DME distances. The semiautomatic nacelle movements, 
coupled with the modeled tiltrotor's drag characteristics, 
tended to keep the aircraft in the center of the broad 
conversion comdor. Thus the potential configuration 
change cuing provided by the corridor bracket was not 
used by the pilot, being replaced by the approach profile 
briefing which suggested configuration changes at 
specified DME distances. In the final analysis, pilots 
expressed a preference for discrete cuing (such as that 
provided by the "beep nacelle" light of the flight 
director) to prompt the required configuration changes at 
appropriate positions during the approach. 
Gllde Slope Tracking wlth the Flight Path Vector 
Display 
Handling qualities ratings for glide slope 
tracking using the flight path vector display are shown in 
Figure 21. The glide slope tracking handling qualities 
were assessed as satisfactory up through a 15 degree 
approach in calm air. Handling qualities in crosswinds 
and turbulence degraded into the adequate range based 
on reported higher pilot workload at the slower approach 
speeds. Pilots reported a higher workload associated with 
all control axes to maintain the desired track. Most 
pilots commented on the lack of sufficient guidance for 
power lever positioning, reflecting more on the actual 
power lever geometry (to be discussed below) than the 
difficulty of height / flight path control during the 
approach. As with the flight director, degraded handling 
qualities ratings on glide slopes of 15 degrees and 
steeper, reflect the loss of the intended landing spot from 
the cockpit field of view. 
Desired tracking performance was clearly 
achieved for glide slopes up through 15 degrees as shown 
by the flight path vector display tracking statistics in 
Figures 18 and 19. Glide slope and localizer tracking 
performance similar to that obtained with the flight 
director was achieved. With one third as many 
evaluation runs contributing to these tracking statistics, 
one should not draw too many comparisons between the 
two displays for the maximum rms error achieved. What 
is significant about the worst rms tracking errors are that 
they never exceeded the "half dot" error specified for 
desired performance. Thus, although the pilot workload 
increased on steeper glide slopes as reflected in the 
handling qualities ratings, the tracking performance 
remained consistently good up through a 15 degree glide 
slope. 
With only two pilots rating the 25 degree 
approach, the numerical handling qualities rating and 
tracking error averages are included only for 
completeness. Pilot commentary associated with the use 
of the flight path vector display on the 25 degree glide 
slope amplified similar comments made for shallower 
glide slopes. Marginally adequate glide slope tracking 
performance (Fig. 18) and only adequate handling 
qualities (Fig. 21) were recorded for this glide slope 
angle. Detailed examination of the tracking performance 
data show adequate performance, on average, with an 
extended range from very good in calm conditions to 
worse than "one dot" tracking in moderate turbulence 
and crosswinds. 
Both pilots reported extensive activity required 
in all controls axes with cuing insufficient for the large, - 
precise, control inputs desired. In particular, they 
reported difficulty maintaining airspeed control, citing 
difficulty attaining precise pitch control as the issue. In 
contrast to the flight director which provided attitude 
command for airspeed control at low airspeed, the flight 
path vector display concentrated the pilot's attention on 
the control of flight path. On the 25 degree glide slope, 
the flight path symbol was displaced well below the 
display horizon which drew attention away from the pitch 
attitude references which were expected to remain near 
the horizon for level attitude. To obtain the desired 
attitude status, pilots had to scan a larger area of the 
display while maintaining precise flight path tracking. 
Within the scope of this evaluation, it was not clear 
whether this pilot concern for pitch attitude reference was 
a training, display design, or other flight dynamics and 
control issue. 
Further development and evaluation are 
warranted for the use of the flight path vector display on 
steep glide slopes. 
Flight Path Vector Dlsplay Issues 
The flight path vector display was originally 
developed as a head-up-display (Refs. 16-18) where its 
angular presentation was conformal with outside visual 
cues. The pitch axis, in particular, was designed to 
displace on the display through the same angle as the 
real world when the display was viewed from the design 
eye point. This experiment employed the flight path 
vector format in a panel-mounted display which was 
expected to represent the display capability of a typical 
civil transport, As a panel-mounted display, the flight 
path vector display was no longer constrained to a 
conformal pitch scale, although conformal scaling was 
used for the shallower glide slope angles. Flight path 
status and guidance for the steepest glide slopes was 
accommodated on the panel mounted display with 
reduced pitch scaling (typically half of conformal 
scaling). This had a desensitizing effect on the display 
for these approaches, perhaps loosening tracking 
performance. Conversely, reduced scaling may be the 
technique needed to desensitize the flight path vector 
display for the shallower glide slopes which most pilots 
reported as too sensitive in response leading to higher 
workload. Further tuning of this display's sensitivity is 
warranted. 
Displacement of the flight path vector symbol 
below the horizon was another aspect of the display 
affecting handling qualities ratings iiid comments on d l  
approaches. Figure 12 provides an illustration of the 
display in use for glide slope tracking. Attention was 
focused primarily on the flight path vector symbol and 
the attempt to overlay it on the "leader" symbol. Steeper 
glide slope angles displaced the flight path symbol 
further below the horizon and pitch reference. Pilots had 
to develop new scan patterns to pick up the pitch 
reference which was normally close to zero (the horizon 
line) for the approach task. 
Reduced awareness of the heading situation was 
an issue when the flight path vector symbol was 
displaced well below the horizon on steep glide slopes. 
With the heading tape overlaying the horizon and pilot 
attention focused on the flight path symbol, well below, 
pilots lost awareness of the heading situation. Pilots who 
reacted to the effect of crosswinds at low airspeed with a 
large crab angle required a large heading change upon 
breakout to locate the landing spot. Likewise, pilots who 
used sideslip to compensate for crosswinds required 
constant attention to both desired heading and flight path 
control. Both control strategies required awareness of 
heading which was well separated in the display from 
the flight path symbol. The desired heading was 
displayed with a large tick mark on the heading tape, but 
it was not easily identified. 
All pilots noted the relatively long training time 
required to achieve a satisfactory ski11 level with the 
flight path vector display, especially relative to the more 
conventional presentation format of the flight director. 
Even after ten to fifteen hours of experience with the 
display flying a familiar task (approach and landing), 
pilots were discovering additional ways to use the 
display. This experience parallels that for previous uses 
of the flight path vector display philosophy on head-up 
displays (Ref. 16). Although some structured training 
with the display was conducted, a more structured 
training and familiarization program should be developed. 
A strong feature of this display format was its 
consistent Y-Z plane presentation, to include the low 
airspeed portion of the envelope. The landing pad 
longitudinal position bracket alongside the airspeed 
numerals was easily interpreted for longitudinal position. 
The goal posts in the immediate area of the landing zone 
provided lateral position cuing. Most pilots commented 
favorably on the display's cuing for final hover position 
and let-down. Pilots noted, however, that use of the 
display for hover position was often driven by difficulties 
in transitioning between the display and outside visual 
cues. In addition, pilots noted for the final let-down using 
the display that the flight path vector symbol gave them 
instant feedback on power lever movements as they 
controlled height. The flight path vector symbol drive 
laws did not provide this height response cuing at speeds 
above those associated with hover. 
Power Lever Geometry 
Concern for wrong-way movement of the power 
lever during critical flight phases was frequently 
expressed by most pilots throughout this experiment. Its 
combination of shaft rotation and grip orientation (shown 
in Figure 5) provided the sense of a helicopter collective 
control at high power settings. Neither its throw length (4 
inches) nor the fact that it rotated, much as an airplane 
throttle quadrant, were questioned; rather, it was the 
sensation of collective-like movement (up-down) but 
with opposite sense that provoked the concern expressed 
in pilot comments. The flight director provided a direct 
indication of power lever movement relative to a desired 
setting thus helping compensate for the power lever 
geometry and sensing. The flight path vector display had 
no such direct indication of power lever position, similar 
to flight with visual references. The lack of power lever 
position indication and consequent concern for improper 
power lever movement were frequently cited as 
increasing pilot workload with the flight path vector 
display. Development and evaluation of alternative 
power control inceptors is warranted for the approach and 
landing task. 
CONCLUSIONS 
A piloted simulation experiment conducted on 
the NASA Ames Research Center Vertical Motion 
Simulator investigated the use of two types of cockpit 
displays to help guide and control instrument approaches 
on steep glide slopes for a civil transport tiltrotor. The 
experiment was conducted with all aircraft systems 
functioning normally, full engine power available (no one 
engine inoperative evaluations), and with an attitude 
command control mode (pitch and roll, plus heading hold 
at low speeds). All approaches were carried through 
breakout to a vertical landing (no missed approaches). 
Environmental conditions included either clear or 
restricted visibility and either calm air or crosswinds with 
turbulence. Based on the results of 550 simulated 
approaches flown by eight evaluation pilots, the 
following conclusions may be drawn: 
1. Pilots attained desired performance with both display 
formats on approaches up through 15 degrees. Generally 
satisfactory handling qualities were reported in calm 
conditions for these approaches. Crosswinds and 
turbulence degraded the handling qualities such that only 
adequate handling qualities were reported on a 15 degree 
glide slope. 
2. Approaches on a 25 degree glide slope resulted in 
degraded performance and handling qualities with either 
display format. Pilot workload was strongly affected by 
crosswinds and turbulence, the large variations in power 
lever position required for height control at low airspeed 
to maintain glide slope tracking, and the loss of the 
landing spot from the cockpit field of view during visual 
flight segments of the approach. 
3. The four-cue (pitch, roll, power and nacelle angle) 
flight director was quickly learned and easily interpreted. 
Pilots commented favorably on its configuration change 
(nacelle angle movement) prompts and the power lever 
cuing. The power lever cuing helped overcome a power 
lever geometry which was not well suited to the task and 
often was referred to during the final landing phase, even 
when hover longitudinal and lateral positioning was done 
with outside visual references. 
4. The flight path vector display provided a Y-Z plane 
format, similar to an out-the-window view, for 
presentation of aircraft state, status (including torque and 
configuration settings) and guidance information for a 
variety of glide slope angles. Pilots achieved more 
precise altitude control during level flight conversions 
using this display. Pilots achieved precise glide slope 
tracking at the expense of higher workload than that 
experienced with the flight director. The flight path 
vector display provided flight status information in a 
format useful to operation in a variety of situations and - 
warrants further development and evaluation. 
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TABLE I .  Vertical Motion Simulator Motion Drive 
Characteristics 
Motion Axis Gain Filter Break Frequency 
(radlsec) 
Roll 0.5 0.25 
Pitch 0.5 0.7 
Yaw 05 0.5 
Longitudinal 0.6 0.7 
Lateral 0.0 1.0 
Vertical 0.8 0.25 
Pitch-tilt 0.7 6.0 
Roll- tilt 0.7 3.0 
TABLE 3: Evaluation Task Amspheric Conditions 
a. Winds 
Wind Condition Crosswind (knots) Turbulence (feet 
per second, mot 
mean sauare) 
- -  - 
Calm 
Light 5 1.5 
Moderate 10 4.5 
b. Visibility 
Ceiling (feet) Visual Range (feet) 
clear unlimited 
TABLE 2. Reducediorder Aircraft Response Dynamic 
Model Characteristics. 
TABLE 4: Nominaf Approach Conditiom. 
Glide Slope Airspeed Nacelle Angle 
a. Pitch response to longitudinal stick: (degrees) (knots) (degrees) 
8 Ke-= 6 80 80 
-- -['I 
~ L N G  s +2@s+o 9 55 85 
15 
Airspeed (knots) / Nacelle Angle (degrees) 35 90 25 20 90 
Parameters Hover / 90 80 / 80 180 / 0 
b. Heave (height rate) response to power lever: 
1; ~ e - "  
-=- 
~ T H T  ( ~ + a )  
Airspeed (knots) I Nacelle Angle (degrees) 
Parameter Hover / 90 80 / 80 180 10 
K, ft/sec/in 9.23 16.3 N/A 
7, SeC 0.04 1 0.052 
a ,  radlsec 0.33 0.35 
TABLE 5. Flight director gains. 
Hover 80 knots 180 knots 
EBAR 
KE , inlin 
KES, in/ft/sec 
K O ,  inlrad 
A, , I/= 
K ,  , inlrad/sec 
K E ,  in/ft/sec 
KE, , inlft 
7~ , = 
ABAR 
K A  , inlin 1.00 1.00 0.25 
K j  ,inlftlsec 0.055 0.055 0.055 
K g  , inlrad -2.00 -200 -2.00 
LAW, r llsec 0 0 0 
K 6 ,  inlrad/sec -0.60 -0.60 -0.60 
K ,  , inlrad 0 0 0 
TA . = 0.1 0.1 0.1 
CTAB 
Kc , Win 3.0 1 .O 1 .O 
KG . in/ft/sec -0.010 -0.0250 0 
KG . inlft -0.015 -0.0070 0 
KG , in/ft/sec 0 0 0 
KDc , in/in -0.30 -0.14 0 
LC,, , l/sec 02  0.4 0.4 
. sec 0 0 0 
rc , = 0.1 0.1 0.1 
TABLE 6. Evaluation runs and pilots. 
Glide Slope Angle (degrees) 
6 9 15 25 
Flight Director 
pilots 8 8 8 6 
evaluation runs 46 44 42 3 1 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 
Figure 1. Vertical Motion Simulator. Cab was oriented 
- 
- 
along the beam for large longitudinal acceleration for 
tiltrotor simulatiori. 
Flight Path Vector Display 
pilots 4 3 4 2 
evaluation runs 23 16 15 11 
Figure 2 .  Cockpit interior. Visual scene portrays 
approach to urban vertiport. 
Figure 3. Cenlral cockpit panel display with conventional 
instrument format. 
Figure 4.  Diagram offlight path vector display for cockpif 
center panel CRT. 
Aft limit M- / 
Foward limit 
full power 
Figure 5 .  Power lever geometry. 
CONVERT TO APPROACH CONFIGURATION 
Nacelle angle (deg): 0 60 80 (90.85) 
Capture glide 
Airspeed (knots): 180 120 80 (55.35.20) slope 
Capture locaIkw 
prlor to 
converting 
Figure 6. Approach profile. 
Nacelle Roll command 
movement 
command 
(move aft) 1 
A 
0 
lever \a 
command 0 (reduce 
Power) 
0 
0 0 on0  0 
Raw locailrer error 
Figure 7. Flight diTector command symbols arrayed abour 
rhe attitude direction indicaror (ADI). 
MLS glide dope angle 
.:s 
:w 
w ~ & s m ~ r ~ $ $ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ $ ~ ~ ~ 3 ~ : ~ ~ w ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ x ~ ~ z m ~ ~ 8 : ~ 3 ~ ~ s s E z ~ ~ ~ ? ~  :s.. 
Figure 8. Flight path vector display for the initial 
approach. 
Deceleration command 
Nacelle Lon~itudlnai Nacelk 
corridor acc&rat~on angle 
Figure 9. Flighr path array elemenrs 
Selected Selected 
headtng altltyde 
Figure 10. Flight path vector display showing flight on 
selected heading and approaching selected altitude. At the 
selected altitude (2000 feet), the selected altitude 
command bar will overlay the horizon. The aircraft is 
decelerating through 175 knots and is 5.4 nm from the DME 
reference point. 
Loader symbol 
Figure 11. Flight path vector display approaching glide 
slope intercept (from below). 
I '4 $ 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ : : ~ n ~ s * ~ w ~ + : ~ x ~ ~ ~ ~ 2 ~ ~ : 5 : 2 m ~ w ~ ~ z m : m m 2 ~ < : R * : ~  
Figure 12. Flight path vector display on approach. Own 
aircraft is above and to the lejl of the desired glide slope. 
Figure 13. Flight path vector display on final approach to a - 
vertipad. 
Longltudinaf positlon bracket 
Figure 14. Flight path vector display showing vertical landing guidance. 
> 
Adquacy fw 5.loct.d Task AlrcraR h a n d s  on PIM In S.ktted PlM 
or Roqulrsd Opsmtlon* Chrrtadoridlcs Task or Roqu1r.d Op.ntiong Ratlng 
Plkd wmpenutlon no( a hda for 
hlghty dulrablo d..lmd pottormaws 
Pilot compensation f t d  r tactor for 
nogllglblo dofklmcles d d m d  portormmcs 
Yes 
Vory objoctlonablo Adquato pufonnrncs m q u l m  
but toiomblo doficlenclos oxtm~fvos p l ld  wmponsatlon 
Major doflclmclos 
Major doflcloncles 
Major doflclmclos Intoms pi104 compmnsatlon Is 
roqulmd to retain contrd 
Improvomont Control will k lod durlng some portion of 
mandatory Maja doflcl.nclencles wulmd oprr.tlon 
Cooper-Harper Ref. NASA TWD-5153 'Definition of required operation invdves designation of flight 
phaseandlor subphases with accompanying condirions 
Figure 15. Dichotomous decision tree for Cooper-Harper Handling Qualities Ratings from NASA TND-5153 (ref. 18). 
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Figure 16. Level flight conversion handling qualities 
1.2- Flight director 
,, 1 r Flight path vector display 
Figure 18. Glide slope elevation tracking root mean 
square error. 
1.0 
.9 
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ratings &ing the flight director 
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r Flight director rating 4) ratings 
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Figure 17. Handling qualities ratings for glide slope 
tracking using the flight director. 
Figure 19. Localizer tracking root mean square error. 
'Urnnod data rowb a 
Calm Turb Calm Turb Calm Turb Calm Turb 
6 3 15 25 
For glide slope (deg) 
Figure 20. Lvelflight conversion handling qualities 
ratings using the flight path vector display. 
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For glide dope (deg) 
Figure 21. Glide slope tracking task handling qualities 
ratings using the flight path vector display. 
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Abstract 
A demonstration of frequency domain flight testing 
techniques and analyses was performed on a U.S. Army 
OH-58D helicopter in support of the OH-58D 
Airworthiness and Flight Characteristics Evaluation and 
the Army's development and ongoing review of 
Aeronautical Design Standard 33C. Handling Qualities 
Requirements for Military Rotorcraft. Hover and forward 
flight (60 knots) tests were conducted in 1 flight hour by 
Army experimental test pilots. Further processing of the 
hover data generated a complete database of velocity, 
angular rate, and acceleration frequency responses to 
control inputs. A joint effort was then undertaken by the 
Airworthiness Qualification Test Directorate (AQTD) and 
the US Army Aeroflightdynamics Directorate (AFDD) to 
derive handling qualities information from the frequency 
response database. A significant amount of information 
could be extracted from the frequency domain database 
using a variety of approaches. This report documents 
numerous results that have been obtained from the simple 
frequency domain tests; in many areas, these results 
provide more insight into the aircraft dynamics that affect 
handling qualities than do traditional flight tests. The 
handling qualities results include ADS-33C bandwidth 
and phase delay calculations, vibration spectral 
determinations, transfer function models to examine 
single axis results, and a six degree of freedom fully 
coupled state space model. The ability of this mode1 to 
accurately predict aircraft responses was verified using 
data from pulse inputs. This report also documents the 
frequency-sweep flight test technique and data analysis 
used to support the tests. 
Presented at the American Helicopter Society's Specialists' 
Meeting. "Piloting Vertical Flight Aircraft, A Conference on 
Flying Qualities and Human Factors," San Francisco, CA, 
January 1993 . 
Introduction 
Background 
Quantifying the "handling qualities" of rotorcraft has 
been a difficult task for the flight test community to 
accomplish. In its truest form, an aircraft's handling 
qualities are comprised of a set of metrics that measure 
objectively, the ease with which a pilot can perform a 
specified task. In the past, one method used by the testing 
community has been to measure specified static and 
dynamic characteristics, such as mm control positions 
and forces, stick characteristics, and aircraft responses to 
disturbances. There has been an attempt to measure 
selected stability and control derivatives individually 
through separate tests (in essence, a rough method of 
system identification). As an example, the character of 
speed stability (MU, the pitching moment generated due 
to longitudinal velocity perturbations), has been measured 
by relating the longitudinal cyclic position to changes in 
airspeed from a mm condition, as shown in the following 
quasi-static equation: 
If forward cyclic is required for increasing velocity from 
trim, there is positive longitudinal static stability, which is 
considered "good." This provides information on the 
character of the speed stability, but not its magnitude, 
since there is no direct measurement of pitching moment 
due to longitudinal cyclic. It also becomes an invalid test 
for sophisticated modem control systems, such as a 
sidearm controller that commands acceleration, but holds 
velocity. A plot of stick position versus airspeed for this 
system would show neutral static stability, when in fact 
the aircraft may possess strong speed stability. 
The demands of the next generation of rotorcraft 
require a closer than ever link between flight control 
system design and aircraft handling qualities. This 
requirement, coupled with the presence of powerful 
computing systems and sophisticated software and tools, 
allows us to carefully characterize the aircraft dynamics 
that affect its handling qualities. The analysis tools 
presented in this paper allow for the accurate 
determination of the aircraft frequency responses, which 
can then be approximated with transfer function and 
stability and control derivative models to yield 
quantitative descriptions of the aircraft behavior. The 
analyses for this paper were conducted using a frequency 
domain based approach, which first requires generation of 
the flight test frequency domain database. Once the 
database has been generated, numerous applications can 
be derived £tom the data, as shown in figure 1. 
attach the blade to the yoke. Control inputs to the rotors 
are provided through an irreversible hydraulic system 
with a limited-authority stability and control 
augmentation system. The helicopter can be armed with a 
.50 caliber machine gun. 2.75" folding-fin aerial rockets. 
heat-seeking air-to-air Stinger missiles, and laser-guided 
HELLFIRE missiles. A sight mounted above the rotor 
hub houses a laser rangefinder and target designator, and 
both infrared and television sensors that provide images 
to the crew. The helicopter has a maximum gross weight 
of 5500 pounds in the armed configuration and 4500 
pounds in the unarmed configuration. A sideview of the 
OH-58D helicopter is shown in Figure 2, and additional 
physical characteristics of the helicopter are listed in 
Table 1. 
Vlbntlon 
Slmubtlon Quality Hnndllng Qvllltles 
Slab S p a n  Model State Space W l  
Fig. 1 Diagram of the applications Figure 2. OH-58D Sideview 
Coverage of the Paper 
This paper presents a detailed flight test example of the 
application of these methods to the OH-58D. The goal of 
the system identification was to characterize the aircraft 
handling qualities with simple models rather than to 
create very high fidelity models that may be needed for 
detailed simulation validation. The simple rnodeIs 
provide significant insight into the aircraft's dynamic 
behavior in the piloted frequency range, using 
significantly less flight test time than traditional tests. The 
paper discusses testing requirements, instrumentation, 
data processing, and interpretation, and shows its 
usefulness as a tool in testing new and modified aircraft. 
Table 1 OH-58D Physical Characteristics 
Maximum gross weights: 
unarmed 4500 Ib 
armed 5500 Ib 
Main rotor: 
number of blades 4 
diameter 35.0 ft 
chord 13.0 in 
tip speed 725 ftIs 
effective hinge offset 2.9 % 
Tail rotor: 
number of blades 2 
diameter 5.42 ft 
Description of the Test Aircraft 
The test aircraft was a production OH-58D helicopter. 
This aircraft is a two-place, single-main-rotor helicopter 
powered by an Allison 250-C30R engine rated at 650 
shaft horsepower. The engine drives a 4-bladed, soft in- 
plane composite main rotor and a two-bladed teetering 
tail rotor. The main rotor is outfitted with elastomeric 
lead-lag dampers and pitch-change bearings; flapping 
occurs through bending of the blade and the yoke to 
which the blades are attached, as well as through 
movement allowed by the elastomeric fittings which 
The OH-58D helicopter is used primarily in the scout 
mission, where it acquires, tracks and designates targets 
for AH-64A attack helicopters. The mission includes 
battlefield management, which entails a range of battle 
coordination tasks including artillery, air defense, and Air 
Force ground attack integration, as well as maneuver unit 
conmol. In an armed configuration, the helicopter can 
perform light attack missions by providing air-to-air and 
air-to-ground fire. 
Tests for this paper were conducted at approximately 
4800 pounds with weapon pylons and empty ejector racks 
on the helicopter. The aircraft had a pulse-code- 
modulation instrumentation system onboard which 
recorded measurements on magnetic tape and also 
transmitted these measurements to a ground monitoring 
station. The instrumentation system included an 
extensive array of sensors, although measurements for 
this paper were all provided by angular attitude and rate 
gyros, linear accelerometers, and potentiometers that 
indicated cockpit control positions. Further details of the 
test aircraft are provided in reference 1. 
Flight Test Technique 
Instrumentation 
The results of frequency domain analyses are strongly 
influenced by the characteristics of the aircraft 
instrumentation system. And although useful data can be 
gathered with an instrumentation set-up not intended for 
frequency domain tests (as were the data for this paper), a 
properly designed instrumentation package can greatly 
improve results. This section describes innstrumentation 
considerations for frequency domain testing. 
Measurements typically required for handling qualities 
analyses consist of angular rates and attitudes, linear 
velocities and accelerations, and control positions. The 
accelerometers should be located as close to the center of 
gravity as possible, and their positions with respect to the 
cg should be accurately known. This information is used 
to correct the acceleration measurernents to the cg--a step 
that is necessary to determine meaningful aircraft 
accelerations. Control positions can be measured at the 
pilot's stick or at the actuator outputs. Frequency 
responses derived from pilot stick measurements 
represent the closed-loop aircraft dynamics (aircraft 
dynamics as modified by the stability and control 
augmentation system), whereas frequency responses 
derived from actuator output measurements represent the 
open-loop or bare-airframe dynamics. 
One consideration with all the measurements is that 
the range of the measurement is not so large that the 
resolution is unacceptably large. With an 8-bit data 
system, for example, the resolution of a roll attitude gyro 
with a range of 2180 degrees is 1.4 degrees--probably not 
acceptable for analyses of small-amplitude aircraft 
motions. 
Aircraft instrumentation systems usually employ 
analog anti-aliasing filters. Because their properties are 
often not well-defined, these filters can unacceptably 
distort the data. To minimize such effects, similar filters 
should be used on all the measurements. This ensures, 
most importantly, that time delays introduced by the 
filters affect all measurements alike (time delays greatly 
influence the frequency response phase curves derived 
from the data). The cutoff frequency of the filters should 
not be less than about five times the highest frequency of 
interest. This guarantees that the data is modified only by 
the low-frequency end of the filter pass band, where filter 
phase distortions are small. Additional filtering with 
welI-defined digital filters can be performed after the data 
is recorded. The data sample rate must be at least twice 
the filter cutoff frequency; a sample rate five times the 
filter cutoff frequency is preferable to avoid aliasing 
effects. Obviously, a common sample rate among all 
measurements is desirable, although not necessary. 
A final issue is the time skew between measurements 
inherent in a data system that samples measurements 
sequentially. These time skews are usually small (10 ms 
is typical). Nevertheless, a data system structured to 
sample handling qualities measurements in the shortest 
time interval possible minimizes time skews between 
channels. 
Measurements taken on the OH-58D and used for this 
paper consisted of aircraft attitudes, angular rates, linear 
accelerations, and control positions. Longitudinal, lateral, 
and vertical accelerometers were located under the pilot's 
seat, and an additional vertical accelerometer was 
positioned near the center of gravity. Control positions 
were measured at the pilot's stick. 
The aircraft instrumentation system was not intended 
to gather data for frequency response analyses. For 
example, the accelerometers were not located at the cg, 
and the position of the cg was not accurately known. 
Different analog filters and sample rates (from 75 to 450 
Hz) were used on different measurements. And linear 
velocities were not measured. Data processing to account 
for some of the shortcomings of the data required 
considerable effort: data were filtered and decimated or 
expanded to create a common sample rate, linear 
accelerations were referred to the estimated cg position, 
and linear velocity time derivatives were reconstructed 
from the other measurements. And although these 
corrections ultimately yielded a useful database, better 
results could have been obtained with less effort if the 
instrumentation setup had followed the simple rules-of- 
thumb described above. 
Test Inputs 
The set of test inputs needed for this type of analysis 
consists of pilot induced frequency sweeps, and doublets 
or pulses. The sweeps are used to generate the frequency 
response database, and the doublets and pulses are used 
for time domain verification of resulting models. The 
basic pilot technique used in the Frequency sweep is to 
produce a sinusoidal input about a reference trim 
condition, beginning at very low frequency and 
progressively increasing the frequency of inputs. 
Generally, a frequency range of 0.1 Hz (10 sec period) to 
2 Hz is adequate for handling qualities analyses. The 
frequency sweeps in these tests were conducted using 
small amplitude inputs starting with a period of about 16 
seconds and progressing to a desired frequency of 2-3 Hz. 
Input and response data should be recorded over at least a 
90-second period (minimum to maximum frequency). A 
minimum of two (ideally three) frequency sweeps per 
axis should be recorded for data reduction. Maintaining 
the trim condition for each axis throughout each 
maneuver is essential to eliminate errors. Control input 
size should be as small as possible with the pilot 
perceiving continuous control movement, but large 
enough to get an airframe response at low and mid 
frequencies (generally +/- 112 inch control deflection is a 
maximum). Intermittent, uncorrelated off-axis inputs are 
allowable as required to counter large excursions due to 
control coupling effects. An example of a lateral axis 
frequency sweep is presented in Figure 3. 
INPUT TIME HISTORY 
0 
OUTPUT TIME HISTORY 
N 
encountered during frequency sweep tests. The lesson is 
frequency response testing should be approached 
cautious1 y. 
There are some methods that can be used to minimize 
the risks from frequency response testing. One is to limit 
the range of the frequency sweep to a pre-determined 
value. Guidance from Tischler (Ref. 3) suggests testing a 
frequency range from 1/2 the bandwidth frequency to 
2 ~ 1 8 0 .  Unfortunately, no bandwidth data is available 
prior to conducting testing. Therefore, the tester must 
make an educated guess at the neutral stability frequency. 
Ideally, one would like to start at a very low frequency, 
and build up to a frequency high enough to make the 
bandwidth and phase delay computations. The low 
frequency range is the most difficult to acquire data with 
adequate coherence, due to the small control inputs 
required to minimize translation during the low frequency 
portion of the sweep. To reduce the risk of damage and 
save flight test time, it is suggested that one sweep be 
performed in each axis to more closely identify the range 
of frequencies actually required to accurately determine 
the bandwidth. An initial limit of 1.5 Hz should be used. 
Once a more accurate estimation of the bandwidth has 
been attained, the frequency sweep can be repeated over a 
more restricted (or expanded, if needed) frequency range. 
The object of this method is to avoid the higher 
frequencies, thus reducing the likelihood of driving other 
aircraft components into a damaging resonance. The 
technique will also reduce the number of asymmetrical 
and off-axis inputs required by the pilot to restrict 
translations started during the low frequency portions. 
Another method that will help minimize risk is to restrict 
the input magnitude. The size of the input should be kept 
to a minimum, which will reduce cyclic loads imposed 
upon the airframe. 
Fig. 3 Lateral stick frequency sweep, hover 
Safety Considerations 
Although the technique is straightforward, experience 
with frequency response testing during the AH-64A and 
OH-58D tests emphasizes the need to carefully plan the 
frequency sweep tests. Tests conducted with frequency 
sweeps revealed the potential for damage caused by 
structural resonances. Some of these are documented by 
AQTD in reference 2. Unexpected structural resonances 
which were not identified during structural 
demonstrations or during operational flying have been 
Training the pilot and the engineer is another 
important ingredient to a successful frequency sweep test. 
The input magnitude and frequency ranges must be 
thoroughly understood prior to flight. The pilot has a 
tendency to increase the magnitude of the inputs at higher 
frequencies, to compensate for a reduction in aircraft 
response. Using a fixture may help to relieve this 
tendency, but so will adequate ground training. The pilot 
should be coached by the engineer both for input timing 
and input magnitude. This pilot-engineer interface should 
be practiced on the ground. Realtime monitoring of the 
stick inputs is valuable for this task. Once the engineer 
determines that the inputs have met this frequency, he 
should make the "knock-it-off' call to the pilot. At 
frequencies above 1 Hz, it is difficult for the pilot to 
accurately estimate the input frequency. Experience has 
shown that pilots are capable of generating input 
frequencies in the range of 5-6 Hz (30-40 radlsec) which 
may excite rotor modes. As a general rule, it appears that 
handling qualities frequency tests can be terminated at 2 
Hz, and sufficient information will be available for 
handling qualities analyses. A combination of core of the frequency response database. An example of 
establishing a pre-determined cutoff frequency, realtime the final response is shown in Figure 6. 
input monitoring, limiting the magnitude of the inputs, 
and pilot-engineer ground training makes the test P 61at 
technique safe and efficient. 
=1 
Generation of the Frequency Response Database 
General 
Generation of the frequency response database is the 
starting point for any of the analyses shown in figure 1. 
The overall goal is to extract a complete set of 
nonparametric input-to-output (pilot control-to-vehicle 
response) frequency responses that fully characterize the 
behavior of the helicopter. 
CIFER Overview 
The US ArmyNASA and Sterling Software have 
jointly developed an integrated software facility (CIFER) 
for system identification based on a comprehensive 
hequency-response approach that is uniquely suited to the 
difficult rotorcraft probIem. This program provides a set 
of utilities that reduce the frequency sweep time histories 
into high quality multi-inpub'multi-output frequency 
responses. A full description of the CFER software is 
provided in reference 4. Essentially, three steps are used 
to generate the frequency response database. The first 
step is to produce the single-input/single-output (SISO) 
frequency response from the time histories using an 
advanced Fast Fourier Transfonn. An example of the 
autospectrum and Bode plots generated from this step are 
presented in Figure 4 for the roll axis. The input 
autospectrum shows good excitation up to 21 rad/sec (3.3 
Hz). 
The second step is to condition the responses to 
account for the effect of secondary inputs. These 
;I , , , , , , , , 1 ,  , , , , , , ,  
conditioned multi-input/singIe-output (MISO) responses 
are the same as the SISO frequency responses that would -- 
have been obtained had no correlated controls been 
present during the frequency sweep of a single control. A u 
further detailed description of this conditioning process is u z 
presented in reference 6. Figure 5 shows how results are w o  g 0- 
affected by the presence of secondary inputs, especially = for off-axis identification. o 
U 
Step three is to combine multiple window lengths into .! 
0 
a composite response. A further detailed description of 
this composite process is presented in reference 4. The LO-' lk I b ;if 
overall result of these three steps (CIFER programs FREQUENCY (RAD/SEC) 
-FRESPID, MISOSA, and COMPOSITE) is the rapid 
identification of a set of broadband frequency responses Fig. 4 Roll axis SISO frequency response 
for all inputloutput pairs for which there is dynamic 
excitation. This set of composite conditioned frequency 
responses and associated coherence functions forms the 
FREQUENCY (RAD/SEC) 
Original unconditioned response 
-------- Conditioned response 
Fig. 5 Conditioned response, qJ6lat 
FREQUENCY (RAD/SEC) 
Fig. 6 Final composite response, pI6lat 
Applications 
ADS33C Specification Compliance 
The requirements for response to small amplitude 
inputs are specified in ADS-33C (Ref. 8) using two 
frequency domain parameters, bandwidth and phase 
delay. The bandwidth parameter is the end to end, pilot 
control input to airframe angular response closed loop 
frequency that assures at least a 6 db gain margin, and a 
45 degree phase margin from the neutral stability 
frequency. Essentially, it is a measure of the "quickness" 
with which the aircraft can respond to an input. Since any 
input can be modeled as a series of sine (or cosine) waves 
of differing frequencies and magnitudes, using Fourier 
analysis, the bandwidth defines the highest input 
frequency that results in a usable response both in 
magnitude and phase. The criterion in ADS-33C is based 
on the premise that ... the maximum frequency that a pure 
- 
C 
gain pilot can achieve, without threatening stability, is a - - - 
- 
- 
valid figure-of-merit ... (Ref, 9). An aircraft with a high - - 
- 
- 
- bandwidth would nearly mirror the input, and would be 
- 
- described as sharp, quick, crisp, or agile. A low - r
I 
- bandwidth aircraft wouId be more sluggish, with a = = -
- 
smooth response. Typical high gain tasks that would be - 
- 
most affected by bandwidth include slope landings, 
- =
- 
precision hover over a moving platform, air-to-air and air- = -
to-ground target tracking, and running landings. 
The phase delay parameter is effectively a measure of 
the steepness of the slope of the phase plot at the point 
where the output lags the input by 180 degrees (neutral 
stability). As the pilot increases his gain in a task, he 
approaches the frequency where the aircraft responds out 
of phase with the input. The natural pilot reaction is to 
apply a "mental lead filter" to compensate for this phase 
shift. The success of this technique depends in large part 
on the predictability of the response. If the phase slope 
near the -180 degrees point is shallow, minor control 
deviations in the vicinity of this frequency will not 
change the phase shift significantly resulting in 
predictability. However, if the slope is too steep, minor 
changes in frequency will cause major changes in the 
phase shift, causing the "mental lead filter" to be less 
effective, or less predictable. An aircraft with a large 
phase delay is prone to Pilot Induced Oscillations, or 
PIOs. Phase delay is calculated based on either a two 
point fit, or a least-squares fit of the phase data between 
the neutral stability frequency and the phase at twice the 
neutral stability frequency. This assumes of course, that 
reliable data is available in this region, which may be a 
source of potential problems. 
The bandwidth and phase delay are measured from a 
frequency response plot of the angular attitude response 
to cockpit controller deflection or force. CIFER applies 
the simple 11s correction to the angular rate frequency 
responses to obtain the attitude to stick deflection 
frequency response. Phase margin and gain margin 
bandwidths are directly calculated, and the phase delay is 
calculated using either a two point fit, or a least squares 
fit algorithm, as s h o w  in Figure 7. The least squares fit 
in CIFER uses an exponential coherence weighting 
function to place more emphasis on the higher quality 
spectral data present in the frequency response. 
The resulting bandwidth and phase delay are then 
plotted against specification boundaries detailed in ADS- 
33C for Levels 1,2, and 3. As an example, the roll axis 
results plotted in Figure 8 predict Level 2 handling 
qualities in the hover roll axis using the ADS-33C small 
amplitude criteria for the Target Acquisition and Tracking 
Mission Task Elements (MTEs). A review of earlier 
evaluations indicate that the aircraft possesses generally 
Level 2 handling qualities (Ref. 10). Right and left slope 
landings, a very high gain task, were rated HQRS 4 and 5 
(Level 2) in the lateral axis. A pilot induced oscillation 
(PIO) in roll was documented at a hover in these two 
evaluations. The PI0 disappeared when the pilot gained 
experience in the aircraft. A PI0 significantly degrades 
handling qualities, and has been related to gain margin 
limited systems. Target Acquisition and Tracking MTEs 
were not performed during these tests. As can be seen, 
the predicted handling qualities trends from the 
frequency response criteria do compare with the actual 
handling qualities obtained in flight test. 
Target Acquisition and Tracking 
and Air Combat MTEs 
t 
a 
BANDWIDTH (RAD/SEC) 
Fig. 8 ADS-33C Small amplitude roll criteria 
.z JJ 0 5 10 15 20 Spectral Analysis of Helicopter Vibration 
FREQUENCY (RADIS) Helicopter vibration levels are routinely measured in - 
Flight data flight test programs to determine compliance with 
-------- Least squares curve fit specifications and to document in-flight vibration 
characteristics. The analysis associated with determining 
vibration levels is virtually identical to that of generating Fig. 7 ADS-33C phase delay calculation frequency responses; the CIFER software is therefore 
with least squares fit (pldlat) capable of performing all the functions required for a 
vibration analysis. This section presents the results of 
such a vibration analysis for the OH-58D helicopter. 
A vertical accelerometer was mounted under the pilot's 
seat on the test aircraft to measure vibration levels 
experienced by the pilot. The distribution of vertical 
vibration level with frequency is indicated by the power 
spectral density of the vertical acceleration time history. 
Between two frequencies, the area under this curve is 
proportional to the mean square value of vertical 
acceleration in this frequency range. Figure 9 shows the 
power spectral density of the pilot's seat vertical 
acceleration for the OH-58D in a hover. The data used to 
generate this plot was taken from the trim portions of 
several maneuvers. Vibration peaks are evident at 
frequencies corresponding to I/rev, 2/rev, 4/rev, and 
8lrev. Vertical vibration levels at each of these 
frequencies were determined by the CIFER software by 
calculating the area under each peak. The total vibration 
level was also calculated by integrating under the curve 
from 5 to 60 Hz. The results are presented in Table 2. 
l b  I k 
FREQUENCY (HZ) 
Fig. 9 Power spectral density, vertical vibration 
Table 2. OH-58D Vertical Vibration Levels in a 
Hover 
Vibration Frequency RMS of 
Mode (Hz) Vertical 
Acceleration 
(g 's) 
Yrev 6.5 .006 
Yrev 13.1 .003 
4/rev 26.1 .018 
8/rev 52.2 .006 
Total 5 to 60 ,032 
The peak amplitude of the acceleration is typically two 
to three times the root-mean-square value of the vertical 
acceleration. The maximum vibratory acceleration the 
pilot feels at the 4/rev frequency, for example, is therefore 
about 0.045 g's. The military handling qualities 
specification MIL-H-8501A requires vibrations levels 
lower than .15 g's for frequencies less than 32 Hz. 
Transfer Function Modeling 
Transfer-function modeling is a rapid and useful tool 
for characterizing the helicopter responses when the 
overall input-to-output behavior is of concern, rather than 
a complete physical representation based on the force and 
moment equations. In CIFER, transfer-functions are 
extracted directly by minimizing the magnitude and phase 
errors between the identified frequency-responses and the 
model. CIFER adjusts the transfer-function model 
parameters until a best fit is achieved. These transfer- 
function models are often referred to as "equivalent 
system" representations since they characterize the 
dominant dynamics in terms of simple "equivalent" first 
and second order responses. Examples of the applicability 
of transfer-function models are: 
flight mechanics studies - determination of key rotor 
parameters, and coupled rotorIfuseIage modes 
handling-qualities analysis - comparison of 
equivalent system parameters such as short period 
damping and frequency, and time delay with the 
handling-qualities data base 
flight control system design model - classical design 
and analysis techniques such as Bode and Root Locus are 
based on the transfer-function descriptions of the on-axis 
angular responses to control inputs 
structural and rotor elasticity - damping and 
frequency of rotor lead-lag and airframe structure modes 
Detailed examples of these applications are found in 
reference 11 for the BO-105, Puma, and AH-64A 
helicopters. In the following sections, the OH-58D data 
base is exercised to yieId transfer-function models for the 
flight mechanics and handling-qualities applications. 
Roll Response Modeling 
An equivalent system model of the roll rate response 
to lateral stick input of Figure 6 was desired for flight 
mechanics analysis purposes. The frequency range of 
interest was selected as 1-16 radlsec, which encompasses 
the dominant coupled fuselage/rotor flapping response. At 
present we choose to cut off the fit at 16 rad/sec to 
exclude the lead-lag dynamics prominent for higher 
frequencies as seen in Figure 6. 
Two models of the roll-response were evaluated. In 
the simplest model, the response dynamics are 
characterized as first-order leading to the "quasi-steady" 
formulation in which the rotor and residual (mechanical 
and other higher-order) dynamics are represented by a 
pure time delay (7lat), and the coupled fuseIage/rotor 
dynamics are represented by the roll gain (Lglat), and the 
first order roll damping (Lp): 
The parameters obtained for this model are listed in Table 
3 and result in the rather poor frequency-response fit 
shown in Figure 10. The large cost function (CF=126) 
indicates that the model does not satisfactorily 
characterize the response. Also, the parameters in the 
table are very sensitive to the exact fitting range of the fit, 
a further indication of the inadequacy of the quasi-steady 
formulation for this helicopter. The same limitations for 
the auasi-steadv model were found for the BO-105 
"! 
0 
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FREQUENCY (RAD/SBC) 
Flight data 
------- Quasi-steady roll model 
................ Coupled roll/flapping model 
Fig. 10 Equivalent system model of pI6lat 
As discussed by Heffley (Ref. 12), the roll response in 
the frequency range of interest is essentially second-order, 
owing to the coupling of the rotor regressive flapping and 
fuselage roll modes. A simple model involving the rotor 
flap inverse time-constant (l/zf), the total flapping 
stiffness (Lbls), the lateral stick gearing (&lad, and the 
residual time delay (7 lad: 
The resulting model listed in Table 3 matches the 
frequency-response data quite well (cost function =21) as 
seen in Figure 10. Also the model parameters are not 
sensitive to the exact fitting range. The high level of rotor 
fuselage coupling is evident from reference to the second 
order poles [[=0.42 and mn=7.4], clearly showing why 
the quasi-steady approximation is not appropriate for this 
response. 
Heffley (Ref. 12) tabulates the rotor parameters of eqn 
2 for a broad range of helicopters. The report lists an OH- 
58 "D" model which includes the mast mounted sight 
(MMS), but the data of reference 13 used in Heffley's 
analysis excludes the MMS. The main differences are do 
the change in inertias and center of gravity (cg) associated 
with the MMS for the "D" model. In hover, the inflow 
effects on the flapping time constant are significant. and 
can be accounted for by making a correction to the Lock 
number y as described by Harding (Ref. 14). Applying 
this correction to the OH-58D reduces the Lock number 
from the theoretical value of y=7.06 to an effective value 
of y,ff =5.33. The resulting rotor flap time constant 
prediction based on Heffley's analysis is 7 ~ 0 . 1 3 1  sec, 
which is quite close to the identified value of 7 fl.155 
sec. The flapping stiffness for the OH-58D is determined 
by Heffley from simulation data as Lb1~47 .7 ,  which is 
also quite close to the identified value. The small 
identified residual time delay (71at=0.051 sec) reflects the 
sensor filtering, hydraulic actuator and linkage dynamics 
between the stick measurement and the swashplate 
motion, and additional unmodeled rotor dynamics (e.g., 
lead-lag motion). 
The maximum achievable roll rate can be assessed 
from the steady state response per unit input and the full 
throw control authority by noting from reference 12 that 
the roll rate response is to stick inputs is highly linear 
= (0.01785 rad / sec/ %)(+50%) 
= 0.875 rad / sec 
= f 50deg/ sec 
which meets ADS-33 Level 1 roll rate requirements for 
limited and aggressive maneuvering. 
A final parameter of interest is the effective first-order 
inverse time-constant 1/Tef6 where: 
As expected, this value is comparable with the first- 
order quasi-steady model parameter (Lp) shown in Table 
3, and indicates a rather rapid roll rate command response 
for the OH-58D. A somewhat lower simulation value of 
1/Tef~6.25 rad/sec is obtained based on Heffley's rotor 
parameters. 
rotor blades such that the blades experience their largest 
angle of attack immediately after an abrupt collective 
pitch increase, and a decreasing angle of attack as the 
inflow velocity increases. The result is a large rotor 
thrust spike after a rapid collective pitch change, which 
causes the high-frequency peak in the magnitude plot. 
This phenomenon is also responsible for much of the 
vertical acceleration cues the pilot feels while making 
abrupt collective inputs in a hover, and is therefore 
necessary to include in simulation models to capture the 
"crispness" of the actual helicopter. 
Coupled body/ 0.988 e4.OSIS 
rotor flapping - = 
El, s2 + (1 / 0.155)s + 55.35 21.4 
8 
W eg Table 3 Transfer Function Models for P I ~ ] ~ ~  
- 
Model Structure Transfer Function Cost T - 
p 0.184 e4.'55s Quasi-steady -= 125.6 E 
s + 9.27 X 61at 2 
Heave Axis Modeling 
Transfer function modeling was also used to 
investigate the helicopter vertical speed response due to 
collective control inputs. Previous work has shown that 
inflow dynamics significantly affect the vertical response 
in hovering flight, and are primarily responsible for 
determining the pilot's perception of the aircraft's 
"crispness1' during vertical maneuvers (Ref. 15). Figure 
11 (solid line) shows the frequency response of the 
vertical acceleration due to collective controi; the 
increasing magnitude with frequency is caused by inflow 
effects. The physical mechanism that creates this peak in 
the magnitude plot is the dynamic response of the inflow 
velocity. Because the air has mass, the inflow velocity 
does not assume a new steady value instantaneously after 
an abrupt collective pitch change. This dynamic lag of 
the inflow velocity influences the angle of attack of the 
'". ......, '-- 
- - -  *- 
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Flight data 
-------- Model without inflow 
.....--..--. Model including inflow 
Fig. 11 Heave Axis Response 
Two transfer function models were used to 
approximate the vertical axis response to collective stick. 
The first model is a first-order description of vertical 
velocity to collective which neglects inflow dynamics: 
Figure 11 (dashed line) illustrates that this model fits the 
vertical frequency response poorly. In particular, the 
model cannot follow the increasing magnitude with 
frequency that the frequency response exhibits. 
The second model includes terms to model the inflow. 
The influence of dynamic inflow is approximated in the 
transfer function through the addition of a zero and a time 
delay to the first-order model of vertical velocity to 
collective stick : 
where the coefficient values are Zw = -.413, Z&oll = 
-0.071, ZL = -9.25, and .scoll = .0785. Figure 11 
compares this transfer function to the actual frequency 
response and to the first model. The match is 
significantly better than that of the model which neglects 
inflow dynamics, illustrating the importance of including 
these effects in handling qualities models. 
Single-input-single-output transfer function modeling, 
as illustrated in the preceding two examples, can reveal a 
great deal about the behavior of the helicopter. Quite 
often the physical mechanisms influencing the helicopter 
behavior are evident in this simple analysis--a benefit 
more complicated modeling approaches usually cannot 
offer. This makes uansfer function modeling ideal for 
many common flight test and handling qualities analyses 
not considered here. For example, the effects of changing 
the external configuration of an aircraft, either by the 
addition of new components (antennae, wing stores, etc.) 
or modification of existing parts, are often assessed in 
flight test. Low-order transfer function models can 
quickly reveal and quantify aircraft behavior changes, 
most simply in terms of damping ratios and natural 
frequencies obtained from the transfer function 
coefficients. 
comparison of wind tunnel and flight characteristics, and 
multi-input/muIti-output (MIMO) handling-qualities 
analysis. CIFER identifies state-space models of general 
structure and of high-order by simultaneously fitting the 
entire frequency-frequency data base. 
The goal of the state-space modeling effort in this 
paper is to characterize the MIMO rotor-flappinghody 
dynamics of the OH-58D helicopter. The frequency 
range of concern is for pilot-in-the loop handling qualities 
(0.5-15 radlsec), as assumed by Heffley (Ref. 12). The 
larger god is to develop a general approach for 
identification of rotorcraft handling-qualities models that 
can be routinely applied to future test programs. Such a 
model must be sufficient to capture the important 
dynamic modes and key coupling, without being overly 
complex and thus requiring an unacceptable level of labor 
or computer effort for the analysis. 
del Smcture 
A key aspect in the identification of a state-space 
model is the choice of model structure. Model suucture 
refers to the form and order of the differential equations 
to be identified by CIFER. The earlier transfer-function 
modeling results described earlier show the angular 
responses of the OH-58D helicopter are dominated by the 
2nd-order coupled fuselage/regressive-rotor dynamics. 
This modeling approach is generalized in the state-space 
formulation by expressing the lateral and longitudinal 
regressive flapping responses as first order differential 
equations. This approach follows Heffley's "primary 
analysis model" for handling-qualities analysis (Ref. 12) 
and is developed further into the "hybrid model" 
formulation of reference 4. The decoupled lateral 
regressive-flapping response is expressed as: 
where zf is the rotor flap time constant as in eqn (2) and 
Kbls is the stick gain. 
The rotor is coupled to the fuselage through rotor 
flapping springs Lbls and Ybls 
HandIing Qualities Model Identification v = Yb,,b,, + Y,p+ Y,q+ Y,r+  Y,ut 
- 
State-space modeling provides a comprehensive 
... + yg,m8~on + ygw&.,, + Y S , ~ ~ I  (10) 
characterization of the coupled helicopter dynamics in 
terms of linear differential equations of motion. The 
coefficients of these equations are the fundamental force where it is important to remember that Lp, Mq, Lglat, 
and moment perturbation (stability and control) M&lon, Y51at, and Xalon are omitted since their effects 
derivatives of ~ l a ~ ~ l ~ a l  aircraft flight mechanics. State- associated with the steadyestate rotor flapping 
space models are useful for control system design, Rsponse. The Yp lerm is relained to correct for errors in 
simulation model fidelity assessment and improvement, 
the assumption of the vertical cg location. The same form 
of the equations is used for the decoupled longitudinal 
regressive flapping (als), pitch rate (q), and axial velocity 
(u) responses. The rotor flapping time constant ( ~ f  ) is
constrained to be equal in the pitch and roll equations, as 
predicted by theory for hovering flight. Harding (Ref. 14) 
adopts a coupled rotor flapping formulation and 
eliminates the quasi-steady coupling derivatives, which 
was found to produce a slightly less accurate model in the 
current study. 
The model was further simplified by assuming a 
diagonal form of the force-speed derivatives and force- 
control derivatives; i.e., 
The low frequency speed derivatives Xu and Yv were 
fixed at their OH-58D simulation values (Ref. 13), 
because their effects are not sQnificant to the dynamic 
response in the frequency range of interest and could 
therefore not be identified. The vertical response is 
essentially decoupled from the other degrees-of-freedom 
and is modeled as in eqn (7) to include the heave damping 
Zw, the inflow lead ZL, the control derivative a 0 1  and 
a time delay zcl . Finally, time delays were included as a 
time shift on each of the angular controls. In the vertical 
axis, a second time delay ~ c 2  was applied to the angular 
response to coIlective (r/6col) which accounts for the 
torque response time constant (about 0.25 sec). More 
sophisticated models can be developed that include the 
complete enginelrpm engine dynamics (Ref. 15). and the 
coupled flap-inflow dynamics (Ref. 14). 
MixIel Identification Usine CIFER 
The hybrid model structure discussed above was 
identified using CIFER. After convergence was achieved 
with the initial fully populated model, an accuracy 
analysis was completed to determine which parameters 
are insensitive or highIy correTated and should be 
removed from the model (Ref. 4).These unimportant 
derivatives are sequentially eliminated and the model is 
reconverged and re-analyzed for accuracy at each step. 
The final model parameters are Iisted in Table 4 together 
with their Insensitivities and Cramer-Rao bounds. Target 
Insensitivities and Cramer-Rao bounds are for the most 
part $within their target limits (10% and 20% 
respectively), indicating that a good final model structure 
has now been achieved. A comparison of the frequency 
domain model results with selected flight test results is 
presented in Figure 12, which shows excellent agreement, 
including the off-axes responses. 
The entire system identification and analysis 
procedure using CIFER required about 3 man-weeks of 
effort. All calculations were completed on a VAX 8650 
computer. 
The mode1 parameters of Table 4 convey important 
flight mechanics characteristics of the OH-58D 
helicopter. The rotor flapping spring (Lbls) is within 4% 
of the simple roll-response transfer function result of eqn 
(2). The rotor flapping time constant ( ~ f  ), which for the 
state-space model is based on both pitch and roll 
responses, is 15% larger than the previous roll-response 
transfer-function result. These results show overall that 
the addition of the coupling effects and Iower-frequency 
quasi-steady parameters do not substantially alter the 
dominant 2nd order rolllflapping behavior predicted by 
simple transfer function methods. 
The identified pitch and roll spring constants should be 
(physically) related to the inertia ratios: 
Bivens (Ref. 13) provides inertias for the OH-58D 
simulation model: Iyy / Ixx = 2939.9 / 1208.4 =2.43 
which is amazingly close to the identified value. The 
identified yaw damping is also quite dose to the 
simulation value. The identified heave damping value 
(Zw) is nearly the same as the earlier transfer-function fit 
result of eqn (7). and very close to the simulation value 
of Z, = -0.32. The inflow zero is ident i t ids  ZL= -8.6 
radjsec, which is aIso very close to the transfer function 
results in eqn (7). 
The level of pitch-roll coupling is appreciated by 
comparison of the control and response coupling 
derivatives with the on-axis derivatives. The roll due-to- 
pitch response ratio is: 
while the pitch due-to-roll response coupling ratio is 0.26. 
The coupling ratio for longitudinal control input is: 
and 0.26 similarly for the Iateral control input. These 
results indicate a pitch-roll interaxis coupling of about 
25%. which is about half of that of the BO-105 (Ref. 4), 
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Figure 12 Model Results 
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but which is still quite significant from a handling- 
qualities point of view. 
The longitudinal and lateral moment derivatives (MU 
and LV) have small values, but are negative in sign -- 
opposite from first principles result. This problem reflects 
poor low frequency identification (e.g., for frequencies 
less than 0.5 rad/sec in the roll response of Figure 6) and 
suggests that these parameters may better be determined 
from the static calculation, given in the introduction, 
using the identified effective control moment derivatives 
of equations 14 and 15. 
Finally, the eigenvalues of the model listed in Table 5 
give the coupled natural modes of the OH-58D. The 
roll/flapping response [(=0.407, wn=7.17] matches the 
transfer-function result of eqn (2) as expected. The 
pitchlrotor-flap response is also coupled but at a lower 
frequency [<=0.550, wn=4.@], but at a lower frequency 
due to the higher pitch inertia. 
Mode Real Imap: w 
radlsec 
Long Phugoid 0.242 0.0 
Long Phugoid -0.269 0.0 
Lat velocity 0.433 0.0 
Yawlsway -0.578 0349 0.675 0.856 
Heave Mode -0.398 0.0 
RolVflapping -2.916 6.550 7.17 0.407 
Pitchlflapping -2.554 3.877 4.64 0.550 
Model Verification in the Time-Domain 
Comparison of the pulse responses for the identified 
hybrid model and the flight data are shown in Figure 13 
for lateral stick and pedal inputs. Similar accuracy is 
achieved for longitudinal and collective inputs. The 
results show that key characteristics of the on- and off- 
axis responses are very well predicted, and the model is 
quite acceptable for handling-qualities characterization 
purposes. 
Full Simulation Quality Identification 
The last, most complex application of the frequency 
domain database is the identification of a state space 
model that could be used for detailed analyses, with 
fidelity equivalent to a complete nonlinear model. The 
utility of such an identification includes simulation 
validation, piloted simulation, and detailed flight control 
design. Several researchers have documented the 
effectiveness of the frequency domain identification 
that more attention is placed on the test inputs to 
maximize data quality. An extended frequency range is 
usually needed to obtain information at higher 
frequencies where rotor dynamic effects become more 
prominent. Detailed angular and kinematic consistency 
analysis, measurement error modeling, state 
reconstruction, detection of bad data, calibration of 
control rigging, all need to be examined to ensure high 
quality frequency response data that has a high degree of 
confidence (Ref. 11). Further data that would improve 
results could include rotor measurements such as flapping 
and leadflag angles. Additional states are usually added 
to account for higher order rotor and inflow dynamics, as 
well as engine and stick dynamics. Obviously, the level 
of effort increases from 3-4 manweeks to 3-4 manmonths, 
as well as the amount of time necessary to plan and 
conduct the flight test program needed to obtain the data. 
The payoffs, however can be significant, resulting from 
the high fidelity simulation quality models that are 
generated from this process. 
CONCLUSIONS 
This paper has described the variety of handling 
qualities related information that can be derived from the 
frequency domain database generated from the relatively 
simple frequency sweep flight test technique. In many 
cases, substantially more information is available than the 
results produced from classical flight test techniques, 
which demonstrates the unique power of the frequency 
based approach over the classical time domain 
approaches. Resaerch needs to continue in this area to 
determine further applications of the information 
available from the frequency doamin database. Some 
particular conclusions from this study are: 
Non-parametric models are easily obtained from 
frequency sweep flight tests, and provide useful handling 
qualities information. 
Simple parametric models are useful for characterizing 
the dominant vehicle characteristics using a few number 
of parameters. 
An example of a simple parametric model of the OH- 
58D illustrates that frequency domain identification can 
reliably be used to support handling qualities studies. 
Simple 1st order rigid body models are inadequate for 
even simple handling qualities models. A coupled 
fuselage/regressive flapping model must be used to 
characterize the vehicle response. 
RECOMMENDATIONS: 
approach on the BO-105 (Ref. 41, the AH-64A (Refs. 14 A technical note should be written for H-Q frequency 
and 15), and the UH-60A helicopters (Ref. 16). The data domain testing. 
required from flight test is essentially the same, except 
I 
61.0 I#.# sb.0 M.* so.. a0.0 mv. I w.* 1 
Ttmm (#em) 
me.* a*.* 
?la* (8.8) 
Flight data 
------- Identified model including flapping and vertical inflow 
Fig. 13 Time-domain verification of model 
Incorporate procedure in future airworthiness testing 
of new and modified aircraft. 
Store FR database for future use and make available a 
compatible format for wide dissemination and further 
research. 
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Abstract 
Salient design features of a new NASNArmy 
research rotorcraft-the Rotorcraft-Xircrew Systems 
Concepts Airborne Laboratory (RASCAL)-are 
described. Using a UHdOA Black Hawk helicopter as a 
baseline vehicle, the RASCAL. will be a flying laboratory 
capable of supponing the research requirements of major 
NASX and Army guidance, conuol, and display research 
programs. The paper describes the research facility 
requirements of these programs together with other 
critic31 consuainrs on the design of the research system, 
including safety-of-flight. Research program schedules 
demand a phased development approach. wherein specific 
research capability milestones are met and flight research 
projects are flown throughout the complete development 
cycle of the RASCAL. This development approach is 
summarized, and selected features of the research system 
are described. The research system includes a full- 
authority, progamrnable, fault-toIeranUfai1-safe, fly- 
by-wire flight conuol system and a real-time obstacle 
detection and avoidance system which will generate low- 
altitude guidance commands to the pilot on a wide field- 
of-view. color helmet-mounted display. 
Introduction 
The preface to the prdceedinzs from an International 
Symposium on "In-Flight Simulation for the 90's" held in 
Braunschweig, Germany, in July 199 1 contains the 
following assessment of flight simulation: 
Within the aerospace community, flight simuln- 
tion has become vinually synonymous with the 
reproducrion of the cockpit flight environment 
in a $round-based simulation facility. As this 
discipline has matured and assimilated the 
advances in digital processor and eiecuonic 
imaging technologies, ground-based flight 
simulation has found its legitimate role in pilot- 
in-he-loop applications, both as a research and 
development tool and as a training aid. Neverthe- 
less. ground-based flight simulation does have 
limitations related to the incomplere - and 
sometimes conflicting - nature of visual and 
motion cues which arc presented to the pilot. As 
a result. in-flight simulation has played a unique 
role in aerospace research. development. and test 
pilot training by providing the proper environ- 
ment and immersing the pilot in a real flight 
situation. 
'Chief. Right Dynamics and Controls Bnnch. Member AIAA. For rotorcraft, in-flight simuiation is becoming 
**MSCAL Project Manager, Aircnfr Systems Bnnch. Member increasingly important as fly-by-wire flight control - 
AIAA. technology is exploited and as autonomous systems are 
t~erospace Engineer. Flight Control Bnnch. Member AIAA. developed to relieve pilot workload, parriculariy during S ~ e s e m h  Pilot Aircnft Operations Bnnch. 
5~erospace Engineer. Guidance and Navigation B m c h .  nap-of-the-Eanh flight. In addition, the tidelity of aero- 
dynamic modeling for rotorcraft is far from maturity, 
with the result that imponant handling and performance 
This paper was originally presented at the AIAAIAHS Right phenomena such as rotor wake interactions cannot be 
Simulation Technologies Conference, ~ u g  24-26, 1992, Hilton adequately simulated on the ground. This paper describes 
Head Island, SC. 
the planned development and preliminary design features 
of a modern rotorcraft in-flight simulation facility- 
the Rotorcraft-Aircrew Systems Concepts Airborne 
Laboratory ( U S C A L  jheav i iy  influenced by the 
requirements of major NASA and Army rotorcraft 
guidance, control, and display research and development 
(R&D) programs at the Ames Research Center, Moffett 
Field, California. 
As described in Ref. 1, the Army/Sikorsky UH-60A 
Black Hawk helicopter (Fig. 1) was determined to be the 
most appropriate available baseline vehicle for RASCAL 
development. In October of 1989, a UH-60A, originally 
used as the Army's Advanced Digital-Optical control 
System (ADOCS) demonstrator aircraft, was loaned to 
NASA-Ames Research Center by the U.S. Army, and the 
development of the RASCAL research facility was 
initiated. 
The paper begins with a statement of the objective of 
the RASCAL development, including an overview of the 
research programs which will utilize its capabilities. 
These research requirements and other critical design 
constraints, including flight safety, are then summarized. 
The approach to be taken in the development of the 
RASCAL, which is also driven by the requirements of the 
flight research elements of the programs it will support, is 
then described. Finally, selected design features of the 
RASCAL Research Flight Control System are presented, 
Project Objective and Research Requirements 
The objective of the RASCAL facility development 
project is the design, development, integration, and testing 
of an airborne laboratory capable of supporting the flight 
research requirements of several major NASA and Army 
guidance, control, and display R&D programs. These 
programs are described in Ref. 1 and include the 
following: 
1. Superaugmented Concepts for Agile Maneuver- 
ing Performance (SCAMP): Analysis, ground simulation, 
and flight research to investigate methods for the enhance- 
ment of rotorcraft maneuverability and agility through the 
application of advanced flight-control concepts 
2. Automated Nap-of-the-Earth Flight (ANOE): 
Analysis, ground simuIation, and flight research to 
develop low-altitude guidance algorithms and pilot's 
display laws for rotorcraft terrain-following/terrain- 
avoidance and obstacle avoidance 
3. ~otoicraft  Agility and Pilotage Improvement 
Demonstration (RAPID): In-flight validation and demon- 
stration of ground simulation-derived solurions to selected 
Army-identified "technology barriers" to the development 
of next generation/future systems. 
Fig. 1 Rotorcraft-Aircrew Systems Concepts Airborne Laboratory (RASCAL). 
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and real-time researcher stations system architecture and precision navigatlon system 
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Fig. 2 RASCAL research system components. 
To support the requirements of these R&D programs, 7. On-board computational capability for real-time 
the RASCAL research system will include the following image processing, vehicle motion estimation, guidance 
(Fig. 2): algorithm generation, and pilot's display generation 
1. A high quality instrumentation, signal condi- 
tioning, and data acquisition system including rigid body, 
rotor state, and propulsion system sensors, suitable for 
both experimental data and flight control applications 
2. A programmable, fly-by-wire research flight 
control system including high-performance actuators; a 
flight control computer, programmable in a higher-order 
language, with a hardwarelsoftware architecture necessary 
for the throughput and speed requirements of the various 
SCAMP control concepts; and a high-speed data bus with 
sufficient capacity for the anticipated bus traffic 
3. The capability to evaluate both conventional 
controlIers, using an artificial force-feel system, and 
integrated, multi-axis side-stick controllers 
4. An in-flight researcher interface with the system 
for monitoring the experiments and for effecting config- 
uration changes to allow productive use of the available 
flight time 
5. An on-board precision navigation system 
suitable for low-altitude flight 
6. Appropriate passive (e.g., TV or FLIR) and 
active (e.g., radar or laser) sensors for image-based 
guidance and navigation including obstacle 
detection/avoidance 
8. Terrain data base storage for low-altitude 
navigation with no image sensor-aiding 
9. A flexible, programmable pilot's display system 
including a panel-mounted display suitable for a digital 
map and a color, wide field-of-view, helmet-mounted 
presentation of flight status and command information 
and sensor-based imagery 
10. A capability for the integration of autonomous 
guidance commands with the research flight controI 
system 
RASCAL Research System Design Requirements 
An in-house preliminary design of the RASCAL 
research system was conducted during the summer and 
fall of 1991. The efforts of the preliminary design team 
included the establishment of prioritized design require- 
ments for the research system. The top six of these 
requirements, in priority order, are: 
1. Flight Safety: The RASCAL research system 
shall not degrade the flight safety reliability of the 
baseline Black Hawk helicopter. 
2. Performance: The RASCAL research system 
shall have the capability to implement SCAMP high- 
bandwidth flight control laws, which include the use of 
rotor state feedback. and a real-time image processing, 
guidance, and display system suirable for the ANOE 
program. The capability of the research flight control 
system shall be limited only by the performance of the 
basic UH-60A flight controi system. 
3. Research Flight Envelope: The RASCAL 
allowable research flight envelope shall be the Black 
Hawk flight envelope. No expansion of that flight 
envelope is required. Aggressive maneuvering while 
using the research system shall be conducted at altitude, 
clear of terrain and obstacles. Aggressiveness may be 
limited near the terrain and obstacles. 
4. Cost Constraints: The RASCAL research system 
design must be compatible with the available funding 
from NASA, Army, and Federal Aviation Administration 
(FAA) sources. 
5. Research Productivity: The RASCAL research 
system shaIl be designed with a high mission reliability 
and with the capability of obtaining a maximum number 
of research data points per flight hour. 
6 .  Schedule Constraints: The RASCAL research 
system shall be developed in a manner that allows specific 
SCAMP, ANOE, and RAPID flight research experiments 
to be flown at intervals throughout the overall facility 
development period. 
The milestones for RASCAL facility capability 
dictated by the requirements of the SCAMP, ANOE, and 
RAPID flight research experiments schedule are indicated 
in Fig. 3. These experiments are summarized as follows: 
SCAMP and RAPID 
Rigid-Body Modeling. Data acquisition to support 
the development and validation of rigid-body models 
suirabie for use in SCAMP control law development 
Baseline ManeuverabiIitylAgility Measures. 
Development of relevant measures of rotorcraft 
maneuverability and agility and measurement of the 
maneuverability and agility characteristics of the basic 
Black Hawk 
Rotor-state Modeling. Rotor state data acquisition to 
support the extension of the SCAMP rotorcraft models to 
include rotor system dynamics 
Rigid-Body Flight Control Systems (FCS). Flight 
implementation and evaluation of SCAMP control laws 
involving the feedback and conk01 of rigid-body states 
Rotor-State Feedback FCS. Flight implementation 
and evaluation of SCAMP control laws which include the 
feedback and control of rotor states 
ANOE 
Passive Ranging Validation. Acquisition of airborne 
video imagery data from stereo TV cameras for off-line 
validation of range estimation algorithms 
SCAMP Baseline SCAMP SCAMP SCAMP 
rigid-body maneuverability/ rotor-state RFCS RFCS rigid-body rotor-state 
modeling agility measures modeling delivery flight quai. control Jaws feedback laws 
FV 
ANOE NASA/FAA ANOE Real-time RAPID handling 
passive OGPSANS computer-aided passive qualities 
ranging preclslon low altitude ranging investigations 
validation approach & flight using 
hover visually-coupled 
displays 
Fig. 3 RASCAL research facility capability milestones. 
Differential Global Positioning System (DGPSII 
Inertial Navigation System (INS) Precision Approach 
and Hover. In-flight evaluations of the suitabiTity of a 
DGPS/INS for helicopter terminal area operations under 
Instrument Meteorological Conditions 
Computer-Aided Low-Altitude Flight Using 
Visually Coupied Displays. Flight evaluations of low- 
altitude guidance algorithms and the presentation of fused 
guidance symbology and sensor imagery on a color, wide 
field-of-view helmet-mounted display 
Real-Time Passive Ranging. Flight evaluations and 
demonstrations of pilot aids for low-altitude flight 
including real-time obstacle detection and avoidance 
systems employing TV and FLIR sensors 
The facility capability milestones established by the 
requirements of these experiments demand a phased 
approach to the development of the overall research 
capability of the RASCAL. 
RASCAL ~ e s e a r c h  System Development Program 
Research program requirements dictate thzt RASCAL 
flight test programs be conducted at several stages 
throughout the development of the RASCAL as a research 
facility. The research system that is to be installed on the 
RASCAL must meet the research objectives of these 
programs in a timely manner. A phased development 
program has been defined to provide a system that can 
suppon research activities at several stages as the system 
is developed. The functional capability that is imple- 
oram to meet rnented at any phase of the development pro, 
the immediate research goals is maintained and adds to 
the overall facility capability. This additive approach 
results in a system that, upon completion, will have more 
integrated capability than any of the individual research 
programs presently require. Future research programs will 
have the full integrated capability available for the 
conduct of flight test programs. 
A critical element of this approach to the develop- 
ment of the RASCAL is that the system development 
risks must be minimized. This constraint requires that the 
facility be developed using state-of-the-an, but proven, 
technology. Care will be taken to severely limit tech- 
nology developmenr requirements in specifying the 
RASCAL Research System. 
The research programmatic milestones identified for 
the RASCAL and presented in Fig. 3 have been grouped 
into four development phases as indicated in Fig. 1. Each 
of these four phases results in the accomplishment of 
specific, reportable research goals. The system require- 
ments for each of the phases is presented below. 
Phase 1. Measurement and documentation of the 
basic UH-60A dynamics and controls characteristics are 
to be accomplished, thereby providing a baseline against 
which future improvements in maneuverability and agility 
can be judged. Acquisition of stereo video data for post- 
flight processing will be accomplished, allowing the 
validation of passive ranging algorithms. 
I SCAMP SCAMP I SCAMP Baseline . SCAMP I RFCS RFCS rlgid-body rotor-state I 
Fig. 4 RASCAL facility development phases. 
Phase 2. The additional capability of acquiring and 
documenting rotor state measurements will complete the 
UH-60A baseline identification. Differential Global 
Positioning System (DGPS) position measurement 
capability will allow the development of guidance/display 
laws for precision approach and hover. 
Phase 3. A wide-field-of-view, color, helmet- 
mounted display will add the capability to provide 
enhanced guidance information to the pilot, allowing the 
development of display laws to assist in the ability to 
conduct missions in an NOE environment. 
Phase 4. A full-authority, fly-by-wire research flight 
control system will allow development and demonstration 
of control laws that more fully utilize the maneuverability 
and agility capabilities of the UH-60A. Real-time pro- 
cessing of the stereo video data on board the RASCAL 
will allow the presentation of obstacle ranging informa- 
tion and sensorlcomputer-aided guidance commands to 
the pilot. 
System architectures have been established for each 
of the phases of the RASCAL development program that 
allow the additional capabilities to add to the overall 
system capability. The specific research requirements of 
each phase are met by this approach while the facility 
capability is always increased. This approach will be 
beneficial as new research programs are defined and the 
full capability of the RASCAL can be utilized. 
Phase 1 
The archirecture for the RASCAL Phase 1 Research 
System is shown in Fig. 5. The central element of the 
research system for Phase 1 is the data acquisition 
computer, which uses an Intel 50486 processor. Analog 
sensors provide control position and a limited set of body 
state measurements. A Litton LN-93 Inertial Navigation 
Unit (NU) is installed to measure body attitudes and 
angular rates, and linear velocities and accelerations. 
Communication between the INU and the data acquisition 
computer is provided by a Mil-Std- 1553B bus. A GEC 
Marconi HADS Air Data Computer that had been 
installed on the aircraft previously has been incorporated 
to provide low airspeed and local flow angle information. 
A pair of high resolution video cameras is mounted 
on the nose of the RASCAL to provide data for the post- 
flight validation of passive ranging algorithms. The video 
data are time-correlated with the aircraft state data and 
processed post-flight. Provisions are incorporated to 
replace the video cameras with a FLIR installation. An 
experimenter's station is installed in the cabin allowing 
convenient control of the video and data systems. 
Phase 2 
Additional components added to the Phase 1 
RASCAL system architecture will allow the research 
goals of Phase 2 to be accomplished. The resulting 
architecture is shown in Fig. 6. The basic data acquisition 
capability installed for Phase 1 will remain, with addi- 
tional sensors installed to provide rotor state information. 
A guidancelnavigation computer will be added to perform 
the guidance and navigation law computations. To 
provide guidance information to the pilot, a panel- 
mounted display will be installed and driven by the 
guidancelnavigation computer. A DGPS that communi- 
cates directly with the guidancelnavigation computer 
through a digital bus will be included. An uplink data 
stream from a ground-based GPS is required to provide 
the differential corrections to the airborne unit. 
A research system operator's station will be 
implemented in the forward area of the RASCAL cabin 
for control of the research system. An experiment 
supportlobserver's station will be insrailed in the aft cabin 
to accommodate a second researcher or to provide for an 
observer during flight test operations. 
Phase 3 
The most significant addition to the RASCAL 
research system architecture to accommodate the low- 
altitude guidance research goals for Phase 3 will be the 
addition of a wide-field-of-viey, multi-color helmet- 
mounted display system as shown in Fig. 7. Included will 
be the helmet. incorporating the display capability, a 
programmable display generator and a head tracker 
system. A second Mil-Std-1553B bus is anticipated to 
provide the data communications required to process 
guidance and navigation laws and to pass thar information 
to the helmet. Additionally, that information must be 
recorded by the data acquisition system for post-flight 
processing. 
Provisions for the acquisition of additional data 
regarding propulsion system performance will be added 
during this phase. Truth data for evaluation of the 
guidance system performance will be provided by 
uplinking data from the laser tracking system that Ames 
operates at its Crows Landing flight test facility. 
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The research system will be. by this phase of 
development, sufficiently complex to require the incor- 
poration of mode control capability. The mode-menu 
panels will be used by the evaluation pilot to select 
guidance and display modes and by the researcherlsystem 
operator to centrally control and monitor the research 
system components and to vary experiment parameters 
during the flight test. Controlldisplay units will be 
installed in the cockpit and at the research operator's 
station to provide this interaction with the research 
system, which will be accomplished using the 
Mil-Std- 1553B bus. 
Phase 4 
Two major system installations will be added to the 
research system to accomplish the research goals for 
Phase 4. The completion of this phase defines the final 
system architecture as shown in Fig. 8. 
The first of these major installations is a real-time 
image processor for the passive video ranging system. 
This unit will process the video signals to extract ranging 
information and provide it to the guidance/navigation 
computer. Obstacle avoidance information generated by 
the guidance/navigation computer will be displayed to the 
pilot. A high-speed digital bus will be used to communi- 
cate the information among the image processor, the 
guidance/navigation computer, and the helmet-mounted 
display system. 
The second major addition to the RASCAL research 
system in Phase 4 is the fly-by-wire research flight control 
system (RFCS). This installation provides the RASCAL 
with its full in-flight simulator capability. An "evaluation 
pilot's" station will be implemented by mechanically 
disconnecting the controls at the right crew station and 
installing new controls that electrically signal the RFCS. 
The RFCS will be a full-authority flight control system 
incorporating the functional components shown in the 
lower right section of Fig. 8; it is described in the next 
section. 
On-board data analysis capability will be provided 
by the data analysis computer, which will be capable of 
red-time data display and post-run data analysis for use 
by the on-board researcher. A rearrangement of the 
Mil-Std- 15538 buses may be required to accommodate 
the increased data flow requirements. Telemetry capa- 
bility will be provided to allow the acquired data to be 
displayed and recorded on the ground at Ames' flight test 
facilities. 
During Phases 3 and 4, a ground development facility 
will be built up to suppon the on-board systems develop- 
ment. A combination of actual and emulated flight 
hardware will be employed to suppon hardware flight 
qualification and subsystems integration and software 
validation and verification. Inclusion of a simplified 
fixed-base simulation capability will allow pilot-in-the- 
loop testing and will slipport experiment development and 
pre-flight training activities. 
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Fig. 8 RASCAL Phase 4 architecture. 
Research Flight Control System Requirements 
and Design Features 
The RASCAL RFCS comprises those elements of the 
research system necessary to achieve full-authority, fly- 
by-wire flight control by the evaluation pilot. The 
elements include control inceptors, sensors, a flight 
control computer, a servo control unit, and research servo- 
actuators. as illustrated in Fig. 9. Because it is the largest 
single RASCAL subsystem and because of its flight 
critical nature, special attention is given in this section to 
describing the RFCS flight safety issues, performance 
requirements, and component functional requirements. 
Safety and Reliability Requirements 
The basic design philosophy of the RFCS is fail-safe. 
On detection of a system fault, the RFCS reverts to a 
disengaged condition allowing the safety pilot to resume 
control of the aircraft using the existing mechanical flight 
control system of the UH-60A. Preferably, the fault is 
recognized and the RFCS disengaged without any 
significant control transient,characteristics that are often 
described as fail-soft or fail-passive. The research flight 
envelope, especially the allowable aggressiveness near the 
ground or obstacles, is directly impacted by the expected 
magnitude of these fault recognition and system 
disengagement transients. 
Most system faults that do not pose an immediate or 
severe threat to the aircraft can be recognized and acted 
upon by the safety pilot who is directly and continuously 
monitoring the action of the basic UHdOA pilot controls. 
However, the faults that would result in a hardover control 
transient must be detected very quickly by automatic 
monitors. Furthermore, control transients associated with 
detection and isolation of these faults must be small 
enough to permit the safety pilot to safely regain control 
even when operating near the ground or among obstacles. 
Consequently, the most stringent requirement for RFCS 
system flight-safety reliability is focused on two essential 
functions: 
1. The ability to disengage when required, whether 
initiated by the automatic safety monitoring system, the 
safety pilot, or the evaluation pilot 
2. The immediate detection, typically within 
100 msec, of component failures or software errors that 
would otherwise lead to unacceptably large and rapid 
control transients 
The performance and response time requirements for 
these automatic monitors have been established in piIoted 
simulations. The reliability of these safety-critical 
functions must be such that the probability that they will 
fail to operate as designed is extremely remote, less than 
one in lo7 flight hours. The quantitative basis of this 
requirement lies in an assumed 1000 flight-hour operating 
life of RASCAL, to which standard protection from 
potentially catastrophic failures has been applied. 
Fig. 9 RFCS components and aircraft interface. 
For system disengagement, this level of reliability 
can be achieved with state-of-the-art components and 
techniques that will assure that the RFCS servos can be 
hydraulically bypassed. Force-override features such as 
shear pins may also be included for added safety. 
Detection of component faiIures associated with the 
actuation loop itself is similarly straightforward, with 
good assurance that detection and isolation will be fast 
enough to result in insignificant control transients. 
Nevertheless, achieving these functions to the level of 
reliability that is required will undoubtedly entail some 
level of redundancy of hydraulic system components and 
servo control hardware. 
Achieving high reliability in the passive detection and 
isolation of hardover commands that may be generated 
within the RFCS is a more difficult problem, particularly 
as it is intended that the aircraft be flown aggressively 
through the fly-by-wire system so that large command 
signals may be the norm. Component redundancy with 
cross-channel comparison could be used to quickly detect 
system hardware faults. However, this method of fault 
detection increases system complexity and is subject to 
nuisance trips, especially if only two channels are 
employed. It is essential that an appropriate balance be 
struck between system complexity in the form of dual or 
triplex systems and the impact of nuisance vips and 
system maintainability on research productivity. 
To provide protection from software errors using a 
redundant design approach, independent software 
specifications and implementations would be required. 
Although software is the most frequent source of control 
system transients in a research facility of this type, the 
prospect of generating wholly dissimilar software or 
implementing cumbersome validation and verification 
procedures is distinctly unattractive. 
A preferred approach to fault detection is to monitor 
the character of the command signals to the RFCS servos, 
with the objective of identifying commands of unaccep- 
table magnitude, regardless of their source. This has been 
the general technique employed for this type of research 
facility in the past, for example, in the CH-47B variable 
stability helicopter.2 In practice. it may be more effective 
to detect these large commands by examining the charac- 
ter of the error signal within the actuator loop itself. This 
approach has the advantage of diminishing the require- 
ment for component and software redundancy, but i t  has 
less potential to provide as effective transient suppression. 
This relatively simple approach permits location of these 
monitors in a dedicated, protected, and hence more 
reliable area of the RFCS, removed from ever-changing 
research software. However, without additionai intelli- 
gence, this monitor concept is unable to differentiate 
between large commands generated intentionally by the 
evaluation pilot and actual system faults. Hence i t  is 
susceptible to nuisance trips that would result from 
aggressive maneuvering. In addition, whatever the design 
details of the fault detec~ion monitors, redundant imple- 
mentations may be required to achieve the necessary 
functional reliability. 
In light of these considerations, a question remains 
whether the maneuvering flight envelope achievable with 
the faillsafe RFCS/aircraft system is consistent with the 
research program requirements. The SCAMP objective of 
developing and evaluating control laws designed using 
advanced methodologies can be met with aggressive 
maneuvering away from obstacles or the ground and with 
reduced aggressiveness near obstacles. The RAPID 
program embodies a more traditional in-flight simulation 
role and in addition is intimately tied to the ADS-33C 
handling qualities ~~ecif icat ion.~ Section 4 of ADS-33C 
requires very aggressive maneuvering at low altitudes to 
demonstrate specification compliance, for example, an 
acceleration/deceleration with pitch attitudes in excess of 
30 degrees performed at altitudes of 50 ft above ground 
level or lower. It is desired to achieve these maneuver 
objectives with the RASCAL RFCS. However, it is not 
yet clear whether the faiVsafe architecture, which is 
highly desirable from a cost, complexity, and research 
productivity standpoint, will permit very aggressive 
maneuvering near terrain and obstacles. 
System Performance Requirements 
To meet the high-bandwidth flight control perfor- 
mance goals of the SCAMP and RAPID programs, it is 
well understood that the RFCS design must minimize the 
delay contributed by each component versus a total time 
delay budget and the nonlinearities introduced into the 
control path by rate limits and hysteresis. 
The time delay budget was arrived at using, as a 
baseline, the ADOCS case study performed by ~ i s c h l e 8  
and the RASCAL preliminary design study described in 
Ref. 5. The Ref. 4 study found that the ADOCS forward 
loop equivalent delays from pilot input to aircraft 
response was over 240 msec. This delay was thought to be 
the source of the handling qualities shortcomings that 
became apparent in the vehicle during high-precision, 
high-gain pilot tasks.4 The goal for the RASCAL budget 
was to reduce the total delay by 50% to roughly 120 msec, 
which is below the critical point of handling qualities 
degradation according to fixed-wing experirnent~.~ 
Further reduction is not feasible because a significant 
portion of the delay arises from the UH-60A main rotor 
and primary servo-actuators, which will not be modified. 
Table 1 shows the component breakdown of forward 
loop equivalent delays for the pitch axis for ADOCS 
(from Ref. 1) and the goal for RASCAL for centerstick 
and sidestick configurations. The major areas of 
improvement for RASCAL are a reduction in the 
computation frame to 10 msec and improved research 
servo performance leading to an approximation of 
10 msec of delay. This equates to a second-order servo 
response natural frequency of 22 Hz. 
Table 1 Comparison of ADOCS and RASCAL 
component equivalent delays. pitch axis 
ADOCS RASCAL 
Element delay, goal, 
ms ms 
Main rotor 66 66 
UH-60A primary servos 24 24 
Research servos - 26 10 
Zero-order hold I7 5 
Computations 22 5 
Stick sampling skew 1z 3 
Total delay, centerstick d a  115 
Sidestick notch filter 40 30 
Sidestick biodynamic filter . 2 la 
Total delay, sidestick 244 155 
Regarding nonlinearities, SCAMP control laws will 
require the maximum amount of precision attainable with 
the UHdOA. Concern about the impact of hysteresis in 
the UH-60A control linkages led to requiring that the 
research servos be mounted at the input to the UHdOA 
primary servos, rather than near the safety pilot. This is 
especially crucial for the tail rotor servo, which will be 
mounted in the vertical tail at the UHdOA tail servo input 
linkage to avoid the compliance of the tail rotor cable and 
lost motion in the mechanical linkages. It is recognized 
that these locations cause the hysteresis to be present in 
the safety pilot's backdriven controls; however, piloted 
simulation studies have indicated that this loss of 
precision is not a critical factor. 
to driving the servos beyond their rate limit, so the 
research servos will have the same rate capability. The 
maximum sine wave input amplitude that a servo will 
respond to linearly is equal to the servo maximum rate 
divided by the input frequency. For example, at the I/rev 
frequency of 27 radlsec, the servos can respond linearly to 
inputs of up to 3 . 7 % .  At the pilot controls, this corre- 
sponds to between f0.3 and k1.3 inches depending on the 
control axis. The SCAMP control desi~ns have considered 
this limitation. To date the rate limit does not appear to be 
a major impediment during aggressive maneuvering even 
with rotor state feedback. 
Component Functional and Performance 
Requirements 
This section describes the requirements of the 
components of the RFCS (Fig. 9) that derive from the 
safety and performance considerations just described. 
Depending on the design selected to meet the faiVsafe 
requirements and associated reliability goals, the system 
architecture may incorporate redundancy of some or all 
components. However, because the redundancy and 
redundancy management features are not yet well defined 
for the RFCS, they are nor addressed in this paper. 
Sensors. The primary sensors for the RFCS are 
indicated in Fig. 8. Of particular interest is that, as part of 
the SCAMP program, a major effort will be undertaken to 
measure rotor states. Current plans call for use of rotary 
variable differential transformers (RVDTs) at the blade 
roots to sense blade flap, lag, and pitch. Optical methods 
of sensing these angles are also being investigated. In 
addition, it is planned to mount pairs of linear acceler- 
ometers on each blade to obtain dupiicate measures of 
flap, lag, and pitch and possibly their rates using the state 
estimation methods described in Ref. 7. These signals will 
be transmitted or routed through slip rings for processing 
in the on-board computers. 
Controls. The first set of pilot controllers will likely 
consist of a multi-axis sidestick controller on the evalua- 
tion pilot's right with a collective lever on the left. 
Optional spring-loaded pedals will likely be included. 
Ultimately, it is planned to have in addition a conven- 
tionaI centerstick, pedals. and collective driven by a fully 
programmable force-feel system. 
The major source of nonlinearity remaining is the rate Flight Control Computer. The flight control 
limit of the servos. The t-JH-60.4 primary servos have a computer (FCC) will contain signal conditioning, bus 
rate limit of ~OO%/S~C which, due to the linkage gains and conool, signal processin$, and control laws. h e  internal 
mechanical mixing box, lead to higher and nonuniform achitecture of the FCC  ha^ not yet been determined, 
rate limits of the cockpit controls. There is no advantage especially with regard to the number of prmessoa 
required. However, it is a requirement that the FCC as a 
whole be able to perform extensive analog and digital 
signal processing as described below. Apart from 
input/output processing, it is estimated that the 
processor(s) used for the control law computations will 
need to a have 32-bit, floating point architecture and be 
capable of 16 million instructions per second (MIPS) or 
6 million floating point operations per second (MFLOPS). 
The FCC will have a large memory requirement, on the 
order of 4 Mbytes, to accommodate future growth and to 
permit loading several sets of control law applications 
code from different experiments to allow maximum flight 
test flexibility. 
The FCC will communicate with the other sub- 
systems via Mil-Std-15533 data buses (Fig. 8). Those 
systems include the 1553B-based sensors, the cockpit and 
cabin mode-menu computers, the guidance and navigation 
system, and the data acquisition and analysis system. The 
number and arrangement of buses required for these 
interactions are being determined based on estimates of 
. projected loading, traded off against hardware and soft- 
ware requirements and compatibility with the phased 
research system development. 
There is a requirement for extensive analog input into 
the FCC to accommodate the analog sensors. Many of the 
signals will be used for flight control, while others will 
be convened to 1553B format and sent on to the data 
analysis computer or telemetry system for recording. All 
the analog signals will be anti-alias filtered at a single 
frequency. A digital processor will then be used as 
required for lower-frequency filtering of both the analog 
and 1553B-based sensor signals using low-pass or notch 
filters. The advantage of this approach is to permit 
flexibility in changing filter complexity and characteris- 
tics while retaining a single hardware configuration. 
It is expected that for control applications the highest 
frequency of interest is at Yrev, or 8.6 Hz, while for 
parameter identification activities higher frequencies will 
be desired. 
A real-time operating system or real-time executive 
will be employed for program execution. A high-order 
language will be used for control law and signal proces- 
sing applications. Depending on software tools that are 
available, the language will be either C or Ada. A com- 
mercial, workstation-based, software development 
environment will likely be employed, with appropriate 
cross-compilers and a complete window-oriented 
symbolic debugging capability. The real-time shell, 
including software to drive all of the input/output devices, 
will be developed such that new signal processing and 
control law modules can be easily integrated. The project 
teams will develop the signal processing and control law 
applications software using a structured design approach 
similar to that used for the Ames V/STOL Systems 
Research Aircraft (VSRA) program.8 
Servo Control Unit. The servo control unit (SCU) 
will receive, process, and monitor control commands from 
the FCC. It will contain servo loop closure electronics, 
control engagement and disengagement of the RFCS, and 
provide fault detection and isolation logic. These SCU 
functions are considered flight-safety critical and must 
meet the 1 r 7  failurestflight hour reliability requirement 
discussed above. 
The SCU will receive servo position commands from 
the FCC that will be appropriately processed and will 
become the commands to the RFCS servos' electro- 
hydraulic valves. The servo loops will be analog, and 
linear variable differential transformers (LVDTs) will be 
used for the servo ram position feedback. Each element of 
the servo loop will be monitored; for example, by using 
the actual ram position versus one predicted by a low- 
order model. In addition, the servo motions will be moni- 
tored for "reasonableness" to assure that the SCU has not 
received a hardover or slowover command from an 
upstream component such as the FCC. The requirements 
for these command monitors have been established in 
piloted simulations that defined the maximum servo 
motion that can be tolerated before the monitor disen- 
gages the RFCS. The monitor thresholds will have some 
selectability to account for different flight environments 
and task aggressiveness levels. 
When any of these monitors detects a failure, the 
RFCS will be disengaged by bypassing and depres- 
surizing the RFCS servos. The bypass functions may be 
redundant if necessary to assure proper disengagement. 
Disengagement will also be effected via failure discretes 
to the SCU from all upstream monitors, for example the 
FCC watchdog timer. Finally, both the safety and evalua- 
tion pilots will be able to command disengagement via 
switches mounted on their controls. Unique aural tones 
will accompany RFCS engagement and disengagement. 
Research Servos. As discussed previously, the 
research servos will be mounted at the inputs to each of 
the UH-60A primary swashplate and tail rotor servos and 
will provide full-authority control of those servos. Their 
performance will be consistent with the 10 msec time 
delay and 100%/sec rate limit discussed above. The 
servos will be electrically signaled hydraulic actuators 
mounted in parallel with the UH-60A mechanical flight 
control system so that their motions are reflected. via 
movement of the mechanical linkages, back to the safety 
pilot's cockpit controls. The detail designs of the research 
servos' hydraulic and mechanical interfaces to the 
UH-60A will be modeled on those used successfully for 
ADOCS.~ At the same time, lessonsllearned in the 
ADOCS program will be used to improve the design for 
RASCAL. For example, the RASCAL servo rams will be 
balanced or semi-balanced to provide the same response 
in both directions. 
Concluding Remarks 
Since the first in-flight simulator was developed in 
1947 at what was to become NASA Ames Research 
Center, these devices have been successfully applied to 
all aspects of the aircraft development process. The 
RASCAL represents the latest in a series of helicopter 
in-flight simulators that began in the late 1950s with the 
Princeton University variable stability HUP-I, used as a 
research tool to generate roll and yaw handling qualities 
requirements. The RASCAL is being developed as much 
more than a handling qualities research tool and will be 
capable of supporting major NASA. Army, and FAA 
research programs in integrated guidance, control, and 
display systems for rotorcraft. A fundamental requirement 
for these programs is that both ground- and in-flight 
simulation be applied in a complementary fashion to 
ensure the completeness and accuracy of the results. 
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